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PREFACE 
THIS book has been in preparation for nearly fourteen years, 

which accounts for any variation in the style of writing. ; 
At the time the work was begun, the problem of citing titles 

seemed best met by quoting ·exactly the source of the informa
tion. Following this plan has led to apparent inconsistencies. 
However; in the case of books not" available, it has relieved me 
of considerable responsibility. 

Much of the mate~ial gathered could not be used to its best 
advantage in this book. · I ant looking forward to writing more 
on the same subject and on others closely related to it in 'the 
future. 

My thanks are due to the J;llany scholars and librarians who 
have helped me.' It is possible to mention only a few of them 
by name, but each individually has my g'tatitude. The entire 
Columbia University Library staff and the faculty of political 
·science at Columbia University all have been most helpful. 

I am especially grateful to the late Professor Frederick 
Barry who guided me closely for almost twelve ye<J~s, and to 
Professor Lynn Thorndike, whose suggestions and criticism 
have been so important both for the details and the general 
plan of the book. Dr. George Sarton, editor of Isis, gave the 
work i.ts original impetus and by his continued creative encour
agement greatly influenced. my thought. 

Many of the readers of my bibliography on the comet of 
1577, published In 1934 at the suggestion ofDr. Sarton, have 
furnished valuable material. This is especially true of Pro
fessor Qui do Vetter of Prague, who .also aided me in locating 
copies of many of the tracts summarized. Mrs. Carl Goldmark 
Jr. informed me of the tracts available in Vienna. Professor 
Jan Schilt and Dr. Carl Boyer focused my attention on some of 
the astronomical and mathematical problems which needed clar
ifying. Dr. Alexander Pogo has been most obliging in. ob
taining information for me from the Harvard College Library. 
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Last but not least I want to extend my thanks to my own 
family ;-to my father, Dr. Alfred M. Hellman, who first 
aroused my interest in the history of science, and who made it 
.possible for me to buy the much needed photostats and books; 
-to my mother, who has always been ready to take over the 
care of my ho~sehold or my children when the need arose; -
an<J to my husband, Morton Pepper, who read the entire book 
in manuscript and smoothed out many a~kward passages, and 
who, if he were not on active duty as a lieutenant in the Vnited 
States Naval Reserve, would now be reading proof. 

NEW YoaiC CITY 

. MARCH 20, 1944 
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INTRODUCTION 

THE purpose of this dissertation is to illustrate the effect of 
the comet of 1577 on astronomical thought. It was written in 
the hope that it would appeal to historians of science, who, by 
a careful analysis of different phases of thought in various 
fields of endeavor, will eventually produce an integrated picture 
of the development of intellectual achievement. I want to show 
that the observations of the comet of 1577 were instrumen
tal in bringing about a change in the opinions regarding 
comets, and that they mark an increased interest in and a 
greater number of observations of comets and a decided ad
vance in cometary theory. 

It is known that from earliest times comets were objects of 
wonder. Records of comets go back as far as the beginning of 
the third millennium B. C.,l when a comet was observed in 
China; and interest in comets has continued through Chaldean, 
Babylonian, Egyptian, Greek, Roman, and medieyal an,d mod
ern times up to the present. The early observations of comets 
furnished but little data, 'but towar~ the close of the fifteenth 
century of our era they became more accurate and more 
numerous. . 

In the first naif of the sixteenth century·a growing number 
of astronomers recorded their opinions of comets and their 
observations of different. aspects of the phenomena. When a 
nova appeared in 1572, astronomers were forced to doubt the 
immutability of 'the heavens and became. watchful for some 
other test of their suspicions or conclusions. This test was fur
nished by the comet of 1577, which was observed in most of 
Europe and in Asia by a very large number of men with im
proved instruments and awakened curiosi,ty. The conclusions 
of these men affected, not only the theory of comets, forcing 
the abandonment of the notion that comets were atmospheric · 
phenomena, but affected also the formulation of new systems 

1 Pingre, I, 245. 
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IO INTRODUCTION 

of the world, encompassing a break-down of the Aristotelian 
point of view, and imparting an impetus to the acceptance of 
the Copernican doctrine. 

In order properly to place the comet of 1577 in relation to 
the development of cometary theory, it is necessary to sketch 
historically that development up to I577· This has been done 
in the first two chapters, and has become more than a prelim
inary survey. I have tried to include all writers who were 
cited by authors on the comet of I577· Much of the material 
included has never before been considered from the point of 
view of cumulative knowledge. Obviously, the survey is based 
upon secondary works, but in many cases these were checked 
~gainst the originals. Especially in instances where there was 
disagreement between reputable secondary works, it was found 
necessary to refer to the primary sources. On at least one point, 
the dates of Arrian and Posidonius, a change. in interpretation 
was noticed in the literature and it was interesting to see what 
caused this change and to weigh the different sources in order 
to decide on the proper interpretation. Although most of the 
points taken up have been discussed in one or more secondary 
works, chapters I and II should be valuable with respect to 
cometary theory because they put together a great many frag-
1ments which have· never before been joined in a continuous 
narrative. 

In order to determine what was added to cometary theory 
by the observations of and the literature about the comet of 
1577 and to appreciate the tremendous stir it caused, I have 
gathered a bibliography, as· complete as possible, of tracts and 
treatises dealing with that phenomenon and have selected there
from representative ~samples of ~uthors· arid works to analyze 
and to discuss. This discussion provides a concrete picture of 
the state of astronomy, with special reference to comets, in the 
last quarter of the sixteenth century. By doing this I have 
been enabled to judge what changes in thought were taking 
place as a consequence of the appearance of the comet of 1577, 
what persons or group of persons were adding materially to the 
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knowledge of comets, and how this new body of knowledge was 
being received. _ 

It may safely be said tliat after the observations of the c9met 
of I577, in spite of the data accumulated from the ~cellent ob~ 
servations of the comets of I580 and I585, little of importance 
was added to the theory of comets until Halley's epoch~making 
prediction. ; 



CHAPTER I 

COl\IETARY THEORY TO THE END OF 
THE FOURTEENTH CENTURY 

BY the year 1577 a great many beliefs and superstitions con
cerning comets had grown up and taken hold, and steps had 
already been taken to dissipate many of them. To arrive at 
the state of European thought regarding comets in the year 
1577, it is not necessary to write a complete history of the ob
servations of comets, a task admirably done 1 more than a 
hundred and fifty years ago. For the purpose of this disserta
tion it is sufficient to touch upon the high spots, and it is un
necessary to discuss Chinese observations because they were 
not incorporated into the body of western knowledge. 

Almost all that is known concerning the early observations 
of comets made along the Nile and in the Tigris-Euphrates 
basin 2 has been preserved by Greek and Latin authors, 3 

1 Pingre. Gundel's article is an example of a more recent though not nearly 
so complete treatment of the subject. It is divided into sections dealing with 
the name, the literature, popular belief, "katasterismen ", astrology, form, 
orbit, defense, theory, observations, and lists of early comets. There seems not 
to be a recent treatment of the history of comets and the development of 
cometary theory. 

2 Pingre, I, 36-41, gave a good summary of most of the available infor
mation concerning those observations. 

3 The twentieth century researches in Babylonian and Egyptian history, 
even when they dealt with astronomy, have added nothing to our knowledge 
concerning observations of cornets .by these early peoples. Gundel, IIS4, 
remarked that Babylonian "texte " furnish only primitive astrological 
prophecies but lack the astronomical data of time and place. Kugler, I, r, 
mentioned cornets merely as having been observed. Thompson recorded the 
beliefs that " When a comet reaches the path of the Sun, Gan-ba will be 
diminished; an uproar will happen twice ... " (Thompson, II, 1 (No. 88)) ; 
and also that "When a star shines and its brilliance is as bright as the light 
of day, in its shining it takes a tail like a scorpion, it is a fortunate omen, 
not for the master of the house, but for the whole land." (Thompson, II, 
lxviii (No. 200)). The information about comets in Neugebauer's Astro
llomische Chro1z.ologie (Berlin, 1929) was all taken from Carl, Pingre, or Biot. 
Various astronomical texts, such as Langdon's and Fotheringham's The 
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14 THE COMET OF I 577 

Seneca's Natural Questions i~ particular being widely read. 
The question of thF trustworthiness of these later commenta
tors, in transmitting such information, does not affect the tra
ditions which ~ere the heritage of the sixteenth century writers 
on come,s. 

Seneca (4 B.C. to 65 A.D.) was sure that the Egyptians 
had not worked out any cometary astronomy. His reasons 
w~re that though Eudoxus had imported into Greece from 
Egypt knowledge of the motions of the planets, and Conan " 

Venus Tablets of AmmizadugtJ (1928), fail to mention comets. Nor did 
]astrow mention them in his Aspects of Religious Belief and PrtJCtice in 
Bab;vlonitJ and As.r;vritJ {19II). However, in his Die Religion Bab;vlonien.r 
und Ass;vrien.r (Jastrow, II, 68g-6go), he described the same text as 
Thompson (No. 200), but did not say that the observed phenomenon was a 
comet, but called it a meteor. He went on (Jastrow, II, 696) to a school 
text and recorded the following belief about comets: "Ein Komet [ deutet] 
auf _feste Preise ".In his foot-note J:i.strow told of various other significations 
ascribed to'comets, referring to Thompson's No. 88, which he interpreted as 
meaning a lowering of prices. These prophecies indicate that the direction 
iii which a comet disappeared, the constellations through which it moved, its 
position in relation to the sun, and the position of its head, as well as its 
color, were OQserved. However, no "theory" of comets or data from any 
specific observations were set forth. Writing in 1934. Antoniadi, g8, gave 
Stobaeus, Diodorus, and Seneca as sources for his information on Egyptian 

'cometography. He also cited an edition, not specified, of Hermes' £crits, but 
'the s~urce. for these is undoubtedly secondary. {See Antoniadi, 45.) Also 
ascribed to Hermes is the recording of a belief in the evil signification of 
comets, which bring destruction in their wake and are called Seth. (Hermes 
(1936), 216). This God is also identified with the constellation now termed 
the Great B~Archaeologieal treatises, describing the work and .resUlts 

orexplOraticnis,- including works by Sir William Flinders Petrie, A.M. 
Blackman, Norman de Garis Davies, H. C. Rawlinson, many of which I 
have examined, do not seem to deal with comets, although perhaps a reader 
of cuneiform and hieroglyphics might find some material in these and in the 
texts published as a result of archaeological expeditions including those by 
Petrie and the University of Pennsylvania Museum. Perusal of astronomical 
bibliographies and periodicals has unearthed no pertinent material. After 
examining many works on archaeology, ancient astronomy and astrology, and 
ancient history, I ha~e coine to the conclusion that the Greek and Latin 
writers are the best sources for the history of comets among the Babylonians, 
or " Chaldeans " as classical writers termed them, and Egyptians. 

· •. 4: Co~on of Samos (third century B. C.) died young, before Archimedes. 
His books on astronomy contained the Chaldean observations of eclipses. 
See Sarton, I, 173, and Oarke, 355. 
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had made a record of solar eclipses observed by the Egyptians, 
neither of them had mentioned comets. Diodorus of Sicily, 

. who about 30 B.C. completed his encyclopaedic history, said 
that the Egyptians held themselves responsible for the astro
logical knowledge for which the Chaldeans were famous. He 
ascribed prediction of comets to the Egyptians,5 and to the 
Chaldeans, saying that the latter could foretell comets and 
other so-called atmospheric phenomena by carefully observing 
the five known planets.6 

Seneca also mentioned the opinions concerning comets held 
by the Chaldeans. He quoted Epigenes 7 and Apollonius of 
Myndus,8 whose own ideas on comets will be described below, 
as saying that they had studied among the Chaldeans.9 Apol
lonius of Myndus said, according to Seneca, that the Chaldeans 
placed comets among the wandering stars (planets) and that 
their orbits had been determined. On the other hand, Epi.:. 

5 Diodorus (1933-9), I, 279, wrote that" as a result of their long. bbserva
tions they [the Egyptians! have prior knowledge of earthquakes and floods,·'. 
of the risings of the comets, and of all things which the ordinary. man looks 
upon as beyond all finding out." " 

6 Diodorus ( 1933-9), I, 449-451. Diodorus'. is the fullest extant account of. 
the Chaldean observations of comets. 

7 Fabricius, book III, chapter V, section VIII, and chapter XX, section 'XI, 
said that Epigenes was from Byzantium and that he was praised by Cen
sorinus and ·Pliny. Fabricius distinguished between the Epigenes from 
Byzantium and the Epigenes from Rhodes who was mentioned by Varro 
and Columella as having written on rustic matters .• According to Zedler, 
VIII, 1398, Epigenes flourished at the time of Alexander the Great. Rehm, 
in Pauly-Wissowa, VI, 65-6, assigned Epigenes to the pr~-Aiexandriim 
period. He identified the Epigenes from Byzantium with the one discussed 
by Varro. 

8 Dreyer (1906), 190 note 3, and Pingre, I, 53 note b, said that Apollonius 
was a contemporary of Alexander the Great. Seneca, book ·vii, chapter III, 
said that Apollonius was skilled in casting horoscopes. Clarke; 352, stated 
that there may be some confusion in the text of th~ Natural Questions 
between Apollonius of Myndus and Apollonius of Tyana. This is most 
unlikely because the floruit of Apollonius of Tyana, who did not· die before 
97 or 98, was considerably after that of Seneca who died in 65. 

9 Seneca's reference was to the fourth century B. C. and the term " Baby- · 
lonians" might properly be substituted for "Chaldeans ". 
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genes was quoted by Seneca as asserting that the Chaldeans 
had ascertained nothing regarding comets and thought them 
"' fires produced by a kind of eddy of violently rotating air ".10 

The variance in these descriptions of Chaldean comet-astronomy 
shows how little inforiilation concerning those early observa
tions survived sufficiently long to have any influence on the de
velopment of cometary theory. The story of Chaldean observa
tions of comets formed only the . shadowy and sometimes 
changing background of a picture, the foreground of which was 
dominated by Aristotelian opinions. However, the shadow was 
persistent, and J oannes Stobaeus in the second half of the fifth 
century of our era, in that part of his anthology which is known 
as Eclogae physicae et ethicae, also mentioned the Chaldean 
opinions pf comets.11 He said that the Chaldeans believed that 
comets are other planets, stars which are hidden for a period,' 
because of their distance, and which appear when they descend 
·towar4 the earth; and also that they are called comets by those 
· ~ho do not kno~ that they are true stars, which only seem to be 
· annihilated when they return to iheir own region. 

Info~mation concerning the observations of comets by the 
early Greeks 12 is almost as scarce as that dealing with their 
predecessors. It, too, inust be culled from the works of later 
commentators, and its most important source is Aristotle (384-
322 B.C.), who gave his views on comets in his M eteoro
logica,13 after lirst stating and refuting, as involving impos
sibilities, the views of hispredecessors,14 Anaxagoras,15 Democ-

10 Seneca, book VII, chapter III. 
• 11 Stobaeus, I, 226-7. A translation is given by Guillemin, J9. Weidler, 
41, cited this passage from Stobaeus as well U (pp. 41 and 53) those from 
Seneca • 

. 12 See Pingre, I, 42-60. Pingre, writing in the eighteenth century, still 
considered it necessary to refute Aristotle. 

13 Aristotle ( 1923), 342b25-345azo. 
14 Rehm (1907), 374. remarked that Aristotle mentioned his sources only 

when he opposed them. . 
15 Anaxagoras of Clazomenae was born about 499 B. C. and died about 428 

~- C. at Lampsacus. 
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ritus,16 the Pythagoreans, Hippocrates of Chios,11 and Aes
chylus. 

Aristotle said that Anaxagoras and Democritus t~ought 
that comets were conjunctions of planets, and he quoted the 
Pythagoreans as saying that a comet is one of the planets ap
pearing at great intervals of time and rising but little above the 
horizon, which is also the case with Mercury. He added that 
Hippocrates and his pupil Aeschylus expressed a similar view, 
except that they said that the tail does not belong to the comet, 
but is assumed by it in certain parts of its course, when the 
moisture attracted to the comet reflects "our sight n to the· 
sun.18 He, himself, believed that a comet is not one of the 
planets, because all planets appear in the zodiac and comets have 
been observed outside. Furthermore, he noted that more comets 
than one have been observed at one time. If a comet were due 
to reflection, as believed by Hippocrates and Aeschylus, Aris
totle would have expected the comet to be sometimes visible 
without a tail. He said that no planet had been ob~erved except 
the known five, and that all of them had often been visible 
above the horizon at the same· time; at which time, as well as 

16 Democritus of Abdera, the Greek atomist, flourished about 4:20 B. C. 
The sentiments ascribed to \lim by Bodin, 309, that comets are the souls of 
men, were possibly figments of Bodin's own imagination. 

17 Hippocrates flourished in Athens about 450-430 B. C. 

18Aristotle (1923), 3438 4-3438 20, gave their explanation of a comet thus: 
" It appears at greater intervals than the other stars because it is 
slowest to get clear of the sun and has been left behind by the sun to the· 
extent of the whole of its circle before it reappears at the same point. It. 
gets clear of the sun both towards the north and towards the south. In the 
space between the tropics it does not draw water to itself because that region 
is dried up by the sun on its course. When it, moves towards the south it 
has no lack of the necessary moisture, but because the segment of its.circle 
which is above the horizon is small, and that below it many times- as large, 
it is impossible for the sun to be reflected to our sight, either when it 
approaches the southern tropic, or at the summer solstice. Hence in these 
regiGns it does not develop a tail at all. But when it is visible in the north 
it assumes a tail because the arc above the horizon is large and that below 
it smalL For under these circumstances there is nothing to prevent our vision 
from being reflected to the sun." 
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when some planets were obscured in the neighborhood of the 
sun, comets had appeared. Aristotle also pointed out that a 
comet could appear elsewhere than in the north at summer sol-

l
stice. Many were known to have appeared in the south, and he 
spoke of the comet w}lich appeared in the west at the time of 
the earthquake in Achaea and the tidal wave. This was un
doubtedly the comet of 371 B.C.,19 at which time the towns of 
Helice and Bura were swallowed by the sea. The coincidence 
of the two events was often mentioned, as in tracts on the comet 
of 1577, as evidence of the effects of comets. 

One of the best known observers of the comet of 371 B.C. 
was Ephorus of Cyme or Cumae.20 Seneca mentioned him in an 
effort to refute the argument that comets are formed by a com
bination of stars, saying that it was easy to strip Ephorus of 
his authority, that h~ was merely a chronicler and not a man 
of scrupulous honor. Seneca implied that Ephorus fabricated 
falsehoods. in order to enliven his tales, giving, as an example, 
the description of the splitting up into two stars of the comet 
of 371 B.C. Seneca thus preserved an important bit of infor
mation,21 which centuries later could be fitted into a physical 
~theory of comets. 

19 Aristotle described the comet of 371 B. C. as appearing " to the west 
in winter in frosty weather when the sky was clear, in the archonship of 
Asteius ". It set before the sun on the- first day, but on the next it was a little 
behind the sun, setting immediately, its light extending like a leap over a third 
part of the sky, so as to be called a " path ". The comet vanished after it 
had receded as far as Orion's belt. The word "leap" is Aristotle's and has a 
physical interpretation, meaning the space covered by a jump. 

20 Ephorus was a historian and geographer and a pupil of !socrates. 
According to Barber, the reasonable dates for Ephorus' life are about 405 to 
330 B. C. Bostock and Riley were probably mistaken when they gave 4o8 B. C. 
as his approximate floruit. See Sarton, I, 146-7; Bostock and Riley, I, 371 
note 7; _Diodorus (1933-9), II, 339; and Barber, especially 3 and IJ2. See 
Marx, especially 3-23 and 25o-1. ' 

21 Seneca, book VII, chapter XVI. In the nineteenth century Biela's comet 
was seen to divide, so Ephorus' observation is no longer considered an im
possibility, even though it is not interpreted as testifying to the formation 
of comets by planetary conjunction. It is easy to see how such a phenomenon 
might lead a man to believe that comets are formed by a union of stars. . / 
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Aristotle set forth as an argument against his predecessors, 
both those who believed that a comet is one of the planets and 
those who believed that comets are a coalescence of the planets, 
the " fact," which he accepted on the authority of the Egyp~ 
tians and thought he had himself observed, that some of the 
fixed stars acquire a tail. Furthermore, he continued, . comets 
seen in his time had faded away gradually 22 without leaving 
any star behind, although Democritus had insisted that ·certain 
stars were seen when comets dissolved. Democritus' theory, 
Aristotle asserted, would require such always to be the case . . 
Also, on the authorityo£ the Egyptians and from observations 
of the occultation by Jupiter of one of the stars o_f the Gemini, 
he stated that conjunctions and occultations take place without 
the formation of comets. 

Aristotle' then presented his own views on comets, phe
nomena which he thought inaccessible to observation, and 
an explanation of which he considered satisfactory if· free 
from impossibilities. It is this explanation which was pre
sented . time and again by writers on comets, including many 
who wrote on the comet of 1577, and which was disproved 
by observations of that comet. Because of its importance in 
'the history of cometary theory, it is best to quote it exactly. 
The passage reads as follows :23 

" We know that the dry 
and warm exhalation is the outermost part of the terrestrial 
world which falls below the circ~lar motion.24 It, and a great 

22 "vanished without setting, gradually fadi'ng away above the horizon" ·. 
(Aristotle (1923), 343b16-343b17), which Pingre, I, 26 note a, interpreted 
as meaning without a heliacal setting. 

23 Aristotle (1923), 344a9-344b18. 
. . 

24 In the De Mundo (Aristotle (1914), 392"32-392b5) this region is de
scribed as follows : "After 'the Ethereal and Divine Element, which we 
have shown to be governed by fixed laws and to be, moreover, free ·from 
disturbance, change, and external influence, there follows immediately an 
element which is subject throughout to external influence and disturbance 
and is, in a word, corruptible and perishable. In the outer portion of this 
occurs the substance which is made up of small i>articles and is fiery, being 
kindled by the ethereal element owing to its superior size and the rapidity 
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part of the air that is continuous with it below, is carried round 
the earth by the motion of the circular revolution. In the course 

,of this motion it often ignites wherever it may happen to be of 
the right consistency, and this we maintain to be the cause of 
the 'shooting' of scattered 'stars'. \Ve may say, then, that a 
comet is formed when the upper motion introduces into a 

' gathering of this kind a fiery principle not of such excessive 
strength as to burn up much of the material quickly, nor so 
weak as soon to be extingui~hed, but stronger and capable of 
burning up much material, and when exhalation of the right 
consistency rises from below and meets 1t. The kind of comet 
varies according to the shape which the exhalation happens to 
take. If it is diffused equally on every side the star is said to 
be fringed, if it stretches out in one direction it is called 
bearded.25 We have seen that when a fiery principle of this,kind 
moves we seem to have a shooting-star: similarly when it 
stands still we seem to have a star standing still. \Ve may com
pare these phenomena to a heap or mass of chaff into which a 
torch is thrust, or a spark thrown. That is what a shooting
star is like. The fuel is so inflammable that the fire runs 
through it quickly in a line. Now if this fire were to persist 
instead of running through the fuel and perishing away, its 

of its movement. In this so-called Fiery and Disordered Element flashes 
shoot and fires dart, and so-called ' beams ' and ~ pits ' and comets have their 
fixed position and often become extinguished." A brief sketch like the present 
is not concerned with the authenticity of the De Mundo. It is sufficient that 
it was part of the Aristotelian tradition which was the possession of the 
men who observed the comet of 1577. Capelle {1905h) considered the work 
to be from the first half of the second century after Christ and to be founded 
on 'two works of Posidonius. The citation given above was mentioned by 
Capelle (1905b), 536. Fabricius, book III, chapter VI, section XIII, con
sidered Posidonius a possible author of the De Mundo. Instead of depriving 
the above quoted passage of value in describing the historical development 
of cometary theory, Capelle's contention serves to place Posidonius historically 
as a transmitter and codifier and shows the form of the Aristotelian con
ceptions concerning comets at the beginning of our era. 

25 Writers on the comet of 1577 used this same classification. For example, 
see Dasypodius' book (item 33 of appendix, below), Busch's book {item 21), 
and Rocca's book {item 91). 
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course through the fuel would stop at the point where the latter 
was densest, and then the whole might begin to move. Such is 
a comet-like a shooting-star that contains its beginning and 
end in itself. 

" When the matter begins to gather in the lower region inde
pendently the comet appears by itself. But when the exhalation 
is constituted by one of the fixed stars or the planets, owing' 
to their motion, one of them becomes a comet. The fringe is 
not close to the stars themselves •. Just as haloes appear to fol- · 
low the sun and the moon as they move, and encircle them, 
when the air is dense enough for them to form along under the 
sun's course, so too the fringe. It stands in the relation of a 
halo to the stars, except that the colour of the hat~ is due to re
flection, whereas in the case of comets the colour is something 
that appears actually on the~. 

" Now when this matter gathers in relation to a star the 
comet necessarily appears to follow the same course a.s the 
star. But when the comet is formed independently it falls be
hind the motion of the universe, like the rest of the terrestrial 
world. It is this fact, that a comet often forms independently, 
indeed oftener than round one of the regulat' stars, that makes · 
it impossible to maintain that a comet is a sort of reflection, \ 
not indeed, as Hippocrates and his school say, to the sun, but 
to the very star it is alleged to accompany-in fact, a kind· of 
halo 26 in the pure fue( of fire." , _ 

Aristotle accepted, without discussion, the fact that comets, 
when frequent, foreshadow wind and drought, which, he said, 
"must be taken as an indication of their fiery constitution." 27 

This conclusion followed logically upon his theory of the con
stitution of comets :28 "For their origin is plainly'' due to the 
plentiful supply of that secretion [wind and drought]. Hence 
the air is necessarily drier and the moist evaporation is so dis-

26 Aristotle later described haloes as reflections by condensations of air 
and vapor. , 

Zl Aristotle (1923), 344~o-344b21. 

28 Ibid., 344bzx-345a5. 
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solved and dissipated by the quantity of the hot exhalation as 
not readily to condense into water.- ... -So when there are 
many comets and they are dense, it is as we say, and the years 
are clearly dry and windy. When they are fewer and fainter 
this effect does not appear in the same degree, though as a rule 
the wind is found to be excessive either in duration or strength. 
For instance when the stone at Aegospotami fell out of the air 
-it had been carried up by a wind and fell down in the day
time--then too a comet happened to have appeared in the west. 

lAnd at the time of the·great comet [371 B.C.] the winter was 
dry and north winds prevailed, and the wave was due to an 
opposition of winds ... Again in the archonship of Nicomachus 
[341-340 B.C.] a comet appeared for a few days about the 
equinoctial circle (this one had not . risen in the west), and 

1 simultaneously with it there happened the storm at Corinth." 
The fact that comets are rare phenomena and appear more 

frequently outside than inside the tropic circles was explained 
by Aristotle as in part due to the solar and stellar motion, 
which both caused the hot principle to be secreted and dissolved 
it when it was gathering, and in greater part due to the fact 
that the stuff was collecting in the Milky Way. He thought 
that the latter was composed of the same matter as comets. 

Additional valuable information concerning the early Greek 
theories of comets was given by the Greek author Plutarch, 
whose period of activity probably did not begin before the 
deaths of his older con~emporaries, Seneca and Pliny. Plu
tarch's recapitulation of theories about comets brought their 
history down to a later date than did that of Aristotle, whose 
theory was included. Plutarch wrote as follows : " Some of the 
Pythagoreans say, that a comet is one of those stars which do. 
not always appear, but after they have run through their de
termined course, they then rise and are visible to us. Others, 
that it is the' reflection of our sight upon the sun, which gives 
the resemblance of comets much after the same manner as 
images are reflected in mirrors. Anaxagoras and Democritus, 
that two or more stars being in conjunction by their united light 
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make a comet. Aristotle, that it is a fiery coalition of dry ex
halations. Strato,29 that it is the light of the star darting through 
a thick cloud that hath invested it; this is seen in light shining 
through lanterns. Heraclides, native of Pontus,30 that it is a 
lofty cloud inflamed by a sublime fire. The like causes he as
signs to the bearded comet, to those cir.cles that are seen about 
the sun or stars, or those meteors which resemble pillars or 
beams, and all others which are of this kind. This way unani
mously go all the Peripatetics, believing that these meteors, be
ing formed by the clouds, do differ according to their various 
configurations. Epigenes,31 that a comet arises from an eleva
tion of spirit or wind, mixed with an earthy substance and set 
on fire. Boethus/2 that it is a fantasy presented to us by in
flamed air. Diogenes,33 that comets are stars. Anaxagoras, that 
those styled shooting stars fall down from the ether like sparks, 
and therefore are soon extinguished. Metrodorus,34 that it is a 

29 Straton of Lampsacus flourished about 288 B. C., becoming head of the 
Lyceum. His works show the influence of both Democritus and Aristotle, 
attempting to reconcile them. In his main field, physics, he developed Aris
totelian physics. (Sarton, I, 152.) 

30 Heraclides was born in Heracleia on the Black Sea about 388 B. C. and 
probably died between 315 and 310. He was a pupil of Plato and Aristotle 
and was the originator of the geoheliocentric system, which was again intro
duced by Ty~;ho Brahe. See Sarton, I, 141, 125, and Duhem, I, 41o-418. 

31 The theories of Epigenes as set forth by Seneca will be given below. 
Pingre, I, 56-7, quoted Stobaeus on certain people who thought comets 
earthly vapors, which had risen and been ignited. This theory, Pingre said, 
was that of Epigenes and Apollonius, even though Stobaeus did not definitely 
say so. 

32 A Stoic philosopher (Zedler, IV, 409). 

33 This is probably Diogenes of Apollonia, a younger contemporary of 
Anaxagoras. This Diogenes wrote a book on nature. See Sarton, I, 96 and 
Fabricius, book II, chapter XXIII, sections I and XVII. The statement by 
Pingre, I, 55 note f, that the Diogenes mentioned by Plutarch seems to have 
been he who was "le Chef de Ia secte Ionique a pres Anaxagore" has little 
value, but probably confirms the selection of Diogenes of Apollonia. 

34 This is probably Metrodorus of Chios, a pupil of Democritus and teacher 
of Anaxarchus. This Metrodorus wrote about atmospheric phenomena. See 
Pauly-Wissowa, XV, 1475-6, Metrodorus 14) M. con Chios. See also 
Fabricius, book VI, chapter IX, section XXX, and Pingre, I, 46 note m. 
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forcible illapse of the sun upon clouds which makes them to 
sparkle as fire. Xenophanes,15 that all such fiery meteors are 
nothing else but . the conglomeration of the enfired clouds, and 
the flashing motions of them." 38 Although Plutarch showed no 
reverence for the cometary theories of Aristotle and the Peri
patetics, he did show that those theories had other adherents 
such as Heraclides. 

At the time of Aristotle, Apollonius of Myndus 37 believed, 
according to Seneca,88 that "a comet is not one star made up 
of many planets, but that many comets are planetary ", and that 
a comet •• is not an illusion nor a trail of fire produced on the 
borders of two stars, but is a distinctive heavenly body, just as 
the sun or the moon is. Its shape is. not limited to the round, but 
is somewhat extended and produced lengthwise. On the other 
hand its orbit is not visible. It cuts ..• the upper part of the 
universe, but only emerges when at length it reaches the lowest 
portion of its course. There is no reason to suppose that the 
same comet reappears ;39 

••• Comets are as varied as they are 

35 Xenopharies of ·Colophon flourished about 540 B. C. He is the reputed 
founder of the Eleatic school. · 

·36 This section, "Of Comets and Shooting Fires, And Those Which Re
semble Beams" is in the Placita philosophorum which is included in the 
Moralia. See Plutarch (1893), 317-8 (De Placitis Philosophorum, book III, 
chapter II.) Thetranslation quoted above is by John Dowel, which is given in 
Plutarch (1883), III, 149-150. Oarke, xlvi-xlvii, cited Diets as questioning the 
genuineness of this "wretched epitome " and assigning it to the middle of 
the second century. To a contemporary and friend of Plutarch, Favorinus of 
Aries (d. ca. 133), not mentioned in Plutarch's section on comets, has been 
ascribed belief either in the cometary theory of Apollonius or in that of 
Democritus. See Pingre, I, 63 note c, who cited Aulus Gellius' book XIV, 
chapter I; Gellius; and Legre, 226. However, in. order to find in Gellius' 
chapter any statement linking Favorinus with a theory of comets, an inter
pretation of the word " errones " as applying to comets as well as or instead 
of to planets is necessary. Quite possibly this interpretation was given in 
sixteenth and seventeenth century editions of Gellius' work. 

:r1 See footnote 8 above. 

38 Seneca, book VII, chapter XVII. 

39 It was in this connection that Seneca spoke of the comet in the reign of 
Nero "which has redeemed comets from .their bad character". A four-
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numerous. They are unequal in size, unlike in colour.40 Some 
are ruddy without any light; others are bright with a pure clear 
light; others are flame-coloured, but the flame is not a p~re 
thin flame, but is enveloped in a mass of smoky fire. Some are 
blood-stained and threatening, bringing prognostication of 
bloodshed to follow in their train. They wax and wane like 
other planets. They are brighter when they come. down toward 
us, and show larger from a nearer point, smaller when they de
part from us, and dimmer when they retire to a greater dis
tance." Apollonius also said, according to Seneca,41 that stars 
are opaque but comets are not. 

Epigenes/2 who was mentioned by Seneca with Apollonius 
of Myndus, may well be discussed at this point, even though 
there is doubt whether he lived at the time of Apollonius or 
shortly before Seneca. According to Seneca;43 Epigenes sup
posed that the greate.st influence in determining the motions of 
the heavenly bodies was exercised by Saturn, whose power of 
contracting and massing the atmosphere explained tlie phenom
ena of thunder and lightning, beams and torches. Epigenes 
separated comets into two classes, which Seneca described thus : 
" One kind sheds its light on all sides without changing its 
position; the other extends a loose kind of fire in one direction, 
after the fashion of hair, and passes through among the stars; 
. . . The former variety . . . are usually low down, and arise 
from the same causes as beams and torches, th~t is, {rom a dis
tempered thick atmosphere that carries in it many of the 
earth's exhalations, both dry and moist .... " Seneca continued 
by saying that Epigenes "supposes comets'to be formed pretty 

teenth century manuscript objected to Seneca's statement on the grounds 
that Nero was a· bad ruler and hence the comet was a sign of great evil 
See Thorndike, III, ,582. 

40 Boll ( 1918), 26, pointed to this citation as proving that the Babylonians 
observed the colors of comets. ' 

41 Seneca, book VII, chapter XXVI. 

42 See footnote 'I above. 

43 Seneca, book VII, chapters IV, VI, VII, VIII, IX. 
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· much in the same way as fires excited by whirlwind. There is 

this one difference, that those whirlwinds are pressed down to 
earth from a higher. region, while these others are raised from 
earth to the upper regions .... Epigenes afterwards goes on to 
speak of the comets that, he says, have a more definite resem
blance to stars, traversing an orbit and passing through the 
zodiacal signs. He attributes their origin to the same causes as 
produce those that he called lower comets, the only difference 
being that the earth's exhalations in this case contain many dry 
elements, and therefore seek the higher region, and are driven 
by the north wind toward the more exalted portions of the 
heavens. . . . He believes that when all the moist and dry ex
halations of the earth unite, the mere discord of the different 
bodies turns the air into whirlwind. Then the force of that wind 
as it revolves sets fire by its rapid motion to all that it embraces 
in itself, and raises it on high. The gleam of the fire that ~s thus 
·extracted remains as long as there is sufficient nutriment; when 
the fuel fails, the fire subsides too .... " Seneca, in an effort to 
disprove the theories he was setting forth, reasoned thus : " Let 
Epigenes, therefore, make his choice of the two alternatives : if 
the force is small, it cannot reach so high; if it is great and vio
lent, it will the more quickly break up. But further, according to 
the opinion of people like Epigenes, these lower comets do not 
mount higher because they have too much earthiness in them. 
Their weight keeps them in the neighbourhood of earth .... " 

Next, Seneca set forth the arguments of Artemidorus of 
Parium,44 who urged that the five planets are not the only stars 

44 Seneca, book VII, chapters XIII and XIV. Artemidorus of Parium or 
Parion in the Troas is known only through the mention given him in book 
I, chapter IV and book VII, chapters XIII and XIV of Seneca's Natural 
Questions. See Fabricius, book IV, chapter XIII, section IX; Kauffmann; 
and Gundel, 1170. Delambre {I817), I, 18, citing Weidler, seems to have 
confused Artemidorus of Parium with Artemidorus of Ephesus. Since no 
dates are known for Artemidorus of Parium, he may as well be discussed 
here as elsewhere. His teachings lean on one side toward those of Democ
ritus and Anaxagoras and on the other toward that of Apollonius of 
Myndus. In connection with this last point see Rehm (1922), IZ-J. 
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~ith erratic courses, merely the only ones which have been ob
served. Others are uriknown either because ,of their faintness, or 

·because their orbit is so placed that they are visible only at:its 
extremities. Thus, new stars are seen, mixing their light with 
that of the fixed stars, but brighter than is usual in stars. 
Seneca questioned this reasoning by asking why one could not 
then say " either that all the stars move or that none of them 
does ". Besides, considering the crowd of stars which Artemi
dorus assumed, stars would meet each other often, whereas 
comets are rare. Seneca discussed and criticized in highly vitu
perative phraseology not only the views of Artemidorus con- . 
cerning comets, but also his entire scheme of the world. · 

At the time of Aristotle's death there lived a young man,, 
Zeno of Citium on the island of Cyprus/5 ·who thought that 
stars united their rays to create the image of an elongated star. 
However, his and his school's opinions did not make lasting 
headway against the growing strength of Aristotelian tradition. 

The authoritative power held by Aristotle's-'opinions grew 
gradually. It was· increased by the work of Posidonius and 
Arrian of the first century before Christ and the second after, 
respectively. Posidonius 46 was a pupil of Panaetius of Rhodes, · 
who rejected the predictions of astrology and the Stoic concept 
of complete sympathy throughout the cosmos.47 Panaetius and 

45 Zeno, the founder of the Stoic school, lived about 336 to 264 ·B. C. 
See Seneca, book VII, chapter XIX. · 

46 Posidonius was born in Apamea, Syria, about 135 B. C. and died in 51 
B. C., probably at Rome. A Stoic philosopher with Neo-Platonic tendencies, 
an encyclopaedist, geographer and astronomer, he founded a school in Rhodes 
in 103 B. C., was an instructor of Cicero and a friend of Pompey, and exer
cised great influence on Roman thought. Capelle (1905b), 531, considered 
Posidonius' influence on philosophy as a whole comparable only with that 
of Aristotle. The primary sources for fragments of his work are· Cleomedes 
and Strabo. See Sarton, I, 204; Wilamowitz (1902), 185-6; Reinhardt 
(1921); Clarke, 363; Delambre (1817), I, 26o; Duhem, I, 244, 282; Bostock 
and Riley, I, 149 note 2; Fabricius, book III, chapter XV; Cicero, book I, 
chapter III. 

47 Panaetius was born about 18o B. C. and flourished in Rome and aliroad. 
He died in IIo-109. He is thought to have been responsible for the diffusion 
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others, who believed that a comet is the mere counterfeit of a 
star, had, according to Seneca,f8 considered "whether all sea
sons of the year are equally fitted to produce comets, and 
whether all quarters of the sky are equally suitable for their 
creation. They have inquired, too, whether they can be formed 
in all regions through which they can pass, and have discussed 
other points of a like kind .••. " · 

Posidonius' physical theories were in close harmony with 
those of Aristotle 49 and were in turn upheld by Arrian.60 

Seneca wrote of his co·metary theories thus : " But other fiery 
appearances remain for a considerable time, and do not break 
up until all the fuel on which they fed has been used up. Here 
belong the strange sights recorded by Posidonius-pillars and 
shields all ablaze, and other flames of marvelous strangeness .... 
They bring down sudden fire from the heights of heaven, some
times producing a flash which is gone in a moment, sometimes 
compressing the air, which is forced into a glow; ... " 61 Al
though the views of Posidonius were closely followed by Ar-· 
rian, it is possible that the theories differed in respect to the 
formation of comets in the north. One interpretation of Posid
onius' views leads to the conclusion that he thought that thick 
air was necessary for the formation of a comet and that in the 
north the air was not thick. 52 On the whole, Posidonius was not 
so much the originator of theories in the field of atmospheric 

of Stoicism among the' Romans. See Sarton, I, 193; Qarke, 36:1; Fowler, 
especially 36-7, quoting Cicero; Kaussen, 2o-2. 

48 Seneca, book VII, chapter XXX. 

49 Duhem, I, 244; Reinhardt (1921), '135. (with special reference to 
meteorology); Rehm (1922), 35 ff. 

50 See Capelle (1905a), 627-635, where the similarity between Arrian and 
Posidonius was noted, although, when writing the article, Capelle thought 
that Posidonius was a follower of Arrian. See also Capelle (1go8), 612, 615, 
616 ff., 632 ff.; Ringshausen; Seneca, book VI, chapters XXI and XXIV; 
and Capelle (1913), 337-340· 

51 Seneca, book VII, chapter XX. 

52 Capelle (1905a), 63o-1. 
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physics as he was the adopter and adapter. of those of others 
which he learned about in his journeys.53 Posidonius rna~e at 
least one observation himself, namely that of a cornet visible 
during a solar eclipse although previously concealed by the 
proximity of the sun. 54 

, 

Original or adopted, Posidonius' theories of cornets had wide 
influence.55 They can be reconstructed by a careful perusal of 
Seneca's seventh book.56 Posidonius thought that a cornet's tail 
was due to reflection, whereas Apollonius of Myndus consid
ered it a part of the cornet, a point noted by Seneca in argu
ing against the theories of the 'latter. 57 Like Aristotle, Posi
donius thought that cornets were signs of the weather, and· 
sought the explanation of this relationship .in the fiery and dry 
nature of the cornets. 58 He taught that cornets are of the same 
substance as the more fleeting light phenomena of the upper 
atmosphere, differing from them by their longer duration and 
their participation in the revolution of the heavens, to which is 
added, in some instances, a moderate motion of their own. 59 

The different kinds are called after their shapes.60 They are 
made out of dense air which is separated from the earth's at
mosphere and ignited by the friction of the heavens revolving 
about it and which then follows the circular motion of the 
heavens. There are more cornets than are visible, but they are 
lost in the sun's rays when they are near that body. They be
come visible during solar eclipses and sometimes their tails are 

53 Ibid., 635; Rehm (1922), 26-30, 38. 

54 Seneca, book VII, chapter XX. 

55 See Malchin, 21-3; a~d particularly Rehm ( 1922). Edelstein; 322-3, 
minimized the influence of Posidonius. However, as far as cometary theories 
are concerned, Posidonius furnished one step in their development, and thus 
his theories became a part of the body of knowledge concerning comets. 

56Rehm (1922), 20 ff. 

57 Ibid., 17; Seneca, book VII, chapter XXVI. 

58 Rehm (1922), 18, 25. 

59 Ibid., 31-3. 

60 Ibid., 31 and note on 31-2. 
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visible after sunset. The nucleus is globular like a star, but the 
t~il is a transparent streak of light. They burn so long as they 
find nourishment in the aetherial region, and upon this depend 

. the duration, the proper motion, and the fluctuation of their 
brightness. 

Posidonius adduced the f~llowing 81 reasons for his conclu
sions. Comets are transitory and consequently are not stars. 
They last longer than other luminous phenomena because their 
motion is higher in the warm region of the aether. The depend
ence on fuel and the formation from such relatively heavy sub
stance are evinced by the fact that comets, although they appear 
in all parts of the heav,ens prefer the poles, in as much as they 
appear there or at any rate strive to get there. This they do be
cause there. fuel is accumulated, and there it is easier than at 
the equator for tpe heavy mass of the comet to take part in the 
heavenly revolution. The classification of comets with atmos-· 
pheric phenomena is justified by the influence of comets on the 
weather. Their appearance coincides with drought, their dis
appearance with heavy rains, so that one must infer that comet 
fire eats much dry matter. 

Clearly as Seneca pictured the theories of Posidonius, com-
l petent authorities have found reason to suspect the existence of 
a middleman between those two.82 Whether he was Asclepio
dotus remains uncertain.83 Certainly, he can have had no effect 
on the reception of S~neca's great work, which not only sum
marized the old theories of comets but also expressed a definite 
opinion on the subject. Seneca made one concession to his con
temporaries, when he classified comets under " meteorology " 

61lbid., 33-5, ' 

62 Rehm (1922), 4-6; Reinhardt (1921), 137, 139. 

63 Asclepiodotus seems. to have been a Greek student of meteorology and 
military ,science, but his exact identity remains a mystery. Seneca, book II, 
chapter XXVI and book VI, chapter XVII, said that he was a pupil of 
Posidonius. See Asclepiodotus, especially the introduction, 2JQ-8; Miiller, 
K. K.; Rehm {1922), 4'-S. IS; .and Reinhardt (1921), IJ7. 
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as was done by Posidonius or his school. Otherwise he would 
have classified them under "caelestla" whereas almost all his 
precursors had placed them und_er " sublimia." 64 Seneca stat~d 
the different ideas about comets which had existed .before his 
time and showed why they were not tenable. By disproving 
them, he was leading up to the arg~inents which .seemed to him 
to be the logical conclusions concerning comets. ·This does not 
mean that he offered his ideas as the fina1 word ·on the sub
ject, but merely as the best which could be arrived at in the 
light of the existing knowledge. 

\Vhen Seneca gave his classification of comets, ,he spoke of 
certain luminous phenomena thus: "Those that have a_longer 
career and a stronger fire which follows the motion· of the' 
heavens, or those that pursue an orbit of their own, are re-' 
garded by the Stoic philosophers as Comets :. . . . · Different 
kinds of these are pogoniae (bearded), lampades (torches), 
and cyparissiae (like cypress trees), and all the rest ·of them: 
they have a thin tail of fire. It is doubtful whether beams 
( trabes) and the rare barrel-meteors (pithitae) should be 
placed in this category or not. . . ." 65 Further along, he de
scribed three types of cometary theories, the " reflection " 
theory, the "planet" theory, and the "eddy-of-air" theory, by 
direct reference to the authors of those theories.66 After reject-: 
ing the theories of his predecessors, Seneca began the e";{position · 
of his own, but even there he harked back to those of Apol
loniqs, of Aristotle and Panaetius, and of his own school, that 
of the Stoics, with none of whom he agreed. 

In the twenty-second chapter Seneca said,".,. I cannot think 
a comet is a sudden fire, but I rank it among Nature's perma
nent creations .... " 67 And in the following chapter he c<:>n
tinued, " In none of the ordinary fires in the sky is' the route 

64 Rehm (1907), 389. 378. 

65 Seneca, ~ook I, chapter XV. 

66 Book VII. See Rehm (1922), 7. 

fU Seneca, book VII, chapter XXII. 
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curved; it is distinctive of a star (planet) that it describes a 
curve in its orbit. \Vhether other comets had this circular orbit 
I cannot say. The two in our own age at any rate had. Again, 
everything kindled by a temporary cause quickly gives out .••• 
No fires have any considerable duration unless their strength is 
inherent. I mean the divine fires which the universe maintains 
eternally, because they are its parts and works. These, I say, are 
always active; they have an orbit the even tenor of which they 
preserve, and they are uniform .•.. I said a moment ago that no 
fire· could ·be lasting which arose from some defect in the at
mosphere. I,have now to add further, that it can by no means 
be fixed and steady .... But a comet has its own settled posi
tion. For that reason it is not expelled in haste, but steadily tra
verses its course; it is· not snuffed out, but takes its departure. 
If it were a wandering star ( i. e., planet), says some one, it 
would be in the zodiac. Who, say I, ever thinks of placing a 
single bound to the stars? or of cooping up the divine into 
narrow space? These very stars, which you suppose to be the 
only ones that move, have, as every one knows, orbits differing 
one from another. Why, then, should there not be some stars 
that have a separate distinctive orbit far removed from them? 
What reason is there why there should not be passages into the 
heavens at some part of them? But if you are convinced that 
e'very star (planet) cannot but touch the zodiac, then I say 
the comet might have such a wide orbit that at some point it 
may coincide with the zodiac. This is not necessary, but it .is 
possible." 68 The ideas thus expressed by Seneca were cited in 
the early fifteenth century by Jacobus Angelus of Ulm.69

. 

Seneca continued his argument through the remaining chap
ters of his book,10 building up a theory, thus: " ... Do you sup:
pose that in this great and fair creation, among the countless 
stars that adorn the night with varied beauty, never suffering 

68lbid., book VII, chapter XXIII. 

69 Thorndike, IV, 8J. See below, in chapter II. 

70 Seneca, book VII, chapters XXIV -XXXII. 
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the atmosphere to become empty and sluggish, there are only 
five stars that are allowed to move freely, while all the rest 
stand still, a fixed, immovable crowd? Should any one here 
ask me: Why, then, has their course not been observed like that 
of the five planets? my answer to him shall be: There are many 
things whose existence we allow, but whose character we are 
still in ignorance of .... Why should. we be surprised, then, 
that comets, so rare a sight in the universe, are not embraced 
under definite laws, or that their beginning and end are not 
known, seeing that their return is at long intervals? . . . The 
day will yet come when the progress of research through long 
ages will reveal to sight the mysteries of nature that are now 
concealed .... The day will yet come when posterity will be 
amazed that we remained ignorant of things that· will to them 
seem so plain .... The heavenly bodies may not stand oc turn 
away. All advance; once the signal is given they start on their 
race. Their career will end only with their existence. . . . Men 
will some day be able to demonstrate in what regions comets 
have their paths, why their course is so far removed from the 
other stars, what is their size and constitution. Let us be satis· 
fied with what we have discovered, and leave a little truth for 
our descendants to find out." These last sentences may not ~eem 
optimistic, but they do show a grasp of the situation, a scientific 
reluctance to commit himself on insufficient data, and confidence 
in future scientists. Seneca further said, " The whole concord 
of the universe is a harmony of discords. you say a comet is 
not a star, because its form does not correspond to the type, but 
is unlike other stars. You can see, no doubt, how very like that 
star that returns to its place after thirty years is to this which 
revisits its haunt within the year! Nature does not turn out her 
work according to a single pattern; she prides herself upon her 
power of variation. .•. She does not often display comets ; she 
has assigned them a different place, different periods from the 
other stars, and motions unlike theirs: ... Their appearance· 
has; in truth, an exceptional distinction; they are not cribbed 
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and cabined within narrow bonds, but let loose to roam freely, 
to range over the region of many stars." 

Seneca put more emphasis on weather prognostication '11 

from the appearance of comets than did Aristotle. He used 
Aristotle's statements, concerning weather forecasting by 
comets, to bolster up his own contention that a comet is a star. 
He said that a comet warned of rain and wind, not in the im
mediate future, but throughout the year, and he concluded as 
follows: " Hence it is plain that the comet has not derived 
prognostications from its immediate surroundings to reveal for 
the immediate future, but that it has them stored up and buried 
deep within by the laws of the universe." Aristotle had argued 
that the slowness of a comet's motion was proof of its being 
heavy and containing much earthy matter, and that comets' 
orbits are usually toward the poles. Seneca tried to ·disprove 
both contentions. He said that the course of comets is slug
gish but thci.t they have further to go, and in regard to their 
being borne down because of their weight, he pointed out 
that they are not borne down but around, that the most recent 
comet " was elevating its orbit when it faded from sight ", and 
that the comet in the reign of Claudius ~ first appeared in the 
~ and continued . without intermisSion to rise straight up 
to a higher elevation until it disappeared." The ideas of Seneca 
were closely modeled . on those of Posidonius, and also bear a 
resemblance to those of· Apollonius of Myndus. Seneca, how
ever, exhibited a critical ability as well as a breadth of vision 
and imagi~ation, especially with regard to the closed orbit of a 
comet and a notion of periodicity, which have made his work 
unique. . 
. A Stoic, not mentioned by Seneca, Marcus Manitius, lived 
in the Augustan era and wrote a poem on astronomy,72 which: 
although it added nothing to the study or science of comets, was 

71 Thorndike, I, 103, said on the subject of prognostication that" .•• Seneca 
accepts natural divination in well-nigh all its branches: sacrificial, augury, 
astrology, and divination from thunder" and that " He believes that all un
usual celestial phenomena are to be looked upon as prodigies and portents." 

'12 Astronomicon Libri Quinque. The end of book I deals with comets. 
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an organ of transmission. It was read throughout the Middle 
Ages and was a factor in determining the thought of the men 
of the sixteenth century.13 Manilius adhered to the Aristotelian 
theory of the earthly origin of comets. According to him, the 
risen vapors were easily ignited and the force of fire was every-' 
where. The consequences of the appearance of a comet, as stated 
by him, were much more severe than any that we have seen 
outlined before his day, and much closer to the predictions 
which accompanied many of the treatises on the comet of 1577. 
He thought that comets brought drought, death, and pestilence 
in their train. 

Although Pliny the Elder's encyclopaedic, but indiscriminate, 
Natural History 74 appeared about 77 A. D., it is not known 
whether its author had read Seneca's Natural Questions.15 In 
any case, with respect to comets, Pliny followed the work of 
Aristotle, rather than the work of his own contemporary, who 
was not mentioned as a source. Pliny introduced the subject 
of comets by describing their general appearance " as if shaggy 

73 There are many extant manuscripts. In 1579, Scaliger re-edited the poem. 
See Manilius. This rendition went through several editions. 

74 Observers of the comet of 1577 must have been well acquainted with 
Pliny's Natural History. Complete editions of that work now preserved in 
the B. M. include the editions printed as follows: 1507 in Vercelli; 1511 and 
1514 in Paris (both edited by N. Maillard); 1513 in Venice; two in 1516 
in Paris; 1518 in Hagenau (a reprint of the 1497 Venice edition); two in 
1524 in Cologne by the press of Cervicornus; 1525 in Venice; 1525, 1530, 
1539. 1549 and 1554 in Baste by the Froben press; ISP in Paris; a 4-volume· 
edition in 1536, -35, -38, in Venice (a variation in this edition has the imprint 
of 1540 on the third part); 1543 in Paris; 1548, 1553. 1561-2, 1563, 1587 in 
Lyons; 1559 in Venice; 1582 and 1599 in Frankfort-o~-theMain; 1582 and 
1582-93 in Heidelberg. Of particular importance to the astronomers and 
astrologers of the sixteenth century were two commentaries on book II. One 
of these was by Jacob Ziegler and was published in Basle in 153i {Thorn
dike, V, 387-8 note 44; B. M. catalogue) and in Cologne in 1550 (B. M. 
catalogue). The other was by Jacob Milich and was first printed at Hagenau 
in 1535, then again at Schwabisch Hall in 1538 and at Frankfort in 1543 
(Thorndike, V, 387) and again in 1563 (B. M. catalogue). 

75 See Clarke, xlviii-xlix. 
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·with bloody locks, and surrounded' with bristles like hair." 18 

On his description depended his classification, which, though 
similar to that employed by Seneca, was· more detailed. It was 
this: " Those stars, which have .a mane hanging down from 
their lower part, like a long beard, are named Pogoniae. Those 
that are named Acontiae vibrate like a dart with a very quick 
motion. ••. When they are short and pointed they are named 
Xiphiae: 'these are the pale kind; they shine like a sword and 
are without any rays; while we name those Discei, which, being 
of an amber colour, in conformity with their name, emit a few 
rays from their margin only. A kind named Pitheus exhibits the 
.figure of a cask, appearing convex and emitting a smoky light. 
The kind named Cerastias has the appearance of a horn; ... 
Lampadias is like a burning torch; Hippias is like a horse's 
mane; it has a very rapid motion, like a circle revolving on 
itself." 71 In addition to these classes, Pliny told of. a white 
comet with silver hair so brilliant that it could not be looked at 
and having the aspect of a Deity in human form. Other comets 
described by Pliny included one having the appearance of a 
fleece, surrounded by a crown, and one where the appearance of 

! f1 mane was changed to that of a spear~ He also said that the 
shortest period during which a comet had been visible was 

. seven days and the longest a hundred and eighty. 
' Many of the terms employed by Pliny in classifying comets 

continued in use for many centuries. The Greek names given 
JLbove have their Latin counterparts. For example, the term 
"Pogoniae" would be the Latin" barbati," "Acontiae" would 
correspond· to " jaculi," " Xiphiae " to ". ensis," " Discei " to· 
"orbis," " Pitheus " to " dolium," !' Cerastias " or " ceras " to 
" cornu," " Lampadias " or " lampas " to " fax " and '' Hip
pias " to "equus ". 

'16 Pliny, Book II, chapters 22 and 23. Pliny devoted less space to the 
stars and heavens than to terrestrial phenomena. Thorndike, I, 94. thinks that 
this difference in emphasis was due to Pliny's being less a believer in astrology 
than in magic. Delambre (1817), I, .288-9, summarized Pliny's chapters 
on comets. 

71 Pliny, book II, chapter 22. 
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Pliny thought that some comets remained stationary but 
that others moved like planets, or at least changed their posi
tions with reference to the fixed stars. He believed that most of 
them were seen toward the. north,· particularly in the Milky 
Way.78 He quoted Aristotle as saying that comets fore
shadowed wind and heat and also that several comets might be 
seen at one time, but added that he knew of no one else who 
had so observed. 79 Pliny also said that comets were visible in 
the winter months and about the south pole, but that they then. · 
had no rays coming from them. He added that hairs are some
times attached to planets and stars. Pliny stated that " Comets 
are never seen in the western part of the heavens." If he had 
this from Aristotle, it was probably his interpretation of Aris
totle's way of saying that they faded away gradually.80 Pliny 
evidently gave more credence to the influence of comets on the. 
future 81 than did Aristotle and Seneca, for he said that they 
were regarded as terrifying and were not easy to expiate, and 
he recalled recent comets and events to upholq those ideas .. To 
read the portents, Pliny thought it " important to notice to-' 
wards what part it [the comet] darts its beams, or from what 
star it receives its influence, what it resembles, and in what 
place it shines." The deductions to be made from these observa
tions were that "If it resembles a flute, it portends something 
unfavourable respecting music; if it appears in the parts of the 
signs ref~rred to the secret members, something respecting 
lewdness of manners; something respecting wit and learning, 
if they form a triangular or quadrangular figure with the posi-

' 78 Pliny, book II, chapter 23. Here Pliny was in accord with Seneca, book 
VII, chapter XXI, quoting the Stoics. On the other hand Aristotle, 'see above, 
spoke of,comets appearing elsewhere than in the north. ' 

79 Pliny, book II, chapter 23. 

80 See note 22 above and Pingre, I, 26 note a. 

81 Thorndike, I, • 97, said that "Aside from the question of the control. of 
human destiny by the 'constellations at birth, Pliny's general theories of the, 
universe and of the influence of the stars upon terrestrial nature are roughly 
similar to those of astrology." 
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tion of some of the fixed stars; and that some one will be poi
soned, if they appear in the head of either the northern or the 
southern serpent." . 

With his usual procedure of including all available bits of 
information, Pliny next told of a temple in Rome dedicated by 
~the Emperor Augustus to a comet which appeared during the 
games he was celebrating not long after the death of his father, 
Caesar. Pliny cited Augustus as saying that ·this comet was vis-

~
' ible beneath the Great Bear, for seven days, rising about the 

leventh hour, or about an hour before sunset, and shining 
rightly. It was supposed, by the common people, he said, to in

dicate the entrance of the soul of Caesar among the Gods. Pliny 
believed that Augustus interpreted the auspicious omen as being 
produced for himself, and added that it had truly proved salu-
tary for all , · 

, In conclusion, Pliny added that·" Some persons suppose that 
these stars are permanent, and that they move through their 
proper orbi~, but that they are only visible when they recede 
frOm the sun. 82 Others suppose -that they are produced by an 
accidental :vapour together with the force of fire, and that, from 
this circumstance, they are liable to be dissipated." 83 Thus 
Pliny added nothing new to the theory of comets, nor indeed, 
was he very explicit about their origin, constitution, or motion. 
His importance i,n this history of the theory of comets rests on 
his great popularity in the sixteenth century, to which he trans
mitted considerable learrung concerning comets, as well as a 
terminology which persisted before, during and after that cen-
tury.84 · 

Arrian, who wrote a book on meteorology and a monograph 
on comets, lived in the second century ~f our era. 85 His works 

82 This· is similar to the opinion expressed by Seneca, when discussing the 
Stoics, book VII, .chapter XIX. 

83 Pliny, book II, chapter 2J. 

84 See note 74. above, for a list of sixteenth century editions of the 
Natural History. 

85 A fragment of his writings on comets has been preserved by Stobaeus, 
I, 227-8 (book I, chapter ·28). Arrian was also mentioned in the works of 
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show the influence of Aristotle and of Posidonius and include 
observations not mentioned by Aristotle. He combated the 
theory that comets are formed in the air, and tried to prove that 
they announced neither good nor bad,86 refusing them both 
astrological and meteorological meaning.81 He considered them 
condensations of air pressed out of the atmosphere and ignited 
in the lowest layer of the aether, next to the air, which revolve 
with the aether and have existence only so long as the it1flam
rnable matter lasts,88 a theory taken from Posidonius. Because . 
only fragments of Arrian's works survived, his influence on six
teenth century observers was indirect. 

No history of any astronomical subject, prior to the rise of 
physical astronomy, can be complete without mention of Ptole
my, who flourished about the middle of the second century of 
our era. Ptolemy's influence on various branches of astronomy _ 
and his coordination of them are too well known to require 
comment here. As far as the development of the theory 'of 
comets is concerned, this influence took two. directions; first 

. •. 

Photius, as writing on the nature of comets and attempting to prove that they 
announced neither good nor evil. See Delambre (1817), I, 315. Many authori- • 
tative works, including Sarton, I, 184. and Capelle (1905a) and (1905b), 
have assigned Arrian to the first half of the second century before our era. 
The year after the appearance of the above cited articles by Capelle, there 
appeared a short note, Wilamowitz (1go6), commenting on Capelle (1905a) 
and placing Arrian definitely in the second century of our era. In 1913, 
Capelle (1913) considered Arrian to have been a follower of Posidonius and 
compared the work of the two men on that basis, considering similarities to · 
be due to Arrian's use of Posidonius' work. Capelle (1g13), 34S note, cited 
Wilamowitz {1go6), thus showing why he had changed his opinion. Rehm 
(1922) and Reinhardt (1926), 381· note I, and Reinhardt (1g:n), 1'36, un
questioningly accepted the changed chronology. Aside from the reasons given 
by Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, it seems logical to make the change in chron
ology to account for the fact that Seneca did not mention Arrian although 
he gave the subject matter of Arrian's work, taken from that of Posidonius, 
whose influence can be seen throughout the Natural Questions. The work of 
Arrian and Posidonius came down to the Middle Ages together, unaffected 
by the relative dates of the lives of the .two men. · 

86 Delambre (1817), I, 315. 
87Rehm (1922), 24-

88Capelle. (1905a), 626-7. 
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through the indirect pressure put upon that theory to conform 
to the mathematical structure portrayed by Ptolemy, although, 
indeed, comets are not mentioned in the Almagest; and in the 
second place through the appeal of Ptolemy's sanction of astrol
ogy and divination. This second direction of Ptolemy's influence 
on cometary theory-was the more direct. He put astrology on a 
firm basis, and the rules he laid down were substantially the 
same as those followed by many of the writers on the comet 
of I577· , 

The Tetrabiblos, also known as the Quadripartitum or De 
iudiciis was written by Ptolemy,89 although Posidonius may 
have been the source of much of it.90 It widely influenced 
writers in the declining Roman Empire and throughout the 
Middle Ages,91 and thus bears directly on the heritage of six
teenth century astronomers. It was in the Quadripartitum that 
Ptolemy associated with each planet one or more of the ele
mental qualities, 'hot, cold, dry and moist,92 as was habitually 
done in sixteenth century cometary tracts. Ptolemy asserted 
that the influenc~ of the stars was not inevitable and that those 
events not arising from the motion of the sky can be altered by 
applying opposite remedies.93 It was partly this notion which 
was the basis of the sixteenth century prayers to avert the 
" consequences " of comets. The end of the second book of the 
Quadripartitum dealt with meteorological phenomena, includ
ing comets.94 There Ptolemy laid down rules for weather pre
diction and there too he declared that unusual celestial phenom-

89 Boll (1894), .I8o. 

90 Thorndike. I, 111. 

91 Boll (1894), 127; Thorndike, I, 115-6. 

92 Thorndike. I, 113'-4-

93 Ibid., 112. 

94 Ptolemy ( 1541), 457-8. The translation of the first two books of the 
Quadripartitum in the above edition is that of Camerarius and was published 
first in 1535. Translations into English are numerous and were printed as 
early as 1535 (?) (see B. M. catalogue). A translation into English from 
the Greek was printed in London in 1822 (Ptolemy (1822) ). · 
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ena portended defi~ite events, the appearance of comets an
nouncing wind and dirt. This is the only mention of comets by 
Ptolemy; but the hundredth paragraph of the Centiloquium, 
long attributed to that author, dealt with comets, and, as far as 
most sixteenth century astronomers were concerned, had the 
authority of Ptolemy. 95 According to this paragraph, if comets 
appear in the cardinal points at a distance of eleven signs from 
the sun, the king or prince of some kingdom will die. If the 
comet appears in a succeeding place things will go well with 
the treasury of that kingdom, but it will change its governor;· 
If in a place which has passed the meridian, there will be sick
ness and sudden deaths. If the comets move from west to east, 
a foreign enemy will invade the country; if they do not move, 
the enemy will be from the provinces. 96 The sentiments here 
expressed were repeated again and again in the following 
centuries. 

The years that passed between Ptolemy's death and the flf:
teenth century were not prOductive of any new ~ometary theory. 
Brilliant comets were observed and recorded, but the observa
tions were perfunctory and contained barely sufficient data to 
identify those of the comets which have been proved to be 
periodic. 

Among the early Christian writers often cited by sixteenth 
century authors was Origen (ca. 185-254), the Greek theolo
gian, exegete and encyclopaedist. In his work, Against Celsus, 
he expressed his opinions on comets. Discussing the star which 
was seen at the birth of Christ,97 Origen remarked that new 

95 The Centiloquium or Karpos was ascribed to Ptolemy in medieval Latin 
manuscripts but is probably spurious. See. Thorndike, I, in, and Boll (1894), 
18o-1. It is surprising that in the sixteenth century there was so little 
questioning of the authenticity of this work. Morshemius, in a work printed 
in 1558, distinguished Cardan as having questioned the authenticity of the 
Centiloquium (Thorndike, V, 403), and Pontus de Tyard, in. his Mantice 
ou discours de la verite de divination par astrologie (likewise printed in 1558) 
seems to have ascribed the Centiloquium to Haly (Thorndike, VI, 107). · 

96 Ptolemy (1541), 5<>4-
97 See Thorndike, I, 436-461, especially 456-7, and Origen, I,_ 461-2 

(Against Celsus, book I, chapters LVIII-LIX). 
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stars partaking of the nature of the celestial bodies which occa
sionally appear, such as comets and meteors, indicated such 
events as the. changes of dynasties or the outbreak of wars. He 
inclined toward the opinion of Chaeremon the Stoic, whose 
Treatise on Comets he cited, that comets also sometimes ap
peared when something good was to happen. Origen also said 
that there was no prophecy connecting a comet with a particular 
kingdom or a particular time. 

Hephaestion of Thebes in Egypt flourished a little more 
than a century after Origen. He was a Greek astrologer who 
knew and made frequent use of Ptolemy's Tetrabiblos.98 His 
work was read in the si':xteenth century, Camerarius editing 
fragments of it in I532.99 Hephaestion believed in seven kinds 
of comets, five of which were named after the planets, color 
being the basis of comparison. 100 The twenty-first through the 
twenty-fifth chapters of the first book of his astrological com
pilation deal.with the subject of comets and meteors.101 They 
show the direct influence of the Tetrabiblos, especially of the 
last part of book I I, from which Hephaestion took his informa
tion. 

Contemporary with Hephaestion, lived Ammianus Marcel
linus, the Latin historian, whose Rerum gestarum libri XXXI 
contain a brief exposition of the different opinions held by 
philosophers concerning comets.102 

The conception of comets as fatal omens, despite occasional 
references to comets as forerunners of good, persisted together 
with faith in astrology. A generation after Hephaestion, Sy
nesius of Cyrene,103 who was versed in astronomy and geome-

98 Boll ; Engelbrecht, 28-g. 

99 Boll; Engelbrecht, 13-4; B. M. catalogue. 

_ 100 Boll (1918), 2']. 

101 Engelbrecht, 24. 82-102. -
102 Pingre, I, 62; Marcellinus, 401-2 (book XXV, chapter X). 
103 Synesius, Bishop of Ptolemais, was born in Cyrene, probably, between 

370 and 375- See Sarton, I, 388-9; Thorndike, I, 54o-4; Druon, 9-56; v. 
Campenhausen. . 
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try, and had faith in astrology/04 ~rote a work, Pr.aise of 
Baldness, in which he objected to calling comets stars, and also 
said that they were evil portents, foretelling the w_orst public 
disasters, and that they could be appeased by diviners and 
soothsayers.105 

Among the men destined to keep alive the different theories 
of cometary science was the Byzantine author, John Laurentius 
Lydus (490-ca. 565). He spoke of comets in his De Mensi
bus 106 and in his De Ostentis,101 following the Aristotelian tra- · 
clition, and saying that comets were below the moon and were 
not stars, but were formed of earthly exhalations ignited in the 
aether.108 He repeated the classification of comets which had_ 
grown up since Aristotle's time, naming and describing nine 
divisions which he said were taught by Aristotle, or ten as 
taught by Apuleius Romanus. His divisions were " hippias, · 
xiphias, pogonias, docias, pithus, lampadias, cometes, disceus, 
typhon, cerastes." Citing Ptolemy as his authority, Lydus 
gave the name of an additional type of comet," salpinx ".109 He 
discussed the differences between comets, giving not only the 
names but also the characteristics of the different types and 
telling with which planets they were associated.11° For example, 

104 Thorndike, I, 542-3. See also Kolbe, B.: Der Bischof Synesius 'Von 
Cyrene als Physiker vnd Astronom, Berlin, 1850, which was referred to by 
FitzGerald, I, 104. 

105 Thorndike, I, 543· Synesius, II, 257 (A Eulogy of Baldness, chapter 
IO), reads in part as follows : " It is not even pious, in· my opinion, to call 
these [comets] stars, but if you wish to call them so, this much at least is • 
clear, that hair is an evil, inasmuch as even in a star it produces a perishable 
form. And whenever these comets appear, they are an evil portent, which the 
diviners and the soothsayers appease. They assuredly foretell public disasters, 
enslavements of nations, desolations of cities, deaths of Icings, nothing small 
or moderate, but everything that exceeds the disastrous.,. 

106 Book III, chapter 41 ; book IV, chapter 73· 

107 Chapters 4. n-16; Diarium Tonitrvale. 

lGS Lydus, 46-7 (De Mensibus, book III, chapter 41). 

1091bid., 101-2 (De Mensibus, book IV, chapter 73). Apuleius Romanus 
is, doubtless, the same as Apuleius of Madaura. See Pauly-Wissowa, II, 249-

110 Lydus, 285-290. 
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Hippias is of the nature of Venus and received its name be· 
cause of its speed, and Xiphias is connected with Mercury. 
Moreover, Lydus gave the predictions or significations attend· 
ant upon the different comets.111 

Reiteration of the conception of comets as harbingers of evil 
came from Isidore of Seville (ca. 56o or 57o-ca. 636), who, 
despite his denunciation of any attempt to predict future events 
from the stars and his hostility to astrologers, was ready to 
assert that comets signified revelations, wars and pestilences.112 

Less than forty years after Isidore's death, the Venerable 
Bede (673-735)) was born in or near Jarrow, Durham. A 
Benedictine theologian, an historian and a scientist, his knowl
edge of science, chiefly because of his knowledge of Pliny, was 
superior to that of Isidore.118 However, in his De Natura Re
rum, Bede showed himself to be of the same opinion as Isidore · 
by regarding comets as portents.114 He said that comets were 
stars with fiery hair, appearing unexpectedly and portending 
changes of rule, or pestilence or wars or winds or heat. He be· 
lieved that some of them move like planets, that others are 
stationary, and that nearly all are in some part of the north, 
usually in the Milky Way. The sh~rtest time during which one 
remained visible was seven days, he 'said, the longest eighty. 
He thought that sometimes the streamers are strewn among the 
planets and stars, but that a comet never appears in the western 
part of the sky.115 In the Historia Ecclesiastica, Bede's most 
important ·book, notices of comets are mostly, ~onfined to a 
statement of the time of the comet's appearance and a summary 
of the events which might be said to follow as a result. In 678 -----111 In his Diarium Tonitrvale he made the statement for May 27th, that 
if it thunders there will be ominous signs and a comet will suddenly appear 
(Lydus, 331). 

112 Thorndike, I, 6,32-3, citing Isidore's De natura rerum, XXVI, IS, and 
Etymologies, III, 71, 16; Wedel, 28. 

113 Sarton, I, 51o-1. 

114 Thorndike, I, 635; Wedel, 29. 

115 Bede (1843-4), VI (Opuscula Scientifica, El Appendix), 111. 
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a comet appeared in August and lasted three.~ It rose in 
the"inornfilg S'howirrg1t-tofiy'eo1'tiiin'f0fi:adiant flame. 116 Such· 
notices furnished significant data to later cataloguers and :to 
astronomers who wished to identify past appearances of per
iodic comets. The two comets appearing about the sun in 
~29 were dealt with at considerable length.117 One of 
them appeared~b;fore sunrise, the other after sunset; signifying 
destruction for east and west. Their tails were turned toward. 
the north. They remained nearly two weeks and were followed 
by great disasters. Bede is supposed to have said thai comets 
pever move toward the south, supporting the contention that 
the Star of Bethlehem could not have been a comet because it 
led the Wise Men south from Jerusalem to Bethlehem.118 · 

A somewhat younger contemporary of Bede, who lived in a 
different part of the world, was destined to become an authority 
on comets, not because of his scientific learning but because of 
his importance as a theologian of the Greek Church. This was 
John of Damascus. Part of his work was known in the Latin 
Middle Ages and he was cited in several sixteenth century 
tracts on the comet of 1577. In his Exposition of the Orthodox 
Faith he said that comets '.' are signs of the death of kings, 
and they are not any of the stars that were made in the begin~ 
ning, but are formed at the ... time by divine command and 
again dissolved." 119 He seemed to consider the star of the Magi 
a comet.120 He was cited by Jacobus Angelus ~t the beginning 

116Ibid., III, si' (Historia· Ecclesiastica, book IV, chapter XII). In 
the following book, chapter 24, the comet of 678 is again mentioned, with its 
attendant results, and announcement is made of the appeararnce of comets in 
729. However, chapter 24 is a summary and is not included in Bede (1843-4), 
but can be found in Bede (18g6), I, 352-36o. 

117 Bede (1843-4), III, 290-3. 

118 According to a fifteenth century treatise on the comet of 1468, cited 
by Thorndike, IV, 419-

119 John of Damascus, 24. Robinson, 5, said that John of Damascus ~as 
consistent, presumably with his theology, when saying that, as signs, comets 
were created and dissipated by God. 

120 J ohrt of Damascus, 24-
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qf the fifteenth century as believing comets to be special divine 
. creations that lasted only a short time, 121 Jacobus evidently hav
ing in mind the passage quoted above. Liberati, in his book on 
the comet of 1577, quoted John of Damascus as saying that 
comets are made by God to signify the death of kings, princes 
and important peopl~, and that they announce winds, earth
quakes and great tempests on the sea.122 

The fear of comets continued through the Middle Ages.123 

However, the Arabic astronomers do not seem to have paid 
much attention to those bodies. For example, Alfraganus (Al
Fargani), who flourished in the ninth century, made no mention 
of comets in his elementary work on astronomy, commonly 
called Elementa astronomica.124 Albategni,· who lived in the 
last half of the ninth century and the first half of the tenth, 
likewise .failed to mention comets in his astronomical work.125 

The first outstanding Arabic name in cometary history is that 
of the Muslim astrologer, Albohazen (Albohali or Haly or 
Abenragel), who flourished in the first half of the eleventh cen
tury .. He seems to have written a tract devoted to comets. Cer
tainly sixteenth century astrologers thought he had done so, 126 

and he was cited in sixteenth c~ntury cometary tracts. His 
treatment of comets seems to have been purely astrologicaJ.l27 

121 Thorndike, IV, 8J. 

122 Item 67b of appendix, below, A,v. 

123 Thorndike, I, 673, specifically mentioned the tenth century as a time 
when men "resorted to enchantments, auguries, and other forms of divination". 

124 See Alfraganus (1669) or Alfraganus (1910). 

125 See Albategni. 

·126 See the following work by M. Frytschius: Catalogus prodigiorum, 
miraculorum atque ostentorum, lam [in] coelo quam in terra, in poenam scele
rum etc. Addilus est: Tractatus Albohazenhalij de cometarum significationibus .. 
per Xll. signa zodiaci. Nuremberg, 1563- This was listed by Rosenthal, 
catalogue 168, item 1098. A copy can be found in the B.M. See also Zinner 
(1934), 89, and Thorndike, VI, 490, for reference to this work. 

127 See Haly. The 41st chapter of the eighth part was entitled "De uisione 
cometarum ", and gave a series of comet significations. 
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Besides Albohazen, a commentator, also known as Haly, lived 
in the first half of the eleventh century. He was an Egyptian, . 
'Ali ibn Rid wan, who wrote, among other commentaries, on 
Ptolemy's Centiloquium and Quadripartitum.128 In the· sec
ond half of the eleventh century, Averroes wrote a commentary 
on Aristotle's Meteorologica, which was printed as early as 
1474.129 In addition, there must have been other Arabic transla
tions of and commentaries on this work of Aristotle's, and these 
furnished the basis of some of the early Latin translations or 
commentaries.130 

In the second half of the eleventh century a very bright comet 
attracted widespread attention but no scientific observation. 
The comet of 1066, later found to be one awearance of Halley's 
comet, aroused wide popular interest because of its brilliance, .. 
andJleing: obse!!.,ed in northern Euro~ was quickly linked 
~- the Norman conquest.131 The comet was represented in 
the Ba~apestry, and was mentioned in lngulph's chronicle 
and in Orderic Vitalis' Ecclesiastical History.132 A treatise by 
Jerome of Sancto Marcho, printed in the,early years of the six
teenth century but probably compiled before 1505, gave the 
Norman conquest as an illustration of the effects of comets.133 

A monk, Oliver of Malmesbury, is supposed to have predicted 
the destruction of his country upon seeing the comet on April 

~ 
Despite the dearth of new cometary observations, men of 

learning continued to make pronouncements concerning comets. 

128 Sarton, II, 343; Zedler, XII, 325. The B. M. has a copy of the 1484 
printed edition. 

129 In Padua. See B. N. catalogue. There was also an edition in Lyons in 
1542· See B. M. catalogue. 

130 Hellmann (1917), s, in addition to the commentary by Averroes, men-
tioned one by Alfarabius (ca. 900). 

131 Pingre, I, 373-8, 

132 Robinson, 6-7. . 

133 Thorndike, IV, 704 ff. 

134 Sarton, I, 72o-1; D. N. B., XLII, 140; Pingre, I, 378. 
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Peter Abelard (I 079- II 42) did not believe that comets were 
new stars.1311 Contemporary with Peter was William of Conches 
who accepted comets as omens caused by the will of G~d and 
did not ·attempt a natural explanation of the events which fol
lowed them.138 

In the first half of the thirteenth century, Michael Scot, re
nowned as a translator, philosopher and astrologer, was active 
in Spain and Sicily.137 Scot, whose literary fame in the Middle 
Ages is based on his astrological writings, was well acquainted 
with Aristotle's Metebrologic~,138 but his astronomical work 
showed the influence of Al-Fargani.139 His astrological and 
meteorological Liber particularis showed the influence of Isi
dore, Roman tradition, Aristotle's M eteorologica, ecclesiastical 
writers, and bits of Arabic learning.140

• ~n his Liber I ntroduc
torius he included divination from comets under the subject of. 
~eromancy,141 and although he seems not to have been particu
larly interested in comets, he is too important an astrologer to 
ignore. 

A belief in comets as; signs of slaughters and important events 
· on earth was shown in his De Legibus by William of Auvergne, 
who was bishop of Paris from 1228 until his death in 1249.143 

·He also spoke of the belief, which he called " universal," that 
.comets forecast i>olitical changes and the death of kings. He 

135 Thorndike, II, 7· 

136lbid., so-65, especially 57-8. Professor Thorndike says that William 
wrote (p. 6o) " ••• non est ergo stella sed ignis iuxta voluntatem creatoris 
ad aliquid designandum accensus." 

"' 137 See Haskins (1922); Haskins (1927), 272-298 (revised from Haskins 
(1922)); Sarton, II, 579-582; Thorndike, II, 307-.'337. The first known date in 
Scot's career is August 18, 1217, when he completed his translation of Al
Bitrogi's On th• Sphere (Haskins (1927), 273). 

138 Haskins (1927), 284. 285. 

139lbid., 288 • 

. HOlbid., 291-2. 

141 Thorndike, II, 320. 

142lbid., II, 371. 
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did not consider the Star of Bethlehem a comet. Further repe
tition of the belief that comets signified pestilence, famine or 
war, was given later in the same century by Vincent of Beait
vais.143 

Robert Grosseteste 144 (ca. II 7 5- I 2 53), Bishop of Lincoln, 
like most Christian authors, exempted man from the control of 
the stars, partly on account of his free will and rational soul.146 

He did not believe that the stars were of the same nature as 
the spheres.146 He thought that the stars were originally gen
erated from the four elements/41 and had become unchangeable 
and incorruptible.148 He did not believe a comet to be a new 
star because nothing changes in the region above the moon, and 
for the same reason he considered the comet sublunar; what 
was new, was the appearance of the comet in the subluna:r 

, world.149 His theory of the generation of stars made it reason
able for him to believe that comets were elementary and yet 
closely associated with the heavenly bodies. Refuting those who 
held that a comet was a planet or star and its tail a reflection of 
the sun's rays from the planet or star, Grosseteste said that the 
tail was not always extended "back toward the su_n." 150 How-

143/bid., II, 469. 

144 Grosseteste was praised by his countrymen Matthew Paris, who observed 
the comet of 1239 (Pingre, I, 403), and Roger Bacon, Grosseteste's pupil 
(Thorndike, II, 436-7). The latest edition of Grosseteste's writings is 
Ludwig Baur's. See Grosseteste. The De Cometis is on pages 36-41 of the 
second part of that work. Baur's criticism of the De (;{]metis is on pages 
69*-72* of the first part. In 1933, using a manuscript preserved in Florence 
and not known to Baur, S. H. Thomson re-edited the De Cometis (see· 
Thomson). The principal difference is one of order, giving the work a more 
logical sequence. There are, also, several sections not present in the Berlin 
manuscript used by Baur. · 

145 Thorndike, II, 446. 
146 Grosseteste, 32 ("De generatione stellarum "). 

147/bid., 33· 

148/bid., 35-6. \ 

149/bid., 36-7; Baur (1917), 71; Thomson, 23. 

150" In oppositum liOlis ", Grosseteste, 40; Thomson, 22. 
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ever, he does not seem to have arrived at any general statement 
concerning comets' tails. Citing Ptolemy as his authority, 
Grosseteste gave the following names to the different types of 
comets : V eru, Cenaculum, Pertica, ·Miles, Dominus Aschone, 
Maculia or Aurea, Argentum, Rosa, and Virga.151 He expressed 
the usual opinion that a comet is sublimated fire, separated from 
terrestrial nature and assimilated to celestial nature.152 The 
heavenly bodies cause this separation and assimilation, each 
comet having a particular star which draws it. The star, even 
if fixed, must be related to a particular planet, and consequently 
the comet is under the rule of a planet. Due to the action of the 
celestial bodies, particles of a spiritual sort assimilated to the 
celestial natures are incorporated in every earthly object. "When 
a comet is generated, these fiery particles are carried on high. 
This is the beginning of a more general release of the spiritual 
nature and of the consequent corruption of the terrestrial ob
jects and compounds concerned, namely those that are ruled by 
the planet which controls the comet and those in the region 
whence the comet was sublimated. However, it is difficult to 
determine exactly where the comet has most influence, and 
opinion in this matter may be governed by the greatness of the 
alarm of those who see the comet. Grosseteste was trying to 
find natural causes for the commonly believed consequences of 
the appearances of comets !153 

Another treatise, a Summa philosophiae, in which a theory of 
comets was given, has been wrongly attributed to Grosseteste.1st 

151 This is true in some of the manuscripts. See Grosseteste, 37 note. Baur, 
editor, 71*, in his criticism, expressed the opinion that the introductory para
graphs taken from Ptolemy and Haly may be by Grosseteste himself. 
Thomson, 19, called the section naming the comets .. an undisguised para
phrase of a short section of Ptolemy's Almagest, describing nine stellae cvm 
caudis, .... ", a passage which I have been unable to locate. Indeed, as stated 
above, Ptolemy did not treat of comets in the Almagest. 

152Thomdike, II, 446-7; Baur, editor, 71*; Baur (1917), 71-2; Gros-
seteste, 38. · 

153 Baur (1917), 72. 
154 It is included in Grosseteste, 275-643, as an apocryphal treatise. It 

contains a passage mentioning the comet of 1264. nine years after Grosseteste's 
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The author of the Summa differed from Grossteste in that he 
did not attempt to explain naturally the opinion that comets 
signify disaster to whole regions. He held that their appearance 
was caused, not by chance or nature, but by the will of God 
alone, and by the ministry of intelligences.155 

The great activity of the theologian, philosopher and scien
tist, Albert the Great (ca. II 93- I 280), included an interest in 
astrology and astronomy. He was not a great astronomer and, 
after fluctuating between the ideas of Al-Bitrogi and Ptolemy, 
he finally accepted the Ptolemaic system. He wrote a De Me
teot·is/56 which was a commentary on Aristotle's, in which he 
discussed comets and why they signified wars and the deaths of 
rulers rather than poor men.157 This was cited by Jacobus An
gelus in the beginning of the fifteenth century as giving nine 
chief effects of comets/58 and as expressing the opinion that a 
comet was produced by the projection of planetary light.159 He~ 

~bserved the comet of 1240, which lasted six mQ_nths.160_AlsoiJ 

death, and, unless this passage was inserted later, this work cannot be by 
Grosseteste, except in the sense that it might be interpreted as representing 
his teaching or as being an incomplete work finished by someone else. See 
Thorndike, II, 448. 

155 Thorndike, II, 452, citing Grosseteste, 586. 

156 This was printed in Venice in 1488 (Davis and Orioli, catalogues 78, 
93; Hellmann (1917), 19). See Albertus Magnus, 477 ff. The third tract of 
the first book of the Libri M eteororum deals with comets (Albertus Magnus, 
499-5o8). In it Albert recounted past theories of comets. 

157Thorndike, II, s8J. See Albertus Magnus, 507-8 (Liber I Meteororum, 
Tractatqs III De Cometis, Caput XI Et est digressio quare cometae signi- · 
ficant mortem potentum et bella). 

158 Thorndike, IV, 83; Angelus, B
1 

v-B ~ r. Although Albert discussed the 
meaning of comets in his De M eteoris, he did not list their nine chief effects 
there. Possibly Angelus found them in another work by Albert. 

159 Collard, 85. See Albertus Magnus, 500 (Liber I M eteororum, Tractatus 
III De Cometis, Caput IV De opinione eorum qui dixerunt cometm esse 
vaporem adhaerentem planetae, sicut sol in mone cernitur cum colore vaporis). 
Albert, however, believed "quod cometes nihil aliud est quam vapor terrestris 
grossus, .•• " (Albertus Magnus, 502). 

160 Sarton, II, 937; Pingre, I, 403-4; Albertus Magnus, 504 (however, not 
mentioning the comet's duration). 
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attributed to Albertus Magnus is a Speculum Astronomiae.111 

In it the events signified by comets are classed under the head 
of revolutions, that is, what God was going to accomplish in 
a given year, using the stars as his instruments.162 

Thomas Aquinas, who also wrote a commentary on Aris
totle's M eteorologica, closely followed Aristotle's theory of 
comets with :which he agreed.163 Aquinas' work was based on 
the Gree.k, and explained Aristotle's text. In his Summa Theo
logica, quoting St. Jerome, Aquinas mentioned comets among 
the fifteen signs preceding the Lord's coming to Judgment,16

• 

an 'opinion also held by Albertus Magnus.1611 

r{--A comprehensive treatise by the Dominican brother, Giles, 
1
was written on the occasion of the appearance of the comet of 
I 264.168 It is divided into ten sections and deals with the essence, 
~nd signification of comets. Giles was familiar with the 
literature on the subject. He cited in detail Aristotle's Meteoro
logica, mentioning Albert's commentary on it, and Seneca's 
Quaestiones naturales. He also referred to the last sentence of 
the Centiloquium and cited Haly's commentary. He mentioned 
the works of John of Damascus, Isidore, and Albumasar. Giles 
was well·acquainted ~ith Gross~teste's De Cometis.161 He re
ferred to the latter's mention of those who held that a comet's 
tail was due to the reflection of the sun's light from a star, and 
with whom, as was shown above, Grosseteste disagreed. Giles 
gave a rather complete resume of Grosseteste's theory of 

161 Thorndike, II, 693-4-

l62lbid., II, 7GO-I. 

163 Thomas Aquinas (1886), J4B-Js6. 
164 Thomas Aquinas (1921), 88. 

.. 

165 Robinson, 7, says that the opinion was handed on by Albertus Magnus, 
who, however, was scarcely in a position to "hand on" the opinion of 
his pupil! 

166 Thorndike, II, 453- Professor Thorndike has kindly made available his 
draft of the Latin of Giles, taken from a rotograph of the manuscript. Sarton, 
II, 946, g61, believes it possible to identify this Giles with Giles of Lessines. 

167 Giles spoke of Grosseteste as " a man in our times ". 
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comets, which, as far as their generation was concerned, Giles 
did not believe differed much from Aristotle's theory. Realizing 
that he was superseding Aristotle's investigation, he listed nipe 
kinds of comets.168 He also said that Isidore had distinguished 
thirty kinds, Aristotle two, Ptolemy three, Seneca none (be
lieving all comets to be the same), and the Arabs five ( confus
ing them with the planets). When quoting Aristotle's state
ment that comets have been seen outside the zodiac, he pointed 
out that such was the case with the comet of 1~64- This, ac
cording to Giles, was seen in France in the east, before sunrise, 
from before August 1st to the beginning of October.169 He saw 
it north of the zodiac in Cancer, then south of that circle, in 
Gemini between the dog and Orion. In addition to the diurnal 
motion, it had a retrograde motion. During two solar months, 
he saw it move 40° in latitude although scarcely 3° in longitude. 
Like Grosseteste, Giles made no general statement concerning 
the direction of comets' tails, but stated that he observed the 
tail of the comet of 1264 first on one side, then on the other. 
While not offering a theory of his own, Giles adequately sum-
marized the existing ones. · . 

Roger Bacon referred to the comet of 1264 more than once 
in his writings. A brief tract, De cometis, that remains in manu
script, appears to have been· suggested by it.170 In the Opus 
Maius, Bacon gave the date of the comet as July 1264, called~ 
it horrible and said it had been generated by virtue of Mars and 
moved towards Mars, which was in Taurus at the time although 
the comet started in Cancer.171 Citing Albumasar, Bacon 

168 These were like Grosseteste's except that Giles had a comet called 
"Nigra" and none called "Virga". Further along in his treatise, Giles 
gave Grosseteste's list. 

169 Pingre, I, 407-8, said that the comet attracted .wide attention· in France 
from the middle of July to October, and was seen in China; Sarton, II, !)14, 
that it was visible in China. 

170 Little, 379-

171 Bacon (1897), 385 (Operis Majoris Pars Quarta. Astrologia). See 
also Little, 379-aBo. 
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pointed out the effects of the positions of the planets, among 
which effects were pestilences and comets. Because of the na
ture of Mars, Bacon thought that the comet of 1264 portended 
discord and_ wars. He followed Grosseteste, specifically, in be
lieving that a comet consisted of fiery vapor sublimated and 
assimilated to celestial nature. In the Tractatus Brevis/12 an 
introduction to his edition of the Secretum Secretorum which 
he attributed to Aristotle, Bacon mentioned the comet of 1264 
in a discussion of meteors and comets. He gave Ptolemy's 
Centiloquium and Aristotle's 11/eteorologica as his sources and 
took the ~sion to state again that comets not only are formed 
of inflamed vapor but are sublimated by virtue of a certain 
planet or fixed star whose motion they follow. Citing Algazel's 
De Naturalibus, he added that comets are in the sphere of fire 
above the air. 

The voluminous astrological work of Guido Bonatti, who 
died in 1297, is divided into ten or twelve treatises.173 In the 
tenth, the relationship between comets and wind and drought 
is mentioned.174 At the opening of the fifteenth century, Bonatti 
was cited by Jacobus Angelus as noting nine )rinds of comets, 
and also as mentioning a comet in the Arabic year 663.175 

Bonatti was frequently cited in the sixteenth century. 
Also often cited in that century was Leopold of Austria, who 

probably flourished about the middle of the second half of the 
thirteenth century. An astronomer and meteorologist, he wrote 
a treatise, which he called a compilation, on astronomy. It was 
astrological with an astronomical basis, and, like Bonatti's 

172 Bacon (1920), 1-24. especially 9-12. 

173 The Liber Astrorwmicus was first printed in Augsburg in 1491 (Thorn
dike, I, xx). See Bonatti (1491). There are ten treatises in the 1491 edition. 
See also Thorndike (1916), 254; Thorndike, II, 6,38, 826. 

174 Bonatti (1491), EE5• 

175 Thorndike, IV, 93, 85-6. The Arabic year 663 was interpreted in the 
manuscript edition of Jacobus Angelus' tract (preserved at Erfurt) as mean
ing 1262, and in the incunabulum edition (in the Cornell University library) 

\as 126o, but it probably ~t 126~ 
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work, was divided into ten treatises. The authors of sixteenth 
century cometary tracts were particularly interested in Leo
pold's treatment of the types of comets as ruled by the different 
planets.176 He began by stating the Aristotelian theory of the 
origin of comets and continued by saying that there were nine 
varieties. These he named and divided into groups according to 
the planets which ruled them, those belonging to Mars, for ex
ample, bringing terror. He stressed the importance of the posi
tion of the comet at the time of its appearance in determining · 
its meaning, and went into great detail concerning the signifi
cance attached to the appearance of a comet in each of the twelve 
houses. 

In 1302, but with later additions, Henry of Malines or Henry 
Bate (1246-1310 or later) finished his Speculum divinorum et 
quorundam naturalium.171 This is an encyclopaedia of science 
and philosophy, and is divided into twenty-three parts.178 Citing 
many authors, it attempts a compromise between Platonic and 
Aristotelian theories.179 It mentions comets in part II, chapter 
XV/80 and deals with them in part XVIII, chapter XV, where 

176 This treatment ean be found at the end of the fifth tract in the first 
edition, Ratdolt's in 148g (Leupold, f-f,). 

177Wallerand, (7), (23). Bate influenced later astrologers dOwn to the 
sixteenth century, but this particular work received little notice from later 
philosophers (Sarton, II, 994-5). Sarton, II, 994. gave the alternate dates 
1244 or 1246 for Bate's birth; Wallerand, (7), gave only 1246. The most 
complete account of Bate's life and works is that published in 1931 by 
Wallerand, (7)-(23), who also gives a list of previous treatments of the 
subject. The Speculum remained in manuscript until Wallerand published 
its dedication, table of contents, and parts I and II (see Bate). 

178 Sarton, II, 995; Wallerand, (22)-(23). 

179 Wallerand, (23) note 56; Sarton, II, 995; This becomes apparent 
from reading Bate's table of contents (Bate, 3-JZ). Part XXIII, chapter 
XXIV, has the title : "Antiquarum opinionum quarundam circa praemissa 
quaedam correctio simul et sententia Platonis et Aristotelis in idipsum reductio 
finalis." Bate, JZ. 

180 Bate, 171-2. "Rursus, id quod de lacteo dicit Philosophus, primo 
M eteorologicorum, in aere scilicet ipsum consistere, atque causatum esse ex 
fumosa sive spumosa exhalatione seu concretione subtili in directo quidem 
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Bate described the comet of 1264 as unusually large and visible 
from June 25th to the early part of October.181 

Cecco d' Ascoli (d. 1327), in his Commentary .on the Sphere, 
discussed the comet called Milex or Miles, which he said was 
not the cause of the period of darkness during Christ's passion. 
Although the comet Milex supposedly presaged religious 
change and injury to rulers, Cecco did not believe it would cut 
off the sun's light nor that it would be found at the altitude' 
necessary to interpose.182 

. About the middle of. the century there flourished an English
man, Robert of York, also known as Perscrutator. In his work 
on w~athe; prediction, which, although not 'printed, was known 
in the sixteenth century, Perscrutator seemed to avoid using the 
word, " c9met " although he was speaking of ' " stars that ap
pear in the air " '. He did not regard comets as stars, believing 
them to be made of earthly vapor mixed with water to make 
them glow. He said that all water contain~ light, a statement 
he supported by saying that if water placed in a vase at night 
were stirred, light would appear. Since these stars did not ap
pear to be burning, he thought it wrong to ascribe their lumi
nosity to heat in the region of upper fire.183 Like his contempo
raries, Perscrutator believed that comets portended war. In 
1 13, a star with a great tail ap eared in latitude 54°, that of 
Y or , an move rom north-east to south-west. According to 
Perscrutator, it indicated the defeat of the English by the 
Scotch, because Scotland; in his belief, was north-east of Eng
land.184 

cuiusdam astrorum multitudinis consistente, ac totius caeli lationem conse
quente, quemadmodum cometes circa 11JlUM fit · astrum quod assequitur, seu 
halo circa solem aut lunam; · quamvis inquam verisimiliter et valde pro
babiliter dictum appareat, exquisitius tamen perscrutando contraria est ratio 

· fortior et quod . · •• ratione nobis certius est experimentum sensus." 
' 181 Wallerand, (10)-(n) and note 20; Bate, 26. 

182 Thorndike, II, g61. 

183 Ibid., III, us-6, u8. 

18Hbid., III, 117. 
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From 1315 until after the Black Death in 1348, Geoffrey of 
MeauX wrote numerous treatises of a minor character, mostly 
astrological but to some extent also medical and astronom
ical.185 He discussed the comets 0~5 and 1337, and after the 
great plague he reviewed its astrolog1cal causes.186 He relied on 
the authority of 'the great men who preceded him except when 
their writings were repugnant to the Catholic Faith, mention
ing particularly John of Damascus, Aristotle, Ptolemy and Al
bumasar, according to all of whom a comet foredlst future 
events. According to Geoffrey, this tenet was not against holy • 
faith because it was a matter of disposition or incliqati~n, not 
of necessity. His concern was with the events signified_,by the 
comet which a eared some days before the feast of 
St. Thomas. He assumed that this p enomenon was -~ comet, 
not a true star. As to the cause of its generation, Geoffrey inter
preted John of Damascus as believing that comets were not 
made of earthly vapors by virtue of the stars, but were newly 
created by the divine will as a sign of fpture marvels. Geoffrey, 
himself, was inclined to agree with others who, he said, believed 
in the production 9f comets by virtue of the conjunctions or 
configurations of certain planets in appropriate quarters of the . 
sky. He pointed out that Mars was in Leo when the comet of 
1315 first appeared, Saturn being in opposition in Aquarius. 
A double opposition was produced by Mars returning, in its 
retrograde motion, to Saturn. The comet, like Mars, was in_ 
the north and had a retrograde movement which Geoffrey re
corded in detail, observing the comet's motion through the con-· 
stellations. This nightly observation is unusual in the annals of 
medieval comet history.' - .,.. 

Geoffrey, in keeping with his times, tried to fix the sphere of· 
influence of the comet, placing it in the seventh clime but grant
ing that the effects would also be felt in the sixth clime and in . 
several other regions. He cited other writers as holding that t4e 
effects of a comet appearin~ before sunrise would be felt 

185 Ibid., III, 281. 
186 Ibid., III, 281, 285-6, 715. 
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quickly, but that those of a comet appearing after sunset would 
be delayed. On this basis, accounting for the size and duration 
of the comet, he estimated that the virtue of the comet of 1315, 
which was visible both by day and by night, would last at least 
two years. This comet, according to Geoffrey,, signified corrupt 
blood and unnatural choler, the consequences being numerous 
~obberies and dissensions and a scarcity of good faith, truth 
and justice. The juncture of the comet with Jupiter pointed to 
further ills. The fact that Mars, the lord of the coming year, 
was in an aquatic sign', indicated that many would drown in the 
sea. 

Geoff.rey's treatise on the comet of 1337 is similar to that on 
the comet of 1315.187 In it he cited John of Damascus, at the 
same time accepting the belief that the comet was produced 
naturally in the sky by the influence of the planets. He recorded 
repeated ~bservations of the comet and mentioned an eclipse 188 

in connection with it. He traced the motions of Mars and 
Saturn from the time of the eclipse, and came to the conclusion 
that they were the cause of the generation of the comet, because, 
according to Abraham, superior planets in conjunction attract 
vapors from the earth more strongly when they are retrograde. 
Geoffrey believed it necessary to know the sign_ of the zodiac 
under which a comet was generated in order to form a true 
judgment from it. The comet of 1337 was observed for twelve 
days before Geoffrey knew of it. Then he found its position by 
observing the fixed stars nearest to it and drawing circles 
through them from the pole. He thus observed that the comet 
moved toward the pole, not sideways, and concluded that it 
had come from Gemini, not Cancer or Taurus. A method simi-. 
lar to Geoffrey's was employed by Maestlin when he observed 
that the nova of 1572 did not move.189 The significations as
cribed by Geoffrey to the comet of 1337 resembled those that 

187 Ibid., III, .286-7. 

· 188 The solar eclipse of the preceding March Jrd. 

189 See chapters II and III, below. 
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he ascribed to the earlier one. The effects were to last about two .. 
~~ ' 

Giovanni Villani, a victim of the Black Death, disagreed with 
Geoffrey's conclusion that the comet of 1337 proceeded from 
Gemini, not Cancer or Taurus. He noted two comets in that 
year: one in Taurus, named Ascone, lasting four months; the 
other in Cancer, called Rosa, and lasting two months.190 He) 
noted a horrible pestilence in Florence in 1340 which he con
nected with a comet in Virgo and the beginning of Leo in 
March.191 He also remarked on the appearance of the comet 
Negra in Taurus in 1347. It was of the nature of Saturn and 

-~igcihed deatns of rulers and great mortality in the regions 
under Taurus and Saturn.192 

Conrad of Megenburg (1309-1398) also wrote .about the· 
comet of 1337/93 which he himself observed in Paris7 He said 
that it lasted more than four weeks, was near Ursa Major, and 
turned its tail toward the German lands. It was in the eleventh 
chapter of the second section of his Buch der N atur that he 
spoke of the comet of 1337, and there he also said that the air 
is divided into three regions, in the highest of which comets 
are seen. He is particularly noted for his nomenclature of di
rections in the heavens: " Mittag " for south, " Sonnenauf
gang " and " Sonnenuntergang " for east and west, and " Him~ 
melswagen " for north. The word " Mittag 1' was used until 
the end of the eighteenth century, but from the_ sixteenth to the 
eighteenth, " Mitternacht " was used for north.194 In the dia
grams and texts of tracts on the comet of 1577 this usage can 
be observed. · 

190 Thorndike, III, 287 and 287. note 16. 

191 Ibid., III, 232. 

192 Ibid., III, 316. 

· .. 

193 Hellmann (1891), 5-13, especially 8 note 2. See also A. D. B., XVI, 
64&-6so; Sarton, II, 593, 786; Sarton (1936) and the 'answers to Sarton 
(1936), in later issues of Isis, concerning the early editions of Conrad's 
Deutsche Sphaerfl. ' 

194Zinner (1934), s. 
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Augustine of !rent in a work written in 1340, in connection 
with "the pestilence of infirmities" in that year, regarded the 
influence of Mars and the appearance of two comets as evil in
fluences for that year. He warned young people to be particu
larly careful because of the comet in Leo.19G 

In the second half of the century, the comet of 1368 at
tracted much attention, calling forth an astrological Iiiterpret;
tion of its significance from John of Legnano at Bologna, 
which was cited as late as 1431 in an annual prediction for that 
·year.196 In many ways John's treatise on the comet bears a close 
resemblance to the less important sixteenth century cometary 
tracts. His scientific observations are not so good as those of 
his predecessor, Geoffrey of Meaux, or of his successor, Jacobus 
Angelus ;197 but. they do illustrate the general upward trend in 
the fourteenth century. First he considered what a comet is, 
then the different kinds of comets; and as a third step he pre
sented a natural physical explanation of them followed by a 
treatment of their astr9logical significaqce in relation to the 
signs and planets. He then gave an astrological treatment of 
the comet of 1368; and finally listed some of the notable comets 
~iew was the usual Aristotelian one that a 

comet is neither a star nor a part of the sky. He thought that 
there were two ways of explaining the effects of comets, natu
rally as in Aristotle's Meteorologica, and astrologically in ac
cordance with the signs and planets to which they were related. 
Using the first method he showed that the natural results of 
comets included winds, floods, wars, deaths of princes and re
ligious changes, comets making men choleric so that they were 
consequently inclined to wars. Princes, living a more dissipated 
tile; were especially choleric; and because they spent so much 
time· in wars, they were exposed to death. From history, ex
amples can be drawn to show that great changes, such as the 

·-195 Thorndike, III, 227. 

196 Ibid., III, 492, 597· 
19'1 Ibid., III, 595· 
198ldem. 
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Norman conquest, were preceded by comets. According to 
John, a comet could not be wholly a good sign although it might 
bring good in one place. He was not sure whether the comet :of 
1368 was in Taurus or Gemini, and so gave predictions for 
either alternative. In the beginning, he wished to place it under 
Mars, which was in Taurus, but taking the comet's color into 
consideration, he placed it under Saturn, at that time in Sagit
tarius. He thus illustrated, the foundations upon which four
teenth century critics of astrology based their objections, the · 
difficulty of telling in what sign or under what planet a comet 
was. John's treatment of the relation between astrology and 
religion was none too clear. He believed that three comets .,. 
und ero marked the spreal of Christianity but that .this-~ 
due to-supernatura 1vme virtue, not to the force oft e planets; 
John's authorities, which he often stated precisely, were the 
Quadripartitum and Centiloquium, the works of Haly and Al
bumasar, and those of Michael Scot and Leopold of Austria. 
But he added that true Catholics sh<;mld place th~ir faith in 
Augustine's writings and the laws of Justinian.199 

· 

Two men who wrote on comets in the second half of the 
fourteenth century are noted for their attacks on astrology: 
They are Nicolas Oresme and Henry of Hesse or of Lang
enstein. Nicolas Oresme, at his death in 1382, left behind him, 
among other. writings, French tran!ilations of and commen
taries upon various works of Aristotle,200 a work on divina
tions, first written in French in December 1361 and later trans
lated into Latin,201 

• and an early work, Tractatus contra 
astronomos judiciarios.202 In the last named and in many others 
of his works Oresme criticized astrology, but with little lasting 

199lbid., III, 595-6. 
200 Ibid., III, 398. 
20llbid., III, 401; Curtze (1870), 17-9; Meunier, 48-58. 
202]ourdain, 145-6; Curtze (1870), 16-7. The text of this tract, with the 

title Tractatu.r magi.rtri Nicolai Orem contra a.rtrologo.r, has been printed in 
Pruckner, 227-245. Curtze (1870), 17, seems to have considered this work 
as covering pretty much the same ground as the work on divinations. How
ever, it does not deal with the subject of comets. 
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effect.203 He is important as one of at least three medieval 
scholars who considered the possibility of the motion of the 
earth, supposing the eighth sphere of fixed stars to be immo
bile.204 His coriunentaries on Aristotle gave him the opportunity 
of expressing himself on this matter. The work on divinations 
is of especial interest here because in it Oresme admitted the 
possibility of general conjecture concerning wars and pesti
lences from comets. He did not believe that comets necessarily 
b'rought evil, supporting his point by Seneca's report that the 
~comet under Octavian· was beneficial.205 Furthermore, in the 
fourth question of his Quotlibeta, Oresme conceded that comets 

• and planet conjunctions produced changes on earth, but he 
doubted the possibility of accurate forecasts of these.206 

Henry of Hesse (1325-1397) went further than Oresme to
wards scepticism,207 denying prediction from comets. He sup
plemented Oresme's onslaughts on divination or astrology by 
specifically criticizing particular parts of astrology such as the 
belief in comets a.nd planet conjunctions as signs or causes of . . -

future events. Upon the appearance of a comet in 1368, Henry 
wrote his Questio d; co meta, 208 in which he denied that the ap
pearance of a comet was a prognosis of future events.209 Al-

203 Thorndike { 1929), 22, wrote: "The occult sciences lost nothing of their 
hold upon the human mind during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, and 
continued to be inextricably combined with the natural and mathematical 
science of the time." 

204 Thorndike {1929), 17, 141; Borchert The other two were Franciscus 
de Mayronis and Albert of Saxony. In the fifteenth .century, Nicholas of Cusa 
had the same idea. · 

205 Thorndike, III, 417-8. 

206 Ibid., III, 418. 

2(f[ Ibid., ·III, 493· 

208 Roth, 97. The text of the Questio de cometts can be found in Pruckner, 
Sg-138. Pruckner also gives an excellent discussion of Henry's writings against 
the astrologers in general and of his Questio de cometts and TractGtus contra 
GStrologos coniunctioni.rtGS in particular. · 

209 Thorndike, III, 493; Pruckner, 23. In this. respect, Henry's work can 
be compared to Bayle's much later essay. . . 
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though Henry adopted, as his scientific premises, Aristotle's 
incorrect theory of the origin of comets,210 since this was the 
generally accepted theory, his attack on prognostication from, 
comets may have had influence. Henry thought that comets 
formed only in mid-air and so could have no effect on the 
earth.211 Although winds may accompany comets and evert · 
cause them, comets do not produce winds. It is true that pesti
lence often follows comets, but the reason is that both are due 
to the same cause, the exhalation from the earth of the pesti- . · 
lential vapors within it.2~2 Henry denied the association of a · 
comet with a particular constellation, holding that astrological 
influence was not necessary to account for the natural attendants 
of comets.213 He strengthened his argument by pointing out the 
difficulty in determining the exact spot where a comet first ap
peared,214 which, as we have seen, was considered necessary in 
making astrological predictions from comets. Henry also dis
cussed the size, shape and motion of comets. He thought that 
their circular motion was derived from the. diurnal .movement . : 

of the heavens, although he believed comets belonged solely to 
the inferior world.215 Furthermore, he did not approve of the 
custom of ascribing all unusual events to comets, eclipses and 
conjunctions.216 According to Henry, the comet of 1368 began 
on the evening before Palm Sunday and lasted three weeks. In 
the three days following its first appearance, it moved three or 
four degrees nearer the pole.217 But Henry's observations of the 
comet are not given in detail and might be said to be on a par 
with those of John of Legnano. 

210 Thorndike, III, 493· 

2111 dem; Pruckner, 23. 

212 Thorndike, III, 493. 

213lbid., III, 493-4; Pruckner, 25. 

214 Thorndike, III, 494; Pruckner, 27. 

215 Thorndike, III, 494. 755-7· 

216lbid., III, 495. 

217 :Pruckner, 23, 41. 
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At the close of the fourteenth century, probably between 
1389 and 1395,218 Cardinal Pierre D' Ailly wrote a commentary 

,on Aristotle's Meteorologica. It was printed in Strasburg in 
1504 211 and in Vienna in 1509-220 Although merely" an abbre-. 
viated paraphrase" 221 of Aristotle's work, it must have served 
to help keep alive Aristotle's theory of comets. D' Ailly's work 
on Manitius' astronomy 222 may have had a similar effect. 

With the opening of the fifteenth century, the history of the 
development of theories about comets enters a new stage. 
Therefore, it might be· well if this survey were interrupted long 
enough to summarize briefly the heritage of the fifteenth cen
tury observers. Up to and including the time of Seneca, a great 
many theories of comets were presented, in fact, nearly all the 
views which were to become the heritage of sixteenth century 
astronomers. In earliest times, the Chaldeans thought that it was 
possible to foretell comets, although no method of doing so was 

. devised. Later, Apollonius of Myndus believed comets plane
tary, and Seneca. himself envisioned a theory of comets based 
on that of planets, expressing a belief in comet orbits. However, 
he had no clear theory, merely a trust in "natural law." On 
the other hand, many learned men did not believe that comets 
were planets. Aristotle had his own, now well-known, theory 
of comet generation. Others had believed that comets were 
formed by planet conjunctions or that fixed stars might acquire 
tails and thus become comets. It was also suggested that comets' 
tails were due to solar reflection, a theory held by Tycho in the 
sixteenth century. Furthermore, efforts were made to classify 
comets. Both Aristotle and Epigenes postulated two types, in 
accordance with the shapes of comets, Seneca's classification 
of comets was more elaborate but on the same principle. Like-

218 Salembier, 369-

219 Goldschmidt, catalogue zs. 
220 Poggendorff, I, I!). 

221 Thorndike, IV, 102. 

222 Salembier, 369. 
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wise, belief in comets as omens began before the beginning of 
the Christian era, and was increased and elaborated later on. 
Aristotle held that comets foreshadowed wind and drought, 
as was consistent ~ith his theory of their generation. The dis
aster at Helice and Bura was connected with the comet of 371 
B.C., and, at a later date, Manitius believed in even more severe 
consequences of comets. Seneca placed more emphasis on 
comets as weather signs than had Aristotle. 

Shortly after Seneca's death, Pliny made an elaborate classifi• 
cation of comets, arranged by color as well as by shape. 
Furthermore, Pliny adhered to the Aristotelian theory of the 
generation of comets, which was fast becoming the only ac
cepted one. In addition, Pliny placed increased credence in the 
power of comets over the future, a credence which was later 
strengthened by Ptolemy's astrology, in spite of Arrian's at
tempt to prove that comets announced neither good nor bad 
events. 

During the twelve centuries which followed the death o£ 
Ptolemy, little was added to cometary theory. Belief in comets 
as evil omens was strengthened. Comets were associated with 
particular planets or constellations, and it became of utmost im
portance to detl!rmine the place in which a comet first made its 
appearance. However, the fourteenth century witnessed some 
attacks on astrology. The previously established classifications 
of comets were repeated and somewhat elaborated. The chief 
value of those years to the development of the -theory of comets 
was in the continued observations of those phenomena and the 
consequent increase of data on the subject, and the repeated 
efforts to interpret comets. 



CHAPTER II 

CO:METARY THEORY FROl\1 THE BE
GINNING OF THE FIFTEENTH 

CENTURY TO 1577 

THE fifteenth century opened very propitiously as far as 
cometary ·history is concerned. Two cornets appeared in the 
year I 02 and the first 1 ofthern ~as ably desc~ibed in a treatise 

ames or Jacobus .Angelus of Utrn. In this treatise the 
author was described as Jacobus Angeli, from Utrn, as a master 
in arts. and a licentiate in medicine and as physician to Duke 
Leopold of Austria. 2 The information concerning the printed 
copies of the treatise is confusing.8 It seems to have been writ-

1 The first comet was thought by Pingre, I, 449. to be the comet of 1661 
in an earlier appearance. Pingre cited Struyck as identifying the comet with 
~The second comet of 1402 was seen in Constantinople in the 

summer (Pingre, I, 449-451). 

2 Angelus, C
8 

r. (Angelus, A
2 

r, speaks of Duke Leopold of Austria, Styria, 
and so forth.) See also Collard, 82; Thorndike, IV, 8o-1. James said that he 
was in Paris in 1382 (Angelus, C~ r), to which Thorndike, IV, 81, adds" very 
likely as a student". Collard, 82, went so far as to say that James, the son 
of a pharmacist, studied in Paris in 1382, thanks to a· subvention from the 
magistrates of his native town. Certainly, James (Angelus, ·A

2 
r) thanked the 

magistrates, council and citizens of Ulm for their generosity to him. Accord
ing to Collard, 82, James returned to Ulm but did not remain there long, and 
no trace of his activity as physician to Leopold has been found. However, he 
was registered at the university of Vienna for the winter session in 1391 

. (Collard, 82-J). There were other men of the same name who should be 
distinguished from the author of the treatise on the comet of 1402. See Thorn
dike, I, 105-6, IV, 82, and Poggendorff, I, 47, and various catalogues. 
A JohanneS Angelus edited the 1491 edition of Bonatti's Liber astronomicvs. 
Joh. Engel or Angelus from Aischach, who was !'Magister" in Ingolstadt, 
wrote a calendar for 1484 (Zinner (1934), 87). Hans Engel (Hellmann 
(1899), 29), who was the author of the Dewtsche Practick for 1488, was 
identical with Johannes Angelus, who came from Aichen in Bavaria, was 
professor of astronomy in Vienna and produced several astrological works. 

3 Thorndike, IV, So, says that the treatise is extant both in a manuscript 
copy preserved at Erfurt (where the author is described as Jacobus Engelhart) 
and in an incunabulum edition printed at Memmingen in Bavaria about 1490-

66 
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ten in 1402 and deals with the comet which appeared and 
,.saused great wonder in the beginning of~ry oft~ 
It was divided into ten chapters, and the first part seems to 
have been based largely on Albertus Magnus' commentary on 
Aristotle's Meteorologica.5 James told of the theory that a 
comet is a conjunction of several stars called planets, and is of 
divine origin, saying that according to ·'seneca this theory was 
held by Anaxagoras, Democritus and Apollonius, and that it 
was described by Aristotle. 8 James also cited Italian philos
ophers, called Pythagoreans, as saying that a comet was not 
a star but a planet, and- Hippocrates 7 as saying that comets 
sprang from stars or planets, the tails being due to the reflection 

See Angelus in the general bibliography below. This is the copy which 
Thorndike used (Thorndike, IV, 8o-r, n. 4). The Cornell copy of the tract is 
not dated (except on the modern binding which gives the date as r48o), 
which is also true of the B. M. copy to which the Cornell copy seems to cor
respond (see Robert Proctor, III, 6o8, where the book was also assigned to 
Memmingen). Collard knew about the B. M. copy through Proctor's Index 
(Collard, 83), but he used the copy in the library of the Belgian royal 
observatory (Collard, 82). This was undoubtedly the copy described by 
Houzeau, 5534. Houzeau gave it the date 148o in parenthesis, indicating that 
that copy also was not dated. Collard, 83, believed that the treatise was 
printed by Johannes Reger of Ulm about r48o and that the 1490 Tractatus 
de co1netis was the work of Jacobus' son. Collard's summary follows the 
Cornell copy so closely that it must be concluded either that the tract in 
Belgium and the tract in America are copies of the same edition of the same 
treatise or that there were two incunabula editions of it. Collard, 82, giving 
the printed work the date 148o, believed this the first printed astrological 
treatise on conjunctions, eclipses and comefs. Collard's summary of the tract 
is not as reliable as that given by Thorndike, IV, 82-7. 

4 Angelus, B, r ff. 

5 Thorndike, IV, Bz-3. According to Collard, 84, James said that the· 
Arabic epoch and the western Middle Ages, up until the time of Regio
montanus, remained faithful to the Greek theory which confused shooting 
stars, balls of fire, and comets with thunder and lightning. This is an obvious 
interpolation by Collard, himself. 

6 Angelus, A 2 r-A2 v. Collard, 84, wrongly said that Angelus ascribed this 
theory to Aristotle. 

7" Ypocras et socii sui Nichius et Paulus qui concordant cum pictagoriciis 
" (Angelus, A

2 
v). 
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of light.8 He also cited John of Damascus, Seneca, Aristotle, 
and Albertus Magnus. He discussed general phenomena which 
he deemed atmospheric and due to earthly exhalations, and 
then 9 set fo~th the Aristotelian theory of the generation of 
comets. He mentioned the opinions of Agasel [Algazel], Alpe
tragius, Haly/0 as expressed in his commentary on the Centilo
quium, and Albumasar, coming to the conclusion that comets 
are elementary, not celestial. Discussing the various shapes of 
comets' tails, he added that the tail of the comet of 1402 was 
shaped like a pyramid. In the fourth and fifth chapters 11 James 
dealt with the various types of comets, following Bonatti's nine 
classifications, and giving their nine chief effects after the 
manner of Albertus Magnus. 

Beginning with chapter six, James discussed the comet of 
~402.12 The comet was first visible in Swabia about the begin

ning of February, 1402, and was still visible in Ulm on March 
15th, when it set at the point wliere the sun sets at the time of 
summer solstice. It was slightly larger than Venus as a morning 
star and was similar to it in color but not. so bright. The tail 
was for a time white, not very long,U directed upwards, and, at 
first, pointed south, then north. It grew in t4ickness and bright
ness so that by March 15th it appeared as long as a lance and 
pyramidal in shape.14 When the comet was first seen, Mars was 
in the last division of Aries, oi approximately there. Although 
he did not see the comet then, James believed that it was there 

8 Angelus, A
2 

v. Collard translated this passage as meaning that the Italian 
philosophers believed a comet to include only one star. 

9 Angelus, A5 v-B1 v (chapt~r III). 

10 This must be the Egyptian, 'Ali ibn Ridwan. See Chapter I, note 128 

above. 

11 Angelus, B
1 

v-B2 rand B2 r-B6 r. 

12 Angelus, B, r-B, v. A French translation of this pass~ge was given by 
Collard, 86-7. 

13 Collard, 87, said "puis fort longue". 

14Angelus, B, ~· 
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at the same time and that Mars and the comet were in con
junction in the third and last division of Aries.15 So on that. 
occasion, at some time it was true that a circle passing through 
the pole of the zodiac and through the middle of the sky [ze
nith] passed through the centers of both; nay rather, on the 
22nd of March it [the comet] was seen at the second hour near 
the sun at the distance of a lance to the north.16 It was evident, 
therefore, that the comet moved contrary to the sun, across a 
great distance from the north toward the south, where it finally 
disappeared on the feast of Passover on March 26th or 27th. 
The comet seems to have been lost in the rays of the sun. 
Traces of it appeared in the east before sunrise, when James 
saw three long, thick hairs, and in the west after sunset, when 
he saw one hair. Since it was thought that both Mars and th~ 
sign Aries are of a hot and dry nature, and'that a comet orig
inates from a hot and dry exhalation, the comet's influence was 
supposed to be characterized by the above mentioned qualities. 

Next, James gave the astrological significations of the comet 
of 1402.17 Setting forth the general rules for prediction from 
comets, based on their density or rarity, on the lands over which 
they appeared, and the causes of their generation, he described 
the three "dispositions in the air" which, in Swabia, had pre-

15 Angelus' phrases, "in vltima facie" and "in tertia facie seu vltima 
arietis ", were translated by Collard as meaning " in the last phase " and 
" in the third and last phase of Aries ". There is no authority for this meaning, 
especially since constellations don't have phases. Thorndike, IV, 83, retains 
the original Latin word "facies". It seems safe to use the translation 
"division", suggested by Professor Thorndike, since the expression "third 
and last" would imply a division into three, giving each division the value 
of to•. Professor Thorndike furnishes the following two citations: 1. "Facies 
autem signorum sic distinguuntur secundum quod unum quodque signum 
dividitur in tres partes equales quarum quelibet vocatur facies et quelibet_ 
earum constat ex decem gradibus." (Guido Bonatti, II, 18 [wrongly numbered 
17 in Venice, rso6, edition]) 2. "De faciebus. Scias quod in quolibet signo 
sunt tres facies ••• ". (Haly, I, 3). 

16 Collard, 87, misconstrued this passage as meaning that the comet had 
the length of a lance. 

17 Angelus, B4 v-C
1 

r (chapters VII and VIII). 
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ceded the comet of 1402.18 The first of these occurred on tht 
eve or day of St. Paul's conversion in 1399, when there was a 
universal and uniform light in the air for a considerable time 
after sunset, when it was too dark to see indoors without a 
light. It was not from the moon, the sun, a star, or any reflec
tion of light, but must have been due to a widespread exhala
tion causing a bright flame or fire throughout the horizon. The 
second phenomenon was in the autumn of 1400, when a flame 
as long as a lance with a head like a calf and growing narrower 
tow~rd the tail came· from the west toward the east through 
the air and vanished in the pinnacle of a house while James 
was watching. Similar fires were seen throughout Swabia in 
the twilight at the same hour. The third disposition was the 
appearance of thunderstorms at the beginning of April, 1401, 
which lasted to the e~d of August. Much of the growing food 
was destroyed. James concluded that these phenomena were 
forerunners of the comet and bore witness to the continual 
rising of earthly exhalations, and that the comet's influence 
would be felt in the places where these" dispositions had ap
peared [Swabia]. Astrologers judge a comet's effects by the 
direction of its tail. On that basis James concluded that Spain, 
France, England, Scotland and southern Germany were among 
the countries threatened by .the comet. Referring to Bonatti, 
James conch.ided that if this comet was of the type " cenacu
lum " it presaged want and religious wars ; if of the type " per
tica," dfought; if it was related to Mars it signified wars. James 
thought that its appearance in Aries meant that it would affect 
the Italians. He recalled th~t the comet~ 

-by several conjunctions and subsequent ills in 1385, and he was 
fearful of what might happen after the conjunction of Saturn 
and Jupiter three years late on January 12th 1405. He cit 
Albumasar as saying that such a conjunction signified changes 
and serious and dangerous 'events. 

. 
18 The passage dealing with these " dispositions " was reprinted by Thorn

dike, IV, 664-5. 
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In the ninth chapter James gave examples of the significa
tions of comets from the time of Nero to the beginning of the 
fifteenth century, and showed his belief that the effects of a : 
comet were not carried out in the first year after the comet's /

1 

a pearance b over a eriod of~_th~a_!_ chapt~I 
he tried to show that faithful Catholics o~ght not to mind the 
significations of this or other comets, but commit everything to 
God, and tried to allay the fears previously aroused. 

The comet of 1402 was hailed in \Vales as a favorable sign 
for the rising of Owen Glendower.20 According to Simon de 
Phares, Gilles de Louvier:s, a canon of Paris, predicted the · 

-comet of14o2 as well as one in 1399, and according to the· 
same authority, Peter of Monte Alcina based a prognos"tiCa:
tion on the comet which was. in the twenty-eighth degree of 
Aries under Mars on February 25th, 1402.21 Blasius of Parma 
was another to whom was ascribed the prediction of the comet, 
Verru, of February 25th, 1402.22 In his Judgment of the Revo
lution of the Year 1405, Blasius predicted comets among other 
events which he considered gloomy.23 The comet of 1402 was 
also mentioned in the Chronique de Jean Stavelot, where the 
comet was said to have been seen from February 25th to March 
19th.24 In Austria, the same comet was the subject of a tract 
by Friedrich von Drosendorf.25 

Angelus' detailed treatise on the comet Q{ 1402 was followed 
in the middle of the fifteenth century by increased observation 
and mention of comets, showing a new stage in cometary his
tory. Among the observers was Herman Schedel (1410-1485), 

19 A major portion of this chapter was reprinted by Thorndike, IV, 662-4-

20 Thorndike, IV, 87. 

21 Phares, 236, 241 ; Thorndike, IV, 8o. 

22 Thorndike, IV, 78, on the authority of Simon de Phares. 

23 Thorndike, IV, 76. 

24 Collard, 87. 

25 Zinner ( 1938), 14-
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the physician.28 Another was Nicholas Comes or Niccolo de 
Comitibus of Padua. In 1450 he addressed a treatise on weather 
prediction and other astrological judgments to Malatesta de 
Malatestis, in which comets were mentioned among the more 
apparent signs by which unskilled persons might foresee 
weather changes. 27 • 

Halley's comet appeared in I 6 and was · · le almost 
t~ug~ une.28 A Judgment based thereon 
was written e university of Vienna.29 Platina, probably the 
noted humanist (1421-'1481), wrote on that comet,80 and it 

. was also observed in Nuremberg.81Jwo comet~ere sai~_!o 
.._have appeared in Rome in that year and.JOPe:taltxlus :ftL 

;;dered prayers i but it is not, cert~in whether he was influenced 
in this by the comets.82 At any. rate, according to Nicolaus e 
fara, living in B da ~st, the o co e thou h b 
John of Ca istrano to be si ns of Christian victo 33 In 1456, 

· ossibly because of ~he comet of that year, William de Bechis 
of Florence addressed a treatise on comets to Piero de' Medici. 
He maintained a conservative ·religious po~ition, saving free
dom of the: will, and held that comets were signs, not causes. 34 

One of the many fifteenth .century authors who associated 
l earthquakes with comets and discussed the two kinds of phe

nomena in the same tracts was brother ~atthew of Aquila, 
professor of sacred theology of the order of Celestines. He 

~'Yrote on the earthquake of 1456,35 and, among its important 

26Zinner (1934), 19. 
Zl Thorndike, IV, 250-2. 

28 Pingre, I, 459-465. 
29 Thorndike, IV, 413. 
30 Proctor and Crommelin, 46. 

31 Zinner (1934), 66. 
32 Thorndike, IV, 414-

33/dem. 
34 Ibid., IV, 2!)8, 417. William de Bechis began his studies at the Augustinian 

convent in Padua in 1433 and later ( 1470) became bishop of Fiesole. 
35 Thorndike, IV, 416-7. 
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antecedents, mentioned a comet appearing May 18th. In his 
"treatise he devoted muCh space to comets. A follower of the 
Aristotelian ideas. concerning their generation, he considered 
them not only signs but also causes of coming evil, because 
their hot, putrid vapors contaminated the air. He distinguished 
three comets in 1456, two before and one after the earthquake 
which took lace on December 5th between the tenth and 
e event hours of the mg . 

The well known Italian humanist, Giovanni Pontano 86 

(1426-1503) was another of the men who wrote on Halley's 
comet in its 1456 return.87 In his Meteororum Liber he de
voted two sections to comets in general. 38 •At the close of his . 
commentary on the Centiloquium, which he attributed to 
Ptolemy, Pontano wrote a considerable discussion on comets. 
In this he adhered to the Aristotelian theories, and discussed 
the astrological implications of comets.39 That his works were 
still read at the time of the comet of 1577 is evident from the 
fact that part of the second section on comets in his M eteororum 
Liber was printed in Bazelius' Prognosticon nouum.~0 · 

As a result of the appearance of the comet of 1456 many 
questions were put to Peurbach, who replied that comets had 
appeared before, and recalled the paths of the comets of 1402 
and 1433:41 A manuscript tract on the comet of 1456 has been 
attributed to him. He tried to measure the distance of the 
comet, an attempt which has been called the first of its kind. 42 

Regiomontanu.s, too, saw the comet of 1456, but he did not · 

36 See Tallarigo, especially I, 482-512 (chapter· IV, "L'Astrologia "), 
and Boffito. 

37 Proctor and Crommelin, 46. 

38 Pontanos (I~) •. I, 195-7, 215-7. 

39 Pontan_os ('1519), !olio~ 90-J. 

40 Item 10 of appen!!Jx, below. 

41 Zinner (1938), 23. See also Thorndike, IV, 413, note a. 

42Zinner (1938), 26, calls Peurbach's work comparable to Toscanelli's. 
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make continuous observations of it nor of the comet of the fol-
lowing year ! 3 • . 

The most important astronomical observations of t~ 
appearance of Halley's comet were undoubtedly those by Paolo 
dal Toscanelli 44 

( 1397-1482 ). Toscanelli's observations were 
preserved in manuscript only, until the nineteenth century.45 

Indeed, they did not become as well known as they deserved 
and had little influence on the progress of cometary science. His 
manuscript ~n comets, as would be expected, showed evidence 
of belief in astrology. There were included both a prediction by 
Pietro l3ono Avogaro on June 17, 1456 of the effects of the 
comet and a similar: one of his own!8 Toscanelli also observed 
~ comets of 1433.!_ 1449-50, 14S7 and 1472. His observatiQ.Il&'" 
of the comet of 1433 were so accurate that they furnished all. 
the data necessary for calculating the comet's orbit!7 His ob
servations of the comet of 1449-50 were far superior to those 

·by others, and his observations of Halley's comet in 1456 are 
a valuable addition to the knowledge .of the motion of that 
body.48 In 1457, two comets appeared, and again Toscanelli was 
at work!9 Finally, the comet of 1472 "furnished the object of 
new activity on his part. 5° It js because of the accuracy and de
tail of his observations that' he falls in line with Geoffrey of 
Meaux, Jacobus Angelus and Regiomontanus as giving evidence 
of gradually increasing wealth and accuracy in the observation 
of comets. These are part of the necessary background for any 
improvement in theory, and, together with the introduction oi 

43 Ibid., 40, 212. 

44 See Uzielli. Uzielli, 3o8-385: was republished; with additions. See Celoria. 

45 Celoria, 3-

46 Thorndike, IV, 4J2, questions Celona's conclusion that Toscanelli turned 
from faith in astrology to distrust of it. 

47 Celoria, S-IO. 

48 Ibid., Io-36. 

49 Ibid., 37-46. 

50 Ibid .. 46-S7. 
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the use of the theory of parallax in regard to comets, render 
the fifteenth century outstanding in the progress of cometary 
astronomy, although, of course, many observers after 1456 
continued to make incomplete and inaccurate observations of 
comets. 
• ~\'hen in 1458 King Alfonso died and Lorenzo Bonincontri 

di San Miruato lost his wife and two of his sons m a pestilence, 
~atter ascribed the loss to the baneful influence- of two-

c<;>mets..51 undoubtedly the two observed by Toscanelli in 1457· 
Simon de Phares said that Perre deGiaville;-a Norin_a.D.Inaster- · 

at Paris, made a prediction from a comet in 1465, but possibly 
the date should be 1456.52 Mter the comet which appea~ed in 
1468, Martin, archdeacon of Sora and canon of the church at 

Zagreb, wrote a work containing specific predictions such as 
the death of George of Podie d. Martin favored the conten
tion of some, t they saw the comet three days before· Sep-; 
tember 22nd, but in his title he used this date for the comet's 
appearance. 53 According to Martin " the comet first appeared 

ear the front aws .of the Bear and then traversed Leo an 
Virgo. He believed at the comet originated from exhalations 
and discussed what constellations caused it, by what planet it 
was governed, and the evils it would bring. He made use of the 
Quadripartitum and· maintained that the belief that comets 
meant death to kings was supported by experience as well as 
by authority. Revie\>;ing the evils following past comets, Mar
tin proclaimed th~t the comet of 1468 was-a threat to Pone. 
Paul II. In 1472, Martin (probably the same one though then 
called a parish priest of Buda) addressed a judgment on the 
comet of that year to Matthia~ ~rvinus. 16 An anonymous 

51 Thorndike, IV, 405, 407. 

52 IbiJ., IV, 418. Pingre, I, 466, mentioned for 1465 only a c:Omet visible 
in Japan and China. • · 

53 Thorndike; IV, 419-421; Zinner (1938), 109. who probably took his 
information from Thorndike. 

54 Thorndike; IV, 421-2. 

MibiJ .. IV, 424-
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treatise addressed to Pope Paul II was called forth by the. 
comet of 1468. This treatise inquired into the cause and ma
terial of this comet and of comets in general. It followed Al
bertus Magnus and twice cited Leopold of Austria, but limited 
the prognostications to generalities. 58 John Lichtenberger, a 
German astrologer, said, in another work, that he had written 
a treatise at Speyer on the comet which appeared in Gemini 
September 22, 1468.51 

. The comet. of 1472, which is generally dated in January, 
. seems to have in~dtnore treatises than did the comets of 
1456 and 1468 158 and probably. had many more observers. John 

(it Glogau, in hiS astrological Summa, called that comet a great· 
· comet. 59 Because of it Pietro Bono A vogaro wrote a treatise 
on comets 60 and Henry Sutton wrote a prognostication con
cerning the phenomenon of 1472, which he called a tailed or 

• bearded .star.61 Angelo Cato de Supino of Benevento, who 
called himself both a philosopher • and a physician, wrote 
a treatise on the comet.62 He called it "Pogonias" and said 
that it had been unequalled in the past 1_500 years.63 He said 
that it first appeared on January 7th but that the material for it 
'had begun to conglutinate on January 1st; that 'at first it was 

! scarcely visible but that by th~ eighth day it equalled a second 
magnitude star in size; and that by the fourteenth day it was 

56 Ibid., IV, 4I8-9, 70G-I. 

57 Ibid., IV, 422. 

58 Idem. Certainly, more are preserved, but this may be partly due to the 
increased use of printing, partly to the later date and consequently greater 
chance of survival. 

59 Thorndike, IV, 422, 453 • 

. 60 Ibid., 422. 

61Ibid., .oj.28. 

62 The treatise was printed by Sixtus ~essit1ger in Naples in 1472 and 
was addressed to Don Juan of Aragon, son of King Ferdinand. It was also 
written for the glory of the university of Naples. Thorndike, IV, 425· The 
treatise was also mentioned by Riccioli, II, I. 

63 Thorndike, IV, 427. 
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almost as large as the moon, with a tail 36° in length by 4 o 

in breadth, sweeping out a sixth of the sky, a degree be~ng 
estimated as 5000 miles 64 at the distance of the comet. Angelo 4 

added that the comet was forecasting great ills, espeCially for 
kings, and drew generaC conclusions as to its effect. He ended 
by adding that God if He wished could change any or all the 
evils threatened by the comet. 65 Another tract on the same 
comet was, according to Simon de Phares, written by Laurens 
Hutz. He wrote a prediction from the comet which appeared 
on St. Agnes' eve [January 2oth] in 1472 and addressed it to 
Louis Xl.66 

A Pole, John de Bossis, lecturer on astrology at Bologna in 
1471 to 1472: wrote a treatise on the comet of 1472 at the re
quest of Bishop Nicholas. In this treatise,67 John gave twelve 
efficient causes of the coq1et, which included the positions and· 
conjunctions of the planets on certain dates. He rejected the:. 
opinions of the ancients but gave the usual explanation that 
comets were exhalations from the earth rising into the upper 
air and refined by th~ action of " superiors " or the influence 
of heavenly bodies and assimilated to the nature of the sky so 
as not to be quickly consumed. He said that the present 
comet was generated in the fifteenth degree of Libra, its move
ment governed both JSy the diurnal motion of the primum mo-

64 Angelo thought that comets circulated where the sphere of air and fire 
meet. See Thorndike, IV, 427. It is difficult to believe- that Angelo meant 
to give the value of 5000 miles to a degree at that distance. It leads to the 
surprisingly. accurate belief that comets are approximately 300,oo0 miles 
away, and is entirely out of line with his general reasoning. Angelo does -
not seem to have made any great departure in theory, and it seems. reasonable 
to suppose that if he had intended to place comets at such a great distance, 
greater than the moon's, he would have said so, more especially since his · 
spheres of air and fire must have been sublunar •. Angelo has not given any 
basis for his estimate, nor value for his mile, unless Professor Thorndike 
omitted it from his resume. 

65 Thorndike, IV, 427-8. 

66Ibid., IV, 425. 

fiT Ibid., IV, 422-4-
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bile and by the virtue of the fixed star whose nature first at
tracted it. J'he varying velocity of the comet was due to· its 
attraction by fixed stars of the nature of Mars or Saturn in 
the neighborhood of which planets its movement was retarded. 
Its exceedingly rapid movement at one time was due to the 
virtue it absorbed from it~ dominant fixed stars and planets.' 
John also described the tail (not its direction), the course and 
the color of the comet and its significations. He devoted a 
whole page to the Pope, whom the comet threatened, and also 
predicted danger to the emperor. 

In Bamberg the comet o£. 1472 was observed by Antonius 
von Rotenhaus. His chief iirt'erestwas in the meaning of the 
comet. His treatise was nearly a wora for word transcription 
oL 1456 observations, and even copied Regiomontanus' data 
fb~ thatcomet.68 An author, whose name may possibly be 
Laurentius Cerastius of Viterbo, discussed the following seven 
points about the comet of 1472 :69 "what a comet is in kind; 
what the present comet should be called; in what sign it ap
peared; when its effects would begin; what it signified; how 
great would be the evils from it; and how long they would 
last. He besought God to ward off all evil, although one evil 
announced by the comet he would tell only orally, not in writ
ing. Ainong the many judgments ort the"'comet of 1472, were 
one by,master Valentinus Zathor, and one by an astrologer in 

. the town . " N ewmarckt " near Nuremberg. 70 An anonymous 
, printed work on the comet of 1472 was published in Rome in 

that year.n Its author, possibly Nicholas Hartman, Jtttributed 
the comet to the conjunction of Mars and Saturn in the third 
degree of Gemini in 1471. He believed that the comet would 
not injure Pope Sixtus IV, although it was dangerous to those 
who had Libra in the ascendant of· their nativities. About the 

68 Zinner (1934), 66 ff. 

69 Thorndike, IV, 430. 

70ldem. 

71 Ibid., ~v. 429-. 
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time of the appearance of the comet of 1472, but without men
tioning it, Ralph of Rudesheim, a licentiate in sacred theology, 
considered questions concerning comets, such as whether a 
comet, originated from matter of the elements, gave true signifi
cations of the death of a prince or other notable events.12 Prob
ably the leading astrologer to busy himself with the comet of 
1472, if indeed he was the author of the tract in question, was 
Conrad Heingarter, also known as Thurecensis and Turi
censis.13 Rather than make predictions of particular events, 

'l2lbid., IV, 429-30. 

73lbid., IV, 357; Hain 15512, 15513; Vollbehr, 21. According to Wicker
sheimer, 325-6, "il existe un Tractatus de cometis imprime, dont le medecin 
zurichois Conradus Tiirst passe gener'alement pour l'auteur et dont on pour
rait se demander s'il ne devrait pas etre attribue a Conradus Heingarter. 
• • • L'auteur ne se nomme pas et fait connaitre seulement sa qualite de 
"Thurecensis phisicus ", mais quelques bibliographes ••• ont cru pouvoir 
avancer que le prenom de ce medecin etait Conradus. 11 est bien certain que 
"Thurecensis phisicus" a ici le sens de "Ziiricher Stadtphysicus " •••• Or cette 
qualite n'a jamais appartenu a Conradus Heingarter et par consequent le Trac
tatus de cometis n'est pas de lui. Cet ouvrage reconnait-il pour auteur Conradus 
Tiirst qui fut medecin de Maximilien d'Autriche, ou le Franconien Eberhart 
Schleusinger de Gassmansdorf, comme I' a ecrit •.•. le Dr Friedrich Hegi? (4). 
[ (4) Friedrich Hegi. Neues zur Lebensgeschichte Dr. Konrad Tiirsts. 
Anzeiger fur schweizerische Geschichte, XI (1912), p. 28o et suiv.] ••• " 
Hegi, who, having attributed another astronomical tract to Schleusinger spoke, 
284, of the tract on the comet of 1472 as 'Dessen " tractatus de Stellis, Cometis, 
earumque jndiciis [sic] et seorsim de ilia, quae A. 1472 Tiguri apparuit" •• .'. 
Hegi said that it was printed twice but seemed inclined to think that the 
printer's date should read 1482, identifying this with the previously discussed 
tract, for "Augenscheinlich war Schleusinger 1472 noch gar nicht in Ziirich, 
dagegen 1482." Hegi had previously, :z83, said that Tiirst· first became city 
physician in 1489. Hegi did not even suggest Tiirst as the author of the tract 
on the comet of 1472. According to Zinner (1934), 66 ff., Schleusinger ob
served the comet of 1472 in Ziirich and attempted to determine its size, 
but did not claim to have made his own observations and may have taken his 
measurements from Regiomontanus. According to Ludendorff, there were 
two incunabula editions and one later edition of Schleusinger's book. Both · 
Zinner and Ludendorff were undoubtedly dealing with the tract ·attributed 
in this chapter to Heingarter. Wolf (1877), 182 and note 4, likewise attri
buted the tract to Schleusinger, and Wolf (1849), 102-3, attributed the 
following title for the tract to Johann Jacob Wagner: Eberhardi Schleu
siJJgeri de Garnuznstorf FraJJCotliae, Artium et Medicinoe Doctoris, Physici 
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persons and places, Conrad noted the general effects of the 
comet, and was inclined to consider its influence good. Like 
Aristotle, he believed comets were not heavenly bodies but were 
generated from the earth by the action of the stars. This "action, 
according to Conrad, was under the influence of Saturn. Mars 
caused comets to fly in the air. He did not think that the tail of 
the comet of 1472 moved with a movement like Mars in its 
epicycle, or, indeed, that planets had an epicycle.n Much of his 
work shows a tendency to defend astrology, thus implying a 
certain opposition to it or scepticism concerning it.79 The first 
part of his tract on comets deals with generalities, such as what 
comets are and how they are generated, what are their motion, 
color, types, what they signify and so forth. The second part is 
concerned with the comet of 1472 in particular, is largely 
astronomical rather than astrological, and discusses the comet's 
si~e, length, distance from the earth, its motion and that of its 
tail, as well as its astrological implications.78 

The greatest contributions to cometary theory which re
sulted from observations of the comet of 1472 were those of 
Johannes Miiller (1436-1476) of Konigsberg, better known as 
Regiomontanus. Regardless ·of the tendency of modern his
torians77 to detract from the value of his contributions to 

Tigunni,' r,.actatus de Cometis, speciatim de Cometa A. c. I4J2. Beronae 
(Beromiinster) 1473- Zinner (19.)8), 157, attributed the tract on the 
comet of 1472 to Schleusinger. See also Thorndike, V, 362 note 1,36. 
Heingarter· seems to have been a German, born in Ziirich but active in 
France. He was a physician as well as an astrologer, and many of his works 
are both medical and astrological. The only one of his treatises in print seems 
to be that on the comet of 1472 (Thorndike, IV, 359). It was printed in 1472 
by Helias or Heliae of Louffen at BeromiinsteJ: and reprinted in 1474 by 
Hans Aurl in Venice or Rome (Thorndike, IV, 359; B. M. catalogue; Hain 
15512, 15513; Vollbehr, 21). Wolf (1877), 182 and note 4. called this the 
earliest printed comet tract. It was later translated into Italian (Thorndike, 
IV, 36«>). Pingre, I, 239, mentioned an edition, printed in Basel in 15,56, 
probably that edited by Gratarolo (see Thorndike, V, 6oo). 

74 Thorndike, IV, 36o. 

75 Ibid., IV, 366-7. 
76/bid., IV, 36o, 692-4-
77Thorndike (1929), 142-150 (chapter VIII," Peurbach And Regiomon

tanus: Their Great Reputation Re-examined"). 
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mathematics and astronomy by bringing to light the work of 
earlier men, it must be conceded that he made advances in the 
observation of comets which profoundly influenced later tracts 
on comets, an influence all the more powerful because of the 
Regiomontanus "legend ".78 There were many editions, all 
posthumous, of Regiomontanus' very important work on 
comets,79 the scope of which is indicated by the titles· of the 
sixteen problems into which it is divided. These ar~: 80 

( 1) "To present a preliminary investigation of the distance of 
a comet from the earth." ( 2) " To discuss the variant appear
ance of a comet in the circle of altitude." (3) "In another man
ner, to complete tJte same." (4) "To finish what the preceding 
sections dealt with, with other arguments." (5) "To know the 
true place of a comet in the ecliptic with the aid of an instru
ment." (6) "To measure the variant appearance of a.comet 
in longitude." (7) "To examine whatever apparent latitude a 
comet has." (8) "To investigate the variant aspect of a comet 
in the circle of altitude ~therwise than ·above." (9) "To inter
pret accurately the apparent position of a comet." ( 10) " To 

78 It is not necessary to go to the extreme length 'which pro~pted Giinthei 
(A. D. B., XXII, 579) to say "Die •.• dem Jahre 1472 entstammende Ab
handlung "De cometae magnitudine longitudineque ac de loco ejus vero 
problemata XVI " erortert mit vollster Sicherheit alle Fragen, die vor 
Erfindung des Teleskops iiberhaupt verniinftigerweise gestellt . werden 
konnten; jedenfalls ist von M. [Miiller] bis auf Kepler •••• nichts Besseres 
iiber die Kometen beschrieben worden." 

79 See note 78 for the title. It was printed. more than fifty years after 
Regiomontanus' death, in Nuremberg in 1531 (Crawford library catalogue, . 
104), and again in Baste in 1544 and 1548 (Will, III, 28o), and in Leyden 
in 1618 (in item [108] of appendix, below). Ziegler, 44. listed a 1544 Nurem
berg edition, edited by Schoner. He may have had in mind the following 
work: Scripta ••• J. Regiomontani, de Torqueto, Astrolabio annillari, Regula 
Magna Ptolemoica, Baculoque, Astronomico, & observationibus Cometarum, 
aucta necessariis, J. Schoneri ••• additionibus.-ltem Observationes · motuu.m 
Solis, ac Stellarum •.• Item libellus .•• G. Pu.rbachii de Quadrato geometrico. 
[Edited by]. Schoener] Norimbergae, 1544- (B. M. catalogue; H. C. L., Astr. 
655.44 A) According to Zinner (1938), 258-9, this work contains Regiomon
tanus' observations from 1457-75 and Walther's from 1575-1004 [misprint for· 
I475-IS04]. See Thorndike, V, 365 and note 148. 

80 Translated from the Latin in item [Io8] of appendix, below. 
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measure the distance of a comet from the center of the world 
and from the center of sight." (I I) " To instruct easily how 
many miles lie between the center of a comet and the center of 
the earth or the center of sight." ( I2) "To discover with skill 

; the diameter of a comet observed with an instrument." 
(13) ".To compare the diameter of the body of a comet with 
the semidiameter of the earth by a fixed proportion." ( I 4) 
"Finally to measure the amount of material of a comet." 
(IS) "To inquire skillfully the length of a comet's tail." 
( I6) "To in~estigate. thereafter, the thickness of such a tail." 
By observing the parallax and consequently the distance from 
the earth, the rotation time, the apparent diameter, and the size 
of comets, Regiomontanus, uninterested in the meaning of the 
comet of I472,81 strongly encouraged scientific observation of 
comets. His failure to attempt any prediction from the comet 
was a significant departure, indicating a shift of interest and a 
preoccupation with positive astronomy, andillustrating an atti-

. tude exhibited by Tycho a century lateJ.82 The Scripta claris
simi mathematici M. ·.Joannis Regiomontani contain a section 
on comets by Regiomontanus.83 His observations of the comet 
of I472 were preserved by Jacob Ziegler 84 and Hagecius 85 in 

81 Zinner (1934), 77; unlike his contemporaries, Regiomontanus does not 
seem to· have written about the meaning of comets, and his work on the comet 
to 1472 does not discuss the " meaning " of that comet. According to Zinner 

· (1938), 176, Regiomontanus, in his letters, made the point that he had not 
mixed his comet works and his astrological works. 

, 82 S~ chapter III, below, especially note 12. 

83 See note 79 above; Zinner (1938), 259. 

84Jacobi Ziegleri Landaui Conceptionum in Genesim mundi, et Exodum, 
Commentarij .••. Ad haec, Ioannis De Monte Regio libel/us, de Cometa. ••• 
BGsileae, apvd Joannem Oporinum. The De Cometa is on pages 172-4- See 
Zinner (1938), 267-8. According to Zinner (1938), 156, 268, the work was 
printed in 1548, but according to the B. N. catalogue it was printed in 1540. 
At least one authority, Zinner (1938), 157-8, 173, z67, is of the opinion that 
Ziegler's edition of the De Cometa was copied from a passage in the Trac
tatus de Cometis, assigned above to Conrad Heingarter, and that Regio
montanus was not its author. Zinner attributed the De C ometa to Schleusinger. 
Ziegler and Schleusinger were acquainted. However, Zinner did not wish to 
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the sixteenth century. Regiomontanus saw the comet January 
13th, under the sign of Libra, among the stars of Virgo, and 
continued to observe it until the end of February,· and looked 
for it even later.86 He found that it moved most rapidly toward 
the middle of that period, when it traversed four. signs in one 
day.87 He noted the place of the comet at each observation, 'and 
stated toward which stars the tail pointed, remarking that in 
one night, from sunset to after- sunrise, it pointed in four di
rections, making a circle. 88 Measuring differences in the comet's 
position in relation to Spica, he found that the comet's parallax 
could not exceed 6° and that the comet was at least 8,200 Ger
man miles away.89 Regiomontanus has been considered the first 

detract from the importance of the De Cometa in forwarding the under
standing of comets as heavenly bodies. See also Thorndike, V, 370. 

85 Hagecius (1'574). The volume is a quarto of 176 pages and is 227 mm. 
high. On the verso of the title-page is a list of the tracts included in the 
book and among them is one entitled Joanne~ de Monte Regio de Cometa 
anni I475· This treatise occupies pages 146 to i49. The date is an error on 
the part of Hagecius or his printer. The error seems· to have originated in 
the Ziegler edition (see Zinner (1938), 258). The comet discussed was. un
doubtedly that of 1472. although several later writers have used the date . ' 
1475. See Pingre, I, 68, 234. 472, 475, and 477 where the error was reported 
due to Ziegler .. The Crawford library catalogue, 216, gave the date 1475 
without question, as did also Gassendi, 74. and Riccioli, II, I. There seems 
to have been no comet in 1475. 

86 The statement by Regiomontanus, in Hagecius (1574), 146, reads: • 
"Idibvs Ianuariis, anno Domini 147'5· [sic] visus est Cometa sub Libra, cii 
stellis Virginis : •.. donee cum stellis Ceti · occasus Eliacus nobis ips urn 
occultaret, in vltinus diebus Februarij ••.. Tamen propter figur!Lm eius ad 
Solem, & maxime in plagis septentrionalibus, non nisi parum in fine suae · .; 
apparitionis videri poterat versus meridiem in diebus Aprilis, ·si motu .suo 
regularitatem seruasset." ' 

87 Regiomontanus in Hagecius (1574), 146. 
88 Ibid., 147. 

. . .... 
89lbid., 147-8. He wrote: " Considerando itaque maximam diuersitate 

aspectus capitis cometae a Spica stella sibi vicina, quae iuxta possibilitatem 
omnibus difformitatibus reductis, maior comprehendi non poterat quam 6 
graduum, instrumentis congruis ad hoc ordinatis : ad quam aspectus diuer
sitatem necessaria sequitur, corpus Cometae a superficie terrae distitisse in 
nonecupla distantia ad semidiametrum terrae: quae ad minus est octo millia 
& ducenta milliaria : ••• " He used the value 913 German miles for the semi-
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to apply the method of parallaxes to the observation of comet 
distances, opening a path for later observers,80 although his 
own value for the parallax of the comet of I472 was too great. 
Using a cross-staff,81 Regiomontanus found the diameter of the 
head of the comet to be II' and that of the coma to be 34', and 
from these observations and his calculation of the comet's dis
tance from the earth, he determined its actual size, the diame
ters of the head and of the coma being respectively 16 82 and 
8I German miles.81 

diameter of the earth. He also made the more general statement : " Dis
tantia vero cometae a terra comprehenditur ex diuersitate aspectus ipsius 
cometae, vel alicuius eius partis, ad aliquod Astrum sibi vicinum." 

90 Pjngre, I, 68. Janssen, I, 120, thought that Regiomontanus was the 
first western astronomer to determine the distance, size and rotation time 
o( a· comet. Fiedler, 10, made no reservation as to f' western" astronomer. 
Presumably Peurbach's efforts, i£ any, to measure a comet's distance were 

, based on parallax also. See note 42, above. 
91 Regiomontanus has been credited (Janssen, I, 120) with the invention 

of this instrument, but the credit should go to Levi ben Gerson, who made 
the discovery in IJ25 (Darmstaedter, 58; Zinner (1938), 159). Zinner 
(1938), 159. called the cross-staff a development from an instrument used 
in the time of Hipparchus, but spoke of Regiomontanus' use of it. Duhem, 
IV, 40. while attributing the instrument's invention to Levi • ben Gerson, 
said that Regiomontanus used it to such advantage that it was sometimes 

' attributed to him. Duhem, V, 203, said that Levi ben Gerson so improved 
the cross-staff that it could be used to observe the apparent diameters of 
~e sun and moon. 

92 Using Regiomontanus' values for the comet's distance and the apparent 
diameter of its head, the computed value of the diameter of the head is 
approximately 26 German miles. Sin~ the value of 81 miles for the diameter 
·of the coma checks with the other figures, it can safely be supposed that 
16 was a misprint for 26. Indeed, from Regiomontanus' own computations 
it is apparent that the error was an arithmetical one, and consequently 
probably a misprint, for he wrote : " Cum enim diameter capitis cometae 
vndecim mimita circuli magni chordaret : vt instrumetis deprehendebatur : 
quorum minutorum chorda est vndecim minuta, & medium fere : illa ergo 
chorda, vt dictum est in prima parte, multiplicetur in distantiam cometae a 
terra : id est .octo millia & 200 miliaria : & producentur 94 millia, & 300 : 

quae diuidantur per finum totum, scilicet 3 millia & 6oo minuta, exhibunt 
inde 16 miliaria : quae est quantitas diametri capitis cometae : ••• " (Hagecius 
(1574), 148-g). 94JOO+J6oo=26+. , 

93 Regiomontanus 'in Hagecius (1574), 148-9, For a discussion of the 
value of a German mile see chapter III, note 28 and chapter IV, note 124. 

below. 
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There are some records of the appearance of a second comet 
in 1472, but these. probably erroneously distinguish different 
observations of the comet seen by Regiomontanus.114 

• i 
Bernard Walther, the wealthy Nuremberg citizen who be

friended Regiomontanus on the latter's arrival in Nuremberg, 
and who may have observed the comet of 1472 with him,116 con
tinued to make observations after Regiomontanus' death. He 
observed the comet of 1491,116 and discussed the effects of the 
comet of 1501, adhering to th~ idea that comets were fm:med · 
from v;pors fiom the earth.117 He is said to have been the first. ' 
to measure the distance of a planet from two well known stars 118 

and he took practical notice of the effect of refraction, observ
ing the sun when it appeared to be outside the ecliptic, although 
he did not investigate the laws of refraction.911 How~ver:, al
though he made a great many observations, he was by no means 
the intellectual equal pf his protege .. · ' 
· In the closing years of the fifteenth century and the early 
years of the sixteenth, comets were mentioned several times. · 
Writing in 1492 Marsilio Ficino expressed the opinion that 
comets were caused by celestial beings.100 Johann Werner, a 
disciple of Regiomontanus, wrote a Judgment on the comet of 
1500; but, unfortunately, it has not been printed and there is"· 
little available information concerning it.101 Gregorius Reisch, 
in his Margarita philosophica, which was first printed in 1503 
although dedicated in 1495, looked upon comets as earthly ex-

94 Pingre, I, 476. 

95 Berry, 88. 

96 Zinner (1934), 13; Pingre, I, 4i8. 
' 

97 Zinner (1934), 66 ff. Zinner (1938), 167, said that Walther observed 
the comet of 1500, which is probably the date Zinner (1934), 66ff. meant. 

98 Dreyer (18go), 345· This must, of course, be the angular distance on 
the celestial sphere. 

99 Dreyer ( 1890), 336. 

100 Thorndike, IV, 563. 

lOllbid., V, 351. 
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halations which signified coming sterility, pestilence, and sedi
tions.102 Agostino Nifo of Sessa; in a work On the Causes of 
Our Calamities; which was finished in I504 although first 
printed in I505, devoted the second of four books to comets, 

' thus giving support to the belief in their f~ture significance.103 

In I 5o6 a bright comet loi had several observers, none particu
.larly important to this discussion. 

• · ~ Observation of the position and direction of a comet's tail 
was quite common by the time the comet of I577 appeared, 
but not so common as to occur without comment. One of the 
men who helped to popularize observations concerning the com
mon characteristic of comets' tails, namely that they are always 
opposed to the sun, and who was frequently cited by writers on 
the comet of x§n, including Tycho himself/05 was Girolamo 
Fracastoro.100 He studied in Padua, where pos;ibly he and 
Copernicus exchanged ideas.107 His fame as an astronomer rests 

102 Ibid., V, 139. 141. 

103 Ibid., V, 71-2, 162-3. 

104 Pingre, I, 481-2. Struve, I, 785, listed a tract on the comet of 15o6 by 
Hansen Virdung von Hassfurt, .who undoubtedly should be identified with 
Johann Virdung of Hassfurt, who, according to Giinther (A. D. B., XL. 9) 

'wrote on that comet. See Thorndike, IV, 456-7, V, 401; Hellmann (1924), 
JO; and the articles by Birkenmajer (Isis, 19(2): 364-378, June, 1933) and 
Thorndike (Isis, 25(2): 363-371, September, 1936; Isis, 26(2): J21, March, 
i937; Isis, 3'\(4): 291-3, Spring, 1943); and Hellmann (1924), 30. 

105 Brahe, IV, 137 (De M'lmdi Aetherei ••. Ph~menis. chapter 7), 
where the observations of tails were mentioned,- and Brahe, II, 379. (Pro
gymna.smata, Part II), where Fracastoro's observations of comets were 
mentioned in passing, and section IV of the German work on the comet 
of 1577 (it~~ 2oa. of appendix, below), where the direction of the tail is 
mentioned. ' .. ~ ~ 

106 Abraham, 12, on the authority of Professor Barbarani of Verona, and 
Singer, 1, on the authority of Professor Roberto Massalongo, gave 1478 
as the date of Fracastoro.'s birth. Poggendorff, I, 787; Dreyer, editor, VIII, 
456, lmd Dreyer (1go6), 296; Rossi, 34; Tiraboschi, VII, part III, 293, and 
many other sources, gave the date 1483. Greswell, 456. used 1484. Fracastoro 
died. in 1553· · · 

l<rT singer; 2. Copernicus' stay in Padua took place between the years 1501 
and J5Q6 (Favaro (1881), 39), during which time Fracastoro was teaching 

,. - I 
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on his H omocentrica . ... 108 Its aim was to supplant the Ptole
maic epicycles and eccentrics with a system of concentric spheres 
somewhat like the system of Eudoxus.109 Fracastoro's system 
required seventy-nine spheres, six of which were for the fixed 
stars.110 The last sublunary sphere was similar to the one as..: 
sumed by Seneca and others to account for the motions of 
comets,111 for Fracastoro, like others of his time, thought 
comets sublunar.112 

In the section on the sun,113 Fracastoro described several 

logic there. Favaro (I88I), 43-5, citing Bailly (Histoire de l'Astronomie 
moderne en Europe, II, Paris, 18os, 19-20) and Libri (Histoire des sciences 
mathbnatiques en ltalie, depuis Ia renaissance des lettres jusqu'a la fin du 
dix-septiCme siecle [sic]. III, znd edition, Halle, 1865, Ioo), advanced the 
suggestion that Fracastoro was a precursor of Copernicus in forming a new 
system of the world. But, according to Favaro ( 1881), 44. Siegmund Giinther 
(Studien zur Geschichte der mathematischen und physikalischen Geographic, 
I, Die Lehre von der Erdrundung und Erdbewegung im Mittelalter bei den 
Occidentalen. Halle, 1877, 37-28 [sic]), unaware of the simultaneous residence 
in Padua by the two famous contemporaries, did not agree on this point. 
Favaro ( 1881), 42, 43, thought that there was no doubt that Copernicus 
had been a pupil of Fracastoro. Favaro thought that although Copernicus 
had studied logic in Cracow he had to review it and preferred Fracastoro 
to the other lecturers on the subject. Nevertheless, it is difficult to accept 
such a statement. In view of Fracastoro's youth (see note Io6, above), it 
seems unlikely that he had any great reputation at the time when Copernicus 
was in Padua. But, on the other hand, Copernicus, several years Fracastoro's 
senior, had achieved considerable repute (see Thorndike, V, 408) and already 
had attended several universities before enrolling in the medical school at 
Padua. Without disputing the possibility of the two men having heard of 
each other, it seems doubtful that either of them had as yet reached con
clusions he could impart, or, indeed, that Copernicus would have been in
fluenced by the youth, Fracastoro. 

108 H omocentrica. Eiusdem de causis criticorum dierum per ea quae in 
nobis sunt. Venice, 1538. This was often reprinted. The first part has the 
title Homocentricorum sive de stellis liber u11us. 

109 Singer, 6. 

110 Berry, 121; Rossi, 97. See also Thorndike, V, 490. 
111 Dreyer (1906), JOO. 

112 Fracastoro, 43r, 44r (Homocentricorvm, Sive De Stellis, Liber Vnus, 
Ad Pavlvm III, Pontificem Max.) See also Thorndike, V, 490. 

113 Ibid., 42r-44v (Homocentrica, section III, "De Sole", chapter .23, _ 
"De diuersitate aspectus in quadraturis, & in motu veloci & tardo." 
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comets, namely that of 1472, which he called " pogonias ", and 
which was seen in February of that year, and three which he 
observed and for which he also gave data. These were the comet 
first seen ~eptember 8th or gth,"1531; m the comet of 1532,115 

which he said was visible from September 22nd to December 
3rd, and was three times the size of Jupiter, and the motion of 
which he tried to resolve into its component parts; and finally 
the comet of 1533 which he saw on July 1st between the 
Pleiades and the stars in the horn of Aries.118 Then he made the 

. important observation·, as yet not accepted without comment, 
that comets'. tails are always turned away from the sun,111 

drawing this conclusion from his observations of the last three 
comets and what he had read about that of 1472.118 This ob~ 
servation, alone: would make Fracastoro worthy of mention 
here. ·. · 

·An astronomer and mathematician of great repute, who 
proved vastly important in shaping the history of cometary 
theories, and who was a contemporary of Fracastoro, was 
Peter Apian, professor of mathematics at Ingolstadt, astron~ 
mer to Charles V and Ferdinand I. He did not reject the Aris
totelian theory of the generation of comets, but he did much 
toward its later invalidation.119 He observed the comet of 1531, 

.114 Was this the same comet seen in August by. Cardan? Should the word 
" Septemb~r" read "August"? See Pingre, I, 489-491. 

115 Pin'gre, I, 493-4. Fracastoro gave both December 3rd and December 
8th as the last day when the come~ was visible, but the " 8 " seems to have 
been an error in printing. 

116 Fracastoro, 43V; Dreyer ( xgo6), 300; Dreyer, editor, II, 457; Delambre 
( 1819), 389-;¥.)0; Rossi, , u2-3. 

117Dreyer (1906), 300; Dreyer, editor, II, 4S7i Dreyer (18go), 166. 
• ' 118 Fracastoro, 44T, where the following sentence occurs: " Obiter autem 

·nee silebimus vnum, quod commune fuit his tribus cometis, dignum (vt 
arbitror) relatu : omnes enim c'omam seu barbam proij cere e directo semper 
in oppositam Soli partem, vt si Sol in ,aequinoctiali fuisset versus orientem, 
barba in aequinoctiali versus occidentem protendebatur, & quantum Sol vnam 
in partem deftexisset, tantum _in oppositam barba ilia semper & ipsa sese 
vertebat: quod & ille etiam cometa fecisse legitur, qui anno 1472 apparuit ••• " 

119 Gunther (1882), 57, 61-2. 
' 
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the second comet of I532, and the comets of I533• I538 and 
I 539.120 He noticed the position and motion of a comet aljld 
saw that its tail always pointed to that part of the sky whiCh 
was opposite the sun.121 His observations may not have been 
very accurate,122 but his remarks on the direction of a comet's 
tail are historically important. There has been considerable ·dis
pute over the priority of the observation of this trait of 
comets.123 Although it is the common opinion that Apian was 
the first to observe the fact, as he set forth in his Astronomi
cum Caesareum, which appeared in Ingolstadt in I540, the ob
servation had been previously made by Fracastorq_as is evinced 
by the latter's Homocentrica which appeared in Verona in 
I 538.124 Nor had observations concerning the direction of a 
comet's tail been lacking during antiquity and the Middle 
Ages.125 However, although Fracastoro's work was not un
known to his immediate successors,126 the credit for the ()bser-

120 Ibid., S9; Dreyer, editor, II, 457. Others attempted, without much suc
cess, to compute the elements of the orbit of the comet of 1533 from Apian's 
observations. Others, 126, said that Apian observed the comet of 1533 only 
four times and gave, for each time, only the longitude and latitude of the 
comet, not the observation itself, which he did give for the comets of 1·531 
and 1532. Apian's observations of the comets of 1531 and 1532, the latter 
being given in Apian's p,.actica for 1532, were analysed by Gunther (1882), 
56-7, 59. Apian's observations of the comets of 1533 and 1539 were also used 
in later orbit computations (Giinther (1882), 6o). · 

121 Pingre, I, 68; Giinther (1882), 57. 
122 Bruhns, so6; Pingre, I, 491. 

123 Gunther (1882), 6o-1. 

124 Dreyer, editor, III, 398. However, A pian had observed the direction of 
comets' tails and commented on it in his early tracts on comets. See Giinther 
(1882), 57· • . 

. 125 Pogo (1934), 444- Pogo cited especially Grosseteste's De Cometis and 
the observations made in China of the comet of 837 taken from Biot's article 
in the Connaissance des temps pour l'an I846 (1843), Additions, p. '/9: See 
chapter I, above, especially note ISO. For the most part, statements concerning 
the direction of a comet's tail had been specific, such as "it pointed to such 
and such a constellation" or "it pointed east", not general, suth as "it 
pointed away from the sun". 

126 See the discussion of Tycho Brahe's German ~ork on the ci>met ·of 
1577, in chapter III, below. 
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vation was given to Apian by their contemporaries, for example 
by Gemma Frisius.127 It is even possible that Apian's books 
were the first to have diagrams of the direction of a comet's 
tail.128 The first of these diagrams appeared on the title-page 
of his Practica for 1532,129 and illustrated Apian's observations 
of Halley's comet in August, I5JI. The second diagram is the 
woodcut on the title-page of the tract on the comet of I 532 
and represents observations of that comet.130 In these diagrams 
the axis of the tail is,prolonged and passes through the sun.131 

Apian seems to have been aware of the method of parallax 
for determining distance and made many measurements of ter
restrial distance, using the quadrant and the cross-staff.132 Al
though acquainted with Regiomontanus' work, he does not 
seem to have achieved any measurements of a comet's actual 
distance,133 but he did observe the positions of comets in the 
sa~e way that he observed the positions of other heavenly 
bodies.134 He also noted that comets in the neighborhood of the 
sun disappear in the rays of that body and later reappear.135 

And, like his contemporaries, he made predictions from the ap
pearances of comets.136 

For at least three reasons Apian's work is particularly im
portant as a background for the observers of the comet of 1577. 

127 Pogo (1934), 443· 

128 Ibid., 443-4 and Plates I and II •. . . 
129 Practica auff dz. ISJ2 I ar. See the description of this book in Ortroy 

(1901), 1()9-III. 

130 Ein kurtzer bericht d'Obseruation 'IJ1Ind 'Vrlels I des lungst erschinnen 
Cometen I jm weinmon vii wintermon dises )(XXII. Jars. See the descrlp-. 
tion of this book in Ortroy (1901), 302-4- · 

131 See Pogo (193~ and Delambre (1819), 392-3. 

132 Giinther (1882), 39-40, 58. 
133 Ibid., s6, s8. 

134 Ibid., S9-

135Idem. 

136 Ibid., 64-5. 
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In the first place, Peter Apian had a son, Philip, born in i:53I, 
who taught at Tiibingen, and who must have been acquain~ed 
with his father~s work and have had the opportunity to dissem
inate that knowledge.131 Among Philip's pupils was Michael 
Maestlin/38 who later succeeded him.139 Philip Apian does not 
seem to have made any observations on comets, but he did ob
serve the nova of 1572 which he considered a comet and placed 
in the region of heavenly bodies.140 A second instance of Apian's 
influence is the impression made by his Astronomicum Caesa
reum on the Landgrave of Hesse CasseP41 In the third place, 
Gemma Frisius, the father of Cornelius Gemma,142 edited 
Apian's Cosmographicus Liber.143 Gemma's works were widely 
read and held in high esteem.144 · · · 

Another scientist in the first half of the sixteenth century to 
point out thefact that comets' tails are pointed away from the 
sun was Jerome Cardan.145 His achievements in the fields of 

} 

137 Peter Apian himself laid the foundation of his son's studies. But the 
younger Apian seems to have been away from home d~ring his most form
ative student years, returning home after his father's death in 1552 •. See 
Giinther (1882), 82-3, 113-4. 

138 See chapter III, below. 
139Wolf (1877), 266. 
140 Giinther (1882), 118-9. 

141 See chapter II, below. 

142 See chapter II, below. Cornelius Gemma, who observed the comet of 
r577, spoke of the comet of 1533 in his De Naturae divinis characterismis. 
See Carl, 49. . 

143 For the many editions of Apian's Cosmographicus Liber, called Cosmo
graphia i~ later editions, consult Ortroy (1901), 113-156; Ortroy (1920), 
84-6 and 165-189; B. M. catalogue 1,mder Gemma's name; Pogo (1935), 
471-5 ("Apian's Cosmographia and Gemma's De principiis"). 

144 Ortroy (1920), 37-45· See Pogo (1935), especially 483-5 ("Life and 
works of Gemma Frisius ") ; McColley; Seyn, II, 17g6-.8, where Ortroy 
(1920) was cited. Gemma Frisius, a well known doctor, astronomer, and 
geographer, was not, as has often been supposed, a pupil of Apian (Ortroy 
(1920), 22-3). Gemma observed the comets of 1533, 1538 and 1539 (Dreyer, 
editor, II, 457; Pingre, I, 4¢-7, 499, 500). 

145 Dreyer (1890), 166. where Apian, Fracastoro, Gemma and Cardan 
were mentioned by name. A clear and concise summary of Cardan's theory 
of comets, based on the De Subtilitate and the De Varietate can be found 
in Rixner, II, ("Hieronymus Cardanus ••• "), 32-J. · 
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philosophy, physics, and mathematics cannot be discussed here 
but should be borne tn mind in or.der to realize the stature of 
the man who discussed comets. His theory of ~omets, denying 
the Aristotelian doctrine, is particularly interesting because it 
was distinctly understood by Tycho. He proposed the use of 
the method of parallaxes to determine whether comets were 
above or below -the moon.148 However, he does not seem to 
have given anywhere the day to day observations of a comet 
which were necessary .to insure a fairly accurate value of the 
parallax, nor the necessary computations.1n Indeed, his state
ment that the comet of 1532 was above the moon was based on 
the comparative speeds of the two bodies. us 

In the De Subtilitate 149 after a demonstration of the height 
to which vapors can rise, Cardan argued that comets seen from 
Milan to be in Capricorn, are not formed of vapors, because 
the latter cannot rise so far, because comets would need con
tinually renewed material and because comets last so long that 
the whole earth would not suffice for the fire.150 He proposed 

146 See note 151 in this chapter. 
147 Pingre, I. 70, said that Cardan, although he did not pretend to be the 

author of the method of plira.l.la.xes, used the lack of perceptible parallax 
to destroy the system of " Cometes-meteores ". Pingre added that this at 
least proved that toward the middle of the sixteenth century the method bad 
already proved successfully that the lrue place of comets was usually beyond 
the lunar orbit. The statement by Pingre is a bit too emphatic, because Tycho 
Brahe'~ observations of the comet of 1577 were the first to be sufficiently 
accurate to. prove the supra-lunar position of comets and to establish the 
incompatibility of the observations with the Aristotelian standpoint. 
Guillemin, 47-8, was at best inaccurate when he said: "At the end of the 
fifteenth· century, we find ••• Cardan remarking that _comets are situated 
in a region far beyond the moon, founding his- opinion upon the smallness 

. or absence of parallax". Cardan did not live in the fifteenth century and 
it is improbable that the method of parallaxes was used successfully before 
the second half of the sixteenth century to prove that comets are supra-lunar. 

148 See next paragraph. below and note 152. 

149 The De Subtilitate first appeared in Nuremberg in 1550. Cantor (1905), 
135; Poggendortf, I, 377. It is, in realitY, an up-to-date (1550) compendium 
of learning. 

150 Cardan (1663), III, 420 (De Subtilitate, Book IV). Cardan did not 
mention a specific comet seen from Milan, although the French translation 
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use of the principle of parallaxes but he made no observations, 
at least none recorded here, nor calculations to uphold this sug
gestion.151 Next he described. the triple motion of comets, whiCh 
he considered common to all comets. One motion was from east 
to west requiring 24 sidereal hours, that is, diurnal rotation, 
and another was from west to east, sometimes more, sometimes 
less, resembling that of Venus. The third motion was in l~ti
tude. He said that, from September 22nd to December 3rd, the 
comet of I532 moved less than I 0 per day in longitude, and he · 
concluded that it could not have been below the moon, because 
then it would have moved faster than the moon.152 He cited 
both Pliny and Fracastoro on the duration of comets, the latter 
on the comet of I 53 I in the H omocentrica. He showed that he 
recognized that the direction of a comet's tail away from the 
sun was a trait common to all comets.153 A third trait which he 
thought common to all comets was that their longitude is 
such that they most often accompany the sun and appear. only 
in the evening. This idea is easily understandable when the 
difficulty of naked eye observations during daylight hours· is 
considered and when it is realized that comet observations be
fore the invention of the telescope were of necessity made when 
the comet was near perihelion. Cardan concluded that ·a comet 
is a globe formed in the sky and illuminated by the sun, the rays. 
of which, shining through the comet, give the app:arance of a 

of the passage, given by Pingre, I, 70-1, gives that impression. This is not 
true of the French translation by le Blanc (see Cardan (1578), 103r, 
[marked Ss]). .' · 

151 Concerning the determination of the distance cff comets, Cardan wrote: 
" Sed depraehendere an Cometes in elementorum regione sit, an in coelo fiat : 
facile est admodum. Nam si maiorem habeat diuersitatem, quam Luna, in 
elementorum esse regione necesse est : sed si 'minorem, in coelo fiet procul 
dubio." Cardan (1663), III, 420. ' 

152 " Ex quo patet : sub Luna eum esse non posse, nam sic motu primi 
orbis velocius, quam Luna moueretur." Cardan (1663), III, 420. 

153 "Aliud vero commune Cometis est, quod cauda semper ad vngilem, 
partem Soli oppositam respicit : vt ,:urn Sol occidit, Cometes caudam habet 
ad amussim Orientem versus, vt in obscura Lunae parte nobis singulis diebus 
videre licet." Cardan (1663), III, 420 (De Subtilitate). 
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beard or tail.1114 Thus, he said, something can be generated in 
the sky or else it is necessary to say, which is most true, that 
the sky is full of bodies invisible to us. If the air becomes dry, 
these bodies become visible, and consequently comets, if not 
the cause, at least are the sign of dryness and corruption, 
famine, death, and so forth.155 

Comets as portents were considered elsewhere by Cardan, for 
example, in the Encomium Nertmis;158 and the De Vtilitate, 
where the influence of comets on those born at the time of the 

, comet's appearance is discussed; 157 and the Problematum N a
turalium, where the relation between comets and dryness and 
moisture is shown.158 His commentary on Ptolemy's Quadri
partitum afforded him the opportunity to set forth his own 
opinions in contradistinction to those previously held.159 

Equally important with the De Subtilitate as a source for 
Cardan's theory of comets is his De Rerum Varietate.160 In the 
·first chapter he said that a comet is not made in the elementary 
region which is always changing. On the contrary, a comet re
mains a long time and neither descends because of the vapors 
nor ascends because of the fire. However, of these two, it is 

. necessary that the second happen if the- fire be kindled from 

154 Cardan (1663), III, 420 (De Subtilitate). Tycho also believed that a 
comet's tail was due to the passage of solar rays through the comet. See the 
discussion of Tycho's German book on the comet of 1577, in chapter II, below. 

155 Cardan (1663), III, 420 (De Subtilitate). The passage is not as 
smooth as would be expected of a '-description of accepted facts. Therefore, 
Pingre's (1, 7o-2) quotatio~s of and paraphrases from it, while giving the 
general meaning, are misleading. 

156 Cardan ( 1663), I, 187 

157 Ibfd., II, :n1 {De Utilitate, cap. XXV "De Signis "). 

158 Ibid., II, 621 (Problematum N aturalium, Sectio Prima). 

159 Cardan (1554). 15o-9-

160 This was first published in 1557. Cantor (1905), 135, gave the date as 
1556 lw.t Poggendortf, I, 377, gave the later date. Although both the B. M. 
and B. N. have copies of the 1557 edition, neither has a copy of any earlier 
edition. The De V arietate was supposed to supplement the De Subtilitate. 
See Waters, 104-5, 1<>8-9; Thorndike, V, 570. 
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vapors, nor would it always be moved by that triple motion. 
but as spears or. burning stars.161 The light, said Cardan, 162 is 
collected in one part of the heaven and increased and appears 
round. It has a tail formed by sunlighti for the light of the 
comet itself is not so clear as to allow the sunlight to permeate 
it unhindered nor yet so dense as to reflect light, the latter 
being a characteristic of the moon, the former of the stars.' 
Therefore, argued Cardan, the nature of comets lies between 
that of the moon and that of the- stars. Cardan continued by 
repeating his description of a comet's motion. He believed 
comets " happened " more easily and more oft.en near the pole 
because there "the light of the sun, which is distant, hinders 
but slightly the generation of comets, which occurs from the 
scant light of the stars." 163 He again noted the direction of 
comets' tails, which he thought were made by the sun's rays.164 

He accounted .for the long duration of comets by pointing out 
that they are formed from many sources of light.165 Again, he 
remarked that there are more comets than are seen, many ap
pearing at dusk and at midnight. He believed that they are seen 
when there are winds and when the air is finest, in the summer 
rather than in the winter.166 As in the De Subtilitate, he said 
that comets are followed by dryness, deaths and so forth, but 
he attributed these to natural causes due to the manner in which 
comets are formed. For further notice of the signification of 
comets he referred the reader to his commentary on the Quad
ripartitum. In the De Rerum V arietate, he returned to the sub-

161 " Non fit eometes in elementari regione-;- quae semper est ineonstans: 
eometes autem diu manet, nee etiam deseendit propter vapores, nee aseendit 
ob ignem : horum autem duorum alterum fieri neeesse esset, si ignis esset 
ex vaporibus aeeensus: nee triplici illo motu moueretur semper, · sed vt 
iaeula, aut stellae ineensae." Cardan (1663), Ill', I. 

162 Cardan (1663), III, 2. 

163ldem. 

164ldem. "QuOd vero cauda fieri possit a radiis Solis, experiment11m 
docet candela aeeensa Soli exposita; sic vt radij per illius ignem transeant." 

165 Cardan (1663), III, 2. 

1661dem. 
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ject of comets, commented on the wide effects of those visible 
in the day, and described the one seen in March 1556.161 He 
grouped comets by their appearance in the manner and by the 
names used by Pliny.1es 

Jean Pena, royal mathematician at Paris, held with Cardan 
that comets were not exhalations from the earth and that, be
cause their tails were always turned away from the sun, they 
were transparent bodies through which the rays of the sun 

· could be refracted. He further held that by the principles of 
optics some comets could be shown to be supra-lunar.169 

The s·ubject of comets as portents. was treated in the first 
half of the sixteenth century by an Englishman, John Robyns, 
in his De portentosis cometis.170 He held that it is not the 
comets themselves which produce the great effects which fol-

~ low them. Saying that most astrologers ascribed the generation 
of comets to eclipses and revolutions of years of the world, he 
added that no comet is generated without the influence of the 
hot and dry planets, Mars, Saturn, and the sun, and that since 
two of these are unfortunate, comets are likely to forecast ills 
although they may share the nature of stars like Jupiter and 

.• Venus and portend good fortune to some extent. Because they 
are generated by hot and dry planets, they cannot presage rainy 
years. Robyns included observations on the comet of I 532 in a 
work on future events.171 

Another observer of comets in the first half of the sixteenth 
century was J oann~s Vogelin or Vogelinus. He has been called 

167 IQid., III, 274-S (book 14. chapter 6!)). 

168lbid., III, 276 (book I4. chapter 70). 

169 Thorndike, VI, 71. 

170 Ibid., V, J20-I. Rob~, elected fellow of All Souls college, Oxford. 
in 1520, later became chaplain to Henry VIII and canon of Christchurch 
and Windsor. His De portentosis cometis, a manuscript, was addressed to 
Henry VIII and was the outcome of discussions with that monarch. 

171 Thomdik~ V, J20. The work on future events is also a manuscript 
addressed to Henry VIII. 
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the disciple of Regiomontanus,172 probably because of his con
nection with the. university of Vienna, where Regiomontanus 
and Peurbach had met, and because of his use of the method of 
parallaxes. ~eon the com..:! of 1532 and has erroneously 
been said also to have observed a comet m 1527.173

. Vogelin, 
unlike Regiomontanus, was interested in the signification of the 
comet he observed, but he also tried to determine its parallax, 
unfortunately with poor results.174 However, he and Regio
montanus were frequently cited together by Tycho.175 William 

172 Pingre, I, 6g, 494; Riccioli, I, xxxix, II, r. Vogelin, who was not born 
until the end of the fifteenth century and first became professor of mathe
matics in Vienna in 1528 (Dreyer, editor, VIII, 464-5), cannot have known 
Regiomontanus personally. However, he did print the Spherica of Theodosius, 
which Regiomontanus had proposed to do. See Thorndike, V, 356 •. 

173 Weidler, 341 ; Riccioli, I, xxxix; Giinther (Voegelin), 142. In regard 
to observations of a comet in 1527, an error has crept into the literature. 
Vogelin's Significatio cometae qui anno 1532 apparuit was first printed in 
Vienna in 1533 (Houzeau, 5565; Struve, I, 786; SchottenloJ::!er, IV'1 376; 
Thorndike, V, 322), but it was reprinted in Hagecius' Dialexis de novae 
•.. stellae in 1574. where the date of the comet was given as 1527 in the title 
of Vogelin's work at the beginning of that work (Hagecius (1574), 150). 
However, the date 1532 appears on the verso of the title-page of Hagecius 
(1574), where Vogelin's work is listed, and again on page r·sr, in yogelin's 
own introduction, where he has written: "Huius instructione formatus ob- ' 
seruaui ego Cometam qui hoc anno, id est 1532 apparuit ..• "; and once more 
in chapter I, where the comet is referred to as having appeared in 1532. In · 
the B.M. catalogue, under "Voegelin ", the words "or rather 1532" are' . 
enclosed in brackets after the date I527. Thorndike, V, 322, speaks of the 
tract on the comet of 1532 but rightly makes no mention of any observations 
of a comet in 15:27. Giinther (Voegelin), 142, wrongly said that Vogelin's 
tract was also reprinted in Tycho's Progymnasmata. It was merely cited · 
there. Gunther (Voegelin), 142,' said that another work on comets by 
V()gelin was preserved in manuscript in Vienna. 

174 Vogelin believed that the comet was 6r4o paces (passus) or 1535 .. 
German miles from the center of the earth (Vogelin in Hagecius (1574), · 
159), and that the difference in position of the comet as seen by an observer· 
on the earth's surface and from the center of the earth, measured along th~ 
ecliptic, was 32° 27' 14" (V()gelin in Hagecius (1574), 162).'This last figure 
would correspond to the parallax. Other computations in the same tract had 
yielded slightly larger values. Brahe, VII, 212, cited Vogelin's value for it 
as 35°· 

175 Brahe, III, 26, 27, 140, lV, 208, 447, VI, 65, VII, 68, :a,sS. 
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.Gilbert, at the close of the sixteenth century, was fully aware 
that at least some comets are _supra-lunar, and knew that the 
nova of I572, which he seemed to confuse with a comet, had 
been conclusively proved, b;v the observations of Tycho, Maest
lin, Digges, Dee, Hagecius, Munosius and Cornelius Gemma, 
to be supra-lunar'.176 Nevertheless, he cited Vagelin's d~termin
ation of the parallax of the comet of I532, along with observa
tions of comets by others, as proving that comets were some-
times sublunar.177 · 

, .The astronomical and astrological works of many eminent 
men, including II!_Uch by Regiomontanus, were edited 178 by 
Johann Schaner (1477-I547), who was a mathematician, 
geographer and astronomer . in his t:>wn right. He observed 
Halley's comet in its 1531 appearance and wrot~ about it.179 

• Schaner began to observe the comet on August I 5th, and, al
though he made almost daily observations, noting the position 

•of the'.tomet and its tail, and the comet's motion, his observa
ti~ns, 'because they are not su~ciently precise, have little value. 
He retained Aristotle's theory of the generation of comets. In 
his short book he devoted more than a page to what a comet is, 

.p10re tliiln a half page to the natur~ of the c~met of 1531, almost 
two pages to the general meaning of that comet, about a page 
to fts ·particular significance, 4alf a page to what regions were 
threatened by it, and more than half a page to a discussion of 

~ ~ ~ , . " 
176'Gilberf, ·x·55, 236, 243. Gilbert's work was not published until the middle 

of the seventeenth century. See Thorndike, VI, 379-381. 

177 Gilbert, 242, giving V.()gelin's value for the parallax as 32° 27'. 
178 This i~cluded the 1531 edition of Regiomontanus' sixteen problems 

'relating to comets (Coote, 156) and possibly a 1544 Nuremberg edition 
-of the same work '(Ziegler, 44). This 1544 edition was not mentioned by 
Coote and ~Y be a misprint on the part of Ziegler, who may have had in 
mind another work by Regiomontanus which was edited by Schoner. See 
note 79 in this ,:hapter. Schaner also published observations of eclipses, 
comets, the planets and fixed stars by Peurbach, Regiomontanus and Walther. 
See Thorndike, V, 365-7. · · 

179 Schoner. There is a copy in the C.U.L. It was probably printed in 
1531 and is a quarto, 187 mm. high, of one and a half signatures. See Zinner 
(1934), 66ff.; Coote, xs6; Thorndike, V, 357 and 357 notes u8 and ug. 
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the size of the comet, which he estimated as several German . . . 
miles in length.180 Thus, he did not live up to the example set · 
by Regiomontanus, nor add anything~ new in the observation . 
of comets as his .contemporaries, Fracastoro, Apian, and Car- . 
dan, had done. . _ 

Schaner read the horoscope of Nicolaus Gugler, presumably 
of Nuremberg, who himself wrote a brief tract on comets, prob.: 
ably in the second quarter of the sixteenth century.181 

Jacobus Petramellarius , of Bologna, in his prediction for 
1533,182 referred to that of i532 stating that he had told what 
comets an t ree suns seen m Apulia would anriounce.183 Other 
minor tracts on comets include one by l>eter C!eutzer. on a 

..... comet in 1527 (sic), which was printed in Nuremberg, prob
ably that year; ooe by Nicolaus Prueckner on the comet of 
1532, which was printed in Strasburg that year; 184 one by 
Ludovicus Vitalis on the comet in._?eptember 153~5 . and 
one on the significance of the comet of I 531 by Andreas Per-
tach. 186 ' ~ . · 

180 Schooer, A111 v. Stating that the moon was 30,000 German' miles from 
the earth, Schoner added that the comet was xooo miles from the earth and 
that its rays were several miles in length (" etwa vil deutscher meyl ", pos-· 
sibly meaning an equal number of miles; a translation· which, however,.has 
not been substantiated) although not more than one and a half German miles 
thick. He gave no computations to show how he arrived "at this value for the ' 
comet's distance, and only said that he had done so ;, auss gewi,ser kunst 
der zal vnd messunge ". · ' ' 

181 Thorndike, V, 368-371. This tract is preserved in a manuscript at Paris. 
Although there seem to have been two Nicolaus Guglers, probably father and 
son, the author of this tract seems to have been a doctor of laws, a physician, 
a mathematician, a judge at Nuremberg, an advocate.of the imperial couit, 
and a counselor of the king of Denmark. According to Hellmann (1.!)24), 2'], 

a Nicolaus Gugler wrote prognostications in 1563 and 1564. 
.. t' • • 

182 This prediction is contained in a volume now in the B. M. but form- r 
erly the property of Boncompagni, See Thorndike, V, 234, 2J8. 

183 Thorndike, V, 239. 

184 See note 193 below. 

185 Thorndike, V, 243· 

186lbid., v, 382. 
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C~pernicus was one of the many observers of the comet of 
· 1533.187 He appears not to have been particularly interested in 
comets, for he tnentioned them only once in his De Revolu
tionibus,188 and his observations of the comet of 1533 are very 
likely his on'Iy observations of the sort: This uniqueness makes 

·them all the more interesting, although they have little im
portance in the development of the theory of comets. They 
were mentioned by William Zenocarus in the sixteenth cen
tury.189 Though they, seem to have, been irretrievably lost, it 
appears that they' were not in agreement with those made by 
Apian, Cardan, Gemma Frisius and Jerome Scala, and gave 
rise to a controversy between Copernicus and those men.190 

. ~. . 
Nat all observations of comets made in: the first half of the 

sixteenth century led to advances in cometary theory.191 

Theophrasttis Paracelsus 192 (I 493-I 54 I), whose influence was · 
felt i~ many lands, and whose theories in medicine proved 

'187 Curtze (1878), 41-J. ' 

188 Curtze ( 18;>8), 41, said that the only mention of comets in the De 
Revolutionibu.s occ~s in book I, chapter VIII. They seem not to have been 
mentioned in the Commentariolus and are not listed in Rosen's index. 

189 The passage containing Copernicus' observations of the comet was 
quoted in toto bf Curtze (1878), 41-2. It is from Zenocarus' De Repvblica, 
"Vitti. •.: Impeiatoris, Caesaris, Augusti .•• , Libri septem, which was printed 
in Ghent in. 1559- Acrording to the B. M. catalogue the "libri septem" are 
really only five. · 

190 Thorndike, V, 410; Curtze ( 18;>8), 42. Scala must have been an un
important observer · since his name does not appear. in Pingre or in any 
of the usual bibliographies or biographical dictionaries, (A. D. B.; B. M. 
catalogue; Freher; ]ocher; Michaud; PoggendortJ; Riccardi; Zedler). 
Curtze (1878), 43, said that Scala's and Cardan's observations of the comet 
of 1533 might yet come to light. ' 

191 An interesting account of writings on the comet of 1531 was presented . 
by Rauscher. He gave a historical discussion of contemporary writings on 
that comet by the reformers, and showed the astrological and religious as
pects of their observations. The men whose writings were discussed by 
Rauscher include Luther, Melanchthon, Zwingli, Paracelsus and Nausea. 

192 He used the name Philippus Aureolus Paracelsus Theophrastus Bambast 
von Hohenheim. ' · 
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fruitful, wrote a tract in German on the comet of I 53 1.103 . In 
this work he sought the reason for all phenomena in· God 
alone.104 In a treatise on the comet of. 1532,195 Parat:elsus 'db
scribed that comet as appearing in December and moving 
athwart the path of the previous comet. He described its tail 
as outstretched and like a switch or' a broom.196 In 1534 he. 
again discussed the comets of" 1531 and 1532.197 In a work 

193 According to Sudhoff, 13, the tract bears the title Vsslegung des Com- II 
meten erschynen im hochbirg,_ su II mitlem Augsten, Amw ISJI. Durch II 
den hochgelertenn Herren II Paracelsum. rc., 'anjl is a quarto of eight leaves, 
with the date and place of publication not given, and with a crude woodcut 
of a comet on the title-page. Sudhoff said that undoubtedly the book was 
printed in Zurich. For further information see Sudhoff, I3; .Wolf, III, 22~3-
Wolf, III, 21; Wolf (1877), 183; Wolf (1849), 104-5, qlled this the first 
tract on comets in the German languag~. Wolf was corrected by Sudhoff, ' 
I 3-4, as follows : ' W enn Rudolf Wolf ••. dies fiir die erste .Cometenschrift 
in deutscher Sprache halt, so ist er im Irrthum; es erschien z. B. schon vier 
Jahre friiher die folgende: "Ausslegung Peter Creutzers,'etwan des II weyt-' 
beriimpte Astrologi M. Jo. Liechtenbergers discipels. vbir den II erschrock
lichen Cometen, so im Westrich vii vmbligenden grentzen er- II schinen, · 
am xj tag Weinmonats, des M.D. xxvij. jars. zu eeren II den wolgepornen 
Herrn, herr Johann II vii Philips Frantzen II beyde,. Will vnd Reingrauen etc." 
•.. am Ende "Gedruckt zu Niirmberg durch Geo,g. Wa5hter '? ••• : In 1532 
a tract by Nicolaus Prueckner entitled Was ein Comet·sey: woher er kome; 
und seinen Ursprung habe .•. und sonderlich von dem Cometen erschinen im 
W einmonat des XXXII. jars was printed in Strasburg (B. M. catalogue; 
Struve, I, 786; Schottenloher, IV, 376). See also Thorndike;;v, 322; Hell-·· 
mann (1924), 29· Apian's tract on the comet of 1532 was also in Gernmn. 
See note 130, above. It is evident that tracts -on comets in the German 
language were making their appearance in the beginning of the second 
quarter of the sixteenth century; and it will become apparent that they 
increased iu number in the ensuing years. • ' · 

194 Wolf (1849), xos; Wolf, III, 24. 

195 According to Sudhoff, · 14, this tract bore the title Aussleg~ng Dess 
Cometen vnnd Virgultae; in Hohen Teutschen Landen erschienen, durch 
den Hochgelehrten Herr.n Paracelsum Doctorem, An. ·XXXII; 

196 Sudhoff, 14; Wolf, III, 25. 

197 According to Sudhoff, 15, the title of this treatise is Von den wunder-' 
bar= II lichen, vbernaturlichen zey = II chen, so in vier jaren ein andej 
nach, iiilll hymel, gewiilcke vnd lufft, ersehen, Von sternen, Re = R genb&gen, 
Fewrregen, Plutregen, Wilde thierer, Tra = II ckenschieffen, Fewrin man, 
mit sampt ander der= II gleychen. Auch ausslegung der sweyen II Cometen, 
so biss her yrrig auss = II gelegt sey;w, ••• , · · . 
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which, even if apocryphal, 198 is, nevertheless, the type of tract 
about comets which passed for his, he spoke of the origin of 
comets as "ein Fatum aller Volcket," and said that they were 
raised on high as a sign of new lamentations and occur
rences.199 In the Fragmenta Meteorica a fantastic statement in-

, eludes the words: " Est enim Cometa opus a spiritibus aeris 
confectum, sicut Magus faciem facit sui (haeredis)." 200 In the 
De Tvmoribvs, Pvstvlis, Ac Vlceribvs Morbi Gallici comets 
are spoken of as being transplanted because of conjunctions,201 

and elsewhere they a·re. called portents.202 Genuine or not, the 
bo"ok on meteors that appears under the name of Paracelsus 
should be mentioned here.203 It does not raise the caliber of the 

) 

-~ 

198 Wolf, III, 27, 37. 
199 The passage reads: "Der Ursprung von Cometen ist ein Fatum aller 

Volcker, die under seinem gang ligend: Bedeut under ihnen als Elend und 
noth, oder Freyheit, oder etwas unerhorts newes dings oder W esens unnd 
seiner dienstbarkeit': Wirdt geboren auss dem Fa tum der Herren, der Geist
lichen, der Leyen, unnd dergleichen. Etlicher wirdt allein geboren auss dem 
Fato der Herren, und bedeut under ihnen den newen Murmel, derselbig 
sieht Herlich: Etwann allein der Geistlichen, derselbig sieht Schwentzet: 
~twann allein der Ba;,.ren~ derselbig ist grob. Und setzen ihre Form von 
dem, das sie bedeuten: Als ein Stern unnd ein Schwantz, auss ursachen, 
dass ein Ianger Schwantz werden wirdt auss dem handel den er bedeutt. 
Ist' er breitt, ein breitter weitleuffiger handel, und wie es ein endt nimbt 

· am Schwantz, Frisch oder- Frolich, also endet _ sich das auch. Darumb 
weiter von Cometen nichts anderst zu verstehen ist, dann allein dass sie 
von undem Fatis geboren 'worden in das ober, zu einer Prognostication auf 
die Welt eines newen geschreys und geschichts." Wolf, III, 26-7, cited the 
section as from Philosophia Theophrasti Bombast ab Hohenheim, II, 1-63, 

.of Huser's edition (I6I6-I6I8) of the collected works of Paracelsus. The 
citation is copied from Wolf, but can be found in Latin in Paracelsus, II, 
267· ("De Elemento Ignis Textvs V. De Cometis "). 

·200 Paracelsus, II, 340. 
2011bid., III, us. 
202 Ibid., II, 395 (" Liber -J'hilos. De Nymph. Sylphis, Pygmaeis Et 

'Salamandris "). See Sudhoff, 12o-2, where the first (1566) edition is de
scribed. As Spu!1Pa, 113, says, "Der Komet hat bei Paracelsus dieselbe 
Funktion als pnheilsbote wie im Altertum und Mittelalter." 

203 It first appeared in German in 1556 (Sudhoff, 115, 122), and in Latin 
in 1569 (Sudhoff, 175-6),- although the latter does not seem to be a trans
.tation of the former. . ' 
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cometary theories· attributed to him.204 Paracelsus' theories 
about comets, even·if but slightly circulated,2011 must have been 
a deterrent to progress in this field. Many other scholars :in 
the.first half of the sixteenth century wrote. about comets with
out affecting the current knowledge concerning them. Frederick 
Nausea, Bishop of Vienna, wrote a book Super Cometa hujus 
anni 1531 which was printed in Mainz in 1531 206 and 'trans
lated into English by Abraham Fleming in 1577 under the title 
Of All biasing starrs in general[.201 Nausea distinguished two 
types of comets, natural and supernatural. 208 He stated, as the 

204 In it are the following sentences: "Cometa est crescens singulare,. ex 
nulla matrice, ex nullo semine prognatum, sed a spiritibus compositum. Hi 
enim futuros euentus, fortunam aut infortunium, mortem' ac vitam,. bellum 
ac annonae caritatem praesciunt ..••. " (Paracelsus, II, 318 ("De Meteoris 
Lib. I, Cap. De Cometis ")), and "Cometa quae apparet, ex naturali causa 
non oritur: sed initium est, & vestigium, a spiritibus expressum, quod nouum 
quiddam, aut mutationem, aut malum publicum, aut quicquid aliud regionibus 
damnosum esse potest, designat. Cursus & motio ipsius dirigitur a spiritibus, 
vt insignes mutationes aut .diuturnas afllictiones, casusque miros alios por
tendant. .•• " (Paracelsus, II, 336-7 ("De Meteoris, Lib. III, Cap. XXXIII")) •. 
The cometary theories attributed to Paracelsus have been excellently- sum
marized by Rixner, I, (" Theophrastus Paracelsus ..• "), 179, as follows: 
" Die Kometen sind ein sonderbares Gewachs am Himmel, gleichsam ein 
Unkraut (Zizanium) unter den Stemen ;-eine unregelmassige Erzeugung der 
imaginatio animae mundi majoris, ohne einen andern Samen ...• Sie waren 
nicht in der Zahl der Sterne der ersten Schopfung' mit begriffen, sondern sind 
spatere zufallige Erzeugungen des Himmels aus sich selbst, nicht aus den 
aufsteigenden Diinsten der Erde. Einige mogen wohl auch neuere unmittel
bare Schopfungen Gottes seyn, die dann nicht etwa'nur Regen und Wind, 
wie die iibrigen Meteore, sondern auch wichtigere Dinge verkiindigen .••• " 
The statement by Stoddart, zss-6, who regarded Paracelsus as "a keen student 
of positive astronomy", must be disregarded. 

205 Sudhoff, 14, ~w but two copies of the 1531 tract on comets, none, 
except in the collected works, of the 1532 tract, and three of the IS34 tract.· 
The various editions of Paracelsus' collected works, which included many 
apocryphal treatises, were widely circulated at the time of the comet of 
1577 and later. 

206 Pingre, I, 230; Rauscher, 273-

207 Johnson (1937), ISS, 310. 

208 Rauscher, 273-6. Nausea believed that comets could portend either good 
or evil, depending on their origin, and that the ills could be alleviated throu&h ' 

. . 
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opinion of the " Pythagorists ", that comets are perpetual stars, 
with a regular course to run.209 Melanchthon, in an unpublished 
address to the students of Wittenberg, announced that he was 
about to tell about the significance of eclipses and comets.210 

Jacob Milich, an associate of Melanchthon, a professor at Wit
tenberg, and a physician, iil a commentary on book II of Pliny's 
Natural History, finished in 1534 and first printed in 1535, 

· maintained and defended Aristotle's theory of the origin of 
comets, although he himself realized that many men were treat
ing them as stars.211 Matthias Brotbeyel or Brotbeyhel was one 
of the many Germans who wrote practicas and tracts on 

· comets in their native tongue. His tracts include one on the 
comet o! ~532, one on that of 1533, and one on that of 1539.212 

Antoine Mizauld or Mizaldus was another sixteenth century 
astronomer who wrote about comets but added nothing new to 
the knowledge concerning them. He was well known to his 
contemporaries, and was mentioned in Cardan's commentary 
on the Quadripartitum and in Squarcialupus' treatise on 
comets. His Cometographia, crinitarum stellarum ... , to which 
was added a catal~gue of comets to 1540, appeared in Paris in 
1549; and his Meteorologia appeared in the same city two years 
earlier.213 Like so many distinguished scientists in his time, he 

prayers. Pingre, I, 78-9, interpreted Nausea's work as attempting to unite 
the Aristotelian system with that of the theologians, but there never seems 
to have been any dis~repancy and Nausea seems not to have brought up the 
question. According to Allen, 74 note 63, Nausea said that comets are not all 
formed as Aristotle said, but are created by God as warnings against His 
just vengeance. 

209 Johnson (1937), ISS· 

210 Thorndike, V, 401. 

211 Ibid., V, 387, 389. See also note 74. chapter I, above, and Allen, 66. 
Milich's Oralio de dignitate astrologiae, delivered sometime between 1524 and 
1533 when it was printed, was a conventional defense of astrology (Allen, 66). 

21aGiinther (1887), 86-8, 91-2; Schottenloher, IV, 376; Struve, II, 550 
(the tract on the comet of 1532, only). 

213 Niceron, XL, 203; B. M. catalogue; Thorndike, V, 299-300 and note 59. 
See also Allen, 252-3. 
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seems to have been a credulous person 214 and was mentioned 
as "Mizzaldus ineptus" by Squarcialupus.215 

, 

In the same century, Giovanni Ferrerio wrote a tract, De 
vera cometae significatione contra astrologorum omnium vani
tatem, libellus, which was published in Paris in I 540, but dealt 
with the comet of I5JI.218 It seems not to have had any bearing 
on the development of cometary theory, although it denied any 
natural connection between comets ~nd kings and expressed 
doubt that comets could affect men at large. Five books on 
the elements by Gasparo Contarini ( I483-I 542) were published 
posthumously in Paris in I548.217 Although in a sense favor
able to astrology, Contarini believed that human affairs could 
not be determined from celestial causes alone. He believed that 
comets were generated in the sphere of fire rather than in the 
upper region of the air; that this generation depended on a 
constipation of parts of that element, so large as not to be 
easily dissolved; and that the earthly exhalation merely pro
vided fuel. Peter Haschard or Haschaert, a physician of Brus
sels, in an astrological work printed in I552, gave examples of 
the effects produced by comets.218 In I564 Cyprian Leowitz 
(Leovitius) published a work 219 intended to prove the veraCity 

214 Niceron. XL. 201. 

215 Item 37 (3) of appendix. below, E.v. 

216Thomdike, V, 293-5; B.N. catalogue; Houzeau, 5569; Riccardi, 452; 
L' Art Ancien catalogues, 22, 25. Another tract, or a translation of this one, 
by the same author, on comets and their significations, in French, was also 
published in Paris in 1540 (Houzeau, 5570). A translation into Italian was· 
published in Florence in 1577 (Houzeau, 5569; Riccardi, 452). This has led 
to confusion because the treatise has been listed with those on the comet of 
1577 (Tiraboschi, VII, part I, 433). 

217 Thorndike, V, 552-J. 

218!bid., V, 329- See note 244 in this chapter. See also Hellmann (1924), 31. 

219 De coniunctionibus magnis iii.Signioribus .svperiorum planetarvm~ soli.r 
defectionibus, d cometi.r •.• cum eorursdem eflectuum hi.rtorictJ ezpositione 
(Langingae ad Danubium, 1564). Allen has given the date of this work 
variously u 1554 (pp. 73 and 74) and 1544 (p. 262), but the earliest edition 
listed in either the B. M. or B. N. catalogue is 1564. which is consistent with 
the fact that the work mentions the comet of 1558 (Allen, 74). 
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of astrological prediction. In this he recounted many events 
which he considered due to comets.220 

The comet of I556 attracted much' attention which resulted 
in many tracts. These were not very important in formulating 
new theory, except that the data concerning the observations 
were fairly accurate and enabled later astronomers to compute 
the comet's orbit. Several of the tracts are illustrative of a 
growing tendency to write in the vulgar tongu~. The mere num
ber of tracts is indicative of an increased interest in the subject, 
the ability of more people to write and of more people to read 
about it, a~d of the increased use of printing. 

Probably the best known observations of the comet of I 556 
were made by Paul Fabricius (I529-1588).221 Subsequent cal
culations of the orbit of that comet were made chiefly from his 
observations.222 He was an experienced astronomer who leaned 
toward the theories of Seneca rather than toward those of 
Aristotle, attributing to Seneca the belief that comets are stars 
created by God in the beginning and made to appear in order 
to show His power and to announce future events, a theory 
also expressed by Dudith.223 

' I 

220 Allen; 74- Leovitius was a Bohemian mathematician in the Palatinate, 
who died in 1574- He is mentioned below, in this chapter, as an observer of 
the nova of 1572. , 

221 Wolf (1877), 407-8 note 5, gave the date of Fabricius' birth as 1529 
and of his death as., 1588. Houzeau, II, IJO, ]Ocher, Fortsetzung, II, 990. and 
Poggendorff, I, 7n'-2, gave the date of his birth as 1529 or possibily 1519. 
Dreyer,-editor, VIII, 456, gave the date of his death as 1589. He received 
the degree of doctor at Vienna in 1557 (Jocher,.Fortsetzung, II, 990) and later 
was mathematician to Charles V. (Pingre, I, 72). His tract on the comet of 
1556 was published in Amsterdam in · 1557 with the title Le cours et signi
fication du Comete qui a este veu /'annie precedente, dan.r le discours du quel 
il dispute doctement de son opinion touchant la fin du monde (Wolf (1877), 
4o8, note 7,· citing Libri's catalogue). ]ocher, Fortsetzung, II, 990, gave the 
title in German as mentioned by Suevus in the latter's 1578 work on comets. 

222 Pingre, I, 72. These were the earlier calculations, prior to Pingre's 
writing in 1783. 

223 Pingre, I, 72. For Dudith's work see items [34] and [35] in the ap
pendix, below. Fabricius repeated these sentiments in his tract on the comet 
of 1577, item 39 •. appendix, below, A3v. 
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Fabricius described the comet of I 556 in a leaflet dated 
March 14th of that year, which contained a map of the com~t's 
path.224 In the leaflet, he said that in his Pratika he had p~e-· 
dieted a comet, and that the comet appeared in Marc~ and rose
night after night, and he referred his readers to his Latin Judi
cium for further particulars.225 He began the Judicium, like 
the pamphlet, with the prediction of the comet, and then gave 
its nightly positions from March 5th to 15th, guessing at the 
position of the comet on March 4th, and saying that on the 
16th the comet was so small as to be barely visible.226 He gave 
the hours of the observations in round figures only, and men
tioned that the. comet passed over Bootes and Ursa Major.227 

He also wrote a Prognosticon for IS6S,228--wrote~;;th~-co~ 
of 1558,229 and, as will be shown below, observed the nova of 
~1572 and the comet of 1577. 

Another important observer of the comet of 1556 was 
Joachim Heller (1518-1590).23° For about thirty years he is
sued Practicas/31 and in a cautious way predicted comets for 
1556 and 1557. Indeed, he made predictions of comets for 
nearly every year, and consequently his predici:iQns were usually 
not fulfilled.232 Of course, he had no knowledge ·of actual perio-. 
dicity. He described the comet of 1556 in a ~ook which was 

224 Littrow, 634. According to Littrow, this leaflet was entitled The 
Comet Seen in March, in the year LVI. in VientUJ~. It and its title were 
probably. in German. ' ·, .. 

225 Littrow, 634- This 'Judicium is not the one on the comet of 1577. 

226 Littrow, 634-5. Pingre, I, 500, said that Fabricius observed the comet 
from the 4th to the 15th of March. 

227 Littrow, 635. 

228Hellmann (1924), 27. ]ocher, Fortsetzung, II, 990, said that it was for 
IS67 and was printed in 1566. ]&her, Fortsetzung, II, 989-991, listed many 
other works by Fabricius. 

229 Thorndike, VI, 184 note 17. 

230 Riebel, 67: Thorndike, V, 337, 394-6. 

231 Hellmann (1924), 27: Thorndike, V, 396. For a discussion of Heller 
as a defender of astrology, see Allen, 65-6. 

232 Riebel, 67. 
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printed in Nuremberg, probably in 1557.238 He also wrote on 
the comet of 1577 which he observed ,in Nuremberg' in Octo
ber of that year and mentioned as well the comet seen in Milan 
and Lyons in' May of that year and a comet seen in the spring 
of 1558.m Heller, in the fourth chapter of his Practica, spoke 
of having predicted the appearance of the comet of 1556. He 
told ho~ and in what position he first saw it on February 27th, 
while on a journey. However, not seeing a tail, he had been 

• doubtful of the nature. of the phenomenon until he arrived in 
Nuremberg, when he learned that a comet with a little tail had 
been seen there on March 3rd.236 In Nuremberg, Heller ob
served the comet from March 6th to April 19th, when it 
reached the Tropic of Cancer, and glimpsed it once more before 
the 22nd. He expressed the hope that he had given sufficient 
particulars to enable the learned to calculate the comet's real 

\

course.236 Indeed, his many observations have proved most val
uable. The observations of both Fabricius and Heller were used 
in 1857 in making a new computation of the orbit of the comet 
of 1556.237 . . 

233 The title of the tract is Practica I auf da.r M. DLVII. Jar I sampt 
Anzeygung vnntl erclerung I Was die erscheinung I vnntl bewegung I des 
vergangenen vnnd zuuor angezeygten Cometen I Im sechs vntl funfftzigstem 
Jar gewesen I vntl bedeutet habe. Auss warem grundt der Astronomey von 
newen Practicirt vntl gestellet durch M. Joachim Heller verordenten Astro
.nomum zu Nurmberg. Regirentle Planeten dises Jars. Saturnus. Mohn. Sonne. 
Beneath the .title isr.a woodcut showing the comet's path on a celestial hemi
sphere. At the close of the book are the words "Gedruckt zu Niirmberg, I 
bey Joachim' Heller, Mit I Kayserlicher vnd Chur- I fiirstlicher zu Sach- I 
sen Freyheit nit I nachzudru I cken." See Richel, 70. 

234 Richel. 71. Richel said that the appearanc~ of a comet in the spring 
of 1'558 is uncertain, but Zinner (1934), 66 ff., noted Heller's, Flock's and 
B. Herzog's observations of the comet of that year. According to Pingre, 
I, 507, the comet was first seen on July 14th. 

235 Littrow, 635-6. 

236lbid., 636-8. 

237 See Hoek, a thesis presented in Leyden. He found that the comet of 
1556· ~as not identical with the comets of 975 and 1264, as was supposed 
by §orne of his contemporaries. In the middle of the nineteenth century, the 

I • 
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Cornelius Gemma 238 was one of the best known men to 
·observe the comet of 1556. He stated that its tail faced ea~t, 
that is, directly opposite the sun. And,he expressed. his disagree
ment with Fabricius as to its appare'nt size, saying that in the 
beginning he found it at least as large as Jupiter.239 He spoke 
of it again in his tr;:tct on the comet of 1577. 

One of the astronomers who observed the comet of 1556 
from Nuremberg, and who wrote a book about it, was Erasmus 
Flock (I5I4-IS68). He observed the comet from the 18th to 
the 2oth of August, and was prevented by bad weather from 
observing it the next day.240 This comet was also observed and 
described by Johann Heb~ns.treit (d. 1569),241 a physician of 
Erfurt, who said that it would not be unlikely that another 
comet would follow.· He differed from the Polish astrologer, 
Peter Prosuossczwice, and others who said that the comet seen 

comet of 1556 was thought identical with those of 975 and 1264 and was . 
generally expected to return in the middle of the nineteenth century (Littrow, 
633). Therefore, search for all possible ·records was made, resulting in the 
finding, by Karl v. Littrow, of particulars ro.ncerning the observations of 
Fabricius and Heller. 

238 See chapter III, below, for a fuller discussion of Cornelius Gemma. 

239 Pingre, I, 502. 

240 Richel, 71-~. See note 234. above. Thorndike, V, 342, says that Flock's 
book on the comet of 1556 appeared in German in 1557, and that in the follow
ing year his review of recent comets was published in the same language. 
Riche!, 71-2, said that this was printed in Nuremberg by Valentin Neuber 
in 1558 and has the title, Von dem jungsten vnnd I achten Cometen, deren, · 
so von dem Jar I M. D. XXXI an, biss auff das yetzig I laujfend M, D. 
LVIII. Jar, er- I schinen sein, im Augstmonat I gesehen. II Christus Luce am 
21. Cap. I Auch werden schrecknuss vnd grosse I seychen vom Himmel I 
geschehen. II Eras. Flock Doctor. II Nurnberg. II M. D. LVIII. · 

241 Richel, 68-g. Hebenstreit's treatise on the comet of 1556 was printed 
in Wittenberg that year and has the title, Des Cometen I so dieses. 1556. 
Jars von dem 5· tag Marcij an I bis auff den 20. Aprilis su Wittemberg 
erschienen I bedeutung. Darinne auch derer meinung I su zween Cometen 
gesatzt I grundlich refutirt wird I durch M. I ohannem Hebenstreit juniorem · 
Erphordensem. On the title-page, beneath the title, is a woodcut of a celestial 
sphere showing the path of the comet, the whole in a border of figures 
pointing to a comet in the sky. See also Hellmann ( 1924), 2'7; Thorndike, , 
VI, lo6. 
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in April was different from the one observed earlier because no 
comet was seen between the 16th and 23rd of March. Heben
streit believed that they both moved in the same path and were 

\

of the same color. He related many natural events for the year· 
1556. Hebenstreit wrote several Practicas and calendars. 

Thert! are other tracts on the comet of 1556, including several 
written' at• the- time of the comet's appearance, and several 
written in the nineteenth century.242 A tract on comets ap-

. peared in Lyons in 1556. This was by the Italian author, 
Gabriella Simeoni · (1509-1575).243 The same year another 
tract in French, by Peter Haschard or Haschaert was printed 
in Louvain. 244 Also in that year a Prognosticatio von- dem 
Cometen 1556 was printed in German in Erfurt.245 It was by 
Adam Ursinus, the author of s~veral Prognostications.246 

The comet of 1556 was also the occasion of the publishing 
of o~e of the earli"est catalogues of comets. This catalogue was 
by Benedict Marti" von Batterkinden ( I505-1574), better 
known as Aretius.247 Another catalogue of comets was by Lud-

242 Some of these were listed' by Carl, so-1, and by Scheibel, 23-4. A 
book intended for the layman, Hind, appeared in 1857. Hagecius wrote about 
the comet of 1556 in the Czech language (see below, chapter tV). Observers 
of the comet of 1556 who did not publish a tract on it include Johannes 
Homelius (Thorndike, V, 397). See chapter III, note uS, below. 

243 Hoefer, XLIII, 102o-2; ]Ocher, IV, 594. It had the title, De la 
generation, nature,lieu, figures, cours et significations des cometes. A monsieur 
le Seneschal de Lyon, plus un sonnet et une eUgie au roy. (Nourry catalogue 
53 (1933)', item 7o6. There is a copy in the B. M.) 

244 De /'horrible comete, qui sest apparu en ces regions, environ le premier 
iour de mar$ l'an I556, au quel est adiouste un petit traicte de Ia preservation 
contre Ia peste, (Houzeau, 5575; see also Thorndike, V, JJO). See the dis
cussion of Peter Haschaert, an upholder of astrology, above. 

245 Houzeau, 5576 •. 
246 Two of them ~re listed in the Crawford library catalogue, 452· 

247Wolf, I, 21 note 20. It was included in his Brevis cornetarum explicatio, 
physicum ordinem et exempla hi.storiarum praecipua complectens, which was 
published in Berne in 1556. According to Wolf, Berchtold Saxer seems to 
have retied heavily on Aretius' catalogue for material for his Comet Stemen, 
which was printed in Berne in 1578. For the full title, see Weller (1857-8), 
J(io, 215. • 
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wig Lavater (1527-1586), a pupil of Dasypodius, Bucer, and 
Ramus, and appeared in Latin in Zurich in 1556, was reprinted 
in 1587, and was translated into German, augmented arid re:. 
edited in Zurich in 1681.248 As we have seen above, Flock pub
lished a catalogue of comets from 1531-1558.249 

The comet of 1558, mentioned above and observed ,by the 
Landgrave \Villiam 250 and Cornelius Gemma 251 as well as by 
Heller, Flock and Herzog,252 and the comets of 156o and 1569 
led to no valuable additions to the relevant literature. 

The next astronomical event important in this connection 
was the new star of 1572, a phenomenon which presented many 
problems similar to those of a comet, and which was called a 
comet by many of its observers. Many of them had previously 
observed comets, many were to observe the important comet of 
1577. To all, the physical probl~m of distance or parallax and 
the philosophical problem of change in the supposedly immut
able heavens presented themselves. 

The influence of the_ new star of 1572 in moulding the astro
nomical thought ofthe period cannot.he overestimated. Many 
more tracts were written about it than had been written about 
any comet before then. Many more men made observations of 
it than had observed any one celestial phenomenon in the past. 
As is evident from the preceding pages, the number of tracts 
relevant to any one comet increased with the appearance of each 
new comet. Of course, the increase in the number of tracts is 
partly due to the use. of printing and partly to the fact· that 
fewer of the later tracts were lost with passing time. Certainly, 

248 Wolf. III, 1o&-7 and notes 29, JO, and 31. The catalogue tmd the title 
Cometarum omnium Jere catalogus, qui ab Augusto •. ·• wque ad hunc I556 
annum apparuerunt, ex variis historicis collectus •• . Tiguri, per A. et ]. 
Gesnerurn fratres (B. N. catalogue, where, .however, the year 1566 ·appears 
in place of 1556). 

249 See note 240, above. 

250Wolf (1877), 408. 
251ldem; Carl, 52· 

252 Zinner (1934), 66 ff. 
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there seems to have been a growing body of data. Partly be· 
cause of its long duration, but also because of the interesting 
problems it presented, nearly every astronomer in Europe di
rected his attention to the nova. 

In England, it both marked a step in the gradual acceptance 
of the Copernican theory and a de~errent to that acceptance. 
The deterrent was the failure of the observers of the nova to 
detect any annual parallax for that star. But far more im
portant, the step in advance was due to the positive determin
ation of the position of the star outside the lunar orbit. In 
England, the two most. prominent observers of the nova were 
John Dee and his pupil Thomas Digges.253 Dee published, in 
March, 1573, a book of trigonometric theorems for .determin
ing stellar parallax.254 He a~andoned "Aristotle's" idea of 
solid orbs, and, in order to explain the gradual disappearance 
of the nova, even suggested that it receded from the earth in a 
straight line.2~5 However, this argument could not account for 
the star's sudden appearance. In 1573, Digges also presented a 
work on the nova. This ·contained a record of observations of • the nova which surpassed in accuracy those of all other astron-
omers with the exception of Tycho.256 It contained no astrolog
ical matter,257 and emphasized the importance of a large body 
of observations of the new star and other heavenly bodies, in 
order to determine, experimentally, a true system of the uni
verse, or to verify or correct the Copernican theory.258 Thus 

~Johnson (I937), ISS· 
254lbid., IS6. The work was called Parallaticae Com~ntationis Praxe

osque Nucleus quidam. Dee left, among his unpublished manuscripts, a work 
entitled De stella admiranda in Ca.r.riopeiae Asteri.rmo, coelitu.r demissa ad 
orbem usque Veneris, iterumque in Coeli penetralia perpendiculariter retracta. 
This was in three books and was written in IS73· 

255 ] ohnson (I 937), Iss. This was also suggested by Elias Camerarius 
and Gemma (Pingre, I, 83; Dreyer (18go), 63). 

256]ohnson (I936), ,390-I. Digges' book bore the title Alae seu Scalae 
M athematicae. 

257 Johnson (I934), no note 2. 

258]ohnson (I9J6), 391. 
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Digges' book was important both as a treatise on the nova and. · 
as a plea for the use of the experimental method in astron~ 
omy.259 He hoped to find, in his observations of the new star', 
positive proof of the truth of the Copernican system, and inr 

- order to demonstrate, geometrically, the earth's revolution 
around the sun, he suggested careful determination of the an~ 
nual parallax of the star of 1572.260 But stellar parallax, the 
lack of the determination of which led Tycho to reject Coper
nicus' theory, was not to be detected until 1838, nor could ~t 
have been, with the instruments available to sixteenth century , 
astronomers. 

On the continent, the greatest astronomer of the period, 
Tycho Brahe, recorded most accurately his observations of the 
phenomenon,261 and proved conclusively, by his failure to detect 
any parallax, that it was in the region of the fixed stars. How
ever, he used that proof to show that the new star could not be · 
a comet or meteor, because these were generated below the 
moon.262 He hoped in the future to discuss the position of 
comets.263 His first book on the nova was printed in Copen
hagen in 1573.264 After presenting the observations and the · 
mathematical deductions from them, Tycho, in keeping with 

259 Ibid., 399. ] ohnson explains the term " experimental method in 
astronomy " by adding : " Digges makes it clear that he fulty appreciates 
the essential value of new and brittiant hypotheses for furthering scientific 
research, but he is uncompromising in his insistence that such hypotheses must 
be grounded upon observations, and accepted only as a guide for future in
vestigations." He stresses Digges' plea for a larger body of accurate 
observations. 

2®Johnson (1937), 158-9, ~ns; Johnson (1934), 112-3. 

261 Dreyer (r8go), 38-69. Tycho measured the angular distance of the 
new star from known fixed stars, especially from Shedir at upper and lower 
culmination. See also chapter III, note 116, below. 

1 
_ 

262 Dreyer ( 1890), 48. 
2631dem. 

264lbid., 44 note 1. The title is TJchoni.r Brahe, Dani, De Nova et Nullius 
Aevi Memoria· Prius Visa Stella iam pridem Anno a nolo Christo I$72 

men.re Nouembrj primum Con.rpecta, Contemplatio Mathematica •••• Tycho 
later wrote about the new star in volume I of his proposed trilogy. See 
items [17 and 18] of appendix, below. ' 
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the tenor of his times, explored the astrological possibilities of 
the phenomenon. His work was held in high esteem by his 
contemporaries, and sixty years after the appearance of the 
nova, a partial English translation of his book appeared in 
London. 2611 · 

Although Tycho's observations of the phenomenon far sur
passed all others, his are notthe only ones which merit recogni
tion. No solitary genius could have accomplished for cometary 
theory what the com~ined efforts of the cream of the scientific 
intellectual circle was able to do. It was the background of the 
observations of the new star of I 572 which enabled the astron
omers in I577 to rise to the level they achieved. 

Michael Maestlin's conversion to Copernicanism, as will be 
shown below, was largely due to his observations of the nova, 
which he described in his book on that phenomenon in I573,266 

and which Tycho later discussed. Maestlin, like Digges, so ·ob
served the star as to show that it did not move relative to four 
fixed stars. 267 He concluded that the star had no parallax and 
was among the fixed stars. He did not discuss its significa-
tion.268 · "' 

Munosius' observations of the nova, made in Spain, and 
Hagecius', made in Bohemia, have been considered among the 
best after those by Tycho and Digges.269 Indeed, Hagecius 270 

265 Johnson (1937), 330. Hazlitt (1876-1903), 4th series, 389, gave the 
full title and a description of the work. Bruun, II, 67, also cited a London 
1632 edition but with a slightly different title. 

266 The title as given by Hoeler, XXXII, 649, is Beobachtungen des neuen 
Sterns in der Cassiopea, but it has been variously given by other sources, 
such as Scheibel, 74. and Chalmers, XXI, 99. Possibly Maestlin's work was 
never published separately, but only as it was discussed in Tycho's Progym
nasmata (Brahe, III, 58-62). Galileo, II, 524. gave no title for Maestlin's 
work on the nova and seems to have been acquainted with it through the 
Progymnasmata. Hagecius, in his second work on the comet of 1577, which 
was written before the appearance of the Progymnasmata, spoke of Maestlin's 
work on the nova. 

267Dreyer (1890), 6o. As was shown above, Geoffrey of Meaux used a 
similar method to observe the comet of 1337. 

268 Pingre, I, 84-
269 Johnson ( 1934), Io8. 
270 See Hagecius (1574). 
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not only presented his own observations, with diagrams and 
tables, but also those of Paul Fabricius and Comeliu~ 
Gemma 271 and a letter from Munosius to Bartholomew Rei
sacher, professor of mathematics at Vienna.272 Fabricius could 
find no perceptible parallax for the star, which he first saw at 
the end of October.273 Munosius was certain that the star was 
not visible on November 2nd.274 The Landgrave of Hesse, who 
likened the star to that of Bethlehem,275 was sure that the par- -
allax of the new star did not exceed three minutes.276 Clavius, 
the Jesuit astronomer, in his In Sphaeram Joannis de Sacro 
Bosco Commentarius (1593 but with a 1581 dedication) ex
pressed belief that the nova was in the firmament, whether it 
was a comet or a new creation; he quoted works written about 
it in 1572 by Paulinus Pridianus of Antwerp and by Mauroly .. 
cus.277 Paul Hainzel, an able astronomer, and friend of Tycho, 
using the quadrant at Augsburg, was among those who found 
no perceptible parallax for the star.278 Nevertheless he and 
Caspar Peucer, who also found no parallax, thought that the 
star was beneath the moon.279 Many cg the ablest astronomers 

271 In his De Naturae Divinis Characterismis, seu raris & admirandis Spec
taculis, Gemma further discussed his observations of the star. He, with 
William Postel, and again with Leovitius, published tracts on it. 

272Reisacher also wrote in Latin about the nova. See Reisacher. Weller 
(x8s7-8), 322, listed a work in German on the same subject by the same 
author, printed by the same printer in the same year. 

273 Dreyer ( x8go), 6o-I, 6o note I, 61 note 4- Fabricius, in a letter written 
in 1573, seemed to consider comets as meteors, but this may be due to a broad 
use of the term comet (Pingre, I, 72). 

274Dreyer (189<>), 61; Galileo, II, 524-

275 Pingre, I, 82. 

276Ibid., I, 8o; Dreyer (189<J), 57-8, 65. 

277 Thorndike, V, 74-

278 Dreyer (18go), 6o and 6o note 1. 

279 Pingre, I, 81. On this point Dreyer ( x8go). ,S8, wrote : " Peucer and 
Wolfgang Schuler at Wittenberg found a parallax of 19', which Tycho be
lieved was a consequence of their having used an old wooden quadrant; and, 
in fact, when he learned that the Landgrave had found little or no parallax, 
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would not altogether deny the existence of a parallax, but were 
sure that it was at least so small as to place the star above the 
moon.280 

Many astronomers, however, truly thought that they dis
tinguished a large parallax for the new star. Among these was 
Andreas Nolthius, whose tract was printed in Erfurt. He called 
the star a comet' and, trying to find its distance trigonometri
cally, found it in the elementary circle of air and consequently 
concluded that it was cor~posed of elementary matter.281 His 
observations attracted Tycho's attention, for he had used the 
hour angle, the azimuth, and the latitude of the observation 
station, but chose a bad time, when the altitude was very 
great.za2 

Other observers of the new star, who were later to observe 
the comet of 1577, included the following: Theodorus Grami
naeus,283 professor at Cologne, George Busch of Erfurt,28" 
Johannes Praetorius,285 Hannibal Raimondus,286 and David 
Chytraeus.287 Other astronomers of good repute who observed 
the new star included Cyprianus Leovitius, who thought he 
observed a movement in the star, and likened it to the stars or 
"comets" in 945 and 1264-288 Theodore Beza {I5I9-16o5), 

Schuler had a large triquetrum constructed, and also found that the star 
had no parallax, or at most a very small one." Thus, Dreyer disagreed with 
Pingre's statement that Peucer found no parallax for the nova. See Brahe. 
III, 121 •. 

280 Pingre, I, So-1. 

281 Nolthius (1572), Bu v-B111r. 

282 Dreyer (18go), 6o and 6o note 2. 

283Ibid., 68-9; Pingre, I, 81; Schottenloher, IV, 377. 

284 Busch found a parallax of 22° 40' for the star {Hagecius {1574), 
74-5). See also chapter IV, note 130, below. 

285 Pingre, I, 81 ; Dreyer { 1890), 6o note I. 

286 Dreyer { 18go), 61 ; Pingre, I, 82. 

287 See chapter V, below. 

288 Leovitius, A
2 
v-A

3
r; Pingre, I, 81 ; Dreyer { 18go), 63 note 2, 65, and 

65 note 2. See note 220, in this chapter. 
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the theological reformer, deriving his idea by analogy from the 
star of Bethlehem, announced Christ's last coming and the end 

I 

of the world in a Latin poem included in the work on the nova 
by Gemma and Leovitius.289 Adam Ursinus, who had observed 
the comet of I 556, described the new star in his Prognosti
catio.290 Valesius of Covarruvias, physician to Philip II of 
Spain, like Reisacher, thought the star was an old and faint one· 
which had suddenly become brighter because of a change of air 
between it and the earth or l\ condensation in one of the spheres 
through which its light passed.291 Other observers of the nova 
were Philip Apian,292 Maurolycus, Bernhard Lindauer, Fran
gipani,293 and Aegidius Misner 294 and authors of anonymous 
treatises. 295 

From this short sketch it is possible to see how great was 
the interest in the astronomical problems presented by the nova, 
problems which also are presented by comets. Tycho Brahe, in 
his later book on the nova, carefully analyzed the findings of 
other observers and coordinated them. But even before this was 
done, men were eager to test further their new ideas and newly 
discov_ered facts by applying them to another phenomenon. The 
opportunity for which they so eagerly waited was soon afford.ed 
them by the comet of I577, and they watched intelligently and 
carefully. That is one reason why its appearance was so impor
tant in the history of comets. 

289 Dreyer ( x89o), 68 and 68 note I ; Bouche-Leclercq, 613 note . I. This 
short poem is given by Lubienski, 365. 

290 This work, which was printed in Erfurt in 1574, has the title: l'rognos
ticatio. Auf! das Jhar I ... M. D. LXXII II. Beyneben einer .kurtzen Be
schreibunge des erschienenen Cometens I I572. 'l.lnd IS73· Jhare. Crawford 
library catalogue, 452; Schottenloher, IV, 377. 

291 Dreyer ( 189o), 6o note I, 63-4; Pingre, I, 83; Gassendi, 93· 

292 Lubienski, J66; Gunther ( 1882), I 18-g. See above. 

293 Dreyer ( IB9o), 62 and 62 notes 3 and 4-

294 Crawford library catalogue, J09. 

295 Such as the one cited by Dreyer (I8go), 63 note I. Other authors were 
cited by Lubienski, 364-6. 



CHAPTER III 

THE CO~IET OF 1577: BELIEVERS IN 
ITS SUPRA-LUNAR POSITION 

TYCHO BRAHE.-MAESTLIN.-ROESLIN.-WILLIAM IV, 
LANDGRAVE OF HESSE CASSEL.-CORNELIUS GEMMA 

WHEN the comet of I577 appeared, it was observed by most 
of the astronomers 'Yho had observed the nova of I 572 and 
by many others. It was the focal point of astronomical thought 
in the last quarter of the sixteenth century. Because the comet 
was visible for some time, the observers were able to com
municate with each other; and because some of the observers 
delayed in publishing their works, additional letters passed be
tween them before final decisions were reached. There were no 
scientific societies to act as clearing houses of information 
in the sixteenth century, but several of the well known and 
highly esteemed astronomers acted as centers to which infor
mation was sent and whence issued criticism, sometimes con
structive, sometimes scathing, sometimes iri the form of praise. 
Tycho Brahe, who at thetime of the comet's appearance was 
living on the island of Hveen, was the best known of these 
astronomers. Hagecius, who observed from Prague, was an
other. Writings by both show a grasp of the current astronom
ical problems and a comprehension of what was being done 
about them. Correspondence which has survived shows that 
Tycho received records of observations from the Landgrave 
of Hesse Cassel. Tycho also corresponded with Paul Hainzel, 
Johannes Major, Scultetus, Brucaeus and Hagecius.1 Hagecius 
published a work by Cornelius Gemma, and wrote to Martin 
Mylius of GOrlitz, discussing the beliefs of Maestlin and Roes
lin concerning the-comet of 1577. Hagecius also was acquainted 
with the work of Raimondus. Tycho and Hagecius discussed 

1 Dreyer (189<>), 131. Hainzel, because he lacked instruments, did not 
observe the comet of 1577. This is stated in a letter from Hainzel to Tycho, 
March 25, 1579 (Dreyer, editor, VII, 49-50). 

118 
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the parallax of the comet of I 577, which Hagecius beiieved to 
be below the moon. Tycho, not publishing his great work ~n 
the comet of I 577 until 1588, was able to compare the observa
tions of that phenomenon made by the best known European 
astronomers. For example, he realized that a comparison of his 
own observations at Hveen, of distance measures of the comet 
from stars, and those of Hagecius at Prague, which showed a 
difference of only one or two minutes, was an added proof of 
the comet's position outside the lunar orbit.2 

Astronomers in 1577 were an active group, eager to keep 
abreast of new astronomical theories, interested in the works 
of their fellow astronomers, and, on the whole, frank in the 
exposition of their observations. All this will become apparent 
from the examination of their tracts on the comet of that year. 
To understand the significance of this comet, it is not necessary 
to survey all the works arid authors listed in the appendix. A 
representative cross section should suffice. Although many of 
the volumes not discussed are not available in any form, it 
seems unlikely that any valuable information will be overlooked 
by thus limiting the discussion. The works chosen to be sum
marized would have cited any important books or data. Even if 
there were a startlingly new theory advanced in these undis
cussed works, that theory can have had little effect on the con
temporaries of the man who presented it or on his -immediate 
successors, if it was not repeated in current works on comets. 
The works to be summarized have been chosen primarily be
cause of the importance or influence of their authors, but also 
with an eye to covering the different types of tracts and the 
different sections of Europe, and always with the restriction 
that copies were available for summarizing. 

Although the outstanding astronomer of the second half of 
the sixteenth century and the most important observer of the 
comet of 1577 was undoubtedly Tycho Brahe,3 he will not be 

2 Dreyer (189o), 165. 

3 Tycho was the most accurate observer since Hipparchus. 
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dealt with here as fully as he deserves because a great deal of 
material concerning him is readily available, accumulated by a 
succession of learned scholars, the most important of whom 
was the late J. L. E. Dreyer, who wrote the definitive biography 
of Tycho and began publication of the fifteen volume edition of 
his works. It is impo!jsible to include in these pages an adequate 
treatment of Tycho and it is not worthwhile to outline his 
career and sketch his contributions to cometary theory alone. 

Summaries of Tycho's most important work on the comet of 
1577, the De Mundi Aetherei Recentioribus Phaenomenis;' are 
numerous.11 However, little space is devoted to the very lengthy 
tenth chapter, which concerns observations of the comet by 
others, and to which reference is often made in the present 
study. . That chapter is not very important to a study of Tycho 
as an astronomer, although it is a monument to his powers of 
analysis and judgment.8 It is important in a study of the con
temporary writings on the comet of 1577, and in many in
stances gives the only reference to those books which has hither
to appeared. In most cases, the statements by Tycho concern
ing them cannot be improved. Besides, there is value in his 
comparison of the observations of others with his own. In this 
tenth chapter Tycho first discussed the observations of the 
comet by the four men. who considered it supra-lunar, namely 
the Landgrave of Hesse Cassel, Maestlin, Gemma and Roeslin. 
Then Tycho sketched the works on the comet by other observ
ers, namely Hagecius, Scultetus, Nolthius, Wincklerus, Jo
hannes Praetorius, Squarcialupus and Erastus and Simon 

4 Item 20 of appendix, below. 

5 Chapter VII of Dreyer ( 1890) is devoted to that work, and Delambre 
(1821), I, 207 ff., analyses it. Dreyer's edition of Tycho's works makes tl)e 
original text available to all who wish to consult it and, in addition, gives 
excellent notes to clarify questionable points in the 'book itself and concerning 
its production. 

6 Tycho treated the writings on the nova of 1572 in a similar manner in 
chapters Vlii, IX, and X of the Progymna.rmata. 
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Grynaeus, Dasypodius, Henischius, Bazelius, Steinmetz, Huer-
nius, Graminaeus, Busch, and finally, Chytraeus. i 

Tycho's observations of the comet of 1577 are the most accu
rate which were made. In fact, they were the ones used in the 
nineteenth century to compute the orbit.7 Even in his own time 
Tycho's accuracy was accepted, and thus, by means of his book, 
he was able to shake the time-worn belief in the immutability 
of the heavens and pave the way for a new astronomy which his 
pupil and assistant, Kepler, was to supply, not as Tycho envis
aged it, but based upon Tycho's observations as well as on the 
work of Copernicus. There were but two outstanding dissenters 
from Tycho's conclusions about the comet, Craig and Clara
montius.8 

The comet of 1577, coming, as it did, so soon after the nova 
of 1572, enabled Tycho to test the conclusions which he had 
drawn from his observations of that phenomenon. Although he 
had said that the nova of 1572 could not be a comet because it 
was in the region of fixed stars, whereas comets are generated 
below the moon, 11 nevertheless, he started out to look for an 
astronomical body, not an atmospheric phenomenon; and this 
approach to the subject is illustrative of a change in cometary 
theory which the comet of 1577 ushered in. Even the comet 
observations of Toscanelli and Regiomontanus and the observa
tions of comets' tails by Fracastoro, Cardan, Gemma, and, 
above all, Apian, did not do this. Furthermore, Tycho attempt
ed to compute an orbit for the comet, a departure in the treat~ 
ment of comets.10 Tycho made no change in the adherence to 

7 By Woldstedt. See item no of appendix. 

8 See chapter VII, below. 

9 See chapter II, above. 

10 Chapter VI of item 20 of appendix. See also Dreyer (19Q(i), 366. The 
calculations of comets before that of 1577 had never established an orbit for 
a p~rticular comet, although the detailed measurements by Toscanelli\for the 
comet of 1472 fell short of this by so little that the concept of a fixed orbit 
could have been added without alteration of the previous arguments. Roeslin's 
sphere of comets with poles and axis was applicable to comets as a whole· 
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the postulate of circular motion, and his orbit for the comet was 
· circular .11 

· Although Tycho mentioned the astrological discussions of 
the comet which his contemporaries wrote, he did not devote 
space in his De Mvndi Aetherei Recentioribvs Phaenomenis to 
the astrological implications of the comet. Nevertheless, he was 
not different from other sixteenth century men in this respect, 
and considered astrology a proper science if kept within bounds, 
as is shown by his German work 12 on the comet. That work 
exhibits Tycho's astrological interests and shows that his work, 
while astronomically and mathematically far more accurate than 
that of his contemporaries, followed the same lines as theirs. 

The German work, probably written immediately after the 
disappearance of the comet in 1578 but first printed in 1922, 
is not very well known now and seems to have had little influ
ence when it was written. It often refers to the Latin work on 
the same subject, much of which was written in 1578, but the 
two were considered by their author to be different types of 
treatises. However, the -German work, like the Latin, empha
sizes the absence of parallax and consequently the untenability 
of the so-called Aristotelian concept of crystalline. spheres and 
immutable heavens. Tycho's conception, bolstered up by his 
excellent observations, dealt the death blow to ancient cosmog
onies and paved the way for the Keplerian system. 

and not only to the comet of 1577, so that here, too, the concept of the orbit 
was missed. However, Maestlin did find an orbit for the comet of 1577, based 
on the theory of circular motion for celestial bodies. Scultetus, although he 
believed that the comet was sublunar, likewise assumed a circular orbit for it. 

11 However, he suggested that it might not be exactly circular but an oval. 
See Dreyer (rgo6), 3{)6. 

12 Item 2oa of appendix. In this work Tycho showed that he did not con
sider astrology a pseudoscience but a science on which one could build only 
as much as the original premises permitted. According to Thorndike, VI, 
7o-1, the fact that the German work was not published during Tycho's life 
pointed to an absorption by scientifically minded persons in positive astro
nomical activity which tended to preclude their former intense interest 
in astrology. 
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Tycho's German book affords interesting reading. In it he 
showed respect for the Copernican system, with which he dis
agreed. Although he did not yet put forth a coherent mathemat
ical system of his own, he hinted at his new system, which 
he introduced in the De Mvndi Aetherei ... Phaenomenis. H~s 
jealousy of his system is shown by the fact that he was dis
tressed to hear from Rothmann, after the printing of that book, 
that there had been a similar system proposed to the Landgrave. 
The German book shows Tycho in the historical position which 
he felt he held and which is not so clearly stated in the Latin 
work; and makes it evident that he realized what he was doing 
when he cast aside the doctrines of his predecessors. It shows 
that Tycho had an understanding, not only of the problems con
fronting the observers of the comet of 1577, but also of the 
cometary theories extant at the beginning of the century and of 
what the nova of 1572 had established. Because of the book's 
late publication, and because it does not go into the mathematics 
of the subje~t, it has not received the attention which was meted 
out to the Latin work. It will, therefore, be summarized here. 

The first 13 of the ten sections, on the origin of comets and on 
what ancient philosophers thought about them, deals with dif
ferent theories about comets. First Tycho described the uni
verse, placing the earth at the center, and menti6ning the great 
speed with which the outer spheres must travel. Then he intro
duced the subject of comets, saying that they stand out above 
all wonders visible in the heavens, and that they have always 
been the object of inquiry by philosophers because they are vis
ible only at certain times. Tycho appreciated that Pythagoras, 
Anaxagoras, and Democritus thought that comets originated 
in the heavens and were special stars only sometimes seen on 
earth, having their existence and place in the heaven. He noted 
that Aristotle refuted their argument on the grounds that there 
can be no change in the heavens, saying that comets are engen-

13 The first section has the title, "Vonn Der Cometten Uhrsprung Was 
Die Alten Vnnd Neuen Philosophi Inn Denselben Vermaint Vnnd Dauon 
Zuhalten Sei." · ' 
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dered, not in the heavens, but in the highest portions of the at
mosphere and are made of dry, dense exhalations from the 
earth which burn until they are consumed. Tycho pointed out 
that philosophers had accepted Aristotle's arguments until the 
appearance of the new star in Cassiopeia. Because this star had 
no parallax and belonged in the sphere of the fixed stars, the 
philosophers began to doubt Aristotle and to believe that 
changes can take place in the heavens, and that it is possible 
that other comets originate there and are not formed from 
earthly vapors. Tycho also reported that the followers of Para
celsus believed that the heavens were of the fourth element, fire, 
and that " generation " and " corruption " could take place 
there. They considered it not impossible that comets were born 
there as monsters are among animals. Paracelsus held that the 
guardian deities above ("penates superi ") occasionally make 
stars and comets out of <telestial material and make them visi
ble to men as a sign of some future event, which does not have 
its origin in planets, but is shown arid produced out of a pseudo
planet, as a comet is called. 
· Tycho said that the nova of I 572, which he called " the star 

-of four years previous", was shown to be in the heavens and 
that he, through hasty observations and demoqstrations of the 
present [1577] comet, discovered that it likewise had its posi
tion and pathway above the moon in the heavens. He argued 
that consequently the opinion of Aristotle, that comets are 
pulled aloft from the earth and cannot be generated in the 
heavens, is false, because it was established by cogitation, not · 
by mathematical observation or demonstration. Tycho thought 
that, because they are formed in the h~~~ens, which are made 
of the most subtile transparent material, there was even more 
reason that comets be considered wonder-signs, than if they 
were made according to the decree of God by the " penates 
superi ", who are unknown to man. He did not wish to dispute, 
at this point, that God, unaided, put a new sign of warning in 
the heavens, for, .as he said, we on earth can have no more 
understanding of the material of comets and their generation 
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than we can about the sun and moon and their motion. Further
more, philosophers should not fight over things they do ~ot 
know how to determine, but should inform .men that comets 
are a wonderwork of God, coming from a hidden natural cause .. 

The second section, 14 on the first appearance and the duration 
of the comet, begins by stating that shortly after sundown, on 
November II, 1577, this "newborn" showed itself in the 
heavens: a comet with a very long tail and a head of white light, 
not like that of a fixed star but somewhat darkish, much like 
the "star" Saturn,111 which was not very distant at the time. 

· The tail was very long, somewhat bent in the middle, of a burn
ing dark red color, like a flame penetrating through smoke. In 
Tycho's opinion, this comet had its true beginning with the new 
moon, which occurred shortly before the 10th of November, 
one hour after midnight. He pointed out that several seafaring 
people reported that they saw it in the Northwendic 16 sea in 
the evening of November 9th. Tycho first saw it with his instru
ment 17 on November 13th, because before then the sky was not 
clear long enough for such an observation. He. said that it lasted 
more than two months, until January 26th, although it de- . 
creased as time went on, so that on January 13th he could 
scarcely observe it with his instrument, and on the 26th, when 
he saw it for the last time, it was all but unrecognizable. 

In Section 111,18 on the course of the comet, Tycho said that 
when he first observed the comet at 5 P.M. on November 13th 

14 The title of the second se~tion is, "Wen Diser Cornett Erstlich Gesehen 
Vnnd Wie Lanng Er Geschinen Hatt." 

lS Tycho, like others at this time, sometimes used the term .,·star" when 
speaking of planets. . 

16 Possibly " North " or " Baltic ". 

17 Tycho's observations of the comet were made with a radius and a sextant 
and occasionally with a quadrant which had an azimuth circle. He computed 
the comet's latitude and longitude from measurements of its distance from 
certain fixed stars. 

18 Section III has the title, "Von Dess Cometten Lauff Vnnd Seinem 
Orth Vnder Dem Firmament." 
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it was in the 7lth degree of Capricorn and had a declination 
north of the ecliptic of 8° 2rl,l9 for it was 26° sri from the 
bright star in Aquila and 2 I 0 40' from the lowest star in the 
horn of Capricorn, where its tail ended. He found the position 
of the comet as given above by trigonometry.20 On the 14th the 
comet was 2J0 45' from" Iucida Vulturis" 21 and 18° 3rl from 
the above mentioned star in Capricorn.22 From this Tycho con
cluded that the comet traveled Jl0 in its path in 24 hours, and 
because its motion was ·quickest in the beginning, he believed 
that the day before he observed it, it had moved 4 °. Therefore, 
he said, because it was first seen on the gth and at the time of 
the new moon, it must have begun near the ecliptic under the 
25th degree of Sagittarius in the edge of the Milky Way from 
which, he said, most comets have their origin. Tycho thought 
that the comet had its beginning there, near the ecliptic, not 
far from· the winter solstice and the "tropical circle" 23 and that 
it continued and ended somewhat north, through a succession 
·of signs in the manner of planets and stars from. setting to 
rising, contrary to the motion o~ the heavens, until it arrived 

. in the tropic of Cancer at the star in the chest of Pegasus, half 
way between two small stars and"one large one called "Scheat." 
He found it at that spot for the last time on January 26th. It 

. was so small then that one could hardly see it; and he believ:ed 
it to have ~isappeared shortly thereafter. This comet <;lescribed 

19 This last measurement would now be taken from the equator, and the 
observation would be recorded in right ascension and declination. The right 
ascension of a star is now defined as " the arc of the celestial equator inter
cepted between the vernal equinox and the point where the star's hour-circle 
cuts the equator", and the declination of a body as "its distance in degrees 
north or south of the celestial equator, + if north and - if south". See 
Russell, Dugan and Stewart, 17, 15. 

20 " durcb die scientia triangulorum ". 

. 21 The bright star in Aquila ? · 

22 These measurements are given as 23• 23' and 18" 26' in the De Mvndi 
Aetherei Recentioribv.s Phoenomeni.r, where the observations have been cor
rected and apply to the head of the comet. 

23 The tropic of Capricorn. 
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a fourth of a great circle on the sphere, beginning at the 25th 
degree of Sagittarius in the ecliptic and intersecting the equ11-· 
tor 300° 40' from the vernal equinox, at an angle of 34°. When 
it disappeared it was 30° north of the ecliptic in the longitude 
of the 25th degree of Pisces. It traversed 'a fourth of the 
heavens, not only in its own orbit but, as Tycho said, also reck
oning with the ecliptic.24 Its apparent motion was not uni
form; for in the beginning, as stated above, it had ,a motion of 
its own of 4° in a day, and later went more slowly, so that by 
the 15th it moved 3° in a day; on the 20t~, 2t0

; on the 23rd, 
2°; on the last day of November, 1}0

; on December sth, 1°; 
on the I 6th ( ?], 50; on the 31st, 35'; on January lOth, 25'; 
and in the end, as it was growing fainter, scarcely 20' in one 
day, for from January 13th to the 26th it moved only 4!0

• 

From this Tycho concluded that in the beginning it moved as 
much in one day as in the end it moved in ten days, its progress 
decreasing like its size, but that in the end the change in motion 
from day to day was not as great as in the beginning. 

In Section IV/5 on the tail of the comet, one reads that in 
the beginning the tail was long, stret<_:hing 22° ,, but that it be
came smaller and shorter so that by the end of January it was 
barely visible. The comet always turned its tail directly away. 
from the sun, like all other comets previously observed by 
Regiomontanus, Apian, Gemma Frisius and Fracastoro. Tycho 
believed that from this fact it follows that the tail of a comet 
is nothing other than the rays of the sun shining through the. 
comet's body, which, not being diaphanous like that of other 
stars, cannot transmit the beams invisibly, and which, not be
ing thick and opaque like the moon, cannot reflect them. He 
thought that, since the body of a comet is neither rare nor 
dense, it partly holds the sunshine, the light of the head re
maining in accordance with the diversity of the celestial rna-

24 According to the De Mvndi Aetherei.,. Phaenomenis it had a longitude 
of 20• 55' in Pisces when it disappeared and one of 20° 55' of Sagittarius 
when it appeared. ' 

25 Section IV bas the title," Von Dess Cometten Schwantz." 
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terial out of which the head is made. Partly, however, because 
of rarity and porousness, the comet's body allows the sunbeams 
to pass through and they are seen by us as a long tail hanging 
from the comet's head. Tycho cited all comets observed at vari
ous times by mathematicians as evidences of this and believed 
that there could be no further doubt, regardless of Aristotle and 
those who followed him. They thought that the tail on a comet 
was a flame of dry fatness burning in the atmosphere. Tycho 
argued that in that ev~nt this flame would have nothing to do 
with the sun, away from which it is always turned. Tycho 
thought it difficult to tell in words the way this comet traversed 
th~ circle of the heavens and the way the tail was always turn
ed from the sun, although it evidently traveled through the 
declinations, as he said he showed by figures. 26 

The fifth section,27 on the position of the comet, says that 
those who consider Aristotelian philosophy the best believe that 

-all comets are generated and move far beneath the sphere of the 
moon and that it is impossible for any change to take place or 
anything new to be generated in the upper air or among 
the heavenly bodies. They obtained such knowledge and opin
ions, not from experience or from mathematical observations of 
industrious masters, but from subtle argument by reasoning 
alone. Thought, however, in such things can rise i10 higher 
toward the truth than what apparent observation with correct 
instruments interpreted by trigonometry shows should be be
lieved._ Moreover, however subtle the argument, it is after all 
only human and can be refuted by other arguments. Many 
philosophers, Tycho added, both before and after Aristotle had 
disagreed with him and recognized comets as heavenly and not 
elementary bodies. The only way to determine the distance of 
the comet from the earth is by the parallax; for if the comet 

26 These figures can be found in the Latin work on the comet (item 20 

of appendix, below). 

27 Section V has the title, "Von Dem Ortt Dises Cometten Wo Der. 
Gestanden Sei In Mundi Diametro Vnnd Wie Weit Er Von Vnns 1st Erhoben 

· Gewesen." 
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had a larger parallax than the moon, which is next to us, it 
would foilow that it was closer to us than the heaven in whic~ · 
the moon moves. 

Tycho's reason for having taken great pains to investigate 
the parallax was that therein lay the entire knowledge of the 
place and characteristics of the comet. He saw from many ob
servations with appropriate instruments, and thereafter found 
through the scientific demonstration of spherical triangles, that 
this comet was so far from us that its greatest horizontal paral
lax could not exceed I 5' and was more likely to be less. This 
he thought he had thoroughly shown from observations in his 
Latin work on this comet which he considered understandable 
by the masters. From this it followed, according to Tycho, by 
" geometrical distribution " that this comet was at least 230 

semidiameters of the earth from the earth. Because one semi
diameter equals 86o German miles,28 the comet was 200,000 

German miles away. Since the moon is 52 semidiameters of the 
earth or less than so,ooo German miles away £rom us, it is 
easily understood that this comet was far above the moon in the 
heaven of the planet Venus. For the sphere of Venus, which . ' 
astronomers place next beneath the sun, begins I 64 semidiam-

28 Dreyer ( 1890), 167, said that this value was probably taken from Femel's 
Cosmotheoria, Paris, 1,528. However, I disagree. According to Renouard, ui, 
the 1528 edition of Femel's work, which Dreyer cited, is the same as the 
1527 edition (Femel), which I have seen. (The N.Y.P.L: copy of the 1528 
edition will not be available until after the war.) In the 1527 edition (Buv), 
using 22/7 as the value for 11', Femel gave 3900 miliaria, apparently Italian 
miles, as the semidiameter of the earth with the information that 1000 passus 
[or feet] equalled an Italian mile and 4000 passus equalled a German mile, 
which would lead to the conclusion that the earth's semidiameter was 975 
German miles. Elsewhere (Brahe, II, 383; Dreyer, editor, II, 457) Tycho 
used the value 5400 German miles for the earth's circumference froin which 
it follows (using • =22/7). that the earth's radius is 859 German miles. 
With the great variations in the sixteenth century in the value of the German 
mile it is difficult to find the corresponding value in English miles. An English 
mile equalled approximately 4~ German miles. Dreyer, editor, II, 457,, also 
used the ratio 4 to I for the values of the German and Italian miles, saying, 
on the basis of Tycho's figlires, that I 0 [of the earth's meridian circumference] 
equalled IS German miles or 6o Italian miles. 
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eters of the earth away from the earth and extends to the sphere 
of the sun ,which is 1104 semidiameters way. However, one 
might prefer not to follow the usual division of the heavens but 
to accept the idea of some ancient philosophers or the opinion 
of Copernicus that the sphere of Mercury is nearest to the sun 
and the sphere of Venus outside that of Mercury. This reckon
ing, according to Tycho, is not in complete disagreement with 
the truth, even if the sun is not constrained, as it is by the 
Copernican hypothesis, to be motionless in the center of the 
universe. Then, it follows that this comet was generated be
tween the sphere of the moon and the sphere of Venus, for in 
accordance with this opinion Venus could not come nearer the 
earth than 296 semidiameters of the earth, and the moon when 
furthest £rpm us is 68 semidiameters away, so that between the 
moon and Venus is a space of 228 semidiameters of the earth 
which should be empty. Tycho believed that the comet was 
generated in this space and that it was 230 semidiameters above 
the earth. 

Once more Tycho said that the Aristotelian theories of the 
immutability .of the heavens and of the generation of comets 
were untenable because of what he himself had discovered 
about the comet of I 577 and what he and other mathematicians 
had established through careful observation in regard to the 
new star"of four years previous. This was seen for a whole year 
in Cassiopeia and gave sufficient evidence that something new 
can be generated in the heavens, because it was not in the low
est heaven but in the very highest eighth sphere and had neither 
parallax nor proper motion. He considered this new fact less 
unbelievable because the comet of I 577 had a real head or body 
like a star and observation showed it to have its position in the 
heavenly orb. He repeated the opinion that sunshine passing 
through the comet caused its tail, and added that this comet 
could have its place in the celestial region of the sky just as 
well as the new star. Tycho stated that this had now been suffi
ciently explained and would be demonstrated and proved geo
metrically in Latin. ... 
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The sixth section,21 on the size of the comet, begins by saying 
that it was largest in the beginning but gradually decreased in 
size just as its daily motion decreased. Tycho observed it with 
a good instrument on November 13th and found its diameter· 
to be 8' and the length of its tail to be 21° 40'. The tail at that 
time stretched from the edge of the Milky \Vay, where the head 
was, to the horn of Capricorn. This Tycho called its apparent 
size, saying that it was so far away in the heaven of the planet 
Venus that it had in itself a much greater size than we here 
below could recognize. For by geometrical division and demon
stration, the head was 230 semidiameters of the earth away or 
200,000 ~rman miles, and its apparent diameter was 8'. Thus 
the comet itself must have had a breadth of 465 German miles 
so that its diameter was nearly a fourth of the earth's and the 
circumference of its head was 146o German miles.30 From this 
it followed that the body of the comet was as large as 1/3oth 
of the earth and almost as large as the morning star, Venus; 
and that its tail, 22° in length, calculated geometrically, came 
to 70,000 German miles, the distance that the sun's rays could 
be seen through the comet. The greatest width of the tail was 
2}0

, corresponding to 5,000 German miles, from which Tycho 
concluded that the comet itself was a tremendous thing even 
if it looked so small · 

Tycho started section VII,31 on the astrological influence 
and significance of the comet, by asserting the impossibility of 
the opinion that a comet is generated with a constitution similar 
to that of some particular star [planet] with which its influence 
too is in accord. He also asserted the untenability of the opin
ions that the eclipse of the moon in Aries on September 27th, · 
observed as a fiery sign, was the cause of the comet and that 
the comet's signification should be in agreement with that 

29 Section VI has the title, " Von Dises Cometten Grosse." 

30In thi~ calculation r=J.I39+· 

31 Section VII has the title, "Judicium Astrologum Von Di'ses Cometten 
Effect Vnnd Bedeuttung." 
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phenomenon. His reason was that comets have neither origin 
nor meaning from any natural motion of the stars nor from any 
eclipse of the sun or moon, but are new and supernatural works 
of God. Their meaning and influence, he stated, not only haye 
nothing in common with those of the planets but oppose and 
interfere with them. They overcome the natural indications of 
the stars with much greater strength and replace them by their 
own. Because they are a great wonderwork of God and a mir
acle of nature, they must cause wonder more than do all other 
natural motions of the heaven. Men do not know exactly what 
they presage, but this is disclosed by God. Although men have 
sought the explanation of God's natural works from the earliest 
times, they do not understand them. Even less do they under-

, stand the unnatural works of God by which He signifies some
thing other than He signifies by His natural works. But when 
men see such a sign in the heavens they become eager to know 
what the effects and meaning will be. Even if the truth is hid
den from all men, some information about what such a phe
nomenon could signify can be discovered from old astrological 
writings without recourse to superstition and without trans
gressing the bounds of knowledge. 

Tycho was more specific in the eighth section,32 on the sig
pificance of the comet, although its indulgence in astrological 
argument may seem somewhat inconsistent with what he had 
said in section VII. He thought that all historians would testify 
that comets have always had some ~eat task to perform in the 

· world, but that usually they have aroused dryness and heat in 
the·air, strong and destructive winds, and in some places un
controllable floods and in others horrible earthquakes and the 
spoiling of the grain and fruits of the earth. Comets are fol
lowed by plagues, fevers, pestilences, and poisoning of the air 
from which men and beasts perish; and they point to great dis
unity among rulers, war, bloodshed, and the deaths of chiefs. 
This co~et would have no less effects than the previous ones, 
especially because of its size and its saturnine aspect. Because 

32 Section VIII has the title, " Volget Nun Was Diser Cornett BedeutteL" 
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its color was similar to that of Saturn, it was regarded as of 
the nature of Saturn, toward which it first moved on November 
14th in the tenth degree of Capricorn. Other reasons advanc~d 
for considering it to be of the nature of that planet were that 
it passed over Saturn in a conjunction near the beginning and 
also the same evening after sunset, when Saturn was seen in 
the eighth heavenly house to which astrologers ascribe death. 
From this, and because the comet's tail had a dark red martial 
aspect showing Mars' influence, and because it occurred in· a 
" human " constellation, Tycho reasoned that the comet signi
fied many deaths both by pestilence and by wars. He wanted to 
make it clear that, because of the unfortunate resemblance of 
the comet's head to Saturn and of its tail to Mars and because 
of its origin in the tropic of Capricorn and its approach to the 
ninth house to which astrologers. ascribe an influence on relig
ion, this comet would cause great changes in religious matters. 
The changes would be greater than hitherto, especially because 
the comet stood in the fourth house with Saturn at the time of 
the new moon which Tycho believed to have occurred on No
vember 1oth, 1 hour and 20 minutes after the previous mid
night. This, according to the ancients, signified the rise of new 
sects. Earthquakes in the south and other usual misfortunes 
such as extreme heat and cold were also predicted. 

The ninth section,33 on what regions and peoples the comet 
will most affect, says that because the comet was first seen at 
sunset its effects would be felt more in the west than in the · 
orient. The greatest influence was to be over Spain and its 
possessions, because the comet was seen in Sagittariu"s whic1· 
rules over them, toward sunset, where those lands lie. Tycho 
thought that one could conclude that there would be great evil 
from the Spaniards in Germany and particularly in the Nether
lands where they ruled, because the comet traveled northeast. 
But he thought that the greatest misfortunes would befall the 
Spaniards themselves, and perhaps they would lose their chief 

33 Section IX has the title, "An Welchen Orthen Der Welt Vnnd Bei Was 
Volckem Diser Cornett Am Maisten Seine Wirckung Volbringen ~irt." 
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and their cattle" and many oftheir best people. He saw a pos
sibility that there would be war and bloodshed among them be
cause of religious di~union, and that the Spanish would receive 
just retribution for their oppression of many true Christians. 
Perhaps not only the Netherlands but also Germany, which in
cludes Saxony, would have enougti' to do, because Capricorn, 

• into which the comet moved shortly after its beginning, has its 
inflqence over the northern part of Germany. 

,. The comet would have its influence over rulers of Spanish 
extraction, especially a ruler whose birth and crowning were 
under Sagittarius and Capricorn where this comet was first 

· seen and where its evil effects' were being felL It would affect 
the eastern lands whither its tail turned. Its influence was con
sidered bound up with its position in Sagittarius, and it was 
deemed possible that the then ruling Muscovite would be pun
ished for his tyranny. The J iws would suffer persecutions be
cause they were under the influence of Saturn and not only they 
but all who in the guise of true religion were seeking their own 
honor and set themselves up as pseudo-prophets would be af
fected, because the comet allowed itself to be seen as a pseudo
planeL35 

The tenth and last section,38 on when the influence of the 
comet would begin to be feit and how long it would last, says 
that this influence would begin in I 578 but would have its 
greatest· effects ·in I 579 and I 58o and would continue until 

34 The German reads: " ••• vnnd villeicht werden si ir Haubt neben vil 
von irem f[ie) vnnd auch vil von iren besten leuthen verlieren, ...... The 
word "f[ie)" has been translated as equivalent to "vieh ". 

35 • v nnd nicht n allein si sonndem vii anndere, die im schein der waren 
Religion ire aigne ehr vnnd n~ suechen, vnnd alss Phseudoprophetten, die 
von himmel vnnd gestirn nicht auss dem gottlichen liecht geporen sein, 
md sich selbst in den weingarten mberuefen einstellen, von disem PhseudD 
Planetten gestrafft mnd zam gemacht werden, dann der Cornett hat sich 
darumb alss ein Phseudo Planetta sehen lassen. das er die kindu der 
Planetten, baide gaistlich vnnd weltlicb, die allzu hoch in irem vbermuc:Jl 
gestigen sein vnnd in gottlicher weisshait nicht wandlen, straffen wirt." 

36 Section X has the title," Vonn Der Zeit Wann Die Bedeuttungen Des 
Cometten Anfangen V nnd Wie Lanng Sie Sich Erstrecken Werden. • 
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.I 583. Thereafter the constellations and their meanings would 
interrupt. Then the new star of I 572 together with the "gr~t
est" conjunction of planets in the begit;ming of Aries, which 
can happen only o~ce in 8oo years,87 would begin their powerful 

37 Considerable confusion seems to have arisen over the time between 
greatest conjunctions, which; 'though astronomical data, really have meaning 
only to the astrologer and consequently are not treated in astronomy tex;t 
books. The printed editions of Peter of Abano's Conciliator, cited by Thorn- . 

-dike, II, 8g8, have given the time as g6o years. Professor Thorndike did not 
agree with that-value (II, 8g8), although he had used it previously (I, 648), 
when citing the first use of the theory of conjunctions in Arabian astrology 
by Alkindi, but Professor Thorndike also thought that 8oo years was too 
short. The Enciclopedia vniversal, XIV, 1296, has given the time as 8oo or..x 
900 years. Zedler, VI, g8o, has given 8oo. The period given by Tycho, 8oo 
years, seems to be the most accurate. The disagreement seems to have been 
occasioned by the failure of some writers to account for the precession of 
the equinoxes. , . 

A great conjunction takes place wh~n S~turn and Jupiter are in con
junction. A c<;mjunction of these two planets occurs first in Aries and repeats 
itself in approximately twenty years, or more accurately 19.86 years. But 
this second conjunction takes place in Sagittarius. Twenty years later it 
occurs in Leo. The fourth time it is again in Aries, and the cycle repeats 
itself. This happens four times in the three constellations which make up the 
fiery triplicate, requiring 3 x 20 x 4 or 240 years. Then the cycle moves on 
into the earthly triplicate, requiring 240 years. there. Similarly it occurs in 
the airy and watery triplicates so that after 4 x 240 or g6o years the con
junction, having passed through the four triplicates, again takes place in 
Aries. When this. occurs a "greatest conjunction" is said to take place, and 
the time between greatest conjunctions appears to be 96o years. However, 
making allowance for precession, the period of 240 years becomes approxi
mately 1g6.6 years and the g6o years become 786.4. which accounts for Brahe, 
I, 31, giving the period of the complete cycle as "barely" 8oo years. Thus 
we can safely say that a greatest conjunction, or conjunctio maxima, takes 
place only once in about Boo years. See Loth, z67-9, and more espe1=ially 
Drecker, 164-5, for a detailed discussion of this probleffi. Drecker said that 
astrologers usually use 200 years and 795 years for the two periods of time. 
They believe that the first "greatest conjunction" took place in 3980 B. C., 
when the world was created. and place the eighth in the year Is8J. This is 
the year when Tycho also placed a greatest conjunction. According to Loth's 
summary of an Arabic astrological text by Alkindi (Loth, 268), who was 
interested in the influence of conjunctions, the conjunctions which occurred 
every 20 years were considered the lesser conjunctions, those which occurred 
every 240 years the middling conjunctions, and those which were g6o years 
apart were the great conjunctions. Thorndike, I, 648, referred to this passage. 
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operation. 18 Tycho thought that they would, in the following 
years, cause great changes which might! be best for Christen
dom. He drew furth~r conclusions from the great conjunction 
and closed the treatise by saying that one cannot predict the end 
of the world from heavenly constellations. The eclipses which 
Christ sp(>ke of as preceding Doomsday are not natural events 
nor astronomically predictable, said . Tycho. Neither did he 
think that the end of the world could be predicted from the 
comet, because comets. have been seen since the birth of Christ 
and also since the beginning of the world. The end of the world 
cannot be predicted by natural events, and is known to God 

~ alone and to no creature. Let Him permit us to achieve our 
short life on earth so that as angels we may praise Him forever, 
said Tycho. 

The detailed summary given above shows how Tycho saw 
and met some of the astronoinical problems of his day. His 
German work is the very best of all those written on the comet 
of I 577 in a vulgar tongue and far better than almost any work 
written in Latin on the same subject. It is surpassed by Tycho's 
own De :Afvndi Aetherei . •. Phaenomenis, where details of the 
observations and mathematical calculations are given, and per-

. haps by the recording of observations in the works of :Maestlin, 
Roeslin, Hagecius and Cornelius Gemma. The observations in
dicated in the German work and given in detail in the De 
Mvndi Aetherei .•. Phaenomenis achieved the greatest possible 
accuracy for their time, although Tycho's observations of later 

from Loth. Arabian astrologers began the complete cycle with a conjunction 
iu the watery triplicate at the time of Mohammed's birth. ushering in a new 
world-period (Loth, 268, 26g). Much of Alkindi's theory of conjunctions. 
which was concerned with conjunctions other than those of Saturn and 
Jupiter, was taken over by Albumasar (Loth, 271-2). 

38 For a discussion of the period of influence of the new star and the 
• greatest" q>njunction see Brahe, I, 31, III, 164. 232, 3II·2; Dreyer, editor, 
I, 310 (the note to Brahe, I, 31); Dreyer (189o), 194-5. 195 note I, 49. and 
49 note 1' There is a discrepancy between statements regarding the con
junction in Tycho's German work on the comet and in his other writings. 
In his Latin works Tycho located the conjunction in Pisces. Dreyer made 
no note of this discrepancy. 
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comets are better, due to the use of improved instruments and 
the collaboration of a staff of observers. 

The second most important astronomer of the second h~lf 
of the sixteenth century was Michael Ma~sdin (or Moestlin).39 

39 Bassaeus, I, 403, 524. II, 313.-B. M. catalogue.-B. N. catalogue.-BOle, 
po-1.-Brahe, IV, XV (index). Further information concerning Maestlin can 
be found in the other volumes.-Brewster, 1o-3, 201.-Cantor (18gz), 676.-' 
Carl (Ms.), section 20.-Cat. Belg., 389.-Chalmers, XXI, 99.-Doppelmayr,. 
8, 8g, 91, 94--Dreyer (18go), 59, 171-2, 181, 28g, 297.-Dreyer (rgo6), 348-
350, 365-7, 372.-Dreyer, editor, VIII, 458-9, VII, 82, 4o6.-Favaro, editor, 
X, 428-g, Maestlin and the Sidereus N unci us, XII, 64. Letter from Maestlin. 
to Kepler, saying that Maestlin's telescope was inadequate for observing the 
Medicean planets, and that he was unable to read Galilee's "letter(}" on sun .. 
spots. (These references have been but partially examined.)-Favaro (1876), · 
8.-Freher, IV, 14B9 (Maestlin's picture is opposite page 1486.)-Frisch, 
editor, I, 44-5, 188, 190, VII, 28o and passim.-Galileo, II, ,527-8, Maestlin's 
observations of the nova of 1572.-Gesner (1583), 6o7.-Giinther (Maestlin).
Hoefer, XXXII, 649-65o.-Houzeau, 2746-2751.-]anssen, V, 345.-:Jocher, III, 
579-sSo.-Kastner, 446-451.-;-Kepler (1Sg6).-Montucla, I, part III, book IV, 
section VI.-Miiller, A.-Peignot, II, 382.-Pingre, I, 79-104-...,...Poggendorff, 
II, 170.-Prandtl.-Riccioli, I, xli, II, ISZ..J. 13, 26, 28, 87, 134- Riccioli, II, 
152-3, discussed Maestlin's observations for parallax in the nova of 1572; II, 
87, his work on the comet of 1577.-Scheibel, 74. 105, ng; and I, 321._.:.. 
Stimson, 36, 53-s.-Strauss, 328-3ss.-Thorndike, VI, 46-7, 76-8,3.-Vossius, 
192 (chap. XXXVI, §21), and 401 (chap. LXVIII,§ 13-4).-Weidler, 394. 
3¢.-Wohlwill, I, 18-g, 28-30, 190; II, 2, 3, 398. Maestlin's observations of 
moonlight are discussed in I, 255, 26o, 26r, 281, 297.-Wolf, I, 6g, II, 37 ff., 
42.-Wolf (1877), 179, 238, 249, 266, 282, 283-4. 286, 290, 291-2, 307-8, 332, 
351, 4o8, 433, 582.-Zedler, XXI, Sog-810. '· • 

For further information concerning Maestlin see th~ following references: • 
Geschichte der Astronomie, v. I, Chemnitz, 1792, p. JOI (author not 

ascertained). 
Apelt, Ernst Friedrich: Johann Keppler's a.rtronomische Weltansicht. 

Leipzig, 1849-
Barettus. 
Berti, Domenico: Copernico e le vicende del sistema copermcano in Italia 

nella seconda meta del secolo XVI e nella prima del XVII co"' -documenti 
inediti intorno a Giordano Bruno e Galileo Galilei. Discorso letto nella R. 
Umversita di Romain occasione della riconenza del IV Centenano di Niccol~ 
Copermco, Roma. Tip. G. B. Paravia e C. r876. 

BOk, August Friedrich: Abhandlung vo"' den Gelehrten Wiirlnnbergs, 
welche sich um die Mathematik verdient gemacht haben. Tiibingen, 1767. 

Breitschwert, ].L.C.: Johann Keppler's Leben und Wirken ••• Stuttgart, 
U)ftund, t8JI.' 

Crusius: In Annalibus Sueviae. 
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His importance lies partly in his accurate observations of the 
nova of 1572· and the comets of 1577, 158o and 1618, in his 
ephemerides and .in his Epitome Astronomiae,40 but more par-

: Delambre (1821). . 
Der Mathematiker Michael Miirtlin, Professor .n Tiibirtgm, der Lehrer 

Keplers. (DiOzestm-Archiv von Schwabm, v. 9: 26 (1892). This reference 
is from Schottenlober, II, I. 

Favaro, editor. II, III, X, XII, XVIII. 
Frisch, editor. The entire work is an excellent source for material con.;. 

cerning ~aestlin. , 
Frisch, Cb.: editor of Maestlin's Briefwechsel mit Kepler. 

• Gassendi. 
Giinther: Beitrage zur Geschichte des neveT"m M athemalik. Ansbach, 1881. 
Hansch, Michael Gottlieb (edithr): Epistolae o4 loannem Kepplerem ••• 

scriptae; i..serlis o4 easdem respon.siombus Keppleriani.s, ••• ottu tiOWm ••• 

nsmc primum cum praefatione de mentis Genn<IIWf'tml in Mat he sin, mtro
tluctione in Historiam Literariam saeculorum XVI. et XVII. et Jo. Keppleri 
Vita ••• ez manuscfiptis editum. (Lipsiae] cb I;, cc XliX. 

Hoffmann, Job. Jac.: Lexicon universale .•• Leyden, 1698- ;;. 
Madler, Johann Heinrich: Unter.sUChurtgen iiber die Fizsternsysteme, 

Part II, Mittau, 1848, 36. 
Reitlinger (Edmund)= Neuman---: Grunner : I ohannes Kepler ••• Part I, 

Stuttgart. 1868, 89 ff. 
According to Houzeau, 2751, and BOk, 91, Maestlin's correspondence and 

manuscripts are in the Imperial Library in Vienna. Houzeau said that 
Maestlin's works were on the Index of 11rohibited books. 

Students of English astronomy may be inclined to rate Thomas Digges 
ahead of Maestlin, but Digges' observational astronomy was secondary to 
hi~ . translation of the De revolutionibus and his popularization of the 
Copernican doctrine. 

40 The Epitome Astronomiae did not follow the Copernican doctrine, pos
sibly because of Maestlin's university position. It was written in the usual 
manner of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. For example, on page 73 
of both the editions which I have seen (Maestlin (1588) and Maestlin (161o)) 
one finds the "Argumentum" reading as follows: "Terra vndique a coelo 
aequaliter abesL Ergo est in medio mundi, & sic centrum Mundi." However, 
in the later editions of his work, Maestlin added a passage to the already 
existing appendix to the first book. This passage is in favor of the Copernican 
theories. Both the pagination and the running head over the pages make this 
appendix an integral part of the first book. The appendix can be found on 
pages 82 to go of the 1s88 edition and on pages 82 to 95 of both the 1610 
and 1624 editions. Information concerning the latter was kindly furnished by 
Dr. A. Pogo who used the H.C.L copy. The 1610 and 1624 editions seem 
to be identical from pages 82 to 95. The appendix in all three editions has 
the title "Appendix Tertiae Partis Libri Primi. De dimensione globi 
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ticularly in his teaching, his defense of the Copernican ideas, 
and his great influence over Johann Kepler. Thi~ influence ;was.· ' 
particularly noticeable in the latter's Mysterium Cosmographi
cum, which Maestlin saw through the press and to which he 
added an edition of Rheticus' Narratio Prima.41 This book ap
peared in 1 596 and attracted the attention of Tycho. The long 
corespondence between Maestlin and Kepler and the latter's 
repeated references to the former, as in the M ysterium Cosmo
graphicum, testify that Maestlin's influence over Kepler ex-. 
tended into the seventeenth century. In 16oo when Kepler wa~. 
forced to leave the Austrian provinces because of his refusal to 
become a Roman Catholic, Maestlin was one of those to whom ' 
he applied for advice.42 Maestlin had taught him the Copernican 
system, and at that time he was loath to ally himself with 
Tycho who did not believe in it. · 

Michael Maestlin was born. in GOppingen on September 30, 
1550 and died in Tiibingen December 20, 1631.43 As a young 

Terreni." The appendix to the '1588 edition deals with terrestrlat measure
ments. It can be found on pages 82 to 90 of all three editions, and seems to 
be the same in the 1588 and 1610 editions with but minor additions to the 
latter. The added passage might be called the "celestial" section. It is not 
present in the 1588 edition, but OCOipies pages 91 to 95 o{ the 1610 and 1004 
editions. It begins as follows: "Lubet hie ( exemplo aliorum quorundam) 
dimensiones altitudinum Sphaerarum Coelestium, iuxta coniecturam & cal
culum Aphragani, in gratiam Tyronum, subiungere.,. On pages 94 to 95 is 
the statement: " Inter caeteras rationes, quae Copernico de alijs hypothesibus, 
aliaque Sphaerarum Mundi dispositione, quae cum Ratione, cum Natura & 
Obseruationibus melius corresponderent, cogitandi occasionem praebuerunt,' 
haec incomprehensibilis & incredibilis in celeritate rapiditas, haua dubie non 
postrema, si modo non prima, fuiL" Dreyer (1906), 349-350. referred to 
this passage. 

41 llaestlin's name does not appear on the title-page of Kepler's book 
(Kepler (1596) ), but does appear at the beginning of the preface to the 
reader at the beginning of the Narratio Prima. This preface was dated 
October 1, 1596. Maestlin was mentioned throughout Kepler's preface, pages 
6 to 10. On pages 161 to the end, page 181, there is an appendix, by Maestlin, · 
entitled "De Dimensionibvs Orbivm Et Sphaerarvm Coelestivm Ivxta 
Tabulas Prutenicas, ex sententia Nicolai Copernici.,. 

42 Dreyer (189o), 2CJ7. 

43 Favaro, editor, XX. 478. Frisch, editor, I, 188, said October 16, 16,n . 
and Zedler gave the date as either 1631 or 1635. 
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man he went to Italy, where he is said to have been won over 
to the Copernican theory and to have influenced Galileo ... 

' 44 Gunther said that it• was not certain that Maestlin ever made such a 
trip, and that if he did, it ~as between 1571 and 1576. It is interesting to 
note (Favaro, editor, XII, 64) that Maestlin was not proficient in the Italian 
language. Maestlin is even supposed to have made a public speech in Italy in 
favor of the ·Copernican system. Weidler said that Galileo was impressed 
by Maestlin's arguments and won over to Copernicanism by them, although 
previously he had been· a follower of Aristotle and Ptolemy. Chalmers' dic
tionary, not a very reliable source, gave this same information, as did also 
Doppelmayr, who cited Vossius. Although Weidler as a rule seems to have 
been highly accurate, his opinion must be questioned in this instance. What 
seems to be the earliest statement to the effect that Maestlin won Galileo 
over to Copernicanism was made by Vossius. Wohlwill, too, referred to this 
statement by Vossius, but did not give it much weight. He discussed it from 
the point of view of Maestlin's development, doubting that at the time of 
his visit to Italy he could have been a sufficiently staunch supporter of 

' Copernicus. Perhaps Vossius' statement was the source of the others, par
ticularly since Weidler gave Vossius as a reference and since the statements 
of the two men are very similar. The following sentence is from Vossius, 
192, chap. XXXVI, § 21.: "lunior in Italia egit; ubi cum pro Copernicana 
sententia publice in Lyceo orationem habuisset ; Galilaeus Galilaeius, per
pensi~ ejus argumentis, etsi antea Aristoteli, & Ptolomaeo, penitus · addictus, 
postea 1>edibus, sive animo potius, in ejus ivit sententiam." The following 
sentence is from Weidler, 3!)6: "Natus ille est Goeppingae, in ducata [sic] 
Wirtenbergico, iuuenis egit ·in italia, ubi cum pro copernicana sententia 
publice in lyceo orationem habuisset, Galileus perpensis eius argumentis etsi 
antea Aristoteli & Ptolemaeo penitus addictus, postea in eius iuit sententiam." 
O.ne must conclude that the latter sentence was taken bodily from the former. 
The fact that neither the town in which the Lyceo was situated nor the year 
of the speecli is given might be considered suspicious, and certainly makes 
checking impossible. Giinther considered Vossius the originator of the tale. 
Perhaps a more thorough examination of Frisch's edition of Kepler's Ope,.a 
Omnia or of Favaro's edition of Galileo's writings and Favaro's and others' 
works about Galileo would cleat: up the point, but prob~bly not. The story of 
Maestlin's journey to Italy is- obscure, but the question can well be left to 
some future treatise devoted to Ma~stlin. Such a piece of work would be 
worth while. Galileo, not born until I$64. must have been a mere child and 
not interested in scientific cosmogonies when Maestlin was in Italy. Giinther, 
as well a's Wolf, pointed to the extreme youth of Galileo at the time of 

· Maestlin's supposed trip; and in criticising the statement by Vossfus, Giinther 
quoted Favaro as saying that Maestlin and Galileo do not seem to have been 
personally acquainted. Eveq during =!- large part of his lectureship at Padua, 
Galileo still taught the Ptolemaic cosmogony. It is possible that, when he 
grew up, he heard of a speech by Maestlin, and it is probable that he heard 
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However, Maestlin's observations of the nova of I572 and the 
comet of I 577 really made him believe in the new systertt,45 

and furtherrilore, with him it, was no longer a hypothesis. 
Maestlin studied mathematics and theology at Tiibingen. In 
I 576 46 he took the office of deacon at 'Backnang in Wiirtem
berg. Wolf 47 said that Maestlin was a pupil of Philip Apian at 
Tiibingen and later succeeded him.48 In I.580 Maestlin became 
professor of mathematics at Heidelberg and in 1 584 49 at Tub-· 
ingen. There Kepler was one of his pupils. Maestlin's influence 
through his teaching and his writings 50 must have been enor: 

and read about Maestlin, as did all the astronomers of the time. Wolf, too, 
(Wolf, II, 37 ff., 42 and Wolf (1877), 249), doubted Vossius and made 
the point that there is little reason to suppose that Galileo would refer in 
his Dialogue on the Two Principal Systems to a comparatively unknown man, 
like Christian Wursteisen or Vurstisius, as the man who early lectured on 
Copernicanism in Italy if he himself had really been influenced by Michael 
Maestlin. For additional information concerning Wursteisen see Wolf (1852). 
This article gives further references for Wursteisen and discusses Galileo's 
conversion to Copernicanism by either Maestlin or Wursteisen. Stimson, 53-5, 
said that the dialogue on the two systems gives the only source of information 
concerning Galileo's conversion to Copernicanism. Brewster, 1o-i3, too, cited 
Vossius as the source of the story of Maestlin's speech converting Galileo, 
but he did not go so far as to say that the dialogue gives the true account 
of Galileo's conversion. Galileo's indebtedness to Wursteisen seems taken for 
granted, although information concerning it rests on a dialogue in which 
the speaker, Sagredo, does not necessarily speak for Galileo himself. It is 
often mentioned casually in general writings on Galileo, such as Miiller, A.: 9. 
It seems unlikely that Maestlin's journey to Italy can be credited with 
Galileo's conversion to Copernicanism. However, it is somewhat surprising 
to read Favaro's statement (Favaro (1876), 8) that Maestlin was but 
slightly acquainted with the Copernican theory. 

45 This was stated by Wohlwill, I, 18, and also, which is' more· important, 
by Maestlin, himself, in his book on the comet of 158o, where this later 
phenomenon was on the list of tho'se which showed Maestlin the untenability 
of the Peripatetic doctrine. See Thorndike, VI, 8o-1. 

46 ]ocher and Zedler said 1570. 

47 Wolf (1877), 266. 

48 Apian c;tied in 1589. 

49 ]ocher said 1583-

50 In addition to his book on the comet of 1577, Maestlin's works include· 
the following: 
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Alten4m esaffteff ftOtli Pontificialu Gregoriani Kalendarii, quo es ipsis 

fontibtU demonstratu,., quod M'VIIm kalendarium omnibsu .rvi.r parlibsu, quibsu 
quom rectunme re/o"'""ltum vef est, vel esse putatur', muftis modis ,.,.._ 
dosum n in ipsis fundamentu llitiosum sit ••• -Tubingae apud G. Gruppen-
bachium. t,S86. • 

Asusfuhrlicher' Berichlvon tlem allgemeynen Kalender ••• Sampl Erkliin4ng 
der rsewliche" asusgegangenen Re/o"'""ltion, vo" Bapst Gregorio XIII. 11ntl 
wo.r daroon zu halt en 1ey, e_tc •••• in N otwendige 11ntl gr'untltliche Betlennckhen, 
Vo" dem allgetiJtinela., 11hralte" ••• Romuche" Kalender ••• Sampl Erkliinmg 
untl Widerlegung dess t~ngegr'Untlten t~tmd unnohtwentligen neuwen Bapstuchen 
Kalender's • •• durch etliche hochverstendige Theologen t~nnd M athetnaticos 
•• • besch,rieben t~nntl erklaret. Heydelberg, 1584- (This title may be merely 
a•variation of.the title directly-below.) 

All#juhrlicher vntl Gr'Untltlicher Bericht V em der allgemainen /lind nu~t
mehr bey sechtzehen Huntleri loren /von detn erstnt>Keyser Julio I bUs afll/ 
jetzige ~~rtsere Zeit I im gantzen H. Romuchen Reich gebrtJ#Chter Jarrech
nung ode,. Kalender'/ [,. wo.r Gestalt er an/&nglich gwesst /lind wo.r du,.ch 
laKge der Zeit fur Irthumb dare:YK seyen eyngeschlichen. ltetK 'obI lind wie er 
widtn4mb oh" merckliche ver'Wit.rzung z11 verbesseren were. Sambi erklan4ng 
der rsewen Reformation/ welche jetziger Bapst 811 Rom Gregorivs XIII. in 
demselben Kalender hat angestellet /lind a" llilen Orlen eyngefuhret I V ntl 
was darvon euhalten seye. Gestellt dwch M. MichaeletK Maestlinvm Goep
pingeruem,,Matheseos Professorem 811 Heydelberg. (at end: Getruckt in der 
Churfurstlichen Statt Heydelberg I durch Jacob Muller I im Jar M. D. 
LXXXIII.) (This title is taken from a copy of the book in the N.Y.P.L.) 
, ,Beobachtungen des neUeJt Sterns ;,. der Casnopea, 1573-

Bericht von der AllgetKeinen lind n11n mehr bey I6oo. Jahren I vo" detK 
ersten Kayser Julio bUs a~~ I/ jetzige Zeit "im gantzen H. Rom. Reich gebrauch
ter Jarsrechnung oder Calender I in was Gestalt er anfanglich gewest lind 
was dwch lenge ller Zeit fur lrrihumb darinn sind eingeschlichen I ltetK ob 
lind wie er wiedtn4mb ohn merck lie he verwit'n4ng 811 verbesserK were. Heydel
berg bey Johan Spiess. 1583. (This item may be the same as the second 
item on this list) 
· ChroMlogicae theses et tabulae breves contractaeq~, ad investiganda tetK

pora hutoriarum et epochan4m porunmarum, praeserlim sacran4m • •• editae 
studio et c11ra Samuelis Hafmrelferi, ..... cum exegen quaestionum chroKO
logican4m .. • Tubingae, typis P. Brunii, 1646. (First edition, Tiibingen, 1641.) 

Consitleratio et observatitJ ·cometae aetherei astroKOmica, qui anKO I:;8o, 
meruibtU octobri, novembri. et decetKbri, in alto aethere apparuit. ltetK, de
scriptio terribilium aliqrwt et porleruon4m chasmatum, quae his annis Ij8o 
et Is8I conspecta sunt •••• Heidelbergae, excudebat J. Mylius, 1581. 
• De aslroKOmiae principalibtU et primu fundafftefftU. Heidelbergae, 1582. 
· De cometa anni I6I8. Tiibingen, 1619. 

De Dimeruionibvs Orbivm Et Sphaerarvm Coelestivm lvsta Tabu/as 
Pn4ntenicas, es sententia Nicolai Copernici, printed as an appendix, pp. I6I

I8I, in Kepler's ProdromtU DUsertationvm Cosmographicarvm (1596) (See 
below, Rheticus' Narratio Prima.) 
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Defensio alterius sui examinis, quo' ex ipsis fuHdamentis demor&Strt~Vtr'ot, 
quod Gregorianum N Of/lim Kalefldarium. :. to tum .sit vitio"""!"• odvernu 
et~jusdam Antorm Possevini, jesuitae." ineptissimas elllSiones, ••• Tubingae, 
apud G. Gruppenbachiwn. 1588.' . 

Demor&Stratio astroJJOmica Loci Stellae nouae, tum respectu CeKtri Murwli, 
tum resputfl Sig.Uferi et Aequinoctialis. . 

Dialexis Gertntmica, 1583-
Disputationes tres·astronomicae et geographkae. ~iibingen. 1592 (Accord

ing to Houzeau, 2748. there was a German translation of-this work printed 
in 1619 under the title "Problema astronomicum, die· Situs der Stemen. 
Planetarum oder Cometarum zu observim (par Begem).") 

Divino Rectoris Astrorom Favmte Nvmine, De Astronomiae PriPJcipalibvf 
Et Primis FV!Uiammtis Dispvtatio od discutierulum fwoposita., t1 M. Michaele • 
Afaestlino Goeppingmsi, Matheseos in IJII.Iiquissima & incl:yta 4cademia 
Heidelbergm.ri professore, in Auditorio philosophko, od diem 20. latJUarij. 
Respondmte Hieremia Jacobo 1!lmmsi. l!eidelbergae Excudebat lacobus 
Mylius. M D LXXXII. (This title-page was copied from the copy in the 
N.Y.PL.) . • 

Disputatio de eclip.n"bqs Solis et Lurwe. Tiibingen. 1596-
Disputatio de multivariis motuum planetarum apparmtibus irregulo.ritati-., 

bus. T iibingen. 16o6. ' 
Ephemerides novae, ab anM salutiferae incarnationis I577- od cm~~Vm I,590. 

Supputatae ex tabulis Prutmicis. Tiibingen, 158a. 
Epitome Astronamiae, Qva Brevi Explicatione Omnia, Ta~Ad Sphaerit:am 

quam Theoricam eius partem pertinentia, ex ipsius scimtiae fontibus deducta, 
perspicue per quaestiones traduntur CoJ&Scripta perM. Michaelem Maestlinvm., 
Goeppingensem, Mathese.os i11 Academia Tubingensi Professorem. lam '"'"" · 
ab ipso Autore diligmter recogflita. · CUill Priuilegio Caesareae Maiestatis. 
Tvbingae, Excudebat Georgius Gruppenbachius. Anno 1s88. (Dreyer (1go6), 
350, gave the Tiibingen 1588 edition as the first. Houzeau, 2747, listed octavo, 
editions for Heidelberg 1582, Tiibingen 1588 and 1593 and also later editions. 
Hoefer gave the dates for the Heidelberg editions as 1s8z and xs88 and said 
that the Tiibingen editions were 1593 and later. Delambre (1&n), I, 312-3, · 
spoke of the Tiibingen IS88 edition. Cat. Belg., 38g. listed a Heidelberg 
1582 octavo edition. Gesner (1583), 6rq, listed the Heidelberg 1582 edition. 
The title for the work as given above is taken from the copy in the reserve 
room of the N.Y.P.L. The words "lam nunc ab ipso Autore diligenter 
recognita" show that the 1588 edition was' not the -first.) 

Horologiorum solarium sciatericorum in .ruperficiebus plcmis deseriptionis 
uKiversalis informatio. (According to Doppelmayr, this is a manuscript found .. 
among those of Praetorius. However, Poggendorff listed it just as though 
it had been printed. although he gave no date of publication.) 

Judicium AI. Jfoestlilli de opere astroJJOmico D. Frischlirsi. (dated from 
Tiibingen. January 18, 1586, but not printed). 

Perpett~ae dilflcidationes Tabularum Prutersicarum coelestium MOhlllm. 
Tiibingen. 1652-
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mous. He is said to have been the first to explain correctly the . 
ashen color of moonlight after new moon,111 and, indeed, made 
many observations of the moon. 

Maestlin's observations of the nova of 1572, although made 
without elaborate instruments, are exceedingly accurate. He 
picked out four stars such that the nova was at the intersection 
of two lines, each drawn through two of the stars. He held a 
thread before his eyes so that it passed through the new star 
and two of the others and thus assured himself that the nova 
did not move relatively to the four stars during the daily revo
lution of the heavens. From this he concluded that it had no 
parallax and was among the fixed stars, which _according to 
Copernicus were extremely distant.C'2 Maestlin also observed the 
nova of I 004-

Regiomontanus' Ephemeriden, (a commentary). Tiibingen, 1582. Second 
edition, 1610. · 

Rheticus' NOITalio Prima, new edition in Kepler's Prodromus Disserl4-
tiomma Cosmographiccsrr.'fft, C011finens l.f:ysteri'llfft CosmographiCTJm, De 
Admirabili ProPo/fiOJJe Orbivm Coelestivm, Deqve Cavsis coelorvm '*meri• 
magnilt4dinis, motuumqve periodicorum genuinis & proprijs, Demonstrat'llfft 
Per Qvinqve reguiaria corpora Geometrica, A. 1.!. Joanne Keplero, ••• 
Tvbingae Excudebat Georgius Gruppenbachius, Anno M. D. XCVI. (This 
title was copied from the title-page of the copy in the reserve room of the 
N.Y.P L. For the complete title see the bibliography of references for this 
dissertation.) 

S:J110Psis chronologiae sacrae. Lunebourg, 1642. 
Theses de Eclipsibus, 16o6. 
Tractatv.i brevis de dimensi011e Triangulorum rectilineorum & sphaericorvm. 

(According to Doppelmayr, this is a manuscript found among those of 
Praetorius. However, Poggendorff listed it along with Maestlin's other works, 
but without a date of publication.) 

51 According to Houzeau, 2749. and Wohlwill, I, 26o, this was in Maestlin's 
Disputatio de ecclipsibus Solis el Lunae (Tiibingen, 1596). Leonardo da 
Vmci's explanation of earthshine on the moon had lain buried in his note
books. 

52 See Brahe, III, sS-62, where Maestlin is quoted at length and a diagram 
is given. Maestlin also described this method of observation in his tract on 
the comet of 1577 (item 70 of appendix, 21-2). See the summary of chapter V 
of that work, given below, and Dreyer (189o), sg. Geoffrey of Meaux, as was 
said in chapter I, above, in observing the comet of 1337 used a method similar 
to Maestlin's. Geoffrey observed the fixed stars nearest the comet. drawing 
circles to them from the poles. 
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Maestlin's work on the calendar, a subject which has ab
sorbed the interests of many able scientists, was considerable. 
He corresponded with Kepler on the ·subject. 53 Tycho's libr~ry 
contained at least one book by Maestlin on the calendar, and, 
also Clavius' ariswer to it.6

i 

Tycho spoke at length of Maestlin. 65 His book on the nova 
of I572 speaks of Maestli~'s observations, and the De Mvndi_ 
Aetherei ... Phaenomenis, book II, chapter 10, discusses Maest
lin with three other astronome~s who had acknowledged that 
the comet of I 577 was b~yond the lunar orbit, praises him in 
glowing terms, and deals at length with his observations of that 
comet. Tycho considered Maestlin's book chapter by chapter, 
and analysed hi~ observations, comparing them with his own. 
Tycho particularly commented on Maestlin's dest;ription of the, 
comet's tail and referred to the• elder Gemma's translation of 
Apian on the subje~t of comets' tails. At the same time Tycho 
spoke of other observations by Maestlin, such as, those of the 
comet of 1580. However, as Riccioli said and as we shall see 
below, Maestlin believed that some . comets were above the 
moon, others below it. 

Maestlin was in contact with other astronomers of his time; 
as is shown by his controversy with Hagecius,56 in which 
Tycho sided with Maestlin. Controversies of this type clarified 
the opinions of the more able astronomers of the time and aided 
materially in advancing the knowledge of cometary theory. It 
must be remembered that advances in scieqce are accepted grad-
ually, not instantaneously. . 

The importance of Maestlin's treatise on the comet of I 577 
was recognized by his contemporaries, especially by Tycho. It 

53 See Janssen, V, 345, which cited Frisch, editor, IV, 6 ff. 

54 Prandtl. A copy of Clavius' answer can be found in the N.Y.P.L. See ; 
the bibliography of references below. 

55 See Delambre (1821), I, 225 ff. as well as Brahe, especial(y IV which 
contains Tycho's De Mvndi Aetherei .•. Phaenomenis. , , .. 

56 See item 49 of appendix and the summary of that item in chapter IV, 
below. Dreyer, editor, gives information concerning Maestlin's correspondence. 
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was ~reqtlently cited by later writers on comets.11 The work,18 

published the year after the comet's appearance, when Maestlin 
was in Backnang, was a scholarly treatise, intended for schol
ars, and written m the Latin language. It emphasized the posi
tion of the comet "in the. sphere of Venus," that is, further 
from the earth than the moon. 

In ·the dedication of his book, Maestlin talked of immortality 
• achieved through deeds. Those, he said, who helped humanity, 
such as Alphonso of Spain, Alexander the Great,· and Aristotle 
and those who brought glory to the Church hve kept their 
~es alive. Maestlin dedicated his book to Duke Louis in rec
ognition of the liberal attitude. of that ruler' an~ in gratitude for 
the assistance he himself had received in pursuing his mathe
matical and astronomical studies. He listed, with respect, the 
great astronomers, Hipparchus, Ptolemy, Albategni, Peurbach, _ 
Regiomontanus, and Copernicus, whose observations, he said, 

. can be calculated and reduced. Furthermore, he was not forget
ful of his religiotis affiliations,59 despite his sci~ntific interests. 

Maestlin spoke of the comet as furnishing an opportunity to 
show the glory of God rather than as an evil omen. In the first 
chapter of his treatise on the comet, not relying on past observa
tions of such bodies, he announced that the comet would be 
shown to be, not in the elementary region of the world, but in 
the sky. Although he knew of past accounts of comets with ir
_regular motions, he found that this one had a definite motion. 
He believed that the. comet and its streamers were the largest 
ever heard of, s~ce they extended 30° and the comet of 1531 
covered only 20°. He described the comet of 1577 as a terrible 
sight which caused men to stand in rapt admiration and to turn 
·to prayer. He said that it was whitish in color and later turned 

, to a leaden hue and that the streamers or tail were turned away 
from the sun, and were merely sunlight broken up by the body 

57 For example, Lubienski, II, 374-5, and Riccioli, II, 87. 

58 'item ;o of appendix. 

59 He was a Swabian Protestant by birth. See White, 184. 
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of the comet. Maestlin observed the comet on November t2th, 
when it was ~ot far frorri the bow of Sagittarius in the direction 
of the ecliptic in the first degree of Capricorn, and he told the 
positions of the planets at 'that time. The last day on which 
1\faestlin saw the comet, it was near two little stars in the chest 
of Pegasus. When he first saw the coma,60 it extended from the 
first degree of Capricorn past the stars in the clothing of Sagit
tarius toward the horns of Capricorn. He said that it was nar
row at the beginning and wider at the. end; that at its origin it 
was not as large as the comet's head; and that on November 
12th its beams extended to the head of Sagittarius. He stated 
the position ot the tail on November 17th, when the comet's 
head was near the star in tpe knees of Antinous, on December 
2nd, on December 6th and on December 31st. 

The second chapter was given over to a discussion of the 
time "of the comet's first appearance and its duration, both of 
which were uncertain. The uncertainty was partly due to inclem
ent weather. Maestlin observed the comet for the first time on 
November 12th and for the last time on January 8th, although 
he looked for it on the 14th. He thought that it had probably 
lasted from November 5th to January 1oth, and that Thurneys
ser could not have been correct in saying that he saw it on 
October 19th. 

Maestlin devoted the third chapter to a proof that the comet 
was not sublunar. He said that although the motions of heaven-. 
ly bodies had long 6een observed, nobody had thought that 
comets followed the same natural laws. Yet it .seemed unlikely · 
that God would have hidden this knowledge, since it is by His 
Divine will that man is able to determine the future positions 
of stars, just as he does when 'foretelling eclipses. Maestlin 
stated that in the previous century, Regiomontanus, whom he 
called " another Ptolemy," had taught" the method of paral
laxes for determining the distance of comets. Thus, said Maest
lin, we learn whether or not comets transcend the elementary 
world. He wanted to measure the comet's distance but thought 

60 Maestlin used the words " coma " and " cauda " interchangeably. 
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that the calculations of Regioniontanus could not be applied to 

the comet of 1577 because he himself had found no parallax in 
any part of the comet's daily revolution. Then Maestlin gave 
observations to show whether the comet was in the superior or 
inferior world. For, since no difference of parallax had been 
found, ~iaestlin concluded that the comet must be far above 
the moon. •1 He took into consideration only one observation, 
that of December 2nd ~t 6 P. M., when the comet was near the 
little stars in the nose of Equiculus,12 and gave the exact posi
tion of the comet with reference to the fixed stars at 6 and at 9 
P. M., and an entire day later. The comet's own motion was 
such that on December 2nd the comet was north of the stars, 
and on the 3rd, south of them. Considering this motion with 
regard to the observed positions of the comet at 6 and 9 P. M., 
he concluded that the comet by no means turned in the sublu
nary orb. He made a diagram with the earth at the center and 

_ two quadrants representing the sphere of the stars and a sphere 
at the supposed distance of the comet. He drew lines of sight 
from the center of the earth and from a point on its surface 
through points on the inner sphere and extended them to the 
sphere of the stars. He pointed out that the lines of sight from 
the two points of origin were identical in the case of a comet 
in the zenith, but that they diverged more and more the closer 
the observed body was to the horizon. He called the point where 
the line from the earth's center cut the sphere of the stars the 
" true " position of the body; the other point he called the " ap
parent " position, which, he said, is always nearer the horizon. 
Citing Ptolemy as his authority, Maestlin said that if the true 
place of the star is known and the apparent place is noted from 

61 • Interim vero ex illis obseruationibus colligi dabatur, vtrum in inferiori 
vel superiori mundo Cometa hie versatus sit. Etenim cum omnem parallaxeos 
differentiam excludat. omnino necesse est. eius distantiam i terra tantam 
fuissc; vt terrae crassicies ad eam vix comparabilis sit, sed -supra Lunam 
multis partibus exaltatus fuerit." 

62 • Equiculus" is a constellation just east of the Dolphin, near Pegasus. 
It is also called Equuleus. or Equulus, Equus minor, Equus prior, Sectio 
Equi, Hinnulus, and the little horse. (Zedle:, VUI, 14,58) • . 
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the observation, the distance of the observed body from the 
earth's center can be found, and that, 'even if the true place~ is· 
not known, that distance can· be computed by using the 
difference of parallax or the difference between the angular 
separation of the two lines of sight for two observations at dif
ferent heights above the horizon, just as was done by· Re~io
montanus. Maestlin thought the altitude of the star great 
enough to make the size of the !>emidiameter of the earth incon
sequential. In order to determine the difference in parallax, 
Maestlin used the observed distances between the comet and a 
fixed star at 6 and at 9 P. M. He found no sensible difference 
and concluded that the comet was beyond the lunar orbit. 

In Maestlin's fourth chapter the opinions of some who con
sidered the comet elementary were reviewed and refuted. Maest
lin did not believe that these men had made the necessary ob
servations or that they .could have made the necessary compu
tations in the short time which elapsed between their observa
tions of the comet and the publication of their works. He said 
that many of them wanted the comet to be elementary and made 
every effort to follow Aristotle. Maestlin thought those men 
worthy of indulgence who did not fight with reasons but fol
lowed this ancient authority, but he censured those who sup:
ported their arguments by geometrical demonstrations~ He, 
however, admitted that he himself, with all his careful work, 
had not easily been persuaded that the comet was aethereal. 

Maestlin mentioned a certain ma(l who boasted of having 
been Reinhold's disciple and who contended that the nature of 
this comet in no way disagreed with Aristotle's ideas. This 
man, according to Maestlin, tried to show that the comet was 
sublunar, using Aristotle's reasoning that all phenomena which, 
like the comet in question, cannot be moved so perfectly and· 
rapidly by diurnal motion as the moon, are below the sphere of 
the moon. Maestlin reasoned from· the motion itself and the 
parallax that the reverse was true, and cited Aristotle's De 
caelo et mundo, book II, chapter X, as bolstering his argument. 
Maestlin showed that if the reasoning given above to prove the 
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comet sublunar were followed, Saturn would be shown to be 
below the moon. He turned the argument to show that the 
comet was above the moon. 

Maestlin said tha~ others believed they could observe the 
parallax of the comet from its meridian altitude. He told that 
an o~server 63 found that the altitude of the comet was 46° and 
that of Aquila 36° at 5 on the afternoon of December' 6th. 
Maestlin added that this observer found from the Prutenic 
tables that the latitude of Aquila was 29° 10',64 which he added 
to the,difference in altitude, obtaining the value 39° IC/, and 
that he called those degrees rejected from the observed altitude 
the inclination of the equator or the parallax, namely 6° so'.85 

Thus this observer was cited as claiming the comet to be 8 
semidiameters of the earth from the, earth, or 6872 miles and 
some paces from the center of the. earth. 

Maes~lin wished to mention a few points before leaving the 
above demonstration for the reader to examine. He did not 
think that the obs~rvati6ns used were accurate, and showed why 
Aquila could not have been on the meridian at. the prescribed 
hour. He called' the subtraction .and the derived parallax in
congruous, the· one latitude being measured from the ecliptic, 
the other from the equator; and he disagreed with other me
ridian observations of the comet recorded by the same observer. 
He even suggested that the demonstration was imitated from 
the ninth chapter of Hagecius' book on the new star of I 572. 

Next Maestlin discussed N olthius' two observations of the 
comet on December 7th, one hour apart, the first giving the 

63 Accor<Ung to Brahe, IV, 213, this was Wi~ckler. 
64" Sc" and " Scr ", abbreviations for "scrupuli ", have been translated 

as "minutes'' throughout the summary of Maestlin's book, on page 14 of 
·, whicti was written "quadrante gradus, vel. IS. scr." Tycho used this meaning 
when discussing his own data (i. e. IV, go) and when discussing the data of 
others (i. e. IV, 2S4. 283, 338). See chapter IV, note 39. below, for a 
discussion of the use of "Aquila" as a point of reference. 

65 Maestlin's sentence (p. 13) is: "Hos gradus ex altitudine obseruata 
reiectos, appellat inclinationem aequatoris, quae sit ipsa parallaxis, scil. 6, 
gr. so. scr." Probably Maestlin was purposely quoting from one of the poorer 
tracts in order to prove his point concerning their poor quality. 
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altitude of the comet as 4I o 8' and the ·azimuth as 44 o 2 s' ;, the 
second giving the altitude as 33° IS' and the azimuth as '27° 
3d. Maestlin said that from these values, by the doctrine of tri
angles, following Regiomontanus, Nolthius computed that the 
parallax in the first observation was 4 o 59' and in the second 
5° 32' and thence concluded that the comet was eight and two 
thirds semidiameters of the. earth from the earth. Maestlin re
gretted these observations by an otherwise learned man, and 
set forth his own observations for. the same day. At 6 P. M., 
on December 7th Maestlin had found the oomet very near the 
straight line between the beak of Cygnus and the jaws of Peg
asus except that the line from the beak of Cygnus through the 
comet passed a semidiameter of the moon or IS' east of the jaws 
of Pegasus and that therefore the comet was west of the straight 
line through the stars. its apparent place was 22° 53' in Aqua- · 
rius with a north latitude of 26° 2'. The same night at 9:15 · 
Maestlin saw that the comet approached_ the line through the 
stars and was one third of the diameter of the moon east of its 
first place, the line from the beak of Cygnus through the comet 
missing the jaws of Pegasus at the east by scarcely one twelfth 
of a degree. Hence its position was 23° 2' in Aquarius, with a 
latitude of 26° 4'. Maestlin thought it evident from a careful 
consideration of these two observations that the comet had no 
parallax, as had been shown from the observation of December 
2nd. He said that the comet was further east, not further west, 
by the amount of its. daily motion, and that therefore its alti
tude was greater than eight or nine semidiameters of the _earth. 
Maestlin repeated the diagram of the previous chapter and ap
plied it to the particular case of the comet of I 577' to refute 
Nolthius' observations. Maestlin pointed out that at the time . 
when Nolthius made his obs~rvations the comet was at such 
an altitude that a slight error in observation would be many 
times multiplied in computation. Maestlin believed that the fault 
of Nolthius' work on the star of I572 arose from the same 
cause. Of this, said Maestlin, Regiomontanus had warned when 
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he observed the comet of 1475 (sic),1i relating it to the posi
tion of Spica. 

Maestlin realized that he was breaking with the Aristotelian 
tradition which placed comets in the air, so he said that Aris
totle wrote about comets in his own time and that then parallax 
was unknown. 17 Maestlin repeated the Aristotelian theory of 
comet generation, which he said could be applied only to comets 
in the elementary not in the aethereal regions. He thought that 
Aristotle would have changed it had he known of heavenly 
bodies found by parallaxes.'8. Maestlin seemed to think that 
some comets were elementary, others aethereal. He rejected 
Aristotle's theory and concluded that the generation of comets 
was a mystery,69 the key to which was held by God. 

· Chapter V concerns the method of observing the true places 
of stars, without instruments, by arithmetical calculation. 
Maestlin enumerated the instruments invented for observing 
the motion of the stars:· the plane astrolabe, the astrolabe or 
armillary sphere, the quadrant, and so forth, but said that he 
used none of them except a great quadrant, because he did not 
trust ·them. He .said that his custom was to observe the ·body, 
whose position he sought, with regard to four fixed stars, the 
longitudes and latitudes of which were known. He made the 
condition that any two of the known stars be in the same great 
circle with the observed body and the other two be in the same 
circle with it, and moreover, with care that the second circle be 
as much higher than the other as possible.70 Since one should 

00 This seems to have been Jacob Ziegler's error. See chapter II, above. 

67." ••• quanquam etiam tum parallaxeos indagandae ratio ignota fuit, ••• " 

68 " Dubium non est; si Aristoteles de aethereis per ·parallaxes inuentis 
certus fuisset ••• profecto sententiam conceptam mutasset." 

69 Tycho differed from Maestlin in regard to the generation of comets; 
and, discussing the latter's chapter 4. said (Brahe, IV, 213), "Ego materiam 
omnium Cometarum ·prorsus Coelestem esse iudico, siquidem etiam omnes 
in ipso Coelo generantur." 

'10 The body under observation would be at the intersection of straight 
lines between two pairs of stars. 
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not have faith in naked eye examination alone, said Maestlin, 
this affair can be examined by means of a straight rule 'as 
Gemma Frisius advised in chapter twenty-one of his book on 
the astronomical radius, because in this kind of observation it 
is useful to stretch a thread .in the line. This enables observation 
of the motion of the body in question relative to the known 
stars. From the longitude and latitude of thos'e four stars, said . 
Maestlin, the doctrine of triangles discloses the mutual section 
of their circles which is the true place of the celestial body. The 
remainder of the chapter is given over to two problems to il
lustrate the computations necessary for the above described 

I 

method. In the first problem there are given two right spherical 
triangles, .with one angle of one, in addition to the right angle, 
equal to one angle of the other. The sides opposite the equal 
angles also are given, as well as either the difference or the 
sum of the sides beneath those right and equal angles. It is re
quired to calculate both the sides and the equal angles. In the 
second problem a spherical triangle, not a right triangle; is 
given with two angles and the side between them known. From 
the third angle a perpendicular arc is drawn to the given side: 
It is required to determine the size of that perpendicular and the 
two sections it cuts on the given side [or that side extended] .. 

In the sixth chapter Maestlin recorded his observations of 
the comet's motion and showed from them under what circle 
in the firmament the comet proceeded throughout its appear
ance. He said that he did not care to write about the comet's 
meaning, concerning which much had been written, but he was 
interested in its position and motion. He felt that he could not 
rely on· predictions made by men who erred in the comet's posi-. 
tion and motion. In this connection he cited chapter II of the 
tract by Dasypodius. 71 According to Maestlin, some astronomers 
said that the comet was in the sixth degree of Capricorn on. 
November 12th, others that it was in the middle of that sign, and 
some that it was not far from the beginning of Aquarius. He 
added that a certain person claimed that on November 23rd · 

'71 See, below, the summary of Dasypodius' tract. 
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the comet was as much as 2° from the bright star in Aquila, a 
distance, which, according to 1\Iaestlin, was always more than 
10°. Maestlin noted differences in the recorded width of the 
streamers. He then gave his observations of the comet's position 
at six in the evening of November 12th with reference to cer
tain stars for which he gave th~ longitude from the first star 
in Aries and the northern latitude. From these values; allowing 
for equinoctial precession, he found the comet's place; 3° 43' 
in Capricorn, with a latitude of 7° 5'. He did likewise for his 
observations of November 17th, placing tht; comet',20° so 
in, Capricorn, with' a latitude of IS 0 26'. From similiar in
formation and by similar calculation he found the comet on 
December 2nd at 6 o'clock to be 17° 1'1 in Aquarius with a lati
tude-of 24° 46'. The same evening at 9 o'clock he noticed that it 
changed its position, following the signs; for, it receded from 
the above mentioned line toward the east by almost eight parts 
of a degree. Fro~ this he found it clearly shown that in both 
the observations those two stars formed a nearly right triangle 
with the coti:tet. At 6 o'clock the right angle stood by the third 
star of Equiculus but at 9 it was carried down to the comet. He 
found the comet to have a longitude of 28g0 33', of 17° 2s' in 
Aquarius with a northern latitude of 24 o 4'1· On December 
I Sth at 6 P. M. he discovered the comet in the same circle as 
the second star of Antinous and the eleventh of Pegasus, like-
wise in the same great circle as the second of Pegasus. and the 
eleventh of Cygnus. He added that he numbered the stars of 
Pegasus in the manner of Copernicus a~d Reinhold and he gave 
the longitudes and latitudes of the stars he mentioned. Maestlin 
said that up to that date he was uncertain whether or· not the 
comet's motion was regular. Therefore he began more thorough 
observations .. He found that on December I sth the comet's 
longitude was 301° 48', its place 29° 40' in Aquarius, and its 
northern latitude 27° 20. Moreover, on that day it was m the 
circle which led through the second star of Antinous and the 
eleventh of Pegasus. On November 24th at 6 P. M. 1\Iaestlin 
found it in the circle which passed through the second of An-
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tinous and the twelfth of Pegasus; likewise the circle from: the 
fourth of Aquarius through the comet divided the space be
tween the bright star and the fifth of Aquila nearly in half; 
whence the position was shown to be 5° 4i in Aquarius with 
a latitude of 2I o I8'. Hen~e, as iii the first problem above, it was 
concluded that the intersectibn of the circle of the comet was 
44° 48' distant from the first observation, and 68° 4I' from 
the last, which {ell nearly on 2I 0 o' of Sagittarius. The angle ~f 
obliquity in the same place was shown to be 28° 58'. He used 
the same calculation for the other observations, none of which 
deviated from the path of the circle. · 

On December Jist at 6 P. :M., at which time the comet had 
not yet receded from this circle, the line from the ninth star of 
Pegasus through the comet divided the space between the sixth 
and seventh stars of Pegasus nearly in half, being a little nearer 
the sixth than the seventh. He gave the longitude and latitude 
for the three stars of Pegasus and for the place between the 
stars in which was the circle of the comet. This gave the longi
tude of the comet as JII 0 38', and the position" as 9° 30' in 
Pisces with a northern latitude of 28° 32'. On January 8, I578 
at 6 o'cloCk, when Maestlin last saw the comet, it was in that 
circle which from the sixth star of Pegasus turns away for a 
bit fro~ the right shoulder of Cepheus into the south. For this 
star he gave a longitude of 340° o', and a latitude of 69° o'. H~ 
found the longitude of the comet to be 3I4° 40', its place 12° 
32' in Pisces and its latitude 28° 40'. On December 7th at 6 
o'clock the straight line from the first star of Cygnus through 
the comet was a semidiameter of the moon west of the first of 
Pegasus. But at 9:I5 those stars were almost in a straight line 
with the comet, the comet being slightly west, perhaps not be
yond a twelfth of a degree. He gave the longitude and latitude 
of the stars mentioned and the position of the straight line on 
which the comet was at 6 and 9 :I 5 P. M. Combining these with 
the circle of the comet he found the comet's longitude at 6 P.M. 
to be 295° I', its place 22° 25' in Aquarius and its latitude 26°· 
2'; and at 9:15 he found that the longitude was 295° HI, the 
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place 53° 2' in Aquarius and the latitude 26° 4'. From these 
~bservations the positions of the comet were found for the pre
scribed days. From them it was shown that the comet had fol
lowed one circle of the first and highest heaven, the obliquity of 
which was 28° 58', and which cut Sagittarius in the 21st degree. 
This circle he chose to call the circle of the comet, which ad
vanced from November 12th to January 8th from the 3rd or 
4th degree of Capricorn to nearly the. 13th degree of Pisces, 
increasing the northern latitude from 7° to nearly 29°, with a 
motion, apparently irregular, although in itself regular.72 

Next, 73 Maestlin explained how the sphere and circle of the 
heavens or of the upper world in which the comet moves is 
found, and what it is. He said that he had already shown, by 
the doctrine of parallaxes, that this comet by no means took 
its place in the elementary region of tl:te world. The circle in 
which all the observations fit emphasizes this. This chapter and 
the next, he added, will prove it by a third way, and will show 
the comet's position and size. He ga,ve a table showing, in the 
first column, ninety divisions of the above defined circle of the 
comet. These divisions may be considered positions of the comet 
in its circle. The, second column of the table gives the comet's 
longitude along the ecliptic; and the third, its latitude from the 
ecliptic. The table is preceded by a diagram showing an arc of 
the circle · of the comet and its intersection with an arc of 
the ecliptic. This intersection takes place at 21° cl o£ Sagit
tarius. In the diagram, a perpendicular dropped from the circle 
of the •comet onto the ecliptic represents the comet's latitude 
measured from the ecliptic. In the right triangle thus formed, 
one side, which represents the comet's distance from the ecliptic 
along the comet's circle; is known; and one angle is known, 
namely the obliquity of the .circle of the comet to the ecliptic, 
or 28° 58'. Maestlin also gave a table of the motion of the . 

'12 " ••• motu tamen (quoad app~rentiam) non vniformi, sed admodum 
inordinato : quanquam is in seipso regularissimus fuerit, sicut sequitur." 
The path was even but the rate was not uniform. 

73 Chapter VII. 
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comet in its circle, thus showing the unequal rate of the mot~on. 
Using book VI, chapter II, of Copernicus' De revolutionibus, 
where the boundaries of Venus are set forth, he came to the · 
conclusion that the comet was in the sphere of that planet. 

Unwillingly, indeed, as he put it, did he depart from the gen
eral opinion concerning the distribution of the spheres of the 
world. He stated the fundamentals of Copernicus' hypothesis. 
With a diagram he showed the sphere of Venus between the 
earth and the sun and said that the comet was in that sphere. He 
made allowance for libration. In his diagram the earth had a 
circular orbit about the sun. 

The eighth chapter describes the motion of the comet in its 
circle, and the apparent divergence from the equal and regul~r 
motion of a circle, and its distance from the earth. First Maest"' 
lin called attention to the small velocity of the comet' in No
vember. He said that the comet must be in the sphere of Venus, 
and by diagram and table showed its distance. from the sun on 
different days. He also gave a table of the inequality of the 
comet's motion. He had several diagrams for different dates, 
with the sun at the center, showing the comet's motion. From 
Copernicus he borrowed the use of a center for the comet's 
circle other than the center of the earth's. He showed the points 
of the comet's "apogee" and "perigee" 74 and the apparent posi
tions of the sun. Furthermore, the irregularity of the comet's 
motion was accounted for by having the comet move on a small 
epicycle within the sphere of Venus.75 For his diagrams 
he supplied the relative values of the distances, and final).y added 
that one semidiameter of the earth contained 86o Gerrnan miles. 

Chapter IX sums up, and supposedly clears up whatever was 
left unexplained in chapters II and VI. Desiring to· see what 
effect turbid air had on his observations. Maestlin re-examined 

' . 

74 The terms apogee and perigee are now exclusively applied to the orbit 
of the moon, and the more general terms, aphelion and perihelion, which 
can apply to any planet, would be used to describe the points on a comet's 
path which lie farthest from and nearest to the sun. • 

75 See note 10 in this chapter. 
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the figure for November 24th in the preceding chapter, in the 
light of observations on the 12th of November. Maestlin 
guessed that t}le comet was kindled at about 4 A. M. on No
vember 5th. He deferred to Johannes Praetorius in regard to 
the ultimate consumption of the comet because Praetorius had 
been f~vored by better weather following the appearance of the 
comet. The latter said that after the 1oth of January 1578 no 
shadow of the comet CO\lld be seen. Maestlin came to the con
clusion that the comet shone for 66 days and 12 hours; that it 
covered i 18° in its circle, but in the zodiac, three twelfths of the 
great circle and 23°, from 20° in Scorpio to IJ 0 in Pisces. He 
mentioned the constellations through which it passed. A table 
shows the mean motion of the sun, the distance of the comet 
from the mean sun, the ~otion of the comet in its circle, the 
longitude of the comet in the ecliptic, the latitude of the comet 
from the ecliptic and the distance of the comet from the center 
of the earth, for the morning and evening of November 5th and 
for the evening of each day thereafter through January 10th. 
At the close of the chapter Maestlin acknowledged his indebted
ness to Corpernicus' way of thinking and also expressed his ad
miration for the immense power and wisdom of the Lord. 
· The last chapter has no direct connection with the preceding 

nine. It deals with conjectures concerning the significance of 
this cometr is not important, and was barely mentioned by 
Tycho. Maestlin wished to steer a middle course between the 
types of astrologers; following_ those who have learned from 
trials over mapy centuries that eclipses of luminaries and great 
conjunctions of the superior planets are unlucky and that gen
eral changes have followed. These men, he said, discovered 
from history what dire events have followed the appearance of 
other comets. He repeated that comets were created by God, 
and he enumerated comets of the past and told what events they . 

'16 Thorndike, VI, 77, suggested that " Prediction of the future from the 
stars is slighted, not for- the negative reason that Maestlin considers it 
superstitious. •'• but because astronomical observation and measurement make 
a greater positive appeal to him." See also Thorndike, VI, 78. 
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were supposed to have signified, whence he drew very gen-
eral conclusions for the comet of 1577. ~ 

A third member of the group who considered the comet gf 
1577 further from the earth than the moon was Helisaeus 
Roeslin,17 but unlike the other pathfinders who likewise pub
lished books to uphold that contention, his main occupation was 
not astronomy. Like the illustrious Roeslin of the early six
teenth c~ntury, with whom he must not be confused,78 Helisaeus 
Roeslin was a doctor by profession. · 

In estimating what Roeslin added to the development of 
cometary theory by his book on the comet of 1577, it is neces
sary to have some idea of his standing and influence iri his 
corndtunity. There has been surprisingly little written about 
him. 79 Born in Pleiningen (or Plieningen) in Wiirtemberg in 

77 Bassaeus, I, 476.-Brahe, VIII, 206.-Dreyer, editor, I, xlii, IV, 251-
8, V, IIS, 323, VIII, 462.-Dreyer (x8go), 171, 274--Frisch, editor, I, 224.. 
228-9, 497-9, II, 399. Bog, IV; s. 169, 170.-]anssen, VI, 439-441>.-Jocher, Ill, 
2175.-Kepler, I, 64,. 2r5-287, 501-542, II, 15, 740, IV, 201-z(jg, VIII, 316.
Kestner, 716-7.-Le Long (1719), 8oo.-Pingre, I, 8.;..6.-Riccioli, II, 13, 28, 
87.-Scheibel, 1o6-7.-Schenck, 216-7.-Scheuchzer, 53.-Thorndike, VI, 74-
6, 79-Bo.-Zedler, XXXII, 465. 

78 Hellmann (1883), 620, confused the two men. 

79 The only recital of the details of Roeslin's life which is, at this writing, . 
available was quoted by Frisch, editor, I, 497-8, from Roeslin's own His
torischer, Politischer tmd Astronomischer noJurlicher Discurs von heutiger 
Zeit Bcschaffenheit, Wesen und Standt der Christenheit. •• , which was pub
lished in Strasburg in x6og. Janssen dealt only with the astrological aspects· 
of Roeslin's work, that is with the predictions from comets, which Roeslin 
considered signs placed in the heavens by God. He quoted at length from 
the Discurs, but from that work alone, and he drew his conclusions from it. 
He pointed out that Roeslin believed that botli good and evil could be. fore
told from comets, and that he distinguished between comets and stars, because 
the latter were concerned only with generalities whereas the former dealt with 
particular events and did not always have immediate effect but sometini~ not 
until the seventh year. Pingre was interested only in Roeslin's sphere of 
meteors; Dreyer, in his T;ycho Brahe, only in Roeslin's observations of the 
comet of 1577 and the system of the world, and in his edition of Tycho's 
Opera Omnia only in the points of contact between Tycho and Roeslin. 
Frisch similarly emphasized the controversy between Kepler and Roeslin, 
the discussions of the latter being, however, but incidental to the compre
hension of Kepler's works. Riccioli was interested in the comet observations. 
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the Filder region of Stuttgart in 1544, Roes lin began his studies 
and teaching in that capital (with ducal subsidy) and continued 
them at the university of Tiibingen where he received his doc
torate. In 1569, before entering into practice, he acted as a 
medical assistant at Durlach and Carlsbad, where Samuel Eise
menger 80 was his teacher in astronomy and where he also 
lear~ed some alchemy. He considered those two stu~ies very 
useful in the practice of medicine. He began his own practice 
in Pforzheim. There the pharmacist Groninger gave him good 

. practical guidance in exchange for theoretical instruction in 
chemistry, and they worked together and distilled medicaments 
which became· widely known throughout Germany. 

By that time Roeslin was already doubting Aristotelian 
philosophy and Galenic medicine. He was summoned by Prince 
G. Johann, Count Palatine of the Rhine,81 and became his 
physician in ordinary. Roeslin gave up his studies to devote 
himself to his medical practice. However, the star of 1572 
awoke in him the desire to find out its meaning. Therefore, he 
studied history and chronology. He mentioned having written a 
book,· Speculum Mundi or Weltspiegel, in 1579, which was 
printed in 1605. Because of uncertainty due to war, Roeslin 
left the mountains and went into the country, first to Zabern in 
Alsace and then Hagenau, but he remained the physician to 
Count Johann until the latter's death in 1592. In the meanwhile, 
in 1584, he :went into the service of the Count of Hanau.82 

He said that . Roes lin used the rude observations of Gemma and that his 
conclusions, like Gemma's, did not follow from the demonstration. Riccioli 
cited Tycho's discussion and added nothing to it. 

80 Frisch, editor, I, 497, citing Roeslin's Discurs. In spite of the difference 
in spelling the name, this may be the physician and mathematician, Samuel 
Eisenmenger, known also as Siderocrates. See Adam (1705), 114b-n5a; 
Allen, 253; Hellmann (1883), 593; Hellmann (1924), 29; ]ocher, II, 301-2; 
Smith (1917), 135; Thorndike, VI, 123; Zedler, VIII, 635. 

81 This count was among the powerful princes of Germany and had the 
electoral vote. Therefore, he could rightly be given the title ''Elector", 
although Roeslin called him "Fiirst ". 

82 Philip IV, who died in 1590, was count of Hanau ~n 1584-
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Roeslin also wrote, as he said, several theses concerning p~ys
ical things, De Opere Dei Creationis, which appeared in 1597· 
These were opposed by Ursus (or Reymers) and were again 
upheld by Roeslin in his Discurs. 

Prince Johann Augustus, Count Palatine in the Rhenish 
province, and Johann Reinhard, who became Count in Hanau 
in I 599, also took. Roeslin into their service and admonished 
him to pursue his studies and publish what he had so far dis
covered. At the age of fifty-eight he began the study of Hebrew 
and undertook to read the Cabala. To pursue those studies and 
better to serve his patrons, Roeslin left the city of Hagenau, 
where he had worked for twenty-six years, and went to Buchs
weiler,83 with the hope that his princely protectors would aid 
him. 

This much of his story Roeslin himself told in the introduc
tion to his Discurs. He died in 16I6, probably early in Septem- · 
her, for on the twenty-first of that month Maestlin, in a letter 
to Kepler,84 informed the latter that Roeslin had recently died 
and commended his soul to Christ. Maestlin had previously said 
of Roeslin, in a letter dated July 20, 16I3,85 that the man's in
tentions were of the best, but he doubted if they were always. 
sufficiently prudent. He considered the man wise but too obsti:
nate in his first conceived opinions so that instead of comparing 
reasons he merely collected them from all sides. 

Roeslin's activity as an astronomer began after the appear:-. 
ance of the comet of I577· His treatise on that comet,86 printed 
in 1578, was his first astronomical work.87 The observations 

83 In 148o Buchsweiler, or Bouxviller, became. subject to the Count of 
Hanau-Lichtenberg. See Brockhaus, III, 467. · 

84 Frisch, editor, I, 498. 

85ldem. 

86 Item 93 of appendix. 

f!:1 Roeslin's works, other than the tract on the comet of 1577, are: 
Disputatio de his, quae pertinent ad definitionem medicinae propositam a 

Galeno, etc. (Praes. I. Schegkio.) Tubingen, 1'569. Quarto. (B. M. catalogue, 
where the letters" Resp." stand before the title and might mean "·respondit ". 
The work was printed the year Roeslin left Tiibingen, where he received his 

.. 
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doctorate. The item is probably his doctoral dissertation, which he presented 
to Schegk, his examiner. See A.D.B. V, 21, article "Jacob Degen" by 
A. Richter; ]ocher, IV, 235-6, article" Schegk (Jacob)"; Hellmann (1883), 
424. The work was reprinted in 1611 with a work by]. R. Camerarius.) 

KtWts Bedenckm vo~t der EmendatiD~J dess Jars, durch Babst Gregorium 
dm XIII. fUrgmomm, vii vo~t seiMm Kalender, MCh ihm Kalmdarium 
Gregorianum perpetuum intitulierl, ob solcher de~t Protestierendm Standm 
ansu~Jtmm seie oder nicht. Mit angehencktem Progrwstico inn was seiten wir 
seien ••• ''"d was wir zugewarlen haben. Strasburg, ]. Rihel, [ 1.583 ?). Quarto. 
(Frisch, editor, IV, 5, and the B. M. catalogue, which also gives an edition 
of 1584. with a slightly different ti*, and lists them under the name of 
Lambertus Floridus Plieninger [see text below).) 

Des Elsass und gegen Lotringen grentzende~t wassgawischm gebirgs gele
genheit und comoditeten inn llictualien und mineralien, etc. Strasburg, B. 
Jobin, 1.593. Octavo. (H.C.L.; LeLong (17:19), 8oo; ]Ocher; Scheuchzer, 
53; Zedler.) 

Von dem wannen Bade zu Niederbrun in der Grafschaft Hanau. Stras
burg, Jobin, 1595. (]ocher, Kestner; Schenck.) 

Tractatw meteorastrologiphysicus, das ist auszrichtigem Laufl des 
Cometes. Strasburg, 1597. Quarto. (Cat. Belg., 2501, describing a copy in 
the Catholic University of Louvain; Houzeau, 2852; Hellmann (1883), 62o; 
Frisch, editor, I, 499, II, Bog.) 

De Opere Dei Creationis St'IJ De Mvndo Hypotheses ••• Frankfort, "Apud 
haeredes Andreae. Wecheli, Claudium Marnium, & Joannem Aubrium ", 
1597. (N.Y.P.L. Reserve. This is a quarto with siguatUies A

1
-G •. The 

pages are numbered 3 to 55 from A1 r to G• r inclusive. The preface is dated 
from Hagenau, August 24,. 1595. On pages 53 (marked 51) to 55, there are 
five diagrams of the systems of the world by the following five men: 
Ptolemy, Copernicus, Ursus, Roeslin and Tycho. The work seems to have 
'l:!.een reprinted in 1619, three years after Roeslin's death. In that year there 
appeared in Geneva an edition of Nicolaus Hill's Philosophia Epiror:ea, 
Democritiana, Theophrastica proposita simpliciter, it.on edocta which in
cludes a work entitled PanepistemoK by Angelo Politian and a work called 
C onclusiones by Pico della Mirandola. These are all paged continuously and 
the signatures are consecutive. The volume is a duodecimo. Bound with it, in 
the C.U.L., is a copy of the De Opere Dei Creationis with new siguatures 
and new pagination, but the type of the two sets of signatures is similar, 
and, although there is a bastard title-page, no date nor place of publication 
for Roeslin's work is given. It is also a duodecimo. The preface is not dated 
and there are no diagrams of the different systems.) 

V ermuthungeK von V eranderung des Regiments bis 16o4- Strasburg, 1597. 
Quarto. (]Ocher, Zedler.) 

Judicium oder Bedenckm vom Newm SterK, welcher dm 2. Oct. 
erschimm vnd zum erstenmal gesehm worden. Strasburg, x6o5. (Frisch, 
editor, I, 497.) 

Historischer, Politischer und Astrorwmischer naturlicher Discurs vo111 
heutiger Zeit Beschaf/eKheit, Wesen und Standt der Christenheit und wit 
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recorded in it attracted the attention of Tycho, who, in I 588, 
discussed Roeslin fourth on his list of observers of that comet.88 

Tycho considered Roeslin's work intelligent, but was not par
ticularly complimentary in his analysis of it. He did not con
sider possible the sphere of celestial meteors which Roeslin had 
invented as a compromise between ancient and modern opinions 
in an effort to account for the position of the comet with respect· 
to the rest of the universe.89 Roeslin's treatise on the comet was 
followed in I579 by his Speculum Mundi, the existence of 
which is substantiated solely by his own statement. In I580 he ' 
observed the comet then visible.90 In I583 there appeared a 
work on the calendar which was reprinted in I 584. It was, 
signed "Plieninger," and, considering Roeslin's birthplace, 

e.r ins kunfftig in derselben ergehen werde, aus Anleitung dero von anno 
16oo her am hohen Himmel erschienenen grossen Wunderzeichen, sonder
liche» dess Cometen.s anno 16o7 genommen &c. Allen Gelehrten in allerley 
Faculteten zu lesen, sowollustig und nutzlich, als menniglichm zur Warnung 
und Auffmunterung, gestelt durch H. Roeslin, Med. D. &c. Strasburg• 
IOO!). (Crawford library catalogue, II3, 388; Frisch editor, I, 228, 498-9, 
where the work is discussed.) 

Von der Mitniichtigen Schiffart, Strasburg, 1610. (Frisch, edit.or, IV, ·I69.) 
Mitterniichtige Schiffarth, von den Herrn Staden, inn Niderlanden vor 

XV. Jaren vergebenlich furgenommen, etc. Oppenheim, H. Gallart, I6n. 
Octavo (B. M. catalogue; H.C.L.; N.Y.P.L.; ]ocher.) 

Praematurae Solis apparitionis in Nova Zembla causa vera : et de 
magnete nonnulla J. G. Brenggeri : cum accurata instructione navigationi.r 
septentrionalis ad [ndias Orientales dertrae instituendae. Strasburg, C. 
Kieffer, 1612. Quarto. (B. M. catalogue; Frisch, editor, I, 498, where it is 
discussed, and IV, 169; Goldschmidt, catalogue 51; ]ocher. The N.Y.P.L. 
copy has been stored until after the war.) . 

Prodromus dissertationum Chronologicarum, das i.rt der Zeitrechnung 
halben ein aussfuhrlicher und grundtlicher Teutscher Bericht an Vnsern 
allergnadigsten Herrn, Matthiam den I. erwiihlten Romi.rchen Kaysern : 
das nemblich den Jahren vnd dem Alter vn.ser.r He"n vnd Heylandt.r Jesu 
Christi nicht 5 lahr zuzusetzen .reyen, wie Irer Kay.r. Maj. Mathematicu.r 
Johan Keplerus haben wil, .ronder mehr nit al.r fi.mff viertheyl Jahr &o. 
Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1612. (Frisch, editor, IV, 169, 170, 201, ff ;_]Ocher.) 

88 Brahe, IV, 251-8. 

89 See Pingre, I, 85-6 and chapter III of item 93, summarized below. 

00 Pingre, I, 86. 
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may be safely attributed to him.91 In I593 he wrote a geograph
ical description of Alsace and two years later a work on the 
warm springs in Hanau. In I 597 he wrote a Tract at us meteor
astrologiphysicus, dealing with the paths of comets, and the De 
Opere Dei Creationis mentioned above. 

By the latter work Roeslin again attracted Tycho's notice, 
as welt as that of the other important astronomers of the day. 
Roeslin claimed to have·invented independently a system of the 
world similar to the one which Tycho had put forth in I 588. 
Tycho, who was always angered by what he considered plagiar
isms, resented Roeslin's presentation of the new system. He 
pointed out that nine years had elapsed between the publication 
of his own book and Roeslin's,92 and he repeatedly referred to 
Roeslin's work as taken from his own.93 Tycho did not vent 
his anger solely against Roeslin. He was equally vehement to
ward Ursus, who, he thought, had taken the idea from him 
while on a visit to Uraniborg.94 In 1005 Roeslin wrote about 
the nova of the previous year and in I 6og he published his 
Discurs., in the third chapter of which he said ·that he preferred 
Tycho's system to Ptolemy's old one and to Copernicus' new 
one, because it agreed best with scripture and physics and be
cause he had thought of it before he had read about it elsewhere. 
He admitted, however, that he had seen Ursus' work, which 
he considered to have been taken froQl Tycho's. Roeslin did 
not like the changes of Tycho's system by Ursus, who permitted 
the rotation of the earth.95 

91 See the B. M. catalogue and Frisch, editor, ·IV, s. 
92 Frisch, editor, I, 224-

93 Brahe, I, xlii, V, 1 15, 323. VII, 206.. 

94 There is little to substantiate this latter assertion of Tycho's and 
even Kepler's defense of his master [16oo] (Kepler, I, 215-287) is only 
half hearted. Kepler (1, 64} mentioned the systems of Ursus, Tycho and 
Roeslin in a letter written in April, 1598. Ursus' book, which put forth his 
new system, apPeared the same year as Tycho's De Mtmdi Aetherei ••• 
P~mmU. . 

95 Frisch, editor, I, 228. 
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By 1609 Roeslin was launched in a battle against Kepler and 
also against Maestlin. To the latter he wrote that Copern~cus 
had opposed physical principles and scripture.98 Kepler wrote 
several answers to Roeslin's work, especially one answering 
the Discurs.97 Roeslin replied to him,98 and spoke 911 of five dif
ferent hypotheses of the world, by :J;>tolemy, Copernicus, Tycho, 
Ursus, and himself, and added that more people were attracted 
to the Tychonic than to the Copernican hypothesis.100 Roeslin 
had already made this distinction between the five systems in 
the appendix to his De Opere Dei Creationis. Roeslin's con
troversy with Kepler involved much more than the question of 
priority in formulating the Tychonic system. Among . other 
points, the date of the birth of Christ was in question. Also, 
Roeslin objected to some of Kepler's conclusions concerning the 
comet of 1577. Roeslin resented Kepler's correcting him in re
gard to a phenomenon which he had observed, and Kepler had 
not. The two also clashed over the interpretation of the nova 
of 1604. Fundamentally the ·dissension was due to Roeslin's 
inability to accept the heliocentric system of Copernicus (or 
more properly of Kepler) and to concede the motion of the 
earth. The battle with Kepler was entirely a friendly one. Kep
ler even said that Roeslin had been his teacher through some 
of his publications.101 Each man had respect for the learning of 
the other. Roeslin called Kepler his good friend and compat
riot 102 and praised him in the Prodromus for his work concern
ing Mars.103 Roeslin's difficulty lay in accepting radical changes 

96 Ibid., I, 229. 

97 Kepler, I, 495-542. 

98 Mitternachtige Schiffarth (Strasburg, 1610, Oppenheim, x6u); Prae
maturae Solis apparitionis in Nova Zembla causa vera (Strasburg, 1612); 
Prodromus dissertationum Chronologicarum (Frankfort-on-the-Main, x6xz). , 

99 In the Prodromus disscrtationum Chronologicarum. 

100 Friscft. editor, IV, 170. 

101 Kepler, I, 505. 

102 Frisch, editor, I, 499· 

103 Ibid., IV, 170. 
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in astronomical thought which the late sixteenth and early 
seventeenth centuries were ushering in, and, like many others, 
he sought a compromise. He said of himself that he was no 
astronomer/~ but that he desired to know how things work on 
earth and in the spheres.1011 He was well aware of the astronom
ical problems facing his contemporaries and he played an im
portant part in their solution. In evaluating Roeslin it should 
be borne in mind that· mustering the fa~ts in support of an 
opinion which, later proves to be wrong, is frequently an im
portant step in establishing a true theory.108 

The pr~face of Roeslin's tract on the comet of 1577 107 deals 
with omens of" our" times, especially of the year 1578. Roes
lin sa\d that some believed that the comet of 1577 was sub lunar 
and others that it was exactly like past comets. However, he 
singled out Gemma as having written a good book on the sub
ject. This is significant in determining Roeslin's keen powers 
of judgment, regardless of the fact that Gemma's observations 
have been considered too inaccurate to build upon.108 Of the 

. books treating the comet as supra-lunar, Tycho's, containing 
his own observations as well as those of. the Landgrave and 
others,· did not appear until 1588, but Gemma's, Maestlin's and 
Roeslin's books appeared in 1578, and Maeslin's work may 
have appeared after Roeslin's.109 Roeslin, in his preface, spoke 

104 Frisch, editor, I, 228, mentioned the distinction between "astrologer" 
and " astronomer " with regard to Roeslin, whom he classed as the first, 
and whom he called "medicus, etsi non astronomus ". 

105 Frisch, editor, I, 663, IV, 170. 

106 Gunther (1901) wrote on the compromise systems of the world with
out mentioning Roeslin, except as his name appeared once in a foot-note 
giving the title of a work ·by Kepler in answer to Roeslin. Roeslin does 
not deserve that oblivion. 

107 Item 93 of appendix. 

108 Dreyer (18go), 165-6. · 

109 Roeslin's book was finished after May 16, 1578, that date having 
been mentioned in the preface. Maestlin's work certainly appeared after 
February I, 1578, since, on the recto of E3, he mentioned Dasypodius, whose 
work on the comet of 1'577 contains a preface dated February I, 1578. 
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of the star of 1572 and of the two "chasms" in 1575, which 
were described by Gemma and were probably manifestations of 
the aurora borealis. Roeslin described an unidentified celestial 
phenomenon, similar to a comet, seen on December 5th, I 577· 
He also said that he had received a letter from Samuel Sidero
crates 110 about a phenomenon which occurred after sunset, at 9 
o'clock, on May 16th, 1578. Siderocrates described it as a tailed 
comet with two smaller comets following it. It soon· disap
peared. Others also observed this phenomenon, said Roeslin. 
He compared it to the star of 393 A. D. described by Nice
phorus, which, singularly, according to Roeslin, did not have . 
its tail turned away from th~ sun but rather fro~ 'the moon. 
Roeslin ~as especially interested in the position of the comet 
of I 577 between the " tropics," 111 and its beginning in Cassio
peia where the new star had likewise been seen. He announced 
that he would show in his book that the comet ~as not ele
mentary nor sublunar nor vulgar and natural but metaphysical 
and an exhibit of Providence, a sign from God. 

Chapter I of Roeslin's tract deals with the fundamentals of 
the time and position of the comet of 1577, its motion and 
boundaries. According to Roeslin, when the comet was first 
observed after sunset on November I 2th, its head was in the 
longitude of the sixth degree of Capricorn, with a latitude of 
4 ° from the ecliptic, toward the equinox. Roeslin first saw the 
comet on the 14th, situated above Saturn, about in the second 
degree of Capricorp, with a latitude of 7t0

• The tail was turned 
toward the " wintry place " of the sun, and extended as far as 

Maestlin was fifteen years younger than Gemma, and, in 1578, not nearly 
so well known. His work, even if it had just appeared, might not yet have 
been known to Roeslin. On October 18, 1578, after reading Maestlin's 
treatise, Roeslin wrote to him exhibiting great admiration for him and 
accepting his corrections. Roeslin even suggested that Hagecius might 
realize his error in giving the comet a parallax of s•. Roeslin's letter was 
printed in IS8o with Maestlin's ephemerides for 1577 to 1590- See Thorn
dike, VI, 7!)-So. 

110 See above, chapter III, note So. 

111 The comet moved between those two circles. 
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the horns of Capricorn, in the extremities of that sign. The 
comet stretched nearly 20°, with a curve toward the meridian. 
Roeslin concluded that its daily motion was nearly 3° in longi
tude and nearly 2° in latitude, and that at its beginning, about 
the gth of November, when it was first visible at new moon, it 
was in the winter solstice on the ecliptic. Roeslin said that the 
material of the comet was collected in October in the twentieth 
degree·of Capricorn near. the ecliptic. Thence retrograde motion 
drove it through the head of starry Sagittarius as far as the 
galaxy and the solstitial colure. In contact with this it was 
nearly stationary, or at least had a slow motion in latitude, in 

·the beginning of ~ovember at new moon. On the gth day of 
that month it moved toward the equinox through the other de
grees of the sign and on the 14th passed Saturn in the direction 
of Antinous, and was beneath Aquila, so that it went out of 
Capricorn at the greatest solar declination, 23 °, and arrived in 
the equinoctial circle, which it passed about the 21st of No
vember, thus having traversed 30° of longitude from the be
ginning of Capricorn. Then it was 20° in latitude from the 
ecliptic, extending its tail close behind the longitude of the 
equinox towards the equinoctial position of the sun and towards 
the moon, then situated in Aries. Roeslin believed that from 
there the comet's motion was in a straight line from the sun's 
position at the beginning of winter toward the summer solstice, 
which he called the line of the comet's motion or the place where 
the middle of the tail stretched. After reaching the middle of 
Capricorn it began to decline and turned its course toward 
Cassiopeia. Roeslin remarked on the direction of the comets' 
tail, " to~ard the summer rising of the sun". He continued to 
record his observations and once remarked on his agreement 
with Gemma. He told how many days the comet was visible in 
Capricorn, in Aquarius, and in Pisces. Then he gave a table of 
the motion of the comet, including its longitude from the begin
ning of Capricorn, its latitude from the ecliptic, and its declina
tion from the tropic of Capricorn, 112 partly from his own and 

112 See note 19 in this chapter. 
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partly from Gemma's observations. The table covers the t~e 
from November gth to January -14th, and also tells in which 
constellation the comet was situated on given dates. 

Chapter II is concerned with the ." proportional motion " or 
rate of the comet. Roeslin said that in the beginning the longi
tude was one and a half times the latitude or declination, which 
were equal. Then the motion in longitude and in latitude be-. 
came unlike by an " imperfect " proportion, but they soon re
turned to a " perfect " proportion, having a common multiple. 
For this information Roeslin gave what he called a "table of 
the proportions of the true motion of the comet according to 
the longitude and latitude and declination," giving the values 
for the motions in longitude, latitude, and declination, and the 
ratio of each to the others. Then he considered the motion with 
respect to the straight line between the " winter and summer 
settings," obtaining ratios which he called more nearly perfect, 
and he gave a table which he called a " table of the proportions 
of the mean motion of the comet according to the longitude and 
latitude and declination ".113 However, what he was really try
ing to find was the rate of the' comet's motion in longitude and· 
latitude. Roeslin concluded that the rate of change of the 
comet's motion was constant and uniform, and began to wonder 
what caused that motion. He made use of Gemma's work on the 
nova of 1572. Roeslin decided that the comet was moving to
ward the place where the nova had been. He noticed that in 
the beginning the comet moved rapidly, in the middle more 
gently, and at the end most slowly. He made a table to show the 
number of days the comet required to cover the 30°, each, of 
the signs Capricorn, Aquarius, and Pisces and the number of 
days needed by the comet to·move I2° in those signs, basing 
his figures for Pisces on the fact that in twenty-one days less 
twelve minutes the comet covered the first 12° of t~t sign.114 

113 These proportions were "dupla ", "sesquialtera ", and "sesquitertia ". 
114 In the table Roeslin said that the comet required twenty and four

fifths days for 12° of Pisces, and in the text he gave, once twenty-one days 
less twelve minutes, and once, twenty days and forty-eight minutes, as 
the required time. 
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In the text Roeslin took into consideration Gemma's ohserva· 
tions of the twenty-six days required by the comet to traverse 
15° of Pisces, which covered the time up to January 13th. 
Roeslin gave two more tables representing the proportional 
motion of the comet. 

The third, and most unusual, chapter of the book concerns 
the sphere and circles of comets and the poles and axis.1111 Roes
lin thought it essential~ since the comet had its own regular 
motion from west to east in addition to the diurnal motion of 
.the h~vens, that it have its own circle, an arc of which it must 
describe. Th~refore, he suggested a sphere of comets to be de· 
termined by using the center of this arc and three fixed points. 
Judging from his observations of the comet of 1577, he con
cluded that the first point would of necessity be Shedir, the 
bright star in the breast of Cassiopeia; 116 the second point 
would be the two stars in the chest "of Pegasus which the comet 
reached and where he believed it to have been extinguished; the 
third point would be the position of the head of the comet ~n 
November 14th, when Roeslin first observed it above the head 
of Sagittarius about 2° in Capricorn, at the northern latitude 
of approximately go. The circle determined from these three 
points had .its center in the solsticial colure, like the center of the 
zodiac and the world, exactly opposite the pole of the world and 
23!0 from the pole of the zodiac. The circle cut the solsticial 
colure 8° above the point of the winter solstice. To allow the 
comet to stretch out in length and width it was necessary to 
give this circle a width of go on either side, thus presupposing 
a band, like a zodiac, 16° wide. However, this band was not to 
surround the whole universe like the zodiac or the equator but 
was to be like the small tropic circles, having in the middle, a 

115 Chapter III has the title~ " De Sph~ra & Circulis Cometarum, de 
Polis item & Axi." 

116 " ••. primum ergo punctum sit Scheder seu pectus Cassiopeiae, ••• ". 
Scheder, Seder, Schedir, (or Shedir) is a star of the third magnitude 
(see Zedler, XXXVI, 985). 
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semidiameter of 6o0
•
117 The width of the band allows for:the 

' comet's motion in latitude and longitude and the comet was at 
all times within the band. However, there is a vertical motion 
of the comet, which Roeslin said Gemma had shown by stating 
the variation in the comet's distance from the earth. In order 
to save this motion, Roeslin proposed an additional circle or 
epicycle, with a maximum parallax of 40'. He added that in the 
past comets had appeared in this sphere of meteors and cited 
Joachimus Camerarius on the comet described by Synesius, 
Nicolaus "Bruckner" on the comet of 1533, Vogelin on that 
of 1532, and Johannes Homelius 118 on that of 1556. The fact 
that Roeslin's circle of comets cut the ecliptic in the equinoctial 
points, through which the Milky Way does not pass, allowed 
for the motion of the comets of 1556 and "1475". Roeslin cited 
the description by Regiomontanus of the earlier comet. In order 
to be still more explicit concerning the sphere of comets, Roes
lin wanted to fix the positions of its poles and axis. Its pole was 
on the axis of the zodiac, 30° from the pole of that circle, and 
00° from the autumnal equinox. Roeslin felt that he could not 
describe the axis of the comets better than by the circle which 
extends from its poles through the two equinoctial points. How
ever, he made three further computations to fix the axis and 
finally concluded that he had sufficientfy defined the sphere. 

Then 119 Roeslin dealt with the similarity, which he described 
as symmetry, between the comet and the star [of 1572l and 

117 Roeslin's phrase is "sed erit instar parvorum circulorum Tropicorum, 
cum Semidiametro 6o graduum exacte in medio". Pingre, I, 86; interpreted 
Roeslin as imagining a sphere of meteors " determinee par un cercle trace 
autour du pole du monde a la distance de 6o degres .•• ". 

118 Homelius' ( ISI8-IS62) became professor of mathematics at ·Leipzig 
in 1551. His observation of the comet of 1556 was also mentioned by 
Tycho and Praetorius. The name can also be spelled "Hommelius ", as 
Roeslin did, "Homilius", as Dreyer (189o) did, or "Hommel" or 
" Hummel ". He was the mathematician under whom Scultetus studied 
(see below, under the sketch of Scultetus' life). See Thorndike, V,397, VI, 4II. 

119 Chapter IV, which has the title, " De Symmetria, quam Cometa & 
Stella ad se invicem, & praecipua Coeli loca habuerunt, ratione Globi 
coelestis." 
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their positions in the sky with respect to the celestial globe. This 
discussion has little value for the present dissertation, except 
perhaps in that it illustrates one trend of thought and what 
might be called the persistence of Pythagorean influence. Roes
lin attempted to express the comet's motion in geometric pro
portion, in the manner of a musician. He maintained 120 the 
tenor by dealing with the relationship which the star and comet 
have one with the other·and wit~ the poles of the world, with 
respect to the celestial globe. 

The sixth chapter 121 aims to show that the comet of 1577 is 
not an ordinary comet but belongs in the class of portents and 
unusual signs, created by God miraculously rather than natur
ally. Roeslin cited Anaxagoras and Democritus and " others " 
who, he said, thought that comets were celestial and generated 
from celestial matter. This idea, said Roeslin, was opposed by 
Aristotle. However, there were those who argued from parallax 
and demonstrated that comets belong to the aethereal regions. 
Hagecius · demonstrated that the nova belonged there, and 
Gemma placed the comet of 1577 in the sphere of Mercury. 
Roeslin concluded that Aristotle's doctrine did not apply to all 
comets, and told why he thought that the comet of 1577 was 
a ethereal and belonged in the a ethereal region. For his first 
reason he cited the comet's motion, in accordance with geo
metr:ic progression, 122 as· discussed in his second chapter. Such 

· motion he co~sidered impossible in the elementary region. 
Roeslin's second argument was based on the regular distribu
tion and purity of the comet's light, which showed the body's 
m.aterial to be celestial rather than elementary. His third argu
ment was based on the comet's long duration and regular dimin-

120 Chapter V, which has the title, "De Harmonia, quam Stella & 
Cometa ad se invicem & ad Mundi Cardines hahent [sic] respectu globi 
terrestris." 

. 121 Chapter VI has the title, " Hunc Cometam non esse ex vulgarium 
Cometarum numero, sed ex portentis & insolitis Signis." 

. 122 " ••• secundum Geometricam proportionem scil. duplam, sesquialteram 
& sesquitertiam, ••• " 
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ution. His fourth was based on the comet's "perfect" moti~n, 
since sublunar phenomena were not moved more perfectly or 
more rapidly than the moon. In the fifth place, he argued from 
the analogy of the comet's motion and that of Mercury. It is 
characteristic of Roeslin that he was unwilling to break entirely 
with tradition and that he did not say thal all comets weie celes
tial, but only that such was the case with the comet of I577· 

The seventh and last chapter is a long one, entirely devoted 
to "significations." These were based on Roeslin's belief that 
the comet was the work of God. Roeslin quoted from ancient 
and modern authors, from sermons, and from the Bible, and 
included twenty-five " propositions " by. which to judge the 
comet's meaning. The book ends with an appendix dealing with 
the critical years before the nova, from which prognostications 
were sought. 

\ Vith a background and many interests sharply contrasted 
with those of Roeslin, \Villiam IV, Landgrave of Hesse 
Cassel, 123 (I 532-I 592), occupies a unique position in this dis-

123 A.D.B., XLIII, 32-9. article by Walther Ribbeck (good sketch of 
the Landgrave's life and work, but with little space devoted to astronomy).
Arago, 198~.-Archives. (valuable in determining the Landgrave's political 
activity).-Bailly, I, 372-5. (The nova of "157.2, but not the comet of 1577, 
is mentioned.) -Brahe, IV, (De },[fUidi Aetherei ••• Phanwmenis), VI, 
(Epistolae Astronomicoe, Liber Primus [IS¢]), VII, Epistoloe Astro
notnicae, hitherto unedited).-Delambre (1821), I, 223. 261.-Doppelmayr,_ 
85, (how Praetorius almost came to Cassel, and references for \Villiam IV), 
163-4. (Burgi's connection with the Landgrave).-Dreyer, editor, passim, 
especially VI, 345-6, giving an excellent account of the Landgrave's astro
nomical activities.-Dreyer, ( 1891>), passim. This is of particular value for 
an understanding of the Landgrave's astronomical activities, and places 
him and his work with respect to the other astronomers and astronomical 
work of his century.-Dreyer (1906), 350, 359 and note, 362 and note 2, 
370 and note 2. This emphasizes Rothmann and is not of great importance 
for William IV.-Frank, I, 310. This bears on the Landgrave's relation to 
the ., Concordienformel ".-Freher, II, 756. A picture of the Landgrave is 
opposite page 754--]anssen, VII, 198, 203. 208, 317, 342-5 (the Landgrave 
as botanist), JSO.-]Ocher, IV, 196.5--Madler, I. 18J-7.-Monatliche cor
respondenz, XII, 267-302 (general discussion of the Landgrave).-Riccioli, 
II, 1.2-3 (the comet of 1577), 134. 1J8, 139. ·15o-1, 191-2 (all of which are 
concerned with the nova of 1572), I. xxvii, I. xxxv, (Tycho's presentations 
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cussion. From one point of view he does not belong here at all; 
for he never published a tract or treatise on the comet of 
1577.12

' But he was one of the foremost astronomers of six
teenth century Europe and is of great importance in a study of 
the comet of 1577· Tycho preserved his observations of that 
comet for posterity, and listed him with the believers in the 
supra-lunar position of the comet.125 

The Landgrave, although interested in cosmological systems, 
was devoted ·to observational astronomy, in which respect he 
closely resembled Tycho. The Landgrave observed the altitudes 
and azimuths of the new star and noted the time of his observa
tions. However, this method did not receive the approval of 
Tycho, who did not trust clocks. Justice cannot be done to the 
Landgrave in these pages and the details of h~s life and work 
cannot be expounded here. They are of great importance in 
religious, political and cultural history, the latter including 

of the Landgrave's observations).-Rommel, I, book 2 (" Hessen-CasseL 
Die Zeiten L. Wilhelms des Vierten oder des Weisen. 1567-1592."), section 
7, 758-8o8 (" L. Wilhelm als Gelehrter und Bef&derer der Wissen
schaften ") ; I, book I; II.- Strieder, 6!)-82 (good general account).
Weidler, 373-4.-Wohlwill, I, 29.-Wolf, I, 58-9.-Wolf (1877), 244. 266-g, 
272-6, 332, 381-3, 408.-Zedler, LVI, 1228-1233· 

For still further information consult: 
Barrettus (observations made at Cassel). 
Christianus; Andreas. Oratio de vita et morle ••• Gulielmi, Landgravii 

Hassiae, etc. Herborn, 1592. (B. M.) 
Duncker, Albert. Landgraf Wilhelm IV. von Hessen, genannt der Weise, 

und die Begrundung der Bibliothek zu Kassel im Jahre I:;8o. Kassel, I88I. 
(B. M.) 

Treutlerus, Hieronymus. Oralio hi.storica de Vita et morle . •• Wilhelmi, 
Hassioe LandtgrDillii •• • publico nomine scripta, & in solenni Academiae 
Marpurgensis consessu recitata. Marburg, I·592· (B. M.) 

Other works are listed in the B. M. catalogue and its supplement under 
the -name of William IV. See also Schottenloher, III, I99-200, for a biblio
graphy of works about the Landgrave. Probably the short article, Landgraf 
Wilhelm IV. vo,._ Hessen und Tycho Brahe, listed there as by "B., E."; 
which appeared in Hessenland, v. IS (1901), would prove of interest. 

124 See appendix, below. The book, which was numbered · Io8 in the 
original bibliography, was erroneously included there. 

125 Brahe, IV, 182-207. 
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much more than astronomy.126 The only part of the Land--
. grave's activities which will be discussed here is that concerned. 
with the comet of I 577; and the ramifications of this discussion 
must be omitted. Not even his pertinent observations of the 
nova of I 572, for which he found little or no parallax, nor those 
of later comets can be reviewed. 
· Although the Landgrave observed the great comet of 1577 

independently, all extant information concerning those observa
tions is dependent on Tycho Brahe. Despite the fact that Tycho 
visited CasseJ.. in I575. he and the Landgrave were not in com
munication for the next ten years; and it was not until October 

......_I585, upon the occasion o.!_ the CO,!.!!.et of that year, t~ 
Landgrave, with the assistance of Heinrich Rantzov, estab
lished the correspondence between himself and Tycho which has 
so enriched the aimals of astronomy. The observations by the 
Landgrave of the comet of I577 first appeared in Tycho's De 
.Mvndi Aetherei . •. Phaenomenis, chapter X, where they were 
discussed at length. Tycho said that they were communicated 
to him by the Landgrave in a letter. That letter, dated April I4, 
I 586, was preserved by Tycho in his Libri Epistolarum Astro-· 
nomicarum.127 It is curiously written in the style which the 
Landgrave used in most of his letters to Tycho, in German with. 
so many Latin phrases that the Latin translation which Tycho 
made is scarcely necessary even to one who cannot read Ger
man. The Landgrave's observations, quoted in full in the De-

126 For example, the observations made at Cassel by Rothmann, and, after 
his strange disappearance, by Biirgi, are of great interest 'and ·could be 
reviewed in a volume devoted solely to the Landgrave. He deserves such a 
study. There the founding of the observatory at Cassel and the subsequent 
improvement of the instruments could be discussed and an explanation of 
the Landgrave's opposition to the Gregorian calendar, which was purely 
political, could be given. The outlines of the Landgrave's life and bits 
concerning his activities can be gathered from various of the usual sources,
but he has nowhere, save possibly in the work of Rommel, been treated 
with the patience and care necessary to write a unified history of a man 
of such diversified interests. · 

127 Item 19 of appendix, below. The letter is given in full by Dreyer, 
editor, VI, 48 ff., and has been quoted at length by Wolf, I, 58-9. 
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Mvmli Aetherei . •• Plwenomenis, have been repeated in several 
places in the years following the publication of Tycho's book, 
and they have been discussed at considerable length, but nothing 
essential has been added to the comments made by Tycho. The 
important point to stress here is that the Landgrave considered 
the comet supra-lunar. Also, his observations of the tail are 
important, because he was one of those astronomers who had 
read· Apian's wox:ks, and was in a position to transmit his 
ktlo~ledge of astronomical progress on the subject. In fact, 
Apian's Astronomicum Caesareum had greatly influenced the 
Landgrave who had had the three dimensional paste-board dem
onstrations in that book reproduced in copper. He observed the 
width and length of the tail as well as its latitude and longitude, 
and Tycho compared the Landgrave's observations with those 
of 1\Iaestlin. 

It is in his above-mentioned letter to Tycho that the Land
grave called Biirgi "another Archimedes," but in the same let
ter he pointed out that at the time of the comet of I 577 he had 
no court mathematician. 128 Therefore, he said, he was unable to 
observe that comet for parallax. Also, he stressed the import
ance of the instruments used in observing and said that his 
instruments-were not as large as Tycho's. He drew some of 
his conclusions from observations of the comet of 1585, for 
which he found no parallax. Thus he denied the " philosophical 
fundamental " that comets are engendered in the sublunar at-

. mosphere. In this letter he also explained how he reYersed his 
sextant to allow for instrumental errors, and how he noted 
errors due to refraction at the horizon. L"i \Vith his letter, as _he 
stated in his postscript, he enclosed observations of the nova of 
1572, for which he had found no parallax, of the comet of 
1577, of the comet of 1585, and of the sun. Receipt of these 
observations was acknowledged by Tycho in 1\Iay. 

128 Rathmann, together with Ioannis Troldenirerus, observed the comet 
of 1577 on November 1oth in Bemburg. See the letter· from Rathmann to 
Tycho written at Cassel in October, 1588 (Dreyer, editor, VI, 16o-1). 

· 129 Arago said that the Landgrave knew of atmospheric refraction but 
-did not make use of it. · 
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. The Landgrave was the first man dealt with in the ten~ 

chapter of Tycho's book on the comet of 1577· His observations 
were given in detail, as they were forwarded by him to Tycho. 
For November 16th, 17th, 2oth, 21st, 23rd, 25th, 30th, Decem- . 
her I ~t, 2nd, 3rd, 6th, and 30th, the times of the observations 
in hours and minutes, together with the correspc;mding occi
dental azimuths. 130 and altitudes in degrees and minutes were 
given. Several observations were given for each day. Where 
the original observation was of the tail it was so stated, arid 
the part of the tail observed was indicated. The data given by 
Tycho included the height of the pole at Cassel. The observa
tions by the Landgrave were analyzed by Tycho and compared 
with his own. He made four investigations of the parallax from 
them, without being altogether satisfied, but he concluded that 
the Landgrave's observations- show the comet to have been 
supra-lunar. 

One more believer in· the supra-lunar position of the comet 
of 1577 remains to be treated, namely, Cornelius Gemma,1~1 . 

130 • The a.Bimuth of a heavenly body •.• may be defined as the angle 
formed al the zenith betwee,. the meridia,. and the vertical circle which' 
passes through the object; or •.. it is the arc of the horiso,. measured west
ward from the south point to the foot of this circle ... Russell, Dugan and 
Stewart, I, 12. 

131 Adam (1705), 33. 1o6, (Vitae ••. Medicorum).-Bib. Belg. Valerii 
Andreae, 149.-Bassaeus, I, 454--Biographisches lexicon der hervorragenden 
arzte, II, 711.-Cantor (Gemma).-Castellanus, 237-8.-Chalmers, XV, 
,396.-Degeorge, 88. This mentions the De Naturae divinis • ; • -Dreyer, edi
tor, VIII, 456.-Dreyer (189o), 38-69, 158-185.-Foppens, I, 200, with a 
portrait of Cornelius Gemma (missing in the C.U.L copy) on the opposite 
page.-Gesner (1583), 175.-Ghilini, II, 220.-Hoefer, XIX, 854--]0cher, 
II, 914--Kestner, 337.-Michaud, XVI, 137.-0rtroy, (1920), (the definitive 
work on the two Gemmas).-Pingre, I, 65.-Poggendorti, I, 872.-Quetelet, 
83-4. 89-9o.-Riccioli, I, xxxiii, II, 13, 28, 87, 122, 134-5, 138, 153, 191.
Scheibel, 69-70, 102-3--Smith (1917), 133-4. 136.-Struve, I, 230. 549. 550, 
739--Thomdike, VI, 40()-g..-Weidler, 394-5.-Zedler, X, 8o9. 

Other sources for material concerning Gemma might be : 
Ekama, C. Verhandeling over Gemma Frisius, dm eerstm Gf'ondlegger 

tot het bepaln~ vall de Lengle op Zee. Amsterdam, 1825. 
Favalio, Ant- Nuovi studi illlon10 oi messi usato dagli ~mtichi per 

Gltmvare le disastrose conseqt~n~Be dei terremoti. Venice, 1875,. p. 29-
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who was born in Louvain on February 28, I 535/32 the son of 
Gemma Frisius, the well known doctor and astronomer,133 and 
who was destined for a similar career. He received his first in
struction from Bernhardus, director of a school in Malines, in 
which city Gemma spent at least two months in either I 546 or 
I 547· He began his studies at the university of Louvain in 
1549· In I56I he called himself" medicus" on the title-page of 
his Ephemerides, but he. really became a doctor of medicine on 
May 23, I 570. At the same time he was made a professor of 
medicine in the university of Louvain.13

4< He was much influ
enced by the errors of astrology, and Quetelet said of him that 
his reasoning did not measure up to his learning. He neverthe
less ranks as one of the foremost astronomers of the sixteenth 
century/35 and received the praise of Tycho Brahe, who 
listed 136 him with those who considered the comet further away 
than the moon. Gemma was in correspondence with many of the 
leading' scholars of his day. He wrote several works about the 
nova of I 572, which he had observed and for which he had 

Gamier, ]. G. and Quetelet, L.A.]. Correspondance mathematique et 
' physique • .• 8 v., Gaml, 1825-35, ·v. I. · 

· Miraeus (Le Mire, Aubert). Elogia illustrium Belgii scriptorum, qui vel 
ecclesiam Dei propugnarunt vel disciplinas illustrarunt, centuria decadibus 
distincta. Ex bibliotheca Auberli Miraei, •.. Antwerp, successors of Bellerus, 
1602. 

Sweertius, Franciscus. Athenae Belgicae, sive nomenclator Infer. Germaniae 
scriptorum, .•. Antwerp, 1628. 

132 ]&her gave the date as 1534, but the weight of the oth~r authorities 
overrules him. 

•133 See chapter II, above. 

134 Van Ortroy (1920), 123, 125, said that Gemma was named professor 
as early as 156g. Smith (1917), 136, said that Gemma was professor of 
astronomy, also, at Louvain. · 

135 A succinct description of Cornelius Gemma's prowess and failings was 
given by van Ortroy ( 1920), 127-8. Thorndike, VI, 30, said of him: "The 
interest and activity in the field of astrological prediction of Cornelius 
Gemma were even more intense and prolonged than those of his father, 
Gemma Frisius,· while his intellectual ability and scientific aptitude were 
distinctly inferior ... .. 

136 Brahe, IV, 238-251. 
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found no perceptible parallax. 137 According to Dreyer, 138 he 
" had a great deal to say about the star, but most of his distance 
measures are upwards of a degree wrong". He was severely 
criticized by Squarcialupus for having arranged, because of 
poor observations, the stars of Cassiopeia in the form of a 
cross.139 \Vol£ said that he observed the comet of I558.uo 
Gemma realized the importance of the direction, of a comet's 
tail and his book on the comet of I577 pictures the tail 
extended away from the sun. Of course, this was not a new 
observation on his part. No doubt it had been drawn .to his 
attention at an early date by his father, the translator of a work 
by Apian.1

U The younger Gemma edited some of his father's 
work. He considered th~ distance of the comet of I 577 from the 
earth important enough to mention on the title-page and agreed 
with Tycho in the deductions from this observation. A~rding 
to Riccioli, he believed that some comets were above the moon 
but that others were below it. His works 142 are numerous and 

137 Gemma in Hagecius (1574), 137-145. Unable to find a parallax in 
excess of 4', Gemma, nevertheless, thought the phenomenon must have one. 
He did not classify the star, saying (145), "Nee stella neque exhalatio dici 
possit, multo minus cometa ". See also Dreyer (18go), 6o note I. 

138 Dreyer (18go), 58-9. 

139 Ortroy (1920), IJ2, citing Squarcialupus. See page 6g of item 37 (3), 
of appendix, below, for the exact citation. 

140 Wolf (1877), 4o&. 

141 See Pogo (1934), 443-4. and Riccioli, II, 122. 

142 Gemma's works are cited in many places. Van Ortroy (1920), 367-
396. has given an almost complete list of them. Some of them, with infol:
mation concerning the location of copies, are: 

Gemma Frisii, ••• de .Ast,.olabo catholico liber-, quo latissime patmtis m
st,.menti multitles usus e.rplicatu,. • •• (Etkfste C. Gemma) ••• Antwerp, ]., 
Steelsius, 1556. (B. M. and B. N. catalogues. The younger Gemma added 
a preface. a dedication, eighteen chapters and a panegyric in verse to his 
father's work. The work was reprinted in 1583.) . 

De arle cyclog110mica, tomi III. Doctriflaffl ordi_,. w.Uver-sam, w~~aque 
philosop!OO,. Hippocr-atis, Plato.Us, Gale.U et Aristotelu i" tuti11.1 co,._ 
mtmissimae ac ci,.cuJari.r methodi specielfl ,.efer-emes, ••• Antwerp, Plantin 
press, 156g. (B. M. and B. N. catalogues. There were two editions of this 
work pnnted by Plantin in 156g. The work is preceded by a Latin poem: 
A!emi ,.ervm tlr'chitectrici, divi.U amoris et Psyches Hymntet~lfl Conaeliws 
Gemma, loco hymm, magici cOMecr-avit.) · 
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De natvrae divinis characterismis, sev raris & admirandis spectaculis, 

causis, indiciis, proprietatibus rerum in partibus singulis uniuersi, libri 2 ••• 

Antwerp, Plantin press, 1575. (B. M. and B. N. and Crawford library cata
logues. This work deals with the nova of 1572, and is followed by these 
medical treatises: Casus mirabilis cuiusdam abscessus in puella Louaniensi 
••• ; De raro genere Epidimicae febris ac pestilentis, quae ad Galeni H emitrit 
os accedens proxime, magna contagij vi to tum pergrassata est . •• ; and 
De vlteriore transmutatione febris pestilentis in pestilentiam veram • • . The 
Crawford .library catalogue says: "These volumes treat chiefly of prodigies 
and portents, amongst which the author includes aurorae, parhelia, comets 
and the New Star of 1572." Struve, I, 230, made a similar statement and 
listed, I, 550, the following title for chapters 3 and 4 of book II of the work : 
" De prodigioso phaenomeno syderis novi, et de memorabilibus quae terrae 
Belgicae post apparitionem novi syderis contigere. Additamentum exhibens 
excerpta ex libello hispanico Hieronymi Munnos, quae tractant de nova 
stella (p. 267 et seq.) ••• " As an alternative title for the work Foppens 
gave Cosmocritico; which seems to have been taken from a subtitle in the 
second volume.) 

Ephemerides meteorologicae ••• institutae per C. G. 1561. (B. M. cata
logue. Van Ortroy (120), 367, seems to have thought that these began in 
156o and that there were at least five of them.) 

De Peregrina stella quae superiore anno primum apparere coepit, clams. 
virorum Corn. Gemmae, ••. et Guliel. Postelli, ..• ex philosophiae natura/is 
mysticaeque theologiae penetralibus deprompta judicia . .• (The dissertation 
by Postel is entitled: De Nova stella quae jam a XII. die novembris anni 
1572 ad XXVI. junii. 1573 •.. durat ••. judicium. B. M., B. N., and Crawford 
library catalogues; Struve, I, 549- The book is without dale but the Crawford 
library catalogue says that it was printed in 1573- Van Ortroy (1920), 141, 
seemed uncertain of the existence of this work with an Antwerp imprint, but 
cited it on the authority of Houzeau.) 

De Communi Cometarum natura (A poem; see Ghilini.) 
Hymnus ad S. Christi crucem. (This is a fourteen line poem and can be 

found in the N.Y.P.L. in Gruterus, 458-9 (wrongly marked 495).) 
There are several editions of Gemma's work on the nova of 1572, in

cluding the following in the Crawford library: ' · 
Stellae Perigrinae iam primvm exortae et caelo constanter haerentis 

~tui16JUPOII vel observatum, diuinae prouidetiae vim & gloriae maiestatem 
abunde concelebrans. Louvain, Bogardus, 1573. (This was also listed by 
Struve, I, 549 and van Ortroy (1920), 3'78-JSo, or 38o-1, discussing second 
edition by the same printer in the same year.) 

Stellae perigrinoe iam primum exortae ... (Included in Hagecius ( 1574) .) 
De. not•a stella jvdicia dvorvm praestantivm mathematicorvm. D. Cypriani 

Leovitii a Leonicia. et D. Cornelii Gemmae, Professoris regij Louaniensis. 
Addita svnt de eadem epigrammata quaedam lectu dignissima. 1573- (Ac
cording to the Crawford library catalogue, 277, this tract seems to be a 
reprint of the treatises by Gemma and Leovitius, and was probably brought 
out by Laurentius Benedictus in Copenhagen. See also Ortroy (1920), 381-3. 
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deal with astronomy, astrology, and medicine, and include 
some Latin verse which has been considered good. It is · saicl 
that shortly before his death, Gemma was summoned to Nim
wegen in consultation by the Duke of Alba, 143 but he died in 
Louvain, a victim of the plague, on October 121 1579,144 at the 
age of forty-four. 145 He left a son, who was also a doctor of 

Both the Crawford library catalogue and van Ortroy gave the title of the 
original work by Leovitius. The book was also listed by Struve, I, 549.) 

Van Ortroy copied a list of Gemma's works from Andreas and Foppens. 
Foppens gave the list as follows: "Leguntur denique Lovanii in Bibliotheca · 
Academica ejusdem 

Poemata: De Mundi coelcstis cum clementari [sic] symmetria. 
Emblcmata Philosophica ruinae Belgicae. 
Fabula Mulieris redivivae, Comoedia. 
Item Omtio De necessitudine mutua Praxeos & Theoriae in arte Sell 

Facultate qualibet. 

143Van Ortroy (1920), 131, wrote: "On rapporte que le due d'Albe le 
fit appeler a Nimegue, pour le pressentir sur les evenements futurs ••• " 

144 Most authorities gave the above date. However, the date of Gemma's 
death has been given as October 12, 1577, by usually ~;ompetent authorities 
including Dreyer, editor, VIII, 456, Cantor (Gemma), Hoefer, and Poggen
dorff, who, in addition, gave Quetelet as a source for the later date. Cantor 
even went so far as to discuss the "erroneous" later date. Van Ortroy 
(1920), 61, wrote the phrase "Corneille Gemma, mort en 1577 seulement, 
•.• ", in a sentence, however, where he was interested in the fact that 
Cornelius had sufficient time to edit his father's translations. Cornelius Gemma 
cannot have died before 1578 if, as there is no reason to doubt, he is 
the author of item 43 of the appendix below, which deals with the comet 
visible and observed by the author from November 1577 to January 1578. 
Another argument for the later date is that the university of Louvain was 
asked by Gregory XIII in 1578 to consider calendar reform and Gemma 
and Pierre Beausard (see Smith (1917), 133-4) were supposed to go to 
Rome to report for their colleagues on that question. They both died of the 
plague and the report had to be sent to Rome without them. Van· Ortroy 
(1920), 137-8, and Quetelet gave 1578 as the date of this episode, which 
Cantor mentioned without giving a date. Castellanus, 238, dated Gemma's 
death in 1578. The date of Gemma's death was discussed at length by 
Van Ortroy (1920), II7-8, where the dates 1577, 1578, and 1579 for the 
event were attributed to Valerius Andreas. 

145 Maximilian Vrientius or Laurent Beyerlinck (see Ortroy (1920), 
401-z, and Foppens, I, zoo) wrote the following inscription for Gemma: 
"Quis lapis hie? Gemmae. Gemmam Lapis an tegit? inquis. At condi in 
Gemma debuerat potius. Non ita: nam quaevis minor illa Gemma fuisset, ' 
Et posito a Gemma Gemma sit iste lapis." 
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medicine, but was not as famous as Cornelius and Gemma 
Frisius.146 

Gemma's work on the comet of 1577 147 begins with a short 
poem entitled "ETPOITH N02:HAETOMENH EIDYLLION, In ap
paritionem Cometae anni 1577 ", which predicted that there 
would be great turmoil and that the Netherlands would be 
purified by flames. Figure I shows the path of the comet on 
the celestial sphere~ The first chapter is medical as well as 
astronomical and astrological, describing the nova in Cassio
peia from November 1572 to April 1574, the "chasms" ob
served in the Netherlands in February I.S75• and the signifi
cance of these phenomena. 

The most important chapter of the work 148 describes the 
physical appearance of the comet and its motion and magnitude. 
It discusses the comet's' tail, its form, its red color, its direc
tion aw~y from the sun, its area of visibility, north, south and 
east, its varymg brilliancy and its curvature. Gemma gave day
to-day observations of the comet, speaking of the position, the 

i motion, and the parallax, and of the two tails seen on November 
28th. According to Gemma, after December 3rd the brilliance 
of the comet decreased. After December 13th the tail grew 
brighter. About the middle of January the comet was almost 
stationary, then went rapidly through Capricorn and Aquarius 
and on to the middle of Pisces. 

Because of the parallax of not more than 40', which he had 
found, Gemma concluded that the comet '\Vas further from the 
earth than the moon, in the sphere of Mercury. He spoke of 
his disagreement with Hagecius, Munosius,149 Thomas Digges, 
John Dee and Tycho. · 

146 For a discussion of Gemma's wife and family see Ortroy (1920), 119-
121. Another son, Raphael, also survived his father. 

147 Item 43 of appendix, below. 

148 Chapter II. 

149 Munosius is supposed to have copied from Gemma concerning the nova 
of 1572. See Weidler, 394-5, quoting Tycho. 
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The third and last chapter adds nothing to astrono~ical 
knowledge but discusses methods of predicting the future from 
comets, and in doing this goes partly into the history of comet
ary observation, but only superficially. Such names as those 
of Albategni, Regiomontanus and Vogelin are mentioned. The 
comet of 1556 is spoken of as foreshadowing disasters in Gaul, 
and reference is made to the nova of 1572, Quotations in class
ical Latin referring to comets, such as those from Virgil's 
Aeneid, are given, and there are moral and religious digressions. 

The epilogue starts on the recto of E 8, opposite a picture of 
the weeping Belgica, and is entitled "EIMAPMENH Sive 
EIDYLLION Fatalis Vicissitvdinis In Belgico Statv ".It is a 
dialogue between Sibylla Erythraea and Belgica Virgo and 
discusses the comet of 1556, the nova of 1572 and the comet 

· of 1577. It is followed by another short poem. The book as a 
whole clearly reflects the unrest in the Netherlands, then in con
flict with Spain, and soon to be divided. 

In the tenth chapter of his own treatise/50 between his sum
maries of Maestlin' s and Roeslin' s works, Tycho summarized 
Gemma's. He praised it and called it learned, but his discus
sion was principally confined to the second chapter. He said 
that Gemma found a straight path for the comet and showed 
that it moved above the moon. 

150 Brahe, IV, zJ&-zsi. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE COl\IET OF 1577: THOSE WHOSE 
COMPUTATIONS OF ITS PARAL

LAX PLACED THE COMET 
BENEATH THE 1\IOON 

.. 
BAGECIUS.-SCULTETUS.-NOLTHIUS.-BUSCH 

THADDAEUS HAGECIUS AB HAYCK,1 or Tadeas Hajek z 
Hajku, also called Thaddaeus N emicus, was the foremost 
astronomer of eastern Europe in the second half of the sixteenth 
century. The son of Katerina and Simon Hajek, he was born 
in Prague between 1525 and 1527,2 and died there on the first 
of September, 16oo.8 katerina Hajek was of noble blood. How
ever, she died before 1528, and before 1530 Simon married 
Dorothy,, the sister of Jindfich Jaromirskj of Vlcnoves, who, 

· fortunately for Thaddaeus, proved a good stepmother. Simon 
Hajek had a bachelor's degree from Prague and was a biblio-

! 1 Bailly, I, 375-6, 4n.- B~ssaeus, I, 339. 421, 556.- Crawford library 
catalogue, 3I6, 217.-Delambre (I8ZI), I, 195, 2z6-!).-Dreyer, editor, IV, 
507, VIII, 457.-Dreyer (189o), 58, 64, 82-3, 222-3. 269-270, 302-3. pl.
Frisch, editor, VII, 288.-Gesner (1583), 774--Hagecius (1574).-]ocher, 
II, 1315.-Lalande, Iog.-Madler, I, 186.-Poggendorff, I, 991.-Riccioti, 
I, xlv, II, 13, · 28, 40, 8g, 134. 138, 139. I·5I.-Rosen.-Scheibel, 65-6, 7o-2, 
90. 103-4. III, 125.-Smith (1917), 136.-Struve, I, 550.-Thorndike, VI, 
504-6.-Vetter. This seems to be the futlest account of Hagecius which bas 
been written. A translation for use in the present study was made by Dr. J, 
Novak.-Vetter (1!)26).-Vetter (1928).-Vetter ,(1937).-Weidler, 393-4-
...;..Wolf, J, C., I, U57.-Zedler, XII, I59-

Further information concerning Hageaus' calculations and observations of 
the nova and comets can be found in Favaro's edition of Gatiteo's works, 
vols. II, VI, and VII. Unfortunately, Pelzel's Abbildungen bohmischw vnd 
miihrischer Gelehrten und KU.nstler ••• (Prague, 1773--1782) is not available, 
although the Library of Congress tried to locate a copy, Nor is there an 
available copy of Professor Vetter's Poznamka k astronomicke linnosri 
Tadease Hajka s Hajku (Cas. mus. Kral. ces. XCI, 330). Other sources 
were given by Vetter, I note 1. 

2Vetter, 1, and Vetter (1928), 500. 
3 Dreyer (189o), 302-3, said that Hageci~s died after a prolonged illness, 

Vetter, 16, that he died suddenly. 

184 
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phile, especially interested in religious books, and in alchemy. 
His gorgeous study rooms were described by John Dee! Thad
daeus inherited a love of study and of books from his father. 
and himself became a connoisseur. During his lifetime he ac
cumulated a valuable library and a collection of astronomical 
instruments. He was renowned both as a 'mathematician and as 
in astronomer, and besides was physician to the emperors Max
imilian II and Rudolph II. He has been considered the most 
remarkable of the representatives of Czech science under the 
latter ruler.1 Furthermore, he is an important figure in the his-

4 In 1584 Tbaddaeus Hagecius gave the use of the old Hajek house to 
Dee and a companion, who, in the presence of Tbaddaeus Hagecius and 
another, proceeded to transform mercury into gold. 

5 The list of Hagecius' writings is long and, in addition to the Diolem 
de fiOflae ••• slelloe ••• apparitione (Hagecius ( 1574)) and the two books 
on the comet of 1577 (items 48 and 49 of appendix, below), includes: 

Actio medica T. ab Hayek adverStU P. FratiCheli-, ••• (I. Eseguis 
cwratioflis foedu scabii, .rimtd etiom qverela i" P. FatiCheliwm [sic in B.M. 
catalogue] .. 11. P. FatiChelii respOfiSIIm ad etmdem esege.rifl. III. Eidem. 
resporuo alivd resporuvm opposittlm SNb littdo Allli/at1Chelit1S.) 2 pt. 
Amberg. 15g6. (B.M. catalogue; Vetter, 12) 

Aplwrismonlm metoposcopicorwm lioelltiS MilliS. (According to Vetter, 6, 
the first edition was published in Praglie in 1562 by Melantrich. A second 
unchanged edition appeared in Frankfort in 1584 and copies of it can be 
found in the B.M. and B.N. This was translated into German. However, con
sidering the reference by Thorndike, VI, 72, to Hagecius' remarks on the • 
nova of 1572 in the 1584 edition of the work, that edition must be different 
from the 1562 edition. A French translation, printed by G. Olaudiere, ap. 
peared in Paris in 1565. It bad the title ND11VeUe iHVt'llliorl pow i~~eolllillerll 
jvger dN ~rei de chacn par fi~~.rpeclia~J d• /rtnll et de .res parties, dicte 
n grec Jfetoposcopie, le 10111 estraict d• lati• de M. Thaddie Hagece. (B.N. 
catalogue).) 

Aplwrismorum medicorwm libelltiS lllltiS ••• Frankfort, 1597. (Vetter, 3) 
Apodi.ris plty.rica el matltemalica de ctnMtir '""' ill gmere, ,,. i" /lrimi.s 

de eo qui trosime elapso IJIIIIO LXXX i" cOttfi'IH fere Meretlrii 1Y Vnteri.s 
eff.Z.rit l!r t/NS mi11t1S LXXVI dies d•ravit. GOrlitz. 1,581. (Vetter, 9) · 

Astrologica o/fiSc.Za IJIIIiqv& Fragmelllum a.rtrologicllm, ifiCerltl lJIIIore, 
i• quo, traeter caetera, aliquot esemplis o.rlellditw, qvot110tlo medicatio ad 
Astrologica,. ralioaem sit accommodarula. Liber Reg""' de si{lllificalitmibtu 
Plaraetar~~m i• daodeci,. 4omiciliis Coeli ••• Liber Herrneli.r c~w ApltoN
tiiOn!M, e~~m com~alitmibtiS Thadtloei Hagecii ab Hagek D. OffUiia -.c 
'""'""'itt lucew~ edit<J. Prague, 1564. (B.M. catalogue; Vetter, s. Accord-' 
ing to Vetter, the first part of this work is the publicatioo of an old astro-
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nomical manuscript from the library of the college of Charles IV, contain
ing a fragment by an unknown author, which quotes the author of the 
Sphaerae of about 1220, probably Sacrobosco. The fragment also speaks of 
cures for St. Vitus dance and leprosy. Hagecius added notes to the fragment.) 

De ceroisia, ejusque conficiendi ratione, natura, viribus & facultatibu.r, 
opusculum, Frankfort, 1585. (B.M. and B.N. catalogues; Vetter, II. Accord
ing to Yetter this work was written because of an inquiry by Julius Alex
andrinus, then foremost physician of the emperor and author of a book on 
hygiene, who wanted to know ·how beer was being brewed.) 

.Diagrammata seu Typi Eclipsium Solis el Lunae futurarum. Anno t1 

Christo natu 1551 una cum eorundem explicationibUi in gratiam Venerabilium 
virorum Joannis Albini & Syxti BeU.schl Canonicorum Cenobii Neuburgensis 
etc. per Thaddaeum Nemicum alias Hagek Pragensem conscripta & aedita. 
1551. (Vetter, 5, 7. According to Vetter, an astrological poem by Nicolas 

· Bourgois was added to this work. The work also contains a calculation of 
a lunar eclipse on February 20 and of a solar eclipse on August 31.) 

0 nekterych predeJlych znamenich a ukazech v povitii a o. kometi 
tohoto r. 1,580. Horelice, I'58o. (Vetter, g. The translation of the title is: 
On several foregoing signs. and phenomena in the air and on the comet of 
this year 1580.) 

Beschreibung des Cometen,der im J. 1580 erschien. Prague, lsSo. (Poggen
dorff, I, 991. This work may be a translation of the one above.) 

Oratio de laudibus geometriae, scripta el recitata in Academia. Pragensi, 
,sub initium lectionis Euclideae, XII Februarii die A M. Thaddaeo Nemico 
'Haykone ab Hagek. Prague, 1557. (Vetter, 'II; Poggendorff, I, 991. Ac
cording to Vetter, this is the address with which Hagecius began his 
geometrical lectures at the university of Prague. It contains a short history 
of mathematics of Bohemian origin.) 

Responsio Ad virulent em & maledicum H annibalis Raymundi, V eronae, 
sub monte BOldo, nati, scriptum: quo iterum confirmare nititur, Stellam, 
quae Anno LXXII. & LXXIII. supra sesquimillesimum fulsit, non novil, 
sed veterem fuisse. Prague, George Nigrinus, 1576. (Crawford library cata
logue, 217; B.M. and B.N. catalogues; Struve; I, 550; Dreyer (18go), 
64 note I·; Vetter, II.) 

Spongia contra rimosa.r & fatua.r Cucurbitula.r Hannibalis Raymundi, 
Veronae sub monte Baldu nati, i» larua Zanini Petoloti d monte Tonali .... 
Prague, 1578. (This was printed with item 48 of appendix, below. It was 
also cited by Vetter, I.l. Struve, I, 550, listed an edition printed in Prague 
in 1577 and the B.N. catalogue listed an edition without a date.) 

Ad secundas insana.r cucurbitula.r Hannibalis Raymundi-Zani [tali V eronae 
sub monte Baldo nati Spongia Secunda. Prague, 1579. (Vetter, II; Lalande, 
109; Scheibel, HI.) 

Tabule Dlouhosti Dne i Noci, Vychodu, Poledne i Zapadu k zpravoW.nt 
Orloje obojiho, celeho i polovicniho, kterak ten srovnan byti ma podle svych 
hodin, t1 to pres cely Rok. ku poloient Ceski Zemi a k vyvysetlli Polum L 
graduov, OdD. Tadease Hajka z Hdjku gruntovnie spravena a nyni znovu 
vytistena. Prague, 1574- (Vetter, 10. The translation of the title is: Tables 
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tory of geodesy and cartography. He began' a measurement of. 
Bohemia in order to make an accurate map of it, but was forced 
to stop because of the lack of funds. He was professor of mathe~ 
matics at the university of Prague and opened his lectures there 
in 1554 with an address on the history of mathematics in Bo~ 
hernia, which gave proof of his interest in the history of 
science.6 

Hagecius first attended the university of Prague, but in 1548 
or there-about he went to the university of Vienna, where he 
studied mathematics under Perlachius and gave private instruc
tion in geometry. He also studied medicine atthe university of 
Vienna, but in 1550 he was back in Prague and on July 14th of 
that year received the A.B. degree from the university there. -
On April 29, 1552, he obtained the degree of master of arts 
from the same univ~rsity and in the autumn of that year he 
went to Bologna to study. From there he made a trip to Milan 
to visit Cardan. In October 1553 he was back in Prague as pre
fect of the Collegium Carolinum.1 Hagecius lectured in the uni,. 

of the length of the day and the night, of the rise, noon and fall for adjusting 
both clocks, entire and half, how they on to be regulated according to their 
hours, and this for the whole year, for the situation of the Bohe~ian country 
and for the altitud,e of fifty degrees. By D. Thaddaeus Hajek ab Hayek 
thoroughly revised and now again printed.) 

Vyklady na proroctvi turecke. 156o. (Vetter, s. The translation of the title 
is: Explications of the Turkish prophecy.) · 

Vypsan£ s vyznamenanim jedne i druhl komety, kterei vidiny by/y bfezna 
a dubna mesicuovlltha tohoto MDLVI. (Vetter, 5, g. The translation of the· 
title is: Narration with the description of the one and the other comet, which 
were seen in March and April of this year ISS6. 1556.) . ' 

According to Vetter, 3, S, Hagecius published, in 1562, a translation of 
Mattioli's Herbarium, and, in 1·566, Laurentius Gryll's De sapore du/ci et 
amaro, and is said also to have published a book by Paul Alexander entitled 
Rudimenta pro natalitiis. 

6 See note 5, above, and Vetter (1937), 243. 

7 This college, named after Charles IV, was founded in 1366, although 
1353 might be called the date of the actual opening of the university. As a 
professor of _the faculty of arts, Hagecius was treasurer of the faculty in the 
years 1555 to 1557, and on November 20, IS55 was elected to the board of 
directors of the college. He confirmed the rector's accounts for the year ' 
1555 to 1556. 
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versity as late as February 1557 but seems to have left soon 
after. He gave up his professorship to be married and to practice 
medicine. The place and date of his receiving his doctor's de
gree are not known, but he used the title of doctor for the first 
time in his translation of Mattioli's Herbarium in 1562. Previ
ous to that date he styled himself " Master." His reputation as 
a physician was excellent; and he had a large practice, and also 
wrote several medical works. An iatromathematician, he prac
ticed medicine in conjunction with astrology. Besides, he was 
intensely interested in chiromancy and metoposcopy, that is, in 
divination from the hand and in the art of judging a person's 
cllaracter or telling his fortune from his forehead or face.8 He 
even wrot~ a work on metoposcopy which was published in 
Prague in 1562.8 In the preface to the second edition of it, 
Hagecius complained that many pseudo-prophets were misusing 
human credulity; and he severely criticized those who added 
false prophecies to calendars. He said that with advancing age 
he was losing interest in all kinds of prophesying. This is an 
'interesting observation on the part of a man who, although not 
entirely free from belief in strange influences, was a believer in 
modern exact scientific methods. On the one hand he was influ
enced by the atmosphere of credulity and on the other he was 
thinking for himself and growing less credulous. In his youth he 
wrote many astrological calendars, but he ceased to do so in 
1555 because of other activities. However, he yielded to pres
sure and began again with one for 1558,_because at that time 
there was no one else in Prague who was qualified to produce 
one. In the calendar for 1558 he replaced the discussion of 
"aspects" with one of "suitable times for agriculture." How
ever,. the "aspects" appeared in the calendars for 1561, 1564, 

8 When in Milan, Hagecius asked Cardan to show him his work on meto
poscopy but the request was refused. Cardan's work first appeared in 1658. 
,According to Sotheran, catalogue 861, item 2425, a translation into French 
was printed in that year. According to Davis and Orioli, catalogue 91, item 
119. the Latin edition of 1658 was printed in Paris. See Thorndike VI, 505-6. 

9 See note 5 above. Rheticus suggested that Hagecius expand this pamphlet. 
but the latter did not have sufficient free time. 
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1567, 1568 and 1570. In his later books Hagecius showed less 
belief in " aspects " and considered " celestial signs " as general 
warnings of God to sinful mankind. Already in 1574, in his 
Diale.ris, he blamed astrologers for frightening people with 
nonsensical stories. 

Hagecius openly attacked opinions which he considered in
correct. In return, he himself was attacked. His leading opl?o-. 
nents were Raymundus/0 Graminaeus,11 and Bishop William 
Lindanus. These opponents insulted Hagecius personally and 
attacked his religion. They were answered by Hagecius in sev
eral works, both printed and unprinted.1.2 Tycho tried to dis
suade Hagecius from answering Raymundus' assertions con
cerning the new star, but his pleas had no effect. Hagecius was 
also involved in a medical polemic against Philip Franchelius. 

Hagecius was one of the observers of the comet of 1556, but 
his tract on that comet is not so important for the history of 
cometary theory as his tract13 on the nova of 1572. The tract on 
the comet of 1556 was written in the Czech language, and there
fore its circulation was limited. The first three chapters gave a 
description of comets based on the writings of ancient authors, 
and the fifth to seventh chapters discussed the astrological ef
fects of comets. Only in the fourth chapter did Hagecius give 
his observations of the comet of 1556.14 

Hagecius first communicated the results of his observations 
of the nova of 1572 in a letter to Bartholomew Reisacher, which 
was published as an appendix to Reisacher's work on the 

10 See appendix, below. 

11 See appendix, below, and Thorndike, VI, 72 note ·s. 
12 The printed works are cited above in note s. A pamphlet, probably by 

Hagecius, entitled Aquila historicus, was sent to his opponents m manu
script. (See Vetter, u.) 

13 See chapter II, above. 

14 According to Vetter, 9, Hagecius mentioned the comet of 1557 at the 
end of this work. However, from the title given by Vetter, 5, it seems that the · 
work was written in 1556. It is possible that' an appendix was added and that 
the book was printed in 1557. . 
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u H . ' . nova. agectus mstruments were accurate only to Hi or at 

best 5'. Nevertheless, his results were nearer to Tycho's than 
were those of any other observer of the phenomenon.18 Hage
cius treated the new star in some detail in 1574 in his Dia
leris.17 There he gave a number of observed distances between 
the nova and neighboring stars, some of the distances being as 
rnuch as 7' to 12' in error. However, some years after the publi
cation of his book, Hagecius sent Tycho a copy with manuscript 
additions and corrections, in which the most erroneous mea
surements had been struck out; and this emendation Tycho 
quoted extensively in··the Progym1UlSmata.18 The most impor
tant fact about Hagecius' book on the new star is that in it he 
sho~ed that he was ready to admit the possibility of something 

. new in the heavens. Furthermore, he had observed the transit 
of the nova over the meridian and had noted its altitude and the 
time. Credit for being the first to find the positions of heavenly 
bodies by observing azimuths 19 and altitudes and time, or me
ridian altitudes and time, has generally been accorded the Land-' ' ' . grave of Hesse Cassel, who thus observed the nova. However, 
he did not publish the results of his observation$. and they are now 

. . . . 

15 The letter has the title " De Investigatione loci novae stellae in zOdi~co 
secundum longitudinem ex unica ipsius meridiana altitudine & observationis 
tempore, geometrica deductio ". See chapter II, above, and Vetter, 8. 
Reisacher's work appeared in Vienna in 1573 (see Reisacher), and the 
appendix to it is undoubtedly the work to which Poggendorff, I, 991, and 
Scheibel, 70, referred. · 

16 Vetter, 8. 

17 Hagecius (1574). See chapter II, above. 

18 Dreyer ( 1890), 58 and s8 note 2. The Dialexis de novae .• • stellae •. . 
apparitio,ne was dedicated to Mllximilian II and contains Fabricius' and 
Gemma's works on the new star, Regiomontanus' De cometa anni I475 [sic], 
and V()gelin's tract on the comet of 1532. It also contains a letter from 
Johannes Crato of Crafftheim, an excerpt of a letter from Munosius to 
Reisacher, and Hagecius' own Historia Stellae Novae, Apparentis In 
Asterismo Cassiopeae, which is in fifteen chapters and has an .appendix 
opposing Raymundus and Graminaeus. 

19 See note 130 in chapter III, above. 
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chiefly known through his correspondence with Tycho.20 Tycho 
probably knew William's method when he visited him at Cassel 
in 1575, but it is unlikely that Hagecius knew it in 1572. Never
theless, Hagecius, by observing only at the time of meridian 
transit, employed a m;thod similar to and simpler than the 
Landgrave's. Tycho did not approve of the method because it 
necessitated reliance on clocks, and nobody at the tinie had 
erected an instrument permanently in the meridian. 

Although Hagecius refused to accept offers of positions in 
foreign countries, he traveled a great deal and was friendly_ 
with many scholars of other nationalities. He and Tycho met in 
Ratisbon in 1575, at which time Hagecius gave Tycho a copy 
of a letter which he had received from Munosius and a manu
script copy of. Copernicus' Commentariolus.21 Hagecius and 

20 See appendix, below, item 19. 

21 Dreyer (x8go), 82-3; Vetter, 9-10. Brahe, II, 428, spoke of receiving 
the Commentariolus from Hagecius at Ratisbon. The title given to the work 
by Hagecius is Nicolai Copernici de hypothesibu.r motuum coelestium a se 
constitutis C ommentariolu.r. Hagecius was an advocate of the Copernican 
hypothesis and seems to have preserved a letter from Copernicus to 
Wapowski by presenting a copy of if to Tycho with the Commentariolu.r. 
Vetter says that the . two works by Copernicus were presented to Tycho 
by Hagecius in Rome in 1575. However, he says elsewhere (page 4), that 
Hagecius went to Ratisbon with the imperial court in 1575 for the coronation 
of Rudolph, ~nd there m~t Tycho. Such was the case. The Wapowski letter 
almost certainly was the one opposing Johannes W~mCJ,r, the a~thor of a 
treatise, De Motu octav'ae sphaerae. That letter was discussed by. GUnther 
(x88o) and by Prowe, I, pt. 2, 22I-2JO. It was edited in 1878 by Curtze 
(1878), 18-33, who collated two different manuscript copies of it; in .1884 
by Prowe, II, 145-ISJ; and in 1939. in ari English translation, by Rosen. 

. It is certain that Tycho had a copy of the letter. (See Curtze (18]8); 21; 
Brahe, IV, 292; and Rosen, 8-g, note 15.) There was a third manuscript 
copy which seems to have been burned with the Strasburg libraxj in 1870. 
(See Curtze (x8]8), 19; Dreyer, editor, IV, S07> and Prowe, I, pt.. 2, 
223 note, 285 note.) According to Prowe, I, pt. 2, 285 note, an 1839 copy 
of the Strasburg. copy is preserved in the Polish library in· Paris. That 
Paris copy has the following closing words copied from the Strasburg 
manuscript: "Descripta Pragae ex D. Hayetii eXemplari mense Januario 
MDXXXl ". Dreyer, editor, IV, 507, described the Strasburg manuscript 
as "exemplum Pragae transscriptum a. 1531 • ex D. Hagetii exemplari' ". 
According to Prowe, I, pt. 2, 285 note, the text of the Paris copy, exc~pt , 
for the spelling of "Coppemicus ";was exactly like that of. the Vienna 
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Tycho corresponded for many years, and when the latter wanted 
to move to Prague, the former interceded with the emperor for 
him. Another of Hagecius' correspondents was Andreas Du
dith,22 and another foreign friend was Martin Mylius.23 

Hagecius supported the movement for calendar reform. In 
I 597 he was commissioned by Emperor Rudolph to examine all 
calendars published in Pr.ague and to report on them, but the 
granting of permission for printing them remained in the hands 

. of the archbishop, and bad calendars were issued as before.2• 
Hagecius did not confine his activities to scholarly work. In 
I 566, as military surgeon, he took part in the expedition to 
Hungary against the Turks. He was present at the siege of 
Raab, where he wrote a note to his calendar-predictions for 

. 1567.211 This military expedition was but another chance for 
him to travel. 

Hagecius was a true scientist in the sense that he was willing 
to change his mind when he was shown to be in error .. His 
tract on the comet of 1577 26 gave that body a parallax of from 
S to 6 degrees, which would place it below the moon, ahd Tycho 
dealt 27 with Hagecius first on his list of observers.who believed 

copy, which, according to Cunze (18]8), 21, was made in 1575. Prowe 
believed that the Strasburg copy was made in 1531, seven years after the 
letter was written, from Hajek's copy. In that event, the copy must have 
belonged to Simon Hajek, not Thaddaeus Hagecius ab Hayek. However, it 
seems possible that" the Prague copy was made in 1531 and that it later 
came into the possession of Hagecius, and that after that the Strasburg 
copy was made. Since the Vienna copy is like the Strasburg copy, it seems 
significant that the former was made in 1575, the year Hagecius sup
posedly brought a copy to Tycho. Tycho asked Hagecius to send him a copy 
of Werner's work on the eighth sphere, and Hagecius eventually did so. 
(See Rosen, 7-8, note 14-) 

22 See appendix, below. Dudith was an opponent of astrology. 

23 February 21, 1582, Hagecius was in GOrlitz and was a guest for dinner 
at the home of Martin Mylius. See Jancke (1861a), 272. 

24 Vetter, 10. 

25 Vetter, 2, 4-

26 Item 48 of appendix, below. 

27 Brahe, IV, 261-.29(). 
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the comet to be sublunar. Tycho showed that Hagecius had 
erred in his calculations and that his observations had really 
shown that the comet was supra-lunar. But before the publica
tion of Tycho's book, Hagecius had published a second work 
on the comet of 1577 ~ in which he examined the works ~f 
Maestlin and Roeslin on the comet. Then, when dealing with 
the comet of 158o,21 Hagecius rectified his errors with regard 
to the comet of 1577 and recognized it as supra-lunar. 

Hagecius was deeply religious, feeling the power and majesty 
of God in celestial phenomena. He was an Utraquist,30 that is, a 
member of a sect of Hussites in Bohemia, but his tolerant spirit 
was shown by his offer to the Moravian Brethren to write a de
fense of the\ Brethren against an attack which had been made 

' ~ 

against them. Although he wrote the defense, the Brethren, un-
willing to stir up further trouble, did not use it. 

Hagecius' first work on the comet of 1577 11 begins with a 
poem· in Latin to the pious Christian re:lder by Procopius 

2S Item 49·of appendix, below. 

29 Riccioli. II, 13. 40; Brahe, IV, 293. and Dreyer, editor, IV, 507. 
Delambre ( 1821), I, 229. said 1582, but there does not seem to be a record 
of any work by Hagecius on that comet. Hagecius' letter to Mylius (item 
49 of appendix), printed in 158o, is in favor of astrological implications of 
comets and does not recognize comets as supra-lunar. The change in 
Hagecius' opinions seems to have been first expressed in his work on the 
comet of 158o which was printed in GOrlitz in 1581, namely the Apodim 
ph:ysica d rraaJhematica de cometis •••• See Koch (1907-1910), ~- 86: 54 note 1. 

30 He seems not to have been Jewish, in spite of suggestions to that 
effect. ·wolf, ]. C., I. 1157, gave a name in Hebrew followed by its Latin 
translation and further information: • R. Taddai Olaggai Abhaget, Medicus 
Hebraeus, latinum de Metoposcopia tractatum scripsit an. 1561: quem MS. 
Bartoloccius vidit.,. Thus Wolf called the man he was discussing ,. Rabbi •. 
Wolf was evidently referring to Thaddaeus Hagecius ab Hayek, although 
the latter's Metoposcopia first appeared in 1562. ]Ocher, II, IJIS, discussing 
Hagecius, cited Woli Vetter, I, calls Thaddaeus Hagecius' father "patrician• 
and his mother • noble", and makes no mention of any Jewish blood in 
Hagecius' veins. Prague in the sixteenth century had a large Jewish com
munity and there is the possibility that Hagecius was a converted Jew. 
However, in the light of Professor Vetter's article, it seems more likely 
that W o1f erred and confused Thaddaeus Hagecius ab Hayek with another man. . 

31 Item 48 of appendix. 
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Lupacius.82 This is followed by the dedication to Elector Au
gustus, Duke of Saxony, Landgrave of Thuringia .••• , signed 
by Hagecius and dated from Prague on February 24. 1578. 

The narrative about the comet of 1577 begins 83 by saying 
that it was seen in the west at six in the evening of November 
io, 1577. That night strong winds"drove away the clouds which 
had long made observation impossible. The comet was a little 
above the Tropic of Capricorn in the sign of the winter sol
stice. 84 On the following day bad weather prevented observa
tion, but on the 12th and 13th of the month the sky was clear 
and quiet. Then, especially on the 13th, many, including Hage
cius,85 viewed the comet with consternation and trepidation. It 
stood to the right of and higher than the moon, above the head 
of Sagittarius in the Milky Way, in what Hagecius called the 
usual and most suitable place for the generation of comets.
Saturn was at that time west of the moon and below the comet's 
tail in the tenth degree of Capricorn,86 where it had been in con
junction with the moon on the previous· day, but having been 
dulled by the moon's light and being nearer the horizon, it could 
not be seen. That day the comet's body appeared equal to Jupi
ter or Venus in size. Its light was clear and pure. Its out
stretched tail, alone, gave the impression of sad foreboding. In 
the foilowing days, diminished in body, it appeared sadder and 
paler. Its motion was irregular, like Mercury's. A mane or 
beard, like a disordered cloud of.yellowish color, was denser, 
thicker, and more contracted than the body of the comet, but 
became less dense further from the body, spreading out in little 
branches, like a broom, as though twigs were bunched together, 

32 Lupacius was born in Prague and lived there at the time of Hagecius. 
He wrote, among other works, a Bohemian historical calendar which was 
printed in Nuremberg in 1578 and in Prague in 1584 See Zedler, XVIII, 
Ii98, and ]Ocher, II, 26o5 .. 

33 Chapter I begins on A8 r (page I). 

34 Sagittarius. 

35 Hagecius was not at home on November 12th and 13th. 

36" in X. parte Capricomi ". 
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and ending in smoke. The tail was curved like a horn or a short 
Turkish or Persian sword, the back being denser, the edge 
thinner. Because of the tail's shape, Hagecius called the comet 
" Xiphias," which he said historians had described before 
Xerxes crossed over into Greece. 87 Others, according to Hage ... 
cius, compared the tail to a peacock's tail or to a broom of t'wigs~ 
He added that God is wont to vary the forms of comets accord
ing to His own .free will. Hagecius, following Aristotle's two 
divisions, called this comet "Barbata" or ... Pogonia," because 
the flame projected in one direction only, pointing to the south-

. eastern portion of the earth. The flame was so great in longi
tude as to seem nearly to reach the stars in the horns of Capri
CQrn, which were higher than the end of the tail, and the tail 
pointed to the forehead of Capricorn. It covered more than 25° 
of a great circle .. 

On the 14th the comet appeared slightly further off; but be
fore satisfa_ctory observations could be made· a cloud suddenly 
obscured it from view. On the following day the sky was over
cast with dark clouds, but on the 16th there was good weather. 
Then Hagecius began observations with an astronomical radius, 
determining the distances from the comet to the neighboring 
stars, and finding the comet 17° 52' 88 from Aquila 89 and 13° 
13' from the constellation Antinous.40 Thus the comet was seen 

37 Xerxes set out from Sardis in the spring of 48o B. C. 
38" 17. partib. 52. scrup." A "scrupulum" has been translated throughout 

the 5ummary of this book as a "minute". See chapter III, note 64, above, 
and chapter IV, note u6, below. 

39 It is difficult to determine from what point in the constellation Aquila 
Hagecius took his measurements, and it seems strange that he never speci
fied the point of origin. Since I saw his work in the summer of 1931 and 
no copy is now available, it is possible that he made some pertinent state
ment which I did not record in my notes. On November 24th, Hagecius 
found the comet on a straight line between Aquila and the stars in the horns 
of Caprioorn, 17" from the ecliptic and u• 43' from Aquila. Hagecius' map, 
on B, r (see Hellman, pl. 8, b) shows a position for the comet, with the 
same relative distances if the measurement is made from the bright star in 
Aquila. The line through the comet and the stars in the horns of Capricorn 
also passes through that same bright star. 

40 Or " from the second star from Aquila". The Latin· reads: "A 
secunda stella ex informibus eius Aquilae, qu~ Antinoi illius pueri, ab 
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at 6 P. M. that day about 18° in Capricorn and 12° north of 
the ecliptic. From the 17th of November through the 21st 
the sky was cloudy; but on the 22nd it was calm and Hagecius 
observed that the comet was 10° 48' from Aquila. On the 23rd 
the sky was again cloudy. On the 24th the comet was 11° 43' 
from Aquila and 6° 28' from the fourth star from Aquila. It 
appeared in a straight line with Aquila 41 and the two stars in 
the horns of Capricorn, being 17° from the ecliptic and about in 
the 26th degree of Capricorn. That day the tail stretched to
~ard the second star from Aquila so as to pass toward the 
north. In the eight days from the 16th to the 24th the comet, 
with an eastward motion of its own, had moved about 8° in 
longit1,1de and 5° in latitude, with regard to the zodiac. But 
Hagecius pointed out that if its motion were considered in its 
own circle, the comet would be seen to have traversed nearly 
9°. Nor had it left its course although in the two previous days 
it moved only 55'. Allowing for the comet's daily motion, 
Hagecius calculated its position at the time of new moon, No
vember 9th, when he thought it to have arisen. He reasoned 
that it was in the ninth qegree of Capricorn, and nearly 9° from 
the ecliptic, that is, within the Milky Way. He believed that it 
was 43 ° east 42 of the sun and in the western part of the sky 
near the border of the eighth house. Saturn was then in the 
tenth degree of Capricorn and nearly 1° north of the ecliptic. 
Hagecius said ·that when Saturn was in the ninth degree, 
or according to Ptolemy's teaching in the tenth, it might be 
considered in conjunction with the comet. Hagecius admitted 
that some· people said that they saw the comet several days be
fore in Hungary, for in lower latitudes it could be seen better 
and for a longer time above the horizon. 

Hadriani lmperatore in delicijs habiti, esse quidam fabulantur, 13. partib. 
& totidem scrupulis primis." 

41 See note 39, above. 

42 " In distantia verC. a Sole 43· grad. secundum successionem signorum, 
aut 317. grad. contra ordinem signorum." 
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The night of the 25th was cloudy. On the 26th the comet was 
13° 35' from Aquila 43 and nearly I7° from a star in the mouth 
of Pegasus, being in approximately the eighth degree of 
Aquarius, with a latitude of 23°. Consequently, in those days 
it had passed, with a somewhat violent jump, through 12°. in 
longitude and 6° in latitude. At no other time had Hagecius 
found such rapid motion and it aroused his wonder. On the 
27th the comet was I5° 6' from Aquila and 14° 29' from the 
star in the mouth of Pegasus, or in nearly the thirteenth degree 
of Aquarius, with a latitude of 24°. Thus its rate of motion had 
decreased. For the remainder of the· month the sky was over
cast. 

On December Ist the comet was observed 9° 28' from the 
star in the mouth of Pegasus, between two dim stars in the 
head of Equus minor. It appeared on a straight line with 
the small stars in the head and in the right upper arm of 
Aquarius. It was a trifle below the straight line through .Aquila 
and the star in the open mouth of Pegasus. The comet had a 
latitude of 25° and was nearly at the sixteenth degree of Aqua~ 
rius. In four days its apparent motion with reference to the 
zodiac was only 3° in longitude, or 5° in its own circle. Its tail. 
pointed at and almost touched the star in the mouth of Pegasus, 
somehow turning toward Ursa Minor and sending forth its 
vapor far beyond that constellation. On December 2nd the 
comet was 8° 32' from the star in the mouth of Pegasus, in the 
constellation Equus minor, in the nineteenth degree of Aqua
rius, with a latitude of 25°. It had advanced as much in the 
zodiac in one day as in the four preceding ones. On Decerrtber 
3rd Hagecius found that the comet was 7° 36' from the star 
in the mouth of Pegasus and I 7° from the right upper arm of . 
Aquarius.44 It was in the twenty-first degree of Aquarius, but 

43 See note 39 in this chapter. 

44 Hagecius' map shows a star just below the right shoulder • .The phrase 
would have no meaning without this picture in mind. For example, in 
Bouche-Leclercq's picture of Aquarius, the figure face9 out,· so that direc
tions are reversed, and the same star is in the left arm. 
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its latitude was still 25°. On December 4th the sky was cloudy. 
On the 5th the, comet was 5° 43' away from the star in the 
mouth of Pegasus and I6° 5' from the right upper arm of 
Aquarius, having moved 1° 53' nearer to the star in the jaws 
of Pegasus, an average daily motion of 56'. The comet had a 
latitude of 26° and was in the twenty-third degree of Aquarius. 
The tail, with its peculiar curve and its back turned north, was 
stretched eastward toward the breast of Pegasus. 

The next clear weather was on December I Ith, when the 
comet was 4 ° 40 from the star in the mouth of Pegasus, had a 
latitude of 27°, and was in about the twenty-eighth degree of 
Aquarius. The tail stretched toward the star in the right upper 
arm of Pegasus 45 and in the direction of the prolongation of 

·the leg of Pegasus.46 The size of the comet's body seemed to 
have diminished considerably during the five previous days. 
After another cloudy, day the comet was visible 5° 20 from the 
star in the mouth of Pegasus and I9° 22' from the star in the 
right upper arm of the same const~llation.47 In the two days it 
had moved I 0 36' closer to that arm. Therefore, its daily motion 
carried it only 48', and it entered the sign of Pisces with its 
latitude unchanged. On the 14th the comet was 5° 43' from the 
star in the mouth of Pegasus, just as on December 5th, and 
I8° 47' from the right shoulder of that constellation,48 its daily 
motion having been 35'. It was quite thin and dark in body and 
had a languid and very sluggish motion, as if it were already 
being extinguished. The comet was seen on the 22nd and 28th 
of December, but the first clear weather was on the 31st, when 
the comet was nearly I4° from the star in the mouth of Pega
sus, had a latitude of 27°, and was about I0° in Pisces. Its 
diminished tail stretched toward the two little stars near it in 

45 I do not have the original Latin for this passage, but presumably, 
judging from Hagecius' map, the bright star pictured in the shoulder was 
meant. See note 48, below. 

46 Here agai'n, without the· original Latin, it is difficult to interpret 
Hagecius' meaqing. Pegasus' right front leg was probably intended. 

47 See notes 45, above, and 48, below. 

48 "Ab humero autem dextro Pegasi 18. grad. 47. scrup." 
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the breast of Pegasus. The comet, as if wearied, had scarcely 
crept forward and in seventeen full days had traveled barely 8° 
in longitude, and in twenty days had not changed its latitude. 

On January I, 1578, bad weather did not permit careful ob- · 
servation of the comet, but it appeared to be in the same place 
as on the previous day. Observation was impossible on the fol
lowing day, but on the 3rd the comet was sufficiently visible to 
be found 18° 34' from the star in the left wing of Cygnus and 
15° 7' from that in the mouth of Pegasus, approximately in the 
twelfth degree of Pisces, and 29° from the ecliptic. It had tra
versed almost 2° in three days, and was a bit below the straight 
line between the star in the left knee of Pegasus and the bright 
one in the shoulder. Its small, short, shadowy and already dis
appearing tail was still directed toward the two stars in the 
chest of Pegasus. Not until January 7th did the weather again 
permit observation, and for several days thereafter the comet 
could still be distinguished. At last, on the 12th or 13th, it dis
appeared entirely. It left to the accompaniment of wind storms 
equal to if not more violent than those which marked its com
ing. In the last thirty days it had traveled through barely half 
of Pisces, but throughout the period of its duration, certainly 
from November 9th to January 13th, its own irregular motion 
had carried it over a slanting arc embracing about 66° of a 
great circle, the pole of which was between the first and third 
stars of the left hand of Bootes. Its tail was uninterruptedly 
turned away from the sun. The cumbersome detail supplied by 
Hagecius and the awkward terminology he employed, now 
easily supplanted by reference to fixed coordinates, enabled the 
average sixteenth century reader to follow the path of the comet 
through familiar constellations and to realize the apparent 
change in its rate of motion. 

Next,*9 Hagecius dealt with the astrological causes of the 
comet. He said that the time, place, and size· of the comet of 
I 577 could not have been predicted, but attributed the uncer
tainty to the fact that both pagan and Christian philosophers 

49 Chapter II. 
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and astronomers had preferred to consider a comet divine, not 
natural. Its purpose is to announce God's wrath against man, 
and it disappears when it has discharged this function. Hage
cius believed that this was the opinion of John of Damascus, and 
that before him Josephus, the writer of Jewish history, thought 
the same, when he said that a comet results from secret causes 
of nature. In his own age, Hagecius found learned and pious 
men, such as Jacobus Zieglerus 110 and Johannes Vogelin,111 who 
held those same opinions. He added that whatever could be 
established concerning the nature of a comet had been explained 
by Gemma. 52 Hagecius concurred with Gemma and suggested 
that he also write an explanation of the comet of 1577 and that 
he hasten the publication of his work on meteorography. Hage
cit.is said that he presented his own works with pleasure for 
the consideration and censorship of Gemma, Tycho, Johannes 
Pr~etorius, Jerome Munosius and others. Hagecius was indif
ferent to the causes of the comet expounded by others because, 
unaw~re of the possibilities of scientific investigation, he never 
ceased to believe and proclaim that the generation of all comets 
is hidden, and that it is not merely difficult but impossible to 
anticipate their appearance. He believed that the point where 
th~y appear, the question whether they are of celestial or ele
mentary nature, and their distance from the .earth can be deter
mined by dealing with them as though they are natural pheno
mena and applying physical and astronomical doctrine. He be
lieved that still further information, which had been concealed 
from human knowledge for centuries, could be obtained because 
of the grace of God,1 who had reserved this knowledge and finally 
revealed it through Regiomontanus and explained it through 
others. 

Dealing with the distance of the comet from the center of 
the earth,53 Hagecius said that he had used a celestial globe in 

50 See chapter II, above. 

51 See chapter II, above. 

52 Cornelius Gemma. F~r example, see Hagecius (1574). 

53 Chapter III. 
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determining the observed positions of the comet in the zodiac, 
recorded in the first chapter, for .the separate days when the 
comet was visible. He said that he was too busy to perform the 
tremendous task of computing the positions by trigonometry, 
although students of mathematics, using distances he had noted~ 
might practice this computation. He emphasized th,e importance 
of investigating parallax in the circle of altitude, saying that 
whatever can and should l>e known concerning comets and their 
passions, all those things consist in the knowledge of one paral
lax, and that others [who do not have this k-nowledge] should 
not claim that they have special knowledge concerning comets. 
To determine the parallax, applying Regiomontanus' theory, 
Hagecius made two observations of the comet on November 
26th. At exactly 5 P.M., as determined by means of the altitude 
of Aquila,54 Hagecius found that the altitude of the comet was 
39° 3d and that the azimuth 55 measured westward from the 
meridian was JI 0

• Eighteen minutes later, using a quadrant of 
moderate size, he found that the altitude was 38° Hi and the 
azimuth 36°. Thereupon he concluded that the comet had some 
parallax. After deeper consideration he inferred the same from 
the meridian altitudes of the comet and of Aquila, and noted 
the slightly unlike distances of the comet. For on December 
2nd, making two observations three hours apart, and . on the 
I Ith, allowing an interval of four hours between observations, 
he discovered that the distance of the comet from the star in 
the mouth of Pegasus was less than 4' or s'. He admitt.ed that 
on the 14th of December he had not 'perceived such a difference 
but added that an error of several minutes could easily creep in. 
He believed that he had made definite progress in determining 
the parallax, which he detected as 5° and some minutes, al
though he discarded the minutes. From this value and the dis
tance of the comet from the vertex, after consulting the table of 
parallax which he had prepared for his book about the new star, 

54 It is difficult to understand how Hagecius could be sure that the time 
was exact unless by "Aquila" he meant a particular star in the constellation . 
of that name. See note 39, above, in this chapter. 

55 See note IJO in chapter III, above. 
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he concluded that the comet was a little more than eight semi· 
diameters of the earth from its center,118 and, what is more, 
lower than the moon. Evidently aiming at brevity, Hagecius 
suggested that those who had no copy of his Diale.ris should 
consult problem ten of Regiomontanus ' De cometa. 

Hagecius' next concern was for the " true " position of the 
comet in the zodiac.117 He believed it necessary here to set forth 
more fully the observed and true positions of the comet, and to 
show how they differ mutually. Therefore, he recalculated his 
observations for November 26th. Applying the theory of Regi~ 
montanus' seventh and eighth problems, he located the comet's 
observed position in the seventh degree, thirty-seventh minute 
of the twelfth part of Aquarius with a latitude of 22° 49, and 
its " true " place in the tenth degree, forty-fifth minute of Aqua
rius with a latitude of 28° 2cj. The observed and actual posi-

. tions for the other days he left for investigation by students of 
mathematics. 

Finally58
, Hagecius attempted a pious and christian interpre· 

tation of the comet's signifiance. He felt certain that the nova 
had not yet completed its significations. In his opinion all 
comets indicated war, and the people and places involved could 
be discovered by consulting Ptolemy's doctrine. From the 
comet's p-osition and the extension of its tail, he concluded that 
the Spaniards were about to attack the Moors, the Italians, the 
French, and the Belgians. 59 He urged the placing of faith in 
God and pointed out that the star which .heralded the birth of 

56 " Cum qua parallaxi & distantia Cometae a vertice ingressus tabellam 
parallaxeos, quam in no~ra Dialexi de noua stella confecimus, statim colliges 
Cometen paulo plus octo semidiametris terrae a centro eius, elongatum 
fuisse, ••• " The table of parallaxes is on pages 77-8 of Hagecius (1574) 
and gives the distance from the vertex (go•- altitude), the parallax, and 
the distance from the ·earth measured in semidiameters of the earth. Using 
the distance from the vertex amounts to adjusting for the horizontal parallax, 
which in this case must. have been a little more than 7"· 

57 Chapter IV. 

58 Chapter V. 

59 " Gallos & Belgas ". 
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Christ brought the greatest joy to all pious men and was for 
them a sign of greatest good, but that for the evil and impious, 
such as Herod, the Jews, and like folk, it was a sign of greatest 
sadness and ill fortune. He held that certain phenomena could 
forecast good as well as evil, for che believed that pious men 
might witness wars and changes without being swallowed by 
the storms, because they commend themselves to God. Hagecius 
ended his book with a prayer and quoted in German a prophecy 
of change. 

Hagecius' second book on the comet of 1577 60 takes the form 
of a letter to Martin Mylius. It differs from his first book by 
being not so much a record of his own observations and an 
explanation of his theories as a discussion of the works on the 
same comet by Maestlin, Roeslin, and others. 

Hagecius was acquainted with works on the star of I 572 by 
Maestlin,61 Tycho, Thomas Digges, and John Dee, and consid
ered Maestlin's work on the comet of 1577 no less scholarly 
than his earlier treatise. Hagecius admired Maestlin's ingenuity 
and remarked on his use of ·a thread held so as to connect two 
stars. Nevertheless, rather than follow that method of observa-' 
tion, he himself preferred to rely on, well.-constructed instru
ments. 

Hagecius examined Maestlin's observations and calculations 
for parallax in detail, but felt that they were not conclusive. Ac
cording to Hagecius,62 Maestlin assumed a straight line be
tween a star in the beak of Cygnus and another in the mouth of 
Pegasus and then made two observations of the comet's dis-

60 Item 49 of appendix, below. 

61 See chapter II, above, especially note 266. 

62 Item 49 of appendix, B1 r: " Statuit Moestlinus stellam in rostro 
gallinae, & alteram in rictu Pegasi in una recta linea : & ex distantia 
Cometae a rictu Pegasi, in duabus obseruationibus colligit locum apparentem 
Cometae: quem cum propemodum eundem· inueniat in utroque illo tempore: 
habita ratione motus proprij Cometae: hinc colligit, Cometam nullam 
habuisse parallaxim. In qua obseruatione Moestlini multa sunt suspecta." 
Presumably Maestlin measured the comet's distance from the assumed' 
straight line. 
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tance from the mouth of Pegasus. Thence he reckoned the 
comet's apparent position, which was almost the same in both 
observations. He calculated the body's proper motion, and con
cluded that the comet had no parallax. Hagecius considered 
Maestlin's data uncertain and not pertinent to the investigation 
of parallax and his hypothesis unfounded and said that he knew 
no one who supported Maestlin. He himself was not then ready 
to defend Maestlin against N olthius, 63 although he believed the 
latter's observations inaccurate. According to Hagecius, Cor
nelius Gemma had placed the comet of 1577 in the orbit of 
·Mercury, however, without producing a valid or well-founded 
reason for this. Because Gemma wished to hear his opinion of 
the parallax, Hagecius had explained it to him in accurately 
written letters, and held no doubt that Gemma, who was honor
able and truth-loving, would have changed his own opinion, had 
not destiny snatched him away.64 Consequently, argued Hage
cius, the opinion of .Maestlin could not be established by the 
.authority of Gemma. Hagecius recounted Maestlin's observa-

; tion11 for November 24th and December I 5th and said that for 
November 9th and 1oth Scultetus gave a daily motion of I

0 

47' and Maestlin 5° 15', and that they differed by nearly 12° in 
latitude. Hagecius also mentioned Maestlin's theory of the mo
tiQn of venus and the fact that the comet did not move like 
Venus. Several times Hagecius referred to "V uitichio,"65 whose 
observations, as well as those by Scultetus and N olthius, tended 
to agree with his own. Hagecius summed up by saying that 
from a certain single observation of one comet only, whose com
plete revolution could not be observed, he had not been able 
to establish an hypothesis to cover the irregularity of its motion, 
let alone find one to accommodate all comets, in the manner 
of Ptoiemy and Copernicus. ' 

63 See the section on Nolthius, below, in this chapter. 

M Gemma died in 15?9· See chapter III, note 144. above • 

. 65" Vuitichio" was probably Paul Wittich who studied with. Tycho in 
158o and later observed for the Landgrave. See A.D.B., XLIII, 637; 
Dreyer (18go), II!)-1:21. 
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Hagecius believed it unnecessary to say anything about 
Nicholas \Vinckler,66 his "plagiarist", so he proceeded to the 
consideration of Roeslin's book.67 According to_ Hagecius, 
Roeslin sent this book to him and to Paul Fabricius and .asked 
that each be willing to read it and interpret it in a friendly man-:
ner. In that book Roeslin made honorable mention of Hagecius 
more than once. For such a kind spirit toward him, Hagecius 
rendered thanks and complimented Roeslin. He said that he 
would give his sincere opinion of the work of Roeslin, whose 
zeal and skill he admired, but with whom he was not in com
plete agreement. Hagecius understood Roeslin's statements con.
cerning motion but he did not see how they could be fitted to 
this or other comets. He applied the same criticism here that he 
offered against Maeslin's theory: he could not establish the 
mean and regular motion of phenomena whose entire revolution 
could not be observed. Therefore, the motion according to 
longitude, latitude, and declination which Roeslin attributed to 
the comet should be said to be invented rather than derived 
from nature, because doubtless it could serve his preconceived 
opinion. Furthermore, the positions of comets which are de- _ 
duced from this motion are not exact nor do they respond to 
other observations, but are established only in a general way 
from the celestial globe, as was discovered by Cornelius Gemma 
himself, in whose footsteps Roeslin followed. Hagecius con
cluded that the comet'~ rate or " proportional motion," as Roes
lin termed it, could not be determined from such uncertain posi
tions.68 Nor did Hagecius understand what Roeslin said farther 
on, concerning spheres-, circles, poles, and axis of the world:
how through them the positions and motion of all comets can 
be saved. Hagecius thought that Roeslin erred in following 
Gemma and putting the comet in t}le orbit of Mercury, and re-

66 See appendix, item 109. 

67 Item 93 of appendix, below. 

68 Hagecius here referred to chapter II of Roeslin's treatise, and since 
Roeslin appears confused there, it seems reasonable that Hagecius should 
have been unable to follow him. 
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peated his opinion that Gemma would have changed his mind 
had he lived sufficiently long. According to Hagecius, Fabricius 
called Roeslin's book a huge and unformed monstrosity, but 
Hagecius' opinion of it was more moderate, for he thought that 
what Roeslin said concerning the comet's meaning was pious, 
intelligent, arfd useful. Thus Hagecius introduced the subjects 
of comets as portents ~nd astrological predirtion in general, 
which form the last part of his book. As stated on the title-page, 
Hagecius aimed to combat those who contended that comets 
signify nothing. He stressed their divine nature. To those now 
interested in the development of the theory of comets, this 
lengt~y last part of Hagecius' book seems an unnecessary di
gression, but to Hagecius and his contemporaries it fulfilled 
part of an astronomer's task. 

Hagecius' book was dated from Prague, and was probably 
not completed before I 580. Appended to it is a letter from 
Martin Mylius to Hagecius, dated from Garlitz on the day of 
the autumnal equinox in 157~. Mylius seems to have been 
chiefly interested in the astrological implications of comets. He 
specifically asked for Hageci11s' opinion concerning the works of 
Maestlin and Roeslin, and Hagecius' book is the answer to this 
letter. 

Among the astronomers whose work was known to Hagecius 
was Bartholemaeus Scultetus,69 who was listed by Tycho 7

() 

69 A.D.B., XXXIII, 497-8, article by Giinther.-Annalen.-Bassaeus, II, 
252, 278, 345, 446.-Baumgartei.-Brahe, IV, 296-337, VII, 61-3.-Delambre 
(1821), I, 229.-Dreyer, editor, VIII, 463.-Dreyer (189<>), 16, 20, 131, 
132-3, 171, 182, 288, 329-331, 369.-Gesner (1583), 1o6.-Grave.-Hantsch. 
(This reproduces two maps by Scultetus and gives a sketch of his life.)
Hellmann (1883), 463, 6¢.-Hellmann (1891), 36-7.-Hellmann (1924), 
29, 41-2.-Hoefer, XLIII, 599-000.-]ancke (1861a) . ..:...]ancke (1861b).
Jancke (1868).-]ancke (1870).-]anssen, V, 95, 345.-Jocher, IV, 451.
Kastner, II, 382, 409.-Koch (1907-1910). (There is a picture of Scultetus 
opposite LXXXIII, 1.) -Koch (1916).-Kroker.-Michaud, XXXVIII, 
601-2.-Poggendorff, II, 883.-Riccioli, I, xxxi, II, 13, 25, 28, 89.-Ruge.
Scheibel, 62-3, 107.- Scultetica ( 1837). - Scultetica ( 1842). - Scultetica 
(1915).-Vossius, 382-3 (chapter LXV, §29).-Weidler, 377, 385, 396-7.-
Witte, obiit ••• 1614--Zedler, XXXVI, 765. . 

Schottenloher, II, 263, listed the following unobtainable work : 
Epithalamia in honorem nuptiarum Bartholomaei Sculteti, mathematicarum 
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among the upholders of the sublunar position of the comet of 
1577. He was born in Gorlitz on May 14, 1540 and die~ there 
on June 21, 1614- His name was originally Schulz or Scholz, 
and his father's name was Martin.11 He began his studies under 
his brother Zachary at Gorlitz 72 but later continued them at 
Leipzig 73 under the mathematician Johannes Homelius.74 He 
also attended the ·juridical lectures of Ambrosius Lobwasser,75 

but remained faithful to mathematics. 
A little more than three months before Homelius' death on 

July 5th, 1562, Tycho Brahe arrived in Leipzig and came under 
the influence of both Homelius and Scultetus, and he has been 
called one of Scultetus' pupils. When Tycho did some astronom-

arlium studiosissimi, a.c Helenae Joannis Roberi civis Gorlicensi.r filia.e. 
GOrlitz, Ambrosius Fritsch, 1573. 

Further information concerning Scultetus might be found in'!" 
Grosser, Samuel. Lausitzische merckwurdigkeiten, darinnen von beyden 

ma.rggrafthumer,. in funff unterschiedenen theilen von den wichtigsten 
geschichten, religions- und kirchen-begebenheiten, ••• Leipzig, etc., D.Richter, 
1714- ' 

Hoffmann, Job. Jac. Lexicolf univ'ersale historiam, chronologiam ••• 
ezplicans. Leyden, 1698. 4 v. (This seems to contain an account J?y Martin 
Mylius. See Koch (I907-I910), LXXXIII, 57 note 1.) 

Otto, Gottlieb Friedrich. Lexico,. der seit dem fun/zehenden Jahrhunderte 
verstorbenen jetztlebenden -Oberlausizischen Schriftsteller and Kunstler ••• 
GOrlitz, 18oo-18o3, 3 v. · 

70 Brahe, IV, 296-337. 

71 Koch (1907-1910), LXXXIII, 57; Jancke (1868), 267. It has been said 
that the father's name was Abraham, but Grave, ·489, disagreed with this. 
Kastner, I, 58o, II, 38z, said that Bartholemaeus was from the same family 
as Abraham and David Scultetus. However, Scultetus or Schulz \vas not an 
uncommon name. Koch (1907-1910), LXXXIII, 57, said that Bartholemaeus 
had a brother Abraham born in 1537. 

72 See Weidler, Kastner, Zedler, and Grave, 457. According to Grave, 
489-490, Zachary made a sun-dial over the apothecary's shop in GOrlitz, 
which has been confused with Bartholemaeus' dial on the church. Koch 
(1907-1910), LXXXIII, 57, said that Bartholemaeus Scultetus once studied 
under Zachary Zimmermann, and there may be some confusion of names. 

73According to Koch (1907-1910), LXXXIII, 58, Scultetus changed 
from Wittenberg to Leipzig in 1559· 

74 See chapte': III, note 118, above. 

'75 See A.D.Jil., XIX, 56-8. 
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ical observing in I 564 he used a cross-staff which Scultetus sub
divided for him by means of transversals, which were coming 
into ~se. Once 78 Tycho said that he learned the use of trans
versals '(on a straight line, not an arc) from Hom eli us; at an
other time, that Scultetus had taught it to him. It seems more 
likely that Scultetus had learned it from Homelius and then 
in.structed Tycho, but undoubtedly Homelius himself was not 
the inventor of the scheme.n Moreover, Grave 78 said that 
Tycho attended mathematical lectures by Scultetus, and in that 
sense. he was his pupil. The friendship between Scultetus and 
Tycho lasted throughout the latter's life, Scultetus being one of 

· Tycho's principal foreign correspondents. Five of Tycho's let~ 
ters to Scultetus are preserved.79 One of these, dated October 
12, 1581,80 deals chiefly with the comet 'of 1577. In it Tycho, 

· though polite and cordial, rightly disagreed with the parallax 
found by Scultetus for that body. In his own book on the comet, 
also, he discussed the parallax found by his friend.81 According 
to Riccioli, Scultetus believed that some comets were above the 
moon and others below it. 

From Leipzig Scultetus'went to Wittenberg, where in 1564 82 

76 Dreyer ( 189o), 20, 329-331 ; Kastner, II, 35.5-

'17 See Koch (1907-1910), LXXXIII, 59 and 59 note 3-

78 Grave, 458: 

79 Dreyer ( 189o), 132-3, 288, 369; Kastner II, 409-4II; Koch ( 1907-
1910), LXXXVI, 53-8; Thorndike, VI,I8J, n. 14-

80 Brahe, VII, 61~3. Scultetus had sent a copy of his work on the comet 
of 1577 to Tycho. After Tycho's criticism Scultetus, although he noted the 
comets of 158o and 1582, wrote nothing further on the subject. See Koch 
(1907-1910), LXXXIV, 72-3, LXXXVI, 53, and Koch (1916), 29-30. 

81 Brahe, IV, 3o6 ff. 

82 This date does oot agree very well with his helping Tycho in Leipzig 
in 1564- However, according to Grave, 458, Scultetus went to 'Wittenberg and 
other schools and then returned to Leipzig. Grave's statement fits well with 
Hoefer's, that Scultetus first went to other universities and then taught at 
Leipzig. Koch (1907-1910), LXXXIII, 58-g, said that Scultetus enrolled at 
Wittenberg in 1557, and thus may have known :Melanchthon personally; 
that he went to Leipzig in 1559; and that he received his degree in Witten
berg on February 24. Is64-
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he received the degree of master of arts. He also lectured at 
Wittenberg for some time. In 1567 he returned home, but made 
several short trips, until 'in 1570, at the age ol thirty, ~ re
turned to Gorlitz, never again to leave it, except for his map
making trips in the neighborhood .. From i570 to '1586 83 he 
taught arithmetic and' spherics at the gymnasium. Then. he 
entered the city administration and in' 1589 to 1;592 became in . . . 
turn recorder,84 judge, church-trustee, deputy burgomaster, and 
burgomaster,85 which position he held at his death in 1614. His 
diary has proved useful to later writers on the history of Garlitz 
and its inhabitants. 88 He was made a noble by either Rudolph 
II or Ferdinand II.87 His tombstone, .erected in St .• Nicolas' 
church in GOrlitz in 1642, bears the words "Quid agam, re:.. 
quiris? Tabesco. Scire, quis sim, cupis? Fui, ut es; eris ut sum." 
He was twice married 88 and left two sons and three daughters. 89 

He was a man of high character and well loved. . ' 
A scholar of considerable breadth, and the author of severaL r 

theological, juridical, astronomical: and astrological works,90 · 

83Koch (1907-1910), LXXXIII, 65, gav~ the last date as 1s84, as did 
also Jancke (1861a), 265. • · . 

84Hellmann (1883); Grave, 458. 

85Idem; Koch (1916), 21. According to Koch (1907-1910), LXXXIII, 
174. and Koch (1916), ~~. Scultetus first entered the city administration in 
1578. Scultetus' positions were listed by Grave, 459. For a discussion of 
them see Koch (1907~1910), LXXXVI, 46-9 and K;och (1916), 21. 

86Jancke (1861b), 28o; Jancke (1861a), 265; and ]ancke (1868), 267, 
said that this diary covered the years 1567 to 1594. or through I593• See 
also Koch (1907-1910) and Koch (1916). 

· f!:l See Grave, 462, 5oo-2. 

88 Scultetus' first wife whom he married in 1570, was Agnes Winckler 
Tielen, a widow. She died in 1572. His second wife, whom he married in 
January 1573, was Helen Roberus. See Jancke (1868), z68..9.. 

89 Scultetus' wiv~s and children were discussed by Koch (1916), 45-53. 

90 Scultetus' astrology was a part of his astronomy, for, as Koch ( 1916); 
24. said of him, he was an astronomer of his time, seeking to measure the 
direct influence of the stars on human life. Some of his manuscript~ are 
extant. See Jancke (1868) and Koch (1916), 55-7. See Baumgartel, 248-9. 
for a 1596 letter by Scultetus. See Hoefer and Grave, 470 ff., for references 
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to manuscript notes by Scultetus, entitled Annals of Gorlits. These may include 
his diary and his E libri.r rerum gestarum Gorlicmsium. See Scultetica 
(1837), Scultetica (1842), and Scultetica (1915). His printed works include: 

Almcuuu:h und Schreib-Kalender, auf!s Jahr ••• Is84 ••• GOrlitz [1583] 
(B.M. catalogue. According to Koch (1907-1910), LXXXIV, 74 and 
LXXXVI, 53, these almanachs appeared regularly; see Koch (1916), 53-8. 
This item is probably the work which Koch (1916), Z'j, said was dedicated 
to Michael Ender and Sebastian Hoffmann, and where the Gregorian and 
Julia1,1 calendars appeared together for the first time.) 

Brief vo.a T~chone de Brahe (Scultetus, editor; see ]Ocher). 
Calendarium Ecclesiasticum & Horoscopium perpetuum. GOrlitz, 1$'1. 

(Gesner (1583); ]Ocher; Witte. Grave gave a description but no date. 
Koch (1916), 44. called the 1571 edition the "first" (see the Computus 

-ecclesiasticus .•. , listed below). Zedler listed a 1578 edition.) 
Calendrier refonne. GOrlitz, 16o1. (Hoefer. The original title was prob

ably not in French.) -
Computus ecclesiasticus, i.a calendarium perpetuum omK.. h. mundi cmnorum 

Chr. directus et extructus. Almanach u. Ki.rchenrechKg. aller Jahr .... vo.a 
anfang der mensch/. Geburt ... bi.ss ... diese Zeit. M. Anleitg .... den Com-
putam eccl. in des A. w. N. T. Zeit . .. au verstehen. New zugericht u. in e. 
leichtuerstend, OrdKg. gebr. GOrlitz, A. Fritsch, 1574- (]ocher; Grave; 
Poggendorff; full title from Rosenthal, catalogue 168, item 631. According 
to Koch (1907-1910), LXXXIII, 68, this was a second edition of the Calen
tlarium Ecclesiasticum .... ) 

Curriculum humanitatis Jesu Christi in terris, continens historians redemp
loru evangelicam. Frankfort-on-the-Oder, 16go. (A.D.B. Hoefer said that • 
this appeared in GOrlitz, in 158o, in folio, and in Frankfort-on-the-Oder, in 
16oo, in quarto.) 

De origi.ne & curatione pestis (]ocher; Witte; Zedler; Grave, who 
cited Zedler.) 

Diarium humanitatis Christi . • . (Witte; Grave, who said that this is 
the same as the Curriculum humanitatis .•.• However, see Koch (1916), Z'j, 

where this work was said to have been finished .in the beginning of 1581.) 
Gnomonice de solarijs, siue doctrina practica terlit partis Astronomiae. 

Von allerley Solarien I da.s ist I Himmli.schen circuln vnnd Uhrn I wie man 
dieselben an die au/fgerichten Planicien oder Wende I vnd in allerhand hole 
Instrument I von den planis sphaericis vnd vermischten superficiebus 
~ammen gesetzt I kUn.rtlich verzeichnen vnd representiren sol. Nach Geo
metrischem grundt zugericht. GOrlitz, r572. (Bassaeus, II, 345, gave the 
date for this work as 1573, but the earlier date was, given by the Cat. Belg., 
1JQ8, the Bodleian library catalogue, Gesner ( 1583), B.M. catalogue, Wolf, 
II, 13, Grave, 467-8, Koch (1907-1910), LXXXIII, 71, Zedler, and Sotheran, 
catalogue 857, item 2192. The Sotheran catalogue reported that this work is 
interesting for the transversal division on the circle and said that the A.D.B .. 
statement that there was a Latin edition simultaneously with the German 
one is erroneous and due to the bilingual title. Weidler seems to have 
thought that Tycho had much to do with this work, and according to Koch 
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(1907-1910), LXXXIII, 71, its publication was made possible largely by ' 
the generosity of Matthias Menius.) 

lmmerwerender Allmanach vnd Kirchenrechnung oller Jahr I von det't 
Geburt Christi bi.rs zum End der Welt. Sampt einem computo Ecclesia.rtico, 
dess alte11 vnnd neuwen Testaments Zeit 'L'nd Jahr rechnungen griUultlicli 
zuverstehen. GOrlitz, 1574- (Bassaeus, II, 345. This is probably the same as . 
the Computus ecclesiasticus listed above.) • 

lnventuris no11 obstant inventa. Gorlitz, 1572. (A.D.B.; PoggendortJ; 
Grave, 465, .¢9, where the date was given as 1574 and the printer as Fritsch; 
Grave, 467, where the date wa; given as 1572 and it was said that there was 
a second edition in 1583. According to Koch (1907-1910), LXXXIII, 67, 
the title given above was the motto under the title of the Colendarium 
Ecclesiasticum & Horoscopium perpetuum.) 

Korte <t•on d. Lau.ritz. (Grave, ]ocher, and Zedler m'entioned this and other · 
maps, i. e. of Meissen. Ortelius' Theatrum orbis terrarum, according to 
PoggendortJ and the A.D.B., reproduced some of them. Gesner (1583), 1o6, 
listed Misniae & Lusatiae Chorographia, printed in GOrlitz in 1S6g. Kroker 
mentioned and Ruge described the map of Meissen and Lausitz, and Ruge, 
225, stated that the map was dated 1568, not 1569 as Ortelius had said. See 
Koch (1907-19IO), LXXXIII, 62-3. There was also a map of Oberlausitz 
which appeared in 1593 and was described by Ruge and mentioned by 
Jancke (186rb).) 

New und Alter Ri:imischer Allmanach und Schriebkolender ••• I6oi. 
GOrlitz, Rhambaw. (Grave, 465-6.) 

Opus sciatericum (edited by Scultetus. ]ocher; Zedler). 
Phaenomena novilunii ecliptici, sub meridiana Gorlicien.rium de coelo 

observata I567 d. 8. April. GOrlitz, 1567. (A.D.B.; Grave; Poggendorff.) 
Prognosticon Nouilunij Ecliptici. Das onder Theil von der Sonnen Fin

sternuss so im Aprill I567. gesehen worden I darinn angezeiget werden die 
zukunfftigen Geschlechten auff Erden I so in den Jaren IS68. IS6t}. IS70. 
vnd den nachfolgenden .rich :zutragen sollen. GOrlitz, Ambrosius Fritsch, 156g. 
(Bassaeus, II, 278; Gesner (1583), 1o6, where, however, a Latin title was 
given. Grave gave the date as 1568 and Giinther (A.D.B., XXXIII, 498), 
gave it as 1567.) 

Prognosticon Meteorographicum perpetuum. Ewig werend Prognosticon, 
Von aller Witterung in der Lufft vnd der Wercken der andern Element: 
Soviel betrifft die ankunft, natur vnd Wirckung oller Wind, Regen, Schnee,. 
Thaw,· Reiff. Cum adnexa. GOrlitz, 1572. (There were editions in 1583 and 
1588. A.D.B.; Bassaeus, II, 345; Grave, 467; Hellmann (1883); Hellmann 
(18g1), 36-7; Hellmann (1924), 41-2; ]ocher; PoggendortJ.) 

Prognosticon, Uber die Mundanam Revolutionem Im Jahr ••• Is84, ••• 
[1583 ?] (B.M. catalogue. Grave cited a "prognosticon" for 1595.) 

Vita Christi & Apostolorum. Frankfort, 166o. (]ocher; Zedler; Grave, 
476-7.) 

Vom Vrsprung der Pestilent.r I VHnd jhren .rufollenden Kranckheiten I 
ouch derselben /Ut'kommung vnncl heilung Doctoris Paracelsi Schreiben 
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Scultetus was particularly interested in calendar reform.11 He 
defended it, although a Protestant, and expressed his regret 
that some people fought against a good proposal because of hate 
for its initiators. Gregory XIII sought his opinion on the pro
posed changes,82 and Scultetus' literary relations with his con
temporaries was based .largely on this interest. Kepler 83 and 
Peucer and the Jesuit, Anton Possevinus, sought him out in 
Garlitz, and Paul Fabricius was the model whom Scultetus tried 
in some ways to follow.84 In 16o1 he came forward with an im
proved calendar 85 and his Gnomonice de solariis of 1572 proved 
so important that a Dutch edition of it appeared in Amsterdam 
in 1670. F:rom 1573 to 1598 he wrote at least nine, probably 
twenty-six, prognostications in the German language.88 He 
seems to have had some notion about spiders as weather signs. 

I 
His Phaenomenon novilunii ecliptici retained its astronomical 

jleirsiger mil Obersehung auss seinen Bikhern zusammm geh-agm I auch 
hinzu gesetzt Summarim I auch Concordantzm. Baste. Peter Perna, 1575. 
(Bassaeus, II, 252; B.M. catalogue. This item may be the same as the 
De origione & cu,.alione pestis, listed above. Gesner (1583) listed a wactatus 
de peste ••• ex ••• Paracelsi libris, printed in German in Baste in 1575, 
which might refer to either item.) 

91 Se~ Koch (1907-1910), LXXXIV, 7o-88, LXXXVI, 67-9; Jancke 
(1868), 271, One Ephemeris is preserved only in manuscript (see Koch 
(1907-1910), LXXXIII, 76-7), but other works on the calendar appeared in 
print. See Koch (1916), 20. 

92 Giinther in A.D.B., XXXIII,· 497-8. 

93 Kepler's visit was in 16o7. See Grave, 461 -note xxxx; Koch ( 1907-
1910),. LXXXVI, 59; .Koch (1916), 29. 

94 Jancke (1868), 272. Paul Fabricius was the imperial astrologer. See 
Thorndike, VI, 184 and 184 note 17, and item 39 of the appendix, below. 

95 Grave, 462 note *, and 500, thought that this appeared in 15g8. 

96 Hellmann (1924), 29. Hellmann (1883) listed one quarto p,.actica for 
1s81, printed, however, without date or place of publication; two printed in 
GOrlitz in 1590 and two printed there in 1593 and 1594 respectively. Of the 
p,.ogrtOsticoll Meteo,.og,.aphicum Per·petuum, Hellmann (1924), 41-2, wrote: 
" .•. Scultetus .•. veroffentlichte 1572 ein Buch mit dem Titel Prognosticon 
Meteorographicum Perpetuum, das man fiir eine Anleitung zur Aufstellung 
von W etterprognosen halten konnte. Das ist es aber nicht, sondem nur 
eine Darstellung des jahrlichen Verlaufes der Witterung, in der ungewOhn
lich viel von schadlichem Tau, Reif und Nebel gesprochen wird." 
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importance for a considerabletime and, like others of his works, 
was unspoiled by its quite conventional astrological predilec
tion.97 Scultetus' interest in geography, or cartography, seems 
to have been originally aroused by Homelius, and in that field, 
likewise, he attained considerable repute. He was consulted by 
the Russians who desired to m~asure the size of the earth,98 and 
one of his maps was reprinted as late as 1725.99 

Scultetus' Latin tract on the comet of I 577 100 is not quite as 
learned as one might expect from an author of his .scientific 
background, although it is couched in scholarly terms. It seems 
like the work of a mathematician who was not grounded in 
astronomy. An introductory chapter dedicates it to the senators 
of Gorlitz, and lists twelve observations of the comet by Scul- ' 
tetus, which determined its position in the eighth house, the 
positions of the planets and constellations 

1
during ·the comet's 

appearance, and other data. 

The first part of the text deals with the comet's visible di-. 
urnal revolution and its path in the "sublunar" region of the 
world from November 10, 1577 to January 13, 1578. Scul
tetus began with a lesson in spherical trigonometry,, illustrated 
by diagrams. Then he described the comet as having a lively 
motion toward the west, as well as its own motion upward and 
northward; for, he said, it was always visible in the middle 
of the heaven north of the ecliptic. Although it first was seen 
below the equator, crossing that circle after the tenth day, it 
then appeared entirely north. He assumed a circular orbit for 
the comet,101 his scheme thus resembling Maestlin's. lfe deemed 

97 Giinther in A.D.B., XXXIII, 498. 
I 

98 See Koch (1907-1910), LXXXIII, ~~. and Koch (1916), 33. 

99 Baumgartel. 

100 Item 96 of appendix, below. The first and second sections were fully 
discussed by Tycho in the tenth chapter of the De Mvndi Aetherei ••• 
Phaenomenis (Brahe, IV, 296-337) and will be only sketched here: 

101 " •.. Circulus enim iam ostensus de his omnibus nos edocet, vt qui , 
tanquam norma in nostro Horizonte expositus, de singulis illius adparitioni
bus rationem reddere potest ..•. " See chapter III, note 10, above. 
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it necessary to observe with vario~s· instruments the .comet's 
distance {rom the stars, its pos~tion in the circle of altitude or 
azimuth, and its latitude or almucantarath, ·and to apply them 
to the circumference of the comet's circl~. Thus he could con
veniently vouch for his description of the comet's observed mo
tion, before he broache~ his second topic which concerned its 
parallax and true motion, and the third which dealt with its 
meaning. . 

Ten observations of the comet made by Scultetus from the 
time bf its first appearance to the evening of December I2th/02 

fell along a circle which cut the ecliptic at an angle of 45° in 
~he twenty-first degree of Sagittarius and of Gemini. This circle 

twas the comet's path and from it he calculated that the comet's 
maximum northern latitude would be reached in the twenty-first 
degree of Pisces and its southern in the twenty-first degree of 
Virgo. . 

Scultetus first saw the comet at 5 P.M. on November Ioth 
and recorded its position in the zodiac and also in latitude, and 
noted that its tail was turned away from the sun. He described 
the comet as resembling a huge; shining spherical mass which 
vomited fire and ended in smoke. Scultetus' fault was not lack 
of information but rather the inclusion of many details which 
proved repetitious and many which had no bearing on the 
comet. These data, such as the positions of the planets or the 
Ptolemaic designations of the stars, which are superfluous to 
an astronomical discussion, were, however, useful for finding 
the comet's supposed astrological significance. 

In the beginning, the comet was beneath Aquila and Antin
ous, but then it moved toward the first star in Antinous where it 
arrived on November 13th. By the 18th it reached the second 
star of that constellation. On the next day it entered the sign 
of Aquarius and at last it arrived at a space where there were 
no stars for i2°, passing south of Aquila and the Dolphin 
and to the north of the covering on the left hand of Aquarius.103 

102 "ad crepusculum III. Id. Xbris ". 
103 "vestimentum manus sinistrae Aquarij ". The picture given by Bouche

Leclercq, 145, shows this covering to be a piece of material which covers the 
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Meanwhile, it hastened to' the equator, which it crossed at the 
second degree of Aquarius 'between the 19th and 2oth of No
vember. Thereafter it began to' deviate to the north. On Decem
ber 1st, when visibility was good, Scultetus found the comet· 
in the seventeenth degree of Aquarius, ~n advance of an entire 
sign plus one degree. The com'et's latitude was then 35° and its 
tail stretched beyond the eleventh star of Pegasus. On Decem-

• her 2nd the comet arrived north of the eastern star in the mouth 
of Equulus. Afterwards it approached the· other star in the 
mouth which two- days before had sent beams through its ex-.. 
te-nded tail. Similar observations were recorded for December 
4th and 8th, after which the comet decreased sensibly in lumin
osity and size and proper motion. Observations were also re-t 
corded for December 14th, when the cop1et was in Pisces. 
Finally, Scultetus presented a table of the· apparent motion of 
the comet,· including the position of the sun at 6 P. M., the 
comet's longitude, latitude and declination, and the comet's dis
tance along its own circle from the twenty-first degree of Sagit-
tarius. ,\ 

In the second part of the tract Scultetus dealt with what .he 
called the true motion and parallax of the comet and with the 
comet's position in the sublunar region. His calculation of its 
parallax 104 was made by trigonometry from two observations 

loins of the figure of Aquarius and is held, at one end, by his left hand. 
In Hagecius' map of the comet's path, Aquarius is pictured from the back. 
Therefore, this " covering " is held in the right hand. 

104 After reading Scultetus' book in the B.M. in the summer of I9JI, 
it seemed that he had made only one determination of parallax. To confirm, 
or deny, this impression, it would be necessary to re-examine the .treatise, a 
task now impossible. However, Tycho, who gave deep consideration to · 
Scultetus' calculation of parallax (Brahe, IV, 3o6 ff.), spoke of only. two 
observations for parallax, both on January •Ist. Moreover, the title of 
Scultetus' second section is: " Partis Secvndae Descriptionis Cometae 
:Z:XHMATI:Z:MO:Z:, De Hvivs Meteoricae Impressionis, [sic] Vero Motv, 
Magnitudine, loco, &c. in sublunari regione M. Quae ex Parallaxi, Cal. 
Ian. anni inuentis ci:., 1:», Lxx, Vm, observatione facta & in eandem calculo · 
Astronomico, ad institutum doctrinae Triangulorum, directo, e sublimi con
cepimus: habitu exinde machinae M. duplici formato: posita nimiruni 
Terrae mobilitate, qua Cometae non nisi vnicus motus ad ortum versus tri- · ~ 
buitur, & eiusdem immobilitate, qua alter reuolutionis diurnae adijcitur: 
qua ratione praesenti diagrammate huic Meteoro dupl. faciem accessisse 
videmus.• 
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of the distances of the comet from two neighboring stars on 
January 1st, and yielded the value 5° 22'.105 He furnished a 
diagram of the earth and the sphere of the moon with the circle 
of the comet between them, and added eight descriptions of 
different observations,' each accompanied- by a diagram. These 
diagrams had been prev~ously presep.ted in a single composite 
one. Then he displayed nine triangles in which various sides or 
angles were given and the others sought, and which led up to a . . 
'trigonometrical explanation of how the comet was proved sub-
lunar 'by its parallax. A diagram and a table show what Scul
tetus considered the relative sizes of the earth, the moon, and 
the comet, the latter being about one fourth the size of the 
Dioon. 

The third sectiol! is astrological and provided the occasion 
for many diagrams of the relative positions of the comet and 
the planets and constellations and for the utilization of Scul
tetus' knowledge of trigonometry. Scultetus gave a detailed dis-

' cussion of the comet's position, form, tail and so forth. His 
'opinions were based on book II, chapter IX of Ptolemy's Quad
ripartitum and on Cardan's commentary upon it.106 Other 
writers, including Pliny and Regiomontanus, were cited. This 
third section, although representative of Scultetus' times, is not 
relevant to a study of the development of the theory of comets 
and received no space in Tycho's discussion of the book.107 

. Another believer in the sublunar position of the comet of 
1577 who attained considerable repute was Andreas Nol
thius.108 Because h~ received particular notice from Tycho, 

105 Brahe, IV, 325 ; Riccioli, II, 89, Tycho made a careful analysis of the 
ob~ervations. It is difficult to state the exact cause of Scultetus' high value 
for ,the parallax without a further examination of his book. Scultetus was a 
proficient mathematician and his trigonometrical calculations were probably 
accurate. The error may be one of observation and be largely due to his 
having made but a single determination. No allowance seems to have been 
made for the comet's own motion. 

106 See chapter I, above. 

107 Brahe, IV, 296-337. 
108 Bassaeus, II, 276.-Crawford library catalogue, 324--Dreyer, editor, 

VIII, .¢o.-Dreyer (189oh 6o.-Frisch, editor, VII, 28g . ...:...cesner (1583), 
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Maestlin and others, he is of importance here despite the low 
level of his work. However, there is little available information 
concerning him. He came from Einbeck, or at least lived there, 
and has been characterized both as a ~thematician 109 and as 
an astronomer.U0 He wrote, in ·German, calendars or diaries 
with "praktika" or prognostications, and is known to have writ
ten practicas for the years 1579, 158o, 1581 and 1582. The first 
three were printed in Erfurt; for the last, no place of publication 
was given. 

As has been seen,111 Nolthius wrote on the nova of '1572, 
which he considered sublunar. Perhaps it was because of this 
previous work that his book on the comet of 1577 attracted the; 
attention of intelligent contemporary astronomers and as late 
as the seventeenth century was again mentioned by Claramon
tius and Kepler during their controversy o~er Tycho's discov
ery of the supra-lunar position of comets. 
· The tract on the comet of 1577/u dedicated to Philip, Duke 

of Brunswick and Liineburg, was dated from Einbeck on Feb
ruary 2nd, 1578. In his dedication or preface, Nolthius men
tioned having predicted, in his Prognosticon for 1577, a fiery 
heavenly sign which he now identified with the comet; and 
which, he said, he had observed and described as diligently as 
his other affairs permitted. He bade the Duke consider this 
comet a sign of God's word, as Ludwig I, son of Charlemagne, 
had interpreted the comet in his time. 

First 113 N ohhius explained what comets were. He thought 
them signs of God's wonderwork, naming as sources of this be
lief the " heathen " poets and philosophers. Therefore, all the 

47.-Hellmann (1883), 365.-Hellmann (1924), s. 6, 14. 28.-Kepler, Vii, 
248.-Ludendorff.-Riccioli, I, xxx, II, 13. 28, 89, 137, ISg..-Scbeibel, is, 
105-6.-Zedler, XXIII, 1102-3. 

109 Riccloli, I, xxx; Hellmann (1883), 365; Hellmann (1924), 2&. 

110 Zedler, XXIII, 1102-J. 

lll Olapter II, above. 

112 Item 78 of appendix, below. 

113 Olapter L 

I 
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more, said he, should Chri_stians observe what comets are, what 
their causes are, what effects they produce, and what they mean. 
To arrive at his " definition " of a comet, he cited Aristotle, 
Pliny and Ptolemy as saying that a comet is formed of earthly 
vapors, pulled aloft by the sun, moon and stars, and that it sig
nifies changes in the air. and also among people on earth. N ol
thius also cited the definition given by othqs, that a ~omet is 
formed by a union of planets; but this he refuted, saying that 
it was believed only by people who were insufficiently acquaint
ed with the paths of those bodies, because planets never move 
further than 8° from the ecliptic and comets occur anywhere. 
Still others, according to N olthius, thought that a comet was 
a star which occasionally moved out of the brilliancy of the 
sun, where it was otherwi~e hidden, and showed its long tail, 
while it, itself,· stayed near the sun; but this he said he could 
disprove by th~ parallax. For if the tail alone floated in the 
air, the comet would have no sensible parallax, but only the tail 
would have one and would be set apart from the rest by several 
degrees, which has never happened. N olthius, therefore, held 
to the first definition, which he ascribed to Aristotle, Pliny and 
Ptolemy. · 

Nolthius next concerned himself wi.th the causes of comets.11
' 

He remarked that some learned people believed that comets did 
not have natural origins, but that they remained in the air as 
long as God wished, as notices of changes on earth, and that 
one could not predict their appearance from the paths of the 
stars. However, he, himself, agreed with Albumasar that comets 
governed by Mars could be predicted for the years of many 
planetary conjunctions. In fact, having found for 1577 many 
constellations in which Mars and also Saturn and Mercury held 
precedence, he predicted a fiery heavenly sign for that year. 
This natural origin of comets Nolthius believed to have been 
prearranged by God; and he thought that the material for 
comets was pulled aloft, formed and ignited chiefly by Mars, 
Saturn and Mercury. 

114 aiapter II. 
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Nolthius held that the solar eclipse of 1574 in the first de
gree of Sagittarius extended its influence to 1577. At that 
eclipse Mars, in the tenth house, had the most power, and 
Mercury and Saturn were in the seventh house. This config
uration N olthius called the chief cause of the comet which ap
peared in November 1577 in the sunset glow, because the sun 
had again arrived at the position it held at the time of the· 
eclipse. Furthermore, said Nolthius, in 1576 Saturn and Mars .. 
were in conjunction' in the second degree of Capricorn, and 
in 1577 they were in opposition in Capricorn and Cancer. He 
thought that the comet was pulled aloft by Mars, and was col
lected and prepared in Capricorn by Saturn. He concluded that 
the comet was ignited by Capricorn, where it was first seen on 
the 1 Ith of November. Nolthius .designated the lunar eclipse 
of 1576 as a third natural cause of the comet and of its path. 
In the fourth place he named the lunar eclipse of April 2, 1577; 
and in the fifth and last place, the conjunction of Mars, Jupiter, 
and Mercury in Virgo in September 1577. He pointed out that 
five kinds of configuration in which Mars, Saturn and Mercury 
were important had effect in 1577. He saw no basis for includ
ing in his list the lunar eclipse of September 1577, which he 
did not believe would achieve its effect until May 1578. So 
much, said he, for the astrological causes. On the other hand, 
he wanted to remind his readers that. the comet was a sign of 
God's anger at their sins. 

Then 115 Nolthius discussed the comet's path and the signs 
through which it moved. He said that it was first seen at 6 
o'clock on the evening of November nth, 1577 on the western 
horizon, although he himself had not seen it becauie of inter
vening buildings. Op the 12th Nolthius saw it near the Milky 
Way in the first degree of Capricorn not far from the ecliptic 
in the direction of the equator, near Saturn. That evening the· 
comet set shortly before 7, slightly later than it had set on the 
previous evening, which made Nolthius realize that it did not 
revolve uniformly with the "primum mobile" once in 24 hours.' 
Its own slow motion from west to east, opposed to the other, 

115 Chapter III. 
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caused it to set later each evening, as was observed despite the 
fact that for several days the sky was overcast and the comet 
was merely glimpsed through the clouds. On November 24th • 
N olthius discovered that the comet moved, not only following 
the obliquity of the ecliptic ·in longitude, but also in latitude 
from the ecliptic. It pass~d over the equator, through Capricorn 
and by the bright star of the Flying Eagle and stood in the 
beginning of Aquarius not far from the tail of the dolphin, 

,, almost in a straight line with the mouth and shoulder of Pega
sus, so that the star of the third magnitude in Pegasus' jaws 
was seen hal£-way between' the comet's head and Pegasus' 
shoulder. On the 25th, according to Nolthius, the comet was 
further from the eagle and nearer the horse's jaws, under the 
constellation of the Dolphin, and rose higher toward the north 
so that it formed an obtuse triangle with the bright star of the 
eagle and the horse's jaws. The comet's tail was not so long 
as previously, which Nolthius explained as due to the brightness 

• of the full moon! However, during the whole time that the 
comet was visible, the tail stretched mostly eastward and a 
little southward,- inclining more toward the south when it ap
proached · setting, because it and the air through which it 
floated were pulled and led around by the revolution of the 
heaven. 

On the 1st and 2nd of December the comet was further with
in -Aquarius and had risen higher, so as no longer to form a 

·triangle with the bright star of the eagle and the horse's jaws 
but to be in a straight line with them. \Vhen the comet first 
appeared it was reddish and bright, but at the beginning of 
De~ember' N olthius thought it whiter and less bright, al
though no smaller, because the moon had not yet risen. He 
observed t}le comet with his astronomical radius, and found 
that the short arm which had two hundred and four points 
touched the five hundred and ninety-seventh point of the radius, 
wh1!n the comet was 41° above the horizon. From this he cal
culated the number of degrees of the sky covered by the comet 
and the length of the comet . 
• 
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On the 6th and 7th of December N olthius found that the 
comet had moved further, standing not far from the jaws of 
Pegasus. The tail had grown thinner, darker and shorter. On 
the evening of the 7th N olthius observed the comet with a 
quadrant and found it 41° s•us above the horizon when its 
azimuth west of the equinox toward the meridian was 44° 25'. 
After an hour; observation with a quadrant showed the comet 
33° i:s' above the horizon and with an azimuth, west of th~ , 
equinox toward the meridian, of 27° 30. This was the obser-· 
vation from which Nolthius calculated the comet's parallax 
and its distance above the earth. 

1 
• 

After the 7th of December there was much bad weather; 
so that the next observations Nolthius gave were for the 19th, ' 
by which time the comet stood in the beginning of Pisces. It 
was much diminished in size and much darkened because of 
the moon-shine, so that the tail could not be seen pe.rfectly. 
N olthius said that on this same evening the moon was encircled 
for an hour by a round rainbow of all colors, a phenomenon•• 
seen for a few days by others and followed by winds. On the 
26th of December Nolthius saw the comet beneath Pegasus. 
It was much smaller and its tail was barely· visible because of 
the moonlight. By the 3oth and 31st it had moved further into 
Pisces, and, since the moon had not yet risen,· a dark streamer 
was seen issuing from it. On the 1st and 3rd of January, the 
comet, much diminished, once more directed its path 111 nearer 
to the thigh 118 ·of Pegasus. Nolthius could discover, unaid~d 
by any instrument, that the rate of the comet's motion was not 
uniform but very rapiq in the beginning, when the flame was 
large, and barely half as fast when the comet's size decreased. · 
For at first the comet set later each evening but toward the end 
it set earlier. 

• 116 Here, as above in the discussions of Maestlin's and Hagecius' books, 
a "scrupulum" has been translated as a "minute". (See chapter III, note . 
64, and chapter IV, note 38.) This was done by Tycho (Brahe, IV, 338). 
Besides, Nolthius subtracted 4" 59 scr from s• 32 scr and obtained 33 scr. '. 

117 " Scheibenlauff ". 

118 "Oberschenckel ". 
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Nolthius devoted his fourth chapter to the comet's parallax. 
He said that. the sphere of the ·sun and the stars above are so 
far above the earth that the whole thickne~s and size of the 
earth are as small as a little dot in comparison; and that, there
fore, astronomical instruments and sun clocks can be treated 

_as though situated at the earth's center. But the sphere of the 
moon and what lies beneath it are so much smaller and lower 
~hat the instruments can distinguish a difference in position, 
which is called parallax. The ·higher a body is above the earth 

. and above the horizon, the smaller is its parallax. N olthius be
lieved that because the comet was in the air far beneath the 
mo.on, the parallax must be determined before anything definite 

· could be said about the comet's position. Therefore, on De
cember 7th, I577· he made two observations, at an hour's in
terval, of the comet's altitude and horizontal azimuth.119 With 
the aid of spherical trigonometry and considering the two obser
vations and the height of the pole, he found that at first the 

r parallax was 4 ° 59'; that is, that the comet's position in the 
circle of altitude measured from the center of the earth was 46° 
7', when the quadrant showed only 41° 8' on the earth's sur
face. Nolthius believed that .the earth's thickness, from its cen
ter to his position on its surface, had " taken away " the differ
ence. Calculation from his second observation yielded the value 
5° 32' for the parallax, the quadrant showing only 33° IS' in 
the circle of altitude when the value was 38° 47'. This led Nol

. thius to conclude that during the hour between the two observa-
tions the comet had moved 7° nearer the horizon, that the 
earth's thickness had to be reckoned with, and that the parallax. 
had increased 33'.120 He believed that the values of the parallax 
furnished the only means of discovering the height of the comet 
above the earth. However, he believed that the comet had addi
tional parallaxes, toward the zodiac and toward the equator; 
that when it was observed in the twentieth degree of Aquarius 
it was really in the twenty-fourth. Using the " doctrine of con-

119 See note IJO in chapter III, above. 
120 Noltruus was obviously confused on how to handle the parallax, and 

consequently he was unable to express himself clearly. 
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vex triangles", lie examined the comet's position in the circle 
of altitude, shown by the quadrant in the second observation 
on December 7th to be 33° IS', and found that the comet was 
11° 3' north of the equator. This he termed the " observed dec
lination"; but he gave the value of its "true declination" above 
the equator as IS 0 36'. He supposed a similar difference be
tween the apparent and true latitudes, measured from the 
zodiac.· 

A "discussion of the distance of .the comet above the earth's 
surface logically followed the details about the parallax.121 Hav
ing determined the parallax 122 from the observations, that is, 
the difference which the semidiameter of the earth makes in the 
observed position of the comet, Nolthius thought it necessary 
once more to compare, by trigonometry, that parallax with the 
observation. This he believed would furnish the propor:tion be
tween the comet's height and the earth's semidiameter, which 
he determined as "eightfold super-two-part thirds." 123 In other 
words, he found that the comet was eight and two thirds semi
diameters of the earth from the center of the earth, which he 
said equaled 7726 2/3 German miles if the semi diameter were 
taken to be 89S German miles.12~ A~counti~g for all the 

121 Chapter V. 

122 As was stated in the preceding paragraph, Nolthius' values for the ~ 
parallax were 4" 59' and s• 32'. 

123 Nolthius called this value "octuplam superbipartientem tertias (sic)". 

124 This value for the semidiameter would give the distance as 7756% · •, 
German miles. It is impossible to discover either what value Nolthius used 
for the German mile or whence he got his value for the earth's semi
diameter. Tycho, see above, especiaily chapter III, note 28, used a value for 
the semidiameter, smaller by 35 German miles. The approximate ratio of 
German to English miles is 4~ to I. However; assuming that Nolthius 
used the Brunswick mile, since his work was dedicated to the Duke of 
Brunswick, the ratio would be 1 Brunswick mile to 6.7140 English miles as 
given by Woolhouse, 66, which would make Nolthius' value for the .earth's 
semidiameter far too large. According to Noback, 181, 529, the Brunswick 
mile (7419.422 meters) comes out to 4.868 times the English or London mile 
(1523.986 meters), or according to the same author, p. 529, the London mile 
is .20539 of the former German geographical mile which is the same ratio, 
1 to 4-868, and which is again repeated by Noback, 530. According to Zedler, 
XX, 307, II English miles .equal 3 German miles, which is equivalent to 
saying that 1 German mile equals 3% English miles; Zedler also said, giving 
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fractions in his computation, he found 7762 2/3 German miles 
as the distance from the center of the earth at which the comet 
moved. But its distance from a point on the earth's surface, 
such as N olthius' position in Einbeck, varied continuously be-

. cause the comet's path was not about the center of observation 
but about the other.1211 .N olthius thought that on December 7th 
the comet was 7142 7/12 miles from him at his first observa
tion and 7235 3/4 at his second, so he concluded that it had 
moved :with the heaven and also 93 I/6 miles in the line of 
sight. He ended his chapter by voicing his agreement with 
Plato's remark that arithmetic and geometry are like two wings 
by which human understanding can reach the sky. 

Concerned with the length of the comet, ~26 N olthius directed 
attention to the difficulty of determining the exact limits at its 
great distance, because its tail was whiter and thinner at the 
end. However, on December 1st, he had observed the comet 
with ·great care, using an astronomical radius and referring 
to Regiomontanus' work.12~ Examining trigonometrically the 
point which the radius showed, he discovered that the " angle of 
vision" was so great ~hat day that the comet's length covered 
19° 24' of the heaven. Further calculation, with the aid of 
Euclid's book 6, proposition 4, and taking into account the 
comet's distance from the center of sight, yielded the value 
2441 5/6 German miles for the comet's length. . 

The usual astrologicai discussion of the comet's effect and 
meaning furnished the material for the seventh and last .chap
ter.128 Ptolemy's works, particularly the final sentence of the 

the values in feet, that a German mile is 3% English miles. Brockhaus, 
XII, 346, said that 1 German geographical mile equaled 7420.438 meters and 
I English or London mile equalled 1523.986 meters, making I German mile 
equivalent to 4.868 English miles, which is nearly the same as the value 
given by Noback for the Brunswick mile. 

· 125 the center of the earth. 
126 Chapter VI. 

' 127 Nolthius quoted Regiomontanus thus: "Non enim naturae thesauros 
prorsus euacuare, sed in plaerisque, scibilibus ipsi veritati propinquum degustare 
mortalibus conceditur." 

128 Tycho (Brahe, IV, 348) called this chapter alien to his purpose. 
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Centiloquium, at that ti]Ile attributed to Ptolemy, were heavily 
relied on. N olthius recalled the information contained in his 
second chapter and said that, because of the influence of Mer
cury, Mars and Saturn and because of the constellations it tra~ 
versed, the comet predicted wars, pestilences, de~ths, danger to 
travelers, short-lived heresies, winds, heat and so forth: Not all 
its effects would be felt immediately, and all northern and cen
tral Europe were to feel them although its greatest influence 
would be in the east. Nolthius closed the chapter with a prayer 
that God turn aside the well deserved punishment and protect 
mankind. 

Although N olthius was among those' who realized the im
portance of parallax in measuring the distance of heavenly 
bodies, it is obvious that he did not fully understand its mean
ing. He had no fixed basis, such as the horizon, for measuring 
the value, and thought it could be determined by a single obser
vation. His use of parallax was; therefore, unreasoned, and his 
values for that quantity are far out of accord with the facts, only 
partly because of errors in observation. 

An even less clear conception of parallax was held by George 
Busch/29 an artist and amateur.astronomer, or" Liebhaber der 
Astronomie". But he too was assured of an audience for his 
work on the comet of 1577 because of his previous discussions 
of the nova.130 He observed both these phenomena with an astro-

129 Bassaeus, II, 293-- Brahe, IV, 365-6.- Bruuti, II, 67.- Crawford 
library catalogue, 7o-1.-Doppelmayr, * * 3, 161.-Dreyer (189o), 64-5·
Gesner (1583), 265.-Hellmann (1883), 70.-Hellmann (1924), 26.-]ocher, 
Erganzung, I, 2400.-Ludendorff.--iNielsen, 450, 451.-Poggendorff, I, 350.
Riccioli, II, 28, 8g, 137. 139. I59-16o, Riccioli gave a detailed account of 
Busch's observations of the nova of 1572.-Scheibel, 64-5, gs-6.-Schotten
loher, IV, 377.-Struve, I, 549.-Weller (1857-8), 322, 361.-Will, I, 156-j.
Zinner (1934), 85, citing Doppelmayr and Brahe, III, 279-88 and IV, 365-6. 

130 See chapter II, note 284, above. Busch wrote at least two tracts on 
the nova of 1572 (Gesner (1583), 265) which have been judged to be on a 
very low plane (Ludendorff and Dreyer, who spoke of the "fancies" of 
Busch). The first of these books appeared in the following German editions: 

V.on dem Cometen, Welcher in diesem 1572, Jar, in dem Monat Nouembris 
erschienen. Erfurt [Jesaias Mechler], 1572. (Schottenloher,lV, 377; Poggen
dorff, I, 350.) 
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Von dem Cometm I welcher iK diesem 1572. Jar in dem Mo.aat Nouembril 

erschimm. Erfurt, 1573. (Crawford library catalogue,~; Zinner (1934), 85). 
Von dem Cometm, welcher iK diesem 1572 Jal", iK dem MoKal Novembril 

erschi""" Beschribm durch Georgium Busch, N orimbergmsem. Augsburg, 
1572. (Struve, I, 549; Zinner (1934. 85). · 

Von dem Cometm, welcher in diesem 1572. Jar in dem Mo.aat Novembril 
erschimm. Zu Ehrm, Dm-HerrK Rathi.smeistef'K utul Raht der li:iblichm 
Stadt Erffurl. etc. beschriebm durch Georgium Busch, N oriKbergmsem, der 
AstroKOmi.rchm KuiiStm liebhaber, woKhafftig in Erffurdt. (at end: Anno 
M. D. LXXIII.) (Weller (1857-8), 322; Struve, I, 549; Scheibel, 64-5. 
This may be the edition which Zirmer (1934), 85, said appeared in Magde
burg in 1573.) 

Von dem Cometm •• • Augsburg, Michael Manger, 1573. (Schottenloher, 
IV, 377.) 

Von dem Cometen, der in diesem vergaKgKen 1572 Jahre. im November 
'Zimlll December ist gesehen wordm. GezogeK aus dem schreiben .Georgii. 
Busch, vo11 Numberg (Scheibel, 65). 

Beschreibung von dem Comete11, der 1572 utul 73 erschimm. Erfurt, 1573. 
(Will, I, 156-7; ]Ocher, Erganzung, I, 246o citing Will; Doppelrnayr, • • 3. 
Bassaeus, II, 293. gave the title Georg Buschm Mahlers in Erffurdt besch
reibuKQ von dem Comete11 I welcher AK. 1572. im Nouemb. erschie""" 1573. 
This probably referred to the edition cited by Will, ]ocher and Doppelrnayr.) 

The following two Danish editions, probably also of the first work, were 
both printed in Copenhagen in 1573: 

Om denny StierKe oc Comete I som sig haffuer Iadet til siune vdi Nouem
bris Maanet I Aar 1572. Screffuet ved Georgium Busch Norinbergmsem, 
Bomdis til Erfuri I Oc nu vdsaet paa DaKSke. Prentet i Ki,benhaff" I aff 
Laurentz Beudicht. 1573. (Nielsen, 450.) 

Om denny StierKe oc Comete I som sig haffuer Iadet til siuu vdi Nouem
bris maanet Aar I 1572. Screffuet ved Georgium Busch NoriKbergensem, 
Bo'endis til Erjurt I Oc nu vdsaet paa Danske. Prentet i Ki,benhaff" I aff 
Matz Vingaard I 1573. (Nielsen, 451; also, Stolpe, I, x, where Busch was 
described in the title as "Norimbergensem, not .".Norinbergensem ". Bruun, 
II, 67 also cited a •1573 Copenhagen edition, but he did not give sufficient 
information to show to which of the two editions cited by Nielsen he was 
referring.) 

Busch's second work on the star has the title: _ 
Die atulere Beschreibung VOK dem Cometm I Welcher in dem vergangenm 

1572. Jar erschienen, vtul noch jtziger zeit in diesem 73· Jar, TJKter den 
Firmamente11 sichtbarliche11 vorhandm. (at end: Gedruckt zu Erffurdt I 
zu dem bundten Lawen I beyS. Paul.) [Jesaias Mechler, 1573]. (Schotten
loher, IV, 377; Crawford library catalogue, 70; B.M. catalogue; Zinner 
(19~), 85. The titles cited by Weller (1857-S), 361, and Bassaeus, II, Z93, 
probably refer to the same edition. According to the Crawford library 
catalogue, this seems to be an augmented edition of the earlier work on the 
nova, and was described by Tycho.) 
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labe, a quadrant, and a square. His book on the comet was the 
last but one summarized by Tycho in the section on observers 
who regarded the comet as sublunar.131 The son and grandson, 
re;pectively, of the Nuremberg physicians, S~bald Busch, 
junior and senior, George Busch was born in that city, where 
his father practiced for more than twenty years, before moving 
to Erfurt in I 538. George learned some astronomy from his 
father and grandfather and furthered his studies by reading 
good books. About I 570 he gave up his painting in favor of 
astronomy and also moved to Erfurt, where he died about I 590. 

Busch's book on the comet of I577 132 presented a mixture 
of fancy, knowledge of past cometary theory, and astronomy. In 
his dedication he said that, as a lover of 4stronomy and astrol
ogy, he wished to follow in the footsteps of the men of the past 
who had observed celestial phenomena, and that, also in ac
cordance with tradition, when putting something in print, he 
wished to entrust it to favorable hands: therefore this dedica
tion to .the Landgrave William IV. The first section of the 
book, addressed " to the friendly reader ", says that God, being , 
angry, placed a sign in the heavens to try to frighten people out 
of their sinful ways. Therefore, they should all unite in praying 
that He spare them their well earned punishment. Busch pro
posed to consider in four chapters what the sign was, what it 
was called, where it moved, how high above the earth it was, 
and what would happen as a consequence. Throughout the book 
he spoke of the "sign" rather than of the "comet." , • 

Busch also wrote a "prognostication" for the year 158o, ~ quarto volume, 
written in German, and printed in Erfurt in 158o, (Hellmann (188:3), 70; · 
Hellmann (1924), 26), and the following tract about a lunar eclipse in 1573: 

Erklerung Der grossen und gresslichen Finsternis I W elche inn dem 
1571· lahr I an dem 8_tag Decembris an dem Mond erschienen I ... Sampl 
derselbigen ... bedeutung I die in dies em (4. I ahr an dem II. tag M artij 
jren ·anfang hat I ... (at end: Gedruckt zu Erffurdt I Durch Conradum 
Dreher I hinder der Himmelpforten.) 1574- (Crawford library catalogue,. 
71; Zinner (1934), 85). 

131 Brahe, IV, 365-6. According to Riccioli, II, 28, Busch believed all 
comets sublunar. 

132 Item 21 of appendix, below. 
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Busch began by recording his observations. Despite much 

cloudy weather in November, he perceived the comet near the 
horizon at Erfurt at about 6 P.M. on November IIth. It set 
so rapidly that it was impossible to observe it with astronomical 
instruments. However, on the following evening, from s to 6 
P.M., he was able to do so. At 6 o'clock it was II 0 IO above 
the horizon. The altitude was sighted from the line of Busch's 
house, with the help of a half circle which moved from the 
zenith and bent in the direction of the circle of the sky through 
the center of the comet downwards to the horizon, and showed 
the azimuth to be 37° IS'· The "sign" moved 8o0 so from the 

' zenith and was I2° 20 north of the ecliptic and I5° 20 south 
of the equinoctial circle. Busch deduced the comet's path in 
longitude from these observations, although he did not consider 
them sufficient, but thought that it was necessary to have: 
I) the line from the observer's position on earth; 2) the line 
from the center of the earth, both lines going threadlike through 
the ~enter of the phenomenon; 3) the zenith, found with the 
help of the moveable circle; and 4) the pole of the earth or of 
the zodiac and the circle of position and also the azimuth and 
almucantarath degrees. Thereafter, one obtains the horizon of 
the district where one wants to find the true motion of the ob
served phenomenon. Busch explained that from these estab
lished points arise two straight stretched lines, together with 
several small and great circles, which all interlock through the 
center of the "sign," giving a true position. These measure
ments furnished the following values : true altitude above hori
zon, II 0 30; true horizontal azimuth, 39 ° 36'; true distance 
from the vertex in a circle of altitude, 78° 20; true distance in 
latitude south of ecliptic, 14 ° 40'; true declination from the 
equator in south latitude, I3° d. Busch elaborated these data 
by locating the comet in relation to the zodiacal divisions, ·the 
different constellations and fixed stars and the planet Saturn. 
In addition, he said that shortly after 2 P.M. the comet reached 
the meridian of Erfurt with the right ascension of 27° 28',133 

133 See chapter III, note 19. 
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and that its true time of setting was 7 :30 P.M. He stated that 
another important fact to consider was parallax, but that it 
would not be explained in his book because the ordinary man 
could not understand it.134 However, he reported that the paral
lax "of different aspects" reckoned from a plane triangle was . 
2° 20' 185 and that from .this the distance of the body from the 
center of the earth was found to be twenty-four semidiameters 
of the earth. Busch's observations were all made at 6 P.M. On 
the 12th of November the comet's motion from 6 to the time 
of its setting was too swift to allow of observing its path, but 
on the 16th it was 17° above the horizon and made a circle from 
east to west. On the 18th it was 21° 45' above the horizon, on 
the 21St, 24° 10, and on the 27th, 33° 50', at which time it 
moved into Aquarius through Capricorn and went into conjunc
tion with the body of the starry dragon and the flying swans. 
Busch thought it evident from these data that the ct>met had a 
rapid proper motion, for during his observations it had gained 

. 35° in altitude and moved a little more than 2° in 24 hours. 
Then us Busch considered what the "sign" is and how it 

would be called, and explained the different spheres 187 and the 
height of the "sign" abov~ the earth. He divided the sky into 
different sections corresponding to their distance from the 
earth. In doing this he referred back to Alfraganus. He even said 
that Copernicus, although he described this differently, would 
have agreed that the space between the heaven of the moon and 
of the earth is elementary and is divided in three parts and any
thing appearing within them is elementary. The "sign", Busch 
added, is in the elementary part. The sky has another division, 
in ten parts, called the firmament, wherein are the seven planets, 
the sun, the moon, the twelve signs and all stars. Interestingly 
enough, Busch realized the enormous sizes of the stars. He 

134 This reason was probably only a mask for Busch's own inability to 
elucidate the method and theory. 

135 Riccioli cited Busch as recording a parallax of 2" 21' for the comeL 

136 Chapter II. 

137 " vnterschiedlichen Himel ... 
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thought that the lowest part of the elementary region of the 
air reaches to a height of eleven times the semidiameter of the 
earth, and that in that part certain phenomena occur, such as 

-'meteors,· which are dust and smoke from the earth and waters, 
drawn aloft by the strength of the sun, moon and stars. In the 
summer this region is -warmed by radiation and in the winter 
it is cooled,: for which reason meteors have different appear
ances. The phenomena ~which take place there, such as thunder 
and lightning, meteors, clouds, fog, rain, snow, the cloudiness 
of the galaxy, the color of the clouds, and the colored circle 
around the sun, are all heated and have earthly origins. Busch's 
theory held that the middle division of the elementary region 
extends from I I to 22 semidiameters from the center of the 
earth, and is cold and frosty because it cannot be warmed by 
refracted solar rays, which do not reach so high, and because 
the sun is too far away for its rays to affect this air while pass
ing through. Hail is formed there in the summer, and there the 
devil resides. The third division of the elementary region ex- . 
tends to 33 semidiameters of the earth from the earth's center, 
and is quite warm, receiving its motion from that of the tenth 
sphere of the upper heaven and being nearer to the sun than 
the two lower divisions. There bright apparitions, of three 
types, called comets, often appear.138 The first of these, called 
"Stella Comata" or "Crinita", has a round body surrounded 
by rays. Often the rays are only on top, giving the appearance 
of a head with hair. Comets of the second type have streamers 
like a beard and are called " Cometae Barbati." Those of the 
third type stretch out str.eamers from one side, like a tail: They_. 
are termed "Cometae Caudati", and can have either long or 
short tails. In Busch's opinion, comets are also meteors, since 
they are formed out of hot, sulphurous, saltpeterish and terres
trial materials and are drawn up by the forces of the sun, moon 
and stars. Their duration depends on the amount of material 
in them, and sometimes they are extinguished before they are 

138 Dasypodius (see chapter VI and the appendix, below) made three 
classifications of comets. Compare with Aristotle's two types of comets 
(see chapter I, above). 
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completely consumed, if all their material has not at first been 
prepared for fire, and when the remainder is entirely dried out 
it is ignited again and burned up. If, through the hindrance of,, 
certain constellations, the material from which comets . are 
formed does not reach the third region, it remains in the coid 
region and becomes sheet-lightning and thunder-claps, and so 
forth. The comet of 1577 had a long tail and mig4t be called a 
tailed comet. Busch felt the necessity o(referring to the writings 
of Ptolemy, Guido Bonatti, Leopold of Austria, and others, who 
classified the comets according to the planets , which ruled 
them.139 The sun rules all the comets, as is seen in the case of 

139 Ptolemy seems not to have classified comets, although a classification 
was associated with his name. See chapters I and II, above, especially the 
discussion of Grosseteste. · Busch's classification, or one similar to it, was 
quite generally used. For example, Cecco D'Ascoli, who flourished in the first 
quarter of the 14th century, spoke of a comet called Milex (Thorndike, II, 
g6x) ; in 1337 Giovanni Villani noted two comets, one called Ascone and 
one called Rosa (Thorndike, III, 287 note 16) and in 1347 he noted a 
comet called Negra (Thorndike, III, 316); in 1402 Jacobus Angelus of 
Ulm (see chapter II, above) gave nine species of comets after·Bonatti and 
nine effects after Albertus Magnus (Collard, 85; · Thorndike, IV, 83; see 
also chapter I, note xs8, above), and Albertus probably tied up the effects 
of comets with the types; Simon de Phares also described a comet which 
appeared In 1402 and which he called "Verru" (Thorndike,,IV, 78); John 
de Bossis, writing on the comet of 1472, described its tail as resembling 
the species of comet called "pavo" while its nature was a cross between 
"miles", "nigra" and "tentaculum" (Thorndike, IV, 4CZ4) ; and Angelo 
Cato de Supino of Benevento gave that comet the name " Pogonias " 
(Thorndike, IV, 427). The classification given by Busch closely resembles 
that of Grosseteste, who cited Ptolemy as his authority, and also that attri
buted to Bonatti by Jacobus Angelus, and the one used by Leopold. By 
Busch's" classification, the first type of comet, called "Nigra", has -the- nature 

I of Saturn, has a long tail, and is of a leaden color. The second, called 
"Rosa", belongs to Jupiter and shines like gold and silver and is shaped 
like a human head,_ The third is called "Argentum", has a silvery color, 
J1s also ruled by Jupiter. The fourth type of comet, of horrible reddish 
appearance, is called "Veru ", is dominated by Mars, and moves close to 
the sun. The fifth,·" Cenaculum ", has the reddish glow of Mars with an 
ash colored tail. The sixth, "Partica ", likewise ruled by Mars, does not' 
resemble it so closely. Tile seventh, " Matutina aurora", is of the nature 
of Mars and is very red with a long tail. The eighth type of comet, called 
"Miles", is ruled by Venus, is very large and moves through the twelve 
signs of the zodiac. The ninth type, " Dominus Ascone ", is of the nature 
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the tailed comets, which stretch their tails in the direction of the 
sun's path.140 \Vhen first seen, the body of the comet of 1577 
was pale, whitish, and lead-colored, but its tail was reddish with 
mixed smoke colors, and the higher it rose the more it changed 
to· dark lead colors. Busch thought that the mixture of colors 
showed that the comet. was composed of a mixture of materials 
and that many planets ruled over it, the different colors belong
ing to the different planets. He said that God does nothing in 
vain and that therefore men should take warning from this 
comet and abstain from their sins. He added that this comet 
had the characteristics of the comets which he had classified as 
Nigra, Cenaculum and Dominus Ascone. Lead color predomin
ated and Saturn had the most influence over the comet, as in the 
case of Nigra. 

The third chapter attempts an explanation of the origin and 
path of the comet of 1577· According to Busch, comets arise 
through conjunctions of planets, especially Saturn and Mars, 
.with the help of solar and lunar eclipses. On March 20, 1576 
.Saturn and Mars weFe i~ conjunction in Capricorn with Venus, 
a lunar eclipse following in Aries. This constellation received 
great strength through God and drew the "natural dusts" and 
vapors on high. All this produced the comet which was further 
influenced by lunar eclips.es in 1576 and 1577, and the material 
for which increased in the intervening time and was prepared 
for burning by the turning of the heavens. The comet was ig
nited about October 10, 1577, when Mars reached the place of 
the conjunction. Busch explained the comet's not being seen so 
soon in Erfurt as due to bad weather before St. Martin's day 
and to the fact that the comet set too soon after sunset. He said 
that in addition to its diurnal motion, the comet had a path of 
its own, an arc in the sky moving eastwards, and that it rose 
in this circle 2° 2d every day. Reckoning from this, he found 
that the comet was ignited in Sagittarius, and immediately 

of Mercury and is smaller than the other c;:omets. Its color is grey and 
leaden and it has a long tail which it throws around at random. 

140 This might be interpreted as meaning that the comet's tail followed 
the sun. 
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passed through that constellation and Capricorn to Aquarius, 
where it was when he was writing.141 It also traversed the 
constellation Antinous. Busch's value for its parallaX placed it 
2o616 German miles from the earth's center or 19757 from its 
surface. Its size he described as tremendous. · 

Finally/42 Busch considered the comet's "effectual" signifi-
. cation, which he thought was influenced by the constellations · 
traversed by that body. He said that since the exhalations com
posing comets are for the most part poisonous, those bodies in 
general bring pestilences with skin eruptio~1S 1 by which animals, . 
birds, fish and humans die.· He even listed the constellations 
which supposedly signified that this would happen, and added 
that comets also bring famine, because the crops are spoiled; . 
and also deaths and ~ars and tyranny, because the happy kind 
of complexion in men dries up and leaves a dry, irascible temp
erament. The constellations indicated these effects for the comet 
of 1577. Furthermore, wars on land and water were to follow. 
Busch warned against the Turks and other disbelievers, to 
whom the comet's tail pointed. He advised turning to God for 
protection. In addition he listed the predictions which he said 
the Arabs drew from comets, with reference to their height 
above the earth, ·and added that the readers of his book should' 
heed how God warned them of their sins. The book closes in 
prayer. 

Although Busch's observations would now be boiled down to 
two a day, of the right ascension and declination of the comet,143 

it is greatly to his credit that he knew how to measure :with ref-· 
erence to fixed circles. He found an amazingly large parallax 
for the comet, and his idea of its distance influenced his entire 
cometary theory. Of course, his theories are valueless. Although 
his book gives a clear picture of the comet of 1577 and also of 
those theories which observations of that comet were disprov
ing, its influence was a hindrance to the development of the new· 
astronomy. 

141 December 1, 1577. 
142 Chapter IV. 

143 See chapter III, note 19. 



CHAPTER V 

THE COMET OF 1577: MEN WITH A 
SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND \VHO 

MADE NO ATTEMPT TO }.lEAS
URE THE· COMET'S DISTANCE 

STEINMETZ.-DASYPODIUS.-BAZELIUS 

IN the same list of writers on the comet of I 577 which held 
Busch's name, Tycho placed 1 Valentin Steinmetz of Gersbach/' 
with whose book he dealt at considerable length and compara
tively favorably. But there is little available information con
cerning Steinmetz himself. In his tract on the comet he reported 
that he was a pupil of the late Joachimus Camerarius, and it 
seems that he was at one time a professor at Leipzig,8 where his 
brother, Mauritius Steinmetz, was a professor of mathematics 
and botany.' Valentin has been called "Philomathesius" 11 and 
is the author of several prognostications or practicas.l1 

1 Brahe, IV, 363-4-
2 Bassaeus, II, 367.-Brahe, IV, 363-4.-Hellmann (1883), 479--Hellmann 

(1924), 30.-]ocher, IV, 8oo.-Poggendorff, II, 999.-Riccioli, II, 28, 8g. 
-Scheibel, 97.-Zedler, XXXIX, 1719- ..._ . 

3 Tycho, Scheibel, and also Riccioli who classified Steinmetz with the 
believers in the sublunar position of all comets. 

4 On Au r, Au v, Am r, and C11 v of the Leipzig and Magdeburg 
. editions of Valentin Steinmetz's tract on the comet of 1577 (items 103, 
1033- of appendix, below) and on Au r, Au v, Aw r and C1 v of the 
Augsburg edition (item 102), he spoke of his brother Mauritius. This 
Mauritius or Moritz was born in Gersbach and died in Leipzig in 1s84. 
See Poggendorff, ]ocher and other references. 

5 Hellmann (1924), 30. 
6 Hellmann said that Steinmetz wrote certainly five, probably seventeen, 

prognostications between 1581 and 1597. He listed (Hellmann (1883), 479) 
prognostications for 1581 (a quarto printed in Leipzig), 1582 (a quarto 
printed in Erfurt), 1592 (a quarto printed in Leipzig) and 1597 (a quarto 
printed in Erfurt). These include the following two tracts: 

Prognosticu.m Astrologicu.m, oder grosse teutsche Practica auf! das Jahr 
:1,592. Leipzig, 1591. (Bassaeus, II, 367; Hellmann (1883), 479). 
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His book on the comet of 1577' was dedicated to Valentin 
Meder because of the latter's interest in astronomy and other 
mathematical skills and with the hope that it would not only 
please him, but also instruct the young people who read it. All 
Valentin Steinmetz's opservations seem to have been made in 
Leipzig. He and his brother first observed the comet on St. 
Martin's day, November nth, shortly after 5 P.M., and he de- · 
cided that it originated in Capricorn. When he, saw it a second 
time, three days later,. he found it in the Milky Way. Then he 
traced the origin of the comet to a conjunction of Saturn and 
Mars in Capricorn in the previous year. Material was added to 
it throughout the following 'year, and it was ignited because of a 
meeting of Jupiter and Venus in October. At 5 P.M. on the. 
17th of November he found the comet 24° above the horizon, 
almost in the thirteenth degree of Capricorn. 

Steinmetz's record of observations was too vague-to be of 
scientific value in an age when some observations were suffi
ciently accurate to prove the absence of parallax. November 
17th the comet set at 8:15. P.M. On the 21st, shortly after 5 
P.M., it was 30° above the horizon. It traversed 22° of Capri
corn bearing north and was almost 4° from the ecliptic. It set at 
8:45 P.M. together with the horn of Capricorn. Bad weather 
interrupted the observations, but the comet was perceived 5° 
further east and 4° higher on November 24th, and 6!0 higher, 
or 4o!0 above the horizon, shortly after 5 P.M., on December 
1st, when the altitude of Aquila was 33°. At that time the 
come~ advanced eastward and reached the thirteenth degree of 
Aquarius. It was 54° 26' from the sun, and had a latitude of 
26° measured north from the ecliptic and a declination from 
the equator of 8° 20'. When it set after 8 :30 P.M., Perseus 
was in the middle of the sky. On December 3rd Steinmetz made 
further observations using larger instruments. The last recorded 

Schrribkalender auf das Jar . •• M.D. LXXXII. Gerechnel d-urch M. 
Valenti"""' SteiKmeta. Erfurt, ]ohan Beck and ]. Bomers, (IS8I]. (B.M. 
catalogue and supplement). 

7 This pamphlet appeared in three editions, items 102, 103, and 103a of 
appendix, below. 
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observation was made on December 7th. From November nth 
to that date, the comet had traversed Capricorn and all but the 
last 5° of Aquarius. 

Steinmetz cited Joachimus Camerarius as having written that. 
such an unusual comet must mean evil. Like so many other 
writers on the comet of 1577, Steinmetz enumerated previous 
comets with a short account of the misfortunes which followed 
them. He spokt; of the comet in Nero's time, and of comets in 
the years 340, 454, 557, 603, 676, 745, 761, 839, 876, 945, 983, 
1066, 121 I, 1253, 1301, 1305, 1312, 1337, 1433, 1434, 1444, 
1472, 1491; 1500, 15o6, 1531, 1532, 1556 (observed by his 
brother Mauritius), and 1558. He predicted bad times atten
dant on the still visible comet, wars because of the red or martial 
aspect of the tail, and sudden dea'th because of the resemblance 
of the body to Venus or Jupiter. He cited the hundredth saying 
of the Centiloquium and ended with a short prayer to God for 
mercy. . 

A name well known in the sixteenth century was " Dasypo
dius", the Latin translation of a German name,8 in all proba
bility referring to some type of rabbit. 9 One owner of the name 
was Petrus or Peter Dasypodius, the Swiss humanist. He lived 
i~ Strasburg and was the author of Latin and Greek diction-: 
aries. His son Cunradus or Conrad 10 lived in the same city 11 

8 The A.D.B., IV, 763,_ citing Ersch and Gruber, Wackernagel's Littera
tu,.geschichte, Grimm's Wii,.terbuch, I, xx, and Hirzel, listed the possible 
German ·names "Rauhfuss ", "Rauchfuss ", "Has", "Haslein ", and 
"Hasenfratz ". Blumhof, 16 note, gave the name "Rauhfuss"; Wolf 
(1845), 137, and Poggendorff, I, 5.24. suggested a choice of "Rauchfuss" 
or " Hasenfuss "; Hellmann ( 1883), 85, suggested " Hasenfuss " ; and Haag 
listed Conrad Dasypodius under "Rauchfuss " and not under "Dasypodius ". 

• 9 The name means literally a rough foot or one covered with hair or 
feathers, or a hare or young hare or one with the appearance of a hare. 

' lOAdam (1615), I, 441-3.-A.D.B., IV, 764. article by L. Spach.
Bassaeus, I, 452, where a list of books by Dasypodius can be found.
Blumhof.-Bodleian library catalogue.-Cat. Belg., 383.-Crawford library 
catalogue, 151.-Frank, I, 322.-Haag, VIII, 391.-Hellmann (1883), 85.
Hellmann (1924), 14. 26.-Hoefer, XIII, 149-150.-]ocher, II, 37.-Poggerr 
dorff, I, 524. 1554--Riccioli, II, 28, 89.-Rosenthal, catalogue 168.-Scheibel, 
II, J62.-Schmidt.-Schoepflin, 292.-Thomdike, VI, 88-9(1.-Thou-Teissier, 
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and died there on April 22nd or 26th, I6oo.12 

Preparatory to teaching, Conrad Dasypodius received his 
mathematical education in Strasburg, Paris, and Louvain. He 
returned to Strasburg as professor of mathematics, succeeding, 
in October I 562, Christian Herlin under whom he had previ- . 
ously studied. There he disputed the philosophy of Ramus and 
taught geography and astronomy in addition to mathematics. 
His special interest in Greek mathematics was fostered by his 
knowledge of the necessary mathematics as well as of the Greek 
language, and he prepared and had published editions of several 
Greek scientific works, including Euclid's Elements and the 
Catoptrica, the first book of Aristotle's Meteorologica/3 and 
part of Ptolemy's Apotelesmatica [Quadripartitum]; and, in 
I 572, Theodosius' and Autolycus' works. In consequence, he 
helped raise the general level of mathematical and scientific 
knowledge; In addition, he made a translation from a work by 
Regiomontanus 14 and wrote at least four and possibly eight 
prognostications in German in the years 1575 to 1582.15 He 

37I-2.-Ungerer, I64-5, 489.-Vossius, 34 (chapter VIII, § 5), 6 (chapter 
II, §I), 68 (chapter XVI, § 27), HI (chapter XXVI, § I3), 192 (chapter 
XXXVI, §22).-Weidler, 38o-I.-Weller (I857-8), 323.-Witte, obiit .•• 
I6oi.-Wolf, III, 5I-62.-Wolf (I845).-Zedler, VII, 225. 

11 According to Adam, Conrad was born in Strasburg. Schmidt said that 
he was born in I530 although some authorities have dated the event in. 
I 53 I and I5J2. Wolf spoke of him as "Konrad Dasypodius von Frauen
feld ", the city in Switzerland whence his father had come, and W9lf (I845) 
gave I53I as the year of Conrad's birth, adding that the senior Dasypodius 
had moved to Strasburg in 1530. Both Poggendorff and Hellmann designated 
Frauenfeld as Conrad's birthplace. liowever, he seems to have spent his life 
in Strasburg, whether he was born there or not. 

12 Witte gave the. date of Conrad Dasypodius' death as A~ril 20, 16o1~ 
13 See below (in this chapter, especially note 24), the comparison of • 

Dasypodius' classes of comets with those defined by Aristotle in the 
ltl eteo,.ologica. 

14 Doppelmayr, 16. 

15 Hellmann ( 1924) gave the full title and table of contents of the. prognos
tication for I 582. Elsewhere {Hellmann ( 1883), 85), he listed three " prac
ticas " or "prognostsications " by Dasypodius for the years 1575, 1576, 
and 1578, all quarto volumes printed in Strasburg. 
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corresponded with contemporary astronomers, including 
Kepler. 

Teacher, author/6 and canon of St. Thomas' Church in 

16 Books by Dasypodius are listed in various bibliographies and catalogues, 
the most nearly complete list being Blumhofs (17-~), which, because of the 
rarity of Blumhofs work, is quoted below. The items marked with an 
asterisk were seen by Blumhof. His bibliographical references and sum
maries have been omitted. 

"I) Euclidis Catoptrica, id .est Eleinenta ejus scientiae, qua universa 
speculorumvit (.sic) atque natura explicatur: primum Graece, antehac nun
quam in lucem edita ; et nunc nova translatione per. C onradum Dasypodium in 
Latinam linguam translata. Argentorati. 1557 ••• 

II*) ETKAEI40T TON llENTE KAI AEKA :tTOIXEION, EK TON TOT 
eEONO:t etc. Euclidis quindecim Elementorum Geometriae primum ex 
Theonis Commentariis Graece et Latine. Cui accesserunt scholi~ in quibus 
ad percipienda Geornetriae Elementa spectant, breviter et dilucide explicantur, 
authore Cunrado Dasypodio, Scholae Argentinensis professore. Argentorati 
Excudebat Christianus Mylius. ]564 [sic] ... 

III*) ETKAEIAOT etc. Euclidis quindecim elementorum Geometriae secun
dum: ex Theonis commentariis Graece et Latine. Item Barlaam monachi 
Arithmetica demonstratio eorum quae in secundo libro elementorum sunt 
in lineis et figuris planis demonstrata. Item Octo propositiones stereometriae, 
ejusdem cum praecedentibus argumenti. Per Cunradum Dasypodium scholae 

. Argentinensis Professorem ..•• 
IIII*) Propositiones reliquorum Librorum Geometriae Euclidis, c;;raece, 

et Latine, in usum eorum, qui volumine Euclidis carent. Per Cunradum 
Dasypodium, scholae Argent. etc. Argentorati apud Christianum Mylium. 
1564.... . 

V) Christidni Herli"i et Cunradi Dasypodii Euclideae Demonstrationes in 
Syllogismos resolutae. Argentorati. 1564. ..• 

VI*) Analyseis geometricae sex librorum Euclidis. Primi et quinti factae 
a Christiano H erlino : reliquae una cum Commentariis, et Scholiis perbrevi
bus in eosdern sex libros Geometricos. a Cunrado Dasypodio. Pro schola 
Argentinensi. Arg. 1566. ••• 

VII) Dasypodii Logistica. Argent. 1567 •••• 
VIII) Volumen primum mathematicum. Prima et simplicissima Mathe

maticarum disciplinarum principia cornplectens: Geometriae. Logisticae. 
Astronomiae. _Geographiae. Per Cunradum Dasypodium in utilitatem Aca
demiae Argentinensis collectum. Una cum Classium ejusdem Academiae, 
ordinariis Lectionibus. Arg. excudebat. /o.sias Risselius. 1567 ...• 

IX) Compendium Theoriae Planetarum .... [1567]. 
X) Hypotyposes orbium coelestium congruentes cum tabulis Alfonsinis et 

Copernici, seu etiam tabulis Prutenicis, editae a Cunrado Dasypodio. 
Argent. 1568. ••• 

XI) Euclidis Propositiones. Elementorum. 15. Catoptricorum. Opticorum. 
Harmonicorum. Et Apparentiarum. Per Cunradum Dasypodium. Arg. Apud. 
haeredes Christiani Mylii. 1570 •••• 
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XII) De terminis geometricis per Dasypodium Arg. 1570.' ••• 
XIII) Euclidis Elementorum Liber primus. Item, Heronis Alexandrini 

vocabula quaedam geometrica : ante hac nunquam edita, graece et latine. 
Per M. Cunradum Dasypodium. Cum gratia et privilegio Caesareo, atque 
Regis Galliae, ad sexennium. Argentinae 1571 •••• 

XIV) Euclidis varia Scripta Graece et Latine. edita a Cunrado Dasypodio. 
ArgenL 1571 •••• 

XV) Euclidis omnes omnium Librorum Propositiones graece et latine: 
editae per M. Cunradum Dasypodium. Cum gratia etc. .•• Arg. 1571· ••• 

XVI) Euclidis Phaenomena in Sphaericis scriptoribus Cunradi Dasypodii 
-ArgenL 1572 •••• 

XVII*) Sphaericae Doctrinae Propositiones Graece et Latine, nunc primum 
per M. Cunradum Dasypodium, in lucem editae, quorum authores sequens 
indicat pagina. Cum privilegio Caesareae Majestatis ad sexennium et Regis 
Galliae ad septennium. Excudebat 01ristianus Mylius. Argentorati. 1572 ..... 

XVIII*) AEEIKON, seu Dictionarium Mathematicum, in quo Definitiones 
· et Divisiones continentur scientiarum Mathematicarum. .•• M. Cunrado Dasy
podio Authore. Argent. 1573 .••• 

XIX) Euclidis Elementa Graece et Latine. Interpr. Cunrado Dasypodio, 
cum Scholiis. ArgenL 1573 .••• 

XX) Cunradi Dasypodii, Mathematici Argent. Scholia et Resolutiones seu 
Tabulae in Lib. III, Apotelesmaticos Cl. Ptolemaei: Una cum Aphorismis 
eorundem Librorum. Denique brevis explicatio Astronomici Horologii 
Argentoratensis. ad veri et exacti temporis investigationem extracti •••• 
[1578] ••• [This was published in an edition of Cardan's commentary on 
the Quadriparlitum. See B.N. catalogue, XXIII, 8os, according to which the 
title should read "Lib. IIII " not "III ".) 

XXI*) Brevis doctrina de Cometis, et Cometarum e_ffectibus. Per M. 
Cvnradum Dasypodium. {Argentor. Excudebat N. WyrioL) 1578 •••• 

XXII*) Von Cometen, vnd jhrer wiirkung. durch M. Cunradum Dasy
podium beschriben. Gedruckl Btl Strassburg bey Niclauss Wyriot. 1578 .••• 

XXIII) Isaaci Monachi Scholia in Euclidis Elem. VI. priores libros, per 
Dasypodium. ArgenL 1579- ••• 

XXIII I*) Oratio Cunradi Dasypodii de disciplinis Mathematicis: Ad · 
Fridericum II. Sereni.ss. Regem Daniae etc. Ejusdem Hieronis Alexandrini 
nomenclaturae Vocabulorum Geometricorum translatio. Ejusdem -Lexicon 
Mathematicum, ex diversis collectum antiquis scriptis. Excudebat Nicolaus 
WyrioL ArgenL 1579.... - , 

XXV*) C. Dasypodii Heron Mechanicus: Seu de Mechanicis artibus, 
atque disciplinis. Ejusdem Horologii astronomici, Argentorati in summa 
Templo erecti, des,.criptio. ArgenL Excudebat Nicolaus WyrioL Is8o. •.• 

XXVI*) Cunradi Dasypodii Protheoria mathematica, in qua non solum 
disciplinae Mathematicae omnes, ordine convenienti enumerantur: verum · 
etiam universalia Mathematica praecepta ;· explicantur •. Arg. 1593 •• ~. 

XXVII*) Cunradi Dasypodii Institutionum A-Iathematicarum Voluminis 
primi Erotemata. Logisticae. Geometriae. Sphaere. Geographiae. Cum 
Pri,ilegio Caesareo. Pro schola Argentinensis imprimebat I osias Rihelius 
1593···· 
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Strasburg, to which position he was named in 1563, and later 
deacon there, Dasypodius' chief claim to fame now seems to be 
the astronomical clock in the Strasburg cathedral, which he not 
only constructed,U but also described in writing.18 

Although a mathematician of great repute in his own time, 
Dasypodius' astronomical knowledge was inferior. Tycho 
made a short unfavorable criticism of Dasypodius' work on 
comets, which he said was entirely devoted to astrological pre
dictions and showed the influence of Aristotle and Ptolemy.19 

Riccioli listed Dasypodius not only among those who found 
the comet of 1577 to be below the moon, but also among those 

-who believed that all comets are sublunar. However, in con
sidering the importance of Dasypodius' books on the comet of 
1577, his prominent position in the community and his conse
quent influence must be kept in mind. 

Dasypodius wrote two books on the comet of 1577, one in 
German, the other in Latin.20 The preface to the latter, dedicat-
' . 
XXVIII*) Cunradi Dasypodii Institutionum Mathematicarum Voluminis 

primi Erotematum. Appendix. Elementorum. Arithmeticae. Geodaesiae. 
Opticae. · Catoptricae. Scenographiae. Theoriae planetarum. Logisticae. 
Astronomicae. Astrologiae. Musicae. Mechanicae. Cum privilegio Caes. et 
Reg. Gall. Imprimebat Jos. Rihelius. Argent. 1,596 •••• " 

Haag, VIII, 391, listed ten published works by Dasypodius, and several 
other works attributed to him, which Haag said were probably left in manu

; scr:ipt. Nine of the items listed by Haag were also listed by Blumhof. The 
other item listed by Haag was entitled: Volumina mathematica Ill pro 
schola argentinen.ri, and was an octavo published in Straburg in 1570. 

17 Dasypodius directed Isaac and Josias Habrecht in the construction. 
See Schoepflin, 292, note 6. The clock was constructed in 1574 See Thorndike, 
VI, 88, and Ungerer, 164-5, 489. 

18 Warhafftige Ausslegung vnnd Beschreibung des Astronomischen 
Uhrwercks zu Strassburg im Munster I welches er anfanglichs erfunden 
vnd angeben hat. Strasburg, 158o. See A.D.B., IV, 764. Bassaeus, II, 284. 
and Crawford library catalogue, 151. See also Dasypodius' Heron Mechani
cus (158o) where the clock is described in Latin. 

19 Brahe, IV, 361-2 (in chapter 10 of the De Mvndi •. . ). Blumhof said 
that Dasypodius' two. works on the comet of 1577 include nothing unusual 
and show that a professor of mathematics in the sixteenth century could 
have an exceedingly confused picture of comets. 

20ltems 3Ja and 33 of appendix, below. 
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ing the tract to" CL. V. Ioanni Sambvco, Caesareae Maiestatis· 
Historico ... ",21 and dated from Strasburg, February I, 1578, 
declared that the purpose of the book was to explain clearly the 
Aristotelian theories and to describe the comet of 1577 in terms 
of them. Dasypodius said that Aristotle distinguished two types 
of comets, whereas others noted three groups with different 
motions and times. Eight lines of verse 22 by Adamus Colbius 
Fagius tell that he was aware that celestial phenomena, especi
ally bearded luminaries, signify misfortunes, but that as a good 
Christian he thought he could avoid them. Three pictures repre
sent three different "kinds" of comets.2S 

Dasypodius first dealt with the material, the form, and the 
power of comets. He began with a quotation from Aristotle on 
meteors and added that comets were among those phenomena 
about which much had been written. He believed that although 
it was known that comets were ~gendered in the upper air, not 
everything could be explained by the method of sensory observa
tion, taught by Aristotle, and that therefore it was necessary to 
resort to inference in explaining comets. In the opinion of Dasy
podius, none of the divers explanations of comets, offered by 
various philosophers, approached the truth as closely as did 
Aristotle's, whose theory of hot, dry exhalations he presented • 
briefly. Comets, he said, do not first come into being'~\\~ they. 
are first visible, but have accumulated gradually. He traced' 
the notion of " stella barbata " etc. back to Aristotle, Pliny and 
" others." Although without attaching much significance, Aris
totle had described two types of comet.24 Dasypodius said that 
our daily experience teaches us that comets are of many·di.ffer
ent forms and materials. He further elaborated on Aristotle's 

21]obannes Sambucus, a Hungarian student. ., physician, antiquary and 
poet •, was born in Tornau, Hungary, in •1531 and died in Vienna in Is8J 
or 1584. See Green, editor, 28g ff., Hoefer, XLIII, ZJJ-4. Thorndike, VI, 88, 
and Zedler, XXXIII, 1653-4-

22a.., r. 
23a.., Y. See appendix, below. 

24 Aristotle ( 1923), 344" 21 - 344• 2$. See chapter I, above, especially note 2,5. 
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theory, and then discussed the different ways in which comets 
can be classified: by motion, color and so forth, and what the 
different . types can be called. He distinguished between the 
" stella comata ", " barbata ", and " caudata ". He believed that 
little by little heat and dryness exhaled by the earth collect and 
stick together and afterwards are set in motion by an eclipse of 
the sun or moon or by the configurations of the stars, and are 
ignited by Mars or Mercury. Discussing predictions from 
comets, Dasypodius, unlike many of his contemporaries, identi
fied the " comet " which appeared at the time of the birth of 
Christ with that of I 572. Although he showed independence in. 
doing this, he also showed that he did not realize that novae 
are stars, ·nQt comets. He then explained how the material is 
collected and how that which is superfluous descends again. 

The second chapter, on the nature, properties and effects of 
comets, begins by saying that astronomers should observe a 
comet with astronomical instruments and note its position in 
longitude and latitude; whether it is in the ecliptic, which is 
rare, or touches the ecliptic, which is more frequent; its distance 
from the center of the world and from the center of the field of 

· vision; the type of tail; and the planets which are in the re
gion. 2~ Dasypodius thought that in order to make predictions, 
divided by Ptolemy into two groups, general and particular, 

(one should know the sign of the zodiac in which the comet 
appears, the size, form, motion and so forth, and whether 
or not the comet; s tail is turned toward the sun. The fact that a 
comet's tail j/always turned away from the sun was evidently 
not grasped by Dasypodius. He emphasized the importance of 
noting the part of the sky in which a comet appears, in order to 
predict the part of the earth which will be affected by the plague 
which he assumed would follow the comet. In addition, he 
stressed the importance, for the purpose of making predictions, 
of the resemblance of the color of a comet to that of a planet. 

25 Nowadays, it is -more usual to observe right ascension and declination 
than longitude and latitude. Of course. it is superfluous to see if the comet 
touches the ecliptic, because that information is contained in the observations 
of right ascension and declination. See chapter III, note 19. above. 
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He considered the comet's size, brilliance, and form and the 
time of its appearance valuable in foretelling events. Further
more, he made the statement that the motions of comets do not 
follow fixed laws. 

Then 26 he dealt with the effects of comets, being entirely con
cerned with predictions, and adding very little to what had al
ready been said. He illustrated 27 his discussion of these effects 
by a recital of events which comets had supposedly presaged. 

Finally,28 Dasypodius considered the comet of 1577, reverting 
to such ideas as those of Leopoldus and Albumasar. The only 
sentences of astronomical worth say that the comet appeared 
about the 9th of November, 1577, and remained visible until 
January 1578, that it varied in color from pale to ·red,29 and 
that the tail or " beard " reached from Capricorn to the begin
ning of Aquarius. According to Dasypodius, the comet w~s the 
occasion for gloomy predictions, such as the deaths of kings and 
important people, wars between kings, earthquakes, winds and 
other ills. He ended his book with a phrase, cited in both Greek 
and Latin, the latter being: " Impune nunquam uisus fulgere 
Cometes." 80 

Dasypodius' conception of what astronomers should observe 
was largely correct, but his conclusions, based on authority 
rather than observation, were erroneous, and his purpose was.· 
astrological. However, he furnished some data useful to astron- J 

omers. 
A work of no greater astronomical value than those by Stein

metz and Dasypodius was the treatise in Latin by Nicolaus. 
Bazelius,31 a doctor and surgeon in the second half of the six-

26 Chapter III. 

'rT Chapter IV. 

28 Chapter V. 

29" rutilum ", red, inclining toward golden yellow. 

30 See the account of item 12 in the appendix, below. 

31 Variants of the name are Baselius, Bazel, or Basel. 
Bassaeus, I, 528, which listed item 10 of appendix, below . ..:...Bib. Belg. 

Gand, series 1 and 2.-Biographie Nationale ••• de Belgique, I, 742-3, article 
'i 
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teenth century. Bazelius was born in Nieuwkerke, in Flanders.11 

It is n~t known whether he studied medicine and. surgery in 
Louvain or in Paris. In 1578 he held a public office in Bergues. 
In evaluating his work it must be remembered that in the six-
teenth century many men of education felt themselves qualified 
to 'discuss such astronomical phenomena as comets and meteors, 
even tho~gh they were untrained in astronomy, because the 
principal requirement for such a discussion was a knowledge 
of ancientliterature, and this Bazelius had to a certain extent.13 

Tycho, who listed Bazelius with the believers in the sublunar 

by Felix Neve.-Brahe, IV, :¢2-3.-Dreyer, editor, IV, 510, citing item 10. 
-Foppens, I, 899, which listed item 7.--Gesner (1,583), 62o, listing item 10. 
-Hellmann (1924), 31.-Hoefer, IV, 662, which listed item 7.-]0cher, 
I, 876, which listed item 7.-Riccioli, II, 28, 8g.-Scheibel, 101, listing item 7 
and citing page 453 of Tycho's book appearing in "1577 ".-Schotel, 1o6-IIJ. 

Further information might be found in the following sources, mentioned 
in the above listed works : · 

Sweertius, Franciscus. Athenae Belgicae, sive nomenclator Infer. Ger
maniae scripto.:Um, ••• Antwerp, 1628. 

be Backer, or Debaecker, Louis. Recherches sur Ia ville de Bergues en 
Flandre. Bruges, 1849, p. 210. · 

Hautschilt. Imago Flandriae. 1004-

32 The Bib. Belg. Gand, series 2, v. I, concluded from the title of 
Bazelius' 1561 prognostication [see note 263, below] that Louis Debaecker _ 
(Recherches hist. sur Ia ville de Bergues en Flandre, p. 210) and Felix Neve . 
(Biographie Nationale, I, p. 742) were wrong in maintaining that Bazelius 
was born in Bergues-Saint-Winoc (also called Winoxberg); that he was 
really a native of Nieuwkerke (Neuve-Eglise) near Bailleul or Belle; and 
that he was merely a doctor and surgeon in Bergues. 

33 Felix Neve (Biographie Nationale •.. de Belgique, I, 742) said that 
Bazelius' studies must have been of an unusual breadth because he busied 
himself with scientific observations foreign to his professiOIL This is not a 
necessary conclusion. Moreover, his publications ·seem not to have been 
numerous. ·The B.M. and B.N. have only one book, each, by Bazelius, 
namely item 10 of the appendix below. However, the Bib. Belg. Gand. series 
2, v. I, listed the following work by Bazelius, which Hellmann (1924), 31, 
called his first prognostication, the last being items 8, 9, and 10 of the 
appendix below : 

f Prognosticatie II vanden /are ons Heeren. M.D. II LXI. Ghecalculeerl 
oP den Meridiaen der stede II van Poperinghe in Westvlaenderen I door 
M. Ni= II claes Bazelius van Nieukercke I by Belle I Mede= II cijn en 
Cirurgien I En der Astronomijnscher con= II sten een vast Liefhebber I 
woonende binnl der voor II seyder stede inden gulden helm inde Jperstrate.U 
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position of the comet,84 called Bazelius' book "careless", and 
pointed out deficiencies in it, such as his failure to define either 
his longitude or his latitude. However, Tycho was more favor:.. 
able toward the astrological explanations in the book. 

According to its caption, which really applies to the whole• 
book, the first section of Bazelius' tract on the comet of 1577 •.5 . 

deals with the time, form and position of the comet, with its o~ . 
served motion, and with the general mea~ings of comets and 
the meaning of this one in particular. The comet was first seen 
from Bergues in the sixth degree of Capricorn, on November 
14th, at 5 P.M., immediately after sunset. However, the author 
dated its first appearance on the tenth .. He referred its longitude 
to the position of Saturn and its latitude to the ecliptic; and 
even if those are not the usual points of reference, it must be 
acknowledged that he defined the comet's apparent position. 
His next recorded observation was on November 16th. The 
tail, when first seen, was diffused in length and width and . . ~ 

stretched out toward the moon, then in the tli1rd degree of 
Aquarius. It appeared pale and mournful, with a horrible form, 
and it spread southwards, for which reason, said Bazelius, 
citing Aristotle, the comet was called bearded. It set later e~ch 
day and by the beginning of December it had moved through 
the zodiacal signs so that it followed the moon. It moved further 
and further north in latitude, toward Bazelius' zenith, its head 

. preceding, its tail always turned toward the east. The observa
tions made were the usual ones and the positions recorded were 
for November 22nd, 24th, 28th and December 28th, by which 
times its brilliance was considerably diminished. On the 4th and 
6th of January it could scarcely be distinguished. Its path was 
observed throughout the period of the comet's visibi.lity, bearing 
towards the place in Cassiopeia where the star of 1572 had been 
seen. This comment by Bazelius introduced a few further re
marks on the nova visible until the beginning of February 1574. 

34 Brahe, IV, 362-3. According to Riccioli, Bazelius considered all comets . 
sublunar. 

35 Item 10 of appendix, below. 
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This was stationary, as Bazelius pointed out, and thus unlike 
the comet. 

Next, Bazelius concerned himself with ancient and modern 
opinions on the causes or generation of comets. Then he dis-

• cussed the' nature and significance of the hairy or bearded_star 
of 1577· He continue<f. this discussion at considerable length, 
basing his. opinion on book I, chapter III of Ptolemy's Quadri-.. 
partitum. The future of the year 1578, said Bazelius, would be 
full of misfortunes and these were predicted not only by the 
comet of 1577 but also by other astronomical events. For ex
ample, the lunar eclipse of the night of September 26th to 27th, 
1577, would have its effects from the beginning of May 1578 
to the end of August. After enumerating different phenomena, 
Bazelius made predictions for 1578, such as religious and polit
ical changes. The comet, he said, was a forerunner of all these 
evils, and he enumerated its effects.36 In this connection 
Gemma's De· naturae divinis chdracterismis 37 was cited, bits 
of poetry ·dealing with the effects of comets were quoted, and a 
poem by " J ovianus Pontanus " on the general meanings of 
comets was presented.38 According. to Bazelius, Aratus con
·~rmed these predictions; and Manitius wrote extensively on 
the subject in his first book. Bazelius further concerned him
self with the signification of the comet of 1577, relying on 
Ptolemy's theories. He gave no astronomical information. Since 
the comet was west of the sun, said he, its effects were to have. 
a late beginning and were to continue into subsequent years. He . 
spoke of the localities where the comet's influence would be felt,· · 
for example, India, Macedonia, Italy, Albania, Greece, Hesse, 
Thuringia,. Styria, and the Orkney Islands, in all of which 

36 They were pictured on the recto of Au. See the description of item 10 

of the appendix, below. 

:rt This work appeared in 1575. 

38 It consists of the first fourteen and the last two lines of the second of 
the two sections on comets in Pontano's Meteororum Liber (Pontano (1902), 
I, 215-7). 
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places there was to be a maximum o£ dryness and sterility. He 
also listed the towns to be affected, and recounted the prophecy . 
found in Eeckhoutte,89 which was illustrated by the figure of a 
woman nursing wolves. 40 Bazelius brought his book to a close 
by elaborating his ideas on predictions from comets without any: 
reference to the particular comet which prompted him to write. 
Any comet )VOuld have suggested the same remarks . . . 

39 See the description of item xo in the appendix, below. 

40 See the description of item xo in the appendix. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE COl\IET 0~_, i577: PREACHERS AND 
POETS 'VHO USED THE COl\IET 

1\IEREL Y AS A THEl\IE TO 
FURTHER THEIR O'VN 

PURPOSE 

CHYTRAEUS.- PAULI.- SELNECCER.- HEERBRAND.

KREIDWEISS. -·ROCCA 

MANY of those who described the comet of 1577 were 
churchmen ·whose main interest in the comet was in its use as 
a theme for their sermons. Prominent among these was David 
Chytraeus (Kochhafe),1 who was the last of the "Fathers of 

1 Chytraeus, the son of a Lutheran clergyman, was born in Ingelsingen on 
January 26, ISJO. (Krabbe, SSI note. Thorndike, V, 397-8, citing Krabbe, 
gave the same date. Dreyer, editor, VIII, 454. placed Chytraeus' birth in 
Swabia in .ISJO· .Paulsen, 8, gave the year ISJO and it was implied by Chytraeus 
in his tract on the comet of IS77 (see below, note I4). The A.D.B., IV, 
254. gave the date February 26, IS3I for Chytraeus' birth.) He died in 
Rostock on January 2S, I6oo. At a· very early age he attended Tiibingen 
University. (According to the A.D.B., IV, 254, this may have been at the 
age of nine. DOllinger, II, 52I, Adam (I6S3), 682, and Thou-Teissier, 402, 
called ChYtraeus a pupil of Camerarius. Joachim Camerarius left Tiibingen 
in IS4I. Klatt, S_, gave IS39 as the year Chytraeus went to Tiibingen.) 
There he studied law, philosophy and philology, and later proceeded to 
theology. Having received the degree of bachelor and, at the age of fifteen, 
that of "master of philosophy, he went to Wittenberg, where he came into 
close association with Melanchthon. (According to Paulsen, 8, Chytraeus 
went to Wittenberg in IS#) He went to Heidelberg in IS46, to Tiibingen 
in IS47, and returned to Wittenberg in IS~ where, following Melanchthon's 
counsel, he taught rhetoric, elementary astronomy, and Melanchthon's Loci 
communes, learning as he taught. After traveling in Switzerland and Italy 
(Zedler, V, 2311, said that Chytraeus went to Italy in ISSO), be was called 
to the university of Rostock by the Dukes Henry and John Albert of 
Mecklenberg. (Paulsen, II, gave the date of Chytraeus' call to Rostock as 
ISSO. Freher, I, 3I4. gave it as IS5I.) There, on April 21, 15SI, he began 
his lectures on the Christian catechism and the books of Herodotus. He 
gave theological lectures from 1553 on, but first became a full professor of 
theology in 1561, after becoming a doctor of philosophy on April 29th. 

Further information concerning Chytraeus can be found in the following 
works: Adam (I6SJ), 68I-696--A.D.B., IV, 2S4-6, article by Fromm.-
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Bassaeus, I, 27-8, 455-6, 63·1, II, 47, 285-6, where lists of books by Chytraeus 
can be found.-Brahe, IV, 366-7.--Calinich, 239--DOllinger, II, 521-53·1. 
This gives much information concerning Chytraeus' religious activities.
Dreyer, editor, VIII, 454.-Dreyer (1890), 24, 242.-Frank, I, 166, 221-2, 
300.-Freher, I, 314-5J There is a picture of Chytraeus opposite page 311.
Gesner (1583), 186-7.-Janssen, IV, V, VI, passim.-Klatt. This is excellent . 
and has bibliographies of Chytraeus' writings and a list of books about him. 
-Krabbe, 55o-7.-Lindesiana ••• Luther no. 1412, listing a book by Chftiaeus. 
-Paulsen. This has bibliographical notes but no mention of any astronomical 
writings . ...:...Pressel. This biography emphasises Chytraeus' relations with 
the Church.-Realencyklopadie, IV, I 12-6, article by George Loesche. This 
article contains excellent bibliographies of works by and about Chytraeus, 
as well as an interesting account of his life and work.-Riccioli, II, 136-7.
Scheibel, g6.-Schottenloher, I, ir8.-Thorndike, V, 397-8.-Thou-Teissier, 
402-9.-Witte, obiit ... 16oo. This has a short bibliography of Chytraeus' 
writings.-Zedler, V, 23II-2. · 

The following references are .cited in the above works: 
Bacrneister, Lucas. Leichpredigt bey dem Begrebniss des Ehrwiirdigen,· 

Achtbaren und Hochgelarten Herrn Davidis Chytreai •.• Rostoclc; Stephan 
Miiiimann, 16oo (Klatt. For information concerning Bacmeister see Dol
linger, II, 532 note 15.) 

Becher, Dr. Otto, Das Kraichgau und seine Bewohner zur Zeit der Refor
mation. Oratio von David Chytraeus ••• Karlsruhe, 19()8. (Klatt;: Schotten
loher, I, n8.) 

Chytraeus, Ulrich. Vita Davidis Chytraei, Theologi summi. Historici 
erimij, Philosophi insignis, Viri optimi & integerrimi. Memoriae posteritatis, 
Orationibus et Carminibus Amicorum, justisque Economiis consecrata, 
Rostoclc, Christophor Reusner, I6oi. (Klatt said that this does not contain 
any biography by Ulrich of his father, but is a compilation of various works.) 

Geiger, Ludwig. In: Gottinger gelehrte Anzeigen. 1870: (Klatt.) · 
Goldstein, Johannes. Oratio de vita, studiis, moribus & morte reveren

dis.rimi & claris.rimi Domini D. Davidis· Chytraei • •• Rostock, Myliandrini, 
16oo. (Klatt.) 

Hausmann, Richard. Studien sur Geschichte des Konigs Stephan von 
Polen. I. Teil. Diss. Dorpat. 188o. (Klatt.) 

Kohfeldt, G. Der akademische Geschichtsunterricht im Reformations
zeitalter mit besonderer Ruck.richt auf Dav. Chytraeus in Rostock. In: Mit
teilungen d. Gesellschaft fur deutsche Erziehungs- und Schulgeschichte. 
Jahrg. XII, Heft 3 (1902), 201-228 (Klatt; Schottenloher, I, uS). 

Krabbe, Otto. David Chytraeus. Rostock, 1870. 2 v. (Klatt.) 
Lisch, G. C. F. Des Professors Dr. David Chytraeus zu Rostock Bericht 

von der Kirchenordnung an den Herzog Ulrich von Mecklenburg. I599· In: 
Jahrbucher des Vereins f. meklenb. Geschichte u. Alterthumsk. v. 18. (1853): 
187-8 (Schottenloher, I, u8). 

Lisch, G. C. F. Beitriige zu der Geschichte der evangelischen· Kirchen
~eformation i11 Oesterreich durch die Herzoge vo11 Meklenburg rund die 
Univer.ritiit Rostock, namentlich durch Dr. David Chytriius. In: Jahrbikher 
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the Lutheran Church". He was a follower of Melanchthon, but 
aiso a worker for the middle way between the sects. He was no 
fire-brand, but a true scholar. His influen~e in theological circles 
was evident from 1555 on, when he ed1ted his Regulae Vitae.1 

In 1561 he was in Naumburg at th~ time when the Corpus doc
. tri~ Sa.ronicum was under discussion there. At Rostock he 
was interested in the improvement ·of the university. He 
took an important part in the theological disputes and con
gresses so frequent in·Germany, and must have had an enor
mous influence on the Lutherans of his time. He fought against 
the dogmatism of Peucer.3 "some of his theological books were 

· condemne'c1,4 together with other writings of reformers, but such 
• i., ' 

des Verein f. ~klenb. Geschichte u. Alterthumsk. v. 24- (1859): 7~IJ9. 
(Schottenloher, I, n8; Klatt). ' 

Schnell, H. Bin Zeugni.r des Rostocker Theologen David Ch:ytriius iber 
den Abendmahlsstreit. In: Neue Kirchliche Zeitschri/1. n. (1900). S. I7T 
18o (Schottenloher, I, 1~8). 

Schiitz, Ptto Friedr. De vita Davidis Ch:ytraei. Hamburg, 1720. 4 v. 
(Klatt). · ~ 

Strobel, Georg Theodor. N n.e Beitr. a. Litt., I. Bd. 1. St. S. 150 ff. 
(A. D. B., IV, 255-6; Schottenloher, I, n8). 
· Struvius, Burkhard Gottheli Davidi.r Ch:ytraei ad principes Anhaltinos es
cvsatoria (6. luni rsB;). In: B. G. Strtn.tius, Acta litterari4. IL (1717). 
S. 36o-2 (Scho!fenloher, I, n8). • 

Sturz, Christoph. Oralio memoriae Reverendi, Clarissimi & Excellenti.r
si,;.; Dn. Davidi.r Chytraei .•. Rostock, Myliandrini, 16oo. (Klatt.) 

Veesenmeyer. Anmerkung iber des Chytraus Geschichte der Augsburgi.rche,. 
Confession. In: Literarische Blatter. 6. ( 18o5) Sp. JOS-9 ( Schottenloher, 
I, uS). 

Wachler, L. Gesch. der histor. Forschung, I, 193, 214. 232. 238, 256 
(A. D. B., IV, 256). 
· Wegele. Geschichte der deutschen historiographie. Munich and Leipzig, 

1885 (Klatt). 
Westphalen, Ernst Joachim de. Monumenta Rerum Germanicarum, 

Cimbric~rum et Megapolensium Tomus III. (Klatt; A. D. B., IV, 256). 
See also: Epicedium i" Obitum D. Davidis Chytraei. scriptum o M. 

l ohanrse N eavino Superint Sver. (Klatt. This can be found in Ulrich 
Chytraeus' Vita Davidi.r Chytraei •• . ) · 

2 A.D.B., IV, 255, and Krabbe. 555, gave the date for this work as 1555. 
with a Wittenberg imprint. According to the B.M. and B.N. catalogues. 
there were editions printed in Wittenberg in 1556 and T570 and in Leipzig 
in I5s8 and 1561. 

3 It is possible that Peucer also wrote on the comet of 1577· 
. • Calinich, 2J9.. 
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censorship is illustrative of the times aiJ.d ~ells nothing of Chy
traeus himself. In 1576 with others, including Selneccer, he 
took part in the composition of .the Torgau BooK. He was the 
author of many theological tracts and w~s an historian -~{.con
siderable ability .. He is especially noted for_ his--history of the 
Augsburg Confession, of which there were many editions; and 
for his Saxon chronicl~ and shorter yearly chronicleS.· · 

As was natural in_ the sixteenth century, Chytraeus~ religious 
convictions colored his astronomical conceptions. This is obvi
ous in his interpretation of the new star 1 and the comet. Tycho
thought of him primarily as a theologian, arid discussed him last 
on his list of observers of the com~ of 1577.8 The ideas of Chy
traeus must have had wide circulation because of the high posi
tion of their author in both theological and ·:academic circles. 
The German translation of the comet tract was made for the 
purpose of bringing the book within the reach of those who did 
not know Latin. That fact is indicative of the growing impor
tance of the vernacular tongues and of the participation of the 
people in the literature of the time. · 

In the first part of the Latin edition 7 of his book on the comet 
of 1577, Chytraeus dealt with the nova which'he believed was 
first seen Oil November 8; 1572. He said that it remained sta
tionary near Cassiopeia Wttil the .beginning of 1574 when it 
vanished. He referred to Deuteronomy ,32, the chapter giving 
Moses' song which describes God's mercy and vengeance. AI- -
though he used the term " star ", Chytraeus did not classify the 
nova as a fixed star, but seemed to treat it as a comet and 
quoted Aristotle on comets. He described the comet of 1556, 

5 He 11Tote about the new star of 1572 and its significance in matters of 
church and state in his c:ommentary on Deuteronomy (Thorndike. V, 397-8). 

6 Brahe, IV, ~7- Tycho and 01~ were friends. Tycho had studied 
in Rostock in 1566, and 11·hen he rnisited that city in 1597. Olytraeus wrote 
to him. expressing regret that ill health kept him from paying his respects 
to Tycho. (See Dreyer (18go), 24. 2.p.) · 

7 Item 29 of appendix. below. Unfortunately, because of the war, the Latin 
and German editions cannot be compared at presenL The summat'J' of the 
Latin text was made from notes taken in 1931 and cannot be as full as the· 
summary of the readily aru1able German edition. ... 
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giving its position and what he considered were the disasters 
resulting from it, and listed, without discussion, the comets of 

. 1500, 15o6, 1531, ISJ.~;_!nd 1533L..and mentioned the comets of 
~4· 557, and 594 and their a~ompanring.disasters. He also 

spoke of " the terrible comet " in 676 during the rule of Con
stantinus Pogonatus,8 .and told of two comets seen simultane
ousl~ associated certain comets with certain histor
ical events, such as the "tragedy under Henry IV".' He referred 
to St. Matthew 24, the chapter in which Christ foretells the de
struction of the temple and signifies the approaching judgment; 
and he advised that since that time and that hour are unknown, 
people should watch like good servants, expecting the master's 

" coming at every moment. Chytraeus also referred to St. Luke 
21.2, which tells of the poor wi5low casting two mites into the 
treasury; Peter 2.2, which deals with false teachers.; Timothy 
3 ;10 and Deuteronomy 28, which deals with the blessings for 
-obedience and the curses for disobedience. He talked of God 
dealing out punishment, and said that there was a possibility of 
allaying this punishment if the king and people would ·reform. 
Making further reference to Deuteronomy 32, he said that men 

~ ;eturn to Go·d and are converted through punishment. Then he 
cited Pliny and Hipparchus on the apparent motion of the stars. 

The whole first section was dated from Rostock, December 
19, 1572. It is immediately lollowed by a section dealing with 

,the comet of 1577,11 which, according to Chytraeus, was first 
·~een after sunset on November nth. In the next days, after 

~ 

8 Constantinus IV, called "Pogonatus ", was emperor from 668 to 685. 

9 Chytraeus did n~t say which Henry IV he meant; but the German 
Emperor was probably the man in question, and the " tragedy " to which 
reference was made must have been Henry IV's surrender to the Pope at 
Canossa in 1076. This would have been tragic from the point of view of 
Chytraeus. ' 

10 Probably 2.J, which describes the enemies of the truth and commends 
the holy scriptures. 

11 This section is entitled "De Cometa, qui proximo mense Novembri, 
anno 1577. conspici coepit ". It was dated from Rostock, December 2, 1577, 

· i e. "Datum Rostocllii, IIII. Nonas Decembris, Anno 1577 ". 
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the moon emerged from conjunction, quickly following Aqua-. 
· rius, the comet turned its path toward the little dipper and 

passed by the constellation 12 of Antinous on the 25th of No
vember, at which time it was equidistant from Aquila and the 
Dolphin. The tail, already rare and clear, was seen to ,.develop · 
toward Pegasus. At the end of November, standing between 
the Dolphin and the constellation Equuleus, the comet extended 
its burning streamers through the mouth of Pegasus as far as 
the two stars of the head and nearly to the mouth of Pisces. 
Chytraeus said that the comet was of great size and extent, 
comparable to the one which preceded the earthquake when the . 
towns of Helice and Bura were swallowed up, and the Lace
demonians were defeated at Leuctra.18 Chytraeus then enumer-, . 

. ated six comets seen in his lifetime. whjch be.._said was nearly_ 
forty-ei ht years.14 ·The first was reddish, ap eared in August, 
_I 53 I, d wandere with reat speed throu h the constellations 
~eo~ T~e next e described 2.t, darker, broade!_ 
,allif more lasting thaiit11e first.J!. appeared in October I 532 and_. 
~visible during the two' foll~ng months_ The third, in 

I 533, radiant and lar e was far from the zodiac, next to Per-
e , 1rec mg ltS long tail westward over our= constellationS.~ ' 

!J.L.March rss6 a livid black and red comet stretched its tail? 
northward through Virgo, Boote~, Cepheus and other constella-' 
tions. ~fifth comet was that' of August I558. The sixth 
" comet " was the nova of 1572. Chytraeus then discussed .. 
comets and stars in general, quoting from Se~eca and Apoi- . 
lonius. He said, and rightly, that the lack of observed parallax 
for the star of r 57'2 left no doubt that it wa~ in the highest re
gion. He discussed whether comets are hot, dry exhalations 
collected together and burning, and then made the usual state
ment that all experience testifies to the fact that comets bring 
calamities, supporting this contention with a quqtation in Greek 

,. I i., • 
12 The Latin is "Aram Antinoi" and might also be translated as the 

"altar of Antinous ". · 

13371 B. C. 

14 This points to Chytraeus' 'birth in 1530 instead of 1531. 
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from "Ptolemy, book two", undoubtedly book two of the Tetra
biblos, concerning. the effects of comets. He said that comets 
from Mars and Mercury signify war, and also that comets are 
~igns from the'Son of God of punishments which can be averted 
or made easier by reforming. Then he called his readers to re
newed piety: The book·closes with a Latin poem or song con
cerning the comet by Johannes Frederus, relating some of the 
calamities mentioned in the text . . 

Chytraeus' German book 15 on the comet of 1577 is largely a 
translation, by Jacobus Praetorius, of the Latin tract. In the 
preface, dated December 16, 1577, Praetorius said that comets 
are signs put in the sky by God to warn men to be better, and 
that -he was translating the book so that those unacquainted 
with Latin might read it and know the warning of God and 
become good Christians. -The first section, dated, as in the Latin edition, lle.cember 
19, 1572, deals with the nova of 1572. It opens· with a quota- · 
tion, in German verse, of Seneca's descriQtion of the comet vis:-, 
ible near Cassia eia in Nero's time he words s oke b th. 
Enipress c avia to Seneca to describe, that com which was 
followe by great evils, were quote by our author because, he 

'sa1d, for the past forty d~re had been an unusual star set 
afire soon after the conjunction of Saturn and the sun in 
Scorpio. This new star was first noticed November 8th, sta- · 
tionary near Cassiopeia, forming a diamond shaped figure with 
tiie stars in the breast of that constellation. It looked like Jupi
ter. Although, according to Chytraeus, laymen saw no differ
·ence between this unusual star which remained stationary for a 
while and then disappeared and true natural stars, both those 
that are fixed and those that wander and are called planets, it 
is certain that planets at no time deviate from the zodiac where
as the new star was stationary 50° north of the zodiac almost 
in the zenith. Fixed stars, said Chytraeus, are always visible at 
definite times and have their constant rising and setting and 

15 Item 30 of appendix, below. 
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never become contracted or extinguished. There follows a sum
mary of Aristotle's views on comets: earthly exhalations 
kindled in the atmosphere, of two types. those in which the 
exhalations are pressed together and which spread their flames 
out evenly and often remain stationary like the star in question, 
and those whose material is packed closer in one place and more 
thinly elsewhere where the matter is drawn out lengthwise so 
that they extend their fiery streamers on one side. Chytraeus de
scribed the comet of ISS6 and the tragedies supposed to have 

-followed after it. He also mentioned the comet that appeared
~ars later and listed important personages who died s~ 

ly thereafter. He said that comets m all times preceded ills and 
gave accounts of the comet of 557, during the time of Justinian 
~ all Thrace and GJeece were torn by sword and fire; of 
the comet of durin · e of Gregory the Great · o 
come t at a eared during the time o onstantinus Po onatus; 

me 1 during the time of Leo the !saurian; 
_and of three comets that pointed to war etween the grandsons · 
· of Charlemagne. ,Puring the reign of Henry IY. said Chytraeus..._ 

there were many comets and there was one the year before . 
-:Henry V succeeded his father. Eclipses and stars and no 
doubt comets also, he added, are signs of misfortunes. Citations

were given, as in the Latin edition, from Matthew 24, Luke· 
21.2, Peter 2.2 and Timothy 3, with a warning to the people to 
reform. Chytraeus said th~t Pliny told how Hipparchus after 
seeing a new star was moved to study all other stars; and it was · 
hoped that the readers of this tract would observe the )leavens 
with understanding eyes. 

The second section deals with the comet of is77, which, ac. 
cording to Chytraeus, was first seen on November nth, St. 
Martin's Day, shortly after sunset, not far from the horizon. 
It was shining, bright and clear, in Capricorn, not far from 
Saturn and it had a long tail, just like thick fiery smoke. On · 
the following day it appeared right after the new moon close to 
Aquarius and stretched northward. The text continues, as in 
the Latin edition, describing the comet's appearance and posi-
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tion on November 25th and at the end of November and com
paring it in size and extent with the comet of 371 B.C. He 
said that Anaxagoras considered that unusual torch in the skj 
to be rather ~ burning meteor than a comet. As in the Latin edi
tion, Chytraeus discoursed upon the six comets which had ap
peared during his lifetime of forty-eight years. He thought that, 
although the cause and nature of these phenomena cannot be 
completely investigated, it is nevertheless useful to bear in mind 
these wonderworks of God, and signs of coming misfortune. 
According· to Chytraeus, Seneca counted comets among the 
everlasting natural stars, and supported this with the testimony 
of Apollonius, who learned his astronomy in Babylonia, that 
not only the seven planets but also comets have their definite 
and usual irregular paths in the sky. Comets were supposed to 
be special stars, of unequal color, form and size and to wander· 
through the top of the heavens and first to appear when they 
come to the lowest point in their circles and therefore were 
clearer and larger when seen from near. However, when they 
raised themselves to the upper part of the circles and withdrew 
from the observers, they supposedly seemed smaller and darker 
and finally disappeared completely, as had the star of five years 
before. But, according to Chytraeus, the present comet was not 
an everlasting incorruptible star but a meteor or high-soaring 
matter set afire in the upper portion of the air which, when the 
matter shortly thereafter was contracted, would be entirely 
extinguished and disappear. He added that the natural scien
tists taught that comets first arise out of dry vapors pressed 
tightly together in the air, sticking together and increasing in 
bulk, and finally ignited by the sun and other planets. He re
peated that comets have always been followed by wars, pesti
lence, famine and other changes and, as in the Latin edition, 
referred to Ptolemy's Tetrabiblos, where comets with the nature 
of Mars and Mercury are discussed. Chytraeus urged men to 
heed the warnings in the sky and lead Christian l~ves. Germany, 
he said, was being wasted in wars, and the common man was 
godless and giving himself to Epicurean and beastly lusts. 
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Hence it was not surprising that God was sending punishments 
of which men were warned by heavenly signs and comets. Be
cause there was a comet at the time of the battle of Salamis, 
~78 B.C.,18 Chytraeus was moved to write this memoir of the 

~·comet ofi 577· He cited Seneca as saying that no one could find . 
out anything greater or more glorious about God or learn any
thing more useful than what concerned the nature and powers 
of the stars, and added that everyone should study this. 

Included in the German· edition of Chytraeus' tract on the 
comet of I577 is a tract by Simon Pauli,U who was born in 
the town of Schwerin in the Duchy of Mecklenburg, October 
28, I 534· He studied in Rostock and Wittenberg and was pro
fessor of theology at the much frequented university of Ros
tock. He was rector of that university four times and was super
intendent from I565 to 1573, and then again after I574· He 
was a staunch follower of Luther and Melanchthon and was de
voted to Chytraeus.18 He died in Rostock on July I], 1591.111 

The portion written by Pauli and published with Chytraeus~ 
tract 20 is theological and has little astronomical importance. 

16 This battle is usually considered to have taken plare in 48o B. C. 
17 A.D.B., XXV, 273-4. article by Krause.-Bassaeus, I, 82-3~ II, i61:2, 

where books by Pauli were listed.--Calinich, 238.-DOllinger, II, 53I-5.
Freher, I, 284-5. Pauli's picture is between pages 272 and 273 (the first. 
time those pages, which are repeated, occur) .-Krabbe, 635-6.-Zedler, 
XXVI, 1456-7, where there is a list of ten works by Pauli. 

Further information concerning Pauli may be found in the above works 
and in the references cited in them, including the following two which 
were cited by Freher: 

Bucholzer, Abraham: Index chronologicus •.• GOrlitz, 1599. 
Quenstedt, Joannes Andreas: Dialogus de patriis illustri11m doctrinG e1 

scriptis virorum, .•• Wittenberg, 1654- 2nd ed. Wittenberg, 1691. 
18 Pauli's works include: 
AusleguKg derer EpistelK wnd Evangelim. Magdeburg. 1572. 
Auslegung derer DeutschtrJ geistlichtrJ Lieder D. Marlin Luthers urul 

tm.derer. Magdeburg, IS88. 
Calinich, 238, seemed surprised that the first of these escaped the censors. · 
19 Krabbe, 677; A.D.B., XXV, 273. Freher gave the date of Pa~li's death 

as August, 1591. · 

20 This section has the title" Vom selben Cometen Erinnerung 1 warnung 
vnd vermaniig D. Simonis Pavli, so er in einer Intimation vnd etlichen 
Predigten gethan hat. • 
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It was written in I 577· }n it Pauli said that the comet had 
long streamers and consequently was called "stella crinita ". 
There was no doubt that it heralded war and bloodshed, rob
bery and burning, and heresies. Pauli made continued reference 
to Matthew 24 21 and also referred to Apocalypse 6.22 He 
thought that the comet should serve as a warning to false teach
ers. First seen in and around Rostock on November nth, St. 
Martin's Day, but supposedly seen elsewhere on the 1oth, on 
which day Luther was born ninety-four years before, this comet 
announced the downfall of the new mistaken teachers. Pauli 
said that he would leave to the astronomers the task of writing 
of the position of the comet in the sky and of its rising and 
setting, how it first appeared near the stars in the " Eagle " 
and always stretched its streamers toward " morning " and 
" midday ", and what further it predicted. He spoke of the wars 
in the Nether lands, and added that God, through his prophet 
Luther, had already given warning for sixty years, but, since 
men did not take heed, He had then placed a fiery prophet in 

. the sky. Pauli urged men to take warning from Jonah and the 
fall of Nineveh 'and added that it was more than time to return 
t6~ God in order not to meet the punishment of the Jews. 

Another churchman who described the comet of 1577 was 
Nicolaus Selneccer.23 As an astronomer he was of no impor-

21 See the discussion above, under Chytraeus. 

22 The revelation of St. John the Divine, 6. Pauli gave, in German, the 
quotation: "And the stars of heaven fell unto the earth, even as a fig tree 
casteth her untimely figs, when she is shaken of a mighty wind ". 

· 23 Adam (I<i53), 663'"4--A.D.B., XXXIII, 687-692, article by v. Egloff
stein.- Bodleian library catalogue.- Calinich, 7, 237-8, 239-- Dibelius.
DOllinger, I, 503-4. II, 344-364--Frank, I,. 143, 220-I, 242 ff., 256, 2¢.
Freher, I, 286-7, citing Adam as a source.-Heppe, II and IV passim.
Houzeau, I, 601.-Janssen, IV-VIII (See indices at the close of each 
volume.)-Jocher, IV, 494-5.-Kluckhohn (This is an interesting account 
although Selneccer plays but a very minor part in it.)-Le Long (1709), 
11, 677-8.-Miitzell (See index in volume III.)-Planck V-VI (See index 
in volume VI.)-Preger (This reference was given in the A.D.B. and, 

· although an interesting account of the period, does not bear directly on 
Selneccer and is not important for this study.)-Ranke (This volume was 
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consulted because of a reference in the A.D.B., but no mention of Selneccer 
was found. If there is one, it cannot be importanL However, there is prob
ably a discussion of Selm!ccer somewhere in Ranke's writings.)-Realency
klopadie, XVIII, 184-191, article by Wagenmann and re-edited by Dibelius. 
-Scheibel, U>7-8.-Wackernagel, IV.-Will, III, 67o-686. (This gives a 
good sketch of Selneccer'st life with a bibliography of his writings.)
Zedler, XXXVI, 1715-7, citing Adam and Freher as sources.-Zevmeri 
(This work is given as a reference in }ocher, but the Nicolaus Schellerus 
discussed there is not Nicolaus .Selneccer or Selneccerus.) 

Further material may be found in the articles listed in Schottenloher, 
II, 267. 

Born on December 6, 1530 (A.D.B., }Ocher, and the Realencyklopadie; 
however, Zedler, XXXVI, 1715, Adam (1653), 663-4, and Freher, I, 286, 
gave the date as December 6, 1532) in Hersbruck near. Nuremberg, the 
son of a notary, by his se~ond marriage, Selneccer early diplayed a talent 
for music and at the age of twelve played the organ in the town chapel of 
Nuremberg. In 1549 he went to Wittenberg, where he zealously studied 
theology and was soon able to lecture on the subject. Through his father 
he came into personal contact with Melanchthon, under whom he studied. 
He received his master's degree in Wittenberg in 1554- In 1558 (Zedler and 
Freher gave the date as 1557.) Elector August I called him to Dresden 
as chaplain and, perhaps, as tutor to the electoral prince Alexander, who was 
then, however, but a baby. There Selneccer remained until March, 1562 
(Zedler and Freher gave the date as 1561.) when he became a professor in 
the newly founded university of Jena. This move wa"s brought about by 
the fact that he had offended the Elector by alluding in his sermons to the 
latter's passion for hunting, and had also made enemies of Melanchthon's 
powerful adherents at the Dresden court. He had been, for a long ti~e, 
a follower of Melanchthon and he himself said that he had long lain ill 
in the Calvinist hospital from the poison of the sacrament revolt. But after 
Melanchthon's death (1560), Selneccer drew closer to the Lutherans, mak..: 
ing his position in Dresden distasteful to him. He left Jena in 1568 because· 
the professors there were replaced by followers of Matthias Flacius Illyricus, 
who were Lutherans more extreme than Selneccer. In 1567 Duke Johann 
Friedrich, protector of Melanchthonians, had been succeeded by his brother 
Johann Wilhelm who was, in contrast, a zealous Lutheran and had. replaced 
the Jena professors by men of his party, who had been forced out of Jena 
in 1561. Selneccer returned to the lands of Elector August and took over 
the position of general Superintendent and pastor of St. Thomas' in Leipzig. 

In 1570 Selneccer took his doctor's degree at Wittenberg, and in the same 
year he was summoned by Duke Julius v. Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel. as 
chaplain. He established the Protestant church ritual in the Guelph lands and 
in Oldenburg. In 1571 he had a share in founding the university of Helm
stadt. But his activity in Lower Saxony lasted just four years. As in Jena, 
he felt the influence of the Lutherans, and in 1574 (Zedler, XXXVI, 1715, • 
and Freher said 1577.), thanks to the help of his father-in-law, the Lutheran 
Superintendent Daniel Greser in Dresden, and to the intercession of the 
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tance, but he must be considered in a study of this kind because 
of his influence on laymen and clergy in the second half of the 
sixteenth century. His name appears in most treatments of six-

Elector August's wife, Anna, Selneccer returned to his position in Leipzig. 
At the same time the Elector withdrew his favo~ from the Melanchthonians, 
whom Selneccer helped him to uproot, and be¥owed it upon the Lutherans .. 
One reason why the Melanchthonians fell into disfavor was the unceasing 
accusations of their opponents, none of whom had more zeal than Selneccer. 
The more hostility that wa:s shown him because of his former associations 
with the Melarichthonians, the more animated did he become in his hostility 
toward them and the more did he want to see broken the power of their 
party, which hated him as a deserter and had tried to thwart his return 
to the Electorate of Saxony. 

In June 1576 Selneccer wrote on the Lord's Supper, in connection with the 
Torgau Article which dealt with it, and in the autumn of that year he tried 
to win over Caspar Peucer, Melanchthon's son-in-law, to strong Lutheran
ism. He belonged with Chemnitz and Andreae to the clerical commission, 
which, {rom June to the autumn of 1577, exhorted the teachers of August's 
lands to insist on the new type of teaching. Later, Chytraeus, among others, 
was added to this commission. On June,25, 158o, the fiftieth anniversary of 
the presentation ·of the Augsburg Confession, the Concord formula was 
initiated in Dresden. At this· time Selneccer had great prestige and at the 
end of that year Jacob Andreae was dismissed, probably at the instigation 
of Selneccer, who succeeded him. However, in January 1586 the Elector 
August died and was succeeded by Christian I who favored the oppressed 
Melanchthonians. As might be expected, Selneccer became the subject of 
their wrath. In 1588 Christian forbade mentioning the name Calvinist, and 
in the following year Selneccer- was dismissed from his position and went 
into exile with other opponents. of the Melanchthonians. He lived in 
Magdeburg ~pon ·donations of his party followers until in 1590 he obtained 
the position of Superintendent in Hildesheim, whence he was called to Augs
burg to regulate Protestant church management. On his return to Hildesheim 
in 1592, he learned that Christian I had died on October 5, 1591, and that 
thereafter the Lutherans had regained their power in the Electorate of 
Saxony. He had felt ill on his return trip to Hildesheim, but nevertheless 
set out for Leipzig, where he died four days after his arrival, May 22 or 
24, 1592· 

Selneccer seems not to have had a particularly pleasing or agreeable per
sonality. He was of small stature, with short legs, and was subject to 
ridicule on that ~~Core. He was continually changing sides in his controversies, 
wabbling from one extreme to another. But he did_ try to steer a middle 
course. Justice must be done to him by pointing out his desire for peace 
and concord between the sects. The Concord Formula played a real part 
in his life. Future generations were more in sympathy with his desire for 
harmony than was his own and could have a better comprehension of his 
standpoint. Some of his songs indicate his feeling for unity within the Church. 
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teenth century Protestantism. His book on the comet of IS77 
was written at the request of August of Saxony,24 and makes no· 
pretense of being other than a prayer. At his death in 1592, 
he left behind him a very large number of treatises, prayers and 
church songs. He had real ability as a writer of hymns.25 

In Selneccer's book on the comet of I 577 26 the first of two 
prayers makes no mention of the great comet except .as a sign. 
of God's wrath. The comet's appearance is taken for granted 
to be a sign of His displeasure and, beyond that, it has no 
significance. The prayer is well written with a fine choice of 
language. Its motives were both political and religious. It says 
that men have seen God's sign of anger and are, indeed, sinful 
and worldly. It begs for protection and that men be led into 
righteous ways. It asks that they be made faithful followers of 
their earthly rulers and that they be made to abstain from sin. 

The second prayer does not even use the comet of 1577 as 
an excuse for praying. It merely says that men see God's anger. 
It asks for mercy and begs that God's wrath be turped on the 
unbelievers instead of on the members of his fl.ock.27 

24Janssen, VI, 441, citing Weber's Anm~ von Sachsen, said that because of 
the "terrible sign of God's wrath" the Elector August of Saxony ha<t 
Selneccer and Jacob Andreae write a church prayer and distribute it in aU 
parishes. See the title-page of Selneccer's book.· No record of a separate 
prayer by Andreae has been found. (See appendix, below.)" 

25 Two tracts by him, listed in Ioachim Laymann's book catalogue, were 
confiscated by the censors, as well as a Bible translation by Selneccer 
(Calinich, 237, 239). Lists of his books can be found in many places (for 
example, Bassaeus, I, 530, II, 141-4; B.M. catalogue; Bodleian library 
catalogue; A.D.B.; ]ocher; Zedler). In addition to the book or books on the 
comet of 1577, he dealt with natural phenomena in Libellus Sphaericus, 
which seems (Scheibel, 94) to have been published as an addition to his 
Propositiones.;. in VIII libros ..• Aristotelis •• • in Leipzig .in 1577. · 

26 Item !)Sa of appendix, below. It is possible although not probable that 
this little pamphlet is the same as those numbered g8 and 99. In any event, 
it is hardly likely that the latter are of more astronomical value than the 
one discussed here. 

Z1 One phrase is very reminiscent of a famous hymn or prayer by Selneccer, 
written before 1572. The phrase is "Lass vns nur dein sein vnd bleibeq ,,. 
and the hymn begins : " Las mich dein sein vnd bleiben, du trewer Gott 
vnd Herr". 
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Another Protestant theologian whose sermon on the comet of 
1577 must have had a wide audience was Jacob Heerbrand,28 

28Adam (1653), 66S-681.-A.D.B., XI, 242-4. article by Schott.-Bassaeus, 
I, 43-5, II, 81-~. Thi9 gives lists of books by Heerbrand.-B.M •• catalogue.
B.N. catalogue.-Bok, 77.-<:alinich, 76-7.-DOllinger, II, 385 and note 23.
Dr~yer, editor, VII, 83, 407, VIII; 457.-Frank, I, 243-4--Freher, I, 311-2. 
There is a portrait of Heerbrand opposite page 288.-]anssen, V, 321, 348, 
377-8, 382, 406, 448, 450, 457, '46o, 461, VI, 440, where items SJ and 54 of 
the present thesis are discussed.-]ocher, II, 1433-4--Lalande, 103.-Realen
cyklopadie, VII, _519-524. article by Wagenmann, reedited by Bossert. This 
is undoubtedly the best account of Heerbrand's life and work and gives ex
cellent lists of books by and about him. One statement is, however, not clear. 
Reference is made to Erinnerung aus einer Predigt in Tubingen nach Luthers 
Tod which supposedly can be found in .·Bin Predig v. d. erschrockenlichen 
Wunderzeichen, Tiibingen 1577 Bl. A. 4- It is not there.-Schaff-Herzog, 
V, J!)S-g, article by J. Bossert.-Scheibel, 90, 104--Schottenloher, I, 21.
Witte, obiit •.• 16oo.-Zedler, XII, 1079-1o82. 

Other works which might be consulted are : 
Cell, Erhard: Oratio funebris de vita, studiis, laboribus, officiis et morte 

reverendi ••. Dn. Jacobi H eerbrandi Giengensis, ••. habito ab Erhardo 
Cellio ." •• Tiibingen, Cellianus, 16oo. (B.N. catalogue). . 

Fischlin, Ludwig Melchior : Memoria theologorum wirtembergensium 
ressuscitata, h. e. Biographia praecipuorum virorum qui ••• in ducatu wirtem
bergico verbum Domini docuerunt .•. Ulm, G. W. Kiihnen, 1709-1710, 2 v. 
There is also a supplement to this. (B.N. catalogue.) . 

Hafenreffer, Mathias: Leuchtpredigt .Uber dem Absterben ••• des ••• H. 
Jacob Heerenbrands, ••• Tiibingen, Cellianus, 16oo, (B.N. catalogue.) 

Schottenloher, I, 331, II, 348, where works by Heerbrand and sources 
concerning him are listed. 

Catalogues of the big libraries, such as the B.N., the Bodleian, and the 
B.M., contain lists of books by Heerbrand. 

Heerbrand was born in Giengen in Swabia on August 12, 1521. His father, 
Andreas Heerbrand, was a weaver with education, a musician and arith
metician, who was familiar with Luther's writings." Jacob Heerbrand studied 
in Ulm in 1536, and, from 1538 on, in Wittenberg under Luther and Melanch
thon. He obtained his master's degree in 1543, and then became deacon in 
Tiibingen. He was removed from that office in 1548, because he did not 
accept the Interim, but continued studying in Tiibingen, learning Hebrew 
from Oswald Schreckenfuchs. In 1550 he received the doctorate in theology. 
At the end of that year he was named pastor in Herrenberg. In 1551 he 
subscribed to the " Confessio Wirtembergica" and in March 1552, together 
with other Wittenberg theologians, he attended the Council of Trent. In 
1556 he went to Pforzheim on the invitation of the margrave of Baden
DIJl'lach to become pastor and director of the State Church, reformed on the 
basis of the Wiirtemberg agenda. In September 1557 he returned to Tiibingen 
as a professor. He was rector of the university eight times and in 1590 
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one of the \Vittenberg reformers. As a youth he was a diligem 
student and was called the Swabian night owL However, he 
was easily prejudiced. For example, he opposed calendar reform 
on the grounds that behind it lay Satan, the Roman Anti
christ.211 Like many preachers, he. enjoyed discussing natural 
phenomena from the pulpit, in ali tffort to better his congrega
tion. His I 577 tract30 on the comet of ~t year calls for renewed· 
prayers and asks the people to reform. The first part is based on 
the ninth chapter of Matthew, and tells of two acts of God: of the 
death of a young woman for whom death meant liberation from 
pain after twelve years of suffering; and of the saving of the 
young daughter of the head .pf the school, wh9 was snatched 
from the clutches of death. Heerbrand said that the comet or 
peacock-tail, visible at the time of the sermon, the twenty-fourth 
Sunday after Trinity Sunday, was another sermon to which 
he and his Congregation ought to~ listen. He said that he would 

became its chancellor and provost, succeeding Jacob Andrea for whom he 
wrote a fun~ oration. (Andrea or Andreae, see appendix below, may have 
written on the comet of 1577.) Heerbrand went through several dogmatic 
phases of theological thought. (Calinich, 76-7, gives an interesting example 
of his preaching.) He was a beloved preacher. In 1597 his wife, to whom • 
he had been married fifty years, died. The following year, because of in
firmities, he gave up his professional duties. At his death in 16oo, he left 
behind him a Compendium theologiae. (The B.N. catalogue listed this with 
a Tiibingen 1573 imprint. Zedler, XII, 1o8o, listed many ether editions.) 
According to ]Ocher, II, 1433-4. from whom the accusative case was copied, 
his writings included • librvm de ecclesia, patribtu & ecmciliis; libellum 
cortlro Petr. G Soto; Commertl. iJJ Pertlateuelsum; Refutationem errDf'Vffl. 

Ce. Cotthardi; Re/lltatiottem de/nuiortis asserlionum jesuiticarvm de ecdesia 
Christi; Hyp"aspistm dispvtatiOflis de precatiOM; apologiam cOfltra lsyp"- • 
aspistm friburgertSem; Spongiam cOfllra asp"giJJes apologeticos &eg. de 
V alemia de adoratioM ejusque specie,;._,; apologiam esplieati011is ·causan~m, 
cvr cum &eg. de V alertlia de homifHim morlUOrNm statuar11m ad<iratiOM 
11011 amplius sit dispvtarulum; Disp. cortlra pvrgatorium; de festa corporis 
Christi; de IJ1Uoritate catlaedrae ro-; de /iM bo110n1m operum;· de 
ci1J0r11m delectu; de erroribtu Portlificiorwm de Ecclesia;" and others. His 
theological text book was translated into Gceek by Martin Crusius. 

29 See Heerbrand's Dispvtatia de Adiaplaoril et Calerulario &egoriarw ••• , 
Tiibingen, 1s&4. (B.M .. catalogue.) This work was mentioned to Tycho · 
by Johannes Major, although the title was not given. (See Dreier, editor, 
VII. 83. 407.) . 

30 Item 54 of appendix, below." 
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tell, first how the people were to look at it and what it signi
fied, and second how they were to guard against it. First one 
should look at the comet as a horrible sign of the terrible wrath 
of God against the world because of the people's sins. Heer
brand compared God's act in sending the comet to the acts of 
judges in leaving a sword on the table in court before the crim
inal. He said that the comet was bringing misfortune. From it 
was coming poisoning. of the air which would be followed by 
the death of cattle and the spoiling of fruits, unusual drought 
and heat and an unfruitful time, from which scarcity would 
arise. Wars and pestilence also would follow. The comet, he 
said, signified the sword of God, the Judge of the world, which 
He stretched out and showed to the world. Heerbrand said that ' 
scholars commonly held that comets come from vapors of the 
earth which are.drawn aloft by the stars and are ignited there 
by the heat and the motion. He added that the sins' of men are 
also vapor and smoke that· climb up .. ~ 
which receded the downfall o rusalem and of the comet in 

out w tc he said, 
...fliny spoke,S1 and of three comets following c. ose upon 
other about a hundred years before the date of his sermon. 
However, the information which Heerbran~e cot;'cerning
those comets was only a list of the misfortunes and miseries 
which were supposed to have come as a result of them. Heer
brand also said that he saw a comet fifty years before, which 
was followed by much strife. In addition, in 1556 and 1558 
there were two comets. According to Heerbrand, the larger a 
comet and the longer its duration, the greater are the ills which 
follow. The comet of 1577 was such as had not been seen in a 

~---- . . .. 
Then Heerbr~nd, making many Biblical citations, considered 

at length the question of how people should react to the comet. 
He said that men should not do as children who, seeing their 
angry father with a rod, begin to laugh. He said that the comet 
showed that there was a great fire, that God's anger was burn-

31 The comet of ;6 A. D. 
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· ing. He urged men to bring water to quench it, the water whlch 
comes from the eyes; and he said that the people should all 
recognize their sins, regret and bemoan them. Much prayer and 
repentance would save them. 

In this instance, the comet of 1577 served merely as an ex
cuse for writing a sermon imploring the people to become de
vout. Similarly, Heerbrand in his Erndt vnd Herbst Predig 82 

showed that his interest in the comet was entirely that of the 
preacher, attempting to enforce morality and religion by it. 

All that is known about Vitalis Kreidweiss,88 who based a 
poem on a sermon by Heerbrand, probably the one just dis
cussed, is that he was the schpolmaster in Leonberg, as is told 
on the title;-page of the poem. Like the sermon, this poem 84 

pleads for reform to allay the evils of which the comet warned. 
It says that that body was ignited in the sky as a warning from . . 
God because of the sins and misdeeds in the world. Evils such 
as war and pestilence were pre.dicted and it was stated that 
Jerusalem fell because people in that city did not seriously inter
pret the comet. Other examples of misfortunes following comets 
were· listed. According to Kreidweiss (or Heerbrand), God 
alone knew what was signified by the comet of 1577, which He 
had sent to fulfill the purpose of a sermon, because people were 
deaf to sermons. The author believed that by abstaining from 
their sins men could cast off the burden placed upon them. He 
described the comet as a vapor full of poisons and compared it 
to "Mahmet's" teachings, because it was like a star although 

32 Item [51] of appendix, below. There Heerbrand said that one should 
thank God for the rich harvest of 1578, a year for which such a bad begin
ning had been prophesied. and even predicted by God with the horrible 
comet of the previous year. Heerbrand's work on the comet of 1577 was· 
not discussed by Tycho. 

33 The works consulted in search of information were: Adam (I6IS) . ....:.. 
Adam (1653).-Adam (1705).-A.D.B.-Biographisches lexicon der her
vorragenden arzte.- Freher.- Hoefer.- ]ocher.- Poggendorff.- Realen
cyklopadie. - Zedler. 

Janssen, VI, 440, who spoke of Kreidweiss in connection with the poem, 
gave no further information, although he quoted from the poem. 

M Item 53 of appendix, below. 
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not a star, and Mohammed wanted to be considered a God al- · 
though he belonged to the deviL The comet was also compared 
to a Turk. The sins of the time were enumerated, but seem to 
have been merely jollity and revelry. Attention was also focused 
on the pestilence then raging in Germany. To be blessed, con
tinues the sermon, one must tread the narrow path and call 
upon God to show the r:ight way. It closes with a "daily" prayer 
to God. 

Angelo Rocca 35 was more interested in the subject matter of 
astronomy than were the preachers Heerbrand and Selneccer, 
and was not a Protestant like them and Chytraeus. However, 
like them and like many educated men, he was one of those men 
of erudition who, although not trained in astronomy, felt them-

• selves qualified to contribute something on the subject of 
comets. His attitude, too, was that of the preacher. The point 
o.f view of sixteenth century scholars was unlike that of our 
modem savants. The lines o~ distinction between subjects of 
discourse could be easily overstepped. And, indeed, comets in 
the sixteenth century had an utterly different meaning for schol
ars and unschooled alike, from what similar phenomena would 
have today. To most men a comet was a thing of wonder, a 
fearsome sign. The writing of a dissertation on comets required 
a knowledge of past literature and lore, and it often took the 
form of a sermon rather than an astronomical treatise. For such 
a task Rocca was truly qualified. 31 For forty years he collected 

3513odleian b"brary catalogue.- B..ll.. catalogue.- Catholic encyclopaedia. 
XIII. 100. This cites Olalmers and adds oo informatioo.--Cbalmers. XXVI. 
J09. This cites Niceron and adds no informatioo.-Enciclopedia Italiana, 
XXIX. 520. article by Luigi Giambene. This contains nothing not in the 
other references..-Gesoer (Is8J), sz_-Haym, 2-?'J. This gives the title of 
one work by Rocca.-Hoefer, XLII. 4.5CH.-]Ocher, III. ZI.)CH, citing 
Niceroo and giving a short aa:ount of Rocca's life and writings, Fortsetzung 
VII. 165-9. giving a sketch of Rocca's life and a bibliography like that given 
by Niciron.-LeLoog (1709), II. 67-t--:Michaud, XXXVI, 197.-Niciroo. 
XXI. 91-1o6. This gives an excellent aa:ount.-Riccardi, II. 198, J8.t, Coc
reziooi II•, 146.- Scheibel. 97-- Tiraboschi. VIII. 59 ff.-Witte, obiit ••• 
162o.-Zedler, II, z:;&. 

36 Rocca was born in Rocca-Contrata, now Arcevia, near Ancona. in I54.S. 
At an early age be was sent to the Augustinian mooastery at Camerioo 
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a remarkable library,37 and his own writings include works on 
asceticism, theology, morals, philosophy~ and liturgy.38 How-. 
ever, although he had read much, he often was found lacking iQ 
judgment and powers of criticism. 

Rocca began his book on the comet of 1577 39 by telling that 
its first section would deal with the natural effects of the comet i 
the second with the questions of how and in what part of the 
sky the comet was formed; the third with the relevant philo
sophical and astronomical prognostications. 

Rocca said that there are those who believe comets to be acts 
of God and not of Nature, but also those who inquire into the 
causes of comets. He described the old theory of condensation 
of vapors in the air and maintained that the events of the year 
were due to natural causes and wer:e not supernatural. How
ever, he did not entirdy surrender the idea of miracles, and 

where he took orders in 1552. It is because of this circumstance that the 
surname " Camers " is often applied to him. He studied philosophy and 
theology at Perugia, Rome, and Venice, and, according to some sources, 
received the doctorate in theology at Padua on September gth, 1577. (Tira
boschi, VIII, 59. doubted that Rocca received his doctorate at Padua or that 
he later taught there.) After becoming a doctor, he taught the humanities 
in Venice to young Augustinians. It was during this period of• his life that 
the comet of 1577 was seen. 

In 1579 Rocca became secretary to Augustin Fivizani, superior-general of 
the Augustinians at Rome. In 1585 he took charge of the Vatican printing 
office, which was preparing editions of the Bible and the writings of the 
Fathers. In 1595 he was appointed by Clement VIII to succeed Fivizani who 
had died in January of that year, and in 16o5 he was made titular Bishop 
of Tagaste in Numidia. He died in Rome, Aprif 8, 16:20. · ·• 

:r1 In 1595 he received permission from Oement VIII to _leave, this library 
to that monastery of his order which he deemed fitting. The permission was 
renewed by Paul V in 100g. Subsequently, Rocca gave the library ·to the 
monastery of St. Augustine in Rome on the condition that it be available 
to the public. The act of donation was dated October 23, 1614, and the 
library perpetuates Rocca's name. • 

38 An incomplete collection of them was published in Rome in 1719 and 
1745, and lists of his writings were given by Niceron and others. In addition 
to his Disco,.so Filosofico, written apropos of the comet. of 1577, he seems ' 
to have written a book called Comnu!ntariu.r philosophicus, ac theologicus. 
de Cometis •.• , which appeared in Venice in 1577. . 

39 Item 91 of appendix, below. 
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took the opportunity to quote Pliny. He gave an explanation of 
miracles, or marvels and portents as he preferred to call them 
~nd linked them directly with natural causes, thus taking a step 
in advance of preachers like Selneccer, Heerbrand, or Chy
traeus. He constantly referred to historical persons, such as 
Pliny, Livy, and Aristotle, exhibiting his wide reading. Of 
course, he cited the writings of St. Augustine, particularly the 
City of God. He discussed philosophically man's interpretation 
of sensory perceptions and the influence of devils. Such discus
sion requires a strange mixture of reasoning. Rocca brought in 
much extraneous information and even mentioned the star 
.which appeared at the birth of Christ, which he called a comet. 
He gave five reasons why it was formed in the air close to the 
earth. However, he considered the comet of 1577 different from 
the star of the Magi and said that it belonged in the skies. 
, In the next section of the tract he dealt with the cause of the 
comet and the means and place of its generation. His first step 
was to say that the sky influences these in three ways. He pro
ceeded to discuss light, with a little diversion as to cats' eyes 
and to planting, and with references to the influence of lunar 
and solar light, and to the saltiness of the sea. In a paragraph 
dealing with the ebb and flow of the sea, Rocca quoted Aver-

! roes to the effect that this is caused by the moon, not the sun. 
Rocca thought that by his discussion of these diverse phenom
ena he had proved that celestial bodies influence earthly things; 
and he ended the paragraph by mentioning hot, cold, dry and 
damp vapors, which have been kindled on high and called 
comets. 

The third section deals with the location of comets. Following 
Aristotle, Rocca divided the air in three parts. He put comets 
in the third division and said that they are' not vapors but hot 
and dry exhalations, thick and viscous, which come from the 
earth, and are drawn up by the heavenly bodies and become in-

. flamed, and acquire their motion from that of the heavens. 
The fourth section discusses the motion of comets. Rocca 

asserted that a comet moved with rapid circular motion relative 
to \be proper motion of the primum mobile, from east to west, 
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in a day, and he introduced the discussion of other: celestial mer 
tions. He believed that the motion of comets varies with the 
locality of their generation and with the stars which attract it. 
Just as a star has one motion from east to west and another 
from west to east, so a comet, he thought, moves in two ways. 

According to its heading, the next section should be con
cerned with the different shapes, names and colors of comets 
and with the time when they are born and with their duration; 
but separate sections are, in fact, made for the last two subjects. 
Rocca thought that comets differ in quantity and shape, and in 
color, which depends on the material of the comet. This may be 
much or little. He quoted Paul of Venice on the size of comets. 
He believed that their color depends on their rarity, on the fire 
of whose nature the comet partakes and on ~e velocity. Rarity 
would cause whiteness, density, redness. Rocca upheld his rea
soning by reference to Algazel and A vicenna. He said that the 
material of the comet is dense in the middle and rare at the out
side, whence the name "crinita ",and that it has the properties 
of dilatation by heat and contraction by cold. After explaining 
" tailed " and " bearded " comets, he said that the rarity and 
the density are the cause of the diversity of names and colors. 
However, he added that astrologers thought that the different 
colors of the comets were due to the different natures of the 
planets and that different effects arose in accordance with these 
different natures. It is now known that comets can be identified 
only by their orbits but Rocca, at least, attempted to find a 
natural cause for their differences in appearance, and to dis:
tinguish them that way. 

Rocca gave Pliny's Natural History and Sessa's to Meteors· 
as the sources of his information concerning the times when 
comets appear. They arise both in the north and in the so~th. 
A large part of their matter is changed into wind and into fall-

40 He doubtless referred to a commentary by Agostino Nifo of Sessd 
(1473-1546) on Aristotle's Meteorologica, which was published in Venice in 
1530. (B.N. has 1540 edition.) See chapter II, above, and Thorndike, especially 
V, 71-5, 162--3. ' ~ 

J 
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ing stars and thunder, and they appear in the spring and the 
autumn, not in times of excessive heat and cold when dissolu
tion of the exhalations takes place. They occur, Rocca st~ted 
on the authority of Ptolemy, at the times of eclipses or in 
eclipse years. He cited Pliny to the effect that comets last from 
seven to eighty days. He also referred to the comet in Nero's 
reign, described by Seneca, which lasted six months and to the 
comet at the time of the destruction of Jerusalem, described by 
Josephus as lasting one year. Like his predecessors, Rocca 
thought that a comet lasts until all its material is consumed, 
that this may be increased, and that the burning depends on 
the heat of the sun. Among the holders of various opinions con-

. cerning the end (or purpose) of comets, Rocca cited Aristotle 
to the effect that they forecast ills, and Pliny to the effect that 

. they may presage joyous events. The next paragraph purports 
to show the meanings and natural causes of comets. It is the 
usual astrological disCU;ssion of the subject, bringing in the cur
rent or ancient opinion of a comet's generation, and listing the 
ills which follow in a comet's wake. The comet of 1556, the 
comet at the fall of Jerusalem and the comet of 448 are among 
those used as illustrations. The founding of Venice is mentioned 
-and applauded. 
I Rocca seems to have been delighted to arrive at the next sec
tion, ~hich deals with the comet of 1577, first seen. November 
·s, 1577. He likened it to a hot and d'ry exhalation, and said 
that" like everything sublunar it would be corrupted. He called 
it ·~ barbata ", describing it as white and pale, because of its 

.rarity. He said that its head was rosy, or golden, or silvery and 
had the shape of the star under which it appeared and whose 
·motion it followed. Rocca cited Sessa as following Aristotle and 
saying that the comet which is generated in the lowest part of 
the highest region of the air will appear alone, but that the one 
-generated at the top will be pulled by some star and will seem 
like that star bearded. Besides all the now unimportant details 
which Rocca retold, he did say that the tail was long and large 
an~ that on December 2oth it was scarcely visible. Although 
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he stated that this comet was not a star, he did not make the 
proper distinctions between comets and stars. However, he 
added that it was not an example of the splendor of wandering 
stars, or planets, in conjunction, as Democritus and Anaxag~ras 
would have held, for it was far from the zodiac, near which the 
planets are confined. Before the appearance of the comet two 
lunar eclipses had occurred, which, Rocca agreed, were signs of 
comets. He thought that the comet was the sign of the dryness 
which began in the autumn and ended "this" day, January 
14th. He also ascribed to the comet the misfortunes in two cities 
in the march of Ancona, namely Ripatransone and Ascoli, and 
the inundations of the sea. n 

Rocca's last paragraph deals with the nature of the comet of 
1577, which, he said, must be ascertained from the color. A 
comet of the nature of Saturn is of an azure or lead color; of 
the nature of Jupiter, white, almost silver; of the nature of 
Mars, of blood color; of the nature of the sun, gold and silve;; 
of the nature of Venus, silver; of the nature of Mercury, differ~ 
ent colors; of the nature of the moon, the color of lead. The 
comet, visible from November 8, 1577 to January 6, 1578, or 
sixty days, when first seen was a black color, then white, ac
cording to some, or leaden colored, or red according to others, 
and was generated by several planets. Rocca thought that the 
effects of the comet were to be taken from Mars and Saturn. 
They were to be in the east, because that is where the beard, or 
tail, was directed, and they were to be itnportant because the 
comet lasted so long. Rocca ended by marveling at man's ability 
to make predictions from observations of the stars. 

4.1 He quoted the " Poet • [Pachymeres, 149], as follows: • Cometa non. 
gii mai fu uista in Cielo, Ole non portasse a1 mondo qualche danno ••• ". See 
item 12 of appendix, below. 

11 



CHAPTER VII 

THE COl\IET OF 1577: TRACTS BY 
PERSONS OF GENERAL CUL

TURE, ILLUSTRATING THE 
' \VIDESPREAD INTEREST 

IN NATURE 

RASCH, - .MARZARI. - FIORNOVELLI. - TWYNE. -DE BILLY 

, MANY .persons of general culture, who were well read but had 
no special aptitude for a study of comets, were, nevertheless, 
~ufficiently interested in such general phenomena to write about 
the comet of 1577. One of these authors was Johann Rasch, 
" citizen of Vienna ", who flourished in the last three decades of 
the sixteenth century.1 His talents were varied. He was a com
peser,2 and in addition was the author of prognostications, a 
book on earthquakes, a book on wine, and the Cometen Buech.8 

He was also· an organist in Vienna and cantor in the Benedic
tine convent there. 4 : Thus a diversity of works 5 are attributed 

1 A.D.B . ., XXVII, 316, article by Robert Eitner.-Giinther (18go), 238-
. 244. 248-255.-Haselbach.-Hellmann (1883), 398.-Hellmann (1924), IS, 29. 

l ·-Zedler, XXX, 894. 
The available information concerning Rasch is confused. 
2 He ,composed churcli music. His musical works were published in Munich 

in 1572by Adam Berg. See Giinth~r (18go), 238. Johann Rasch, the com
poser, was described in the A.D.B., XXVII, 316, and by Zedler, XXX, 894. 

3 Item 87 of appendix, below. 
4 According to Hellmann. At first it seemed that Hellmann had here 

confused two men, as he had done in the case of Roeslin (see above, chapter 
III, note 78). 

5 Rasch's writings, other than his Cometen Buech and his musical work 
published in 1572, are: 

Bluetfluss. In unser lieben Frawen Kirchel zu Walperspa.ch am Stainfeld 
in Osterreich, in disen jarn · rsBs. 86. 87. so noch auff heuntigen tag geht 
und gesehen wird .•• Munich, Adam Berg, 1588. (Giinther (18go), 251.) 

Calendarium romanum aethaicae vetustatis. St. Gallen, 1584 (Giinther 
(1890), 249.) 

De Cometis. Munich, 1573. (Scheibel, 76.) ,. 
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De terrae motibru et terrae hiatibus: opus variorum auctorum el tracta

tuum, quorum Catalogum versa pagella exhibtt: ••• Viennae Austriae col
lectum a Joh. Rasso. Strasburg, Bernard Jobin [1581 ?]. (Giinther, 18go), 
254.) : 

Ein Neu: Allliiriger Calender. Munich, Adam Berg, 1584- (Hellmann 
(1924), 5. Giinther (18go}, 239. said that this was for the year 1583 and 
thus must have appeared a year earlier, although he said, 250, that it was 
printed in 1583. He called it, 239. "ein unbedeutendes Machwerk ".) 

Erdbidem Chronic Naeh arl tines Calenders, sambt tinem kurtzen Bericht 
tmd Catalogo Autorum. Munich, Adam Berg, [1591]. (Hans P. Kraus, 
Vienna book dealer, in a postal dated February n, 1935; Gunther (18go}, 
243-4. 254-) 

Fasten- Rtim. Munich, 1584- (Giinther, (18go), 249-) . 
Fasten Lob. Guete nutse verstiindliche·Catholische erinderungen,· ainfeltiger 

bericht ••• von der viertzktagfasten, auch von allen andern allgemainen ••• 
Fastagen des gantzen jars, ••• [In verse.] Munich, A. Berg, 1588. '(B.M. 
catalogue; Giinther (18go), 249-) · 1 ~ 

Folge der iisterrtichischen Fursten. 1615. (Haselbach, 175.) . 
Gegenpractic. Urthail und allgtmaintr khurtzer bericht wider ttlich auss

gangene wtissag, prognostic, practic und troeschrifften, auss den zuefi;illm ·. 
des 84. unnd 88. wunderjaren, sunderlich des Misocacs, von undergang hoches' 
Geschlechts und der Rom-Cltrisey, von iinderung der Reich und Religio;;, 
Von Antichrist, von lester zeit und end der weld."Munich, Adam Berg, 1588. 
(B.M. catalogue, supplement.) · · 

Gegenpractic, wider etliche aussgangen Weissag, Progn':Jstic und Schrifften~ 
sonderlich des Misocaci, uber das 84. und 88. /are, ••• Munich, A. Berg, 
1584- (B.:M. catalogue; Giinther (1890)~ 250. Giinther (18go), iJo, clescribed 
the tract.) · ' 

Genesis Austriaca. Genealogia Serenissimorum Austriae Archiducum ••• 
Carmina item plurima, in Caesarum, Regum et Archiducum ••• notivitates, 
coronationes, ... [Vienna ? 158o ? ] (B.M. catalogue; B.N. catalogue.) 

J.G.N. Osterrtichischen W esens tmd Landsachen unttf'schiedliche Bucher. 
Rorschach, no date. (Gunther (18go), 24g.) ' 

Neu Kalendar. Das erste buch. Von computistischen Kirch Cal,;aeri bes
serung und wunder, von neues Gregorischen Ostercycli iinderung, ••• . 
Rorschach am Bodensee, 1590. (B.M. catalogue. According to Giinther. 
(1890), 251, there was a Munich 1586 edition of this work with a slightly 
different title.) . 

Practica auff das jar Christi 1579. Mit viel guten vnd ..Otigen Erinne
rungen, """' lustigers lesens tmd' mehrer ubungswillen, rtimiveise gestellet. 
[1578], quarto (Weller (1862-4), I, 335. Gunther (18go), 249. ·gave the 
date of publication as 1579.} 

Practica Auff das grosswunder Schaltjar. rj88. Munich, Adam Berg, 1588. • 
(Hellmann (18g1), 33 ff., where several quotations from the book were 
given, and Hellmann (1924), 5 and 15, where the full title was given with 
a description of the book. Gunther (18go), 249, gave the place of publi
cation. as Gratz.) 
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to one man, who, because of his modesty or because of a mature 
attitude, called -~imself simply a "citizen of Vienna ".8 

Schottna clost" ZI58. Stilftung und Prelat" uns" lieben Frauna Gotts
haus, Benedictef' ordens, gennanl .1111 den Scholten, zu Wienn in Oste"eich, 
Anna Domini us&. [Vienna,) 1586. (B.M. catalogue.) 

Vaticinionmt libef' Primus ••• Vienna, ts84- (B.N. catalogue; Giinther 
(189o), 249) • 
. Vier Stuck. Nicht wehrl. 270 Nutzliche ••• vierlailige lehrpuncten der 

alt~rt W ei.sen, fiOrt betrachtung def' lugenden und mancherla:y weltsrulcen, ••• 
Munich, A. Berg, 1589- (B.M. catalogue.) 

Vo11 Erdbidna, etliche Tractat alte und newe hocherleuchter und bt'Wiirler 
Scribentert .... Durell loha11 Ra.sch aN tag geben. Munich, Adam Berg 
[1582.) (B.M. catalogue, supplemenL According to Giinther (x8go), 240, 251, 
this was Rasch's first book on earthquakes. Giinther (18go). 240-2, 252-3. 

• described it.) · 
Weinbuch. Da.s ist : vom Baw und Pflege des Weins I wie derselbig 

nutzlich sol gebawet, •• ._Munich [16oo ?] (B.M. catalogue.) 
W einbuch I da.s ist I vom Bauw und Pfleg dess Weins I wie derselbig 

n.Utzlich sol gebauwt w"den I darnebna wie mart allerle;y Krauter ""IWl 
Brandtwein I Essig I M eeth fiKM Bier mac hera I erhaltna I vnd 
welche abgestande11 I wie denselbigen zu hellfna se;y. Munich, Is8I. (Bas
saeus. II, 355. This is probably an early edition of the item listed above. It 
is also possible that the books are the same and that either the doubtful date 
J6oo from the B.M. catalogue should be 1581 or that Bassaeus tnade an error. 
The date,giv~n by Haselbach, 175. is 1582. Giinther (18go), 249. said that 
there were several editions of the book.) 
·Weiss~ d" Zeit. Allgemeine Himels und Weldpractic, ••• 15¢. 

(Giinther (18go), 251. Giinther (x8go), 240, called this work anti-astrologic, 
because Rasch tried to separate the true from the false koowledge of events 
foretold by the stars.) 

The following book was translated by Rasch : 
Dre:y greuliche wei.ssag1mg Daniels des Prophetna, nemlich vom fall des 

Gei.stlichna1ebens : VON abnemung d" kirchischen wiirdigkeit : von under
gang des Catholischna Glaubens : Auch vo11 zukunlft des Antichrists und 
vom. End des Welt . •• verleutschet durch I. Ra.sch.-Eirt ander Chri.stliche 
Predig des H. H(ppol;yti vom Antichrist, ••• Munich, Adam Berg [1580 ?] 
(B.M. catalogue, see Vincent [Ferrer], SainL Giinther (18go), 249, listed a 
Munich, 1597, edition of this, and, 250, a 1582 edition.) 

The following book was edited by Rasch : 
Hauss Osterreich. Von Ankunlft, Ursprung, Stamen und Nametrder alten 

Grafna flon Altenburg und Habsburg, darauss die heutigna FU.rstert fiOrt 

Osterreich seind entsprossen. Auss I. Stump/ens Schweizerchronic und 
andern historicis gezogen durch I. Rasch. Rorschach am Bodensee, [16oo?] 
(B.M. catalogue: Giinther (18go), 249). 

6 See Giinther ( 18go), 239. 248-g. 
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Johann Rasch was probably botn, in Pechlarn about 1540.7 

He studied at the universities of Wittenberg and Vienna and 
later traveled in Germany and Switzerland,8 spending $orne 
time in Thuringia, where he observed an earthquake in ISS6.st 
In 1570 he became organist• at the Benedictine college in 
Vienna.10 At one time he was· in the book business in Vienna,U 
and because-" of his interest in research in old books he wrote 
several historical works, including a genealogy of the house:~£ 
Hapsburg.12 He died later than 1615, in which year his Folge 
der osterreichischen· Fiirsten appeared.13 His Weinb¥ch,14 part 
of which is in rhyme, gives a good account of the manner in 
which wine was made in the sixteenth century, and marks the 
high point of the produc.tion of wine in Aust~ia. His prog~osti
cations covered the years from 1579 to 1588, and numbered at 
least six, probably ten. They were written in German, that for .. 
1579 being in rhyme.15 He seems to have taken his task rather 
lightly and to have known little or nothing about weather fore
casting.18 His earliest earthquake book seems to have been care
lessly and speedily assembled,17 but his second one was carefully 
worked over/8 and his astrology became more and more re-. . 
served with the years.19 

7 Haselbach, I74-
81dem. 
9 Gunther ( 1890), 244. 249, 255. 

10 Haselbach, 174. 
11/dem. According to Calinich, 238, not one of the seventy-one numbers 

in the catalogue of the Vienna book dealer, Rasch, was confiscated by 
the censors. 

12 Haselbach, I74•S. 
13lbid., 175. 
14 A summary of the book was given by Haselbach, 175-8. 

15 Hel~ann (1924), 29; Hellmann (1883), 389, according to· whom. the 
prognostication for 1586 is a quarto volume- and was printed in 'Munich 
in1s84. 

16 Hellmann (1924), S (" Berechnung der Witterung "). 
17 GUnther (18go), 241. 

18lbid., 243· 

191bid., 239-
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Rasch's Cometen Buech 20 has a slightly different form than 
the majority of the treatises on the comet of 1577· It is stated 
on the verso of the titl~-page that the catalogue was gathered 
together because of the current interest in that comet, and that 
the material was taken from "all" 21 the authors who had writ
ten on the subject. The dedication 22 is followed by a preface to 
the· reader, where it is stated that books on comets are not all 
of equal value, and that it would require an entire work to 
discuss some of them, such as Corn. Gemma in Epistola ad D. 
Hagecium,,23 because of .their great difficulty. After his pref
ace, Rasch explained . that this book about comets was to be 
divided into questions, articles, and points, for better under-

' standing and comprehension, and that it was not for the learned 
but for the common man. ., 

The first part of the book deals with philosophy, physics and 
meteorology, or the nature of comets, new stars and other 
phenomena. Philosophy, said Rasch, is a praiseworthy study 
which includes theology and is taught in the schools. Physics 
or "naturalness", he added, teaches the why and wherefore of 
natural phenomena an·d substance, and is a study for melancholy 
people; ,This first part is divided thus: 

1. If it is natural to judge from heavenly signs. 
2. Concerning sky, air and earth. 
3· Concerning the location of portents and comets in the sky. 
4· How various miracles happen to us. 
S· Concerning the name comet. 
6. ·Of the nature of comets and if a comet is a star. 

20 Item 87 of appendix, below. 
21 Rasch mentioned, among others, John of Damascus, V()gelin, SchOner, 

Apian and Hagecius. 
22 The dedication, described in the appendix, below, says, A11 v-Aw r, 

that the book was originally completed at the end of December, isn, but 
had remained unprinted. 

23 This ~articular work has not been found listed elsewhere and has not 
been included in the appendix, below, although the two men concerned 
figure prominently there. The title given by Rasch may refer to a letter 
printed in Hagecius (1574), t(ig-174 ' 
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7· How various comets appear .. 
. 8. Which comets are truly natural comets. 

9· Of the figure of comets. (In this section Apian's disc9very 
of the direction of a comet's tail is noted.) 

IO. Why, whence and how comets arise. 
11. Concerning the prophetic knowledge of comets. 
I2. In which part of the heavens comets are mostly kindled. 
I3. At what time of year comets prefer to burn. · 
14. How long comets usually shine in the sky. 

The second part of the tract concerns the mathei?atics. and 
astronomy of comets. It contains the following list of what an 
astronomer should observe: 

I. Concerning the kindling of comets~ according to the time. 
> 2. What should be daily observed about comets. 

3· How the observations take place, with what instruments 
and so forth. · 

4· How the observations are to be presented. 
5· Concerning that for which astronomical observations are 

useful and necessary. · 

Rasch also gave the following list for the mathematic~an: 

• I. Whether the comet moves before or after the sun, is seen 
' late or early, before sunrise or after sunset. 

2. Concerning the p\ace in the sky and the constellation 1n 
which the comet is situated. 

3· The configuration of a comet with the planets and other.· 
star pictures. · 

4· The distance and height of a comet from the earth or 
from the heaven. 

5· If it floats in the heaven or in the air. 
6. The size and form of its body and streamer~. 
7· Daily notice of its path. · · 

'. 
These, said Rasch, were not observed by our ancestors. 

The third part of the book considers the astrology and his
tory of comets. According to Rasch, astronomy only regulates . 
and measures stars, but astrology teaches prediction from the 
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stars. He gave nine points tending to justify the astrologer and 
to differentiate him from the mathematician, the astronomer, 

• the philosopher, and others. He also listed seven ways of proph
esying,2t which he described under the titles: Pro phetia, Oracu
lum, Vaticinium; and the following for which he said that study 
is necessary: Astrologia, Augurium, Haruspicium, and Sorti
legium. Prognostication, he added, must depend on the particu
lar comet involved_ He then stated and discussed the following 
twenty points : 

1. If prediction requires knowledge and skill. 
2. If a prognostic can be considered true and be acted upon. 
3· If everything which occurs or is seen in the sky has a 

meaning or if everything on earth happens without the 
influence of the firmament. 

4· If an astrologer can predict a comet.25 

5· Whether or not man on earth can know beforehand and 
have an opinion of the strength and will 28 of a comet 
in the sky. 

6. Whether comets should be observed or laughed at. 
7· If comets only prophesy or themselves have influence. 
8 .. Comets also give information of past and not always of 

£nture events. 
9· How comets should be judged. 

10. What is to be judged concerning comets. 
11. If the astrologer should prophesy' and warn about spiritual 

affairs, such as the personalities of certain preachers. 
12. What and about whom or how astrologers ought to speak, 

such as 
13. Namely, concerning physics or naturalness. 
14. Concerning written history and world happenings. 
I 5· Astrological concerns in accordance with signs and paths 

ana so forth.-

24 Rasch seemed to feel the divine power in the happenings which he 
wished to foretell. 

25 In a fifteenth, unlisted, section of the first part of the book. Rasch said 
that comets might be predicted from knowledge of eclipses and planet 
configurations. 

26" krafft vod wollen ". If this does not ascribe .. free wi11 .. to the comet, 
it at least implie~ a certain directive force within the comet. 
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16. What and whom or in what direction the comet threatens. 
·17. When the effects will take place. 
18. How long the effects will last. 
19. Whether the comet also brings something good with it. ·• 
20. If the prescribed evil cannot be avoided or averted and 

so forth. 

Rasch said that comets do not all announce future evils but ~lso 
remind men of past ~vents. He closed the subject of " comet 
practice" by saying that ~omets, being set forth by God, have 
both secret and open meanings. In an epilogue to the kind
hearted reader, he said that this comet gave him occasion to 
examine many little books on comets, and that he wished to 
offer this book until he could write a better and more useful one. 

This treatise, which handles the material rather differently 
than do most of the contemporary popular treatments, is more . 
valuable,27 in that it stresses the observations which the mathe:
matician and astronomer should make. However, the author 
did not record nor list in detail any such observations. The first 
section of the book merely repeats previous conceptions. The 
third part is purely astrological. Even the question o£ whether 
it is possible to predict a comet, although raised, is meant· as · 
a purely astrological inquiry and. does not even border on the 
observations of the periodicity of comets ~hich were later to 
revolutionize cometary theory. Besides, in this volume purport
ing to discuss the nova of "73" and tlie comets of 1577 and 
1581, no reference is made to those phenomena, nor any men
tion made of anything especially characteristic of their appear
ance. 

Giacomo {or J acopo) Marzari, an historian, was another 
man of general learning who wrote on the comet 'Of 1577. He 
was a member of a fairly illustrious family, but there· is little 

27 Gunther ( 189<>), 239-240, said of it that it " wenn auch natiirlich 
nicht frei von aberglaubischen· und iibertreibenden Behauptungen, doch 
mancherlei ganz beachtenswerte Aufschliisse bietet ", and he especially m~n
tioned Rasch's notice of Apian's discovery of the direction of a comet's tail •.• 
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available information concerning him. 28 Outside of his books on 
that comet, he published nothing on scientific matters.29 He be-

28 Angiolgabriello, V, CCXV-CCXXIII.-Baudrier, II, 196-7.-B.M. cata
logue.-B.N. catalogue.-Bodleian library catalogue.-Haym, 54.-Lozzi, II, 
487-8.-'Riccardi, pt. I, v. II, 131. Correzioni ed Aggiunte, series V, 102-3.-
Rumor, I, 18-9, J6o.-Tiraboschi, VII, pt. I, 433· , 

Tiraboschi mentioned Marzari among those who wrote on the comet of 
1577. Baudrier listed the French edition of his work on that comet. 
Angiolgabriello mentioned other members of his family and listed his 
books. Riccardi said of him ¢at he came from Vicenza and lived in the 
second half of the sixteenth century ; but even this is not valuable infor
mation, since the title-page of the Discours ••• (item 71 of the appendix, 
below) calls him " Vicentino " and the dates of his books indicate his floruit. 
Rumor referred to the following eight page work by Guiseppe Pieriboni, no 
copy of which is available : 

Ritratti di cinque uomini illustri della famiglia Marzari ••• Vicenza, 
Tremescllin, 1838. 

29 His books, other than those on the comet of 1577, are: 
La Historia di Vicenza, del .rig. Giacomo Marzan, ••• divisa in due _libri, 

nel Primo, si tratta della vera origine, fondatione e denominatione della citta 
••• nel secondo, de' cittadini suoi chiari e illustri •• • nuovamente posta in luce, 
con due tavole ••. Venice, G. Angelieri, 1591. (Bodleian library, B.N. and 
B.M. catalogues. The latter said that the date of the colophon is 1590. The 
1591 edition seems to have been the first. See Lozzi, II, 487.) 

La Historia di .. .Vicenza, ••• niuJvamente Posta in luce ••• agiontovi Ia 
'citttl, con alcune antichittl che in essa si ritrovano. Vicenza, G. Greco, 1004-
(B.M., B.N. and Bodleian library catalogues; Haym, 54- The B.M. catalogue 
said that this is a duplicate of the preceding edition with. a different title-page 
a~ with variations in fol. a4, and with three plates. This edition seems to 
give the date 1590 in the colophon (Lo,zzi, II, 488), although Angiolgabriello 
said it was dated from Venice in 1591. · 

LG PratticG e Theorica del Cancellierie, ••• Vicenza, 1593. (B.M. and 
Bodleian library catalogues). 

LG PratticG e theoricG del cancelliere, •.• Vicenza, G. Greco, x6o2. (B.N. 
catalogue. Angiolgrabriello listed three editions by Domenico Amadio, 1593, 
16oz, and 1616.) 

Scelti Do~umenti in dialogo G scholari bombGrdieri cc. Vicenza, Perin, 
1579- (Riccardi, pt. I, v. II, IJI). 

Scelti Documenti in dialogo G scholari bombGrdieri cc. 1594- (Riccardi, 
pt: I, v. II, 131.) 

Scelti documenti in dialogo G' scholari Bombardieri, ••• Vicenza, 1595· 
(B.M. catalogue; Riccardi, pt. I, v. II, 131; Angiolgabriello). 

Scelti Documenti in dialogo a scholari bombardieri cc. (In Vicenza, /. 
Appresso gli Heredi di Perirt Libraro. M.D. IVC) (Bodleian library cata-
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gan his tract on that comet 80 by stating that, in order to aid 
the public, he had decided to discuss this matter which has ~o do 
only with mathematics, the principal part of which, in his opin
ion, is astrology. He said that the good philosopher, in solving 
his problems, establishes the facts, and that therefore he would 
give a short history'of the comet. This, according to him, was 
seen in the western part of the sky, after sunset on November 
8th, and set two hours after the sun. It resembled a rather pale, 
rare fire. It was rarified in the upper part toward the east, but 
was thicker and tied like a knot hanging down in several strings 
toward the west. It was visible for sixteen days, but, he added, 
it must have changed its motion because it set progressively 
later. 

According to Marzari, astrologers always err in· attempting · 
to treat the causes and natural qualities as though they can be 
mathematically measured .. He said that our lower world is de
pendent on the world above, whose operations on the lower are 
diverse, including heating -by the sun. He said that there are 
two types of exhalations, the humid, and that from dry matter; 
and that from the former comes rain. He added that-a comet 
near the horizon gave birth to the tale of the, -Argonauts and 
their golden fleece. Hot, dry exhalations, he explained, mount 
and retain their fire, and comets come from these. They are 
composed of matter with several degrees of fire and in addition 
something of another element. Pointing out that Aristotle's 
divisions of comets are only such as" hairy"," bearded", and 
so forth, Marzari, however, made four classifications, those 
which have their greatest density in the lower parts, toward the 
top, toward the right and toward the left. This di~ision, he 
added, follows that of the motions. 

The book proceeds by saying that the comet of I5.77· was a 
true exhalation which contained something coarse. This was 
indicated by the great quantity of autumn fruits in that year, 

Iogue; Riccardi, pt. I, v. II, 131, and Correzioni ed Aggiunte, series . V, 
102-J). 

30 Item 71 of appendix. 
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especially cold and watery apples, which betoken an over-abun
dance of humidity at the end of the summer. Consequently, part 
of this exhalation, joined with a large quantity of dry exhala
tion and kindled, was able to keep the fire burning for a long 
time. Marzari supposed that the comet would operate according 
to the virtues it had received from the above-described causes, 
and that its effects, dependent on dryness and a certain amount 
of density, would include corrosion and hemorrhoids. He out
lined rules for taking care of oneself, at the time of this comet, 
in regard to meats, medicines and exercise.81 He believed that 
there were other comets similar to this one, especially the one 
mentioned in the verses of Statius and that described by Hero
dotus. In order to learn more about such phenomena, he sug
gested reading Athenaeus on the comet in Antioch, Cassiodorus 
of Miletus, and Arrian on the comet in the time of Alexander. 

Marzari's treatise has no scientific value. His description of 
the comet of 1577 is most meagre.32 But it furnishes an addi
tional example of the fanciful writings on comets which flooded 
the lllarket. 

A somewhat obscure writer on the comet of 1577 was Gio
vanni Maria Fiornovelli,33 about whose life there is little avail-

31 For meats and medicines he referred the reader to Galen, but, he said, 
use purgatives witQ discretioiL Use the same moderation in exercise, and 
be careful not to talk too much because talking attracts the blood to the 
veins and the. spirits to the arteries. Besides, be careful not to heat your 
head_ either by the sun or by fire. 

32 What Riccardi said of the second Italian edition can well be repeated 
here: " Opus. fisico-astrologico di ben poca importanza scientifica." 

33 The volumes in which bibliographical refer~~es to Fiornovelli have 
been found are: Baudrier, II, I!)().-Houzeau, 5594. ss!)S.-Lalande, IO'J.
Riccardi, pt. I, v. I, 462.- Riccioli, I, xxxviii, II, 10.- Scheibel, 102.

Struve, II, sso.-Tiraboschi, VII, pt. I, 433, calling him Giammaria Fornovelli. 
,No record has been found of books by Fiornovelli other than items 40,. 

41, and 42 of the appendix. Scheibel, who mentioned the Opusculum de 
Cometi.t, gave as his source \Veidler's Bibliographia Astronomia which, he 
said, took the title from Riccioli. Riccardi, who listed the Discorso ••• , 
gave the further information that it is mentioned in Costabili's and Libri's 
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able information, although his books had sufficient circulation · 
to secure their mention in various bibliographies and catalogues. 
He began his tract on that comet 34 by saying that, according 
to Leopold, a comet is only a vapor from the earth, composed 
of large particles well united which mount to the sky, and that 
it signifies changes in kingdoms and other events. He added 
that, according to others, a comet is formed by the conjunc
tion of two planets; or is formed by a vapor · " joining " 
with the luminosity of a planet or star. He related another view 
that comets are mer~ly certain celestial bodies, which appear at · 
different times, and are commonly called haired comets because 
of their appearance. He also said that according to Albe~~s 
Magnus comets are vapors and exhalations raised from the 
earth,_ which mount to the sky and lift the hearts of kind men. 
Fiornovelli added that Saturn, Mars ·and Mercury signify 
battles, and that predictions are made from those planets. Citing 
Ptolemy as his authority, he listed the same nine kinds of comets 
which Busch listed, a classification quite generally used in medi
eval times.85 Fiornovelli gave some of them their Latin, others 
their French names,36 but he gave them in a different order and. 
was more specific than Busch concerning the characteristics and 
effects of each particular type of .comet. He said, for example, 
that " Miles " is of the constitution of Venus; is large and re-

catalogues. According to Riccardi, information concerning Fiornovelli can 
be found in the following, at present unavailable, work: · 

Ughi, Luigi. Dizionario storico degli uomini illustri Ferraresi ••• 
Ferrara, 18o4. 2 v., I, 224. 

Scheibel, Riccardi, and Riccioli said that Fiornovelli came from Ferrara, 
and, indeed, his tract on the q>met of 1577, the first ~:dition of. which was 
printed in that city in Italian by Baldini, speaks of that comet as the one 
which appeared over the lands of Ferrara. Riccioli, II, 10, mentioned an 
account of the comet of 1558 by Fiornovelli, but ·may have taken his· in
formation from the latter's tract on the comet of 1577. 'Fiornovelli may 
not have observed the earlier comet himself, although he spoke of it in his • 
tract on the later one (item 41 of appendix, B

8 
v). · 

34 Item 41 of appendix. 

35 See chapter IV, above, especially note 139-

36 Probably in the Italian edition the Italian names were used. 
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sembles the moon; casts sparse rays behind; and passes through 
the twelve signs ; that its tail is a sign of the worst ills; that it 
gives kings and powerful nobles cause for fear; and that it 
causes to be removed from the world those men who wish to 
introduce new laws in place of the old. 

Fiornovelli next talked of great comets of the past. Among 
these were " Pertiqua ", which was seen about November I 5th 
of the previous year [I577]; one before the death of Caesar; 

..Qne before the death of Octavius Augustus in 14_ A.D.; one at 
he time of Attila in 454; one in 538 accom anied by a famine,

when Belisanus was sent to orne y Justinian an e tvered 
it from a siege of the Goths; another in 570 when Lombards 
went into Italy; one lasting three months .,in 676 when Sicily 
was destroyed by the Saracens ;.!_wo in 738 .:..and several others-
~9 which fell from the skies killing man~ and beaEL 
and which were accompanied by other notable .events. In 1006, 
he added, a comet ap eared in the south and was followed the 

..!!._ext year y amme and pestilence. Another ap~ared in Io6z, 
when the Normans conquered Pouille and a part of Campagne. 

he comet of 1 was followed b a reat famine; Phili 17 

of France was conquere by Edward 38 of England; more than 
20,000 men were killed in. battle; and in the following year 
there was a great pestilence: A comet in 1 02 lasted a mont 
In 1 , the narrative continues a comet calle N oi " of 
t e nature Qf Saturn, came from the north, with a short tail 
turned toward Africa and was seen for thirty days. The deaths 
of Pope Clement and Duke Alphonse then ocrnrred, an_j..in 
~ . ~ 
1535 Charles V. went to A{nca. ~8 another c~met, 
" Veru ",.of the nature of Mars and Mercury, appeared in the 
north with its tail turned toward Rome. 

The last part of the book gives a prognostication based upon 
the comet of 1577· That comet11 called "Pertica ",39 was de-

' 
, 37 Philip VI of Valois. 

38 Edward III gained a great victory over King Philip of Valois at Crecy 
in 1346- The English took Calais in 1347. 

39 The change of spelling is that of Fiomovelli's tract. 
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scribed as having "v,n gros rayon" and a head like a star~ "au • 
vent dit Afrique ou Gar bin ", in the sign of Capric,orn, 
in conjunction with Saturn. This, said Fiornovelli on the auth
ority of Ptolemy, signifies sickness and misfortunes in the west. 
upheaval of Persia, and ill " to the king of all these peoples ". 
Fiornovelli added that it also signifies dryness and barrenness. 
He quoted the second part of the work on prognostics of the 
pest and corruption of the air by Nicolaus of Conti,· Count 
Chevalier of Pavia, to the effect that the comet " Pertica ", of 
the nature of Mars and Mercury, signifies illness and plague.'0 

Albumasar was quoted on the subject of comets in Capricorn. ~ 
Fiornovelli advocated prayer to avert the effects of the comet. 
He ended the tract by citing John of Damascus in support" of 
his own argument that this comet appeared to announce the 
deaths of kings and princes, ali of which' comes by the will of 
God, whose anger is appeased when men 'are converted to him 
and ask for indulgence and mercy. ' 

This tract gives rtone of the data for which astronomers 
look. However, the information given is evidence both of the 
author's knowledge1 of past lite;ature and of his reliance on 
authority rather than on observation. 

The comet of I 577 did not cause as great a stir in England 
as had the nova of I 572. The bo!JkS which were written there 
about the later phenomenon were not ~f as high a caliber 'as 
those about the new star. There were at least three dealing 
with the comet: one by Hooker,41 no copy of which has been 
located; one by Laurence Johnson/2 written in Latin, which 
followed the Aristotelian tradition and contained few records 
of observations; and, finally, one by "T. T.",48 who ·was prob
ably Thomas Twyne, which was based entirely upon the astro- · 
logical aspects o~ the phenomenon. ' 

40 See chapter I, above, which <;ites Thorndike, IV, 25o-2. 

41 Item 56 of appendix, below. 

42 Item S9a of appendix. 

43 Item 105a of appendix. 
• I • 
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Twyne 44 wrote many books,45 some o£ them signed by his 

initials onfy. He was particularly interested in astrology and 
was a friend of John Dee. He was also a poet and translator. In 

·addition he published "Almanacks" and "Prognostications" 
which are no longer extant. His Discourse 46 on the earthquake 
which took place on the evening of April 6, I 580, has been con
sidered the most impoitant of the pamphlets on that subject and 

, has been said to be remarkably free from exaggeration. 47 He 
tied up the earthquake with other natural phenomena, and in his 
pamphlet on the former/8 wrote that" Our strange and_hot and 

44D.N.B., LVII, 403-4. article by Norman Moore.-Bodleian library 
catalogue. - Emmanuel college catalogue. - Hazlitt ( 1867), 620.- Hazlitt 
(1876-1903); 2nd series, 6n, 3rd series, 251.-Hazlitt (1893), 173, 766.
Johnson (1937), 186, 310.-0ckenden, editor.-Twyne.-Witte, obiit ... 
1613.-Wood, I, 318, 354. ,355, 383, 464, II, 13o-2, III, 1o8.-Zedler, XLV, 
2144-

Thomas Twyne, or Twine, a brother of Laurence, was the third son of 
John Twyne, master of the Canterbury free school. He was born at Canter
bury in 1543 and died at Lewes in 1613. He received his education at 
Oxford, becoming a scholar of Corpus Christi College in 156o and obtaining 
a fellowship in 1564, in which year he received his B.A. He received his M.A. 
in 1568, and a few years later studied medicine. He sett1ed in Lewes, Sussex 
[Zedler said that Twyne practised in Dorchester] and acquired a large 

:medical practise. in 1571 he married Joanna Pumfrett. In 1593 he received 
his M.B. degree from Oxford, and later his M.D. from Cimbridge, becoming 
a licentiate .of the College of Physicians in 1596. He had one son, Brian, who 
became well kno~ as an antiquary. 

45 Twyne completed a metrical translation of the Aeneid which Thomas 
Phaer had beiun, and which was published in 1573 and 1584. He made 
translations of works by Petrarch and Bullinger and of Lambert Daneau's 
Physice Christiana, a work which tried to reconcile science and religion 
(see Thorndike, VI, 346-9). He also published a compilation called The 
garlande of godly flowers, which appeared in 1374.. 158o, and 1602. Other 
works by Twyne are listed in the sources cited in note 44. especially in 
Ockenden, editor, s. 

46 A shorle and pithie discourse. concerning the engendring, tokens, and 
effects of all earthquakes in general/: particularly applyed and conferred 
with thai most strange and terrible worke of the Lord in shaking the earlh, 
not only within the citie of London, but also in most paries of all Englande. 
(158o). . 

47 Ockenden, editor, 6. 

48 Twyne, J8. 
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drie tokens seene of late time, as the wonderfull blazinge 
Starre,•9 and the rare exhalations, shew that hee [God]: wil 
come shortly to consume all with fire". In the same pamphlet 60 

Twyne used the expression " Exhalatiue impressions " when he 
was apparently referring to comets. 

In the short dedicatory preface to his ·tract u on the comet of 
1577, Thomas Twyne, if indeed he was the author of that tract, 
said that the purpose of the tract was " to confer some euentes 
with the purporte of the Blasinge Starre ". He did exactly that, 
looking back over the year which had passed since the first 
appearance of the comet. He said that the phenomenon appeared 
in the southwest part of the heaven on November 10, 1577, that 
it was soon thereafter extinguished bit by bit, and that its ob
servers imagined both good and ·evil of it. He added that, al
though whole books had been written about the co~et, some 
dealing with the origin of all " meteores " and particularly that 
of 1577, and some with its effects, his book would deal wholly 
with the effects. The· authors he listed were Gemma, Dasypo
dius, Bariona, Roeslin, and Maestlin, all of whom wrote in 
Latin,u Dauid de Maudin, who wrote in French,53 and 
"Frederike Nause ",6• whose work dealt with the "signifi
cation " of all comets and was translated from Latin into 
English. Twyne also listed an anonymous pamphlet in Eng
lish,65 and a prognostication for 1579 by" Maister Securis-",58 

who spoke of an author of a work on th~ comet of 1577. 

49 Ockenden, editor, 38 note 41, thought that' Twyne meant the comet 
of 1577 by the above expression. However, there is a possibility that Twyne 
was referring to the nova .of I572. 

50 Twyne, z8. 
51 Item xosa of appendix, below. 
52 See appendix, below. 
53 Item 72b of appendix. 

54 See the discussion of Nausea in chapter II, above. 
55 Item 2a of appendix. · 

.. 

56 According to Broadbent, item 815, John Securis wrote A" Almanacke 
Gild p,.ogrwsticatio" fo,. lhe ,eere of orw Lonk God M.DLXXVIII ••• 
which was printed in London by Richarde Watkins and James. Robertes. · 
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In order to compare what did happen with what had been 
foreseen, Twyne discussed at considerable length the anony
mous English pamphlet. The different points of prediction there 
set forth formed the basis for his own study. The first point 
concerned " the nature. of all firie impressions " and " bearded " 
or .. tayled .... Starres .. I caused by a substance set on fire in the 
"Elementare region of fyre", and burning until consumed, such 
as the comet of 1577, which lasted until the end of January, 
1578. Twyne believed tha~ the end of the comet was dependent, 
not upon the consumption of its material, but solely upon the 
pleasure of God, and that it was the token of a judgment which 
God intended to execute on earth. The second point set forth 
was that the earth had got rid of poisonous exhalations and 

.pestilential vapors. The consumption of these vapors, T~1-ne 
thought, was the cause of the drought in the summer of 1578, 

. which prevented too much moisture and made possible such of 
God's blessings as abundance of corn, fruits and other foods. 
Also, there was moderate moisture in the autumn. The third 
point was that the corrupt vapors not " carried vp " were the 

·cause of the pestilence of the summer of 1577, and of that of 
~578. Twyne acknowledged that the mortality was God's" rod 
of correction II 1 but he also Said that it WaS due to the fact that 
the fine vapors were removed and the heaYier ones remained. 
In addition to the "naturall effects" portended by the comet, 
TWJDF thought that one should also contemplate God's power 
and the care he ~ercises over his chosen people, namely the 
Church. This thought formed Twyne's fourth and fifth points. 
He was of the opinion that the Church would gain members 
because of the awe of the Lord inspired by the comet, and he 
believed that many who had been lax in their religious observ-

. ance had been " brought home to the trueth ". He remarked that 
in Flanders God was preserying, defending and enlarging his 
Church. He noted that the comet's tail stretched in the direction 
of the moon. In the ~ixth section TW}-ne dealt with the effects 

·of the comet resulting from its having appeared in the seventh 
'heavenly house, that of marriage, wars" an<t so forth", and in 

approximately the twentieth degree of Sagittarius. TW)-ne saw 
\ 
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in this a symbol of the union of Queen Elizabeth with the 
Church, and also the prediction of a long life for the Q11een. 
He thought that Venus with the participation of Mars, and not 
Saturn, dominated the comet. So, in his seventh section he 
compared the prosperity and happiness in England with the· 
scarcity and wat in other countries. The joys of the English 
were due, he pointed out, to the administration of God's chosen 
Queen. The advancement of women since the ~omet's appear
ance, due to the influe~ce of Venus, was . Twyne' s eighth point. 
and he left it to the consideration of each individual man, al~. 

though he believed that in this respect " also " the comet would 
have fulfilled its promise. However, he pointed out sha:meful 
happenings to women in countries east of England, such, as the 
birth of an illegitimate child by John of Austria. In his nintJ:1 
section Twyne considered the events whidt were generally SU}>-' 

posed to follow the appearance of comets. For example, lie noted 
that the threatened places were those to which the comet's tail 
pointed, and that the deaths of princes were supposed to fol
low comets. Therefore, he pointed to " Barbary " and the Low 
Countries, noting the deaths of three kings in the forme!," and 
of John of Austria in the second. Twyne also pointed east~ 
ward to the Turks, the enemies of Christendom. In the terith 
section Twyne remarked on the rape of a virgin in Picardy, 
followed by· a massacre, and on the general pestilence which· 
particularly affected the Spaniards in the Low Countries.· In all 
of this Twyne saw the hand of God, and he expected worse 
to follow. The next section is in the same vein. But the twelfth 
section speaks of both good and evil following comets and of 
attempts to predict the appearance of comets, especially the pre
diction, by one of the men, identified solely as having been 
named in the beginning of the tract, of a1 comet in ·1583. No 
basis for the prediction was mentioned ,by- Twyne. In the 
thirteenth section Twyne enumerated evil deeds perpetrated by 
wickedly disposed people who felt that the occasion had arisen to 
do mischief when the minds of men were troubled and disquieted • 
at the time of a comet's appearance .. In the fourteenth section he ' 
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discussed hygienic measures to prevent the plague. In the fif
teenth he stated that the position of Mars in relation to the comet 
portended ill health for many, but he was not certain how far 

· this prediction had been fulfilled. In the next section he asserted 
that the Lord was on the side of England and would maintain 
her honor, peace and wealth. Furthermore, he added that comets 
were' ·sent by God in mercy to remind mankind to repent and 
improve. In the last section he explained that he had reviewed 
the points in the anonymous English pamphlet, although he 
felt that events had not 'completely carried out the .. forewarn
ings·" . 

• No one seems to have written about Himbert or Himbertus 
de Billy,57 and almost al! that is known about him is what he 

·himself has written on the title-pages of his books. 58 According 

57 Aa, pt. II, 191-2.-Baudrier, III, 184-7.-B.M. catalogue.-B.N. 
catalogue.-Delambre (1821), II, 530.-Du Verdier, 237-8.-Guides-Joanne: 
Lyonnais, 208.-Montucla, v. I, pt. III, section IX.-Scheibel, I, 305. 

His name appears in alphabetical order in the B.N. catalogue under 
Himbertus. However, the B.M. catalogue placed the name under ·Billy. 
Delambre (1821), II, 530, merely mentioned the fact that a man named 
4e Billy wrote-a description of the path of the comet of 1577. Scheibel, I, 
305, l"eferring to Montucla. said that Himbertus de Billy was on the Church 
coffimittee for 'the calendar. }!ontucla, v. I, pt. III, section IX, dealing with 
calendar reform in the sixteenth century, did not mention Himbert de Billy, 
but oniy the very important men connected with calendar reform. It is hard 
to say ~here Scheibel got his'informatioiL 

58 Some of ·the books •attributed to de Billy, other than the two on the 
comet of 1577, are: ·1 . 

Almana.ch pourl'an mil cinq cents qualre vingt et deux, avec Ia prevoyance 
et ample prediction selon le cours et influence des astres, tres diligemment 
supputee et recueillie par M. Himberl de Billy, ••• Didie el consacre d 
messieurs les eschevins, conseilliers et bourgeois' de Ia ville de Lons-le
Saulnier, au comte de Bourgongne. Lyons, Rigaud [1581]. (There is a copy 
in the B.N., Res. p. V, 385, which, however, has not been consulted for the 
present study.) 

Almana.ch II Povr L'An II M.D.LXXXVII. II Auec ses amples predictions 
du changement II & mutation de fair, II selon le cours & influe- II ces des 
Astres .sur les Lunaisons des douze II moi.s de rAn tres exactement calculees, 
sui- II uant Ia reformation Gregorienne, II sur le midy de way coeur du Cote 
de Bour- II goigne par M. Himberl de Billy, II natif de Charlieu en Lionnois, 
excellent & II renamme supputateur en Ephemerides ce- lllestes, bourgeois & 
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habitant des. AmO'Vf' II audit Conde tk Bourgongne. II Dedit & consacre IJ 

Monseigneur le Reuerendissi- . II me Archeuesque de Besatl{on Prince de II 
l'Empire Romain, &c. '. : 

De tous les Almanach.J. voicy le plus certain, 
Fait part de Billy, qui te fera voir fannee, 
Selon qu'elle promet bien ou mal fortunee, 
Et selon que l'ait doit estre obscure ou strain. 

A Lyon, II Par Benoist Rigaud. II Et II A Paris, II ches lean Cauel~. a Ill 
Salmandre, du II consentement dudit Rigaud. II Auec Priuilege du Roy; (This 
title is taken from Baudrier, III, 184-5. There is a copy of the tract in the 
B.M., 531. a.24-) • .. 

Almanach II Povr I' An Bissextil II M.D.LXXXVIII. II Auec ses amples · 
& merueilleuses Pudictions du II changemet & mutation de l'air, selon le 
cours II & influence des Astres sur les Lunoisons des II douze mois th l'An : 
tres exactement calculies II suyuant Ia reformation Gregorienne, II par M. 
Himbert de Billy, notif de Charlieu II en Lyonnois, excellent & reniJmme. 
supputa-- II teur des Ephemerides celestes. II Dediee & consacree a IJlustre, • 
haut & puissant seigneur, II Monseign.eur de Ia Fin, Cheualier de l'~rdre au ' 

·II Roy, Conseiller en son conseil priue & d'estat, II Capitaine de cinquante 
hommes d'armes des II ordonnonces de Sa Maieste, &c. II A Lyon, 1r Par 
Benoist Rigaud. II Et II A Paris, II Ches lean Cauelat a Ia Salmandre, du II 
consentement dudit Rigaud. II Auec Priuilege du Roy. (This title is taken 
from Baudrier, III, 185.) 

Almanach et procnostication pour l'an .•. mil cinq cens quatre. vingts 
seize. Compose par M. Imberl de Billy ..• Rouen ( ?) [1595]. {Th1s title is 
taken from both the old and the new editions of the B.M. catalogu~ under 
Billy and under Epheme~ides. It had the shelf mark PP 2389; r, Vfhich )vas 
changed to PP 2400 q. However, it is possible that there were two editions 
of the work, one printed in Rouen and one for which the place of printing 
was not given, and with the two shelf marks given above.) 

Predictions pour cinq a1~nees des chases ••. lesquelles nous sont denoncees, 
advenir par les revolutions des annees, grandes conjotictions des plus hautes 
planettes ... commet!fant ceste presente annie mil si,f' cens deux, comPo.sJ 
par le sieur de Billy, .•. -Paris, pour N. Rousser [sic pour Roussel], jouxte 
Ia copie imprimee a Rouen, 16<>2. (There is a copy in the B.N., Res. p. V. 
217, which, however, has not been consulted for the present study.) • 

Presage General, Et Sommaire Discovrs Prognostic, Svr l'annee 1578. 
Tresdiligemmit calculi, suppute, & f'ecueilly par M. Himberl de Billy, notif 
de Charlieu en Lyonois, disciple de M. de Montfort, diet de Blocklad, Docteur 
tit Medecine, excellet Astrologue, & Mathematicien Stichtois, Dedie & con-
sacrl d Monseigneur le Reuerend Prieur de Mauthe, Coligny &c. Conte, & ,• 
Chanoine de S.lean de Lyon. A. Lyon. Par Benoist Rigavd. M.D_ LXXVIII. 
Auec Permission. {There is a copy in the B. N., V 21<>84. The book has 
nothing whatsoever to do with the comet of 1577. Although comets are not 
even alluded to, and no mention is made of the events of the preceding year, 
1577, a great many passages are copied verbatim from the author's Descriptio,., 
et ample discO'Vf's ••• , item 1.2 of the appendix, below.) 
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to these, he was a native of Charlieu 11 in Lyonnais, and a dis
ciple of M. Corneille de Montfort, "diet de Blockland", a doctor 
of medicine, an excellent astrologer, and a mathematician 
"Stichtois ".80 However, the available histories of Lyonnais 
and Lyons do not mention him, and it is possible that de Billy 
and Corneille de Montfort were one!1 

Sommaire description de l'effroyable meteore, et vision merveillevse, n'tJ 
I gtHres vetli en I' air au des.nu du Chasteau de r Aubepin, proche de ltJ ville 
deS. Amour, en Ia Franche Conte de Bourgongne [sic.] Par M. Himberl de 
Billy, Mlif de Charlieu en Lyonnoi.r, disciple de Noble Corneille de Mont
fori, dicl de Block land, &c . . A. Lyon, par Benoist Rigavd. ISJJ. Auec 
permi.rsi<Jn. (There is a copy in the B.N., LK.T 3596. The book has nothing 
to do w!th the comet of r577. There are no passages in it like those in the 
Description, el ample discO'Vt's ••• and the Presage General, Et Sommaire 

• Di.rcovrs • •• ) · 
• "th~ books attributed to Corneille de Blockland include: 

Instruction II De Mvsiqve II Par II C. De Block/and, Natif II De Montfort . 
En II Hollande II * II A Lyon, II Par lean de Townes, II Imprimevr Dv II 
Roy. II M.D.LXXIII. (Cartier, 555· The tract was dated from St. Amour, 
May·3o, 1571. The B.N. has a copy of this edition of the tracL) 

Le second l'ardinet de Musique, contenant plusieurs belles chansoM 
Fratlfoi.res,, d quatre parties, dediees en general d Madame de Creyssia 
Gabrielli de Dintreville, et chacune parliculierement d quelque Damoi.relle de 
sa comwissance par Corneille de Block/and. Lyon, Jean de Tournes, 1579. 
(Cartier,.S94-) 

Instrvction II Methodiqve II & fort facile pour appren,- II dre Ia Musique 
p,.rr II clique, II * II sans aucune Gamme, ou main, II pa,.auant & iusques 
auiour- II d'huy .tant accoustumee de pl~r- II sieurs Musiciens. II Reueue et 
corrigee en diuers endroits, pa,. II Corneille de Montfort, dit de Block- II 
land, Gentilhomme Stichtois, excellent II .Musicien. M.DLXXXV/1. II Pa,. 
lean De Totirnes, II /mprim~ Dv Roy, II A. Lyon. II (Cartier, 668. The tract• 
was dated from "Lons le Saulnier", August 24. 1586, but is really a reprint 
of the 1573 edition. :rhe B.N. and B.M. have copies of this edition.) 

59 Acco~ding to Guides-Joanne : Lyonnais, 2o8, Char lieu is a small town 
not far from Lyons, now famous for the remains of an abbey founded in 
the ninth century. 

60 Sticht is an early name for a bishopric or diocese and, in the Nether-
, lands, has been more particularly applied to the Diocese of Utrecht. (See 
Prins, XV, 370.) Montfort is in the Diocese of Utrecht. (See Prins, XII. 
297.) Thus de Billy described himself as the disciple or pupil of someone 
from the neighborhood of Utrecht. " Sticht" and " Stifft" have sometimes 
been used interchangeably. (See Zedler, XL, g.) 

61 There is another angle to the question of the identity of Himbert de 
Billy. Du Verdier, 237-8, discussed Comeille de Blockland, saying that he 
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Himbert de Billy, in his book on the comet of 1577,62
: said 

that eclipses, meteors, visions and comets are but harbingers of 
plagues, wars, famines, changes of kingdoms, rebellions of pe~ 
pie, deaths, droughts and deluges, which overtake the pitiful' 
human race which remains obstinate in its evil ways. 'God 
was imploring people to return to the fold, he added, just as 
when, before the destruction of Jerusalem, a comet like a sword , 
was seen for a whole year, The day after St. Martin's day, he 
continued, November 12, 1577 at 5 o'clock in the evening, God 
placed within view of all a new comet of great brightness, in 
the west in the sign of Capricorn not far from Saturn,· in the 
eighth heavenly house close to the ninth, and traveling towards 
Aquila, a fixed .star of second magnitude, of the nature of Mars 
and Jupiter. · 

According to de Billy, others saw the comet on the fifth 
day of the same month. He quoted Iunctinus (or Giuntini) 63 

as saying that, at Gray in Burgundy, on the 9th of November 

was a native of Montfort in Holland, a doctor 'living in St. .Amour in 
Burgundy. (This has been confirmed by several other authoriti~ including 
Aa. pt. II, 191-2, and Zedler, IV, 1438.) Du Verdier listed two 'books on 
music by Comeille de Blockland, printed by Jean de Tours, or ·Toumes, at 
Lyons. (Aa, pt. II, 191-2, listed these same two books. Cartier, 555, 594. 
668, listed three books by Blockland, printed by Jean de Tours. Two of 
these were but different editions of the same book.) Du Verdier went on to 
say that Comeille de Blockland also wrote several diaries and almanacs 
under his own name and later under the name of " lmbert de Bllly tailleur 
d'habits du Sieur de Perez Compte de S. Amour, Baron de Corgenou. &c.", 
which were printed at Lyons by Benoist Rigaud. Ba.udrier, III, 185, cited 
this and listed (Ill, 187), in the section dealing with undated works printed 
by Rigaud, "Diaires et almanachs (dates diverses] par Comeille de Bloch
land", and again citing Du Verdier, said that C. de Blockland was the author 
of the almanacs published under the name of Imbert de Billy, which he, 
Baudrier, had described on pages 184-s. · 

Du Verdier's theory of the identity of the two men is supported by the 
fact that at the time Corneille de Blockland's books were dated from 
St. Amour, those by de Billy were dated from the same place, and when 
Corneille de Blockland's books were dated from Lons-le-Saulnier, those by 
de Billy were likewise dated from there. However, this is not conclusive 
proof that there were not two men. 

62 Item 12 of appendix, below. 

63 See items 62, 63, 6Ja and (64] of appendix, below. 
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after sunset, he saw a fire in the air, traveling east, from which 
he be_lieved the. comet took its origin. At Turin, on the 11th 
of November, said de Billy, Bon, clerk of the postmaster-gen
eral of "Piedmont and Savoy, together with many mathemati
cians saw the comet move with the motion of the primum mo
bile and set where the sun set. However, because at St. Amour 
it rained and was windy and .cloudy on the 1 Ith, de Billy did 
not see the comet until the 12th. Then it was losing matter bit 
by bit and getting smaller and smaller until on December 30th 
it disappeared. He said that at first the tail stretched eastward, 
then little by little southward, sometimes sloping toward the 
north but always returning between the east and the south. He 
described the color of the end of the tail as pale and leaden, but 
said that toward the head the star was very bright. From this 
he concluded that the comet was of the nature of Saturn and 
Mercury or of the moon. He predicted that the effects of the 
comet would begin about Epiphany in 1578, because then the 
sun would have theo place in the sky where he thought that 
the comet was engendered and first appeared. DeBilly referred 
to Ptolemy's Quadrfpartitum, book II, chapter 54, and said that 
the evil omens would last for a long time, more especially as the 
comet was seen in the evening in the east. This comet, continued 
de Billy, showed itself out of season, in a humid, cold air ill 
fitted for the generation of a comet made of hot and dry exhala
tion. At this same time, he pointed out, Belgium was torn by 
wa-rs. Who then, he asked, _could deny that the comet was a 
herald of increased ills in the above mentioned district and that 
it was a work of God to show his irritation at human obstinacy 
and vices? He thought that if, as astrologers said, the signifi
cance of comets depends on the part of the zodiac where they 
are formed and the direction in which their heads and tails 
stretch, then this comet would produce its effect in the west 
whe~e it first appeared and the east and south where its tail 
turned, causing wars and plunder in the eastern and southern 
Mohammedan countries: For the people of these latter he pre
dicted greater ills than for Christians. There would be a great 
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pestilence and many deaths in the east. Nevertheless, they would 
make preparations to ravish Christendom. De Billy advise~ the 
Christian princes to unite against the machinations of the Turks 
in order to be victorious. He thought that this would be a good 
opportunity for them to increase their kingdoms in Africa and 
Asia. Nine years, seven months, and fourteen days at the latest, 
after January 1578, there would be vast changes in government. 
In case of earthquake, Thrace would be in danger because of 
the increased violence of the winds and the rains and the inun-' 

· dations. The desolation would be great and there would be 
strange savage beasts abroad. Grasshoppers and locusts would 
consume whatever was growing, which would be little, because 
of the comet. Furthermore, he predicted that not only the Mo
hammedan countries but also Europe would feel the effects of 
the comet; for example, Savoy, Switzerland, and Piedmont. 
De Billy enumerated cities to be affected, citing as corrobora
tion of his prediction the position of Mars in relation to the 
comet, the lunar eclipse of September 20, I 577 and the one to 
take place September IS, I578, both in the ninth celestial 
house. The disorder, he said, would be terrific. He added that 
the comet's appearance in the sign of Capricorn, which ,is the 
domain of Saturn, indicated ills for a very large number of the 
cities of Europe. Therefore, he urged everyone to pray to God 
to appease his wrath. De Billy said that in many cities the air 
would be corrupted. The book ends in a prayer. 

The astronomical worth of the book lies in the description 
of the appearance of the comet, the direction of its motion, the 
direction of its tail and the dates of its visibility; but the obser
vations are not sufficiently accurate to be valuable. The predic
tions are more daring than most because they are so specific, 
but, needless to say, they have no greater importance. 



CHAPTER VIII 

THE CO:MET OF 1577: AUTHORS \VHOSE 
TRACTS WERE PRIMARILY ASTRO

LOGICAL AND PREDICATORY . 

LIBERATI.- A. PRAETORIUS.- MULLER.- BRUNFELS.

CREAT.- P.S.T.A.F.- ANONYMOUS 

NATURALLY, astrological explanations of the comet of 1577 
were also mad~ by professional astrologers. One of these was 
Fran~ois or Francesco Liberati, a Roman who, in about 1584, 
lived in Paris. He worked on preparing French calendars and 
wrote several mathematical tracts.1 His work on the comet of 
1577 2 is purely astrological 'and was written the day after the 
first appearance of the,comet. Although it has little value astro
nomically, it shows that the author was versed in astrology. 

1 Thill much information concerning Liberati can be found in ]ocher, 
II, 2418, and Zedler, XVII, 783. Zedler gave three references which have 
not been available in preparing the present sketch. The information seems · 
to apply to the author of the tract on the comet of 1577, who is described, 
on the title-pages of the four editions of the tract, as an astrologer from 
Rome. Furthermore, two editions of the tract were printed in faris. (See 
items 67, 67a, 67b and 67c of the appendix.) Zedler ascribed the following 
two works to the astrologer he was describing : 

La perfettione del cavallo. Rome, 1639. 
Pirfetto Maestro di Casa. 

Both the B.M. and the B.N. in cataloguing these works ascribed them to 
a second man of the same name. This seems reasonable in consideration of 
the disparity of the subjects treated and the great difference between the 
dates of the books. (The earliest date iPven for the second work was 1658.) 
Thus it appears that Zedler fused information concerning two different men 
into a biography of one man. However, the following two works seem to 
be by the author of the tract on the comet 9f 1577: 

Almanach et amples predictions pour l'an mil cinq cens quatre vingts 
et cinq, avec le jugemenl de l'iclipse du soleil,-lequel sera du tout obscurc:y 
vers l'angle d'occident, le soir du 29 jour d'avril, compose par M. Franfois 
Liberati •.. Paris, C. de Montre-oeil,· (no date). (B.N. catalogue.) 

Prediction et di.rcovrs astronomiqve povr I'"" de bissexte mil cinq cent quatre
vingt, ••• Paris, lean de l'Astre, (no date). (Crawford library catalogue.) 

2 Items 67, 6;b, 6;c of appendix, below. 
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The comet was seen in Paris about 6 P. :M. on November: nth. 
It was of the nature of :Mars and Jupiter and was in the west 
near the star called flying eagle, in the eighth house o(the sky, 
in the sign of Capricorn, while Saturn was in the same sign. 
Ptole~y, especially book 2, section 64 of the Quadripartitum, 
Aristotle, and John of Damascus were cited, and the line by 
Pachymeres,8 quoted by other authors on the comet of 1577, 
was also quoted by Liberati. Pontanus, Regiomontanus, Haly, 
and Cardan were listed as writers about comets! Liberati 
thought that according to Ptolemy's precepts ·the comet was of 
the nature of Mercury. He also though~ that it signified divi
sions and heresies in Catholicism and Mohammedanism, riots 
and plagues, tempests and winds, abundance of water in the 
west and misfortunes for kings and princes both in the east and 
in the south. Finally, he said, the comet signified lengthy war 
in the west .. The heresies were to be dtle to a young northern 
prince, dominating in the west, born under Mars in the sign of 
Capricorn in the place where the comet began. The significa
tions were to be particularly dangerous for those who were 
born when Saturn was in the twenty-first to twenty-seventh 
degrees· pf Libra, or when Mars was in opposition to Saturn. 
Liberati also took into account the supposed effects of the lunar 
eclipse of September 1577. 

Many trivial and inc~msequential books on the comet of 1577 
had considerable circulation on the continent and although they 
may not have hindered the progress of astronomical thought, 
certainly did nothing to enlighten the populace. To s~cure a 
balanced view of the level of opinion about comets, it might be 
well to review so~e of these trac.ts. 

3 " Impune nunquam yisus fulgere Cometes.'" See the summary ~f Dasy
podius' work on the comet in chapter V, above, and the description of items 
1.2 and 8o in the appendix, below. -

4 In place of the closing sentences where Pontanus, Regiomontanus. 
Haly and Cardan are listed, the text of item 67 ends with a few sentences 
on comets in general, briefly outlining the Aristotelian theory of their earthly 
origin and speaking of them as signs from God. At the close o( that edition 
there are a Latin song to" D. H. P. A.'" and a sonnet to the same in Italian 
with a French translation. · 
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· All that is known concerning Adelarius Praetorius, the au
thor of one of these,• is what is told on the verso of the title
page of his book on the comet of 1577, namely that he had a 
pos~tion in the.church in Erfurt.0 That book opens with a prayer 
in poor, sing-song, German verse, calling attention to the "star" 
which was bringing in its train pestilence, war, and so forth. 
The prose, also in the form of a prayer, carries out the same 
ideas, saying that the sign had not been placed in the heavens 
in vain but as a warning. It says that there had been other simi
lar signs in the past. These the author enumerated : for example, 
the comet which stood over Jerusalem for a year before the 
downfall of that city, a comet which lasted four months in 1337 
and another in 1339, and the comets of 1400, 1401, 1402 and 
1403. The recitation of these dates of comets is accompanied 
by' a full record of the significant events which followed, sup
posedly as a result of the comets. The events were mainly tied 
up with wars and religion, such as the tyranny of Tammerlane 
and the burning of John Russ. The other comets mentioned 

,·were those of 1500, 1526, 1531, 1533, 1556, 1558 and the 
1 nova' of "1574 ".1 The conclusion which the author reached 

was that because in this year [1577] God not only gave solar 
and lunar eclipses, but also the comet, men should acknowledge 
their sins and ask the forgiveness of Christ .. and the people 
should peer into their hearts and see that their bad living had 
aroused God's anger, and should pray that the well-deserved 
punishment be turned aside. As emphasis, the author, giving 
the sources for his information, further enumerated comets and 
their "attendant" results, including the comet of 51 A.D., the 

5 Item 8o of appendix, below. 

6 AdelarillJ Praetorius is undoubtedly the A. Praetorius to whom Houzeau 
attributed both item 8o of the appendix, below (Houzeau, S6o4), and a 
work on the comet of 1580 (Houzeau, 5615), a copy of which can be found 
in the N. Y. P. L. When Houzeau said that "A. Praetorius" was equivalent 
to ••A. Richter", he was merely stating the Latin and German forms of 
the same name. 

7 From photostats of the Vienna copy of this book, it can be seen that in 
that copy the "4" has been crossed out and " :a " written above it. 
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'comet in the fifth year of Justinian's reign, and two comets in 
729 A.D. . 

- Samuel Muller is another writer about whom there is little 
available information 8 other than that given on the title-page 
and in the dedication of his book on the comet of 1577.8 He 
was a natural philosopher and doctor, a native of Kempten in 
Bavaria. According to his tract, the comet was first seen Ol! the 
ninth of November. It was visible after sWiset, its tail stretched 
in a south-easterly direction. ~iiller stated the relative positions , 
of the sun, the mo~n, Mars, Jupiter and Venus and said that the · 
comet passed close to the bright star in Lyra [Vega], and 
through the last 29° in Capricorn, through all of Aquarius and 
up to the third degree of Pisces. It disappeared on January 14, · 
1578. Its daily motion was 1°. He said that in Novj!mber, 
before the comet's appearance, there had been storms and' 
thunder and lightning, and that on: November 13th there 
was a " chasm " in the sky, and that, while the comet lasted, the 
sky was fiery and red. He recorded a meteor for December 2oth. 
History, he said, shows comets to be evil omens; for example : 
the comet in Capricorn in 1527, when the Turks went to 
Vienna, was such. Furthermore, h~ added, at the time or" the 
comet of 1531 the Turks went to Hungary, and the lunar 
eclipse of I 530· in Aries had similar effects. This comet also, 
he predicted, was an omen of great misfortunes and a warning 
to keep from doing wrong. The slight astronomical value of the 
tract lies in the description, meagre as it is, of the comet's path 
and of its tail, and the dates of its visibility. 

The identity of Otho BrWlfels, author of another pamphlet 10 

on the comet of 1577, is a mystery.11 This pamphle! says that 

8 Hellmarm (1924), 28, listed a prognostication or weather fo~ecast by 
Muller for 1,583, written in German. Hellmann (1924), 28,' referred to 
Hellman (1883), but Samuel Muller was not mentioned in that work. 
although two "Practicas" by Tobias Miiller were cjted for the year 1583, 
besides many other works by that author. Squarcialupu5, item 37cJ), of 
appendix, below, C1 v (page 46), referred to Samuel Miiller. 

9 Item 75 of appendix, below. .. 
10 Items 20b and 2oc of appendix, below. 

· 11 He must not be confused with the well known botanist and theologian, 
Otto Brunfels, who died in 1534 and whose deeds are recorded in UULllJ' 
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signs in heaven and in the air are not in vain, but predict pun
ishment by God in the form of pestilence, war, and so forth. 

, Brunfels said that because the ] ews paid no attention to the 
warnings of Christ and his apostles, God preached to them with 
miraculous signs, earthquakes, wind, and an unusual solar 
eclipse, and because they continued in their ways-~. forty years 

Ja!er, he sent a comet, like a sword, which stood for a year over 
'] erusalem. And afterwards, the city was besieged~~ 
pie burned;• and many people perished by sword, hunger, and 
pestilence, and the rest were scattered in all lands and the whole 
Jewish disciplinary collapsed. There was a comet for four f 
months in I 37 in the rei n of Emperor Ludwig of Bavaria; 
and before it d1sa eared, another was seen. s 1rVaillshe<:ra~ 
third appeared in I 3 , followed in the next year by a ern e 

1 plague throughout the world, bnn · Changes 1 e oma 
1 Empire, so that the Pope put Emperor Ludwig under ban and 
· the Electors chose another Emperor, whereupon followed great 
disunion, war, and ploodshed. In I4oo; I40I, I402, and I403, 

... the narrative continues, there were four comets, and thereafter . 
rant in Tartary with I,ooo,ooo men on horse and on f ot 

.. r~va ed the Onent. In I409 the Emper~r Sigtsmun suffered 
defeat y the Turks in ungary and the following year there 
Wll;S the Hussite war. There ~as another comet in I 500 followed 
by the descent of the Tartars on Poland, and a plague in Ger
many, and other calamities. After the comet of 1526 the Turks 

biographical dictionaries. Our author is not mentioned in any of the follow
ing: A.D.B.-B.M. c:atalogue.-B.N. c:atalogue.-Biographisches lexikon der 
hervorragenden arzte.-Doppelmayr.-Ersch and Gruber.-Hoefer.-}Ocher. 
-Michaud.-Poggendorff.~Will.-Witte.-Zedler. 

The Brunfels of the second half of the sixteenth century is mentioned 
by Hellmann (I9z4), 26, as having written a weather forecast or prognosti
cation in German in 1582, a copy of which was in Munich. The fact that there 
may have been a Nuremberg edition of the pamphlet bn the comet of 1577 
has not served as a clew to the identity of the author, since he was men
tioned by neither Doppelmayr nor Will. It is possible that he used the name 
of Otho Brunfels to give weight to his pamphlet, or that he was an obscure 
persol!' who could rightly claim the name, or that Brunfels merely referred 
to the town whence he came. 
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went to Vienna. One knows, said. Brunfels, that after the cdmets . ' of 1531 and 1533 there was much misery in Westphalia, Hun-' 
gary, Denmark, England, France, and It~ly. There ;were mis
fortunes in the Nether lands, France, and Poland following the 
comets of "56" and "58". They were also followed by famine 
in Germany and elsewhere. This, according to Brunfels, was 
God's punishment. Because God, that year [1577], showed 
signs on the sun and moon, namely horrible eclipses, there was 

~ , 
no doubt but that He was moving the stars and the heavens, in 
order that man should take heed. Brunfels said that, because the 
comet which appeared on November nth of this 1577th year 
was in the heavenly sign of Capricorn in the evenings betw~en 
5 and 6 o'clock, and was burning larger and brighter with the 
new month, great punishment and 'misfortunes would follow, 
particularly for the lands lying under Capricorn. Men should, 
take warning, he added, acknowledge their sins, fear God's 
wrath, and by improving their lives sta~e off the punishment. 
He said that, unfortunately, the masses are not bettered by such 
signs, but scorn them in Epicurean fashion and become more 
·abandoned and ni.eaner. So, he added, when' we observe this 
comet we should remember that God is angered by our sins, 
and we should look into our hearts and think. We should better 

J. 

our lives and pray that Christ avert the punishment, that we 
be ruled by His spirit, and that we appear before the ]udgmerit 
Seat of Jesus Christ on Doomsday, and that we become blessed, 
Amen. 

This little tract cannot be called astronomical. It was writ
ten by a supposedly learned man, not necessarily· a theologian~ 
and gives various past examples of the effects of comets and 
some astrological a1guments. It is an example of the ri'o'n-scien
tific approach to the,pubject, and it makes very vivid the horror, 
awe, and fear which the comet of 1577 inspired irr:the masses, 
although, according to Brunfels, they were ~t bettered bY, it •. 

. ' . 
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. There seems to be no record of J ohan Creat. 11 His tract, in 
·.German, on the comet of ·1577 11 states that the comet was first 
seen Qll·N.ovemper nth; that it had a large taillike a broom; 
and that it followe~ iftc:r the sun, with which it caught up. He 
thought that the comet .boded evil, and he said that one should 
look at Poland and Turkey for examples of the effects of the 
star of 1572. Furthermore, he said that the significance of the 
star of 1572 was not yet at an end. He listed astronomical 

' 

phenomena of the previous hundred years and their supposedly . 
attendant disasters; in 1489 there was a comet, and there were 
many·war~in that period; the comet of 1491 and the eclipse of 

. the sun under Taurus on May 8th were followed by the attack 
of the Turks on Dalmatia and a long winter of severe cold; in 

' 1497 there was a lunar eclipse on January 18th and a solar 
• eclipse on July 29th, and the disasters which followed, such as 
the wars, lasted until1499. The author enumerated the deaths 
of kings and princes. The year 1516, he said, saw lunar eclipses 

'l 
:.. on January 19{:h under the sign of Leo and on July 13th under 
, Capricorn and a solar ·eclipse on December 23rd also under 

Capricorn.. The results, he added, were wars and other disasters, 
such as the advent of Luther and the occurrence of violent 
storms. On January 20, 1519, he said, there was a conjunction 
pf Mars and SatUrn under the twenty-sixth degree of Capricorn. 

. There followed the Pope's bull against Luther, wars, deaths 
• of important people and other unpleasant events. On February 
i7, 1527, in Kauffbeuren in \Vurtemberg, three suns were 

· ~een enclosed in two rainbows, and disasters, such as famine and 
deaths:from pestilence, followed. He told that the comet-like . . .. 

·12 The fact ~t · he existed is attested by the ·volume about to be dis
cussed. but no reference has been found to any other work by him. Nor 
does the story of his life appear in any of the well known biographical dic
tionaries, and since no publisher nor place of publication was given for his 
book on the comet of 1577, not even a guess can be made as to the probable 
locality £rem which he came. The name is probably a pseudonym, since, 
according to Zedler, VI, 1555, .. Creat • means a young person admitted 
to an academy to lear~\ horsemanship. 

13 Item 31.of appen<Ji;t. -~~ow. 
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midnight star of '72-'73 was foilowed by the~ Sp<v1ish fury:" in · 
Antwerp, and by rape, murder and fire. In I575 in Thuringia 
and Saxony, he said, four suns and two rainbows· wer~'se,en in 
the sky from 6 to 8 o'clock in the morning, bringing good times. 
for which thanks should be offered to ~od, In 1!;76, he c~m~ 
tinued, there. was peace and plenty. Hqwever, about 5 or 6 
o'clock in the evening of St. Martin'~· day, I577• a .horrible 
comet came as a warning from God. Its purpose, he added, was 
to make the people cease their sinning. If the people: failed to · 
improve thereafter, punishment would follow, for as sins in
crease punishment becomes more severe. In the year I$77• Creat 

. reported, there were two eclipses. He lamented that brotherly 
love no longer existed and that eternal goodness was no longer 
held above material things. The author begged the people to do · 
·penance so that the comet should not have appeared in vain; ., 

·and prayed that God avert the well earned punishment and that.· 
He remain with the people, and that the sun illumine the hearts 
of men with holy light. , 

The most important astronomical fact given in the tract is · 
that the comet was seen between 5 and 6 P.M. on St. Martin's 
day, November n'; I577, following after the s~n. F~;thermore, 
for those interested in recording eclipses of the fifteenth and 
sixteenth centuries, 'it may give interesting though not uriique 
information. · - · · · • , • 

A French writer on the comet remains just .as obscure as~, 
Creat. The use of the initials P.S.T.A.F., in place of his name,' 
has not drawn aside the cprtain of anonymity in the case of the,.· 
author of the tract about to be discussed.14 Although he_ seems" . 
to have been familiar with ancient literature, hi!l book is 'of the 
same low caliber, in regard'tc3 astronomy; ~s those items'listed 
as anonymous. Although probably written because of tJle comet 
of I 577 and then· reprinted l!ecause of the comet of I 58o.j_t 
deals with generalities and does not descrit)e"" any · particuJa;' 
comet, despite the fact that it speaks of " ceste comete qui ap-
paroist main tenant". · . , 

14 Items 38a and 38b of appendix, .below. ~ \ 
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P.S.T.AF. considered that a comet was a sign of God's 

power, but he did not believe that it necessarily presaged evil 
The name comet, he said, was derived from the Greek word for 
hair. The Latin name, he added, is crinita. Citing Aristotle, he 
said that the truth cannot be known unless one knows the cause. 
The efficient cause (of comets), he added, is the light of the 
sun and the stars, which make the matter move. He further 
stated that the immediate cause is an eclipse or failure of light; 
that the material is a viscous exhalation accumulated by the 
movement of the celestial bodies and is different from. the usual 
exhalations from the earth; and that the same star which gener
ated the material, sustained it. In addition to the efficient and 
material causes, the author explained the formal and final 
causes. He did not want his readers to think that a comet was 

. formed by chance. Comets are formed, according to P.S.T .AF., 
in the uppermost part of the elementary region, or the region 
which, he pointed out, was sometimes, but not correctly, referred 
to as that of fire. The .author was aware that this was not the 

, opinion of all men, but he said that it was the true opinion. In 
this connection, having previously mentioned the names of Aris
totle and ·ninocrates, he further exhibited his learning by 
sketching the theories of Anaxagoras, Democritus, the Stoics, 
the Pythagoreans, Pliny, and Epicurus. Refuting the argument 
~~t if the comet were in the air it would move with the move
ment of the air, our author said that the part of the air nearest 
·the sphere of the moon moved with the movement of the celes
tial spheres. Similarly, he refuted o~er arguments which did 
not agree with his theory. To say that. stars became inflamed in 
the sky because of dryness, he thought was like speaking of the 
cOrruptibility of the eternal Comets, he added, cannot be planets 
because they are seen outside the limits o_f the zodiac. Further
more, he was sure that they were not fixed stars because they 
moved and because they were not always of the same size 
but increased and decreased. He told the interesting myth, 

· which he said he took from Hyginus' book of fables, that 
Merope, one of the seven Pleiades, daughters of Atlas, did not 
dare show herself because her sisters had married gods and she • 
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had married a mortaL Having been chased from the comPan.y 
of her sisters, she wore her hair down and flowing out as a sign 
of sadness ·and shame, and was called comet. Fallowing this 
tale, the author returned to the subject of the forms of corqets 
and called the different types by names, mostly those used by 
Pliny. The latter, said P.S.T.A.F., stated that comets lasted 
from seven to twenty-four days. However, he cited Geoffrey of 
Tours as telling of a comet lasting a year. Their motion, he 
continued, is like that of the planets, except that some move 
from east or north, so that one might say with Seneca that 
they have no path but go where the view of their pasture leads· 
them. 15 The tract gives more bits of the theories of Aristotle 
and Pliny and closes with a long and unusual passage tending 
to disprove the then current beliefs in the effects of comets, for 
which beliefs the author used the term ''badineries'". 

Another anonymous tract,11 dated on St. Catherine's day 
1577, was addressed to N. Labieno, a good friend, who hid. 
asked for a report on the comet. The author modestly said that 
such a report was not within his power. Nevertheless, he col- . 
lected "Significationes ". He related that two total eclipses in 
I 577 were bringing great misery for the lands lying under 
Aries, Cancer, Libra, and Capricorn. He predicted that God 
would remove, by death, several lights of the Christian Oturch 
because of the ungratefulness of Otristian men for His \Vord. 
and for His faithful servants. Revolution also was predicted. 
The author added that a comet ~d appeared in the fifth degree 
of Capricorn at the end of 1577 and had moved, at the time the 
pamphlet was written, to the twenty-sixth degree plus ~everal 
minutes. He said that this comet would affect the freedom and 
security of men's lives. He quoted from "Ptolemy's" Centl
loquium, cited Pantano, and deduced therefrom that the comet 
of 1577 would bring a war and also death, if not to the nobility, 

15 The French reads: ,. ••• tellement qu'on peut dire auec: Seneque. ~'elles 
a'ont aucun chemin, mais qu'elles se traiaeat Ia part oil Ia Yeue de leur 
pasture les conduiL • This means that they follow their supply of fae1. 

16 Items 3 and 3a of appendix. below. 
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at least to the people on the land. If the comet started in the 
ninth .sign, he said, death and pestilence would come as pre
dicted by the eclipses of 1577, with effects lasting into 1578. 
In addition, the comet would excite wars and would embitter 
the hearts of people. He added that, since the motion -of the 
comet was fronr west to east, and according to astronomers 
nearly t~o whole degrees, there would be trouble with a foreign 
enemy and much bloodshed. This comet, bigger than any in 
the memory of man, said the anonymous author, was not bring
ing anything ordinary; The air had already lost its strength for 
Inan and beast, he continued, due to the two recent eclipses so 
close together; and the following year, on March 14th, there 
was to be a conjunction of Saturn and Mars in Capricorn, 
where the comet first appeared. Thus Mars was to rule in that 
year and, undoubtedly, there would be death, war and hate. 
The duration of ·the effect, like that of the star in Cassiopeia 
which was still daily exercising its influence, was to be ten 
years, and it was a simple matter to determine where it would 
be ~elt. The countries and cities affected by the comet were 
enumerated. However, the author added, what lay in store for 
individuals would have to be found from their nativities.· Never
theless, even those whose horoscoi>es did . not menace them 
ought to live in fear of God. The author concluded by promising 
that, if he was shown more when the comet was extinguished, 
which he hoped would be soon, he would write again to 
Labieno. 

It becomes apparent 'that the quality of the writings on the 
comet ~as uneyen. The heights of reasoning were reached by 
such men as Tycho and Maestlin, but the lesser authors still 
struggled along in ignorance. It was the important work which, 
when digested and expanded, raised the level of astronomical 
theory and eventually brought the information to that class of 
people who in the late sixteenth century were reading the value
less tracts we have just described. The advances in theory were 
largely made by those who gave a major portion of their time 
to astronomy. 

'. 



CHAPTER IX 

CONCLUSION 

THERE can be no doubt that the study of the comet of 1577 .. 
put observation of such phenomena on a new ~nd sounder foot-
ing. However, no claim can be made that immediately after. 
the appearance of that comet all who wrote on astronomy com
pletely dropped Aristotelian and similar theories and immedi
ately recognized comets as celestial bodies moving according to 
the general laws governing the motion of such bodies. These 
laws, indeed, as applied to the solar system, were first stated in 
their present generalized form by Kepler in the beginning of the 
seventeenth century. Furthermore, as Dreyer said, "It was not 
until Hevelius had again shown from accurate observations that . 
comets are much farther off than the moon that the opponents 
to their character of heavenly bodies were finally silenced sorp.e 
sixty years after Tycho's death, and not till 1681 thatthe para
bolic form of their orbits with the sun at the focus was discov
ered by Dorfel." 1 Althoug~ shortly thereafter Halley made his 
famed prediction of the return of the comet of 1682, necessitat:......, 
ing a closed orbit, astronome; had to wait until the winter of 
1 58-9 to test this eriodicity. The mere fact that several earlier 
boo s about comets were reprinted m 1577 and the years Im
mediately thereafter shows that the new information and ideas 
were not yet assimilated. However, the observations of the 
comet of 1577 provided an impetus to the formation of the pres-

1 Dreyer (1906), 415-6. The discovery that comets move in a parabola 
with the sun at the focus first made it possible to formulate a theory in 
which these bodies follow the laws governing the planets. Hevelius; using 
improved and very large instruments, including a telescope, although he 
used his quadrants and sextants for measuring angular distances, made sucl~ 
accurate observations of comets and studied the observations of past 
comets so carefully, that it became apparent that many comets followed 
parabolic orbits and that their obliquity to the ecliptic was large. See 
Hevelius (1665), Hevelius (1666) and Hevelius (1668). It was his friend, 
Halley, who realised the po~sibility that some comets might · move in 
elliptic orbits. But, because of the simpler mathematics involved, their 
paths are still first computed as parabolas. .. 307 
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ent theories about comets and accelerated their gradual accept-
ance. · 

The size of the l?ibliography 2 of treatises on the comet of . 
I 577 has shown that a far greater body of data was accumu
lated concerning that comet than any previous one. The large 
number of observations of the comet made at widely separated 
places was in itself a help to the establishment ·Of a theory of 
comets. 

At the close of the sixteenth century the most important de
velopments in the theory of comets were accomplished by 
Tycho, Maestlin, and Roeslin. Their calculations of the orbit 
of the comet of ·I 577 were the first attempts to compute the orbit 
of a comet. 8 Other observers, including Gemma and the Land
grave, also did valuable work. The assertions concerning the 
absence of pa~allax for the nova of I572 and for the comet of 
1577 had a dramatic quality. Many thinking people felt it 

· necessary to discard the belief that a cot:itet was an atmospheric 
phenomenon. And, because it was conclusively shown to be 
further from the earth than the moon, the comet was among 
those bodies whi~h should and could be carefully observed. 

Careful observations .of the comet of 1577 were made. The 
accuracy of Tycho's work depended in a la~ge measure on his 
use of improved instruments. Although Maestlin rejected the 
use of many of these, believing his use of a thread less apt to 
introduce errors,' it is apparent that a new attitude toward 
instruments had arisen. Accuracy of observation required not 
only bigger and better instruments but also the ability to cor
rect for their errors. Similarly, and partly as a consequence, 
the need for accurate star catalogues was answered by sixteenth 
century astronomers. Their redeterminations of the positions of 
;the stars proved important in raising the caliber of observations. 

' Observers in 1577 were. able to take advantage of .the·new 
knowledge accumulated during the preceding hundred years. 

2Appendix. 

3 See chapter III, note 10, above. 

4 See chapter III, above, and page :21 of item 70 of appendix, below. 
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Had not Regiomontanus 11 set forth his theory of parallax, 
Tycho and the other observers of the comet of 1577 would not 
have had at hand the method or tool necessary to prove that the 
comet moved among the heavenly bodies. Had it not already 
been established that a comet's tail always points away· from 
the sun, much effort would have been wasted in observing the 
direction of the tail of the comet of 1577. In the scientific writ
ings on that comet, the early sixteenth century discovery of the . 
direction of a comet's tail was accepted. In fact, the attention of 
observers was no longer primarily focused upon the tail. The 
shift of emphasis to observations of the positions of the comet's 
head was important in gathering the data for a formulation of a 
theory of its motion. The value to cometary theory of the 
knowledge of the direction o£ a comet's tail could not be fully 
realized until after physical astronomy had advanced to the 
stage where the formation of the tail could be explained. How
ever, sixteenth century observers, such as. Tycho and Maestlin, 
recognized the importance of the sun in that {ormation. They 
believed that the tail was caused by sunlight passing through the 
body of the comet. ' 

The observers of the comet of 1577 paid great attention- to 
detail and made frequent observations: Because of their contin
uity, the observations of the comet of 1577 by such men as 
Scultetus and Dasypodius, whose training in mathematics stood 
them in good stead, even though they did not accept the new 
advances in theory, were more valuable than the observations of 
comets in earlier times. Another sign of progress was that a 
great many were aware of the value of the method of par
allax for determining a· comet's distance, although the ·method 
was not successful in the hands of the unskilled, or of those 
whose preconceived notions made it imperative· for them to .~t • 
their new data to their old theories. • · 

The usual fears attendant upon the appearance of a comet 
still prevailed in 1577. The awe in which the comet of 1577 was 

~ Regiomontanus or Peurbach. See chapter II, above, especially notes 42 
and 77, for the suggestion that Regiomontanus was not the first to use the 
method of parallax on a comet. 
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held prompted theological leaders • to offer prayers. Many 
clerics found that the 'appearance of the comet furnished an 
opportune moment for preaching a sermon, pleading for the 
betterment of the human race. In those cases, the comet was 
definitely not the central theme and the resulting sermons conse
quently added little, if anything, to scientific knowledge. In a 
similar m~nner, anyon~ with a bit of learning was led to attempt 
a dissertation. Some physicians studied comets because they be
lieved that those bodies influenced health.' The frequent single 
page and other short writings on the co'met can be said to have 
filled the place now held by articles in newspapers. On the other 
hand, in the closing years of the sixteenth century several men 
attempted to combat superstition concerning comets. Among 
these 8 were Johannes Praetorius, Dudith, Erastus, and Squar
cialupus, observers of the comet of 1 577· At the same time the · 
influence of Peter Apian, who died in 1552 but whose works 
~ere read long thereafter, was felt. Tycho gave the astrological 
implications of.,. the comet no place in his Latin work; and 
though Maestlin did, it was somewhat as an afterthought. Su
perstition concerning comets, however, has been said to have 
"reached its highest development and received its sharpest at
tacks" at the time. of the comet of r68o.1 

,..... -.._ 

6 Such as Chytraeus, Selneccer, and Heerbrand. 

7 Smith (1917), 128. 

8 See Janssen, VI, 440, note 3; Pingre, I, 73; White, 198-9 and note; 
appendix, below. Dudith's Commentariolru (see appendix, items 13, [:H), 
[35), and :fJ (5), is discussed by Scheibel, 112 ff. It is in the form of a 
letter to Crato. and deals with the meanings of comets. It was reprinted as 
late as 1665 (see appendix, item 13). A letter by Dudith to Hagecius, dated 
from Breslau, September 26, 158o, was printed by Scheibel, I6I-I&2.. See 
also item [36] of appendix, below, and Thorndike, V, 656-7, VI, 183~ 

·That ~iovanni Ferrerio's work on the comet of ISJI, which \\'3.5 published 
in' I~ was published in an Italian translation in 1577 shows that his attack 
on astrology had not been forgotten. See chapter II, above, especially note 216. 

9 Robinson, vii. In 1683, in his Kometographio, with observations of the 
comets of 168o and 1682 freshly in mind, Increase Mather, who has been 
said to be up to date on the subject of comets (Holmes. I, 318), portrayed 
the current attitude toward those bodies. He had previously written two 
sermons, basing his exhortations on the comets (of 168o and 1682). 
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Besides the printed books dealing solely with the comet1 of 
1577, there were many notices in diaries 10 and compeqdia, 
which, because they were not tracts on the comet, have not been 
here incorporated in the literature of that subject. However, 
since they did not embrace the new theory, they were a deter
rent to. its acceptance. Among them was Bodin's treatise on 
nature, a compendium of science by a learned man who could 
not quite break with Aristotelian tradition.11 Other books, 

He was fully aware that those bodies were in the " Starcy Heaven" but 
he held to the belief that 'comets were signs of evil events (Holmes. I, 
312-9). Even in the nineteenth century, belief in comets as signs of 
war persisted (Lauffer, 13). These superstitions· were entirely separate 
from any theocy af the motions of comets. See Lauffer, for an historical 
sketch of comet superstition. Indeed, such superstitions were still present, 
though to a lesser extent, when Halley's comet made its 1910 appearance. 
In this connection see Emerson's book. This work not only accepts the tales 
of disasters following comets in past histocy, but speaks of predictions from 
Halley's comet in its 1910 appearance and ends with a stocy (from Flam
marion) of the end of the world because of a collision with a com_et. In 
spite of his superstitious leanings, Emerson grasped the modern theocy 
of comets. " 

10 Haton's memoirs provide an excellent example of a diary. They were first 
published in 1857. However, their author can be considered as portraying 
the point of view of a casual observer of the comet of 1577, and because 
Haton was a leader in his community, his opinions must have_ had con
siderable weight there. For the life of Haton, a French priest who was 
born in 1534. and died after 16o5, see Haton, I, xx-xliv. For Haton's ac
count of the comet of 1577, see Haton, II, 909-9II. Haton's description of 
the comet, both of its appearance and of its position, is most vague, but he 
was sufficiently interested to include a crude drawing of it. · 

11 The political theories of Bodin have won him fame, but in the field of 
science he was not so advanced. See Bodin, 302-JII. Although Bodin's 
work is not a part of the literature devoted specifically to the- comet of 
1577, it can be taken into account as reflecting the immediate reception 
of the newly acquired information. Using the form of a dialogue, Bodin 
was able to express several points of view concerning comets, but the result 
is confusing, and the reader is left with the impression that perhaps -the 
ancient theories are the better. Bodin, or rather "Le Mystagogve ", pro
fessing his ignorance of the subject, cited Aristotle's Meteorologica. How
ever, he also pointed out that exhalations can rise only to a limited height 
and that some observers found no parallax for the "comet of 1573 ". He 
placed little value on the evidence of observations of parallax, but seems 
to have had confidence in the supposed meaning oCcomets, and cited Cicero 
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adopting the new knowledge, _ furthered its diffusion, and 
showed the influence of the nova of 1572 and the comet of 1577, 
S<? often discussed together •12 

on that score. On the other hand, this same • Mystagogve" spoke of the 
inconveniences of the Aristotelian theory. Bodin stated the theory, which he 
assigned to Democritus, that comets are the souls of famous men and bring 
famine, Pestilence, and war. He put this theory into the mouth of the inter
rogator, "I.e Tbeoricien ", 'and therefore it is not at all certain that Bodin 
himself held this opinion, although White, 178-9. seetn5 to have taken such 
for granted. At the close of the passage it is stated that comets are not 
exhalations from the earth; but unfortunately the statement is unconvinc
ingly presented. It is. the confusion resulting from a perusal of Bodin's 
passage, rather than any positive statement upholding the Aristotelian doc
trine, which may have acted as .a deterrent to the acceptance of the new 
theory of comets. 

12 That the comet of 1577 became fixed in the minds of seventeenth cen
tury astronomers as having furnished the data necessary for subsequent 
theorizing is evident. Already in 1005, an Englishman, Thomas Lyd.iat, in 
the third mapter of his text-book p,.aelectio Astro110mictJ (Lyd.iat, 2;t-8), 
said that there was no essential difference between the aethereal and sub
lunary worlds. .For, he said, it has been proved by observations by Cornelius 
Genuna. Tycho Brahe, and others, of the star of 1572 and the comet of 
1577, ~hich showed no parallax, that these bodies were in the region of the 
fixed stars. These distance measures which were accepted by Lydiat did not 
interfere with his belief in the Aristotelian theory of the generation of 
comets. In 1623 Galileo published II Saggiatore, his last offering in a dis
pute which had started after the publication of his work on the three comets 
in 1618, the "third of which he had found could not be sublunar ( Galileo, VI, 
31). Galileo harked back to Tycho's observations of the comet of 1577 
(Gaiileo, VI, 229-233 or Galileo (1623), 21~). The observations of that 
comet were also the basis of the arguments of Galileo's opponent, Sarsi or 
Grassi., (See Favaro, editor, VI, 143 or Galileo (1623), 122.) Galileo 
demonstrated how to measure the parallax of a comet from the observations 
made at two widely separated places, using the observations of Tycho and 
Hagecius. However, he did not agree with Tycho on the generation of 
comets but rather leaned toward the side of Claramontius, whose Antit;ycho 
had appeared in 1621. Johnson (1937), 276, said that John Swan's Spectdr~• 
Jfr~ndi, which appeared in 1635, "shows that he is fully aware that the 
researches of astonomers had proved that the new star of 1572 and all 
subsequent novae and comets were far above the moon. and that the idea 
of solid orbs was therefore completely demolished ••• " An example of the 
partial acceptance of the change in theory is given by a work by William 
Gilbert, first published in 1651, which shows that at the close of the six
teenth century Gilbert still believed that some comets were sublunar (Gilbert, 
242), although he was fully aware of the connotations to be derived from 
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Although the newly acquired information was applied to the 
observation of comets in the years following I577• tracts about 
comets were still written which did not take this knowledge into 
account and which consequently slowed up its acceptance. Take 
as examples two tracts chosen at random, one from I596,13 the 
other from I 677. u These completely disregarded the astr.~npm
ical data pertaining to comets. Thus, in a negative way, they 
detracted from the iniportance of the observations of the ab
sence of parallax. 

Not all astronomers in,"llediately accepted the new findings. 
There were some open dissenters, but by the time another very 
bright comet appeared, these had diminished in number. More
over, in spite of dissenters from or non-supporters of the new 

' 
the observations of Tycho, Maestlin and others of the nova of IS/'2 (Gilbert, 
ISS, 236). See the discussion of Vogelin. chapter II, above. It becomes 
apparent that in the opening years of the seventeenth century, some lesser 
known writings tended to advance rather than hinder the acceptance of 
the new theories, and, furthermore, that they ascribed the changes in theory 
to the nova of IS72 and the comet of IS77· 

13 Marlishusanus. The only information. about the comet of ISQ6 w¥c.!!..-
this tract contains is that the comet appeared the 7th, 8th, or gth of July, 
with a pale, shining tail like a broom, and was very high and was visible 
from midnight to morning. Nothing was said of the. comet's path or 
duration. According to the title-page, the authority for the expressed 
opinions about comets was Paracelsus. A comet was a prediction and its 
origin was not natural, for it was made of the spirits of the air. Mankind · 
was warned to read the Scriptures. 

14 Uranophilus. This is a catalogue of comets from 14 A. D. to 1677 
A. D. A " famous mathematician" was mentioned as havirig observed the 
comet of 1472 and Milichius and V()gelin were said to have observed the 
one in 1S32; Apian that of 1SJ9; Maestlin that of 158o; Kepler that of 
1582; Tycho that o! 1590; and Longomontanus that of 1§QZ, Almost aU the 
comets were listed witfi the events which followed them. These included 
deaths of prominent persons, earthquakes, thunder-storms, pestilences, wars, 
religious and political changes. For some of the comets, their duration and 
the constellations through which they passed were briefly mentioned. The 
title-page has a picture of a comet, supposedly that of IS77, and that comet 
"-'aS said to have been observed by many important mathematicians, to have 
been visible from November nth until • January of the following year, 
moving from the middle of Capricorn through Aquarius to the middle of 
Pisces. But no mention was made of what the "important mathematicians • 
discovered from this comet. 
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theory, the position of the comet as a celestial phenomenon was 
definitely established by Tycho and a small group of his con
tempOraries: That ground never had to be retraced. For the 
most part, the authority of Tycho was taken as evidence of the 
truth. Although Tycho's book did not appear until 1588, 
and ~en in a small edition, the tracts by 1\Iaestlin, Roes
lin, and Gemma were· published shortly after the comet's ap
pearance. The new theories became a part of the literature im
mediately and were not _left to be rediscovered. Men were ready 
for the inclusion of comets in the Copernican-Keplerian system, 
an accomplishment which was left for Halley and others in 
the seventeenth century. 

The outstanding dissenters were John Craig,l5 the Scot, and 
Scipio Claramontius,l8 the Italian, both of whom wrote against 

15 See Dreyer, editor, IV, 416, 515-8, VIII, 454; Dreyer ( 189<>), 2o8-g, 
~z, 305, 369; D.N.B., IV, 1372-3; Chalmers, XX, 243; \Vood, V, part I, 

310. Craig was born in Scotland, entered the University of Wittenberg in 
October, 1570, taught mathematics and logic on the continent for some time 
and returned to England in 1584. He practised medicine in Edinburgh and 
was first physician to James VI of Scotland. He died in 1620. In 1$88 
Craig obtained a copy of Tycho's book on the comet of 1577 and wrote 
to Tycho, attempting to disprove the latter's conclusion concerning the 
supra-lunar position of the comet. Tycho prepared an Apologia for his book 
and sent it to Craig in 1s89. Dreyer edited it in 1922 (Brahe, IV, 415-476, 
Apologetica responsio ad Craigvm Scotum de cometis). It seems possible 
that this work was printed in Uraniborg in 1591, and that there is now no 
extant copy of that edition. · Tycho had intended to add the refutation of 
Craig's ideas on parallax to his Progymnasmata. See appendix, items 15a 
and 15b. In 1591 Craig published a refutation of Tycho's book and violently 
attacked all who disagreed with Aristotle's theory of comets. This work was 
entitled Capnuraniae restinctio seu cometar~~m in aethera sublimationis re
futatio. A fragment published by Dreyer in. 1922 (Brahe IV, 477-488) shows 
that Tycho took notice of the 1591 attack, and he defended himself against 
it in January, 1595, in a letter to Rothmann. Kepler began a reply to Craig 
but never published it although it is included in the Frisch edition of his 
works. Longomontanus, likewise, intended to answer the attack against his 
friend and patron, but his refutation never appeared in print. 

16_Ciaramontius (sometimes called Chiaramonti) was born in Cesena in 
1565 and died there on October 3, 1652. The B.M. and B.N. catalogues have 
lists of Oaramontius' writings. Riccardi, I, 347-350, listed Qaramontius' 
mathematical and astronomical writings in chronological order. See also 
Favaro, editor, xx, 418. 
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the Tychon~c theory of comets. Craig might have remained ob
scure in the history of science had Tycho ignored his first at
tack, but, as it was, their controversy was given considerable 
publicity. It sems to have hurt Tycho's pride. Fortunately, for. 
the development of the theory of comets, however, Craig had 
few, if any, supporters and made little headway. 

The opposition of Claramontius to Tycho and his followers 
must be weighed more carefully tha~ that of Craig. Oaramon
tius differed from Craig in that he would have held a place in 
the annals of science even if he had not voiced his disagreement 
with Tycho's theories. As professor of philosophy in Perugia 
and later in Pisa and as the author of innumerable scholarly 
tracts, both in Latin and in Italian, Cla~amontius comman~ed 
a wide audience. His attack on the theory of the supra-lunar 
position of comets did not begin until after Tycho's death, but 
it centered about the observations made by that great observer. 
The brunt of upholding the new theories fell upon Tycho's 
pupil and successor, Kepler. · 

Although Claramontius had written about the comet of 
~7 his direct attack upon Tycho began in 1621 with the 
publication of his Antit)•cho, in which he attempted to prove 
from Tycho's own observations that comets· are below the 
moon.18 This was answered by Kepler in 1625/'' and Kepler in 

170aramontius (r6rg). 

18 Oaramontius (r6zr). This is a lengthy work, setting forth the material 
in scholarly fashion. It contains many diagrams and mathematical talcu
lations. It begins by giving the derivation and a definition of the word 
• parallax •. Oaramontius went into an elaborate discussion of. different 
types of parallax. such as vertical and horizontal. and managed to confuse 
both himself and the reader. Besides using observations by Tycbo, be used 
those by llaestlin, Cornelius Gemma and an observer named Dazlinus, aU 
of 11·hom thought the cornet supra-lunar. He divided observers into two 
gToups, those 11·ho believed cornets sublunar and those who believed them 
supra-lunar, and mentioned a great many observers by name. see also 
Riccioli, II, 88, 11.·ho told how Claramontius attempted to prove the· sub
lunary nature of the comet of 1577 from the observations of Tycbo. the 
Landgrave, Maestlin. Gemma. and Roeslin. 

19 TyclwrtU BraMi Darti Hyp"as/lisfes, adv"nu Scijtiortis Clarammslii 
••• .AIIIi-Tyci&Ofle'm, i11 aciNtt troductiU d loarme Kepl"o ••• fli'O libro doc-
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turn was answered by Claramontius in I626.20 In I628 Clara
montius published a tract about the new stars in I572, I6oo, 
and I6o4, attempting to prove them sublunar.21 !n I6JJ, in-

.keeping with his general attitude, Claramontius wrote against 
Galileo's great treatise on the systems of Ptolemy and Coper
nicus, at the same time defending his Antitycho.22 The year 
1636 saw the publication of Qaramontius' De sede sublunari 
cometarum,28 supplementing his Antitycho, and as late as I648 
he 'again wrote on the position of the comets.24 Since Clara
montius won few followers, he did not greatly hinder the de
velopment of the new theory, but undoubtedly its acceptance 
was SO!Jlewhat retarded by his many writings. 

In addition to their importance in the development of a theory 
of comets, the works on the comet of I 577 have considerable 
significance. Their authors took sides in the Copernican con
troversy. Tycho's rejection of Copernicus' theory was based on 

Irina praestantissima de parallaxibus deque novorum siderum in sublimi 
aethere discursionibus, repetitur, confirmatur, illustratur •.• , Frankfort, G. 
Tampachius, 1625. •See Kepler, VII. The year before the appearance of 
Kepler's answer to Claramontius-' book, the question of the distance of 
comets from the earth was discussed by another Italian writer, Gloriosi 
(see Gloriosi), who tried to set forth the pros and cons of the argument. 
As early as 16n, Santucci (probably the same as Santutius) had argued 
in favor of the more distant position of comets (see Santucci); but the 
lively discusSion of the hypotheses nowhere else led to a controversy of the 
magnitude of that started by Claramontius. 

20 Riccardi, I, 348. 

2lldem. 

22 Idem. Dreyer (1906), 415, said that Galileo did not differ greatly 
from Claramontius on the nature of comets but that Galileo did believe novae 
to be celestial. Moreover, he. found that one of the comets of 1618 could 
not be sublunar. See note 12, above. 

r 23 Claramontius (1636). This work discusses the comets of 1577, 1582, • 
- xsSs, 1597. 16o7, and 1618. Observations by Antonius Santutius (probably 

t.ltC same as Antonius· Santucci) of the comet of 1577 were used to add 
weight to Claramomius' contention that comets are sublunar. Observations 
of other comets by several men, including Rothmann and Kepler, and the 
Indian observations of the Jesuit, Jacob Rho, were similarly used. 

24ruc~rdi,-·I, 349.-
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a very sound inference from his failure to detect any annual mo
tion of the fixed stars, an objection which was first overruled 
in the nineteenth century, although men had previously been 
able to meet it theoretically by assuming for those stars almost 
incredible distances from the earth. A survey of the literature on 
the comet of I 577 gives a nearly complete picture of astrono
mers and astronomy in the last quarter of the sixteenth century, 
showing an acceleration in the process of accumulating increas:. 
ingly precise knowledge, such as is typical of " modern " 
times. It shows the interest of the observers in the improvement 
and use of astronomical instruments. And furthermore, it shows 
a growing tendency to distinguish between astronomers and 
non-astronomers. That is, it becomes apparent that those men 
who devoted themselves entirely or in greater part to the pur- . 
suit of astronomical lea~ning were the ones who ~ould grasp 
the situation and capitalize on it, bringing cool' judgment to 
bear on the new data. Likewise, they could more easily shake 
themselves free from the weight of ancient authority. These 
men banded together, not physically, but by correspondence, 
and seem to have fostered a specialization which the learned 
societies founded in the. seventeenth century carried still further, 
and which modern scientists consider a necessity. 

When the chapters of this dissertation and the appendix are 
regarded as a continuous narrative, it becomes evident that in 
volume and accuracy of observation the year 1577 marks a 
tremendous leap forward. Furthermore, not only in the theory 
of comets, but also in the establishment of a general theory of 
the universe, the works on the comet of 1577 played a leading 
role. 
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A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF TRACTS AND 
TREATISES ON THE COl\IET OF 1577 

·AlTHOUGH this bibliography has been made as complete as 
possible, it was confined .to European observations and literature, 
~ecause it was felt that Chinese and Arabic observations of comets 
had, little effect on western thought in the sixteenth century. No 
search for manuscripts has been ·made, because, although they may 
throw light on sixteenth century beliefs, they could not have done 
much to mold the thought of that time, when most current ma
terial was circulated in printed, not in manuscript, form. A few 

· manuscripts dealing with the comet of 1577 have been listed, but 
merely because they have been encountered. A few letters, while 
not included here, have been cited in the text. This bibliography 
deals only with the treatises devoted specifically to the comet of 
1577. Nevertheless, it,must be remembered that that comet was 
discu,ssed in a great many general works appearing at the close 
of the sixteenth century and during the seventeenth. only such 
general works as appeared before the comet of i 580 can be said 
to portray solely the influence of the comet of 1577. 

Unles~ otherwise ipdicated, all the books in the bibliography 
have been examiped. When it was impossible to see one of the 
items~ the, reference which bears witness to the existence of that 
item has b~en noted. Once a ·reference to a given book was found, 

'no effort was made to find further references. However, they have 
been included when accidentally found. T\lorough search for a 
copy of each book ,was maP,e. In the case of books which have 
been examined, note has been made of the particular copy examined. 
In the instances where the copy examined does not belong to a 
large public or semi-public library, its distinguishing features have 
been described in order to insure its identification at some future 
time when the ownership may have changed. Once a copy of a 
tract was seen, no search was made for additional copies of the 
same book, but if more than one were seen, reference was made 
to all the copies examined. Books have been considered unlocated 
when no copy is known, or when the only known copy is in an 
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inaccessible place, such as the Pulkova Observatory; bu~ in such 
cases the existence of the so-called " inaccessible " copy was rioted. 

Title-pages have been copied exactly, although the original form 
of printing was not retained. That is, a capital letter has been used 
at the beginning of every word which begins with a capital letter 
on the original title-page, even when the whole word is capitalized 
or written in small capital letters on that title-page. No attempt has 
been made to show capital~ appearing within a word, nor to indicate, 
the ends of lines on the original pages, nor to reproduce italics from 
the originals. Diphthongs have been written out but abbreviations 
have usually been retained. If the printer's name or the date or place. 
of publication was· given in some part of the treatise in question 
other than on the title-page, that information has been quoted, 
and the source indicated. The method of citing titles also applies 
to quotations from other parts of the book. In all quotations from 
titles or text the original spelling is retained. Leaves have been 
referred to by number even in cases where the nu,mber ~as not 
printed on the leaf, as was usual with the fourth leaf of a quarto 
signature and not unusual in other instances. 

Most of the bibliographical info~mation given here was not 
contained in the original bibliography,1 which was scarcely more 
than a list. However, in numbering the items, the ii.umbers used 
in the first bibliography have been retained. This has nece:5sitated 
the placing of square brackets around the numbers of items now 
seen not to belong in a bibliography of tracts dealing specifically 
with the comet of 1577. Retaining the old numbers has also made 
necessary the use of numbers with letters for tracts which have 
been added to the first bibliography;in order to retain the alpha
betical arrangement, by author, which has beeQ used. 

In this bibliography, books have been described by the signa
tures, that is, by the way the printed sheets are folded. Thus a 
folio is a book in which each signature has two leaves; a quarto 
one where there_ are four leaves in a signature ; an octavo one with 
eight, and so forth. This is the measure which can be uniformly 
applied to all books here described, whether they were seen in 
photostat or in actuality. However, because of the present tendency 
to describe a book by its size, and because a better picture of a 
book can thus be given, the height of each book has been noted 

1 See Hellman. 
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where possible, although no attempt was made to collate these 
sizes with the current uses of the appellations quarto, octavo, etc. 
Measurement failed in the case of books which have been cut down. 
Those books of which only photostatic copies, without a scale, 
have been seen (:aiUlot be described by size. In the case of unlocated 
books it was necessary to use the title and description given in 
the source whence the· title was taken. These sources are not 
always clear as to the meanings of terms such as quarto. 

The abbreviations used for references are those which have been 
used throughout;. this dissertation and can be found in the index 
of references. 

Andrea, Jacob 
According to Janssen, VI, 441, citing Weber's Anna 

von Sachsen, (no date), the Elector August' of Saxony, 
because of the "terrible sign of God's wrath", had 
Sel~eccer and Jacob Andrea write a church prayer and 

· distribute it in all parishes. No record has been found of 
a separate prayer by Andrea although the prayer by 
Selneccer is listed below in this bibliography. 

Anonymous '. 
1 Astrologische Beschreibung des erschrecklichen langk

sChwantzigen und ungehorten Cometen im November 
cies 77· Jares .• bei uns erschienen. 

Not located. Houzeau, 56o5 
Desc;ription: The volume is a quarto printed in Witten
berg· in 1578, Houzeau said that it had been wrongly 
attributed to Cardan. Possibly the work is the same as 
item 47, by Groplerus, for the following three reasons: 
1. the part of the title of 1 which is given by Houzeau 
is part of the title of 47; 2. both works were printed in 
Wittenberg in 1578; 3· Cardan's influence is attested on 
the title-page of 47· See the title and description of 47· 

I a Brief discours sur la signification veridique du [sic] 
comete apparu ... le Id' novembre 1577· 

Not located. Delambre (1821), II, 537 
Description: Delambre's sole comment concerning tliis 
work was " Fatras ridicule." 
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Ib Declaration sur Ia comette qui a este veue en Allemagne 

en l'annee 1577 au moys denovembre, traduicted'Alleman 
en Fran~Yois. A Lyon, par Benoist Rigaud, 1578. 

Not located. Baudrier, Ill, W. 
' Description : This item is an octa~o of eight pages ~d 

was printed in Lyons in 1578 by Benoist Rigaud • 
. Baudrier referred to "Cat. Renard, Lyon, Brun, 1884. 

no 879 ". 
1c Ein Erschreckliches Wunderzeichen. Von eim grausam

en Fewer, So am Himel gesehen ist worden, im Landt 
zu Preussen in der stat Dantzig, V nd · vmbher .•. {at 
end: Erstlich Gedruckt zu Konigsberg in Preussen. 1577.) 

Not consulted. Weller (1862-4),· II, 436 no. 593, 
where mention is made of a copy in Berlin 

Description: This tract is called an octavo of four leaves. 
It may or may not refer to the comet of 1577._. 

Id Ein kurtze erinnerung, von dem Cometen, S!j) aufE den 12. 
tag Novembris des 1577. Jars zu Augspurg erschinen, 
und erstmals gesehen worden. Zu Augspurg bey Bar
tholme Kappeler Brieffmaler, im kleineri Sachsen 
Gesslein. 

Not located. Weller (1857-8), 324 .. \ 
Description : This is a folio sheet with a colored woodcut 1 

showing the comet over a city. No date wai given but 
Weller assigned the item to 1577. -

2 Kurtze Beschreibung des grossen Kometen von 1577. 
Von zwei Liebhabem. · 

Not located. Carl, 53 .) 
Description: This item was printed in Nuremberg in 1577. 

2a The Blazoning of a Comete or Blasing Star, &c. 
Not located. Referred to (by Twjne ?) on the.verso 
of Aw of item 105a 

Description: This pamphlet probably dealt with the 
comet of 1577, but the phraseology used by Twyne does 
not rule out the possibility that the pamphlet consid
ered a comet in the abstract. 

2b Newe Zeitung I Von dem Cometen 1. So jetzt im 
Nouember dieses 1577. Jares I vast in aller Welt. 
erschienen I vnd sonderlich wie derselbig im Obemlande 
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zu Aussburg vnd N urmburg ist gesehen worden I auch 
der ordts der Gelarten bedeutung vnd beschreibung 
desselbigen I kurtz verfasset. 

Crawford library; photostatic copy, C.U.L. B523.6 N44 
Description: This pamphlet is probably a quarto of one 
signature. The second and third leaves are lettered Au 
and Aw and the other two leaves are unlettered. As the 
available photostatic copy has no scale attached, the exact 
height of the book cannot be given here. However, the 
Crawford Library photosta~ usually retain the size .of 
the original, and .a page on the photostat measures 17.8 
em. The pages are unnumbered. The volume was printed 
in German, probably in 1577, when it would have been 
salable, but no date nor place of publication nor printer's 
name is given. A section of the book beginning on Au 
describes the comet seen in Nuremberg in November of 
the current year (1577) which would indicate that the 
book was printed in Nuremberg in 1577. On the title
page is a woodcut of a comet, labeled the comet of 1577, 
and beneath it is the legend " Et nunquam terris specta
tum impune Cometen.", which can be compared with the 
citations in items 12, 33, So, and 91. 

2c Neue z~yttung von dem Cometen, So jetzt im Nouember 
' ruses ain Tausent Fiinff hundert Syben vnd Sybentzigk 

Jars erschinnen, vnd beschreibung der bedeiittung des
selbigen. (last page: Gedruckt zu Landsshuet, durch 
Martinus Apianus.) · 

Not consulted. Weller (1872), 248; Schottenloher, 
IV, 378. There is a copy in Munich. 

Description: Weller described the work as a quarto of 
two leaves, with a poor woodcut on the title-page and 
equally poor printing. He said that no date of publication 
is given; but both he and Schottenloher assign&d the work 
to the year 1577. 

2d Newe Zeytung von dem Cometen, So jetzt im Nouember 
dises 1577. Jars erschinen, vnd beschreibung der bedeutung 
desselbigen. (last page: Getruckt zu Augspurg, durch 
Valentin Schonigk, auff vnser Frawen Thor, vnd 
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bey Hanns Schultes Brieffmaler vnd Form~chneyder 
zufinden.) , 

Not consulted. Weller (1872), 248; Weller (x86o), 
• I • 

77; Weller (1857-8), 359-300. There ts a copy tn 

Zurich. 
Description: The title is taken from the first reference. 
Weller called this work another edition of 2c and as
signed 2d to the year 1577 although he· said that no 
date of publication was given. He desc~ibed it as a folio 
sheet with a woodcut of a comet and under this a town. 

2e 0 widzeniu Komety w tym ninieyszym. przeszlym Roku 
Panskim 1577 miesi~ca Listopada y G~udnia, od wiela 
ludzi widzianem ... Z Niemieckiego na 'Polskie pr~elozono. 

Not ··consulted. Wierzbowski, 1534; Estreicher, 
XXXII, 436. • There is a facsimile copy' in the Im- · 
perial University library in Warsaw. The original 
seems to have been lost. " 

Description: The title. is taken from Estreicher; The 
work is an octavo of eight leaves. Wierzbowski assigned 
it to the year 1577, although no date nor place of publi
cation seems to have been given in the work itself. 
Estreicher said " without place supplied ... "· but he gave 
Cracow as the place, Stan. Scharffenberg as ~the pub
lisher or printer, and 1577· as the approximate date. 
The verso of the title-page and the last page are blank. 
A literal translation of the title reads: " On the appear
ance of a comet in this current year of our Lord, 
1577, in the months of November and Dec~mber, seen 
by many people ... Translated from German into Polish.'~ 
Beneath the title and above the information about the 
translation is a quadrangular picture rep~esenting the 
comet with several stars around it; in the center, in the 
distance, there is a village; on the left side is an astrol
oger in cap and gown with a globe in his hand; on the
right side two men are conversing. On tqe seventh leaf 
there is a picture which represents, on top, the sun, stars 
and moon; a man with a staff in his hands points to the 
sun; on the right side another man wrapped in a cloak 
and hood grasps the pointing hand with his own right 
hand and with his left hand holds a mask in front of him. 
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2f. Verzaichnuss des Cometen, so im N ovemb: in disem 
77· jar zum ersten mal gesehen worden. Zu Nurmberg, 
bey Georg Macken, llluministen beym Sonnenbad. 

Not located. Weller (1857-8), 324 
Description: Weller said that no date was given for this 
item but assigned it to 1577· He said that it was a folio 
sheet with a colored woodcut showing the comet with 
a long tail and beneath this four onlookers and the 

_city of'Nuremberg. 
3 Vom Cometen I So jtzund in Latitudine Meridionali 

ascendente I de siindlichen \V elt zu einem zeichen 
GOttliches Zoms I vnd kiinfftiger Straffe sich ereugnet I 
kurtzer Bericht I an einen guten Freund schrifftlichen 
gethan I Durch einen Liebhaber der Astronomey vor-

. deudscht 1 vnd in Druck vorfertiget. 1577. 
R.A.S. 

Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures At 
to A1v. Only a photostatic copy without a scale was 
available. The verso of A., the title-page, is blank. The 
pages are unnumbered. The book was printed in German, 
probably in Germany, in 1577. No place of publication 
nor printer's name is given. There is a woodcut of un
certain meaning on the title-page. The same cut appears 
on the title-page of item 28 and a similar one on the 
title-page of 79b. Across the top of the cut are the dates 
1577 and 1578 and in the right hand comer is a comet. 
Beneath the date 1577 is a face completely filled and 
beneath the date 1578 is a similar one mostly in outline, 
filled in to the mouth. The lower part of the cut shows 
four figures, two fully clothed, one of which is on horse
back, and two skeletons holding what might be a balance. 
Beneath the woodcut is the following quotation from the 
first chapter of Zephaniah: " Zur selbigen zeit wil ich 
heimsuchen die Lqute I die auff jren Hefen ligen I vnd 
sprechen in jhren hertzen I Der Herr wird weder guts 
noch hoses thun. Vnd sollen jre Guter zum Raub werden 
I vnd jre Heuser zur \Vusten. Sie werden Heuser bawen 

· I vnd nicht drinnen wonen. Sie werden \V einberge 
• pflantzen I vnd keinen W ein dauon trincken. Denn des 
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Herrn grosser Tag ist nahe I Er · ist nahe I ynd eilet 
sehr." On the last page, the book is dated St. Catherine's 
d~l~ . 

3a Von dem Cometen I So jetzund in Latitudine Meri
dionale ascendente 1 der Suudlichen \Velt zu einem 
Zeichen GOttliches Zoms I vnd kiinfftiger Straffe sich 
ereugnet I kurtzer Bericht I an einen guten Freund 
Schrifftlichen gethan 1 Durch einen Liebhaber der 
Astronomey verdeutschet I vnd in Druck -lerfertiget. 1578 •. 

Nationalbibliothek Wien, 72 t 145 (18) 
Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures At 
to A1 ... Only a photostatic copy without a scale was avail
able. The verso of A~, the title-page, is blank. The pages 
are unnumbered. The book was printed in ,German, 
probably in Germany, in 1578. No place of publication 
nor printer's name is given. There is a woodcut on the 
title-page, which might represent the Last Judgment. 
It is not the same woodcut as that on the title-page of 
number 3· However, the same quotation from Zephaniah 
is given on both title-pages. The title is the same as that 
of number 3, except that the words " Von dem " appear in 
number 3a whereas the contraction " Vom" is used in 
item 3· The spelling and division of words is slightly differ
ent. The text of number 3a is the same as the text of item . 
J. Occasionally words are spelled differently in the two 
editions. The type used is very different. The lines in 3a 
are slightly longer, but there are fewer per page. Although 
there are the same number of pages i!j both, the pages 
start on different words. Because of the difference in type 
and arrangement and because of the use of a different 

t woodcut on the title-page, it seems unlikely that the 1578 · 
copy was printed by the printer wbo made the earlier one. 

3b Von dem Cometen, welcher in Nouemb. 1577. erschinen 
observ. in Leipzig. 

Not located. Weller (1857-8), 215 
Description: Although no year was given, Weller or his 
source assigned the work to 1577, and called it a quarto 
with one woodcut, printed in Augsburg. 
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JC Warhafftige Beschreibung I Was sich zugetragen hat I 
vo Kriegen I Vngliick I Wunderzeichen I zwischen der 
zeit Ida der Comet I Anno 1577· erschienen I Vnd wie 
viet Cometen gestanden haben I Von der allgemeiner 
SiindButh an I. hiss auff die jetzt zween brennenden 
Cometen I Anno. M.D. LXXX ••• Gedruckt Anno 1581. 
{at end: Getruckt zii Collen, Durch Nicola urn Schreiber.) 

Not located. van Someren, no. 3o6 and plate 
Description : On the title-page above the date of publi
cation there is a woodcut, with a legend, of two comets 
in 158o. The. pamphlet is a _quarto 'of eight unnumbered 
pages printed in Gothic type. It is a moot point whether 
a tract with the above title should be included in a biblio
graphy on the comet of 1577 . . . 

Archidamus 
See Crespin-

Arma, Giovanni Francesco {or Johannes Franciscus) 
4 De significatione stellae crinitae. 

Not located. Houzeau, 56o6. 
Description: According to Houzeau this is a quarto and 
was printed at Turin in 1578 in Latin and Italian. 

1B. I. T. 
See 79b 

Baldinus, Bemardinus 
[5] De stellis, iisque quae in stellis et in numina conversi 

dicuiltur homines. 
Not consulted, BN. V 7744(3) ; Houzeau, 165; 
Lalande, 108-9; Scheibel, 11 1 

Description: The title is given above as it appears in 
Houzeau. Schiebel wrote " qui " in· place of .. quae " in 
the above title. The volume was described by the B.N. 
catalogue as a quarto of fifty-two pages. Scheibel listed 
the work under publications for the year 1579 and gave 
the following information, which probably appears on 
the title-page : "Ad Io. Thorn. Odescalcum et Galeat. 
Brugoram, Senatores regios. Venetiis, ex officin. Domin. 
et Ioh. Baht. Guerreorum." The sources seem to agree 
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that the book was printed in Latin verse at Venice in 
1579· Scheibel did not list it with comet writings and 
Houzeau listed it under the heading "Astrolatrie, M~hes, 
Images, Symboles" and not under works on comets. It 
probably do~:s not deal with comets but with those per
sons in Greek mythology who, after death, became stars or 
gods. It is included in the present bibliography because 
it was included in the original bibliography published in 
Isis in 1934 (Hellman) and can be excluded only with 
this note of explanation. . 

Bariona, Laurentius· 
See [Johnson, Laurence] 

Bazelius, Ant. 
[6] Descriptio cometae qui die 14 nov. IS77· appiruit. 

Not located. Carl, 53; Lalande, 107 
Description: The book was printed in Antwerp in 1578. 
The title is given above as it was given by Carl. Since 
perusal of the usual references has yielded no infor
mation conce~ning Ant. Bazelius and the only clue to 
his identity is the title of [6] given by Carl and Lalande, 
who did not describe the book, it seems likely that they 
erroneously called Nicolaus Bazelius by the name Ant. 
and that number [6] is identical with number 7 and 
possibly number 10 of this bibliography. (See below.) 

Bazelius, Nicolaus 

7 Descriptionem Cometae, qui apparuit an. CI:>. I:>. LXXVII: 

XIV. Novemb .. una cum Prognosticis novis anni calami
tosissimi co. I:>. LXXVIII. Excudit Antver. Henr. 
Henricius, 1578. 

Not located. Bib. Belg. Val~rii Andreae, 678-9 · 
Description: This work may very possibly be the same 
as item 10. The accusative ending of "Descriptionem" 
is due to the fact that the title is the object of the verb 
in the sentence Andreas used to tell what Bazelius wrote. 
The title is similar to that of item IO, except for order. 
This change in order might be due to Andreas' aesire 
to put the most important part of the title first, adding 
the rest as an afterthought. .. 
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8 Een nieuwe Prognosticatie II vanden wonderlijcken ende 
II ellendighen Jare ons Heeren 15;8. II Midsgaders de 
beschryuinghe vande Comete des voorleden Jaers. II 
Ghecalculeert by M. Niclaes Bazelius, Medecijn ende 
Chirurgijn ordinaris der stede II ende Casselrye van 
Sinte VVinox-Bergen in VVest-Vlaenderen. II (Figure 
sur bois: la comete.) 

iT' Antwerpen, II By Heyndrick Heyndricksen I op onser 
Vrouwen Kerchof I II inde Lelie-bloeme. II 1578. II 

Not located. Bib. Belg. Gand, series ·2, v. I, B 314; 
Petit, I, 33 

Description: Nijhoff (Bib. Belg. Gand) described the 
volume and its contents as follows, comparing items 8 

. and 9 : "In-4", sign. Aij~Cij [Ciiij], 12 ff. non chiffr. 
Car. goth. 

" N'ayant pas eu sous les yeux la traduction flammande, 
quand rlous avons Merit celles en franc;ais et en latin, 
nous avons suppose, a bon droit, que la traduction 
flamande pourrait bien differer des deux autres. Cette 
supposition se verifie completement en. ce qui conceme 
le texte, qui est du tout au tout different. 

" Dans le prologue, !'auteur parte des eclipses solaires 
et lunaires. des annees 1556, 1558, 1500, 1565 et 1567. 
Celie de l'annee courante (26 sept. 1577) d~assera, dit
il, uans ses consequences terribles, toutes les autres. 11 
relate ensuite les consequences qu'ont eues les cometes 
des annees 1527, 1530, 1531, 1532, 1533· 1538, 1539. 
1556, 1558, 1569 et 1572, pour s'occuper de celle de 1577 
dans quatres chapitres, intitules: ·1·, Vanden tydt, open
baringe, ghedaente, plaetse, loop ende beteeckenisse van 
deser Co-Il mete ofte ghebaerde Sterre.ll ; 2", Vande cause 
materiale van deser Comete ende ooc van all andere 
••• ; 3", Traiectiones & Crinitae (inquit Ptolomaeus) 
secundas partes. in Iudicijs habent ... ; 4", In wat 
Landen, Steden, ende subiecten, dese Comete haer.hin
derlijcke beteecke- II ninghen wtdeylende is. II . Dans 
ce demier chapitre, !'auteur dit notanunent (£. Cij r"): 
••. ick vreese grootelijcx dat in dit alderellendichste 
iaer I seker onde (sic, per oude) Prophetie vol II com-
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men sal wesen I de welcke ouer vele iaeren aengaende 
den Staet van ••• Vlaenderlandt I in een oudt tafereel II 
binnen de Stadt van Brugge inde Abdye vanden Eeeck
houtte in parckemente be= II schreuen, ende geschildert 
gheuonden gheweest is I het welcke langhe van te voren 
II vanden •.• H eer Lubert H au· = II schilt ••. ghemaect. 
ende ghepropheteert was . H et welcke wy figuerlijck soo 
II wel als schriftuerlijck hebben willen by voegen .•• 
(Voir notre article : Lubert Hautschilt, imago Flandriae). ! 

"A la fin: Typis Radaei., et l'approbation: In dese 
· Prognosticatie ••• is niet begrepen dat teghen_ die Hey

lighe Catho = II lijcke • •• Religie is, aengesien dat 
daer = II in nae de conste der Astrologie, ende loop des 
H emels II neerstich gheprocedeert is, mde niet voor seker 
a/fir= II meert ...• Tot 4ntvverpen, den xvij. dach Febru
arij, int Iaer 1578, II H. Henrick Ziberts van Dunghen, II 
S. T. D. Lib. Cens. II 

" Les gravures sur bois sont celles qui ont servi pour 
les editions latine et fran<;aise." (This implies that the 
Latin and French editions appeared before the Flemish.) 

It was not unusual for a censor to commend a book as 
not offending the pious. Gemma's work (item 43) was 
similarly commended. 

9 Prognostication II nouuelle, de cest An calamiteux 15;8. 
II Auec description de Ia Comete veue Ie 14. II de 
Nouembre en l'an passe. II Par M. Nicolas Bazel, Medecin. 
& Chirurgien de II Bergues S. Winoch, en Flandres. II 
Auec vne Prophesie fort vieille, nagueres trouuee a II· 
l'Abbaye vanden Eeeckhoutte a Bruges. (Fig. sur bois : 
la comete.) . 

A Anvers. II Chez Henry Heyndricx, au ~emitiere ~ 
nostre Dame, II ala fleur de Lis. I578.11 

Not located. Bib. Belg. Gand, series I, v. 2, B 27; 
Petit, I, 33 

Description: As in the case of item 8, above, the descrip
tion is Nijhoff's (Bib. Belg. Gand). "In-4°, sans 
chiffres, sign. A2-C2 [ 4], 12 ff., dont le dernier porte 
au v• : Typis Radaei. II 
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"Cette plaquette 'tres rare est illustree de 4 planches 
t• la comete de 1577 (sur le titre); 2" les effets de Ia 
comete du 14 nov. 1577 (ro du :ze f.); 3" une planisphere 
celeste et 4 figg. astronomiqueS indiquant les mouve
ments de la comete de 1577 (VO du :ze et rG du ~ f.); 4° 
figure allegorique : Ia Flandre representee par une femme 
nue allaitant deux loups et entouree des douze villes de 
Flandre figurees par autant de portes fortifiees ( VO du 
IOC' et ro du ue f.). Cette demiere planche est probable
ment une reduction de l'lmago Flandriae, que Jean Otho, 
de Bruges, fit paraitre vers 1575 •.• " · 

10 Prognosticon nouum, Anni huius calamitosissimi 1578. Cvm 
descriptione Cometae visi 14. N ouembris anni elapsi. 
Autore D. Nicolao Bazelio, Bergensium D. Guinochi 
Medico Chirurgo. Antverpiae. Apud Henricum Hen
ricium, ad coemiterium B. Mariae, sub Lillo. 1578. 

B.N. res. P. v. 49; B.M. T 1753 (12) 
Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures A, 
to C ... The B.N. copy is 1g6 mm. high, but the B.l\1. copy 
has been cut down. The pages are unnumbered. On the 
title-page is a woodcut of the comet pictured under the 
symbol of Saturn. The verso of A1 is blank. On the recto 
of Au is a very elaborate symbolic picture with the caption 
"Vltionem capiam, & visitabo in virga, iniquitates eorum." 
It pictures a comet and its accompaniments, the ven
geance of God, such as the death of many, probably the 
result of plagu~; the siege of a city; war and inundation. 
These effects were not considered necessarily due to the 
particular comet of 1577. However, Nijhoff (see item 9 
above) seemed to think so. The verso of Au and the 
recto of Am have one large figure with _four smaller ones 
near the comers. The large figure pictures the path of 
the comet on the celestial sphere from November 10, 1577 
to January 6, 1578. The four smalle~: ones pict_ure the 
comet's position when first seen on November 14, 1577, 
and six hours past the meridian on December I, 1577, 
December 13, 1577 and January 4, 1578. On the verso 
of C. and the recto of Cm is a circular figure, picturing 
in the center a woman nursing two wolves and about her, 
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as a border, twelve citi~ ·of Flanders, represented .by· 
twelve fortified gates. This illustrates a prophecy found 
in the monastery of Eeckhoute at Bruges. Nijhoff (Bib. 
Belg. Gand, series 2, v. I, B 32,) said that this" Latin 
edition corresponded exactly to the French edition (item 
9). He said that the figures are the same and on the 

, same pages and that the prophecy, mentioned on the title
page of the French edition, is the same in both editions. 
The Latin edition is dated at the end " Bergis D .. · 
Guinochi 6. Id. Ian. IS78" and the consent at the end 
reads and is dated as follows: " In hoc Latino Prognos
tico, quod diligenter & astrologice elaboratum est, nihil 
continetur, quod Sanctae Catholicae Rom. Ecclesiae Reli
gioni contrarium est, & dignum est, & vtile, quod im"' 
primatur & vendatur, & legatur, datum Antwerp, Die I7. 
Feb. Anno IS78.'' This, according to Nijhoff, is not the 
same in the French edition. The date of the consent and 
the name of the man who gave it are the same in the 
Flemish and Latin editions, although those two editions 
are not alike. The Latin edition, like the French, is 
marked at the end " Typis Radaei.'' Judging from the 
dates cited above and the state of the imprints from the 
plates, Nijhoff thought that the Latin edition was printed 
before the French one. Neve (Biographie Nationale •.. 
de Belgique, I, 742-3) said that Bazelius' tract on the 
comet of IS77 was written in French under the title, 
"Description de Ia Comete ... ", which may mean that 
Neve thought that the French edition was the first. 

de Billy, Himbertus 
I I Descrittione della Cometa, vista nel cielo alii N o:Vembre 

I577· 
Not located. Carl, 54; Struve, I, 787 

Description: The book was printed in Lyons· in IS8o. 
Carl and Struve gave the same title. 

I2 Description, Et Ample Discovrs prognostic du Comete, 
qui s'est monstre au cielle douzieme iour de Nouembre, 
mil cinq cens septante sept, enuiron les cinq heures 
du soir: & est esuanouy, & disparu le trentieme iour 

.. 
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de Decembre: & commencera produire ses effects vers 
la feste des Roys, en l'an 1578. qui dureront longuement. 
Par M. Himbert de Billy, natif de Charlieu en Lyonnois, 
disciple de noble Comeille de Montfort, diet de Block
land, &c .. A Lyon, Par Benoist Rigavd. 1578. Auec 
permission. 

B.N. V 21o83 
Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures A,. 
to D6• It is 153 mm. high. The leaves from A3 to D1 are 
numbered 2 to J4. The versos of A11 D, and D, and 
the recto _of D6 are blank. On the title-page is a wood
cut of a comet with its head between the directions 
" Occidens " and " Septentrio " and. its tail between 
"Oriens "and "Meridies ". The same cut was used on 
the title-page of item 78b. On the verso of A8 is a figure 
representing the sky at the hour of the comet's appear
ance, 5 o'clock on the evening of November 12, 1577. 
On D8 there is a printer's device. The book was printed 
in French in 157'8 by Benoist Rigaud at Lyons. It 
is dedicated to " Philibert de Chamoz, Seigneur de 
Fauerges, la Becherie, &c. Gentilhomme de la maison 
du Roy Catholique ... ", and expresses the author's 
desire to serve him. The dedication is dated from S. 
Amour, January I, 1578 and quotes "les Poetes" thus: 
lamais impunement on n'a veu les Cometes ", giving 
the keynote for the whole book. This quotation is from 
Pachymeres, 149 (book 3, chapter 23). It was quoted 
also on the last page of Dasypodius' book on the comet 
of I 577 (item 33, below; see also chapter V, above), 

:and on the title-page of Adelarius Praetorius' book (see 
item So, below). It was quoted in Italian by Rocca (item 
91, below; see also chapter VI, above). 

Bosius, J o. Andreas 
13 De Significatv Cometarvm Dissertationes et Jvdicia Doc

torvm Hominvm: collecta, emendata, & Cometomanticae 
nostri temporis opposita a J o. Andrea Bosio. Singulorum 
nomina ac seriem Indiculus praesationi subjectus indicabit. 
Jenae, Typis & Sumtu Georgii Sengenvvaldi, An. Chr. 
CO 0 CLXV. 

B.M. 532. e. 23 
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Description: The volume is a quarto with one unlettered 
signature followed by si~tures A1 to Z8• At the ~me 
this description is being written no measurements of 'the 
height of the volum~ are available. The pages, beginning 
on ~. are numbered from I to I8o. This indicates, al~ 
though the book cannot now be examined, that there 
are no signatures for three letters, probably J, U ... and W ·~ 

. The book was printed in Latin in Jena in I66S by Sengen
waldus. It is a compilation of previously printed works.· 
Pages I to 2I are the same as part II (pages 51 to 68), 
of item 34 (see below). Pages 23 to 54 are the same as 
item 37(5). Pages 55 to 131 are the same as pages 27 
to 97 of item 37, i. e. 37(3). The section 9n pages 132 
to the end is entitled "De Significatv cometarum excerpta 
e scriptis Doctorvm Aliqvot Virorvm." It contains sub
headings as follows: page 133 is headed "Jvlivs Caesar 
Scaliger Exercitationum Exotericarum de Subtilitate ad 
Hieron. Cardanum, anno CI::> 0 LVII. editarum, 
LXXIX, sectione II; "; page 134 is headed "Benedictvs 
Pererivs Valentinus Soc. Jesu Theologus Romanus libro 
II. Commentariorum & Disputationum in Genesin, sec
tione XCVI:". Beginning page 134 is a section entitled 
" E Simonis Grynaei, Medici & Mathematici Heidel
bergensis, libro de natura & significationibus Cometarum. 
De fine & Cometarum significatione, Caput XIV.", which 
is the same as chapter 14 of commentary 2 of item 37(6), 
pages 47 to 49· Similarly on page 'I36 begins chapter IS 
which corresponds to chapter IS of the second com
mentary in item 37(6) or pages 49 to 52; on page I40 
begins chapter 16 which occupies pages 52 (ntftnbered 
25) to 54 of 37(6); on page 142 begins chapt~r 17 
corresponding to the same chapter on pages 54 to 56 of 
item 37(6); on page 144 begins chapter I8 correspond
ing to. the same chapter on pages 56 to 58 of item J7(6). 
Chapters 19 and 20 are also given in both item 13 and 
item 37(6). On page ISO of item 13 begins a section 
entitled "Ex ejusdem Grynaei Judicio de Cometa· anni 
CI::> I:> LXXVII.", which starts" Ex dictis constat, ... " 
and is the same as the text from the middle of page 84 
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to the' end, pag~ 88;of item 37(6). The sections entitled 
as follows begin oo the indicated pages : page 154, " E 
Philippi M vlleri, Med. Lie. & Mathematum in Academia 
Lipsiensi Professoris, Commentatione Physicomathe
matica de Cometa anni CI:> D CXVIII. Caput XXII. 
De significatis Cometarum, & vi aspectuum C:oelestium."; 
page 157, "Capvt XXIII. Concertatio cum astrologis 
super iudido Cometarum."; page 159, H Thomas Fienvs, 
Medicinae Professor Louaniensis, in Dissertatione de 
Cometa anni CIJ 0 CXVIII. ad Libertum Fromondum, 
sub finem: "; page 173, "J o. Baptista Ricciolvs, So
cietatis J esv, Philosophiae, Theologiae & Astronomiae 
Pro.fessor Bon- ensis [poor printing makes this place 
nanie illegible. It should read "Bononiensis ".] , Almagesti 
noui, anno CO CLIII .. Bononiae editi, libro !IX. sectione 
·r. cap. V. numero XI."; page 174, "Petrvs Gassendvs, 
Diniensis Ecclesiae Praepositus, & in Academia Parisiensi 
Matheseos Professor regius, Physicae sectione II.libro V. 
Capite III:"; page 177, "Jacobvs Primerosivs, Medicus 
Anglus, libro II. de Vulgi erroribus in Medicina capite-
XXXIV: ". . .. 

Bovio, Zefiriele Thomaso 
l 14 Dechiaratione a [sic] confutazione dell' eccel. M. A. 

Raimondo intomo ~all' apparitione della cometa apparsa 
ali 9 Novembre 1577. 

Not located. Houzeau, 5595; Riccardi, II, 338 
Description: Both Houzeau and Riccardi called this work 
a quarto and said that it was printed in Verona in 1578, 
Riccardi citing the printer, "frat. dalle Donne". 

IS Trattato contra le sinistre opinione d' A. Raymondo et G. 
Mazaro in materia della cometa 1577. 

Not located. Houzeau, 55¢; Carl, 53; Lalande, 107 
Description: The title is given above as it was given by 
Houzeau, who called the work a quarto. It was printed 
in Verona in 1578. 

Brahe, Tycho 
15a An Answer to the Letter of a certain Scotsman, concern

ing the Comet in the year 1577. 
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Not located. Watt, I, I4Sq 

Description: This is very likely.:-th,e same item as zsb, 
cited below with its Latin title. ' 

15b Apologia Illustriss . .Viri Domini Tychoni& Brahe ~d 
Craigum Scotum De Cometis 

Not located. Reprinted in 1922 (Brahe, IV, 415-476) 
with notes (Dreyer, editor, IV, 515-521) , 

• ·• ilf, 
Description: Dreyer, editor, said that the work was 
written in 1589 and possibly printed at Uraniborg in 
1591. He knew of no copy of the printed work. 
There is an addition to this . work which bears the 
title Additamenta Ad Apologeticam Responsionem Ad 
Craigum Scotum De Cometis. It was first published 

• in 1927 by Dreyer (Brahe IX, 151-7); who took 
it from the manuscript Vindobonensi lat. 9737 f., and 
added notes (Dreyer, editor, IX, 320). For the corres
pondence between Craig and Tycho see Brahe, VII. 

[16] Tychonis Brahe Astronomiae Instauratae Mechanica 
Wandesbvrgi Anno ch. h. IIC. Cum Caesaris & Regum 

, quorundam Privilegiis (end of book: Impressvm Wan
desbvrgi In Arce Ranzoviana Prope Hamburgum Sita, 
Propria Authoris Typographia Opera Philippi De Ohr 
Chalcographi Hamburgensis Ineunte Anno M. D. IIC.) 

Not consulted; B.M. C 45 h 3; reprinted in 1923 
(Brahe, V, 1-162)' with notes (Dreyer, editor, V, ' 
317-327 

Description: The B.M. has the presentation copy to 
Thaddaeus Hagecius ab Hayek. The woodcut on the· 
title-page is similar to that on the last- page of item 20. 
The work does not deal with the comet of 1577 except 
with reference to the use of instruments. Thus, techni
cally, it does not belong in this bibliography_ and is 
included solely because of its presence in the original 
bibliography (Hellman). 

[ 17 Tychonis Brahe Astronomiae lnstavratae Progymnasmata. 
and Quorum haec Prima Pars De Restitvtione Motvvm Solis 
18] Et Lvnae Stellarvmqve lnerrantivm Tractat. Et Prae-

terea de admiranda Nova Stella Anno 1572._ exorta 
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luculenter agit. Typis lnchoata V ranibvrgi Daniae. 
Absolvta Pragae Bohemiae. M. DC. II. 

Reprinted in 1915-6. (Brahe, II and Ill) 
Description : The work is in three sections, the first and 
second appearing in volu;ne II of the collected works, 
and the third in volume III. The comet of 1577 is men
tioned only in passing (II, 379, III, 156, 228), and the 
work requires notice here only because of its presence in 
the original bibliography (Hellman). The Progymnas
mata was not edited in Tycho's lifetime but was printed 
in Prague in 1002, some of the copies bearing the imprint 
1003. Another edition appeared in 1610. The Progymnas
mata was supposed to form volume I of Tycho's monu
mental trilogy, volume II of which, on the comet of 
1577, was completed in Tycho's lifetime (item 20, below) 
and volume III of which, discussing the comet of 158o 
and later comets, was never finished, although much 
material on the comet of 1585 was published many years 
later ( 1867). The first volume, :Astronomiae instauratae 
progymnasmata, deals with the new star of 1572, but the 
additional researches necessary for reducing the observa
tions of that phenomenon involved considerable labor, 
and volume I was not completed until after volume II. 

[19] Tychonis Brahe Dani Epistolarvm Astronomicarvm 
Libri Quorum Primvs Hie Illvstriss: Et Lavdatiss: Prin
cipis Gvlielmi Hassiae Landtgravii ac ipsius Mathematici 
Liter~s, vnaq; Responsa ad singulas complectitur. Vrani
bvrgi Cvm Caesaris et Regvm Qvorvndam Privilegiis. 
Anno CIJ I.J XCVI. 

Not consulted. BM. 50.c.24; reprinted in 1919 
(Brahe, VI) with notes (Dreyer, editor, VI) 

Description: The work was printed in Uraniborg in 
1596. Although it mentions the comet of 1577 and 
observations thereof, it does not concern itself with them, 
but rather with observations of the comet of 1585 and 
star places, instruments and so forth. Its importance for 
a study of the comet of 1577 is due to the mention it 
·gives of the transmission of observations of that comet 
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to Tycho and statements as to who did and who did not 
observe it, but the book does not properly belong in! a 
bibliography of works on the comet of 1577. Letters which 
bear much more closely upon observations of that comet 
can be found in Brahe, VII (1924). 

20 Tychonis Brahe Dani De M vndi Aetherei Recentioribvs 
Phaenomenis Liber Secvndvs Qvi Est De Illvstri Stell:t 
Cavdata ab elapso £ere triente Nouembris Anni 1577, 
vsq; in finem Ianuarij sequentis conspecta. Vranibvrgi 
Cvm Privilegio. (last page: Vranibvrgi In Insula 
Hellesponti Danici Hvenna imprimebat Authoris Typo
graphus Christophorus Vveida. Anno 'Domini. M. D. 
LXXXVIII.) 

H.C.L. Astr. 310.5*; reprinted in 1922 (Brahe, IV, 
1-378) with notes (Dreyer, editor, IV, 4~5II) 

Description: The volume is a quarto with 8 unnumbered 
pages plus 465 numbered pages plus 3 unnumbered. 
pages. The information taken from the close of the book"' 
and included .above appears under a picture of a man 
writing on a celestial sphere held by a small boy, with 
the words, " Svspiciendo Despicio " spaced on either 
side of the picture. The first part of the work was written 
immediately after the disappearance of the comet and 
the book was completed in 1587. Several copies were 
printed in 1588 and widely circulated among Tycho's 
friends, but the book was not for sale until 1003 at 
which time the second edition appeared, with two addi
tional prefaces. These have been reprinted, in Dreyer, 
editor, or Brahe, IV, 494-7. The work was to be part 
two of the trilogy. Across the top of each two pages of 
the De Mvndi Aetherei .••• Phaenomenis o~e can read 
the words " Tychonis Brahe Lib. II. De Cometa Anni 
1577 ", bearing witness to Tycho's plan for his works. 
The De Mvndi Aetherei ..• Phaenomenis was printed in 
Tycho's own printing office and a title-page was finished 
before the book, but was not used. However, a facsimile 
of it is given by Dreyer, editor, IV, 491. It reads 
"Tychonis Dani De Novis Aetherei Mvndi Genera-
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tionibvs Hoc Aevo Conspectis Liber Secvndvs. Qvi Est 
De Stella Cavdata inge,nti, quae iuxta exactum trientem 
Nouembris Anni 1577• ·primum apparuit, & circa finem 
Ianuarij anni proxime sequentis videri desijt." 

The H.C.L. copy of this- work, one of those published 
in 1588, contains a picture of Tycho at the age of 40. 
The picture does not seem to appear in the other copies 
and was no doubt added when the book was rebound. 
The volume was nicely printed and contains excellent 
illustrations of Tycho's instruments (pp. 46o and 463). 
These, as well as the title-page and last page nave been 
reproduced by Dreyer. Dreyer also reproduced (chapter 
VIII of the De Mvndi Aetherei ••• Phaenomenis) the 
illustration of Tycho's system, clearly showing .the inter
secting spheres, and the illustration showing that part 
of the system in which the comet was found, namely the 
earlh at the center with the orbits of the moon and of 
the sun around it, and about the sun the orbits of Mercury, 
Venus and the comet, in that order, the comet being 

· shown in that part of its orbit which lies between the earth 
and the orbit of Venus. The book and its early editions 
were well described by Dreyer in his notes to his edition 
of it. He also discussed the dates at which it was written, 
deducing the evidence from the book itself. 

2oa De Cometa Anni 1577 (1578) 
Brahe, IV, 379-396 with notes (Dreyer, editor, IV, 

' 511-2) 
Description: This work is in German. The title seems 
to have been furnished in 1922, when the work was first 
published, although the book was written in 1578. Dreyer 
used the manuscript Vindobonensis lat. 1o68933, with 
reference to manuscript 1068932 from the same library 
(Vienna) written in Tycho's hand. The work is divided 
into ten sections the titles of which seem to be Tycho's 
own. 

20b Tychonis Brahe Dani Observationes septem cometarum 
ex libris manuscriptis qui Havniae in magna bibliotheca 
regia adservantur nunc primum edidit F. R. Friis. 
Havniae, 1867. 

' 
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Not consulted. H.C_.L. Astr Jo68.67; B.M. 8560.h.k2; 
Crawford library; reprinted in 1926, (Brahe,_ XIII, 
287-293) 

Description: The comets discussed are those of 1577. 
158o, 1582, 1585, I590· 1593· and 1596. 

Brunfels, Otho 
2oc Beschreibung des Cometen I so bey Vns in diesem D. ·M. · 

LXXVII. Jar 1 den xj. Nouemb. Erschienen ist I des 
.abens zwisschen Funffen vnd sechs vren I Mit anzeigung 
was da'rauff erfolgen sail. Sampt anzeigung etl1cher 
Cometen so an vielen ortern gesehen fur etlich hundert 
Jaren 1 vnd was nach einem jeglichen I fur ein straff 
dar auff erfolget ist. Durch D. Otho Brunfels. 

Karl W. Hiersemann I Leipzig, catalogue 647, n~ber 
268 (photostatic copy furnished by Hiersemanri) 

Description : The volume has four leaves,. the verso oJ 
the title-page and the verso of the last leaf being blank. 
It is probably a quarto, but there are no signature marks, 
and since only a photostatic copy without a scale ·was 
available, no accurate size can be given. Hiersemann called 
the volume a quarto. On the title-page there is a woodcut 
of a comet and the following biblical quotation, " Lvce 
XXI. Es werden Zeichen geschehen 1 an der Sonnen vnd 

. Mond I vnd Sterrien I Vnd auff Erden wird den Leuten 
bange sein I rc." On the recto of the last leaf, at the 
close of the book are the words ", Gedruckt nach dem · 
Norinbergischen Exemplar~" They imply that there was a 
previous edition of the book, printed in, Nuremberg. The 
date and place of publication of the edition undet: dis-. 
cussion are not given. Judging from the text, it is prob
able that it was written early in December 1577 and 
published soon thereafter. · 

2od Beschreibung des Cometen ... etc. 
Not located. A Nuremberg edition was implied at the 
close of 20c. 

Bucci, Agostino 
[ 2oe] a manuscript letter 

Preserved in the ducal archives of Anjou; Tiraboschi, 
VIP, 433 
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Description: The letter was written in Turin on March 5, 
1578 to Antonio Montecatino, who taught philosophy in 
Ferrara. This letter deals with the comet of 1577 and is 
included here because it might otherwise not be con
nec~ed with the material relating to the comet. 

Busch, Georgius 

21 Beschreibung I von zugehi:irigen Eigenschafften 1 vnd 
natiirlicher Influentz I des grossen vnd erschrecklichen 
Cometen I welcher in diesem 1577. Jahre erschienen. Zu 
Ehren I vnd gnedigem W olgefallen I Dem \V olgeboroen 
I vnd Edlen Herro I Herro Wilhelmen I der vier Graff en 
des heiligen Ri:imischen Reichs 1 Graff en zu Schwartz burg 
/ Herro zu Arostadt I Sundershausen vnd Leuttenberg I 
Meinem Gnedigen Graffen vnd Herro. 1577. Gestellet 
durch Georgi urn Busch I von N iirenberg 1 Biirgero in 
Erffurdt. Gedruckt zu Erffurdt I durch Esaiam Mechlero 
I zum bundten Lawen I bey S. Paul. 

R.A.S.; Nationalbibliothek Wien, 72 T 145 (22) 
Description: The book is a quarto with signatures A1 to 
D3 , but, since only photostatic copies without scales have 
been available, it is impossible to give the size. On the 
title-page, A1 , is a figure showing the comet and its path 
on the celestial sphere. The verso of A1 is blank. On the 
verso of B1 is a chart of the heavens showing the comet 
where it was first obsen:ed. The verso of B2 has a com
plicated chart of the sky portraying many of the different 
constellations and picturing the comet in many of its 
positions along its path. The book was printed in Erfurt 
(Doppelmayr, * * 3, says Frankfort) in German in 
December 1577 by Isaiah Mechler and dedicated to 
William, count of the Roman kingdom, with many 
other titles as stated on the title-page. The dedication is 
dated December I, 1577. The R.A.S. copy has three pages 
of manuscript notes at the end. 

22 Von dem \Viirckungen des Cometen 
Not located. Carl, 53 

Description: Carl gave Erfurt and 1577 as the place and 
date cif publication. 
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Caesius, Georgius , . i 
23 Catalogvs, Nvnqvam Antea Visvs, Omnivm Cometarvm 

Secvndvm Seriem Annorvm A Dilvuio conspect:orum. 
vsque ad hunc praesentem post Christi natiuitatem 1579 
annum, cum portentis seu euentuum annotationibus, & 
de Cometarum in singulis Zodiaci signis, effectibus : ex 
quibus prudens lector posthac facilime de· quouis Cometa 
iudicare poterit, &c. ex multorum Historicorum, Philo-· , 
sophorum & Astronomorum, quorum praefatio mentionem 
facit, scriptis, memoriae causa, & propter alias multiplices 
vtilitates, plurimo lahore & diligentissima inquisitione 
collectus, & dedicatus Amplissimo, Prvdentissimoqve 
Senatvi Inclytae Reipub. Noribergensis, a M. Georgia 
Caesio Pastore In Oppidvlo Leutershausen : Et -eiusdem 
ludicium de Cometa nuper in fine anni 77· elapsi viso. 
(last page: N oribergae Excudebat V alentinus Furmannus. 
Anno. M. D. LXXIX.) . 

B.M. 856o. · aa. 32; C.D.H., incomplete copy com
pleted by photostats from B.M. 

Description: The volume is an octavo and is 157 mm. 
high (C.D.H. copy) or 153 mm. (B.M. copy). It has 
signatures A1 to Kuu. There is no signature J. The pages 
are unnumbered. The versos of the title-page and of Kut 
and the recto and verso of K 11u are blank. Ku is wrongly 
marked 10 • The C.D.H. copy misses signature K. and, 
in that copy, towards the close of the book many of the 
key phrases and beginnings of paragraphs are underlined 
in ink. The Latin edition is substantially the same as 
the German edition discussed below. Both were printed 
in Nuremberg in 1579 although the preface of the Latin . 
edition is dated almost a year earlier than the preface .. 
of the German edition. · . 

24 Chronick I Oder ordentliche verzeichnuss vnnd beschrei
bung aller Cometen I von der algemeinen Simdfiut an 
I nach erschaffung der Welt 1656. hiss auff dis gegen
wertiges itztlauffends nach Christi vnsers Herm vii 
Seligmachers geburt 1579. Jar I vnd was darauff fiir 
zufell I straffen vnd -yerenderungen erfolget 1 von 
Kriegen I Theurung I Pestilentz I etc; Auch ein sonder- · 
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liche erkleriig vnd Exempel I _was der Cometstem durch 
aile 12. Himlische zeichen wirckung sey : Auss welchem 
der vemiinfftige Leser forthin von einem' jeden Cometen 

• leichtlich wi,rd vrtheilen konnen I rc. Auss vilen Scriben
ten mit sonderm fleiss vnd bedencken 1 ~uch auff das 
kurtzest zusamen gezogen I Durch 1\1. Georgium Caesium 
itzt zu Leutershausen. (last page: Gedmckt zu Niimberg 
/bey Valeutin Fuh~an. Anno 1579.) . 
. B.M. 8561. aa. 9; C.D.H. 
Description: The volume is an octavo and is 151 nun. 
high (C.D.H. copy) or 145 nun. (B.M. copy). It has 
signatures At to Tuu. There is no signature J. The 
verso of Tun is blank. In the C.D.H. copy the leaves 

• have been numbered in pencil from 1 to 148 and the 
date 1579 written on the title-page in indelible pencil. 
The Crawford library catalogue, 93 and 71, listed two 
copies, one of which has part of the title printed in 
red. Although the verso of the title-page of the Latin 
edition is blank, the corresponding page in the German 
edition bears a quotation from Isaiah. The prefaces are 
similar in the two editions, both beginning by dedicating 
the work, the Latin edition to "Amplissimo, Prvdentis
simoqve Senatvi Inclytae Rei pub. N oribergensis " and 
the German edition to George Frederick, Margrave of 
Brandenburg, and others. The preface to the Latin 
edition is dated from Leutershausen, June 26, 1578, and 
signed " V. Ampl. & prud. Reuerenter colens 1\I. Georgi us 
Caesius." and the preface to the German edition from 
the same town, June 3, 1579 and signed "Vntertheniger 
1 gehorsamer M. Georgius Caesius Pfarherr zu Leuters
hausen." In the German edition, the word "June" in 
the date is followed by the symbol for Mercury. The 
work is mainly a numbered list of comets and deals with 
the comet of 1577 scarcely more than with the earlier 
ones. However, it belongs to the literature on the comet 
of 1577 because it was a product of the furor created 
by that comet, and undoubtedly the hopes for the sale 
of the book were based on the interest aroused in the 
subject by the comet of 1577. 
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The first real difference between the ~o editions occUr-s 
after item 183 of the second section (comets after Christ), 
which in both editions deals with the comet of J545· 
Number 184 of the German editiori deals with· eclipses 
in 1547, number 185 with eclipses in 1551, and number 
186 with the comet of 1554. In the Latin edition~ the 
information about eclipses i~ included at the end of · 
section 183, and number r84 discusses "the comet of 1554· 
Five more comets are listed in both editions, numbered 
consecutively with the comet of 1554. In the German 
edition, fiery signs, a planet conjunction, and so forth, 
not numbered in the Latin edition, are listed as item 

' 192; .then the comet of 156<) and the star of 1572 are 
numbered in both editions, and the chasms of IS75 are 
numbered in the German edition but unnumbered in the 
Latin edition. The comet of 1577 is numbered in both 
editions. Both editions include a short discussion of a 
comet in May, 1578, and cite, as authority, Helisaeus 
Roeslin, the title of item 93, below, being given. The 
differences seem to be merely in numbering, as the 
material appears in both editions. The last section is 
similar in both, discussing comets resembling the differ
ent planets and appearing in the various constellations. 
The Latin edition closes with two short· non-scientific 
poems and the German edition with a quotation from 
Luther. 

Carnerarius, Ioachimus 

[25] De Eorvm Qvi Cometae Appellantvr, Nominibvs; Natvra, 
caussis, significatione, Cvm Historiarvm Memorabilivm 
Illvstribus exemplis, Disputatio atque narratio Joachimi 
Carnerarii Papeperg. edita. '1578. Lipsiae. (last page: 
Lipsiae Imprimebat Johannes Steinman. Anno M. D. 
LXXVIII.) 

C.D.H.; B.N. V 21o8o 
Description: The volume is an octavo and is 157 mm. 
high (C.D.H. copy). It has signatures A1 to' G8 and the 
pages are numbered from 2 to IIO from the verso of A. 
to the verso of G8• It was printed in Latin in Leipzig 
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in 1578 by Johannes Steinman. It has sometimes been 
wrongly catalogued, as in CaL Belg., 2584, under "Pape
berg". In the B.N. copy of this work, opposite page 2 

Js " Figura I pag. 4" which belong$ in Gemma's work, 
item 43, and opposite page 18 is " Figura 2. pag. 19 ", 
also from Gemma's work. These figures are not in the 
B.N. copy of GeJililla's book although they are clearly 
indicated in the text. • The figures do not appear in · the 
C.D.H. copy of Camerarius' book but do appear in the 
H.C.L. and C.D.H. copies of Gemma's. Since the items 
by Camerarius and· Gemma, together with other tracts, 
are bound in one volume in the B.N ., it is reasonable 
to suppose that when the volume as it now stands was 
first mad<; up, those two figures were wrongly placed.1 

The C.D.H. copy has no peculiarities except that the 
· upper right hand corner of the title-page was once folded 
· over and the lower right hand corner has a slight pencil 
mark. 

The work does not deal with the comet of 1577 but 
with comets in general. It first appeared in 1558.3 Its 
presence in the original bibliography necessitates its in
clusion here. There was also an edition in 1559, a copy 
of which belongs to C.D.H., and another in 1582, copies 
of which can be found in the Crawford library, the B.N., 
and the B.M. The B.M. catalogue also listed an edition 
for 1561 (possibly 1661) printed in Braunschweig, and 
Scheibel, 34-8, listed a Strasburg edition for 1561 in a 
German translation.-The book may have been reprinted 
in 1578 because of the interest in comets at that time, 
but nothing was done to bring it up to date or to include 

·material on the comet of 1577, the later edition con
taining nothing not already in the 1559 edition. Probably 
all the editions are substantially the same. The book was 
written by lo<~;chimus Camerarius, the Elder, who died in 

2 These statements concerning the B.N. copy were true in the summer o{ 
1931, but the book may have been rebound since then. 

3 Crawford library catalogue, 93 and 75; Scheibel, 27-9- These two sources 
said that the 1558 edition is an octavo of ninety-two pages. This can also be 
said of the 1559 edition (C.D.H. copy). Pingre, I, 209 mentioned the 1558 
and 1578 editions and said that the book was written in 1558. 
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I574. and it is possible, although not certain, that the 
I SiS edition was prepared by his SOD of the same name. 

Celichius, Andreas 
26 Christliche, Notwendige, Niitzliche vnd Theologische 

Erinnerung von dem newen Cometen. 
Not located. Carl, 53; Friedrich, 33; Lalande. I07; 
Scheibel, Ioi \' · . 

Description: The book ~ printed in Leipzig in I578-
The title is given above as it appeared in CarL Scheibel · 
described the book as a quarto of eight sheets and he and 
Lalande called it a new edition of the I577 work (see 
26a below). . • 

26a Christliche notwendige niitzliche und theologischo Erin
nerung von dem newen Cometen. Sampt einer Vorrede · 
D. Nicol. Selnecceri Superint. zu Leipzig. 

Not located. Scheibel, 96 
Description: This work was printed in Leipzig in I577· 
It. may be the same as item 98-

27 Theological Reminder of the New Comet. 
Not located. White, I, 190. 

Description: The book was printed in Magdeburg in 
ISiS. The title is given above as it was given by White, 
who may have translated it from the German before 
including it in the text of his book. This would make 27 
and 28 alike. 

28 Theologische erinnerung 1 von dem newen Cometen. 
Andreas Celichius Alt Merckischer Superintendens. 
Gedruckt zu Magdeburgk I durch Joachim \Vaiden I 
Anno 1578-

Nationalbibliothek Wien 72. T. 145 (8) 
Description: The volume is a quarto -with si~ Aa 
to Ety. Its size cannot be given because only a photo
static copy without a scale was available.· The verso of 
the title-page, A.a. is blank. The pages are unnumbered. 
On the title-page is a woodcut like that on the title-page· 
of item J, only larger, and similar to the cut on the title
page of 79b, showing the dates 1577 and 1578 and a 
comet. with the faces beneath the dates and the four 
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figures, two of which are skeletons, holding what might 
be a balance. The dedication to " Dem Edlen 1 Gestrengen 
vnd Ehmuesten J unckem I Dietericheu von der Schulen
burck I etc.''' was dated "Stendal 1 am andem Sontag 
des Abuents. Anno 1577." and was signed by the author. 
Ther~ are references in the margins, largely to biblical 
citations. 

Chytraeus, David 
29 De Stella lnvsitata Et Nova, Qvae Mense Novembri, 

anno 1572. conspici coepit. Et De Comato Sidere, Qvod 
Hoc Mense Nouembri Anno 1577. videmus. Commone
factiones in Schola propositae A Davide Chytraeo. Rosto
chii. Anno M. D. LXXVII. 

B.M. 532. e. 55 
Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures At 
to Ct... It is 187 mm. high. The pages are unnumbered. 
The verso of the title-page (A1) and the verso of Ct .. are 
blank. The printing on the title-page is uneven. The 
book was printed in Rostock in Latin in 1577. It deals 
with the nova of '1572 and the comet of 1577. The part 
dealing with the comet of 1577 is dated December 2nd, 
1577· 

30 Vom Newen Stem I Welcher Anno M. D. LXXII. im 
Nouember erschienen. Vnd vom Cometen I \Velchen wir 
im Nouember dieses lauffenden M.D. LXXVII. Jars 1 
vnd noch jtzund sehen. Erinnerung D. Davidis Chytraei 
in Latein gethan. Verdeudscht durch M. Iacobvm Prae
torivm Profess: zu Rostock. Cum Priuilegio. Gedruckt 
zu Rostock durch Jacobum Lucium. Anno 1577. 

C.U.L. 523.6 Z v. 2 (43); C.D.H. 
Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures At 
to D11• It is 192 mm. high (C.U.L. copy) or 181 mm. 
( C.D.H. copy). The pages are unnumbered The book was 
printed in Rostock in German by Jacob Lucius in 1577. 
It deals with the nova of 1572 an~ the comet of 1577. The 
preface is dated December 16,. 1577. The book is a trans
lation by Jacobus Praetorius of the book by Chytraeus 

· (item 29) and also includes a tract by Simon Pauli on 
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the comet of 1577. There is a \voodcut of a comet and 
some stars on the title-page. :r1re C.D.H. copy .is a dean 
copy bound in boards with a back mad~ of part of an 
old music manuscript. There are some handwritten. 
notes in ink, probably in Latin, at the top of the title
page and there are some marginal notes in ink on the 
recto and verso of C111, the verso of C,v ~nd the verso 
of D1• The author's name and the date and place of 
publication are written in pencil on the inside of 'the 
front cover. 

Codicillus, Peter 

30a Von einem Schrecklichen und W underbarlichen Cometen, 
so sich den Dienstag nach Martini dieses lauffenden M. D. 
Lxxvij. Jahrs, am Himmel erzeiget hat. (at end: 
Gedruckt in der Alten Sta..dt · Prag durch Georgium 
J acobum von Datschitz.) 

Not located. Weller (1857-8), 323 
Description: This work is a folio sheet with a colored 
wood-cut showing the comet in the night sky, with bf~ck
clothed men in the foreground guided by one man with 
a lantern. The sheet is signed " M. P~ter · Codicillus. 
Mit Ihrer Fiirstlichen Gnaden Antonij Ertzbischoffs zu 
Prage, ubersehung und bewilligung." No date was given, 
but Wdler assigned the work to I577· 

Creat, Johannes 

31 Kurtze Beschreibunge des Cometen 1 welcher ist gesehen. 
worden am Himmel Anno 1577. den II. Nouet)lbris I 
Auch von etlichen Wunderzeichen die vorher gegangen 
sein I zu trewer warnung an alle Christen geschrieben. 
Durch J ohan Creat: T. · 

N.Y.P.L. OAI p.v. 105 no. 1 I 

Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures A1 

to Bu. It is 191 mm. high. The pages are unnumbered. 
It was printed in German but no place nor date of pub
lication nor printer's name was given. It can be sur
mised that the book appeared either in December 1577 
or January 1578, because at a later date it would have 
had no value, due to the large number of similar tracts 
which appeared. On the title-page there is a woodcut 
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representing the comet of 1577 and beneath the cut the 
following biblical quotation from Joel, "Joelis Cap. 2. 
lch wil wunder geben I spricht Gott der Herr 1 am 
Himel I vnd auff Erden I nemlich Blut vnd Fewr 1 
vnd Rauchdampff I die Sonne in Finsternis 1 vnd der 
Mond in Blut verwandelt werden I ehe denn der grosse 
Tag des Herren komme." The tract was listed by \V eller 
(1857-8), 215 and by Koch (1907-1910), LXXXIII, 
53, n.J, the latter citing a copy in the Zittau library. 

Crespin, Antoine (called Archidamus or N ostradarpus) 
31a Av Roy. Epistre Et Avx Avthevrs De Dispvtation 

Sophistiqves De Ce Siecle sur Ia declaration du presage 
& effaictz de la Cornette qui a este commencee d' estre 
veue dans !'Europe, x. de N ouembre a cinq heures du 
soir I577· Assez veue & cogneue a tout le mode. Per M. 
Crespin Archidamus Seigneur de haute ville Astrologue 
de Frace docteur, & medecin Coseiller ordinaire du Roy, 
& de Monsieur, son frere vnique Dediee a messieurs de 
la ville C_ite & Vniuersite de Paris Ville cappitale de ce 
Royaulme. A Paris, Pour Gilles de S. Gilles, rue S. 
Nicolas du Chardonneret a l'enseigne de la come de 
Cerf, auec priuilege-general du Roy, suyuant Ia coppie 
de Poytiers. Auec permission de ·rAuteur. 1577. 

B.M. 1192.e.15.; ·photostatic copy, C.U.L. B523.6 C86 
Description: The volume has four leaves numbered to 
AuiJ and was probably printed as an octavo of which 
only the first eight pages were used. The pages are un
numbered and there are no blank ones. The book is 
163 mm. high, but seems to have been cut. It was printed 
in French in Paris in 1577. There is a woodcut of a 

• comet and two stars on the title-page. The work is dated 
(A111J v) from St. Denis, November 18, 1577. 

31b Av Roy. Epistre Et Avx Avthevrs De Dispvtation 
Sophistiqve de ce siecle sur Ia declaration du presage & 
effaicts de la Cornette qui a este commencee d'estre 
veue dans !'Europe IO. de Nouembre a cinq heures du 
soir 1577. Assez veue & cogneue a tout Ie monde. Par 
M. Crespin Archidamus Seigneur de haute ville, 
Astrologue de France, Docteur, Medecin & Conseiller 
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ordinaire du Roy, & de Mosieur son frere vnique; Dedie 
a messieurs de la ville Cite & Vniuersite de Paris; ville 
capitate de ce Royaume. A Lyon, Par Benoist. Rigavd. 
1578. Avec Permission. · 

B.N. Res. p.V. 20I; photostatic copy, C.U.L. B523.6 
C86I . . 

Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures A1 

to B8 • Only a photostatic copy without a scale has been 
available in preparing this description. The pages are 
unnumbered. The verso of the title-page (A1 ) and the 
verso of B3 are blank. On the title-page there is a wood
cut representing a globe, the sun, the moon and stars. 
On the recto and verso of A2 is a notice to the reader. 
The text commences on the recto of A8 and is addressed 
to the gentlemen of ·the city and university of Paris. 
On the verso of B2 the author addressed himself to the 
farmers and workmen, and on the following page to the 
queen. The text is in prose with a bit of verse inter
spersed. With the exception of differences in spelling, 
printing and an occasional word, the text, including the 
title-page, corresponds to that of ·Jia. The spelling in 
Jib is more modem than that in Jia. · ' 

JIC the first edition of Jla and Jib 
Not located. Mentioned on the title-page of Jia 

Description: It follows from- the title-page of· Jia that 
JIC was printed in Poitiers in 1577. 

Criigerus, Petrus 

J2 Theoremata exegetica de Cometis tam in genere ·quam in 
specie de tribus aevi nostri insignioribus, anno nempe 
1572, I577 et praeterito 1004 conspectis. ' 

Not located. Carl, 54; Struve, I, 550, 762 and 788 
Description : The book was prin~ed in Dantzic in. Ids. 
The title is given above as it appeared in Carl. 

Dasypodius, Cunradus 

J3 Brevis Doctrina De Cometis, & Cometaruln effectibus. 
Per M. Cvnradvm Dasypodivm. Argentorati Excudebat 
N. Vvvriot M.D. LXXVIII. 
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H.C.L. 24281.1; N.Y.P.L. Reserve . 
Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures a1 

toe,. or 40 pages. It is 182.5 mm high (Harvard copy, 
the top rimrgin of which probably has been trimmed 
since the tract is bound with four others) or 198 mm. 
high (N.Y.P.L. copy, bound in 1939). The pages are 
unnumbered. On the title-page there is a woodcut ~ an 
astronomical diagram for 6 P.M., November II, 1577, 
showing the comet. The versos of the title-page and the 
last page are blank. On the verso of a1• are three draw
ings representing three so-<:al.led varieties of comet, 
•• Stella Comata ", "Stella Barbata ", and "Stella 
Caudata ". The book deals with comets in general and 
with the comet of 1577 in particular. It was printed in 
Strasburg in Latin in 1578 by N. Vvvriot or Wyriot. 
The preface dedicates the book to " CL. V. Ioanni 
Sambvco, Caesareae Maiestatis Historico, atque Con
siliario" and was dated from Strasburg, February I, 1578. 

3Ja Von Cometen, vnd jhrer wiirkung. durch M. Cunradum 
Dasypodium beschriben. Gedruckt zu Strassburg bey 
Niclauss Wyriot. 1578. 

Not located. Blumhof, 23-4; Scheibel, 101; Schotten-
·loher, IV, 378; Wolf, III, 54; Lalande, 106 

Description: The title is cited from ~lumhof. The volume 
is listed as a quarto with four and a hal£ signatures, or 
two leaves less than the Latin edition. It seems to be 
merely a German edition of item 33· It was printed in 
German in Strasburg in the same year as the Latin 
edition, 1578, ~d by the same printer, N. Wyriot. 

Dybvad. (or Dybvadius or Dibaudius), Georg Christoph 
33b_En nyttige Vnderuisning I Om den Comet, som dette 

' · A~ 1577. in Nouembri, fprst sig haffuer Iadet see. 
· Bescreffuen ved Georgium Christophorum Dibuadium I 
Professor i den hellige S~rifft. Prentet i KiPbenhaffn I 
aff Andrea Gutteruitz I Anno M. D. LXXVII. 

Not consulted. Lund, University Library; Oslo, 
Deichm. Library; description and title from Nielsen, 

553 
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Description: The volume is a quarto of twenty-two leavJs, 
with signatures A to F2~ The printing measures I44X95 
mm. The book was printed in Danish in Copenhagen in 
1577 by Andreas Gutterwitz. There. is a woodcut of an 
astronomical figure on the title-page. On the second 
and third leaves there is a dedication to Frederick II, 
dated December 21, 1577~ The verso of the last leaf-. 
is blank. 

33c En· nyttig Vnderuissning I Om den Comet, som dette 
Aar 1577. in Nouembrj, f¢rst haffuer Iadet sig see. 
Bescreffuen ved Georgivm Christophorum Dibuadium, 
Professor i den hellige Scrifft. Prentet i Ki¢benhaffn 
I aff Laurentz Benedicht. Anno M. D. LXXVIII. 

Not consulted. Royal Library Copenhagen (2 copies); 
Skara, Stifts-o. Laroverks Library; title and d~scrip
tion from Nielsen, 554· The work is also cited in Bruun, 
II, 72; Lalande, 107; Poggendorff, I, 636; Scheibel,;
IOI-2; Stolpe, XI-XII. 

Description: The volume is a quarto of sixteen leaves 
with signatures A1 to D,. The printing measures 152 or 
1 55x97 mm. On the second and third leaves is the dedi
cation to Frederick II, dated December 21, 1577. The 
text begins on the recto of A,. The verso of the last leaf 
is blank. The book was printed in Danish in. Copenhagen 
in 1578 by Laurentz Benedicht. There is a woodcut of an 
astronomical figure on the title-page. 

33d Om Kometers Betydning Som Jaertegn I Fordums Dage · 
Genoptryk A£ J¢rgen Christoffersen Dybvads Skrift Om 
Kometen 1577 Holstebro Trykt Hos Niels P. Thomsen 
MDCCCCXXII 

John Crerar Library. •.' 
Description: This item was limited to 225.copi~s. There 
is a half-title-page, the title-page given above, .'~nd a 
title-page for the reprint. The reprint of the early edition 
has the title: En nyttig Underuissning,. Om den Comet, 
som dette Aar I577· in N ouembrij, j¢T:rt haffuer Iadet 
sig see. Bescreffuen ved Georgivm Christophorvm 
Dibuadivm Professor i den hellige Scrifft. Prentet i 
Ki¢benhaffn, aff Laurentz Benedicht. Anno M. D. 
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• LXXVIII. At the end is an essay of XIII pages, signed 
" Emil Selmar ", with the title: " Et Stykke Dansk 
Folkelitteratur Fra Det Sekstende Aarhundrede ". This 
essay contains a' comment on the original work. The 
text appears to be a reprint but not a reproduction of 
the 1578 edition, item 33c. The lining off of the title· 
page and the format of the reprint do not agree with 
those described by Nielsen, 554, and Stolpe, XI·XII. It 
is stated on pages XII to XIII of Selmar's essay that 
because the format was changed, the typographical ar· 
rangement of the reprint does not agree with the original. 
Neither is the title-page an exact reproduction. How
ever, the principles of sixteenth and seventeenth century 

· typographers were followed and sixteenth century letters 
were used. Moreover, Benedicht's printer's mark was 
used on the title-page, and the first page of the dedi
cation is framed in a border actually used at one time 
by Benedicht. 

' Dudith (Duditius), Andreas 
(34] Andreae Dvditii Viri Oarissimi De Cometarvm Signi

ficatione Commentariolvs. In quo non minus eleganter, 
quam docte & vere,' Mathematicorum quorund~ in ea re 
vanitas refutatur. Addidimus D. Thomae Erasti eadem 
de re sententiam. Basileae Ex Officina Petri Pern~. 

Anno 1579. 
C.D.H.; B.M. 532. e. 12 (2) 

Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures A1 

to I2 • It is 206 mm. high (C.D.H. copy). The pages from 
the recto of A2 to the verso of I2 are numbered from 3 

,. to 68. There is a printer's device on the title-page, A1 , 

and the verso of A1 is blank. The book was printed in 
Latin in Basie in I 579 by Peter Perna. The preface, 

_.by John Michael Brutus, occupies pages 3 to 12 and is 
dated " ex Arce Cracouiensi X. Kalend. Septemb. M. D. 
LXXIX." On pages 13 to so is the main body of the 
book, headed "Andreas Dvditivs Ioanni Cratoni S." and 
ending " Ex solitudine mea Pascouiana, apud Morauos, 
pridie Kal. Mart. M. D. LXXIIX." This section cor-
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responds to item 37(5), that is, to pages 167 to 196 bf 
37, not word for word, but closely. The opening sentence 
of the section starts with a woodcut initial, which is a 
different c4t although the same leher, in items [34] 
and 37· On pages 51 to 68 of item [34] is a section 
entitled " De Cometarvm Significationibvs Sententia 
Thomae Erasti V eris ac certis ex ipsa rei natura petitis 
argumentis probata." It is dated, at the close, January 
6, I 578. This section corresponds to ( 37) 1, that is, to 
pages I to 2I of item 37, but in it, too, whole phrases 
and sometimes the word order are different, The section 
in (34] is the second edition and that in 37 the third 
edition of that material (see ficheibel, I2I ff.). 

The book, although written because of the comet of 
1577, does not deal specifically with it, but is important 
in studying the state of cometary theory at the time of 
that comet. Technically it ·does not belong in this. 
bibliography. · ' 

The C.D.H. copy is a clean copy and is bound in 
boards covered by an old Latin manuscript. On the inside 
of the front cover is pasted the book-plate of J. L. E. 
Dreyer. 

[35] De Cometarum Significatione Cl. Virorum Andreae 
Duditii Commentariolus, & D. Thomas Erasti sententia. 
Elias Maior Vratislaviensis denuo edidit, & adjecit 
1ra.pa.~ol'o" • • • Breslae, Typis Baumannianis. Impensis . 
Davidis Miilleri, Bibliopolae Vratise. Anno 16I9. 

B.M. 8610. a. 26 
Description: The volume is an octavo with sig~afures A1 

to K8• It was printed in Breslau in I619. The recto and 
verso of Ka are blank. The pages are numbered from 
I to 140, from the recto of B1 to the "Verso of Ka. 
Pages I to 95 correspond to, item 34, thus ..forming the 
fourth edition of Erastus' writings on comets. This book, 
also, d'oes not deal with the com~t of 1577. 

Emmen or Emmenius, Gallus 

35a Beschreibung des Cometen, So im Abgelaufenen 1577. 
Jahr, den 12. Nov. gesehen ist worden, Beyneben seiner 
bedeutung vnd vermutlichen Wirkung, Aus wahrem 
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grundt der Astronomiae genomrnen vnd mit fieis durch 
Callum Emrnen lutrebocensem Medicinae "Doctorum 
gestellet. 

.. 
Not located. Koch (1907-1910), LXXXIII, 79, n. 2 

Description: The work was printed in Budissin (Bautzen) 
by Mich. Wolrab in 1578. It was dedicated to Christo£ 
·and Hans Haugolden, brothers from Schleinitz. 

~-Erastus, Thomas 

(36] De Astrologia Divinatrice Epistolae D. Thomae Erasti, 
lam Olim ab eodem ad diuersos scriptae, & in duos libros 
digestae, ac nunc demum in gratiam ueritatis studiosorum 
in lucem aeditae, opera & studio Ioannis Iacobi Grynaei. 
Basileae, Per Petrvm Pemam, M.D .. LXXX. 

C.D.H.; B.M. 718. f. 13 (2) 
Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures cr1 

· to cr, plus A1 to z, plus A~ to Hh,. It is 211 mm. high 
(C.D.H. copy) or 195 mm. (B.M. copy). The following 
quotation '£rom Origen, headed "Origenes.", appears on 
the title-page above the place of printing, " Si quis uestriun 
Mathematicorum delirameta sectatur, in terra Chal
daeorum est. Si quis natiuitatis diem supputat, & uarijs 
horarum momentorumq; rationibus credens hoc dogma 
suscipit, quia stellae taliter. ac taliterfiguratae faciunt 
homines luxuriosos, adulteros, castos, aut certe quodcunq; 

· eorum, in terra Chaldaeorum est lam quidam existimant 
ex astrorum cursibus Christianos fieri, &c. Hom. 3· in 
Ierem." B2 is marked B. There are no signatures J, U 
or W. The " 3 " in Aa., is backwards. The verso of 
the title-page, a10 and the recto and verso of Hh, are 
blank. The' pages are numbered from 2 to 236 from the 
verso of A1 to the verso of Gg2• There are several errors 
in printing the numbers. The index occupies the pages 

· from the recto of Gg3 to the end. The book was printed 
in Baste in 158o by Peter Perna, but the letters contained 
in it are all of a much earlier date. Joannes Jacobus 
Grynaeus was the editor. The first preface (recto of Clz 

to verso of a,) is dated 158o but the second preface 
(recto of A1 to verso of A2 ) is dated 1564 and the letters 
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-all seem to have been written before the latter date. There 
is the same printer's dev:ice on the title-page of [36] as 
on that of [34], and there are woodcut initials at the 
beginnings of the letters. The volume is divided into 
books one and two, book two starting on page 129, 

there being nine letters in book one and five in book two. 
These letters are not arranged chronologically. This work ' 
was included in the original bibliography but does not, 
belong in this one because it does not deal with th~ 
comet of 1577. Indeed, only letter XIII, pages 190 to 
201, is devoted to comets, and it was written in 1558. 

The C.D.H. copy is clean and can be distinguished by 
"N. 9·" written in black ink in the upper right hand 
corner of the title-page and by a blue pencil line under- · 
neath " Erasti " on the title-page. 

37 De Cometis Dissertationes Novae Oariss. Virorvm 
Thorn. Erasti; Andr. Dudithij, Marc. Squarcialupi, .. 
Symon. Grynaei. Ex Officina . Leonardi Ostenijt.· 
sumptibus Petri Pernae. M. D. LXXX. 

C.D.H.; B.N. V 8797 and 8798; B.M. 532. e. 12 (3)
. (6) 
Description: The volume is 200 trim. high ( C.D.H. copy). 

· It is a quarto with signatures * 1 to * 6 plus «1 ·to ex, plus 
{:11 to {:J, plus y1 to y, plus A1 to Y6 plus a. to 1~. y2 is 
marked A2 and 'Y" is marked A,.. There are no signatures 
J, U or \V. Leaf a3 is marked a6 • There is no signature 
j. The pages are numbered from I to Ig6 from the recto 
of «2 to the verso of Y1 • There are no pages 7 and 8 
although the text is continuous. Pages 28 and 29 are -
marked 38 and 39; 6o is marked 40; 67 is marked 77· 
Pages g8 to 104 are unmarked, 97 being the ·recto of' 
Kt and 105 the recto of L1 • Page 147 is marked 145. 
The verso and recto of S,. are unnumbered, and I66 
is the verso of S1 and 167 is the recto of T 1• Page 
190 is marked 192. The recto and verso of Y,. are un
numbered and new numeration starts with the new 
signatures, 3 being on a.. This numeration is continuous 
to the end, that is 88. Page 52 is marked 25. The recto 
and verso of • ,, the verso of K., the recto and verso of 
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s., the recto and verso of Y • and the verso of ~ are 
blank. On the verso of the title-page are indicated the 
various parts of the bOok as follows, 

"Judicium Tho. Erasti de Cometis. 
Andr. Dudithij Epistola ad Erastum de Squarcialupi 

sententia. 
SquarciaJupus de Cometis aduersus Erastum. 
Erasti aduersus Squarcialupum defensio. 
Dudithij de Cometis Epistola ad D. loan. Cratonem. 
Simonis Grynaei Commentarij duo, vnus de Ignitis 

Meteoris: alter de Cometarum causis." 

These parts have often been considered as separate books. 
In the B.M. copy the six parts are all bound together in 
the proper sequence, although the sixth part could very 
easily be nustaken for another and separate volume and 
the shelf marks imply four items. The B.N. copy is 
divided in two parts, bound separately, and apparently 
considered as two separate books. They have the catalogue 
numbers V8797 and V87g8. The first volume contains 
the first four parts and ends with the leaf S3• The 
letter to Crato, which should be on the leaves T 1 to Y •• 
is not contained in either volume. The second volume 
contains the sixth part. 

The book can be divided as follows : 
37(1) De Cometarvm Significationibvs Ivdicivm Thomae 
Erasti Medicinae in Scola Heydelbergensi Professoris. 

C.D.H.; B.M. 532. e. 12 (3); B.N. V 8797 
Description: This occupies leaf Gru plus pages I to 21. 
The verso of * 1 gives corrections. On the recto and verso 
of a1 is a preface to the reader. The treatise is dated 
January 6, 1578. The edition 37(1) is the third and cor
responds to the second part of [34]. 
37(2) Andreas. Dvdith. Caes. Consiliarivs, Thomae 
Erasto Philosopho, & Medico . Oarissimo, professori in 
Academia Heidelbergensis. P.D. 

C.D.H.; B.M. 532· e. 12 (3); B.N. V 8797 
Description: This occupies pages 22 to 26 and is dated 
the first of February, 1579, from Pascov. ("Ex secessu 
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~eo Paschouiano ". Evidently Dudith purchased an estate, 

· Paskov (or Pascow or Piskow), in the northeastern part 
of Moravia. See Rieger, II, 325; Zedler, VII, 1547; 
Zeiller, map opposite page 86. The town still exists.) 
37(3) De Cometa In Vniversvm, Atque De Illo. Qvi . 
anno 1577, uisus est, opinio Marcelli Squarcialupi 
Plumbinensis: Ad Ampliss. & sapientem virum Andream 
Dvdithivm, Caesaris Consiliarium. 

C. D.H.; B.M. 532. e. 12(3); B.N. V 8797 
Description: This occupies pages 27 to 97 and is dated 
from Pascov in 1578. There is an index to this section 
on the recto of K1 to the verso of K1, corresponding to 
pages 99 to 102, but unnumbered. Lalande,· 104, listed 
this item separately and said that it was printed in 1577. 
Lalande, 1 10, cited the whole of 37, so perhaps part three 
had been previously printed. . 
37(4) De Cometarvm Ortv, Natvra Et Cavsis Trac- · 
tatvs: In Qvo Aristot. sententia explicatur, & contra D.· 
Marcellum Squarcialupum Plumbinensem defenditur 
A Thoma Erasto Medicinae in Schola Heidelbergensi 
Professore. 

C.D.H.; B.M. 532. e. 12(4); B.N. V 8797 
Description: There is a bastard title-page on the recto of 
K4 , corresponding to page 103 but unnumbered. The 
verso of K4 bears a table of contents, which is not com- · 
pletely followed, is repetitious, and applies partly to the 
other parts of 37· The page headings (two pages together) 
for this section read " Thomae Erasti Defensio." The 
section is followed by a blank leaf, s4. 
37 (5) Andreas Dvditivs Ioanni Cratoni S. 

C.D.H.; B.M. 532. e. 12(5) 
Description: This occupies pages 167 to xg6 and is fol
lowed by a blank leaf, Y ,. It is dated " Ex solitudine mea 
Pascouiana, apud Morauos, pridie Kal. Mart. M. D. 
LXXIIX." The page headings (two pages together) 
read "Andr. Dvdit. De CorneL Signific." and the section 
is a later edition of the first part of item [34]. 
37(6) Commentarii Dvo, De Ignitis Meteoris Vnvs: 
Alter De Cometarvm Cavsis atque significationibus: 
Conscripti per Simonem Grynaevm Med. & Math. Ac-
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cessit eiusdem Observatio Cometae, Qvi Anno superiore · 
77· & ab initio 78 fulsit. Et Dispvtatio De Invsitata 
magnitudine & figura veneris conspecta in fine anni 1578, 
& ad initium cb b LXXIX. 

C.D.H.; B.M. 532· e. 12(6); B.N. V 8798 
Description: There is a bastard title-page on the recto of 
~. the verso of which is blank. The first part, containing 
a preface and twelve chapters, is on pages 3 (recto of 
aa) to 26. The second part, containing twenty chapters, 
is on pages 27 to 61. It is followed, pages 62 to 70, by 
observations. of Venus in December, 1578, by Simon 
Grynaeus and, pages 71 to 88, by his observations and 
opinion of the comet of 1577· 

Not all the separate sections of the book deal with the 
comet of 1577, but that comet undoubtedly was the cause 
of the publication of the volume as a whole, and the third 
and last sections bear directly on the comet. 
' On the recto and verso of * z is a dedication to Dudith 
dated March, 158o and signed by Erastus, and on the 
verso of *a a poem in Greek and in its Latin translation, 
praising Erastus. 

In the C.D.H. copy, the parts are all bound together, 
in tooled vellum, with Archangelus Mercenarius' De 
Pvtredine Dispvtatio .Aduersus Thomam Erastvm ••• 
(Basle, 1583) and Erastus' answer (Baste, 1583). The 
inside of the front cover bears the book plate of \V. H. 
Cortield. The fly leaf has " Charles V Emperor " and 
" Frederick I Elector of Sax." written in pencil on it. 
The title-page has "Sum. Francisci Pyalthasar. a Lindem 
Medii Alumn. Ao. 1702." written in ink on it. There are 
several marginal notes in pencil in the first twenty-six 
pages and on the verso of * ~· which do not seem to 
bear on the text. t 
Disputatio de auro potabile ... Adjectum est ad calcem 
libri judicium ejusdem authoris de indicatione comt.tarum. 

Not consulted. B.N. SO Te 131• 16 
Description: This work was printed in Basle in 1578 by 
Peter Perna. According to Scheibel, 121 ff., this repre
sents the first edition of Erastus' work on comets (that is 
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[34], 37 (1) ). This work is probably what Lalande 
referred to, page 108, when he listed the book " De · 
cometarum significationibus Judicium Thomae Erasti ", 
an octavo printed in,Basle in 1578. The worl!; was referred,' 
to by Wolf, Ill, 29, note 53· The B.N. also catalQ.gUed · 
a 1584 edition. As was stated above, under item [34]; 
this book does not deal with the comet of 1577. 

F., P. S. T. A. 
38a Petit Traite De La Natvre, Cavses, Formes, Et effects 

des Cometes. Par P.S.T.A.F. A Paris, Pour Lucas 
Breyer, Marchant Libraire, tenant sa boutique au second 
pillier de Ia grand' salle du Palais. 1577. 

B.M. 8561. aaa. 7; photostatic copy, C.U.L. B523.6 Fi 
Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures A, 
to Csv. It is 155 mm. high, but the upper margin seems 
to have been cut. The pages are unnumbered. The verso 
of the title-page {A1) and the verso of Csv are blank. 
On the title-page, under the author's initials is a 
decorative design. The book ends on the verso of Csu, 
Ctv holding merely a decorative design. The book was 
printed in French in Paris in 1577, the author's initials 
being given in place of his name. 

38b Traicte De La Natvre, Cavse, Formes, Et effects des 
Comettes, & de celle qui s'apparoist maintenant au Ciel. 
Par P.S.T.A.F. A Paris, Pour Lucas Breyer marchant 
Libraire, tenant sa boutique au second pillier de Ia grand' 
salle du Palais .. M.D. LXXX. 

B. M. 1192. e. 27; B.N. V 21101 ; photostatic copy, 
C.U.L. B 523.6 Fn 

Description: The volume is a quarto with signatUres A1 

to Csv. It is 16 em. high (B.M. copy), but the upper 
margin seems to have been cut. The pages are unnum
bered. Th(\ verso of the title-page (A1) ~nd the verso 
of Csv are blank. On the title-page, under the author's 
initials, is a decorative design, different from the one on 
the title-page of 38a. The book ends on the verso of Csu, 
Ctv holding merely a decorative design, the same as in 
38a. The book was printed in French in Paris in 158o, 
by the same printer who printed 38a. 
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Except for the title-page and a few minor differences 
in the fourth leaf of the first signature. items. 38a and 
38b are identical, even as far as the spacing of letters 
and as far as errors, such as " c ". for " e " in the eighth 
line of Bt v. The differences between the two books oo 
the recto of At. are as follows : 

Liru 1577 editio" 1580 editio" 
5th co1Illl13. after" vapeurs" semi-colon after .. vapeurs" 
6th "seche" "seiche" 
7th .. ramassee, "ramassee" 
8th ., aisee .. •aisee" 
8th "disposee" .. dissposee , 

.9th "i" "a" 
I 5th .. engedrees , " engendrees'" 

The differences on the verso of At. are as follows: 

Liu 1577 editio" 1j8o editio" 

7th "no" .. non" 
9th-1oth •• destinees '" " destinees ,. 
19th-20th .. veteuse, " venteu.se " 
20th "seche" .. seiche, . 

23rd "etheree" "etheree" 
"24th "suiette" "suiecte" 
28th "suyte" "suitte" 

Except for the fact that "venteuse " on the nineteenth 
to the twentieth lines is divided at the point where the 
difference in abbreviation occurs, the lines all end on 
the same letter. 

Fabricius. Paulus 

See item 83 
39 lvdicivm De Cometa, qui anno Domini M.D. L""'CVVL 

A 10. Die N ovemb: V sqve Ad 22. Diem Decemb: Vienna.e 
conspectus est. In quo varia de Cometarum natura & 
forma in genere breuiter tractantur. Ad Magni.ficum & 
Generosum Dominwn. Dom: Hartmannwn. Dom: a 
Liechtenstein etc. Autore Pavlo Fabricio lied: Doct: 
& Caesaris Mathematico. Cum gratia & priuilegio Sac: 
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Caesar: Maiest: Impressum Vieonae Austriae apud 
· Michaelem Apffelium. 

FllLS. . 
Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures A.. 
to B,. That is, the first signature bas 1four leaves. The 
second signature bas five leaves and was probably ~olded 
as an octavo. In fact. B. is lettered, which is unusual in 
a quarto. Because the available photostat was without a 
scale, the height of the book cannot be given. The ~ 
of the title-page, A._, is blank. On the title-page there is 
a colored woodcut of a comet, beneath which is the follow
ing information, " Progressus est autem Cometa intri. hos 
42.dies 57· grad. si ad eclipticam comparetur: In ambagi
bus vero sui motus 7o.gradus superauit. Vm eius fuit 
transuerse obliqua & sinuosa inter tropicos, super Zona 
torrida, vt pictura ostendit." The book was dedicated to 
Lord Hartmannus, Lord in Lichtenstein, Niclasburg etc. 
It was printed in Latin at Vienna by Michael Apffel 
probably in 1577, the date given for it by Carl, 53, 
Houzeau, 5590. and Lalande, 104- \Veller (1857-8}, 323 
gave the date as 1578- . 

39" Cometae qui Anno 1577· a die 10. Novemb: ad 22. 

diem ~: conspectus est intra circulos, stel13.s & 
Asterismos ad singulos dies designatio, in qua & Lunae 
locus ad multos dies 5eCUI!dum longit: & latitudinem · 
annotatus est. Autore Paulo Fabricio Med: Doct: 
Caesaris Mathem: Mit Rom: Kay: Mt: etc. Gnad und 
Privilegien. Gedruckt zu Wienn in Oesterreich, bey 
Michael Apffel. 

Not located. Weller (1857-8}, 323 
Description: No date was given but \Veller assigned the 
work to 1578. He called it a folio with a woodcut showing 
the comet's path on a star map, followed by three and 
a half folio sheets. He said that Fabricius referred the 
reader who wanted further information to item 39-

Femandez Raxo y GOmez, Francisco 

See Raxus, Franciscus Fernandez 
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Fiomovelli, Giovanni Maria 
40 Discorso sopra Ia cometa apparsa nell' anno presente 

1577: con Ie osservationi degli effetti di molte altre 
comete apparse in diversi tempi antichi e moderni etc. 

Not located. Houzeau, 5594; Riccardi, I, 462; Struve, 
II, 550 

Description: The title is given above as it was given 
by Riccardi. According to both Houzeau and Riccardi 
the volume is a quarto and was printed in Italian in 
Ferrara in 1577. Riccardi gave the printer as Baldini. 
This was probably the Vittorio Baldini who printed 
the volume by Thumeysser, item 104, which contains the 
same figure as that on the title-page of the French edition 
of Fiomovelli's tract (item 41). Riccardi said that 
Riccioli (XXXVIII) and Ughi mentioned this work as 
being printed in Latin. Riccioli, I, XXXVlll said that 
Fiomovelli wrote an " eruditum opusculum de Cometis ", 
which might indicate that reference was being made to 
item 42· Whether. or not such a volume actually existed 
will be discussed below. Item 40 is undoubtedly the 
original Italian edition of item 41, the title of the latter 

.being an exact translation of the title of the former. In 
1880 there must have been a copy of item 40 in the 
Pulkowa observatory. 

41 Discovrs Svr La Cornette Aparve En L'An mille cinq 
cents septante sept, es terres de Ferrare, Auec l'obseru
ation des effets de plusieurs autres Comettes aparues en 
diuers temps antiques & modemes. Rec'ueillis par M. 
lean Maria Fiomouelli. A Lyon, Par lean Patrasson. 
M. D. LXXVIII. Auec permission. 

B'.N. V 21092 his; B.M. 531. e. 28 (1) 
Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures A1 

to -~•· It is 163 mm. high (B.N. copy) or 147 mm. high 
(B.M. copy, which has been cut down). The pages are 
unnumbered. The versos of A1 and B6 are blank. The 
figure on the title-page shows a comet, stars and clouds 
and is the same as the one on the title-page of Marzan's 
tract' (item 71) and in the tracts by Raymundus (item 
85) arid Thumeysser (item 104). The tract is in French 
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" and was printed at Lyons by Jean Patrassori in 1578. In 
the summer of 1931, the B.N. copy of this tract had the 
signature B of Marzari's tract in place of its own .signa:
ture B and vice versa. Dreyer, editor, IV, 510, listed a 
copy of this work which was added to the Crawford 
Library after 189o, the date of the library's catalogue, and 
called it an octavo. 

42 Opusculum de cometis. 
Not located. Houzeau, 5598; Lalande, 107, ci~ 
Riccioli ; Riccioli, I, XXXVIII. . 

Description: The title is given abo;e as it was given by 
Houzeau. From the title one would gather that the work 
is in Latin. According to Houzeau it is a quarto and was 
printed in Ferrara in 1578. Riccioli gave neither date 
nor place of publication for it and merely said that on the 
occasion of the comet of 1577 Fiomovelli "scripsit 
eruditum opusculum de Cometis "; and •• Opusculum de 
Cometis " is not necessarily the title of the -.,vork. Riccioli 
may have been merely describing the tract. Scheibel, 102, 

listed it among the books of the year 1578, but he got 
his information from \Veidler's Bibligraphia AstronomictJ 
which in tum took it from Riccioli. The way Riccardi, 
listing only one title for Fiomoveili, made the statement 
that Riccioli and Ughi listed the Discorso ••• as printed 
in Latin, would indicate that Riccardi did not know of nor 
believe in the existence of a Latin edition. Riccioli's 
sentence can be interpreted as saying nothing about the 
title or language of the tract. Perhaps there never was a 
Latin edition. The determining argument, although ,not 
conclusive, is that Houzeau listed the Latin work and 
gave the date 1578, a year later than the Italian edition 
which he also listed. 

Gemma, Cornelius · • · .. 
43 De Prodigiosa Specie, Natvraq. Cometae, Qvi Nobis 

Effvlsit Altior Lvnae sedibus, insolita prorsus figura, 
ac magnitudine, anno 1577. plus septimanis 10. Apodeixis 
tum Physica tum Mathematica. Aqivncta His Explicatio 
Dvorum Chasmaton anni 1575. nee non ex Com~ 
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plurium Phaenomenis epilogistica quaedam assertio de 
communi illorum natura, generationum causis atque 
decretis supra quam hactenus a Peripateticis annotatum 
est. Per D. Cornelivm Gemmam, Louaniensem, Ordin. 
ac Regium Medicinae professorem. Antverpiae, Ex 
officina Christophori Plantini, Architypographi Regij. 
M. D. LXXVIII. 

C.D.H.; H.C.L. 24281.12; B.N. V 21o81; C.U.L. 
523.6 G 28 

Description: The volume is an octavo with signatures A1 

to E 8• It is 158 mm. high (C.D.H. copy, in which the 
upper margin seems to have been cut) or 148 mm. high 
(C.U.L. copy, in which both the upper and lower mar
gins seem to have been cut). The verso of the title-page, 
A1 , the recto of E 2, the verso of E 71 and the recto and 
verso of E 8 are blank. The pages from the recto of A., 
to the verso of E1 are numbered from 3 to 66 leaving 
fourteen unnumbered pages, the last three of which as 
well ·as the first being entirely blank. The book is in 
Latin and was printed in 1578 in Antwerp at the famous 
Plantin press. On the title-page is a woodcut design. 
Van Ortroy (1920), 392, called this design Plantin's 
,typographical mark, number 14. Opposite page 4 there 
is an extra leaf, "Figura 1.", on which is pictured the 
path of the comet on the celestial sphere. Opposite page 
19 is figure 2 which gives a detailed picture of the comet's 
path through the- constellations. On page 26 is a small 
illustration of the comet ag it appeared at the end of 
November. On the verso of E 2, unnwnbered, is a picture 
of " Belgica " weeping while the city behind her bums 
and Fate points to the comet in the sky. This is described 
by Dreyer ( 189o), 68. On the recto of E 7 appear the 

· words, " Descriptio haec [sic] Cometae nihil habet' quod 
pi tim Lectorem offendere possit. W alterus vander 
Steeghen, S.T. Licentiatus, Canonicus Antuerpiensis ", 
showing a mark of censorship of the press which in the 
sixteenth century was political as well as ecclesiastical. 

The figure:., 1 and 2 do not appear in the B.N. copy 
of this· work but in the work by Camerarius, item 25, as 
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is described above. The C.D.H. copy is a clean -copy~ 
bound in boards, with no distinguishing features other 
than the cut upper margin and the placing of figure I 

opposite page 3· · · 

Giuntini, Francesco 
See Iunctinus, Franciscus 

Glisenti, Antonio 
43a Dialogo Del Gobbo da Rialto et Marocco dalle pipone 

dalle colonne di S. Marco, sopra Ia Cometa alii giorni 
passati apparsa su nel cielo. Di M. Antonio Glisente 
Bresciano. 

Not located. Cicogna, 758; Riccardi, I, 612, and~ 
II, 198 -

Description: The title is given above as it appears in 
Cicogna, where it is stated that the work has six pages 
and that no date nor place of publication nor printer's ' 
name is given but that the work deals with the comet 
seen in Nov~ber 1577. . 

Graminaeus, Theodorus ( ot Dietrich) 
44 Cometae Anni Domini 158o. Physica Explicatio, Et 

Eivsdem Cvm Eo, Qvi _!\nno &c. 77· apparuit, Analogica 
collatio, in gratiam & obsequium Reuerendiss. ac Illus
triss. Principis ac Domini, Domini Joannis Gvilielmi 
Dvcis Ivliacensis, Clivensis, Ac Montensis, &c. Postulati 
ac Administratoris Episcopatus Monasteriensis, Domini 
sui clementissimi, descripta, & eius Celsitud. ad initium 
anni Domini 1581. •per Theodorum Graminaeum Juris 
Licentiatum, ac Philosophiae Doctorem, &c. exhibita. 
Coloniae Agrippinae, Anno M. D. LXXXI. · 

Bibliotheque Nationale et de Universite, Prague 
14 B 22 

Description: The volume has twelve unnumbered pages. 
The available photostatic copy has no scale on it. for 
determining the size of the book. Cat. Belg. called it a 
folio, which probably referred to the size. There are forty
one lines of printing on one of the pages. The ~ond 
and third leaves have the signature marks ~ and ;la ~ .. 
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spectively. The title-page has a woodcut framing the 
title. Above the date and place of publication the following 
quotation is given, "Psal. 18. Coeli enarrant gloriam 
Dei, & opera manuum eius annunciat firmamentum." The 
verso of the title-page is completely covered by a wood
cut as a decoration and symbolizing the weighing of truth. 
The next page has a short section entitled " Qvid Astro
logico lvdicio Sit Tribvendvm." .The text starts on the 
verso of this page. The first letter is framed in a wood
cut. There is also a woodcut of Saturn in a chariot, drawn 
by a monster, . and bearing a scythe. The verso of the 
third lea£ has three woodcuts, one symbolizing Pegasus, 
the same cut as on page 75 of item 45, which was printed 
before 44, one symbolizing an arrow with stars on it, 
probably that of Jove, and one seeming to symbolize a 
fish. The n,ext page has the same woodcut of Ophiuchus, 
the snake holder, as is found on page 73 of item 45· The 
eighth page has a woodcut which possibly portrays 
Pisces. · On the ninth page is a woodcut representing 
Aquarius and on the tenth page two woodcuts, one· 
representing Capricomus, the same as on page 64 o£ 
item 45, and the other representing Sagittarius, like the 
cut on page 74 of item 45· The volume was printed in 
Cologne in Latin in 1581. The printer's name is not 
given. 

45 Weltspiegel odor I Algemeiner widerwertigkeit I dess 
fllnfften Kirchen Alters I kiirtze verzeignuss. Darinnen 
Dess Cometen 1 oder aussgereckter Riithen I so im Jar 
Christi 1577. den II. Nouembris, am hohen Himmel 
vemomen I stand I lauff I vnd bedrewung zuersehen I 
so Physice, Astrologice, Metaphysice, oder aber For
maliter erklert vnd aussgelagt wirt. Durch Theodorum 
Graminaeum, LL. L. Amplissimi Senatus Colonienis, 
Mathematicarum Ordinarium. Gedruckt zu Colin I Durch 
Ludouicum Alectorium, Vnd die Erben Jacob Soters. 
Im Jar M. D. LXXVIII. 

B.M. 8610. bbb. 14; photostatic copy, C.U.L. B523.6 
G76 . • 
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Description : The volume is a quarto with signatures A 
to M1v and one signature before A marked ~y arabic 
numerals. The book is 198 mm. high. Leaf .I is marked 
K. I11 and I111 are marked J 11 and J 111 and the fourth · 
leaf in that signature as in the other signatures is un
marked. The following signature is marked with K, Ku, 
and K111• Thus there is but one signature labeled I or J, 
which is not uncommon, and the. first leaf thereof is 
wrongly marked K. The pages, beginning on A, are r 

numbered from I to 96. Numbers 32 and 33 are repeated 
but there are no numbers 34 and. 35· The text is con
tinuous over those numbers. Page 44 is numbered 34· 
70 is numbered 6o, 82 is numbered ;8, and 96. is num
bered 84. The book was printed in German in Cologne 
in 1578. On the title-page there is a woodcut of a celestial 
sphere, showing the sun, moon, and a comet, enclosed 
in a circle, around which is the legend " Der Warer • 
Spigel Diser Welt Dar In Ein Ieder Sich Gefelt ". 
This circle is in tum enclosed in a square, the comers 
of which are ornamented. There is a table of contents 
on the verso of the title-page. The preface occupies the 
next five pages. It was addressed to the Burgomaster 
of Cologne, dated from that city on March 6, I 578 a,nd 
signed by Graminaeus. On the verso of the last leaf of the 
first signature is a woodcut said to be a picture of the 
comet which appeared November II, 1577.'.Below the 
picture is a quotation from the seventh psalm. The picture 
shows the comet and some stars and four wise observers. 
Below these are references to parts of the Bible. 

The first chapter starts on the recto of A, page 1. On 
page 5 is a diagram of the world according to John 
Stadius. On page 7 is a celestial spliere show~ng the path 
of the comet from November nth to December 27th, 
from Capricorn to Pisces. On page 13 there is an astro- •· 
nomical diagram of the world creation, on page 35, 
numbered 33, another showing the position of the planets 
on September 26, 1563, on page 53 ~ third such diagram 
representing the planets on November 11, 1577, and, 
on page 59, a fourth showing the supposed position of 
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the comet .on November 9th in relation to the planets. 
On page 64 is a picture of a goat (Capricorn us) with the 
stars of that constellation and on page 67 a similar one 
of Aquarius, on page 73 one of Ophiuchus, the snake 
holder, on page 74 one of Sagittarius, page 75 of Pegasus 
and on page 76 of Cassiopeia. 

46 Weltspiegel; speculum inundi de minitante cometa anni 
1577· 

Not located. Houzeau, 56o8. 
Description: The volume is a quarto printed in Cologne 
in 1578. 

Groplerus, Ioachimus 

47 Astrologische Beschreibung Des erschrecklichen 1 langk
schwentzigen vnd vngehewren Cometen 1 so im 
Nouembre des 77· Jares I ,in dodecatimorio Capricomi, 
mit dem Newen Liecht des Christmonats 1 bey vns 
erstlich erschienen I vnd fast drey gantzer Monschein 
gewehret I vnd ~uch das dritte dodecatimorion Zodiaci 
erreicht hat. Nach Anweisung vnd Lehr des hochgelarten 
vnd weitberiimbten Medici vnd Astrologi D. Hieronymi 
Cardani M. Gestellet vnd Verfasset / durch M. Ioachimvm 
Groplervm Brandenhurgensem, der Mathematum vnd 
Physicae Studiosum. Gedruckt zu Wittenberg durch 
Cement Schleich vnd Antoni urn Schon 1 Im Jar M. D. 
LXXVIII. 

C.D.H. 
Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures A1 

to F~. It is x8g mm. high. The pages are unnumbered. 
It was printed in German in Wittenberg in 1578 by 
Cement Schleich and Antonius Schon. The verso of 
F, is blank. On the title-page there is an astronomical 
diagram showing the comet and constellations. On the 
verso of the title-page there is a verse entitled "Rosa 
Inter · Spinas Veprarvm." The book is divided into ten 
numbered sections, preceded by an unnumbered section 
on the use of the book. The C.D.H. copy is clean and 
has no distinguishing features although the upper margin 
may have been cut down (it is not straight and at certain 
points measures only 6 mm.). 
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Grynaeus, Ioannes Iacobus 
See item 36 

Grynaeus, Simon 
See item 37 

· Guilielmus IV 
See William IV 

Hagecius ab Hayek, Thaddaeus 

48 Descriptio Cometae, qui apparuit Anno Domini M. D.' 
LXXVII. a IX. die Nouembris usqu~ ad XIII. diem 
Ianuarij, Anni &c. LXXVIII. Adiecta est Spongia contra 
rimosas & fatuas Cucurbitulas Hannibalis · Raymundi, 
Veronae sub monte Baldo nati, in larua Zanini Petoloti 
a monte Tonali. Avtore Thaddaeo Hagecio ab Hayek. 
Pragae Excusum typis Georgii Meiantrichi ab Auentino. 
Anno a Christo nato 1578. . 

B.N. V 7793 ' 
Description: The volume is a quarto, 185 mm. high, 
with signatur<:s A1 to E,. The pages, beginning on the 
recto of A8 , are numbered from I to 34~ the recto and 
verso of C2 being numbered 15 and I6 and the recto 
and verso of C8 being likewise numbered IS and 
16. On the verso of the title-page is a Latin poem~ 
to the pious Christian reader, signed by . Procopius 
Lupacius. On the recto and verso of A2 is the dedication 
to Augustus, Elector, Duke of Saxony, Landgrave of 
Thuringia, and so forth, dated from Prague, February 
24, 1578, and signed by Hagecius. The text begins on 
the recto of A8• The book ends with a prayer in German. 
On the recto of B, is a map of the path of the comet 
through the constellations. The book was printed in Latin 
in Prague in 1578 by the press of George Melantrichus. 
The B.N. copy does not seem to have the appendix· 
against Raymundus. However, the B.N .. catalogue listed
a " Spongia " with the title given on the title-page of the 
Descriptio CometaB ••. , but with no date nor place of 
publication ·given. The B.M. catalogue mentioned the 
appendix in listing the Descriptio CometOB .•• 
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49 Thaddaei Hagecii Ab Hayek Epistola Ad Martinum 
Mylium. In qua examinatur sententia Michaelis Moestlini 
et Helisaei Roe~lin de Cometa Anni IS77· Ac simul etiam 
pie asseritur contra profanas et Epicureas quorundam 
opiniones, qui Cometas nihil significare contendunt. 

· Gorlicii Ambrosius Fritsch excudebat. Anno M. D. Lxxx. 
Bibliotheque Nationale et de Universite, Prague 
14 F 289 

Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures A1 

to G2• Only a photostatic copy, without a scale, was 
available. There are no signatures E or F. The pages are 
unnumbered. On the title-page is the following poem~ 

" Quem tam multa virum cecinerunt scripta Cometen, 
Quaeris, cur redeat rursus in ora virum : 

Ille quidem coelo deflagrans, desijt esse: 
Non quam portendit desijt ira Dei. 

Nam caue nil rerum credas hoc crine notari: 
Hoc ipsum, esse hominum corda profana, notat." 

The verso of the title-page, A11 is blank. The first section 
ends on the recto of D., and on the verso of that page 
begins a letter written in IS78 by Mylius. The verso of 
G2 is blank. The book was printed in Latin at GOrlitz 
in 1s8o. 

[So] Litterae Hagecii ad Mylium 22. Sept. IS78 Pragis datae. 
Not consulted. Struve, I, 787, a manuscript 

Since item [so] is a manuscript, it does not belong in 
this bibliography. 

Hamel, L. (probably Lud. du. See Zedler, XII, 365) 
soa Theologischer Bericht von dem erschrecklichen Cometen 

und seinen Effecten, IS77· In Deutsche Reym verfasset. 
Frankfurt a. M. 1s78. 

Not located. Janssen, ·VI, 441; \Veller (1862-4), I, 
246; Weller (1857-8), 21S 

Description: The title is from Weller (1857-8). Weller 
called the book a quarto. 
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Heerbrand, Jacob 
[51] Ein Emdt vnd Herbst Predig. Auss dem 26. Capittel I 

des fUnfften Buch Mosis. Zur Dancksagiig fur die reiche 
Ernd vii Herbst 1 dises gegenwertigen Jars. Geschehen 
den 9· Wintermonats zu Tiibingen. Durch Jacob 
Heerband I Doctor vnd Professorn der H. Schrifft 
daselbst. Getruckt zu Tiibingen I bey Alexander Hock I 
an der Burgsteyg I Anno I 578 . 

B.M. C 68. h. 8 {I2) 
Description: The volume is a quarto, 200 mm. high, 
with signatures A1 to D4 • The verso of the title page, 
A1 , is blank. The leaves are numbered from I to 13 from 
A8 to D8 inclusive. D4 is unnumbered and its verso is 
blank. The recto and verso of A2 contain a section headed 
" Das Sechs vnd zwensigst Capittel des funfften Buchs I 
des heyligen Propheten Mosis." The book was printed in 
German in Tiibingen by Alexander Hock in 1578. 
Although the book mentions the comet of 1577 once 
(verso of A8 ) and bears witness to the tremendous inter
est of the people in the comet an<;~ to the awe in which 
it was held, it is not a book about the comet and is 
included in this bibliography only because' oi_ its presence 
in the original one. · 

52 Ein Predig. von dem erschrockenlichen Wunderzeichen. 
Not located. Carl, 53; Struve, I, 787 

Description: The title is given above as it was given by 
Carl. The book was printed in Tiibingen i~ 1578. 

53 Ein trewe Wamnung vnd gutthertzige Vermanung zur 
Buss I an die allgemeine Christenheit 1 vnd sonderlich 
N och Teutschland I vber das schrockliche W underzeichen 
I den Cometen I oder Pfawenschwantz I der jetzt eine 
gutte zeitlang am Himmel ist gesehen worden. Auss der 
Christlichen vnd Eyfferigen Predig des Ehrwurdfgen 
vnd Hochgelehrten Herm D. Jacob Heerbrands 1 
gehalten zu Tubingen I den 17. Nouemb. Anno X577· 
Gestelt durch Vitalem Kreidweiss 1 diser ieit Schul
meister zu Leonberg. Getruckt zu Tiibingen 1 dtirch 
Alexander Hock I an der Burcksteig. I578. . 

B.M. II52I. ee. 30 (4) 
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Description: The volume is a quarto, 190 mm. high, with 
signatures A1 to c.. The pages are unnumbered. The 
verso of the. title-page, A1 , is blank. There is a leaf 
between ~ and C1 and there is no c •. It is evident that 
the leaves were wrongly numbered. The alternative, that 
the leaves were bound out of order, does not apply, 
because the poem ends on the recto of C1• The verso 
of C1 is blank. 'B1 is wrongly marked "A1". The book is 
a poem by Vitalis Kreidweiss taken from a sermon by 
Heerbrand. Janssen, VI, 440 ff., said that it was taken 

· from item 54, and the similarity of the two is so great 
that this seems likely. The book is listed here under 
Heerbrand's name because the ideas were his. Carl, 53, 
and Bassaeus, II, 171, listed it under Kreidweiss' name. 
Scheibel, 104, listed the tract under both names. He did 
not have the full title of the tract and was of the opinion 
that it was wrongly attributed to Heerbrand. The B.M 
catalogue listed the book under both names, but (in the 
supplement) referred the reader from Heerbrand to 
Kreidweiss and not vice versa and gave the title a bit 
more fully under the latter. However, that might be 
due .to the relative positions of the names in the alphabet. 
Janssen, VI, 440 ff., cited the book under Kreidweiss' 
name. The book was printed in German in Tiibingen by 
Alexander Hock in 1578. 

54 Ein Predig I Von dem erschrockenlichen W underzeichen 
am Himmel I dem newen Cometen I oder Pfawen
schwantz I Gehalten zu Tiibingen den 24. Sontag nach 
Trinitatis I wolcher ist der I7.· \Vintermonats I Durch 
Jacob Heerbrand 1 der heiligen Schrifft Doctom vnd 
Professom daselbsten. Getruckt zu Tiibingen I durch 
Georg Gruppenbach I I577· 

R.A.S. 
Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures A1 

to C2 • The available photostatic copy has no scale to 
.p~ovide a measure of the height of the book. The versos 
of A1 and C1 are blank. Beginning with A2 the pages 
are numbered from I to 17. The book was printed in 
German in Tiibingen in 1577 by George Gruppenbach. 
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Weller (1857-8), 215, listed a book. with a similar ti~le 
but printed in Heidelberg in 1577. Weller or his source 
of information, F. Heerdegen's catalogue 228, may have 
erred. 

Hellbach, Wendelin (der Pfarrer zu Eckartshausen) 
54a Eigentliche und warhafftige beschreibung, der dreyen 

erschrecklichen Commeten, welche zd Cascha in Unger
land,.auch viel andem orten mehr gesehen worden, dero 
deutungen etc. In Reimenweiss fleissig verfasst, und 
aussgelegt, etc. Gedruckt bey Anthony Corthois zu 
Franckfurt am Mayn, im Jar 1580. 

Not located. Weller (1857-8), 36o 
Description: Weller called this a folio sheet with a wood
cut" and 278 lines of verse beginning " Christus der Herr 
ins himels thron etc." The ·comet of i 577 is probably 
one of the three comets mentioned in the title. 

Henischius, Georgius 

55 Ivdicivm De Pogonia Ad Finem Anni M. D. LXXVII. 
Conspecto Georgii Henischii, Medici & Mathematici 
Augustani. Avgvstae Excudebat Valentinus Schonigk, 
Anno 1578. 

C.D.H.; Biblitheque Nationale et d'Universite, Prague 
14 F 287 

Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures A1 tq 
C~. It is 190 mm. high (C.D.H. copy, where the lower 
margin seems to have been cut). The verso of the title
page, A1 , and the recto and verso of C, are blank. On 
the title-page there is a woodcut of an astronomical 
diagram, showing' the constellations and the comet on 
the gth of November. The book was dedicated to Jacobus 
Villingerus, Baron in Schonenberg, and so forth. It was · 
printed in Latin in Augsburg in 1578 by Valentin. 
Schonig. The C.D.H. copy is a clean copy with no dis
tinguishing features except that at the foot of lhe title-

. ' 
page something written in· ink was mostly cut off when 
the book was cut down. '• 

Hooker, John (alias Vowell) 

56 The Events of Comets or blazing Stars, made upon the 
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sight of the Comet Pagonia, which appeared in the month 
of Nov. and Dec. 1577. · 

Not located. ·wood, I, 713; Watt, I, 511u; Houzeau, 
5001 

Description: The title is taken from Wood. All three 
sources agree that the book was printed in London. 
Wood gave no printer's date; Houzeau and \Vatt said 
1577. Houzeau called it a quarto and Wood and Watt 
called it an octavo. 

Huemius (or Heume or Heumius), Ioannes 

57 De Historie I Natuere I ende Beduidenisse der erschric
kelicke Comeet I die geopenbaert is int J aer ons Heren 
1577. Dorch D. Ioannem Hvemivm Vltraiectinum 1\Iedi
cum & Astronomum. Des Heeren Dach compt gruwelick 
I toomich I ende •grimmende I om dat Landt te verde
strueren I ende de Hundaers daer wt te roeyen. \Vant de 
Stemen aenden Hemel 1 ende synen Orion en schynt 
niet claer. Esa. 13. Gednickt zu COlin 1 durch Niclas 
Bohmbargen. Men verkostse by \Villem Jansen Brie£
in.aler, by der Godte Genade. 

B.M. T 1753 (II) 
Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures A1 

to B~. It is 167 mm. high; The pages are unnumbered 
and there are no blank ones. This item is the original 
edition of which item 59 is the exact translation. Even 
the quotation from Isaiah, the woodcut and the printer's 
device on the title-page, and the dedication to the burghers 
of Utrecht are the same. The B.M. catalogue gave 1577 
as the probable date for item 57, which was printed in 
Cologne. 

58 De natura et praesagio horrendi cometae qui anno 
MDLXXVII orbem terrarum terruit. 

Not located. Houzeau, 5592; Freher, 1307-8 
Description: The title is given above as it was given by 
Houzeau, who said that the book is a quarto printed in 
Cologne in 1577. Freher also gave the date 1577, but, as 
Freher's reference appears in the text, the Latin title, 
almost identical with Houzeau's, might be merely Freher's 
reference to item 57· 
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59 Die Histori I N atur I vnnd Bedeutnuss des erschr&k

lithen Cometen I welcher gesehen ist im Jar vnsers 
Herrn 1577. Durch D. loannem Hvernivm der Statt 
Vtrecht Medicum vnd Astronomum. Des Herre Tag 
kompt greuwlich I zomig I vii grimmend I vmb das 
Landt zu verderben 1 vnd die Stinder darauss zu reutten 
I dann die Stemen am Himmel I vnd sein Orion geben 
ihren schein nit klar. Esa. 13. Auss den Niderteutschen 
transferiert. Zu COlin 1 durch Nicolas Bohmbargen. 
Anno. 1578. 

Nationalbibliothek Wien 72. 7· 145 (n); photostatic 
copy, C.U.!.. B523.6 H87 

Description: The volume is a quarto, with signatures A 
and B. Only a photostatic copy, without a scale, has been 
available in preparing this description. The pages are un
numbered. On the title-page there is a woodcut represent
ing a comet. Also on the title-page is the printer's, device 
with the legend "Perficit Qui P.erseverat." Carl, 53, listed 
this work with a slightly different title and gave 1577 as 
its date of publication. Lalande, 104, also gave the date 
1577. Item 59 is the German translation of 57· The same 
printer printed both .. 

loachimicus, Johannes Praetorius 
See Praetorius, Johannes 

[Johnson, Laurence] (using the pseudonym of Laurentius Bariona) 

5ga Cometographia. quaedam Lampadis aeriae qu~ 10. die 
Nouemb. apparuit, Anno a Virgineo partu. 1577. Iris vt 
est sigunm [sic], terras perijsse sub vndis: lgnibus est 
ignis cuncta casura suis. Landini excudebat Robertus 
Walley. Anno Domini. 1578. 

H.C.L. 24281.II*; microfilm in C.UL. 
Description: The volume is a folio with a title-page and 
its b~ank verso plus signatures *ij plus Bj to Lij. It is 
17.75 em. high. There is no signature J, and Lij has no 
signature mark. The pages are unnumbered. There is a 
woodcut of a comet on the title-page below the date 1577· 
The dedication to the " Reverendissimo Patri, ac viro 
ornatissimo Edmundo Episcopo Peterburgensi." starts 

I< 
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on the recto of *ij. The dedication is signed, on the verso 
of *ij, "Vale Ketteringa Ianuarij. 20. 1578. Tuae ampli
tudinis studiosiss. Laur. Bariona." The text starts, with 
a woodcut initial, on the recto of Bj and continues to the 
end of the book. There is a decorative design on the verso 

. of *ij and on the verso of Lij. The volume was printed in 
London in Latin in I 578 by Robert Walley. 

Jones, Richard (printer) 
59b A christian coniecture of the newe blasinge starre 

Not located. Arber, II, I45 (licensed January I6, I578) 
. , Description: A ballad 

59C Certen notable effectes of the comet. 
Not located. _Hazlitt (I876-I903), 2nd. ser., I36 

Description: Hazlitt said that this work was licensed to 
R. Jones, 24 March, I 578-g. 

Ireneus, Christophor 
6o and 6I Prognosticon Aus Gottes Wort notige Erinne

rJUlg I Vnd Christliche Busspredigt zu dieser letzten 
bosen Zeit An hohe vnd nider Standes Deutsches Landes: 
Auff den Cometen I so von Martini des I577· Jars I 
hiss zum Eyngang des I578. Jars gesehen. Sampt Erzeh
lung vieler Cometen vnd anderer schrecklicher Zeichen 
I vnd was allwegen darauff erfolget. l\1. Christoph. 
Ireneus. Anno M. D. LXXVIII. 

C.D.H. 
Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures A• 
to Dd1.,. There is no I or U or W. It is I8g nun. high. 
·The pages are unnumbered. The verso of the title-page, 
A1 , and the recto and verso of Dd. are blank. The C.D.H. 
copy is a clean copy except that the edges are slightly 
water marked. Its only distinguishing features are the 
number 3o8293 written in pencil in the upper right hand 

· comer of the title-page, probably an old catalogue num
ber, and a paragraph crossed out in ink on the recto of 
Kii, \he ink having blotted onto the verso of K1• The 
upPer margin may have been cut as it measures only 
8 nun. The book was printed in 1578 in German, possibly 
at Alford, although no place of publication is given. The 
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work has been listed by Bassaeus, II, . 282, Carl,. 53, 
Houzeau, s6xo, Janssen, VI, 440-1, Lalande, Io8, ·and 
Scheibel, 104, with varying amounts of information. 
Bassaeus, Houzeau and Scheibel called the book a quarto; 
the latter describing it as "4· I Alph. 4 Bog~" (probably 
meaning a quarto of one alphabet plus four signatures). 
Lalande wrote, "Alphor. in-4° ", indicating a place name. 
Carl gave the place of publication as "Alphor.", and 
Houzeau said that the work was printed in Alphordiae 
(Alford), although Scheibel and Janssen ~aid that no 
place of publication is given. Bassaeus, Houzeau, Janssen 
and Scheibel said that it was printed in 1578 and Carl 
that it was printed in, 1588 (probably a misprint). Prob
ably there is but one treatise, which has been variously 
catalogued, and not two, as was presumed in the original 
bibliography in Isis (Hellman). No record has been 
found of a copy bearing the imprint "Alphordiae ". 
Houzeau may have taken his entry from a catalogue and 
may have interpreted the notice "Alph.", referring to the 
collation, as the notice of a place name "Alph."; referring 
to "Alphordiae ". Houzeau knew o{ the existence 'of 
Scheibel's work (cf. Houzeau, II, col. 3o8). 

lunctinus (or Junctinus or GiuQ.tini), Franciscus 
62 Discovrs Svr Ce Qve Menace Devoir Advenir La Comete, 

appariie a Lyon le 12. de ce mois .de Nouembre I577·' 
laquelle se voit encores a present. Par M. Franc;ois . 
Iunctini grand Astrologue & Mathematicien. A Paris, 
Chez Geruais Mallot, rue S. Jaques a l'enseigne de l'Aigle 
d'Or. 1577. lovxte La Copie De Lyon. 

B.N. V 21093: C.D.H. 
Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures A1 

to B1 ... It is 164 mm. high (B.N. copy). There is a wood
cut of a comet on the title-page, A1. The verso of the title
page is blank. On the verso. of B1v the book is dated from 
Lyons, November _13, 1577 and signed by the author •. 
The pages are numbered from 3 to 16 beginn.ing on the 
recto of Au. The book is addressed to Mo~seigneur de 
la Mante. It was printed in Paris in I577· The C.D.H. 
copy is bound in paper and has been considerably cut 
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down. It is 147 mm. high and the line" Iovxte La Copie 
De Lyon." and the lower half of the line above," 1577 ", 
do not appear. There is an unmended tear in the lower 
right hand comer of the title-page. 

63 Discours sur ce que menace devoir advenir Ia comete 
,r 

apparue a Lyon le 12 Nov. 1577 etc. 
Not located .. Houzeau 5599; Poggendorff, I, 1211; 
Baudrier, IV, 91. ·· 

Descriptiqn : The title is from Poggendorff. This item 
is.an octavo published in Lyons in 1578. Du Verdier, 
404, gave the title of the work as "Ample Discours sur 
ce que Ia Comete apparue au mois de Nouembre 1577. 
menasse deuoir aduenir a plusieurs princes, pais & pe,uples 
de Ia Chrestiente " and said that it is an octavo printed 
in Lyons -in 1578 by Fran~ois Didier. Baudrier gave the 
title as " Discours sur ce que Ia Comete apparue ·au mois 
de Novembre 1577, menace devoir advenir a plusieurs 
Princes, Pays & Peoples de Ia Chretiente, par Fran~ois 
J unctini, Florentin." He also said that it is an octavo 
printed in Lyons by Fran~ois Didier in 1578. He does
n~ seem to have taken the title from a copy of the 
book, but from Du Verdier. 

63a Discovrs Sv:c ·JI Ce Qve Menace D'E II uoir aduenit:. la 
Comete apparue le 12. de ce II present mois de Nouembre 
1S77· laquelle 11 se voit encore auiourd'huy a Lyon, & au

. II tres lieux. II Dedie A Monsievr II de Ia Mante, Cheualier 
.. de l'Ordre du Roy, Capitaine II de trois cens cinquante 
hommes de guerre a pied II Fran~ois, Colomnel des legion-
naires au Marquisat II de Saluces, Gouuemeur pour sa 
Maieste en Ia Cita- II delle de Lyon, commandant en 
ceste ville en l'absen- II ce de Monseigneur de Mandelot. 
II A Lyon, II Par Fran~ois Didier a l'enseigne du Fenix. II 
Auec Permission. 

Not consulted. Baudrier, IV, 84. There is a copy 
in Lyons. 

J?~scription: The volume is a quarto by signature or an 
octavo by size. It has 8 leaves. The pages are unnum
bered. The emblem of Iunctinus is on the title-page above 
the place of publication, and on the verso of the title-
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page is a figure of a comet. ·The book was printed ill 
Lyons by- Didier but the date of printing is not giveri. 
This item may· explain the words " lovxte La Copie 
De Lyon." on the title-page of 62. • · • . . 

[ 64] Trahatio vtilis & lectu digna de · Cometarvm Cavsis, 
Effectibvs, Differentiis, Et eorundem proprietatibus, Cv~ 
Plana Et Expedita Declaratione Eventvvm, quos diuersos 
pro diuersitate Planetarvm & SignQi:v~ Zodiaci sortiun
tur, tam ad communem vitae vsum necessaria, quam ad 
natiuitatum figuras dextre dijudicandas idonea, ex Fran .. 
cisci Iunctini Florentini voluminibus .· excerpta., .;:sSo. 
Lipsiae. (at end: Lipsiae, lmprimebat Ioannes Steinman. 
Anno M. D. LXXX.) ' 

C.D.H. 
Description: The volume is an octavo with signatures" A,. 
to C.,. It is I48 mm. high. There is a printer's device on 
the title-page, A1~ and anothel on the recto of Cr. The 
versos of Au C8 and Cr are blank. The pages, beginning 
on the recto of A2 and. ending on the recto of C8 , are 
numbered from I to 4I. The C.D.H. copy is bound,in 
paper. The number .. 222" is written in pencil on the. . . ~ 

title-page. On page J, the first four letters of •• Cometa " 
at the beginning of the second paragraph have been 
crossed out in ink. .. .. 

The book is about comets in general and does not 'deal~ 
with the comet of 1577. It was erroneously included in 
the original bibliography (Hellman). The heading of the 
pages, two pages together, is "Annotationes De Cometis." 
by which title the book was cited by Riccioli, II, 117. 

Kreidweiss, Vitalis 

See item 53 

Launer, Martin 

65 Eine kurtze Erinnerung vnnd Erklerung, von dem 
Erschrecklichen Cometstern, so im vorlauffenen .. I577· 
Jar, den 10. Tag Nouemb. hiss auff den 7· 1anuarij des 
jetztlauffenden 1578. Jares, erschienen und gesehen ist 
worden, gestellt durch Martinum Launer vom Stolz, 
diese zeit Pfarrer zu Lauterbach im Mittelwaldischen. 
(at end: Gedruckt zu Neyss, bey Johann Creutziger.) 
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Not located. Carl, 53; Scheibel, 104-5; Lalande, 147. 
Description: The title is given above as it was given by 
Scheibel, who called the volume an octavo of two signa
tures. It' was printed in Neisse in 1578. 

Lemovicensis, Peter (Peter of Limoges) 
" [66) Judicium de stella Cometa [12g8] a Magistro Petro 

Lemovicensi canonico Ebroicensi. 
Not consulted. Crunbridge University library, manu
scripts, Ill, 400, V, 599 (shelf mark: Ii. III. 3· f. 283) · 

Description: This item is a manuscript by a thirteenth 
century author, undoubtedly the well known Peter of 
Limoges. It was erroneously included in the original 
bibliography because of the reference to it by Houzeau, 
5591, where, however, the <author's name was given as 
Lemoniensis. > 

Liberati, Fran~ois 

67 Description De L'Estrange Et Prodigievse Comete,. 
Apparve Le Vnziesme iour de Nouembre, a six heures 
du soir. Auec la figure du lieu de sa scituation, en la 
huictiesme maison du Ciel, & Ia prediction & intelligence 
de ses effroyables effets. Plus l'approbation tant par 
Historiens Ecclesiastiques que Prophanes que lesdites 

·Cometes n'apparurent oncques pour neant. Par tres
docte & excellent Astrologue 1\I .Franxoys Liberati, de 
Rome. A Paris. Pour lean de Lastre, libraire, demourant 
en,la rue S. lean de Latran, pres le College de Cambray. 

•M. D. LXXVII. Avec Privilege Dv Roy . 
• C.D.H.,' 

Description: .The volume is a quarto with signatures A1 

to B~. It is 146 mm. high, but the lower margin may have 
been cut. The pages are unnumbered. The book was 
pririted in Paris in ·1577 and is in French prose with the 
exception of some Latin, Italian, and French verse at the 
end. The verso of the title-page, Au and the verso of 
B.t• are blank. A figure on the title-page pictures stars, 
cl~uds and a comet with its tail pointing in the direction 
of a crescent moon. The figure is enclosed by a rectangle 
the sides of which are marked north, south, east and 

· west. The verso of A1 contains an astronomical figure 
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showing the comet and the planets for November II, 

1577 at 6. P.M. B~ contains a decorative design. iThe 
work is not dedicated to anyone but acknowledges the 
graciousness of "Seigneur H. PG.A." with verse ad
dressed to him as "D.H.P,A." Except for spelling and 
punctuation, the opening words, one word in a quotation 
from the prophet,David, the use of" en ce que" in place 
of "par ce que .. , the omission of one line of prophecy 
and a difference in closing paragraphs, _this work cor
responds word.for word with items 67b and 67c. The. 
C.D.H. copy is bound in paper. In the upper right hand 
c6mer of the title-page "287177 .t is written in pencil, 
and below those numbers is written" 36.-", also in pencil_ 
In the upper left hand comer of tlie title-page is written 
in pencil "8 Watt." There is a spot, like rust, in the 
middle of the outer margin on both sides of A._, but darker 
on the recto. 

67a Discovrs II de la comete II commencee a appa- II roir sur 
Paris le XI. iour de II N ouembre, mil cinq II cens septate- . 
sept, II a six heures II du soir. II Auec la declaration~ de 
ses presages & effets. II Par e~cellent Astrologue · M. 
Francoys II Liberati, de Rome. II A. Lyon, II par Benoisf 
Rigaud, II 1577. II Auec Permission. 

Not located. Baudrier, III, 334; Rothschild, III, 367-8 
Description :· The title is taken from Baudrier. • The 
volume is an octavo of eight unnumbered leaves. On the 
title-page, above the place and date of publication, is a 
woodcut representing the comet and the mooft. The work 
is addressed to M. d'Habin. The ret:~o of the last leaf has 
an astronomical figure and the verso is blank. Probably, 
counting by signatures rather than size, the volume is a 
quarto, and thus probably corresponds to item 67c 
described below, which however, was printed a year later. 

67b Discovn De La Comete, Commencee A Apparoir Svr 
Paris Le XI, iour de N ouembre, mil cinq cens septante- · 
sept, a six heures · du soir. Auec la declaration de ses 
presages & effets. Par excellent Astrologue M. Fran~oys 
Liberati, de Rome. A Paris. Pour lean de Lastre, libraire, 
demouran en Ia rue s. lean de Latran, pres le College ' 
de Cambray, M. D. LXXVII. 
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B . .M. 1192. e. 17; photostatic copy, C.U.L. B. 523.6 L61 
Description: The volume is a quarto with -signatures A1 

to B1 • It is 16 em. high but may have been cut. The pages 
are unnumbered. A2 is wrongly marked A. The versos of 
the title-page and of B1 .are blank. B8 contains the same 
decorative design as appears on the recto of B. of item 67. 

· On the title-page is the figure· of a comet with its tail 
pointing in the direction of a crescent moon. A. contains 
. the same astronomical figure as appears on the verso of 
A8 of item 67, ;howing the comet and the planets for 
November II, 1577 at 6 P.M. The work is addressed to 
Monsieur d'Habin, Knight of the order of the King and 
His Majesty's Ambassador to Rome. It was dated from 
Paris, November 12, 1577, and was printed in French 
prose in Paris in 1577. 

67C: Discovrs De La Comete Commencee A Apparoir sur 
Paris le XI~ iour de Nouembre 1577· a six heures du soir. 
Auec Ia declaration de ses presages & effets. Par ex
cellent Astrologue M. Fran~ois Liberati de Rome. A 
~Lyon, Par Benoist Rigavd. 1578. Avec Permission. 

B.N. Res: p. V. 2oo; photostatic copy, C.U.L. 
B523.6 L6u 

Description: The volume is a quarto with two signatures, 
A1 to B8• Only a photostatic copy, without a scale, has 
been available in preparing this description. The pages 
are unnumbered. The verso of the title-page, A1 , and 
the versos of B2 and B8 are blank. On the title-page is 
the· same figure as on the title-page of 67b. On B8 is a 
circular diagram showing the points of the compass and 
the corresponding winds. This edition, like 67a and 67b, 
was addressed to Monsieur d'Habin and dated from 
Paris, November 12, 1577. It was printed in Lyons by 
Rigaud in 1578. Allowing for slight differences in spell-' 
ing and punctuation, the text of 67b and 67c is the same, 
except that the text of the earlier one indicates the 
astronomical figure described above. 

Longus, Io. Bemardinus 
Jj8 Io: Bernardini Longi, Phylosophi Neapolitani. De 

Cometis Disputatio. Ad Illvstrissimvm, Et · Eccellen-
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tissimum Marchionem Mondeyar, in Neapolitano Regno 
Proregem. Neapoli Apud Horatium Saluianum. I578. 
(at end: • Imprimatur, Gaspar Silingardus Vic. Gene. 
Neap. Andreas Sarnus. P. Regius. ·f. 5· Neapoli ~pud 
Horatium Saluianum. 1578.) 

C.D.H. 
Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures A1 

to I~. It is I87 mm. high. It was printed in Latin in Naples 
in I578 at the press of Horatius Salvianus; On the title
page, Au is a printer's device. The verso of the title-page 

. is blank. On the recto and verso of A2 and the recto of 
A8 is the dedication to Inaco Lopez de Mendoza 
Marchioni Mondeyar. This is followed by a preface on 
the verso of A8 and the recto and verso of. A,. The text is 
divided into nine chapters, which occupy the remainder 
of the book. Beginning with B1, the beginning of the text; 
the leaves are numbered from I to 32. The page headings, 
two pages together, are " Io: Bernardini Longi De 
Cometis Dispvtatio." The C.D.H. copy has been cut 
down, but is clean and complete. It is bound with' thre~ 
other tracts, namely, Tramontano's Discorso Filosofico, · 
Naples, I619;. Thomas di Ruggiero's Brieve E Com
pendioso Discorso, Naples, I619; Sordi's Discorso Sopra 
Le Comete, Parma, I578 (item IOI). The volume bears · 
a book-plate with no name but with tlie phrase " Comme 
Fus Je ". The binding is vellum and the back has "Delle 
Comete " stamped on it. 

69 Traicte des Cometes du Seigneur I. Bernard Longve 
Philosophe & Medecin ... mis en Frant;ais par Charles 
Nepvev, Chirurgien du Roy ... Plus vn Recueil de la 
peste tres approuue & experimente par ledict N epvev 
Paris, Oaude de Monstroeii, I596 

B.N. V 21091 
Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures a1 
to a1v plus A, to Lu (one letter, probably J, not being 
used). Information for determining the size of this item 
is not now available. (The book .was seen in 1931.) The 
verso of Lu is blank. The leaves, from A1 to Lu are 
numbered from I to 42· When the material for this 
description was gathered, it was not ascertained whether 
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or not the work deals with the comet of 1577, but it is 
probable that item 69 is the French translation of 68. 

~ee T., L. 
Maestlin, Michael. 

See item 49 
70 Obseruatio & demonstratio Cometae Aetherei, Qvi Anno 

1577. Et I578. Constitvtvs In Sphaera Veneris, Apparvit, 
Cvm Admirandis eius passionibus, varietate scilicet 
motus, loco, orbe, distantia a terrae centro, &c. adhibitis 
demonstrationibus Geometricis & · calculo Arithmetico, 
eiusmodi de alio quoquam Cometa nunquam visa est. 
Avtore M. Michaele Maestlino Goeppingensi. Tubingae, 
excudebat Ge<?rgius Gruppenbachius,. I 578. 

B.N. V 7918 · 
Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures A1 ' 

to I~. It is 187 mm. high. The verso of A1, the title~page, 
and the verso of ! 2 are blank. The pages A2 to the verso 
of A, inclusive contain the dedication, which is printed 
in itC~-lics. The ~ook was dedicated_ to Louis, Duke of 
Wurtemberg, where Backnang was, and Teck, Count of 
Montbelard and so forth, and was signed by Michael 
Maestlin, "Ecclesiae, quae est in Backnang, Diaconus ", 
and dated from Backnang in 1578. There is a map of the 
path of the comet of 1577 on the title-page. The book 
was printed in Latin in Tiibingen in 1578. The text of 
the book begins on B1 and the pages are numbered from 
I to 59 inclusive, from the recto of B1 to the recto of I2 

inclusive. There are ten chapters ·and there are mathe
matical diagrams on pages 9, 15, 23, 26, 28, 35, 39, 41, 43, 
44 and 47 and tables on pages 36, 37, _41, 42, and 52 to 53· 

Major, Elias 
See item 35 

Marzari, Giacomo (or Iacopo) 
71 Notable Discours de M. Jacques Marzari, Vicentino, 

Tovchant Ia Cornette apparue au moys de Nouembre 
I577· Auquel est traite des occasions d'icelle, de ce 
qu'elle peut predire & signifier: & de la reigle. de viure 
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en. ce temps, pour obuier a 1'! ~igne affection d'i~i. 
Traduit de nouueau, d'Italien en langue Fran~oise.' A 
Lyon, Par lean Patrasson. M. D. LXXVIII. Auec 
permission. 

B.M. 531. e. 28 (3); RN. ·v 21092 
Description'! The tract is a quarto with signatures A1 

to B&. It is 148 mm. high. The pages are unnumbered. 
It was printed in French in Lyons in 1578 by Jean· 
Patrasson, and is a translation of the Italian edition. The 
verso of A1 and the verso of B& are blank. The woodcut 
on the title-page is the same as that on the title-page of 
Fiornovelli's Discours •.. , item 41, and on the verso ' 
of B, of the tract by Raymundus, item 85. All three of 
the tracts were printed by Patrasson. The same figure 
also appears on the last page of the tract by Thurneys
ser, which was printed by Vittorio Baldini in Ferrari, 
item[104). In the summer of 1931, the leaf B1 of the B.N. 
copy of item 71 had been replaced by B1 of Fiornovelli's 
work, item 41. 

72 Discorso intorno alia cometa apparsa i1 mese di Novembre 
1577 etc. ',. 

Not located. Riccardi, Part I, v. II, 131; Angiolga
briello, V, CCXXIII 

Description: This is a quarto and was printed in Venice 
in 1577 by Domenico Niccolini. 

72a Discorso intorno alia cometa apparsa i1 mese di N ovembre .• 
1577 etc. 

Not consulted. Riccardi, Part I, v. II, 131; Haym, 
IV, 8g (9); Angiolgabriello, V, CCXXIII 

Description: This is a quarto and was printed in Perugia 
by Bresciano in 1578. Riccardi said that there was a copy 
in the Marciana library. Angiolgabriello gave the date 
as 1588. · · > 

Mater, Richard 
See item88 

de Maudin, Dauid 
72b a book in French 

Not located. Referred to by Twyne, item 105a, on 
·. the verso of Aw. 
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~Ieister, Joachim . . 
72c Cometes Qvi Apparvit Anno Christi cl;. 11. Lxxvn. 

Mense Novembri, Carmine Descript. a Ioachimo Meistero 
Cogn: God: Gorlicii Excudebat Ambrosius Fritsch. 
Anno M. D. LXXVIII. 

Bibliotheque Nationale et de Universite, Prague, 
49 c 107 ' 

Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures A, 
to. D~. The verso of D~ is blank. The pages are unnum
bered. There is a woodcut, -probably the printer's device, 
on the title-page. The verso of the title-page contains 
the dedication to Elias Melcerus. As is indicated on the 
title-page, the volume is in Latin verse. The verse begins 
on the recto of A1 and continues to the middle of the 
verso of D8 where Greek verse begins. The latter ends 
in the middle of the following page. The copy in the 
university library in Praha (Prague) is a presentation 
copy from the author to Thomas Mitis.• 

Meyne, (or Mayne, or Menius) Matthias 
73 Von aller geschlecht der Cometen I jeder zeit I wan die 

. trscheine zugebrauchen ·I vnd von dessen wirckungen I 
der vns zu Dantzigk den 12. Nouembris dieses 1577. Jar 
erschienen ist. Durch M. Matthiam Meyne Dantiscanum 
Mathematum studiosum. Gedruckt zu Dantzigk bey 
Jacobo Rhodo. M.D. LXXVIII. 

Nationalbibliothek Wien 72.T. 145 (21) 
Description: Only a photostatic copy, without a scale, 
has been available for this description. The volume is a 
quarto with signatures A to D1... The verso of D1.. is 
blank. On the title-page is a woodcut of a comet and 
beneath it an astronomical diagram for new-moon, at one 
in the morning of November 10, 1577. The book was 
printed in German at Dantzic in 1578 by Jacob Rhodo. It 
was dedicated to Scheppeu, who among other positions 

· was the head of Dantzic. The . dedication occupies the 
verso of A1 and the recto and verso of All. It was dated 
January 6, 1578 and signed by 1\Ieyne. At the close of 

4 Thomas Mitis of Naumburg wrote verse which was printed in Prague. 
See ]Ocher, III, 558 and Zedler, XXI, 549- ~ 
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the work, on the recto of Dt,. it is stated in Latin that 
the work was written and finished on the 20th, 21st, 
22nd and 23rd of December, I577· Estreicher, XX, 318, 
attributed the work to "~ndreas" Meyne: 

Mic6, Jose 
I 

73a Diario y juicio del cometa que apareci6 a los 8 de 
Diciembre de 1577 en Barcelona. 

Not located. Picatoste y Rodriguez, 195 
Description: This w9rk was printed in Barcelona in I 57~· 

73b Diario y juicio del cometa que apareci6 a los 8 dias de 
Noviembre de I577· · 

Not located. Mari, in Archeion, XXV (1943): 21o-2u 
Description: According to Mari, this work was first 

· ·printed in 1798. It may be the same as item 73a. 

Misocacus, Wilhelm 
74 Observationes astronomicae pertinentes ad novum come

tam qui visus est jam anrto 1578. 
Not located. Carl, 53; Struve, I, 787 

Description: The title is given above as it was given by 
Struve. Carl wrote "jam anno 1577" in place of "jam 
anno 1578 ", but this is probably wrong, as is seen from 
the meaning of the phrase. The tract was printed in 

~ 

Dantzic in 1578. The B.M. catalogue considered MisO-
. cacus a pseudonym for Johann Rasch, but Rasch criti

cized certain of Misocacus' writings. Misocacus was a real • 
person, born in 15II, a doctor and astronomer. (See· 
Hellmann (1883), 334; }ocher, III, 555; Zedler, XXI, 
468.) 

Montelli, Ascanio 
I 

. .. 
7~ Lettres Dv Seignevr Ascanio Montelli Medecin, Et 

Mathematicien Napolitain, traduit d'Italien en' Fran~ois. 
Con tenant la prediction des affaires de Flandres, . & 
d'autres guerres des Chrestiens, seton la signification d'vn 
Cornette apparue n'agueres: les Eclipses de la Lune; la 
conionction de Saturne & Mars, & plusieurs natiuitez 
des Princes. Auec vn discours de merueilleux presages & 
accidents menacez par la grande coionction des planettes 
de l'an IS83. & des troubles qui doyuent suruenir a 
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aucuns empires, monarchies & estats, seton l'opinion de 
plusieurs s~uans hommes Astrologues. A Paris, Pour 
lean de Lastre', libraire: rue saint lean de Latran, pres 
le college de Cambray. A':yec Privilege Dv Roy. 

Crawford library; photostatic copy, C.U.L. B523.6 M;6 
Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures A1 

to Ety. It is 165 mm. high. The versos of A1 and Ety are 
blank. The pag~ are unnumbered. The book was printed 
in Paris for Jean de Lastre, probably in October 1578, 
since the "Privi1ege" (Ety r) was dated October 18, 
1578. On the title-page is the same woodcut figure as 
on the title-page of item 67. The text starts on the recto 
of Au under the heading " Lettres Dv Seignevr Ascanio 
Montelli, Escrite Av Viceroy de Naples, sur la signi
fication de la ,Cornette, & autres constellations de l'an 
77· & 78. & 79· escrite le 20. Aoust 1578." A section 
entitled " Prediction Dv Seignevr Ascanio Montelli 
tres-excellent Medecin & Mathematicien, sur les affaires 
de F1andres & autres guerres des Chrestiens." starts on 
the recto of B1y. This section contains astrological 
diagrams on B1y r and v, C. r and v, and tables of astro
nomical values on C. v and Cti r, all for the horoscopes 
of the kings of France and Spain, of the Duke of 
Anjou, and Don Juan of Austria. A section entitled 
" Continvation Des Predictions De M. Ascanio Mon:. 
telli, sur l'an 1579." begins on the recto of En. This was 
dated from Palermo, August 28, 1578. On the recto of 
Ety is an extract from the statement of the privilege to 
print and distribute the book. 

MUllet, Samuel 
' 75 Astronomische Beschreibung dess Cometen I so zu ende 

dises verloffenen 15;7. Jars erschinen I sampt seiner 
bedeutung. Zu Ehren vnd W olfart I Dem Hochwirdigen 
Fiirsten vnnd Herren I Herren Eberharten I Appte des 
Ehrwirdigen Fiirstlichen Stiffts zu Kempten I seinem 
gnedigen Herren. Durch Samuelem Miillerum Physicum 
Campidonensem. (last page: Vetruckt zu Augspurg I 
durch Valentin Schonigk I auff vnser Frawen Thor.) 

C.D.H.; photostat belonging to G.S. 
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Description: The book is a quarto with signatures At to 
Bw. It is 195 nun. high (C.D.H. copy). Aw is wrongly 
marked Bw. Bw is the page giving the name and city 
of the printer. The verso of Bw is blank.. On the title
page, A., and its verso are pictures of two shields or 
coats of arms. The book was printed in German at 
Augsburg by Valentin Schonig, probably in 1578. It, 
is dedicated to the Abbot of Kempten, as is stated both 
on the title-page and in the dedication. The dedication 
or preface is in Latin, and humbly offers the book. TI-le. 
C.D.H. copy is bound in boards. There is a dark greenish 
mark about 5 mm. broad on the upper inside comer 
of the verso of the title-page, which mark has penetrated 
through to the tile-page. The photostatic copy belonging 
to G.S. was probably made from the C.D.H. copy, 
judging from a similar mark" on the title-page of the 
photostat. 

1\Iuiioz (or Mugnoz or Munosius), Jerome 
See 88 

75a Summa del Pronostico II del Cometa: y de Ia Ecclipse 
de Ia Luna, que fue a los II 26. de Setiembre del aiio. 
1577. a las. 12. horas. II. minu II tos: e1 qual Cometa ha 

· sido causado por Ia II dicha Ecclipse. II Compuesto por 
e1 Maestro Hieronymo Munoz II Valenciano. Cathedra
tico de Mathematicas II y de Hebreo d' Ia Vniversidad 
d' Valencia ..• II . (at end: ImpreSsa en Valencia : II en · 
casa de Joan Navarro, II Aiio. 1578. II ) 

Not located. Picatoste y Rodriguez, 207, . # 521; 
Ortroy (1920), 132-3 J 

Description: The title is given above as it was given by 
van Ortroy. The book was printed in Valencia in 1578 
at the press of Joan Navarro by Gabriel Rivas. It is a 
quarto and has, on the title-page, a picture of a comet 
between Aquila and Saturn. Van Ortroy mentioned a 
copy in the national library in Madrid, no. 318o, but even 
if that copy still exists, it is not available. 

Mylius, Martin 

See item 49 
Mylius seems to have written ahout the comet of 1577 
in his Chronik. (See Koch (1907-1910), LXXXIV, 72.) 
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Nagelius, Paulus (or Nagel, Paul) 
76 Ander Theil Des in 1618. Jare erschienen vnd ver· 

· schienenen Cometen I so an. diesem Orte zur Proba 
begreifft . I eine kurtze warhafftige deutung vnd inter· 
pretation Des newefl wuflder- Stems 1572. vnd des 
Cometen 1577. erschienen I wird auch angezeigt wte det 
Comet 1577. mit den Cometen 1618. in einer Harmonia 
stehe / was jhr~ praeludia gewesen I vnd was noch ffu 
Wunder in kiirtzen ja jetzt werden offenbar wer<len. 
Autore M. Paulo N agelio. Im J ahr M DC XIX. 

C.D.H.; B.M. 8563. aaa. 33 (16); C.U.L. 523.6 Z 
v. 2 (35) and 523.6 Z1 (2) 

Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures A1 

toG,,.. It is 184 mm. high (C.D.H. copy) or 18o mm. 
(B.M. copy) or 193 mm. (C.U.L. copy one) or 186 mm. 
(C.U.L. copy two). The pages are unnumbered. The 
leaf F11 is marked by the· Roman letter "F" and the 
Arabic numeral " 2 " whereas the other signature marks 
except " C " use German or Black letters and small 
Roman nl.J-merals. The verso of the title-page, A~o is 
blank. On the title-page, beneath the name of the author, 
is a woodcut of a comet and two stars. The title-page 
has a woodcut design as a border. The preface dedicated 
the book to Jacob Schultz and Sigismund Deuerlin and was 
signed, on the verso of Am, by Nagel and dated "Argeliae 
2. April. 1619." The text begins on the recto of A,,. and 
continues to the end. It is divided into two chapters, the 
first dealing with the nova of 1572 and the second, start
ing on the verso ,of Em, with the. comet of 1577. The 
book was printed in German in 1619, but no place of 
printing nor printer's name was given. However, this 
item, although a separate tract with its own title-page 
and a new series of signatures, can be considered as part 
two of a larger work and consequently as being printed 
in the place where the first part was printed, namely at 
the author's own press, presumably in Arten (Argelia). 
The title-page of the first part reads: "Stellae Prodi
giosae Seu Cometae per oculum triplicem observatio & 
explicatio. Das ist: Des new en Comet en vnd Wunder 
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Stems im October I November vnd December I6i8. 
erschienen I warhafftige Deutung vnd Auszlegung· per 
Magiam insignem, dergleichen zuvor nicht . gesehen: 
Allen Menschen auff Erden zur guten N achrichtung vnd 
Wamung fiirgestellet Durch M. Paulvm Nageli'm L. M~ 
Tehologum vnd Astronomum, &c. In Verlegung desz 
Autoris. lm Jahr 1619." This title-page is copied from . 
the B.M. copy. The C.U.L. copy has the author's last)l3llle 
written out as" Nagelivm ". It is possible that what seeins 
on the photostat of the B.M. copy to be an apostrophe be
fore the "m" might be a blot covering most of the "v". In 
both copies " November" is divided between two lines but 
only in the C.U.L. copy is the sign"-" used. On the title
page there is a woodcut showing a comet,. some stars 
labeled "Bootes", "Arctur.", and so forth, the symbols 
for Libra and Leo, and "Mene Mene Tekel Uphirsin." 
Part of the title-page, at least in the C.U.L. copy, is 
printed in red. In the B.M. the two parts are bound to
gether and catalogued only under the title of the .first. 
The C.D.H. copy does not have the first part. The C.U.L. 
catalogued only the title of the first part and said that 
two parts are in one (C.U.L. 523.6 Z v. 2 (35)) and 

· • · catalogued the second copy on the same card saying that 
only part two is there, all of which is true. The Crawford 
library catalogue, 119 and 317, listed· the two books 
separately and recorded' two editions of the first part, · 
probably corresponding to the C.U.L. and B.M. copies. 
There seems to be no variance between the copies of 
part two. 

Nepvev, Charles 

See item 69 
N eri, Giovanni de' 

77 Pronostico e discorso di Giovanni de' Neri veronese, 
sopra la cometa apparsa i1 mese di Novembre l'anno 
I577· Con il giudicio dell' ecclisse etc. 

Not consulted. Houzeau, 5613; Riccardi, Part I, v • . 
II, I95· 
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Description: The title is given above as it was given by 
Riccardi. The volume is a quarto printed in Mantua in 
1578, by Giacomo Ruffinello. Riccardi said that there was 
a copy in the Marciana library. 

Nicolaus, 1 ohaimes . 
See Nielson, 1 ens 

Nielsen, 1 ens 
;]a De Portentoso · Coineta, Qvi Anno M. D. LXXVII. 

apparuit, terrifico magna ex parte sidere, & non leuiter 
piato, vt loquitur Plinius. Carmen Iohannis Nicolai 
Diaecesium Asloiensis, & Hammarensis in Noruuegia 
Superintendentis. Rostochii Impressit Steprumus Mylian
der. Almo M. D. LXXVII. 

Not consulted. Royal Library, Copenhagen ( 2 copies) ; 
description and title from Nielsen, t186. The work is 
also cited in Bruun, II, 72. 

Description: The volume is a quarto of one signature, A. 
The printing measures 138 x 98 mm. There is a vignette 
on the title-page. The book was printed in Latin verse 
in Rostock in 1577 by Stephan Mollmann (Myliander). 
The verso of the title-page is blank. On the recto of ~ 
it is stated that the comet was first observed in Oslo, 
Norway on the tenth of November, 1577, between the 
fourth and fifth hour after sunset and that it had recently 
passed sideways through Cygnus. 

77b De Portentoso Cometa, Qvi Anno Praeterito Apparvit, 
Terrifico magna ex parte sidere, & non leuiter piato, vt 
loquitur Plinius, Carmen Iohannis Nicolai Asloiensis. 
Hafniae Impressit Andreas Gutterwitz. Anno 1578. 

Not consulted. Royal Library, Copenhagen; Lund 
University Library; description and title from Nielsen, 
n87. The work is also cited in Bruun, II, 72. 

Description: The volume is a quarto of one signature, A. 
The printing measures 139 x 1o8 mm. There is a vignette 
on the title-page. The book was printed in Latin verse in 
Copenhagen in 1578 by Andreas Gutterwitz. The verso 
of the title-page is blank. On the next page it is stated 

' that the comet was first observed in Oslo on the tenth 
of November of the previous year, 1577, between four 
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and five hours after sunset and that it had recently 
passed sideways through Cygnus. At the back of the book 
there is a plate measuring 288 x .210 mm. with a figure 
and the following inscription, " Schema· Coeli, Positvm 
Exhibens Sydervm, Ad Tempvs Conivnctionis Solis Et 
Lvnae in Scorpio, quod Cometam grandem & horribili 
specie produxit, Mense Nouembri, Anno &c. 1577." 

N olthius, Andreas 
78 Observatio, Vnd Beschreibung des Cometen I welcher 

im Nouembri vnd Decembri I des 77· vnd noch im 
Januario I dieses 78. Jharsz erschienen I Geschehen vnd , 
gestellet I durch Andream N olthium, Mathematicum. 
(at end: Bedruckt zu Erffurdt durch Georgium Bawman 
I wonhafftig auffm Fischmarckt.) 

Crawford library; photostatic copy, C.UL. B523.6 N7.2. 
Description: The volume is a quarto with !iignatures A1 

to EtY• It is 187 mm. high. The pages are unnumbered. 
The book was printed in German in Erfurt, probably in 
1578, the date given by Schottenloher, IV, 378. The verso 

· of the title-page, A" and the verso and recto of E 1y are 
blank. On the title-page there is a woodcut of ~ cele5tial 
sphere, showing the comet in the sign of Capncom. On 

·the recto and verso of Au and the recto of Aw there is 
a preface, dated from Einbeck, February .2, 1578, dedicat
ing the book to Philip Duke of Brunswick and Liineburg, 
and signed by the author. The book is divided into seven , 
chapters, each of, which begins with a woodcut initial. 

Nolthius, Valentinus 

Squarcialupus, on the verso of Ca of 37(3) mentioned a 
German tract on the comet of 1577 by Valentinus Nolthius, 
but it seems likely that he erred concerning the chris
tian name. 

Nostradamus 

See Crespin 

Paduanus, J oannes (or Padovani, Giovanni) 
78a a book on the comet of 1577 

Not located. Riccioli, II, 13 
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Description: Riccioli, II, 2, also spoke of a book on the 
comet o[ ISi7 by Antonius Paduanus, and, II, 117. of a 

. " tractatus de Cometis " by Io. Paduanus, and Struve, II, 
' 535, listed among general books on comets, a . work by 
J. Paduanius,· entitled "Opus de stellis crinitis ", printed 
in Verona in ISiS. · . 

Papeberg • 
See Camerarius·, Ioachimus 

[P~dinus, Gulielmus) 
· ;8b Sommaire Discovrs Svr La Vision & presage du Comete, 

qui prenuerement s'apparut enuiron le comencement du 
moys.de Nouembre, mil cinq cens soixante & dixsept, que 
I' on voit. ·encores a present. lgnea flammantis picta est 
hie forma Cometae, Cuius fata notat pagina nostra 
sequens. A Lyon, Par Benoist Rigavd. 1577. Avec 
Permission. 

B.N. Res. p. V. 202; photostatic copy, C.U.L. B 523.6 
P21 

Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures A1 

to B4 • Only a photostatic copy, without a scale, has been 
available i~ preparing this description. The pages are un
numbered. The verso of the title-page, A1 , is blank. On 
the title-page is a woodcut representing a comet with its 
head between the directions " Occidens " and " Septen
trio" and its tail between ":it:eridies" and "Oriens ". 
This .is like the cut on the title-page of item 12, which was 
printed by the same printer. On A2 and its verso is a 
dedication, in verse, to Peter a N agutio, signed "Gulielmus 
Paradinus faciebat ", which last phrase, however, may 
apply to the whole book. The book was not' listed by 
Niceron, XXXIII, 165-9, in a bibliography of works by 
Paradin. As and its verso contain an unsigned dedication 
in prose to " Monsievr Le Prothonotaire Vetus, Prieur 
& Seigneur de Chatonay & S. Laurens, &c." The Som
maire Discovrs begins on the recto of A4 and ends on the 
verso of B3 on which page there is also a woodcut show
ing the sun, stars, a comet, the moon, and a man holding 
a globe, with the legend "Astra Regvilt Orbem Sapiens 
Dominabitvr Astris." The recto of B4 contains a poem 
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about the then visible comet by · Oaudius Morell us 'of 
Wales and a short prediction. On the verso of that page 
there is a woodcut of a celestial globe. 

Pauli, Simon 
See item 30 

Peter of Limoges 
See item {66] 

Philomathesius, R. P. 
See item 84. The number is"' retained from the original · 
bibliography, in which only the initials, _not.the author's ·:~._ 
name, were given. • · · 

Pianero, Giovanni 
See Planerius 

Planerius, or Planerus, Ioannes 
. ' . 

79 Ioannis Planerii Qvintiani Brixiensis Artivm Et Medi-
cinae Doctoris Varia Opuscula : . 

!
Epistolae morales. 
Patriae descriptio : in q~a de animorum immortalitate. 
Henrici Regis ad Vrbem Venetam aduentus. 
De Comete, 1577. 
De Lacte. · . /01( 

· Cvm Privilegio. Venetiis, Apud Franciscum. Zilettum. 
1584·· 

C.D.H. 
Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures a,. ~ 

to a, plus A1 to H, plus a,. to f4 • It is 230 mm. high. The 
leaves are numbered from 2 to 32 from A2 to H, and 
from 3 to 24 from 3.a to f4 • The )VOrk was printed in 
Latin in Venice in 1584 by Franciscus Zilettus. The 
versos of the title-page, a,., and of the second title-page, 
a11 and of f4 are blank. There is the same printer's device 
on both title-pages. The work is divided into two seqions, 
t~e first containing the moral letters and occupying the 
leaves through H,, the second containing the other sec
tions listed on the title-page. On the recto and verso of 
the first 3.a and the recto of a1 is a dedication to Cardinal 
Ferdinand Medici dated from Venice in 1582. On the 
verso of the first a1 and the recto of a4 is a dedication to 
Alphonso Martinengus dated from Brescia in 1583. 
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On the verso o£ the first a, is an index o£ the letters. 
The second section has a new title-page which reads 
" Joannis Planerii Qvintiani Brixiensis Artivm Et 
Medicinae Doctoris: Breuis Patriae suae descriptio: 
Et Illustrium Virorum eiusdem Patriae enumeratio: 
In qua de animorum immortalitate disseritur. Venetiis, 
Apud Franciscum Zilettum, M D LXXXIIII.'' The 
second section is dedicated to the brothers Jerome and 
Johannes Fugger. The treatise on the comet o£ 1577, 
headed " Joannis Planerii Qvintiani Brixiensis Philo
sophiae, Et Medicinae Doctoris. Tractatus breuis de 
Comete a duodecima die Nouembris 1577. per duos 
menses mortalibus omnibus apparente.'', occupies the 
verso o£ d2 to the recto o£ e2 inclusive. There is a poem 
to Planerius on the recto o£ f,. -The C.D.H. copy is 
bound in boards with a leather back upon which is 
stamped "Planer Varia Opuscu ". On the inside of the 
front cover is pasted a long narrow strip of paper with 
" Schiavini." printed in ink on it. Beneath this are 
written in pencil the following notes, " 18/6 ", "K, ", 
"25/287 ". The title-page has an " R" written in pencil 
and a figure like the lower three quarters of the number 
.8 written in ink in the lower right hand comer. Some 
pencil writing has been erased from the inside of the 
back cover. 

Portantius, Johannes 
793- Beschrijuinghe der nieuwer Cometen I Met aenwijsinge 

ende vermaninge wat zy bedieden ende voortbrenghen 
sal. (at end: T' Anwerpen by Franc;ois van Ravelenghien, 
naest onser L. Vrouwen kerck-deure aende Noort-zijde.) 

Plantin Museum, Antwerp 
Description: This item is a single sheet, printed in 
Flemish, in Antwerp probably in 1577. The available 
photostatic copy, furnished by the courtesy of the 
Plantin Museum, does not have a scale on it to furnish 
the size of the sheet, but it is probably the size of the 
usual broad-side. The last line, giving the name of the 
printer, may read " T' Antwerpen ... " instead of 
" T' Anwerpen " as given above, a fold in the sheet pos-
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sibly concealing the letter " t " when the photostat was 
made. The text is signed by the author and gives his 
occupation as "Physicus & Mathernaticus ". Beneath the 
title is a woodcut occupying almost as much space as the 
text. It shows a town at the edge of a body of water 
with a comet in the sky as well as the symbol for Capri
corn and a half-moon and some stars (the' constellation 
Capricorn). 

· 79b Kurtze Erklerung 1 von den eigenschafften desz grossen 
I im M. D. LXXVII. jars erscliienen vnd noch brin
nenden Cometen I Samt seiner bedeutung I Auch an .. 
was vhrt vnd stell I. Himlischen Hausz I Planeten vnd 
Zeichen I er auff vnd vnter gangen I Durch der Astro
nomiae Liebhabem I erfahme vnd Gelehrte I wie 
nachuolgt I vndter5chiedlich beschrieben. (at end : 
Gedruckt zu N ii.rmberg I durch Leonhard Heu5zler) 

B.M. C.29.h4. 
Description: The volume is a quarto of two signatures, 
A to B. It is 186 mm. high. The pages are unnumbered. 
It was printed on linen in Nuremberg by Leonard 
Heussler, probably in 1577. On the title-page is a wood
cut closely resembling that on the title-pages of items 
3 and 28. Below the woodcut is the following quotation, 
supposedly from the 20th chapter, really _from the 21st, 
of the Gospel according to Luke, " Es werden Zeichen 
geschehen I an der Sonnen I Mond vnd Stemen I vnd 
a~ff Erden wird den Leuthen bange seyn 1 vnd werden 
zagen I vnd das Meer vnd die w asserwogen werden 
brausen I vnd die Menschen werden verschmachten fii.r 
forcht I vnd fur wartten der ding 1 die da komen .sollen 
auff Erden I dass auch der Himel krefften sich bewegen 
werden I rc." The verso of the title-page, A., and the 
recto and verso of B1.,. are blank. On the recto of An is 
a woodcut of a comet and a description of the comet of 
1577. The book is in two sec;tions, the first of which is 
signed by Portantius and is headed •• Beschreibung des 
newen Cometen I mit anweissung vnd verrnanung 1 was 
er zubedeuten." It is an almost exact translation into 
German of the last two paragraphs of item 7ga. It 
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occupies the verso of Au, the recto and verso of A111 and 
the recto of A1v. The second section of the book occu
pies the verso of A1v, and the rectos and versos of B~o 
Bu and B111• It is entitled "Ivdicivm Von dem grossen 
Cometen I so den XII. Nouemb. im M. D. LXXVII. 
Jar I am Himel erschienen.", is dated December 19, 1577, 
and is signed ~y ''B.I.T." 

Praetorius, Adelarius 
8o Schade Wacht. Nothwendige Wamung vnd Vermanung 

an alle busferlige I glaubige Christen gethan 1 von dem 
erschrecklichen Comet I vnd Zomstem I der dieses 77· 
Jar I am Himel gesehen wird. Gedruckt zu Erffurt I 
Durch Johann Beck. Anno D.M. LXXVII. 

Nationalbibliothek Wien 72. T. 145 (15) 
Description : The volume seems to be a quarto of one 
signature, although the only signature marks are those 
of A2 and B8 on the recto of the second and of the third 
leaf respectively, and undoubtedly " B3 " is a misprint 
for "A3 ". Scheibel, 97, called the book a quarto. It was 
printed in German prose in 1577, but the verso of the 
title-page and the top of the following page contain a 
prayer in German verse, headed ~ M. Adelarius Prae
torius Diener-des Gottlichen Worts in Erffurt." This is 
the only mention of Praetorius in the book, but, no doubt, 
he was the author of ~t. The title-page contains a circular 
woodcut picturing three men and a comet to which one . 
of the men is pointing. The inference from the woodcut 
is that the author, or printer, saw an analogy between 
the Star of Bethlehem and the comet of 1577. Notice of 
the astrological character of the book is given by the 
legend beneath the woodcut: " Georgi us fachymerius 

' Historicus. 3 lib. Hist. licUts KOJ.I~T"'S om ii 1/>VUEt KaKOU. 

Non est Cometa, quin natura sit malus." See Pachymeres, 
149 (Book 3, Chapter 23), and the description of item 
12, above. 

Praetorius, (or Richter) Johannes 
See Thorndike, VI, 84 
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81 De Cometis, Qvi Antea Visi Svnt, Et De Eo, Qvi 

Novissime Mense Novembri Apparvit, narratio, scripta 
ad Amplissimvm Prvdentissimvmqve Reipvb. Noriber
gensis Senatvm, A lohanne Praetorio Ioachimico, Reip. 
N oribergensis Astronomo, & Mathematum Professore in 
schola Altorfiana. Cum gratia & priuilegio Caesareae 
Maiestatis. N oribergae. cb. b. Lxxvm. (at end: 
Imprimebatur Noribergae, in Officina Typographica: 
Catharinae Gerlachin, & Haeredum Iohannis Montani. 
M. D. LXXVIII. 

C.D.H.; G.S.; N.Y.P.L. *KB 1578 
Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures A1 

to C,. It is 187 mm. high ( C.D.H. copy, which has been 
cut down) and 197 mm. high (N.Y.P.L. copy). The 
verso of the title-page, A1 , ·and the recto and verso of· 
C& are blank. A printer's design is on the title-page and 
another on the verso of C3 • The book was printed in 
Latin in 1578 in Nuremberg at the press of Catherine 
Gerlach and tl1e heirs of Johannes Montanus. The C.D.H. 
copy is bound in boards with the title printed by hand 
in ink on a rectangular piece of paper pasted vertically 
on the front cover, the inside of which has the book-. 
plate of J.L,E. Dreyer. Th~ title-page has" 232" written: 
in pencil in the upper left hand comer, "_932" written 
in ink along the outer edge, and •• C- I. 4." written in 
ink in the lower right hand comer. There is a pencil 
line in the outer margin on the recto of ~ 

82 Narratio oder Historische erzehlung dem Cometen, so 
vor diser Zeit sind gesehen worden, und dann auch 
dessen, so jiingst im Monat November erschienen ist 
durch Joh. Pratorium. (at end: Gedruckt zu Niimberg 
durch Kathar. Gerlachin und Joh. vom Berg Erben.) 

Not located. Bassaeus, II, 303; Cad, 54; Schotten
loher, IV, 378; Struve, I, 787; Weller (1857-8), 36o
l; Zinner (1934), 97 

Description: No date of printing was given in the book, 
but the work seems to have been printed in I 578. Weller 
called it a quarto, and Schottenloher said that it has 
twelve leaves. 
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Pribicerus, Iacobus 

83 Tractatvs De Cometa Qvi Svb Finem Anni A Nato 
Christo 1577. conspectus est. Continens simul breuem 
eamque generalem expositionem de causis Cometarum, 
Conscriptus A Iacobo Pribicero. N ovisolii. Excvsvm In 
Oficina Christophori Scvlteti. Anno M. D. LXXVIII. 

Nationalbib~iothek Wien 72. T. 145 (4) 
Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures A1 

to Du. The available photostatic copy has no scale for 
determining the height of the tract. The pages are un-

.1 numbered. The verso of the title-page, A1, is blank. The 
book was printed in Latin in 1578 at Neusohl at the 
press of Christophor Scultetus. Th~re is a woodcut of a 
comet. enclosed in a rectangle on the title-page. On the 
recto and verso of Au and the recto of Am is the dedi
cation by Pribicerus to the heads of Schemnitz, dated 
from Neusohl on the last day of January 1578. On Am 
and its verso is a short preface by Paul Fabricius ad
dressed to Bartholomaeus Chrysaeus. This is followed, 

· on the verso of Am and the recto and verso of A1v, by 
two poems, the first by Bartholomaeus Chrysaeus, the 
second ·by Iohannes Leuch_amerus, the latter being dated 
December 5, 1 577· The text, which occupies the rest of 
the volume, and the two poems are printed in italics. 

Philomathesius, R. P. 
84 Kurtzer Ausszug aller Cometen, so von Christi Geburth 

an his dahero gesehen worden, nemlich aber, in was Jar 
dieselbige erschienen, und dann was auf einen jeden 
erfolgt sey? A us allen fiirnembsten alten und newen 
Authoren, so his aufs gegenwartige 1578 jar von 
Cometen insonderheit geschrieben haben, zusammenge
tragen. 

Not located. Houzeau: Vade-Mecum, 2764; Lalande, 
107; Scheibel, 109; Struve, I, 761 

Description: The volume is a quarto and was printed in 
Frankfort-on-the-Main in 1578. According to Scheibel 
it ~as three signatures. The title is given as it was given 
by Scheibel, who gave R. P. Philomathesius of Frankfort 
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as the author, as did also Lalande. Struve gave only the 
initials " R.P." as author and Houzeau gave " Philoma
thesis ". The real name of the author is not known. 
Squarcialupus, on the verso of C8 of 37(3), referred to 
a work by R. P .. Philomathesius on the' comet of 1577, 
undoubtedly item 84. The name " Philomathesius ., has 
been applied to Valentin. Steinmetz, as was seen in the 
discussion of his work in chapter V, above, but he was 
probably not the authox: of item 84. Professor Thorndike 
(Thorndike, VI, 184) seems to be in error in consider
ing "R.P.'' and "Philomathesius" as two people. 

I 

84a Discours de la Comete apparue a Lausanne le 8. iour de 
Nouebre I577· fait en vers Franc;ois par I. R. de Digne 
en Prouence. 

Not located. Bassaeus, III, 43-4; Du Verdier, 243-4 
Description: The title is given above as it was given ~y 
Du Verdier, who said that the book is a quarto and was 
printed in Lausanne by _Franc;. le Preux: in 1578. 
Bassaeus gave the same format and place and date of 
.publication and the information that the author was from 
Digne. 

Raymund us (or Raimondo), Hannibal 
See item 48 
See items 14 and 15 

85 Discovrs Sur la noble Cornette apparue A Venise Av 
Mois De Nouembre 1577. plus notable, gracieuse, & 
beneuole que l'on ait veu de nostre temps. Auec l'arc 
qui la precedoit a l'heure de son apparition, contenant ies 
grands effets d'icelle. Fait en Italien par M. Hannibal, 
Raimondo de Veronne, & depuis traduit en langu~ 
Franc;oise. A Lyon, Par lean Patrasson. M. D. LXXVIII. 
Auec permission. . 

B.N. V 21091 his; B.M. 531. e. 28 (2) 
Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures A1 

to C,v. It is 161 mm. high. The pages are unnumbered. 
The versos of the title-page, A., and ~v are blank. On 
the title-page above the place of pubiication is a wood-
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cut showing six paths of a coinet in relation to the 
horizon, that is, different points of setting. On the verso 
of B1T is the same woodcut of a comet, clouds and stars 
as appears on the title-pages of items 41 and 71 and 
on the last page of item 104. The book was printed in 
French in Lyons in 1578 by Jean Patrasson and is a 
translation of item 86. 

86 Discorso D' .Annibal Raimondo Veronese, Sopra La 
Nobilissima Cometa, che comincio apparire il Nouembre 
I577· non mai piu veduta a ricordo de viuenti in questa 

. nostra Regione, vna tanto nobile, & con tanta lunga, & · • larga coda. lndrizzato Alia Givstitia, Alia Carita, all' 
Abondanza, alia Sanita, & a tutti gli amanti del prossimo. 
In Venetia, M D LXXVII. 

Crawford library; photostatic copy, C.U.L. B523.6 R14 
Description: The volume is a quarto of two signatures. 
It is 22 em. high. The verso of the title-page is blank. 
On the title-page is a woodcut with the legend " Dvcat 
Prvdentia Negocivm, Non Fontvna." The pages are un
numbered. The text . begins with ·a woodcut initial. On 
recto of B1 is a representation of the daily path of the 
comet, showing the daily differences in the place of 
setting and the visible space traversed. On the last page, 
the verso of B 4, there is a woodcut of Cassiopeia, seated 
on a throne. On the last page it is stated that the book 
was finished in Venice on the last day of November, 
1577. It was printed in Venice in the same year, in 
Italian. Riccardi, I, 338, stated that the work was printed 
by Gratioso Perchacino, but there seems to be no state
ment to that effect in the book itself. 

Rasch, Johann 
, 87 Cometen Buech. Von dem newen Stem des 73· vnnd 

von den Cometen des 77· vnnd 81. Jars I auch von 
allen anderen Cometen vnnd newen Stem erscheinungen 
1 geschicklicher erforschung zu vrtheilen I wie die 
beschreibumgen derselben I biedurch zuuerstehen sey I 
fiir den gemainen Mann so auff frembde wort vnd art 
von Astronomischem circelwerck zu reden I nit geiibt I 
allen fromen Christen zum trost vnd dieser zeit sehr 
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notwendig zu wissen. Durch Johann Rasch I Burger zu 
Wien 1 Getruckt zu Miinchen I bey Adam Berg. Mit 
Rom: Rey: May: Freyheit nit nachiutrucken • 

B.M. C. 71. h. 14. (9); C.D.H. 
Description: The tract is a quarto with signatures A1 

to H 1 • It is 181 mm. high. The pages are unnumbered. 
The book is in German and was printed in Munich by 
Adam Berg. Since the dedication is dated the 6th of 
January 1582, it is safe to say that the book was printed , 
in 1582 although the 1588 edition of Rasch's Gegen
practic listed the Cometen buech as printed· in 1577~ 
There are figures of three comets on the title-page. The 
dedication is to " Dem Durchleuchtigen I Hochgebornen 
Fiirsten vnnd Herren I Herren Wilhelm 5 I Pfaltzgraue 
bey Rhein I Hertzog in Ohern vnd Nidern Bayrn I rc. 
meinem gnedigisten Herren." The title given above and· 
the size of the volume were taken from the B.M. copy. 
On the title-page of the C.D.H. copy the words "vnd " 
and " circelwerck " in the phrase " au:ff frembde wort vnd 
art von Astronomischem circelwerck zu red en" are spelled· 
"vii.d" and" circkelwerck ".The C.D.H. copy is 186 mm. 
high. Otherwise the same description fits the two copies: 
The· signatures E and F of the C.D.H. copy were inter
changed in binding. The other distinguishing marks on 
that copy are the date "1577" written in pencil below 
the last line of printing on the title-page and two slight . 
tears at the top of Au. The copy is bound in mottled 
brown boards with purple and green end papers. 1 

Raxus (or Raxo), Franciscus Fernandez (or Fernandez- Raxo 
y GOmez, Francisco) · · 

88 De Cometis, Et prodigiosis eorum portentis, libri qua.,. 
tuor. Ad Illustrissimum. D. D. Bernardum Martinez de 
Bolea, Philippi, Hispaniarum Regis, secundi, vicecan
cellarium, atque Consiliarium: Francisco Fernandez 
Raxo, Aragoniensi Medico, autore. Cvm Privilegio 
Excudebat Madriti Guillelmus Drouy, Typographus. 
Anno, 1579. 

S\Vilhelm V. 
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C.D.H. 
Description: The volume is an octavo with a signature 
of 10 leaves, the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, sth, and 6th of which 
are signed 1i 2, 1i 3, 1i 4, 1i 5, 1i 6, plus A1 to M1 plus a 12• 
signature N, of 12 leaves. There is no signature J. There 

· are four blank leaves, two in front and two at 
the end, but they do not form part of the first or last 
signature. The book is 203 mm. high. The leaves 
are numbe,red from I to 96 from A1 to M8• The 
signature N: is devoted to an index. The versos of the 
title-page and of the final leaf of the first signature and 
of M8 are blank. The book was printed in Latin by 
Willia.nl Drouy in Madrid in 1579. In the C.D.H. copy 
the date 1579 has been changed in ink to 1578. This is 
true also of a copy offered for sale by E. P. Goldschmidt, 
cat3logue 45, no. 61, and catalogue 70, no. 31, and of 

. the Morante copy (see Palau y Dulcet, III, 216). The 
recto of the first leaf after the title gives the approbation, 
in Spanish, of Doctor Heredia, dated May 22, 1578. The 
privilege is given, in Spanish, on the verso of that leaf 
and the recto of the next leaf, is signed by Antonio de 
Erasso and is dated May 8, 1578 from St. Martin de Ia 
Vega and is for a period of ten years. On the next three 
pages follow the privilege, in Spanish, for printing, and the 
copyright, for Aragon for the same period of time. This 
is dated from St. Lorenzo el Real, May 25, 1578. Then 
comes the preface, in Latin, which closes by outlining the 
book. The book is divided into four books bearing the 
titles" De Cometarvm Cavsis ","De generalibus Come
tarum effectibus ", "De specialibus Cometarum effecti
bus" and "De Cometarum iudicijs ". After the third 
book is a poem of twenty-six lines entitled " Carmina 
Cometae anni. 1577.", written in Rome by an English
man, Richard Mater. Following this, and preceding the 

. fourth book, is a preface to the fourth book dedicated to 
Bustus de Villegas and citing observations of the comet 
of 1577 by Jerome 1\Iugnoz and Brother Ioannes de Vk-
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toria. It is in the fourth book that the comet of 1577 is 
discussed. There are a woodcut printer's insignia on the 
title-page, numerous woodcut initials, and, on the verso 
of I1 and the recto of I8, two woodcut astronomical dia
grams, one for the eclipse in September, the other for 
the comet in November, 1577. The description of item 
88 given by Perez Pastor, 68-9, corresponds to the 
C.D.H. copy, except that Perez Pastor counted eleven 
leaves preceding the signature A and spoke of a table 
of errors after the preface. He also said that this list of. 
errors was printed separately. Thus it is an. extra leaf 
present in the copy described by Perez Pastor but miss
ing in the C.D.H. copy. Perez Pastor called the volume 
a quarto. Palau y Dulcet, III, 216, also called the work a 
quarto and mentioned eleven leaves before the num
bered ones probably counting a table of errors. Sanchez 
Perez, III, described the work as printed in I578, called 
it an octavo, and said that it had no figures. Picatoste 
y Rodriquez, 99-Ioo, also gave the date of publication 
as I 578, called the book a quarto, and counted ten leaves 
before the numbered ones. He did not mention any astro
nomical diagrams in the text although he described the 
printer's insignia on the title-page. He made no mention 
of the poem by Richard Mater, although the omission 
may be due to considering the poem as part of book three._ 
The descriptions of the book as quarto or octavo may not 
point to differences in the copies described but may be 
due to different standards of measurement. But the dif
ferences in the date of printing and in the presence or 
absence of figures cannot be so explained. Iri all probabil
ity there were two editions of the book by the -same 
printer and closely resembling each other, one in I578 
without the astronomical diagrams and one in I579 with 
the astronomical diagrams. This belief is consistent with 
action on the part of former owners of several of the 
copies of the I579 edition in changing the date on the 
title-page to I578. The C.D.H. copy is bound in limp 
vellum with the author's name and the title in ink on the 
back as well as the catalogue mark " Sc. s4. N 4 ". This 
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last mark also appears in ink on the upper right hand 
corner of the title-page and has blotted off onto the blank 
page opposite. The title-page has a cross in ink above the 
title, and, beneath the date of publication, changed in 
ink to I 578, is the following phrase written in ink " Col
legii Societ. JESV Caesaraug.", which also has blotted 
onto the previous page. In addition to the two marks 
mentioned above, the page preceding the title-page has 
"100 pesetas" written in ink on it, no doubt the price 
paid for the book by some former owner. A great many 
phrases in th~ text of the book have been underlined in 
ink. The lower outer corners of D8, F1 and K, and the 
lower margin of G1 have pieces out of them, but the 
defect looks more like a defect in the making of the 
paper than a tear in the finished product. 

Reuchlin, Ernest 
[89] Epistel oder Sendebrieff von des 1577. Jares nach un

sers wahren Messiae J esu Christi geburt, Catastasi, 
Constitution oder · Witterung, und daraus erfolgenden 
Kranckheiten. 

Richter, 

Not located. Bruun, II, 84; Houzeau, 4930 
Description: The book was printed in Liibeck in 1577. 
The title is given above as it was given by Houzeau. 
He listed the book among general works on astrology 
and Bruun listed it among astrological calendars. Neither 
man listed it among books on comets, and it seems 
highly probable that the tract has nothing whatsoever to 
do with comets. It was included in the original biblio
graphy on the comet of 1577 by error. 

See Praetorius, Johannes 
La Riviere, 'R. L. de (probably Rochus le Bailly or Baillif) 

go Discours sur la signification de Ia comete apparue en 
Occident, au signe du Sagittaire, le 10 novembre. 

Not located. Houzeau, 56oo 
Description: The volume is a quarto printed in Rennes 
in 1577. 
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Rocca, Angelo 
91 Discorso Filosofico, Et Teolo~co lntorno Aile Comete. 

Oue si scuoprono molti secreti della N atUJ:a, con la 
dichiaratione de' Miracoli, & Portenti occorsi a1 Mondo. 
Del R. P. F. Angelo Rocca da Camerino Dott. Teologo 
dell' Ord. Agostiniano. 

B.N. V 7952 
Description: It is difficult to determine the format of this 
book. There are ten leaves, the first five marked with 
signatures to A,, and _the last five unmarked. This would 
indicate a 10°, but it is hard to see how such a signature 
would be folded for binding. Probably there were origin
ally twelve leaves, the last two of which, being entirely 
blank, became separated in rebinding. Riccardi does not 
specify the format. The pages are unnumbered. The book 
is 197 mm. high. No date of publication nor printer's 
name nor place of printing is given. The volume was 
printed in Italian and probably appeared first in Venice. 
In all probability the book was not printed until 1578, 
since it says that the comet lasted until January 6, 1578 
and it mentions a drought lasting until "this day", 
January 14th. The verso of the title:-page has figures of 
three comets, similar to those in Dasypodius' book (see 
item 33). These illustrate the· three "types" of comets 
still distinguished in the sixteenth century. Each has a 
starlike nucleus. One has a long narrow tail. One has 
nearly parallel streamers spread out to a width about 
equal to the diameter of the head. The third has streamers 
of about equal length going out in all directions from the 
head. The verso of the tenth leaf is blank. The book is 
addressed to Giovanni Pisani, "Al · Clariss. S. Giovan 
Pisani. Fv Del Clarissimo Sign. Marco Ant." 

92 Discorso filosofico, teologico intorno alle comete, ove si 
scuoprono molti secreti della natura con la dichiaratione 
de' miracoli et portenti occorsi a1 mondo, nel occasione 
del cometa del 1577. 

Not located. Houzeau, 5593 
Description: Houzeau called this volume a quarto and 
said that it was printed in Venice in 1577. If he repro-
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· duced the title correctly and if he was correct about the 
date and place of publication, this volume is not the same 
as number 91, the title of which contains no mention of 
the comet of 1577 and in which no date nor place of 
publication is indicated and wmch was probably not 
.printed until 1578. The signatures of 91 do not indicate 
a quarto, although that term might be used by some to 
describe the size. Scheibel, 97, listed a Discorso filo
sofico theologico delle Comete, and assigned it to the 
year 1577, and said that it was printed in Venice. The 
book described by Riccardi, Correzioni ed Aggiunte 
Serie IIa, 146, is ite,m 91, not 92. It is possible that 
items 91 and 92 are the same, but it seems preferable to 
list 92 as a separate item. Possibly Rocca's Commentarius 
philosophicus ac theologicus de 'cometis (see chapter VI, 
note 38, above), which appeared in Venice in 1577, has 
been confused with either item 91 or 92. 

Roeslin, Helisaeus 
93 Theoria Nova Coelestivm METE!lP!lN, In Qva Ex 

. Plvrivm Cometarvm Phoenomenis Epilogisticws quaedam 
afferuntur, de novis tertiae cuiusdam Miraculorum 
Sphaerae Circulis, Polis & Axi : Svper Qvibvs Cometa 
Anni M. D. LXXVII. nouo motu & regularissimo ad 
superioribus ·annis conspectam Stellam, tanquam ad 
Cynosuram progressus, Harmoniam singularem vndiq; 
ad Mundi Cardines habuit, maxinie vero medium Europae, 
& exacte Germaniae Horizontem non sine numine certo 
respexit. Authore Helisaeo Roeslin, Medico Tabernis 
Alsatiae. Argentorati. Excudebat Bemhardus Iobinus. 
M. D. LXXVIII. 

C.D.H.; B.N. V 796o; B.M. 532. e. 12 (I) 
Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures A1 

to Ha (sic). It is 200 mm. high ( C.D.H. copy). Evi
dently, the last signature· is not in the form of a quarto. 
In fact, there is a blank leaf which would correspond 
to H, and is a continuation of H1 • The book was printed 
in Strasburg in 1578 by Bernard Iobin. The verso of 
the title-page is blank. There is a woodcut or engraving 
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on the title-page representing a classical bust with the 
caption "Sapientia Constans ", probably the printer's 
insignia. The C.D.H. copy is bound in paper. It misses 
leaf G., which has been supplied by a photostat from the 
B.N. copy. On the title-page the number 1578 has been 
written in ink in Arabic numerals below the Roman 
numerals. Above and to the right of the Arabic numbers, 
" I C " has been written and crossed out in ink. The 
verso of the blank leaf at the end of the C.D.H. copy 
has a design, in ink, composed of arcs of circles. 

Rothmannus, Christophor 
See item 19 

Sali, Valerio 
93a Commento Sopra Alcvni Versi Della Cometa Dell' Anno 

1-1. D. LXXVII. Dove Anco Si Dimostra La Nobilta, 
E La Vera Pronontia Della Lingva ltaliana. In 
Venetia, M. D. LXXIX. 

Crawford library; photostatic copy, C.U.L. B523.6 Sa3 
Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures A1 

to D3 • Only a photostatic copy, without a scale, was 
available. In that copy a page is 20.3 em. high. Phqto
static copies made at the Crawford library usually retain 
the size of the original. The pages are numbered from 
3 to 30 from the recto of A2 to the verso of D3 • Pages 10 

and I I are numbered 8 and 5, pci.ge 14 is numbered 4 and 
page IS is unnumbered. A brief note to the reader on 
the verso of the title-page says that the work • was 
completed at the home of Monsignor Camillo Cautio 
(translating'' a caso da" as though it were" a casa da ") 
and is signed by Valerio Sali. The text starts on j>age 3 
and is addressed to Signor Orsato Giustiniano. The work 
was printed in Italian in Venice in I579, but no printer's 
name was given. 

Sanchez (or Sanctius), Francisco 

93b Francisci Sanchez philosophi et medici doctoris, cannen 
de cometa anni 1577. 

H. C. L. Baudrier, VIII, 374; Bassaeus, I, 372, 
572, and II, 284: Lalande, 1o8; Ludendorff, 501-6; 
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Picatoste y Rodriquez, 286, # 736; Pingre, I, 100, 

n. (a) ;..Scheibel, 107 
Description: The title is given above as it was given 
by Baudrier. The volume is an octavo and was printed 
in Lyons in 1578 by Antonius Gryphius. If Baudrier and 
Bassaeus were correct, there were two tracts by Sanchez, 
printed in the same place and year by the same printer, 
one being called Carmen de cometa anni 1577 and 
the other Carmen de cometa anni 1578. Picatoste y 
Rodriguez mentioned only one tract and gave it the 
title Super comcta anno M. DLXXV/1 apparente. 
Pingre, without giving a title, said that the tract was 
written in 1578 about the comet of the preceding year. 
Ludendorff, also, gave no title. He said that Sanchez 
-had a Latin poem printed in Lyons in 1578. It is 
possible that there were two printings of the same poem 
in the same year, the first calling the comet by the date 
I5i? and the second calling it by the date 1578, al
though it is also possible that Sanchez thought of the 
phenomenon as two separate phenomena. Recently 
(1944) the Harvard library acquired a copy of this item. 
(See Picatoste y Rodriguez, 285-7; Smith (1917), 139; 
H. Friedenwald in the Annals of Medical History, ser. 3, 
v. II, n. 6: 521; G. Sarton in Isis, XXX (3) : 437; 
Thorndike, VI, 560 ff.; and Iriarte-Ag.'s Kartesischer 
oder Sanchezischer Zweifel? •.. Bottrop i. W., 1935, 
83 ff.) . ' . 

Santutius, Antonius 

94 on the comet of 1577 
Not located~ Implied by Claramontius (1636) and 
by Riccioli, II, 2 and 88, although Santutius' remarks 
on the comet of 1577 might be contained in a general 
work on comets written in the seventeenth century, 
i.e. if Santutius is the same as Santucci. 

Saravezza, (or Seravezza, see Riccardi, pt. 1, 'v. II, 437) 
Bartolomeo 

94a Il Breve Discorso Del Padre Saravezza, Sopra La Cometa 
Apparsa Alii XII. Di N ovembre. M. D. LXXVII Detta 
La Scapigliata. Alla Molto Ill. Sig. Et Padrona sua 
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osseruandiss. la Sig. Contessa Angela Bianca Chris· 
tiana Beccaria. 

Crawford library; photostatic copy, C.U.L. B523.6 Sa 7 
Description: The volume is composed of four leaves, 
without signature marks, and might be called a quarto. 
It is 21.4 em. high. The pages are unnumbered. On the 
title-page there is a woodcut representing the sun, moon 
and a figure, possibly Father Time, with wings. Between 
the title and the cut there is an Italian poem .headed 
" Nunquam coelo spectatus impune Cometa." The poetn 
reads " Se Ia Cometa giamai non fu uistae Senza por
tard fame, querra, o peste: 0 altri strani casi, oue fa 
uista, Farassi il ballo rondo senza feste." On the last 

' page the book is signed by the author and beneath his 
name is the information that the work was seen by the 
papal inquisitor. The preface, on the verso of the title
page, is dated St. Catherine's day, 1577. According to 
Riccardi, pt. I, v. II, 437, the following information is 
given at the end of the book, " In Piacenza, appresso 
Giouanni Bazzacho, & Anteo Conti compagni. 1577." The 
photostats from the Crawford library do not show this 
and Dreyer, editor, IV, 510, describing the Crawford 
library copy, wrote " s. 1. & a., " Thus there may 
be two printings of this work. 

Schannis, J oh. Kaspar 
94b Theses physicae de Cometis 

Not located. Wolf, IV, 64 note 21. ~ 
Description: The book is a quarto printed in " Tig." 
(Zurich) in 1619,' and speaks of the star of 1572 and 
the comets of 1577 and 1004. \ 

Schinbain, Johann GOrgen (possibly: Tibianus, Johann Georg) 
[95] Stemen oder Cometen Buch I In welchem die fiirnetii- · 

sten Cometan I deren bey 18o. so hin vnd her 1 vor 
vnd nach Christi Geburt I an dem Firmament erschienen 
I sampt andern Meteorologicis 1 so sich in Liifften 
zugetragen: Was auch gleich in jedem Jar besunder I 
fiir Effect oder wiirckung darauff gefolget: Beschriben 
vnd in Teutsche Rhytmos gestellet 1 Durch Johann 
~rgen Schinbain von Freyburg im Breyszgaw 1 diser 
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zeit Lateinischen vnd Catholischen I desz loblichen 
Romischen Reichs , Statt Byberach I Sch\ilmaistem. 
Getruckt zii Ingolstatt I bey Dauid Sartorio. Anno 
cl:>. I:>. LXXVIII. 

Crawford l~brary 
Description: Only a photostatic copy of the title-page 
has been available. On the title-page there is a woodcut 
showing a town beneath a comet and the figure of Sagit
tarius. The Crawford library catalogue called the volume 
a quarto of 76 leaves, with many woodcuts and a colophon 
with the shins of two legs, illustrating the author's name. 
As is readily seen from the complete title-page, the work 
is not about the comet of 1577, although that comet may 
be mentioned. Consequently, item I95) does not belong 
in this bibliography. 

Scultetus, Bartholemaeus 
96 Cometae, Anno Hvmanitatis I.C. cl:>. 1:>. Lxx. Vu. a 10. 

Vnnbris per Xbrem in 13. Ianuarij sequentis anni, 
continuis Lx. & V, D. in sublunari regione adparentis, 
Descriptio. De illius motu Visibili et vero, adiectis cognitu 
dignioribus calculi, tabularum & demonstrationum ocu
larium fundamentis. Denique de huius meteoricae impres
sionis Significatione, ex praemissa descriptione, concepta. 

· Authore Bartolemaeo Scvlteto Philomathe. (at end: 
Gorlicii Excudebat Ambrosius Fritsch, Anno 1578.) 

B.M. 8610. b. 6o 
Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures A1 

to N •. It is 182 mm. high. There is no signature J. The 
book was printed in Latin in Gorlitz by Ambrosius, 
Fritsch in 1578. On the title-page there is a woodcut, 
printed in red, of a quadrant with lines, some of th'em 
curved, drawn to a point not at the icomer, and prob
ably representing the different positions of a comet's 
tail. This figure also appears on the recto of F •. The verso 
of the.title-page is headed" Epigramma In Vrbis Gorlicii 
Insignia " and has a woodcut and a verse.· There is an 
introductory chapter followed by a Latin poem to 
Scultetus by " Ioach: Maist: Gorl : f.'' (see item 73a) 
and another to " Magistro Bartholemaeo Sttldeto [sic] " 
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signed'" Laurentius Ludouicus Leo berg: ". The text starts 
on the recto of B1, where there is a woodcut diagram of 
the comet's motion. There are numerous astronomical 
diagrams as well as astronomical tables, some of them 
full page, throughout the text, which is divided into three 
parts, .which in turn are divided into chapters. 

· 97 Des grossen und wunderbaren Cometen, so nach der 
Menschlichen Geburth Jhesu Christi, ip 1577. Jahr, von 
dem 10. tag Novembris, durch den gantzen Decembrem, 
biss in den 13. Januarij des folgenden Jahrs, gantzer 65 
tag, unter des Monden Sphar uber der Wolcken Region; 
gesehen worden: Astronomische und natiirlicher Be
schreibung: Von seiner sonderlichen Bedeutung und 
gewaltigen Wirckung, anfahend auff den negsten Augus
tum, vom 1578. hiss uber fiinff gantzer Jahr, in den 
eingang des I 583. wehrend. Welches Jnnhalt zu end 
der Vorreden mit seinen capp. zufinden. Durch Bartole-. 
maeum Scultetum Gorl. Philomath em. (at end: Gedruckt 
zu Gorlitz, durch Ambrosium Fritsch. Im J ahr, CJ:). 
J:). LXXVIII.) 

Not located. Bassaeus, II, 278; Carl, 54; Koch 
(I907-I9IO), LXIII, 79; Schottenloher, IV, 378; 
Struve, I, 787; Weller (1857-8), 361 

Description : The title is given above as it was given by 
Weller. Carl and Struve gave the same title but not all 
of it. Bassaeus gave the title Vom Cometen welcher 
Anno 1577· erschienen. Weller said that the tract was 
a quarto of 52 leaves with a woodcut on the title-page. 
Schottenloher. also called it a , quarto of 52 leaves. Koch 
said that the German edition does not contain calcula
tions and diagrams. 

Selneccerus, Nicolaus 
See item 26a . 

g8 Nothwendiger Christlicher Bericht von dem Cometen, 
Not located. Carl, 53· 

Description: This item was printed in Leipzig in 1577. 
It may be the same book as 26a. 

g8a Ein Christlieb Gebet in jetzigem elenden zustand 1 
darin Gott selbs vns seine fewrige .Rute 1 vnd seinen 
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gerechten Zorn am Himmel zeiget I vnd vns mit allerley / 
drawungen vnd ziichtiguilgen heimsuchet I zuthun I vnd 
sicht damit fur Gott demiitiglich anzugeben 1 vnd vmb 
Gnad zu bitten. Der Christlichen Gemein zu Leipzig 
fiirgeschrieben I Durch D. Nicolaum Selneccerum, 
Pfarerrn vnd Superintendenten daselbst. Cum gratia & 
priuilegio. :M. D. LXXVIII. (at end: Gedruckt zu 
Leipzig I Durch Jacob Berwaldts Erben.) 

Nationalbibliothek \Vien 72. T. 145 (9) 
Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures A1 

to B". The available photostatic copy has no scale for 
use in determining the height of the book. The pages are 
unnumbered. The verso of the title-page, At. and the 
verso of B1T are blank. The book contains two prayers, the 
second starting on the recto of Bm. There is a small design 
on the title-page and another on the recto of BIT• The 
book was printed in German in Leipzig in 1578 by the 
heirs of Jacob Berwaldt. 

99 Erwartung an den Christianen nothig iiber den Cometen. 
Not located. Houieau, 56o3; Lalande, 104 

Description: The title is given above as it was given by 
Houzeau, who described the book as a quarto, printed in 
Leipzig in 1577. 

Seravezza 
See Saravezza 

Slovacius, Peter 
wa Praktyka o komecie widzianey Roku Patiskiego 1577. 

dnia dziesi'!tego Listopada • • . przez Mistrza Piotra 
Slowacyusa ze Zdakowa slawney akademiey krakowskiey 
Astrologa. 

Not located. Estreicher, XXVIII, 256 (There seems 
to have been (1930) a copy in Warsaw.) 

Description: The volume seems to be an octavo, without 
date or place of printing. There are four maps or plates. 
The end is missing. A rough translation of the title is: 
" Practica of the comet seen in the year of our Lord I 577 
on the tenth day of November, by Master Peter Slovacius 
of Zdacova, astrologer at the renowned academy at 
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Cracow." On the maps there are still visible remnants of 
a woodcut representing the comet. The lower part of the 
title-page is missing. On the verso there is a remnant· 
with a coat of arms with a swan over which there are two 
verses to the priest, Peter Dunis, chancellor. Then follows . 
the dedication to his excellency Peter' Volsk and the 
chanc~llor K . . . th{! mighty. It is signed by Peter 
Slovacius under the protection of ... In the preface to 
the reader the author said: " ... It seemed to me not 
out of the way, as if I were the first to come upon it, 
that I describe how such stars. emerge upon the sky. 
If anyone would want further information concerning it, 
we have published it widely in the Latin script." 

99b Latin edition of 99a. 
Not located. · A Latin edition was implied in the 
preface to 99a. 

Snell, Willebrord 
See item [ 108] 

Sorboli, Girolamo (Jerome) 
p 

100 Dialogo In Materia· Delle Comete, Del Sig. Girolamo 
Sorboli Dottore di Filosofia, et Medicina., In Ferrara, 
M. D. LXXVIII. . Per Vittorio Baldini, Con licenza de 
i Superiori. (at end: In Ferrara, nella Stamperia di 
Vittorio Baldini. 1578.) 

C.D.H.; B.N. V 7957 
Description: The volume is a quarto with s~ leaves 
(B.N. copy) or four leaves (C.D.H. copy) plus A1 to 
Ht ... It is 196 mm. high (B.N. copy) or 183 mm. high 
( C.D.H. copy) The fifth and sixth leaves are present in 
the copy described by Riccardi, 467. The versos of the 
title-page and of the fourth leaf are blank. The pages 
are numbered from I to 58 from A1 to the verso of H1• 

The leaves Hu, Hm and Ht,. have an alphabetical index 
and, at the end, a list of printer's errors. The~e is a 
woodcut of a printer's device on the title-page and a 
small woodcut on the last page. The book was printed 
in Italian in Ferrara in 1578 by Vittorio Baldini. The · 
dedication, to Giovanni Paolo Porti, was dated from 
Bagnacavallo, December 5, I 577 and was signed by .. 

I 
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Giovanni Antonio V andali. It occupies the second and 
third leaves and the recto of the fourth leaf. The fifth 
and sixth leaves (B.N. copy) contain verse. The text 
starts, with a woodcut initial, on the recto of A1 and 
continues to the verso of H1• The C.D.H. copy is bound in 
stiff red paper, with a design of leaves in blue and yellow, 
and has a blank leaf before and behind. Besides the miss
ing fifth and sixth leaves, the copy is distinguished by 
marginal notes in ink on the rectos of Bn and F1• There 
are some notes in pencil and some in ink on the inside of 

' the front cover and on the recto of the extra blank leaf 
at the front. These seem to give previous catalogue 
numbers. 

Sordi, Peter 
~or Discorso Sopra Le Comete, Di Pietro Sordi. Alia mma. 

Sigra. La Sigra. Barbara Sanseverina, Contessa Di "Sala. 
In P~, Appresso Seth Vioto. 1578. Con licenza 
de' Superiori. 

C.D.H.; B.N. V 7¢8 
Description: The volume is a quarto with three leaves 
plus At to P1 ... There is no signature J. The book is r83 
,mm. high (B.N. copy) or r87 mm. high (C.D.H. copy). 
The verso of the title-page is blank. The leaves are 
numbered from I to 6o from At to P .... 29 being marked 
3 I and 3 I being marked 33· The dedication, on the second 
and third leaves, is to Barbara Sanseverina, was signed 
by the author and was dated from Parma, March I, 
I578. The text starts on the recto of A1 and continues 
to the verso of P1 ... It is divided into two parts, the second 
of which starts on the verso of I..... At the close of the 
text is a list of corrections or printer's errors. Both 
parts, as well as the dedication, start with wo"odcut initials. 
There is a woodcut on the title page, probably the 
printer's insignia. On the recto of Aw and on the recto 
of Cu there are mathematical diagrams, and on the verso 
of Lt .. and the recto of M1 there are astronomical diagrams. 
The book was printed in Italian in Parma in I578 by 
Seth Vioto. The C.D.H. copy is bound in vellum with 
other tracts (see item 68) and has no distinguishing 
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feature except a water-mark on all the lower inside 
comers, fainter at the beginning of the book. 

Squarcialupus, Marcellus " 
See item 37 

Steinmetz, Valentinus 
~ . 

102 Von dem Cometen welcher rm Nouember des 1577-Jars 
erstlich erschinen 1 vnd noch am Himmel zusehen ist I 
wie er von Abend vnd Mittag I gegen Morgen vnd 
Mittemacht zu 1 seinen fortgang gehabt I obseruirt vnd 
beschriben in Leiptzig. (last page: Gedruckt zu Augs
purg I durch ~Iichael Manger.) 

C.D.H. 
Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures At 
to Cw. It is 192 mm. high. The pages are unnumbered. 
The verso of the title-page~ A11• is blank.. The book. wa.S 
printed in German prose in Augsburgby Michael Manger~
probably in 1577 since the observations of the comet do 
not extend beyond December 7th and the dedication was 
dated December 10, 1577. The book was dedicated. to 
Valentin Meder, the author's lord and relative. The 
dedication was signed "E.U.W. Vetter M. Valeri~ 
Steinmetz I Gersbach: ". La.tin"phrases used in the book 
were printed in Roman letters. On the ~title-page is a 
woodcut enclosed in a rectangle the sides of which read 
"Mittemacht.", "Auffgang.", "Nidergang." and •• Mit
tag.'' The cut represents a group of houses, including a 
church, on one end of which is a cross. The church has 
two steeples. Above these houses is the upper part of a 
celestial sphere showing the path of the comet through 
the constellations, which are pictured on the sphere. The 
C.D.H. copy is bound in boards with "Augsburg ca. 
1578 M. Steinmetz Von den Cometen "I written in black 
ink in printed letters, vertically, from bottom to top on 
the back. It is a clean copy and has no distinguishing 
marks except a smudge, probably from a thumb, in the 
upper left hand comer of the last page. 

103 Von dem Cometen welcher im Nouember des 1577. Jars. 
erstlich erschienen I vnd noch am Himmel zusehen ist I 
wie er von Abend vnd Mittag 1 gegen Morgen vnd 
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Mittemacht zu I seinen fortgang gehabt 1 obseruirt vnd 
beschrieben in Leipzig. (last page: Bedruckt zu Leiptzig 
I bey Nickel Nerlich Formschneider.) 

C.D.H.; N.Y.P.L. *KB 15]7; B.M. 856o.cc.1 
De"scription: The volume is a quarto with signatures A1 

to Cuu. It is 189 mm. high (C.D.H. copy). The pages 
are unnumbered. The verso of the title-page, A 11 is blank. 
The book represents a different edition of 102 and was 
printed in Leipzig by Nickel Nerlich Formschneider, 
probably in 1577. The dedication, to Valentin Meder, was 
signed 11 E.U.W. Vetter M. Valen. Steinmetz I Gers
bach.", and dated December 10, 1577. Latin phrases used 
in the book were printed in italicized Roman letters. The 
figure on the 'title-page is substantially the same as that 
of the Augsburg edition but all the lines in the figures 
do not represent a one to one correspondence, and the 
word "Auffgang" in the Augsburg edition' was spelled 
"Auffg~ng" in the Leipzig edition. This latter is the 
edition cited by Dreyer, editor,· IV, 5ro. The C.D.H. 
copy is bound in an old vellum music manuscript. The 
upper right hand comer of the title-page has been 
patched, from the verso, by a rectangular piece of paper 
approximately 6o by 75 mm. in size. The edges· of the 
book are water-marked and there are a few marginal 
notes in pencil on the recto and verso of C,m and on 
the verso of ern •• 

103a Von dem Cometen welcher in Nouember des 1577. Jars 
erstlich erschienen I vnd noch am Himmel zusehen ist I 
wie er von abend vnd Mittag /gegen Morgen vnd Mitter
nacht zu 1 seinen fortgang gehabt I obseruirt vnd be
schrieben in Leipzig. (last page: Gedruckt zu Magdeburg 
I durch Joachim Walden.) 

Crawford library; photostatic copy, C.U.L. B523.6 St3 
Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures At 
to Ct .... Only a photostatic copy, without a scale, has 
been available in preparing this description. The pages 
are unnumbered. The verso of the title-page, A1, is blank. 
There is a figure on the title-page similar to the figure 
on the title-pages of 102 and 103, but in 103a it does not 
have the directions 11 Mittemacht ", 11Auffgang" etc. on 
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the oute~ border. In 103a the church also ~ two steeples, 
but a cross is on the lower one. Most Latin phrases used 
in the book were printed in Roman letters. · · 

Except for differences in spelling, punctuation, capitali
zation and.. paragraphing and a few differences whic4 
will be pointed out, the texts of 102, 103 and 103a are 
the ·same. The text was divided into more paragd.phs 
in the Augsburg edition than in the Leipzig and Magde
burg editions, the paragraphing, with one exception (C.) 
being the same in the latter two. Also, except for the 
recto of Bw and the verso of Cu these two are iden
tical in division into pages. •• Fiir " in the Augsburg 
edition is " vor " in the Leipzig and Magdeburg editions. 
In the Augsburg edition a verb is given completely, 
whereas in the others the' auxilliary verb is omitted. In 
a few instances the word order in the editions is different 
and someti~es a number written out in one or two . 
editions is given by numerals in the other one or two. 
Once the adjective" schoner" is used in the Leipzig and 
Magdeburg editions and omitted in the other. Once 
"Amen~· appears in the Augsburg edition after the 
expression of a wish from God, but is omitted from the 
Leipzig and Magdeburg· editions. Twice phrases are 
included in the Augsburg and Magdeburg editions Jmt 
not in the other. In the first case the Augsburg edition 
(B,) reads as follows (the italicized words do not appear 
in the Leipzig edition (B1) but do in the Magdeburg 
edition): " ••• da ich wider auff den Abend vmb 5· vhr 
I die hohe oder e~hebung des Cometen supra Horizontem 
occidentalem bey 43· Grad I 20. Minut. gefunden I vnd 
ist also in den J. tagen fast bey 2. Grad hoher gegen 
Mittemacht zu komen I der mittel Stem aber im 
Adeler ist eben vmb dieselbige zeit auff 30. Grad vnd 20~ 
Minuten vber der Erden gestanden: ••• " In the second 
instance, the Augsburg edition (Bu), speaking of 
Camerarius' book, reads as follows (the italicized words . 
do not appear in the Leipzig edition (Bn) but do appear 
in the Magdeburg edition) : " ••• vnnd vor kurtzer zeit 
solche verdeutscht ist worden I Damit aber ein jeder 1 
auch gemeiner Mann moge wissen I vnd selbst lesen 1 
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was £iir vngliick I jammer I elend I vnnd beschwerligkeit 
nach Cometen allzeit erjolget seind I habe ich guter wol
tneinunge furnemer Cometen I so von Christi vnsers 
einigen Erlosers vnd Seligmachers Geburt her 1 gesehen 
worden I hie bey setzen I ... " In one instance ( A1,) a 
long phrase was omitted £rom the Magdeburg edition, 
the complete phrase reading as follows in the other two 
editions (copied from the Leipzig edition, the italicized 
words not appearing in the Magdeburg edition) : •• •.• 
vnd wie die obseruationes in den Instrumenten zeigten 1 
war er im letzten grad des Steinbocks damals I gegen 
tnitternacht zu aber vmb 4· grad hOher in de11 J. tagm 
gestiege11 1 vii habcn gegen mittemacht zu aufl der seiten 
gleich gegen vber gestanden f ... " Unfortunately, these 
differences do not show which edition was printed first. 

On Am of the Magdeburg edition the phrase •• des 
zeichen" was omitted although it appears in the other 
editions. Similarly the word " vhr " was omitted on the 
verso of Am of the Magdeburg edition although it was 
used in the other two. A1, of the Magdeburg edition has 
•• siebendehald " and •• ein vnd viertzigste halbe " in place 
o£ •• 6~ ,' and "40~ " of the other editions, and the 
verso of A1... similarly has •• neundehalb " in place of 
" 8~ " and •• andem " in place of •• 2." Also on the same 
page the Magdeburg edition has •• 75 " in place of •• 57" 
of the other editions, which latter must be correct since 
the numbers relate to minutes. The verso of Aa ... of the 
Leipzig edition has •• I~ " in place of " anderthalb " and 
" anderhalb " o£ the Magdeburg and Augsburg editions 
respectively. On the verso of B1 the Magdeburg edition 
has •• I4." in place of •• 24 " in the other editions. Bu of 
the Magdeburg edition has •• aufl den I."' in place of 
•• a1.1-fl I." of the other ~o editions. Bm of the Leipzig 
edition reads •• dreymal " where the other editions read 
•• zweymal ",and gives the date" 703" in place of" 6o3" 
as do the other editions, which are probably right. The 
verso of B111 of the Magdeburg edition omits •• wider", 
which is given in both the other editions, and on the same 
page gives the date "745" in place of •• 761" which is 
given, probably correctly, in the other editions. S~arly 
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on the following page the year " 557 " was given in the 
Magdeburg edition, in place of " 945 " of the other two. 
The Magdeburg edition, on the verso of B1.., used ' 
" worden " in place of " ist worden " of the other editions 
and on the following page " ben " in place of their 
"haben ". On Cm of the Magdeburg .edition "allen,. 
used in both the other editions is omitted and on the 
following page the Greek verse by Camerarius is omitted 
although it appears in the other editions. ·· 

Subar Landskrounskj, Valentin 
103b Kazanij o Hrozne Komete 1 kteraz se zacata kazovati 

ten den po Swat~m Martine s wecera / Uta Pane tc. 
LXXVII. Vcinene w Nedeli XXIIII po Swatt! Tt;ogicy 
tehoz Leta tc od Kneze W alentina Ssubara Landts
skronskeho 1 toho casu Kazatele Slowa Bozijho w 
Domazlicych. Wytissteno w Starem Meste Prazskem 
v Girijho Melantrycha z Awentynu: a M. Danyele 
Adama Prazskeho} M. D. LXXVIIr. 

Not consulted. Bibliotheque Nationale et de Uni
versite, Prague 54 B 132, Tresor E 173, adl2. The title 
and its German translation were furnished by Pro
fessor Quido Vetter. 

German translation of title : Predigt von_ dem schreck
lichen Komet, welcher .sich zu zeigen begann den Tag 
nach St. Martin abends, des J ahres Gottes 77 d. Z., gemacht 
den 24. Sonntag nach der Hl. Dreifaltigkeit desselben 
Jahres d. Z. von dem Prieste·r Walentin Subar von 
Landskron, der Zeit Prediger des Wortes Gottes in 
Domazlice: Gedruckt in der Altstadt von Prag bei Georg 
Melantrych von Aventin und Mg. Adam von Prag, 1578. 

Sueuus, Sigismundus (or Suevus, Siegmund) 
103c Cometen, was sie fur grosse Wunder vnd schreckliche 

Ding zu bedeuten, vnd anzukiindigen pflegen. Mit viel 
gedenckwirdigen Historien und Exempeln erkleret. Aus 
guten Chroniken vnd andem Biichem mit Fleiss zusam
men getragen vnd mennigliche zur trewen Wamung ·vnd 
emsten Busspredigt fiirgestellet. Durch Sigismundum 
Sueuum Freistadiensem, Prediger zum Lauben. Oremus, 
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emendemus, & vincemus .. (at end: Gedruckt zu GOrlitz, 
bey Ambrosio Fritsch. 1578) 

Not located. }ocher, IV, 931; Scheibel, 108 
Description: The title is given as it was given by Scheibel, 
who said that the volume is an octavo of thirteen signa
tures. It was printed in GOrlitz in 1578 by Ambrosius 
Fritsch. }ocher said that the above item was included in 
the collected works of Suevus entitled Spiegel des 
menschlichen Lebens which was published in Breslau 
and in 1588 in Leipzig. 

T., B. I. 

See item 79b 

T., L. 
103d Vom Cometen, So jtzund in Latitudine Meridionali as

cendente etc. zu einem zeichen· GOttliches zorns etc. in 
Druck vorfertiget. L. T. 

Not located. Weller (1857-8), 215 
Description: Weller said that no place of publication was 
given but that the work was printed in 1577. He thought 
that the author might possibly be Thurneysser. Welle~ 
called . the work a quarto. There remains the possibility 
that Weller or his source of information, F. Heerdegen's 

· catalogue 228, was in error when citing this work and 
that the work in question is identical with item 3 of 
this bibliography. 

Thurneysser, Leonard ' 
[104] Discorso Natvrale Sopra xiij. Nouilunij dell' anno M.D. 

LXXXI. Calcvlato Per L'Eccell. Dottore, il Sig. Leonardo 
Thurneijssero Astrologo, & Medico del Brandeburg 
Elettor dell' Imperio. Tradotto di lingua Tedesca nella 
nostra ltaliana. Con vn Trattato delle Comete. Co 
Priuilegio Della Ces. Maesta. (at end: In-Ferrara Per 
Vittorio Baldini, Con licenza de' Superiori.) 
· B.;N. V 1210 Inv. Reserve. 
Description: The tract is a quarto of four leaves. It is 
195 mm. high. It was printed in Italian in Ferrara by 
Vittorio Baldini, probably in 158o, when a prognostication 
for 1581 would have been in demand. The ti~e-page has 
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a decorative frame and also a woodcut with the legend 
" Ytambien Meqvema" over the picture of a log fire. 
On the verso of the title-page is a figure showing the 
signs of the zodiac. The last leaf has a· poem in Italian 
with the caption "Mario Napolitano, Ai Lettori ", and 
a woodcut of a comet, clouds and stars, like the cut on 
the title-pages of items 41 and 71 and on the verso of B6 

of item 85. Item [104] does not deal with the comet of 
1577, although part of the work may be a translation of 
part of item IOS, no copy of which has been located. 

105 Ein kurtzer und einfaltiger Bericht Leonhart Thurney
sers zum Thurns, Churfl. Brandenb. bestallten Leib -
.Medici, uber den 136 und in diesem lauffenden 77 Jar 
am 19 Octobris erstlich erschienenen Cometen, aller Welt 
zum Dienst und getreuer Warnung publicirt .. 

Not located .. Carl, 53 ; Lalande, 104; Scheibel, 97; 
Schottenloher, IV, 378; Weller {1857-8), 323; Wolf, 
·Ill, 32-3, note 59; Wolf (1877), 408, note 

Description: The book was printed in Berlin by Michael 
Hentzsken in German in 1577. The title is given above 
as it was given by Scheibel, who called the work a quarto 
of eight signatures and said that it appeared in 1577. 
Weller said that there were four folio leaves and two 
celestial maps. Bassaeus, II, 3o8, listed th~ tract with the 
title Leonhart Thurneyssers Bericht vber den 136. vnd in 
dem verloffenen 1577. Jahr am 19 Tag Octobris erschie
nen Cometen sampt derselben Tafeln vnnd Demonstration 
and said that it was printed in Berlin in 1578. Bassaeus 
may have been in error or he may have been listing a 
second edition. Zedler, XLIII, 2009, listed a Tractat, de 

-Cometa, 1577 but the reference is too vague to be of 
use here. 

T., T. (probably Thomas Twyne) 

IOSa A View Of certain wonderful effects, of ·late dayes come 
to passe: and now newly conferred with the presignyfi
cations of the Comete, or biasing Star, which appered 
in the Southwest vpo the. X. day of Nouem. the yere 
last past. 1577. Written by T. T. this. 28. of-Nouember. 
1578. (at end: Finis. T.T. Imprinted at London by 
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Richarde ]hones,· and are to be sould ouer a,oainst Saint 
Sepulchres Church without Newgate .I. Decem. I578.) 

B.M. IJ9S·c.J; photostatic copy, C.U.I- B523.6 T94 
Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures A1 

to Ct.. It is 17 em. high, but the upper margin has cer· 
tainly been cut, and the lower one probably has been cut. 
The pages are ·unnumbered. The verso of the title-page 
is blank. On the title-page there is a woodcut represent
ing'a comet. The recto and verso of Au contain the dedi
cation, which is to Giles Lambert and is signed" T. T." 

Vigenere, Blaise de 

· 106 [and 107] Traicte Des Cometes, Ov Estoilles Chevelves, 
Apparoissantes Extraordinairement au ciel : Auec leurs 
causes & effects. Par Bt de VigeN. A Paris, Olez Nicolas 
Chesneau, rue sainct Jacques, au Chesne verd. M. D. 
LXXVIII. Avec Privilege Dv Roy. 

C.D.H. and B.N. Ya I6J6, V I66o, V 2Io&j 
Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures A1 

to Y u. there being no signatures J, U, or \V. It is ISS 
mm. high (C.D.H. copy). The pages are numbered 2 to 
171, the title;>age and the verso of Y 11 being unnum
bered. The book was printed in French prose in IS78. 
It ends on page I7I with a quotation, in French, from 
Seneca. The verso of page I]I contains an excerpt from 
the permission granted by the King, mentioning, the title 
of the book. and dated from Paris, December 10, 1577. 
The title-page has a woodcut, probably the printer's 
device. The verso of the title-page, numbered 2, has a 
woodcut showing an eagle grasping a star in its beak. 
with streamers coming from the star, giving the semblance 
of a comet, the eagle at the same time holding fire and 
lightning with its claws. Alongside the eagle is an in
verted arrow with four stars along its shaft and beams 
coming out of the upper part. Beneath the woodcut is a 
Latin poem signed by Io. Auratus, poet of the King. The 
poem represents the eagle telling that he is the minister 
of God, with fire at the head and feet, the former to warn 
humans, the latter to punish them if they do not mend 
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their ways. J o. Auratus is the Latin form of the name 
Jean Dorat, under which the poet was better krio·wn.6 

The text begins on page 3· The B.N. copy V8 1636 
has two plates between pages 2 and j. They are entitled 
as follows : I " Pleiades " and II " a) Cingvli et Ensiso
rionis Asterismus b) Nebvlosa Orionis c) Nebvlosa 
Praeslp." They do not occur in the other three copies 
noted. The C. D. H. copy has an extra title-page and 
an extra leaf, pages 7 and 8, like an extra sheet folded 
around signature A. The extra pages 7 and 8 are like the 
true ones with the exception of the use of abbreviations, 
the division into lines, and the position on the page of 
the printed marginal notes. However, the title-pages are 
different; the extra one being earlier. It, too, contains 
the woodcut of the printer's device, but,differently propor
tioned. The extra· title reads " Traicte Des Cometes, Ov 
Excroissance De Lvmiere Apparoissant es estoilles. Par 
Bl. de Vigre. A Paris, Chez Nicolas Chesneau, rue sainct 
Iacques, au Chesne verd. M.D. LXXVII. Avec Privilege 
Dv Roy." The verso of the extra title-page carries a 
woodcut similar to the one on the verso of the 1578 title
page excepting that tliere is no arrow next to the eagle. 
Beneath the woodcut are lines in French, with a cadence, 
but not rimed. They are the translation -of the Latin 
verse on the verso of the 1578 title-page, but they are 
unsigned. · . 

The 1577 title-page might be given a separate number, 
107, as was done in the original bibliography (Hellman), 
but it is doubtful that a book will ever be found to go 
with it. It seems that two title-pages were printed for 
the same book which, when issued, bore the 1578 title. 

The C.D.H. copy is bound in vellum with Oaude de · 
Seissel's Histoire Singvliere Dv Roy Lays xij (Paris, 
1558) and his La Grand' Monarchie De France ..• Auec 
la loy Salicque ••• (Paris, 1557). 

William IV, Landgrave of Hesse Cassel 
See item [19] 

6 Dorat wu probably born in Iso8. He died November I, 1588. He was 
a member of the Pleiade. See Dorat. 
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[ Io8] Coeli & siderum in eo errantium Observationes Hassiacae, 
Illustrissimi Principis Wilhelmi Hassiae Lantgravii 
auspicijs quondam institutae. Et Spicilegium biennale Ex 
Observationibvs Bohemicis V. N. Tychonis Brahe. Nunc 
primum publicante Willebrordo Snellio. R. F. Quibus 
accesserunt, Ioannis Regiomontani & Bernardi W alteri 
Observationes 'Noribergicae. Lvgdvni Batavorvm. Apud 
Iustvm Colstervm, Anno cb b cxVIn. 

C.D.H.; C.U.L. 522.I9 Sn 2 (missing leaves 65 to end) 
Description: The volume 7 is divided into two parts. Part I 
is a quarto of six leaves plus signatures a1 to p2 (without 
a signature j). The pages are numbered from I to I I6 
from the recto of a1 to the end. Part II is a quarto with 
signatures A1 to R, (without a signature J). The leaves 

~ ~re numbered from I to 68. The volume is 203 mm. high 
·(C.D.H.- copy, the C.U.L. copy having been cut). On 
the title-page. there is printed a wreath enclosing the 
inscription " Homo ad immortalium cognitionem nimis 
est mortalis." The work contains several diagrams and 

. numerous tables. The B.M. catalogue included the words 
" partim ab ipsomet ... partim ab ipsius mathematicis " 
in the title, but those words seem to have been taken 
from page I, the seventh leaf, where, however, the "m " 
of " mathematicis " is capitalized. The book was printed 
in Leyden in I6I8 by Iustus Colsterus and was edited 
by Willebrord Snell. The verso of the title-page has a 
poem in Greek with the caption "Alexis.'' The preface 
dedicates the book to Mauritius, Landgrave of Hesse, 
the son· of William IV. It is followed by a poem to 
William by Peter Cunaeus. The observations begin on 
page I, starting with solar observations by William IV 
from IS6I to I582, signed by both William and Roth
mann, !Who, however, was not present at the early 
observations. On page IS there begins a section of planet 
observations by Burgi, made with the Cassel sextant, 
from _I590 to 1597. On page 6g begin selected Bohemian 
observations by Tycho, beginning in I599. Gregorian 
calendar, and continuing into IOOI, the year of his death, 

7 Delambre (1819), 335 ff., analyzed this book quite carefully, but the 
analysis given below was made independently. 
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the observations of the last year being from Prague. These 
are followed by an eight-page explanatory notice by Snell 
and observations of the zodiacal obliquity, .from Eratos
thenes to Copernicus, and an explanation of them. There 
are also observations for a short interval when the solar 
quadrant pointed north of the ecliptic, and further solar 
observations by Biirgi an"d Tycho. The second part of the 
book, too, deals with solar observations, those of Regio
montanus and Bernard Walther. These are followed by 
an article by J ohann

1 
Schoner on the construction and use 

of a rectangle or astronomical radius, and a section of 
observations by Regiomontanus, Peurbach, Walther and 
others of eclipses, comets, planets and fixed observations 
[stars], mentioning the comet of 1472, a section on ob
servations by Walther from 1474 to''1504 anq:another 
technical section on observing by Schoner, a short note 
to a folio of \Valther's observations, and a section with 
sixteen problems connected with observing· a comet, by 
Regiomontanus, which section had been published separ
ately in 1531 (see chapter II, above). The book has 
nothing to do with the comet of 1577 and was erroneously 
included in the original bibliography. The Landgrave 
seems never to have published a tract or treatise on the 
comet of 1577. A clew to a published work by the Land
grave on the comet of 1577 is contained in .a foot-note 
in Motley, 343· Motley's text mentions the apprehension 
felt by the Landgrave because of the appearance of the 
comet, and the foot-note reads "'Summa, der comett und 
die grosse prodigia so diesz jahr gesehenn wordenn wollen 
ihre wirckung haben. Gott gebe dasz sie zu eynem guten 
ende lauffen.' Archives et Corresp., vi. 14o-Coinpare 
Strada, ix. 463." The reference from Strada, (Strada, 
I, 334), provided that the corresponding citation was 
found in the available edition, merely mentions the comet 
as a sign of war and gives the dates of the comet's visi
bility. Tlie available edition of volume VI of the Archives 
ou Correspondance was printed in Leyden. in 1839 
(Archives, VI). Page 140 gives part of a letter written 
before the appearance of the comet. However, on page 
256 in a letter from the Landgrave to Count John of 

' 
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Nassau written on November 29, I577, the following 
sentence occurs, .. Der grosse ungeheure Comet (I) so 
izo stehet und bey menschen gedencken keiner so grosz 
erschienen, bedeut fiirwahr etwas grosz, darumb ist sich 
zu bessem undt zu Gott zu bekehren die hOchste zeitt." 
The reference, (I), is to a passage in Archives, V, 34-5, 
which again accents the Landgrave's astrological and 
religious point Qf view, speaks of the nova of I572, 
and, in a note, refers to Rommel. In Archives, VI, 268-9, 
in another letter from the Landgrave to Count John, dated 
December 18th of the same year, the comet is again 
spoken of as a terrible omen. The foot-note in Motley 
may be giving the title of a work or it may be quoting 
from an unidentified source. 

The C.D.H. copy of item (i:o8] is bound in vellum 
together with Snell's Descriptio Cometae, qui anno 
z6z8 mense Novembri primum effulsit .•• (1619). The 
title page of item [1o8] has the not entirely legible signa
ture, in red ink, of a previous owner, dated from Leipzig 
in April 1641. 

\Vincklerus, Nicolaus 
109 Cometa Pogonias, Qvi Anno La.bente 1577. Mense 

Novemhri Et Decembri Apparvit, Demonstratus vna cum 
parallaxi, distantia a Centro terrae, & significatione eius. 
Avtore D. Nicolao Vuincklero, Halae Sueuorum Physico. 
Cum gratia & Priuilegio Caesareae Maiestatis, ad annos 
Sex. N oribergae. cb. b. Lxxvu1. (at end: Excudebatur 
Noribergae, in Officina Typographica Catharinae Ger-

. lachin, & Haeredum lohannis Montani. l\1. D. LXXVIII.) 
C.D.H.; B.M. 532. e. 6o . 

Description: The volume is a quarto with signatures A1 

to C6 • It is 197 mm. high (C.D.H. copy). The pages are 
unnumbered. The verso of C, is blank. On the title-page 
is a woodcut showing a circular astronomical diagram 
labeled, at the center, .. Cometaapparuit Anno dilj. M: D: 
LXXVII: DieXII: Nouemb: Hora V. Min: X..XV.P.M. 
Halae. Suae: uorum ". The same figure appears on the 
recto of B3• On the verso of the title-page is a Latin verse 
by Joinnes Stechmannus. ~ and its verso contain the 
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dedication which begins " Reverendo, Genere Et Virtvte 
Nobili Viro, Erasmo Nevvstettero, Dicto Stvrmer, A 
Schonfeld, Bambergensis ac Vviirtzburgensis Ecclesiarum 
cathedralium Canonico D. D. Joannis Baptist~ in Haugis 
& Gangolffi ibidem praeposito, · & Decano Collegij Com
burgensis dignissimo, Domino; omni reuerentia obseru-. 
ando, S. D.". This was dated from Schwabisch-Hall, 
January I, IS78 and signed by Winckler. The text, which 
is divided into three chapters, starts on the recto of A8 

and continues to the verso of C8 • Each chapter, as well 
as the dedication, begins with a woodcut initial. On 'the 
versos of A, and B1 are two astronomical diagrams show
ing the comet's position. The recto of C, gives the place 
and date of printing and has a triangular woodcut design. 
The book was printed in Latin in Nuremberg in IS78 by 
Catherine Gerlach and the heirs of J oannes Montanus. 
Concerning Winckler's middle name, Eberhard, see 
Thorndike, VI, 133· 

The C.D.H. copy is bound in boards, with the title in 
ink on a piece of paper pasted on the front cover, The 
inside of the front cover has the book-plate of J.L.E. 
Dreyer. The title-page has several numbers and letters 
written on it in red ink and several in pencil. In the third 
chapter several phrases have been underlined in ink and 
ink lines have been drawn vertically in the margins. 

Woldstedt, Fridericus 

I 10 De Gradu Praecisionis Positionum Cometae Anni Mil
lesimi Quingentesimi Septuagesimi Septimi A Celeber
rimo Tychone Brahe Per Distantias A Stellis Fixis 
Mensuratas Determinatarum Et De Fide Elementorum 
Orbitae Quae Ex Illis Positionibus Deduci Possunt, 
Specimen Academicum Quod Venia Amplissimi Ordinis 
Philosophorum Ad Imp. Alexand. In Fennia Univ. 
Praeside Nathan. Gerhardo A£ Schulten Phil. Doctore, 
Mathern. Professore Publ. et Ord., Ordd. Imp. Reg. 
deS :to Stanislao in secunda et Imp. deS :to Wladimiro · 
in quarta Classe Equite, &c. Pro Gradu Phiiosophiae 
Doctoris Obtinendo Publico Examini Modeste Subjicit 
Fridericus W oldstedt Philosophiae Licentiatus In. Audi-
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torio Philos. Die VIII Junii MDCCCXLIV. H. A.M. S. 
Helsingforsiae Ex Officina Typographica Frenckelliana. 

C.U.L. 523.6 Z 17 Q (3) ' 
Description: This tract consists of a title-page, ifs blank 
verso, I 5 numbered pages, and the blank verso of the 
fifteenth. The book is 252 mm. high. There are numerous 
tables. The book was printed in Helsingfors at the 
Frenckel press in 1844. 

Zeissius (or Zeisius or Zeise or Zeysius), Matthaeus 
III Beschreibung der Cometen, besonders dess von I577· 

~ot located. Bassaeus, II, 310; Carl, 53; Gesner 
(1583), 593; Lalande, 107; Scheibel, I09; Weller 
(I8s;-B), 361. 

Description: The title is given above as it was given by 
Carl. The book was printed in Frankfort-on-the-Oder in 
I578, although Bassaeus gave the date I577· Rasch, 
on the recto of Am of the I584 edition of his Gegen-. 
practic (see chapter VII, n. 5, above) listed, as number 19 
of a list of prognostications, a Beschreibungvnd erklarung 
der schrocklichen 1 vngewohndlichen I harechtigen I 
feurigen Sternen I so man Cometen nennet / von ihren 
vrsachen I bedeuttung I vnd 'Wirckung I durch M. Mat
theum Zeysium, printed in Frankfort in 1578, which is 
undoubtedly item III. Rasch listed the work again in the 
I588 edition of his Gegenpractic, there specifying Frank
fort-on-the-Oder as the place of printing. 
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Albategni 

Albategni. Al-Battani sive Albatenii opus astronomicum. Ad fidem codicis 
escurialensis arabice editum Latine versum, adnotationibus instructum a 
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avec !'histoire de J'astronomie depuis 1781 jusqu'a a I~: par Jerome de 
La Lande • • • Paris, De l'Impri~erie de Ia Republique, an XI.= 18o3. 

Lancaster, A. See Houzeau. 

Larkey, Sanford V. See Jo~son (1934). 

Lauff'er 
Lauffer, Otto. Der komet im volksglauben. (Verein fiir volkskunde. 
Zeitschrift, 27: 13'-35, Berlin, 1917.) 

Legre 
Legre, Ludovic. Un philosophe proven~! au temps des Antonins, Favorin 
d'Arles, sa vie-ses oeuvres-ses contemporains. Marseilles, Aubertin and 
Rolle, 1goo. 

Le Long (1709) 
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[Crawford, James Ludovic Lindsay, 26th earl ofJ. Bibliotheca Lindesiana 
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sophi vnd Medici D. Philippi Theo. Paracelsi scriptis I Colligiret vnd 
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Erffurdt ••• Erfurt, Martin Witte!, [1596]. 

Marx 
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by Ephorus. 

Meunier 
Meunier, Francis. Essai sur Ia vie et les ouvrages de Nicole Oresme • • • 
Paris, Typ. de C. Lahure, 1857. 
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compte de leur origine jusqu'a nos jours; ••• new ed., Paris, H. Agasse, 
(1799) - 1802. 4V. 
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Morley, Henry. Jerome Cardan. The life of Girolamo Cardano, of Milan, 
physician ••• London, Chapman and Hall, 18,54. 2V. 

Motley 
Motley, John ·Lothrop. The rise of the Dutch republic, a history, by John 
·Lothrop Motley •• , v. 3, New York and London, Harper, 1901. 
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Miitzell, Julius. Geistliche lieder der evangelischen kirche aus dem sechs
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McColley, Grant. An early friend of the Copernican theory: Gemma 
Frisius. (Isis, 26(2) : 322-325, March, 1937.) 

N.Y.P.L 
New York Public Library 

Nationalbibliothek Wien 
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leurs ouvrages ••• Paris, Briasson, I729-45· 43·V. in # 

Nielsen 
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Nijhoff 
Nijhoff, Martin, bookseller of the Hague, Holland. Catalogues. 
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Noback, Friedrich. Miinz-, maas- und gewichtsbuch. 
augmented. Leipzig, Brockhaus, 1879. 

Nolthius (1·572) 

• 2nd ed., newly 
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Nourry 
Nourry, Emile, bookseller of Paris. Catalogues. 

Ockenden, editor 
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Others 

Olbers, Heinrich Wilhelm Matthias. Ueber den von Apian im jahr 1533 
beobachteten kometen. (Berliner astronomisches jahrbuch fiir 1800 ••• 
J, E. Bode, ed.,: 126-131, Berlin, 1797.) 
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Origen. The writings of Origen, · tr. by Frederick Crombie • • • Edin
burgh, Clark, 1869-1872. 2v. (Anti-Nicene Christian library, 10, 23:) 
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Ortroy, Fernand Gratien van. Bibliographie de l'oeuvre de Pierre Apian. 
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les Arsenius ••• [Brussels, "tamertin, 1920.] (Acad. royale des sciences, 
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\', II, pt. 2.) 
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Pachymeres 
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Palau 1 Dulcet 
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Paulsen, Peter. David Chytrius als historiker. Ein beitrag zur kenntnis 
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Hinstorff, 1897. 
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Pauly, Auglist Friedrich von. Paulys real-encyclopadie der classischen 
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fachgenossen hrsg. von G. Wissowa ••• Stuttgart, Metzler, 1894-1940- v. 1-

Peignot 
Peignot, L G. Dictionnaire historique et bibliographique, abrege des per
sonnages illustres, celebres ou fameux de tous les siecies et de tous les pays 
du monde, avec les dieux et les heros de la mythologie, • • • Paris, Haul
Coeur and Gayet -j 8 , I8IS-I822. JV. 

Perez Pastor 
Perez Pastor, Christobal. Bibliografia madrileiia, 6 Descripci6n de las 
obras impresas en Madrid •.. por ••. Don Cristobal Perez Pastor ••. Obra 
premiada por la Biblioteca nacional • • • e impresa a expensas del estado. 
v. 1, Madrid, Tip. de los huerfanos, 1891. 

Petit 
Petit, Louis David. Bibliotheek van Nederlandsche pamfietten. Verza
melingen van de bibliotheek van Joannes Thysius en de bibliotheek der 
Rijks-universiteit te Leiden. ••• v. 1-2, s'-Gravenhage, M. Nijhoff, 1SS,4-
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Phares, Simon de. Recueil des plus celebres astrologues et que1ques hommes 
doctes, faict par Symon de Phares, du temps de Charles VIIIe, publie 
d'apres le manuscrit unique de la Bibliotheque nationale, par le dr. Ernest 
Wickersheimer. Paris, Champion, 1929. 

Picatoste y Rodriguez 

Picatoste y Rodriguez, Felipe. Apuntes para una biblioteca · cientifica 
espanola del siglo XVI; estudios biogrificos y bibliograficos- de ciencias 
exactas, fisica y naturales y sus inmediatas aplicaciones en dicho siglo • • • 
Madrid, M. Tello, 18g1. 

Pingre 

Pingre, [Alexandre Guy.] Cometographie; ou Traite historique et theorique 
des cometes ••• Paris, Imprimerie royale, I78J-+ 2V. 

Planck 

Planck, G. J. Geschichte der protestantischen theologie von Luthers tode 
his zu der einfuhrung der konkordienformel. ••• v. 2, J. (Geschichte der 
entstehung, der veranderungen und der bildung unseres protestantischen 
lehrbegriffs von anfang der reformation his zu der einfuhrung der kon-
kordienformel. s, 6, Leipzig, Crusius, I798-I8oo.) · 

Plantin Museum, Antwerp 

Pliny 

Pliny, the Elder. The natural history of Pliny. Tr., with copious notes 
and illustrations, by the late John Bostock •••. and H. T. Riley ••• London, 
H. G. Bohn, I8SS·7· 6v. 

Pliny (1784) 

Pliny, the Elder. Caii Plinii Secundi Historiae naturalis libri XXXVII, 
ex recognitione Joannis Harduini et Gabrielis Broterii, cum notis selectioribus 
••• v. I, Venice, Bettinelli, 1784-

Piutarch (1883) 

Plutarch's Morals. Tr. from the Greek by several hands. Cor: and rev. 
by William W. Goodwin ••• With an introduction by Ralph Waldo Emerson 
••• Boston, Little, Brown, and company, 1883- S v. 

Plutarch (ISgJ) 
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Poggendorff 

Poggendorff, J. C. Biogra'phisch-Literarisches Handw<irterbuch zur Ge
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-Barth, 1863. 
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Prins, Anthonij Winkler. Winkler Prins' algemeene encyclopaedie. New 
edition, edited by J. de Vries. Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1932-8. 16 v. 

Proctor and Crommelin 
Proctor, Mary and Crommelin, A. C. D. Comets; their nature, origin, and 
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Proctor, Robert 
Proctor, Robert, ed. [British Museum. Dept. of printed books.] Catalogue 
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Pro we 
Prowe, Leopold. Nicolaus Coppernicus • • • Berlin, Weidmann, 1883-4-
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Pruckner 
Pruckner, Hubert • • • Studien zu den astrologischen schriften des Heinrich 
von l..angenstein. Leipzig / Berlin, B. G. Teubner, 19JJ. 
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Ptolemy, Claudius. Clavdii Ptolemaei pelvsiensis alexandrini omnia, qvae 
extant, opera, ••• Baste, Henry Petrus, 1541. 

Ptolemy (1822) 
Ptolemy, Claudius. Ptolemy's Tetrabiblos, or Quadripartite: being four 
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Davis and Dickson, 1822. 

Quetelet 
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R.A.S. 
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A., D.H.P., 297, 381 
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Abenragel, see Albohazen 
Abraham Avenezra or ibn Ezra, 58 
Abraham, 86 
Adam, Daniel, 421 
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Magnus 
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Albohali, see Albohazen 
Albohazen, 46-7 
Alburnasar, 52-3, 57, 61, 68, 70, 136, 

218, 243, zSs 
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Alexander the Great, 15, 146, 282 
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of Saxony, 259 
Alexander, Paul, 187 
Alexandrinus, Julius, 186 
Alfarabius, 47 
Al-Fargani, see Alfraganus 
Alfonso V of Aragon, 75 
Alfonso X of Castile, 146, 238 
Alfraganus, 46, 48, 139, · 229 
Algazel, 54. 68, 269 
'Ali ibn Rid wan, see Haly 
Alkindi, 135-6 
Allen, 104-7, 16o 
Alpetragius, 68 
Alphonso I, Duke of Ferrara, 284 
Amadio, Domenico, z8o 
Anaxagoras of Clazomenae, 16-17, 

22, 26, 67, 123, 172, zs6, 271, 304 
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263, 320 
Angelieri, G., 28o 
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Saxony, z6o-I, J20 
Antinous, 195, 253 
Antoniadi, 14 
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(1577), 347 

Antonius von Rotenhaus, 78 
Apelt, Ernst Friedrich, 137 
Apffel, Michael, 361 
Apian, Peter, 88-gi, 99-101, 121, ·127,· 

145, 176, 179. 276-7, 2]9, 310, 313 
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Apianus, Martinus, 322 
Apollonius of Myndus, 15, 24-6, 29, 

31, 34, 64, 67, 253, zs6 
Apollonius of Tyana, IS 
Apuleius of Madaura, 43 
Apuleius Romanus, 43 
Aquinas, Thomas, 52 • 
Arago, Fran~;ois, 176 
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Aretius (Benedict Marti von Biitter-

kinden), HO · 
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upheld, 31, 34-5, 37, 55, 6o, 63, 68, 
73. So, 98. 104, 123-4. 152, 307, 
312, 314; Aristotelian tradition 
strengthened, 27-9, 39, 64~s ; 
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of view, 10, 88, 92, 1o6, IIZ, 122, 
124, 1:28, 130, 140, 149. 152, 160, 
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195, 230, 237, 24:1, 281; mentioned, 
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218, .245, .251, 2]0, 297, 304-5, JIII•. 
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SI-2, 54. 6o, 64, 67, 237. 241, 2'69; 
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. 357 
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Arrian, 10, 27-8, 38-9, 65, 282 
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259-zOI, 320, 369 
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Avicenna, 269 
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Bacon, Roger,-49, 53 
BacoK (1897), 53-4 
BacoK ( 1920), 54 
Bailly, Jean Sylvain, 87 
Bailly, 173, 184 
Baldini, Vittorio, .283, 362, 385, 415, 

422 
·Baldi nus, Bernardi nus, 326 
Barbarini, Prof., 86 
Barber, 18 
Barettus, 137, 174 
Bariona, · Laurentius, see Johnson, 

Laurence 
Barlaam, the monk, 238 
Bartoloccius (Julius], 193 
Bate, Henry, ss-6 

1 
_Batterkinden, Benedict Marti von, 

, HO 
Baumann (printing press), 353 
Baumgiirtel, 206, 209. 213 
Baur, editor, 49-50 
Baur (1917), 49-50 

• Bawman, Georg, 393 
Bayle, Pierre, 62 
Bazelius, Ant., 327 
Bazelius, Nicolaus, 73, ·1.20-I, 243-7, 

327-331 
Bazzacho, Giovanni, 4>11 
Beausard, Pierre, 181 
Beccaria, Angela Bianca Chistiana, 

411 I 

Becher, Otto, 249 
Bechis, William de, 72 
Beck, Johann, 235, 398 
Bede, 44-5 
Belisarius, 284 
Bellerus, 178 
Benedicht, Laurentz, I8o, 226, 351-2 
Benedict XII, Pope ( 1334-42), JOO 
Berg, Adam, ~4. 403 
Berg, Johannes vom, see Montanus, 

lohannis 
Bernhardus, director of school in 

Malines, 178 
Berry, 85, 87 
Berti, Domenico, 137 
Berwaldt, Jacob, 414 

Beiischl, Syxtus, 186 
Beyerlinck, Laurent, 181 
Beza, Theodore, n6-7 
Biela, William, 18 
Billy, Himbert de, 290-5, 331-2 
Biot, Edouard Constant, 13, 8g 
Birkenmajer, Alexander, 86 
Blackman, A. M., 14 
Blanc, Richard le, 93 
Blasius of Parma, 71 
Blockland, Corneille de, 292-3 
Blumhof, 236, 2;38-240, 350 
Bodin, Jean, 17, Jll-2 
Boethus, 23 
Bo ffito, 73 . 
Bogardus, printer of Louvain, 18o 
Bohmbargen, Nicolas, 374-5 
BOle, August Friedrich, 137 
Bok, 137-8, 262 
Boll, 42 
Boll (1894), 4o-1 
Boll (1918), 25, 42 
Bon, postmaster's clerk, 294 
Bonatti, Guido, 54-5, 66, 69-70, 231 
Boncompagni, Baldassare, 99 
Bonincontri, Lorenzo, 75 
Borchert, 62 
Borners, J., 235 
Bossert, J ., 262 
Bossis, John de, 77-8, 231 
Bosius, Jo. Andreas, 332-3 
Bostock and Riley, 18, 27 
Bouche-Leclercq, 117, 197, 214 
Bourgois, Nicolas, 186 
Bovio, Zefiriele Thomaso, 334 
Brahe, Tycho, importance, 119. 3o6, 

3o8, 312-3; accuracy, uz, 119. 121, 
136-7, 190; used improved instru
ments, 136-7, JOB; disapproved of 
reliance on clocks, 191; nova of 
1572, g8, ll2-4, II7, 124, 135-6, 
203; comet of 1577, IIB-137, 334-
S, 338; comet as celestial phenom
enon, 130, 314; comets' tails, 64, 
86, 94. 127-8, 309; orbit for a comet, 
121-2; generation of comets, 124-
·5, 152; lack of predictions from 
comets, 82, 158, 310; predictions 
in German book on comet of ISi7, 
131-6; observations, 121, 338-9. 
426-7; system of the world, 130, 
I62, 164-5; parallax, 128-IJO; 
failed to determine stellar paral
lax, I 13; size of earth, 223; use 
of term scrupulum, ISO; greatest 
conjunction, 135-6; mentioned, I66, 
217; and Aristotle, 124. 130; and 
Bazelius, I21, 244-5; and Brucaeus, 
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118; and Busch, 121, 226, 234; 
and Cardan, 92 ; and Chytraeus, 
121, 251; and Claramontius, 121, 
314-6; and Copernicus, 130, 316-
'7; and Craig, 121, 314-6, 334-5: 
and Dasypodius, 121, 240; and 
Erastus, 120; and Fracastoro, 89; 
and Gemma, 1:20, 178-9, 182-3; 
and Graminaeus, 121 ; and Simon 
Grynaeus, 120-1; and Hagecius, 
u8-120, 189-192, 200, 203; and 
Hainzel, H8 ; and Heerbrand, 263, 
:265; and Henischius, 121 ; and 
Homelius, 171, :20'7-8; and 
Huernius, 121; and Kepler, IZI-
2; and Maestlin, H4, 120, 139, 
145, 152, 158; and Major, uS; and 
Munosius, 182; and Nolthius, n6, 
120, 216, 224; and Peucer and 
Schuler, I·I5; and Johannes Prae
torius, 120; and Raimondus, 189; 
and Regiomontanus, 9'7, 309; and 
Roeslin, 1!20, I·59-I6o, 162-5; and 
Scultetus, u8, 120, :207-8, 210, 216; 
and Squarcialupus, 120; and Stein
metz:, I 21, 234; and Vogelin, 97 ; 
and William IV, H8, 120, 1'73-'7, 
191; and Winckler, 120; and 
Wittich, 204; De Mundi Aetherei 
••• Phaenomenis, 120, 122-3, 136, 
145, 164. 173, ·1'75-6, 192-3, 206-7, 
213, 215-6, 227, 240, 244. 337-8; 
Libri Epistolarum. Astronom.V
carum., 173, 175-6, 336-7; Progym.
nasm.ata, 120, 190, 335-6; Astro
nomiae Instauratae Mechanica, 3·3'5 

Brahe, 97, I 14. 136, 144-5, et passim 
Breitschwert, J. L. C., 137 
Bresciano, printer in Perugia, 385 
B,re-wster, 137, 141 
Breyer, Lucas, 359 
Brotbeyel, Matthias, 104 
Brucaeus, Henry, 1>16 
Bruckner, Nicolaus, see Prueckner 
Brugora, Galeat, 326 
Bruhns, 89 • 
Brun, printer (1884), 321 
Brunfels, Otto, 299-300 
Brunfels, Otho, 299-301, 339 
Brunius, P., 142 
Bruno, Giordano, 137 
Brutus, John Michael, 352 
Bucci, Agostino, 339-340 
Bucer, Martin, II 1 
Bucholzer, Abraham, 257 
Bullinger, Heinrich, 286 
Biir!ri, Justus, 173. 175-6, 426-7 
Busch, George, 20, u6, 12o-1, 225-

234. 283, 340 
Busch, Sebald, Jr., 22'7 
Busch, Sebald, Sr., 227 

Caesar, 38, 142, 284 
Caesius, George, 341-3 · 
Calinich, 249-250, 257-8, 261-3, 275 
Calixtus Ill, 72 
Camerarius, Elias, .I 12 
Camerarius, J. R., 162 
Camerarius, Joachimus, the Elder, 

40, 42, I'7I, 234. zJ<), :z48, 343-5, 
364-5, 419, 421 

Camerarius, Joachimus, the Younger, 
345 

'll. Campenhausen, 42 
Cantor (1892), I\37 
Cantor (1905), 92, 94 
Cantor (Gemma), 177, 181 
Capelle (I90Sa), :28-9. 39 
Capelle (I90Sb), 20, 27, 39 
Capelle (I9Q8), 28 
Capelle (I9I3), 28, 39 
Cardan, Jerome, 41, 88, 91-6, 99-100, 

104, 121, 18';-8, 216, 239, 2'97. 320, 
333. 368 

Carl (Ms.), 137 
Cassiodorus of Miletus, 282 
Cato, Angelo, 76-7, 231 
Cauelat, lean, 291 , 
Cautio, Camillo, 409 
Cecco d'Ascoli, 56, 231 
Celichius, Andreas, 345-6 
Cell, Erhard, 262 
Celoria, 7'4 
Celsus, Roman philosopher, 41 
Censorinus, IS 
Cerastius, Laurentius, 78 
Cervicornus, 35 
Chaeremon, 4:2 
Charlemagne, 255 
Charles IV, college of, 186-7 
Charles V, Emperor, 88, xo6, 358 
Charnoz, Philibert de, 332· 
Chaudiere, G., 185 
Chemnitz, Martin, z6o 
Chesneau, Nicolas, 424-S 
Chiaramonti, see Claramontius 
Christian I, Elector of Saxony, z6o 
Christianus, Andreas, 1'74 
Chrysaeus, Bartholomaeus, 400 
Chytraeus, David, 'u6, 12o-1, z48-

2s8, z6o, z66, z68, 310, J46-7 
Chytraeus, Ulrich, 249-250 
Cicero, 27-8, 31-1-2 
Claramontius, Scipio, 121, 217, 312, 

314-6 
Claramontius (I6I9), 315 
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Claramontiu.r (1621), 315 
Claramontiu.r (1636), 316, 410 
Clarke, 14-5, 24. 27-8, 35 
Claudius (Emperor), 34 
Clavius, Jesuit astronomer, US, 145 
Clement VII, Pope, 284 
Clement VIII, Pope, 267 
Cleomedes, 27 
Codicillus, Peter, 347 
Collard, sr, 66-9, 71, 231 
Colsterus, lustus, 426 
Columella, IS 
Comitibus, Nicholas de, 72 
Constantinus IV, called Pogonatu.r, 

252, 255 
Contarini, Gasparo, Cardinal, 105 
Conon of Samos, 14 
Conrad of Megenburg, 59 
Conti, Anteo, 4I·I 
Coote, g8 
Copernicus, theory, 10, 86-7, II2-4, 

12'1, 123, IJO, IJ7-141 1 1'57, 162, 
164-5, 204, 229. 238, 316-7; in 
Padua, 86-7; controversy with 
Apian, Cardan, Gemma Frisius, 
and Scala, 100; comet of 1533. 
100; Commentariolu.r, ·191; cited 
144, 146, 1•54. 157 ; mentioned, 427 

Corthois, Anthony, 373 
Cortield, W. H., 358 
Corvinus, see Matthias 
Costabili, Giovanni Battista, 282-3 
Craig, John, 121, 314~5 
Crllto, Johannes, 190, 3'33, 352-3, 

356-7 . 
Creat, Johan, ~3. 347~ 
Crespin, Antoine, 348-9 
Creutzer, Peter, 99, 101 
Creutziger, Johann, 379 
Criigerus, Petrus, 349 
Crusius, Martin, 137, 263-
Cunaeus, Peter, 426 
Curtse (1870), 61 
Curtze (1878), ·roo, 191-2 

Daneau, Lambert, 286 
Daniel, prophet, 274 
Dasypodius, Conrad, 236-240; im

portance, 309; classification of 
comets, 20, 230, 242. 407 ; and 
Tycho Brahe, 121, 240; comet of 
11577, 24o-3, 349-350; cited, 153, 
r66, 287; quoted Pachymeres, 297, 

D~ypodius, Peter, III, 236 
Datschitz, Georgius Jacobus von, 347 
Davies, Norman de, I4 
Dazlinus, 315 

De Backer, Louis, 244 
Dee, John, uz, 182, 185, 203, 286 
Degen, Jacob, 161-2 
Dcgeor,qe, 177 . 
Delambre (1817), 2'6-7, 3'6, 39 
Delambre (1819), 90 
Delambre (1821), 120, 138, 143. 145, 

173. 184, 193. 206, 290, 320 
Democritus, 16-17, 19. 22, 24, 26, 67, 

123,162,172,271,304,312 
Deuerlin, Sigismund, 390 
Dibaud, Georg Christoph, 35o-2 
Dibelius [Franz], 259 
Dibeliu.r, 258 
Didier, Franc;ois, 378-9 
Dietrich of Schulenburg, 346 
Diels, Hermann, 24 
Digges, Thomas, g8, I 12-4. 138, 182, 

203 . 
Dinocrates, 304 
Dintreville, Madame de Creyssia 

Gabrielle de, 292 
Diodorus, 14-5 
Diodoru.r (1933-9), 15, 18 
Diogenes, 23 
DOrfel, George Samuel, 307 
Dollinger, 248-9, 257-8, 262 
Donnis [Sebastian us a, and brother], 

334 
Doppelmayr, 137, 140. 143-4. 173, 225-

6, 237. 300 
Dorat, Jean, 424-5 
Dowel, John, see Plutarch (r883) 
Drecker, 135 
Dreher, Conrad, 227 
Dreyer, J. L. E., 120, 353, 399, 429 
Dreyer, editor, 86, &H), 91, 97, 

et passim . 
Dreyer (1890), 85, 91, n2-120, 129, 

et passim 
Dreyer (19o6), IS, 86-8, 121, 137, 

139. 143. I73. 307. 316 
Drosendorf, Friedrich von, 71 
Drouy, William, 403-4 
Druon, 42 
Dudith, Andreas, to6, 192, 310, 333, 

352-3, 355-8 
Duhem, 27-8, 84 
Duncker, Albert, 174 
Dunghen, H. Heinrick Ziberts van, 

329 
Dunis, Peter, 415 
Du Verdier, zgo, 292-3, 378, 401 

Eberhart, abbot in Kempten (1578), 
388-9 

Edelstein, 29 
Edmund, bishop in Peterborough 
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(1578), 37S 

Edward III of England, 284 
v. Egloffstein, 258 
E;isenmenger, Samuel, 16o, 167 
Eitner, Robert, 272 
Ekama, C., 177 
Elizabeth, Queen of England, .2i89 
Emersor1, 3ll 
Ernmen, Gallus, 353-4 
Ender, Michael, 210 
Engel, see Johannes Angelus 
Engelbrecht, 42 
Engelhart, Iacobus, see Jacobus 

Angelus 
Ephorus, 18 
Epicurus, 162, J04 
Epigenes of ByEantium, IS-6. 23-6 
Epigenes of Rhodes, IS 
Erasso, Antonio de, 404 
Erastus, Thomas, 1.20, 310, 3.52-9 
Eratosthenes, 427 
Euclid, 224. 237-9 
Eudoxus, 14. 87 

F., P.S.T.A., 303-S, 35~36o 
Fabricius, Paul, Jo6-9, us, 190. 20S-

6, 212, J(iQ-I, 400 
Fagius, Adamus Colbius, 241 
Favaro, Antonio, 140, 177 
FavM'o, editol', 137-140. 184, 312, 314 
Fat~I'O (1876), 137. 141 
Favaro (1881), 86-7 
Favorinus of Arles, 24 
Ferdinand I, Emperor, 88 
Ferdinand II, Emperor, 209 
Ferdinand, King of Aragon, 76 
Fenael, 129 t 
Ferrerio, Giovanni, IOS, 310 
Ficino, Marsilio, 8s 
Fienus, Thomas, 334 
Fin, Mons. de la, Olevalier de 

l'ordre du Roy, 291 
Fiomovelli, Giovanni Maria, 282-s, 

PrJ. 38S 
Fischlin, Ludwig Melchior, 262 
FitzGerald, 43 
Fivizani, Augustin, 267 
Ftacius lllyricus, Matthias, 259 
Flarnmarion, Camille, 3II 
Fleming, Abraham, 103 
Flock, Erasmus, Io!H), III 
Fotheringham, 13-4 
Fou•ler, 28 
F racastoro, Girolamo, 86-91, 93.. 99. 

121, 127 
Franchelius, Philip, ISS. 18g 
Francis, Duke of Alen~ and Anjou 

(1577), 388 

Franciscus de Mayronis, 62 
Frangipani, (observer of nova of 

1572). 117 
Fl'tmk, 173.. 236. 249. 2.;8, 262 
Frantzen, Johann, 101 
Frantzen, Philip, 101 
Frederick II of Denmark, 239.-3SI 
Frederick I, Elector of Saxony, 3s8 
Frederus, Johannes, 254 
Frenckel (printers, 1&t4), 430 
Friedenwald, H., 410 
Friedrich, 34S 
Friis, F. R., 338 
Frisch, Ch.., 138 · 
Frisch, editol', 137-140. 145. IS9-166, 

184, 216 
Frischlinus, D., 143 
Fritsch, Ambrosius, 20'/, 21o-2n, 

370, 386, 412-3, 422 
Froben (press, founded by Johannes 

Froben), 35 
Fromm [Emil ?], 248 
Frytschius, M., 46 
Fugger, Jerome, 396 
Fugger, Johannes, 396 
Furmannus, Valentinus, 341-2 

Galen, J6o, 1~18o, 282 
Galileo, II4-S. l:rJ, 140-1, 184, 312, 

316 
Garnier, J. G., 178 
Gassendi, Peter, 334 
Gassmdi, 83. 117, 138 
Geiger, Ludwig, 249 
Gellius, Aulus, 24 
Gemma Frisius, go-1, 100, 121, 127, 

145, 153.. 177-9, 181-2 . 
Gemma, Cornelius, 177-182; import

ance, 136. 3o8, 312; and Bazelius, 
246; and Tycho Brabe. 120, 178-
9. 182-3; and Claramontius, 315; 
and Hagecius, 114-5, u8, 1:7'9-I8o, 
182, 200, 204-6, 276; and Roeslin, 
I66-172; comet of 1533, 91 ; comet 
of 1556, 109; comet of 15.s8, II I; 
no'va of 1572, g8, 112, us, H7, 
rgo; comet of 1577. 91, m. 182-3, 
204. J{iJ-S; mentioned, 287, 314. 
J29, 344 . 

Gemma, a son of COrnelius, 181-2 
Gemma, Raphael, 18:z 
Geoffrey of Meaux, 57-6o, 74. 114. 144 
Geoffrey of Tours, 305 
Georg· Friedrich, Margrave of Bran-

denburg (d 16o3), 342 
George of Podiebrad, 75 
Gerlach, Catherine. 399. 428-9 
Gesner, A. and J .. 111 
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Giambene, Luigi, 266 
Gilbert, William, 97-8, 312-3 
Giles, Dominican brother, ,52-3 
Giles of Lessines, 52 
Gilles de Louviers, 71 
Giuntini, see lunctinus 
Giustiniano, Orsato, 409 
Glendower, Owen, 71 
Glisenti, Antonio, 365 . 
Gloriosi, Giovanni Camillo, 316 
Goldstein, Johannes, 249 
Gotthardi, Ge., 263 
Graminaeus, Theodorus, u6, 120-1, 

189-tgo, 365-8 
Grassi (speaker in Galileo's dia-

logue), 312 
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